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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:

SECTION 11-1

WHEELS AND TYRES
GENERAL DESCRIPTI ON

Wheels

Three types of road wheel are available for the Transit model range.
Fig. 1A shows the 14x 5tJ pressed steel styled wheel as fitted to LCX (80 to 120 and 1OOL) variants. This
wheel is available in two styles. The wheel is retained by conical wheel nuts covered by plastic nut caps, has
a plastic centre cap, and on some variants has a bright metal trim ring.
Fig. 1 B shows the 14 x 5tJ pressed steel wheel with a twin offset and ventilated spider as fitted to LCY ( 130
to 190) variants. This wheel is retained by conical wheel nuts with left handed threads on left hand wheels
and right handed threads on right hand wheels. On certain variants this wheel is fitted with a chrome plated
cover. All the wheels on the LCY variants are of the same design.
Tyres

Radial ply tyres are fitted as standard equipment to all varia nts w ith a cross ply tyre as optional equipment on
some variants.
Depending on model variant 185x SR 14 Reinforced, 195x R14C (6PR), or 205 x R 14C (6PR) radial ply tyres
are fitted as standard. The optional cross ply tyre is a 7.50x 14 (6PR).
Details of tyre sizes together with the recommended inflation pressures for each variant are included in the
Technical Data on Page 9.

TR / 11 / 1
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Fig. 1. Transit wheel types
A- Five stud variant wheel
8 - Six stud variant wheel
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS :

SECTION 1 1-2

WHEELS AND TVRES
SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS

At specified service intervals the following items should be checked.
Tyre Pressures

The tyre pressures quoted under Technical Data' are 'cold' pressures. In this context, ambient temperature is
considered 'cold' and the tyre is considered 'hot' after extended motoring at speed. Under certain extreme
conditions of operation a tyre may require up to one hour before it can be considered 'cold', i.e. not warm to
the touch as is usual after operation.
It is essential for safety that the recommended inflation pressures are always maintained.
Radial ply tyres may appear under-inflated at the correct recommended pressures shown in Technical Data.
This is normal and they should never be inflated beyond the recommended pressures.

Tyre Wear

When tyre tread depth is less than 1 mm the tyre must be renewed (or earlier if required by local or national
legislation).
If irregular wear is noticed, check the wheel bearings and steering/suspension joints for excess play. Also
check the front suspension geometry and wheel balance.
In the later life of the tyres, it may be desirable to rebalance the wheels to compensate for tyre wear.

Wheel Nuts

Check the tightness of the wheel nuts. Refer to Technical Data.

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION

Tool

Tool Name

No Special Service Tools Required.
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:

SECTION 11-3

WHEELS AND TVRES

JAC K ING T H E VEHI C LE
When undertaking repairs that involve jacking the vehicle it is important to ensure that only the correct
jacking and support locations are used at all times. The following illustration shows the location points for
positioning jacking equipment. Axle stands should always be fitted before working on a raised vehicle.
NOTE: The jack supplied with the vehicle is for emergency use only, e.g: changing a wheel at the roadside
etc, and should not be used for general workshop applications.

TR/11/12
Fig. 2. Jacking loca1ions

SERVI CE AND RE PAI R O P ERATIO N S - CO NTENT
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FORD TRANSIT '7 8 ONWAR D S :

S ECTION 1 1- 4

WHEELS AND TYRES

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS

11 122

WHEEL ASSEMBLIES- BOTH
FRONT OR BOTH REAR BALANCE

Special Service Tools Required: None
It is important that t he following is read and fully
understood before commencing work on the
vehicle. The method of balancing will vary for
machines of different manufacture. For specific
details refer to the equipment manufacturer's
instructions.
On ly FORD clip-on wheel weights should be used
and it is recommended that these are located using
a non-metallic hammer to avoid damaging t he
wheel.

A - Off the v ehicle wheel balance - Front or
Rear Wheels.
1.

Remove wheel covers or nut covers, where
applicable. Slacken wheel nuts securing
wheels to be balanced. Jack up front. or rear
of vehicle. as required, and fit chassis stands.
NOTE: On six studded wheel va·rlants;·-left
hand wheels have left hand threaded
nuts and right hand wheels have right
hand threaded nuts.

2.

Remove wheel to be balanced from vehicle.
Remove centre cap, where applicable, and fit
wheel to balance machine adaptor plate.

3.

Locate wheel and hub assembly on balance
m achine positioning on spindle so that wheel
rim just touches setting rod. Fig. 3. Lock
wheel and hub adaptor onto spindle.

4.

Remove bright metal trim ring if fitted, and
remove any existing balance weights. Ensure
tyre is inflated to correct pressure and that no
large objects (e.g. stones) are wedged in tyre
tread.

5.

Spin-up wheel and balance in accordance
with manufacturer's instructions.

6.

Remove wheel from machine and refit onto
vehicle. Refit trim ring and centre cap, where
applicable .

Fig. 3 Wheel in position on a typical off the vehicle wh eel
balancer
A - Settin g rod

NOTE: On six studded wheel variants, left
hand wheels have left hand threaded
nuts and right hand wheels have right
hand threaded nuts.
7.

Remove chassis stands and lower vehicle to
ground, finally tighten wheel nuts. Refi t nut
covers or wheel covers where applicable.

January 1979

Fig. 4 . Fixing balance w eight to wh eel rim

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS :

SECTION 11-5

WHEELS AND TVRES

8 - On t he V e hicle - Front or Rear Wheels
1.

Jack up front or rear of vehicle as required
and fit chassis stands, leaving axle free.

2.

Check wheel bearings, suspension joints, etc.,
for excess play and that tyres are correctly
inflated.
NOTE: It is impractical to balance the wheel
successfully with incorrectly adjusted
or worn wheel bearings.

3.

For front wheels, position spin-up motor in
correct position, rela tive to wheel to be
balanced, Fig. 5.
For rear wheels, vehicle engine should be
used to d rive wheels when balancing.

4.

Remove trim ring, if fitted, any wheel weights
present, and any large objects (e.g. stones)
wedged in tyre tread.

5.

Fit wheel adpator pick-up onto suspension in
accordance with equipment manufacturer's
instructions.

6.

Spin-up wheel, and balance according to
manufacturer's instructions.

7.

Refit trim ring if applicable. Raise vehicle,
remove stands. Lower vehicle to ground and
remove jack.

8.

Repeat operations 1 to 7 above when
balancing the remaining wheels.

11 211

Fig. 5. Typical ·on car' balancer in position

WHEEL ASSEMBLY - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

S pecial S ervice Tools Required : N one
NOTE: W hen re fi tting twin rear w heels ensure
inner wheel tyre va lve is visible through
outer w heel and that mating surfaces of
wheels are clean.
To Remove
1.

To Inst all

Remove centre caps, nut caps, wheel covers,
where fitted, and slacken off wheel nuts.
NOTE: On six studded wheel variants, left
hand wheels have left hand threaded
nuts and right hand wheels have right
hand threaded nuts.

2.

Jack up vehicle, fit chassis stands at front or
rear.

3.

Remove nuts, remove wheel(s).
If trim rings are fitted carefully prise off using
a screwdriver, Fig. 6.

January 1979

Fig. 6. Removing trim ring.

4.

Refit wheel(s). fi t nuts and semi-tighten.
NOTE: On six studded wheel variants. left
hand wheels have left hand threaded
nuts and right hand wheels have right
hand threaded nuts.

5.

Jack up vehicle, remove chassis stands, and
lower to ground.

6.

Finally tighten wheel nuts and refit nut caps,
wheel covers, and centre caps where
applicable. Also fit trim rings where
applicable.

FORD TRANSIT '7 8 ONWARDS :

SECTION 11- 6

-

WHEELS AND TVRES

11 234 4

WHEEL - REPLACE
{Wheel assembly removed)

GENERAL NOTES

(i) The type of equipment shown in this operation
is of the 'semi-automatic' type using 'rim
clamps' as compared with the type using a
centre spigot to locate and retain the wheel.
(ii) Always lubricate tyre beads when removing
and/or fitting tyre.
(iii) When tyres are being fitted to wheels, in order
to avoid damge to the tyre bead they should be
applied from the side of the wheel which has
the narrowest ledge (i.e., distance from rim
flange to edge of well).

Fig. 7. Breaking tyre beads

When fitting a new tubeless tyre, a new snap-in
valve should also be fitted. The valve is made to
last the life of the tyre. but beyond that time
fatigue of the valve body rubber is likely to
impair the air seal at the rim hole.
(iv) When fitting Michelin radial ply tyres, always
ensure t hat the red spot on the tyre wall is on
the outside of the wheel.

Special Service Tools Required: None
1.

Remove tyre valve core and break tyre bead,
Fig. 7 ., on both sides of tyre.

2.

Mount wheel assembly onto equipment.

3.

Remove
tyre
from
wheel
equipment
according to manufacturers instructions.
Fig. 8. Cut off old valve assembly.

4.

Remove wheel f rom-equipment.

5.

Place new wheel on equipment. Fig. 9, and
ensure wheel clamps are fitted to wheel.

Fig. 8. Removing tyre

TR/ 11/9

Fig. 9. Wheel in position on equipment showing rim clamps
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:

SECTION 11-7

WHEELS AND TVRES

6.

Locate and fit new valve ensuring it is
correctly seated in wheel. Lubricate tyre
beads, Fig. 10, and refit tyre to wheel, Fig.
11 . As tyre is being fitted ensure 'fitted'
portion of beading is guided into wheel
channel to ensure remaining bead can fit over
rim.

7.

Remove wheel and tyre assembly from stand.

TR/ 11/ 10
/

Fig. 10 . Lubricate tyre beads before fitting tyre.

8.

Fit new tyre valve core in valve.

9.

Inflate tyre, adjust to specified pressure. refer
to page 9.

Fig. 11.
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Fitting tyr~ onto wheel.

FORD TRANSIT ' 78 ONWARDS :

SECTION 11-8

WHEELS AND TVRES
TECHNICAL DATA

Recomm ended Tyre Pressures - (Cold) Bar or kgf/cm 2 (lbf/in 2 )*

Pressure
Rear

Body Style

Tyre Size
(Standard}

Front

Van or Combi
Van or Combi

185x SR14R
185 x SR14R

2,5 (36)
2,5 (36)

2,9 (42)
2,9 (4 2)

Van
Combi
S.C. Cab
D.C. Cab
Bus
Bus
Van or Combi
S.C. Cab
D.C. Cab

195 x R14C
195 x R14C
195x R14C
195x R14C
185 x SR14R
195x R14C
195 x R14C
195x R14C
195x R14C

2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
2.5
2,0
2,5
2,5
2,5

(30)
(30)
(30)
(30)
(36)
(30)
(36)
(36)
(36)

3,1 (45)
3,1 (4 5)
3,1 (45)
3,1 (45)
2,9 (42)
2,5 (36)
3, 1 (4 5)
3, 1 (45)
3,1 (45)

115 Petrol
115 Diesel

Bus
Bus

195 x R14C
195 x R14C

2,0 (30)
2,5 (36)

3,1 (45)
3,1 (45)

120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120

Van or Combi
S.C. Cab
D.C. Cab
Parcel Van
Van or Combi
S.C. Cab
D.C. Cab
Parcel Van

205 x R14C
205 x R14C
205 x R14C
205 x R14C
205 x R14C
205 x R14C
205 x R14C
205 x R14C

1,6
1,6
1,6
1,6
2,0
2,0
2,0
2 .0

(24)
(24)
(24}
(24)
(30)
(30)
(30)
(30)

2,9
2,9
2,9
2,9
2,9
2,9
2,9
2,9

(42 )
(42)
(42)
(42)
(42)
(42}
(42)
(42)

1OOL Petrol
100L Petrol
100L Diesel
100L Diesel

Van or Combi
S.C. Cab
Van or Combi
S.C. Cab

1.95 x R14C
195x R14C
195x R14C
195x R14C

2,0
2,0
2,3
2.3

(30)
(30)
(34)
(34)

3,1
3,1
3,1
3,1

(45)
(45}
(45)
(45)

130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130

Van or Combi
S.C. Cab
D.C. Cab
Bus
Van or Combi
S.C. Cab
D.C. Cab
Bus

185x SR14R
185x SR14R
185x SR14R
185x SR14R
185x SR14R
185x SR14R
185x SR14R
185 x SR14R

2.0 (30)
2,0 (30)
2,0(30)
2,0 (30)
2,9 (4 2)
2,9 (4 2}
2,9 (42)
2,9 (42)

2,0
2,0
2,0
2,5
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0

(30)
(30)
(30)
(36)
(30)
(30)
(30)
(30)

Vehicle Type
80 Pet rol
80 Diesel
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Petrol
Petrol
Petrol
Petrol
Petrol
Petrol
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel

Petrol
Petrol
Petrol
Petrol
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel

Petrol
Petrol
Petrol
Petrol
Diesel
Diesel
Diese l
Diesel

*Bar and kgf/ cm 2 are numerically the same value.
S.C. Cab - Sing le Chassis Cab Variant.
D.C. Cab - Double Chassis Cab Variant.

Tyre Size
(Optional)

Front

Pressure
Rear

7.50x 14
7.50x 14

2,0 (30)
2,0 (30)

2,0 (30)
2,0 (30)

7.50x 14

2,0 (30)

3, 1 (45)

7.50 x 14
7.50 x 14
7.50 x 14

2,5 (36)
2,5 (36)
2,5 (36)

3,1 (4 5)
3,1 (4 5)
3,1 (45)

7.50x 14
7.50x 14

2,0 (30)
2,5 (36)

3,1 (45)
3,1 (45)

7.50 x 14
7.50x 14
7.50x 14
7.50x 14
7.50x 14
7.50x 14
7.50x 14
7.50 x 14

2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
2 ,5
2,5
2,5
2,5

2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0

(30)
(30)
(30}
(30)
(36)
(36)
(36)
(36)

(30)
(30)
(30)
(30)
(30)
(30)
(30)
(30)

WHEELS AND TVRES
TECHNICAL DATA (cont'd)

Recommended Tyre Pressures - (Cold) Bar or kgf/cm 2 (lbf/in 2 )*

Vehicle Type

Body Style

Tyre Size
(Standard)

Front

Pressure
Rear

160
160
160
160
160
160

Petrol
Petrol
Petrol
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel

Van or Combi
S.C. Cab
Bus
Van or Combi
S.C. Cab
Bus

185 x SR14R
185 x SR14R
185 x SR14R
185 x SR14R
185x SR14R
185 x SR14R

2,0
2,0
2,0
2 ,9
2,9
2 ,9

(30)
(30)
(30)
(42)
(42)
(42)

2,0
2,0
2,5
2,5
2,5
2 ,5

(30)
(30)
(36)
(36)
(36)
(36)

175
175
175
175
175
175

Petrol
Petrol
Petrol
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel

Van or Combi
S.C. Cab
Parcel Van
Van or Combi
S.C. Cab
Parcel Van

185 x SR14R
185 x SR14R
185 x SR14R
185 x SR14R
185 x SR14R
185 x SR14R

2,9
2,9
2,9
2,9
2,9
2,9

(42)
(42)
(42)
(42)
(42)
(42)

2 ,9
2,9
2,9
2 ,9
2,9
2,9

(42)
(42)
(42)
(42)
(42)
(42)

190
190
190
190
190
190

Petrol
Petrol
Petrol
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel

Van or Combi
S.C. Cab
D.C. Cab
Van or Combi
S.C. Cab
D.C. Cab

195 x R14C
195 x R14C
195 x R14C
195 x R14C
195 x R14C
195 x R14C

2,0
2,0
2 ,0
2,4
2,2
2,2

(30)
(30)
(30)
(35)
(33)
(33)

2 ,6
2,6
2 ,6
2 ,6
2 ,6
2 ,6

(37)
(37)
(37)
(37)
(37)
(37)

Tyre Size
(Optional)

Front

7.50x 14
7.50 x 14
7.50 x 14
7.50 x 14
7.50 x 14
7.50 x 14

2,0
2,0
2,0
2,5
2,5
2 ,5

Pressure
Rear

(30)
(30)
(30)
(36)
(36)
(36)

2 ,0
2,0
2 ,0
2,0
2,0
2 ,0

(30)
(30)
(30)
(30)
(30)
(30)

*Bar and kgf/ cm 2 are numerically the same value.
S.C. Cab= Single Chassis Cab Variant

D.C. Cab= Double Chassis Cab Variant

NOTE: The tyre pressures shown above should be used when the tyre is cold, i.e., when approximately at
ambient temperature, (not warm to the touch as is usual after operation) . Always maintain the
specified tyre pressures.

Tightening Torques

Nm

kgf.m

lbf.ft

Wheel nuts - Five studded wheel variants
Six studded wheel variants

75 to 95
155 to 180

7,5 to 9,5
15,5 to 18,0

55 to 70
114 to 132
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B R A K I NG S YS T E M

Braking System

12
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General Description

2

Service Adjustments and Checks

9

Special Service Tool Recognition

9

Contained in
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Service and Repair Operations
12 136

Load Apportioning Valve - Adjust

12 141

Brakes - Bleed

Page

12 753
10

12 154 4 Brake System Hydraulic Fluid Replace

10

12 221

Brake Disc - Check Run Out

12

12 223

Brake Disc - Remove and Install

12

12 233

Brake Pads - Remove and Install

13

12 243

Brake Caliper Assembly -Remove and Install

14

12 285

Shoes - Rear Brake - Remove and Install

15

12 305

Wheel Cylinder -Brake Remove and Install

17

12 305 8 Wheel Cylinder- Overhaul

17

12 313

Plate - Rear Brake Carrier - Remove and Install

18

12 333

Brake Pedal - Remove and Install

19

12 343

Master Cylinder- Remove and Install

20

12 343 8 Master Cylinder- Overhaul

20

12 414

Vacuum Pump - Remove and Install

21

12 451

Servo - Remove and Install

23

12 457

Check Valve - Servo - Remove and Install

24

12 481

Vacuum Hose - Servo - Replace

24

12 662

Handbrake -Adjust

25

12 664

Handbrake Lever - Remove and Install

26

12 673

Primary Rod - Handbrake - Remove and Install

26

12 675

Rear Cable - Handbrake - Replace

27

12 688

Metering Valve - Brake Pressure - Remove and Install

28

12 752

Load Apportioning Valve- Remove and Install

28

12 753

••

·Bracket and Bush Assembly- L.A.V. -Remove and Install
Technical Data
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 12-1

B R AK I NG S YS T E M
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Transit braking system is hydraulically operated on all front and rear wheels with a dual line
system to provide separate hydraulic circuits for front disc and rear drum brakes. Should one circuit
fail the other circuit is unaffected and the vehicle can be brought to a halt. The hydraulic pressure
is applied from the master cylnder to each operating cylinder through metal bundy pipes with flexible
hoses at each wheel to compensate for suspension and steering movements.
The hydraulic system is split, either between the front and rear brakes, known as 'vertically split',
Figs.1 &2, or with the rear brakes and the lower of the two pistons in the four piston caliper as one
circuit and the upper two pistons in the caliper as the other circuit. This system is known as
'horizontally split', Fig.3.
The front calipers are either two or four piston design depending on model variants and territorial
requirements, the calipers operate on 269,7mm (10,62in) solid or ventilated cast iron discs. The
calipers are self-adjusting during operation of the brake pedal.
Each rear brake utilises one leading and one trailing shoe operated by a double acting cylinder on each
wheel brake assembly. The linings are bonded to the brake shoes, the leading shoe being approximately
twice as thick as that of the trailing shoe. This allows for the greater rate of wear on the leading
shoe and ensures that both linings have similar service life.
Both front and rear brakes are self-adjusting during normal operation of the foot brake pedal. The
handbrake mechanism is mechanically operated with a lever mounted between the front seats, operating an
adjustable primary rod through a yoke and nylon cable to operate the mechanism in the rear brake
assemblies.
To reduce pedal effort a brake servo unit of the suspended vacuum type is fitted between the brake
pedal and master cylinder. Should the servo unit fail the push rod still acts mechanically to provide
non-servo assisted braking.
A pressure delay valve is fitted into the front brake hydraulic circuit, to optimise brake performance
during light braking application. This allows rear brake hydraulic pressure to be higher in this
condition.
Dependent on territorial requirements, a load apportioning valve (L.A.V.) is fitted to the rear brake
circuit minimising the possibility of early 'lock up' of the rear wheels under heavy or emergency
braking conditions with the vehicle in an unladen or partly laden condition.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
• Brake system components must be kept clean of any foreign matter. If necessary any hydraulic
component should be washed in clean brake fluid, industrial alcohol or methylated spirits to remove
any foreign matter and dried with a clean non-fluffy cloth. Do not use a mineral base fluid such as
petrol, paraffin, etc.
Brake fluid must not be allowed to come into contact with brake pads/shoes or with disc or drum
surfaces. Industrial alcohol or methylated spirits must be used to flush out the system and for
washing fluid from disc or drum surfaces.
Ensure that sealing lips are perfectly fonned, concentric with the bore of the seal, free from knife
edges, surface blemishes or marks. Any seal that is not perfect should be rejected. Seals should
not be turned inside out when inspecting them, since this strains the surface skin and may eventually
lead to failure. All pistons and housings must be carefully inspected before assembly. Any
imperfections or scores on a piston or cylinder bore may provide a track for fluid leaks under
pressure and any damaged parts must be renewed. Parts must be handled carefully to prevent any
accidental scoring. Prior to assembly -immerse hydraulic components in clean brake fluid to provide
initial lubrication for working surfaces. Due to the complexity of braking systems, when renewing or
overhauling component, care must be taken to ensure'that only correct parts are fitted.
Any brake fluid accidentally spilt onto a painted surface must be cleaned off immediately using cold
water to prevent damage to paintwork.
• Asbestos dust when inhaled can be injurious to health. Do not blow out dust with an airline. A
vacuum cleaner, brush or rag should be carefully used to remove any dust. Any dust should be
contained in a sealed bag for disposal.
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3. Horizontal Split Braking System.
A- Rear brake and lower front brake caliper circuit
B- Upper front brake caliper circuit

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 12-3

~

B RAKI NG

S YS T E M

Master Cylinder
The master cylinder is operated by the brake pedal
and is a tandem type to provide separate braking
circuits. Transits equipped with the vertically
split systems have two sizes of master cylinder
fitted. Variants with 23,8 mm (0,937 in) internal
diameter cylinder have the primary chamber feeding
the front brakes, and the secondary, the rear
brakes, Fig.4. Variants fitted with the 22,2mm
(0,875 in) master cylinder have the ports
reversed.
For vehicles with horizontal split braking
systems, the secondary chamber provides fluid
pressure to the rear brakes, and the lower caliper
chamber of the four piston calipers and the
primary chamber provides fluid pressure to the
upper pistons of the four piston caliper only .
The primary chamber is identified as the port
nearest cylinder mounting flange .

Fig . 4. Master cylinder and servo assembly.

The brake fluid is housed in a semi-transparent
reservoir which contains a separation baffle. The
baffle ensures that, in the event of a fluid leak
in one circuit, fluid is still available to
operate the other .
Operation of the foot brake causes the master
cylinder pistons to be pushed along the bore
against the fluid . As brake fluid is
incompressible, movement is transmitted along the
length of the brake pipes. The total master
cylinder displacement is divided between the split
braking circuits.
Front Disc and Caliper Assemblies
Each front brake is actuated by fluid pressure
pushing the pistons against the brake pads,
causing them to come into firm contact with the
brake discs. When the brake pedal is released the
piston is withdrawn a small distance by the piston
seal shape . As the pads wear, the piston moves
out further than it is retracted by the seal, thus
the brake self adjusts . Fig.5.

T/1 2 56
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Fig.5. Four piston caliper operation.

Rear Drum Brake
The rear drum brake is actuated by the fluid
pressure causing the pistons in the wheel cylinder
bore to expand the brake shoes until they come
into contact with the brake drum.
The rear brakes are self adjusting during
operation of the brake pedal.
The sel f adjusting mechanism consists of a spacer
strut and a pair of toothed ratchets. The spacer
strut is attached to the trailing shoe and the
adjusting ratchets are attached to the leading
shoe. Fi g.6 .

Fig.6. Rear brake assembly (LCX illustrated) .
A - Leading shoe
B- Trailing shoe
C - Shoe hold-down springs
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Fig.7. Master cylinder assembly.
A - Reservoir retaining screws
B - Semi-transparent reservoir
C - Secondary piston stop pin

D- Reservoir housing seals G- Primary piston assembly
E -Master cyl i nder body
H- Piston retaining circlip
F - Secondary piston assembly

0

T/~ / 47

Fig. 8. Two piston caliper.
A- Fluid seals C- Seal retainers
B- Piston
D -Caliper housing
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E- Pad retaining pins
F- Pad retaining clips

G - Brake pads
H - Shims
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Fig.9. Four piston caliper assembly .
A - Pistons
B - Fl ui d sea 1s
C - Piston seal retainers
0 - Brake pads

EFGH-

Bleed valves
Caliper hou~ing
Anti-rattle clips
Pad retaining pins

H

0
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Fig.lO. Rear brake assembly.
A- Trailing shoe
B - Spacer strut
C - Handbrake lever

0 - Ratchet
E - Carrier plate
F - Wheel cylinder

G - Adjustment ratchet
H - Leading shoe
J - Shoe return springs
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The self adjusting mechanism is designed to ensure
that correct brake shoe lining to drum clearance
is maintained during normal braking.
Adjustment is maintained by the operation of the
foot brake actuating a pair of ratchets fixed to
the leading shoe through movement of the
adjustment strut attached to the trailing shoe.
On application of the brake the strut senses the
shoe lining to drum clearance, if clearance is
excessive the movement of the strut will rotate
the larger ratchet inwards accross the smaller
ratchet. The serrations on the ratchet mating
faces will adopt a new setting, on rel easing the
foot brake the brake shoes will adjust to this new
position and correct shoe lining to drum clearance
is obtained. This clearance will be maintained
until further wear of the shoe lining takes place
and adjustment is required.
Fig.ll. Self adjust mechanisms.
A - Pivot pin
0 - Ratchet
E- Small ratchet
B -Spring clip
C - Spring
Brake Servo
To reduce pedal effort a brake servo of the
suspended vacuum type is fitted between brake
pedal and master cylinder .
The servo unit is designed to provide controlled
power assistance during vehicle braking. For
petrol variants vacuum servo assistance is created
by the vacuum within the inlet manifold. Diesel
variants create vacuum from a pump driven by the
crankshaft pulley. Vacuum is created on both
sides of the servo diaphragm, by admitting
atmospheric pressure to the brake pedal side of
the diaphragm, power assistance is obtained and
pedal effort reduced .
Should servo vacuum failure occur the push rod
still acts mechanically to provide adequate
braking but with a higher pedal effort.
With the footbrake in the 'off' position the
diaphragm is held against its stop by the return
spring. The input shaft is also fully retracted
within the valve body by the return spring, as far
as the piston stop will allow. With the input
shaft in this position the vacuum port opens and
there is a vacuum each side of the diaphragm.
When the brake is applied the input rod moves
forward opening the atmospheric port. Atmospheric
pressure enters the rear casing behind the
diaphragm and assists the input shaft in pushing
the fulcrum plate and output shaft forward thereby
actuating the master cylinder.
Immediately the foot brake is released the vacuum
port is opened and atmospheric pressure is
extracted from the rear of the chamber drawn into
the front chamber, and from there into the inlet
manifold via a non-return valve. The atmospheric
port remains closed whilst the input shaft returns
to its original position assisted by the diaphragm
return spring: The diaphragm is then again
suspended in vacuum until the brake pedal is
depressed.
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Fig.12. Sectional view of brake servo assembly.
A - Non-return valve E - Oiaphram
B - Fulcrum plate
F - Casing
C - Input shaft
G - Spring
0- Atmospheric port H- Master cylinder
push rod
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Pressure Delay Valve
All disc braked variants are fitted with a
pressure delay valve. The in i tial pressure
required to actuate the rear drum brakes is higher
than that for the front disc brakes. The purpose
of the pressure delay valve is to restrict the
pressure applied to the front brakes during brake
operation until sufficient pressure is applied to
the rear brakes .
The pressure delay valve is not serviceabl e and
can only be replaced as a complete unit . The
valve may be overridden to assist in brake
bleeding if necessary, by depressing the 'button '
on the valve throughout brake bleeding, Fig.13.
load Apportion i ng Valve {L.A.V.)
Dependent on territorial requirements a Load
Apportioning Valve is fitted in production to the
rear brake circuit. The function of the L.A.V . is
to minimise the possibility of early 'lock-up' of
the rear wheels under heavy or emergency braking,
conditions with the vehicle in an unladen or
partly laden condition .

Fig.13 . Pressure delay valve button.

The l.A.V . assembly is mounted on the vehicle
chassis forward of the rear axle, and is connected
to the rear axle via a lever and load sensing
spring to the rear axle bracket.
0

0

Vehicles fitted with a L. A.V. {Austria and E.E . C.
territories) also have an identification plate
fitted to the left or right hand door step riser.
Variants produced for sale in Germany, Italy;
Holland, Belgium, Denmark and Luxembourg have the
plate depicting 'X' and ' Z' dimension, Fig.14.
Variants built for United Kingdom and France have
a L.A. V. check plate which is unique to that
variant build, Fig .15.
All dimensions quoted on these plates are legal
check dimensions and are calcul ated and stamped
at plant or bodY builders, to comply with legal
requirements. The 'X' dimension is the only
adjustment possible to the Load Apportioning
Valve . This setting determines the balance
between front and rear brakes of the vehicle .
The 'Z' value indicates the useful travel of the
Load Apportioning Valve. As this travel is a
function of the vehicle design it cannot be
adjusted and has no relevance to service
adjustment or repairs. However, for territories
specified above, it is a legal requirement for the
'Z ' value to be stamped on the l.A.V.
identification plate.
For standard factory produced bodies the 'X' and
'Z' value are stamped on the l.A.V. plate during
manufacture.

TR/12/301

T1

Fig.14. lAV identification plate unique to Germany
Italy, Holland, Belgium, Denmark and
luxemburg.

0

~

it&ml

0

TR/12/302
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Fig .15. LAV plate unique to U.K. and France only.
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Load Apportioning Valve (L .A.V.)
Vehicles with Specialist Bodies and Conversions
For vehicles using L.A.V. plates as in Fig.14. it
is necessary for the body builder to calcul ate the
'Z ' value, based on the kerb weight of the vehicle
after modifications have been carried out. In
these circumstances the 'Z' value is calculated as
follows:
Z value

= X dimension

minus
X dimension
(at kerb weight
(at plated rear axle
after modification)
weight)

Both val ues for 'X' can be obtained from the
chart s on pages 34 to 45.
The resultan t 'Z ' value and 'X' dimens i on at kerb
weight must be stamped and appear on the L.A.V .
identification plate.
The graphical type L. A. V. pl ate fitted to Frenc h
and U. K. variants are for legal check appl ications
only and no stamping is required. Fig.15.

Fig.16. L.A.V. 'X' dimension .

To enable vehicle L.A.V . to be checked and or set it is essential that the vehicle is fi r st weighed
(unladen) to ascertain the correct ground weight of the rear axle. The 'X' dimension setting can then
be obtained from the graphs and charts on pages 34 to 45.
Handbrake
The handbrake system is operated by a cab mounted lever between the front seats and acts on the rear
wheels only . On applying the handbrake the primary rod is pul led forward, pl acing the handbrake under
tensi on and operates the handbrake levers wi thi n the rear drum brakes .

T/12/60

·G

Fig. l 7. The handbrake system.
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SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION
TOOL NAME

TOOL

Wheel cylinder retaining clip
replacer
12-005

Slide hanmer
15-011

Dial indicator holding fixture
15-022

Rear hub nut wrench
15-029

Metric dial indicator gauge
15-046

Slide hanmer adaptor*
CP-3072-48

Caliper piston expander*
GE-2031
G

TR/12/54/N

*This is a proprietary servicing tool available from suppliers such as V L Churchill &Company
limited, V lowener and Optom SA and their agents.

SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS
At the specified service intervals the following operations should be checked:
- Check and top up brake fluid reservoir
- Inspect brake hoses and

~draulic

pipes for signs of leaks or chafing

-Check front brake pads and rear brake linings for wear
- lubricate handbrake cable linkage
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SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS

12 141 BRAKES - BLEED
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQU IRED : NONE
CAUTION: If brake fluid is spilt on pai.ntwork,
the affected area must be washed down with
cold water immediately.
1. Remove reservoir cap and top up reservoir
ensuring that both chambers of the reservoir
are fi 11 ed up to the 'MAX' mark with specified
fluid.
2. Remove dust cap from R. H./L. H. caliper bleed
nipple (caliper nearest master cylinder) .
Vehicles fitted with the four piston calipers
have three bleed nipples, these must all be
bled simultaneously.

Fig.18. Master cylinder reservoir and f1 uid
warning indicator.

3. Unscrew bleed nipples about half a turn,
depress brake pedal and allow it to return to
its stop. Continue to pump pedal until clear
air free fluid is pumped into container .
NOTE: During this operation the master cylinder
must be kept topped up to the 'MAX' mark .
4. Bleed remaining caliper and then rear brake
circuit.
5. Top up reservoir to 'MAX' mark and replace cap
and brake fluid/brake failure warning light
connection.
12 154 4 BRAKE

SYSTH~

HYDRAULIC FLUID - REPLACE

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Caliper piston expander

TR /12 /103

GE 2031

G

Fig.19. Four piston caliper bleed nipples.

NOTE: This procedure details how old brake fluid
can be purged from the system by draining both
front circuits of fluid and replenishing with
new fluid. Rear brakes can be replenished in
the normal method of bleeding both rears.
CAUTION: If brake fluid is spilt on paintwork, the
affected area must be washed down with cold
water immediately.
1. With vehicle jacked up or raised on ramp,
connect bleed tube to both front calipers.
Place other ends of tube in suitable
containers to collect purged fluid, unscrew
both front bleed nipples.
2. Remove master cylinder reservoir cap. Pump
brake pedal fully and allow it to return
quickly to rest. Continue to pump brake pedal
until all fluid is purged and air is being
pumped into containers (pause between strokes
to allow brake master cylinder to
recuperate).
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Fig.20. Caliper expander fitted to the two piston
type ca 1i per.
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12 154
(Vehi cles with four piston type caliper)
3. Insert suitable spacers between opposite
pistons and disc face to allow each brake
circuit to be purged individually.
4. Fit piston expander, and completely retract
caliper piston. Continue depressing brake
pedal until only air is being pumped out.
Tighten bleed screw.
5. When first caliper has been purged, loosely
refit pads to prevent pistons being forced out
when second side is purged. After second
caliper has been purged do not remove
expander.
6. Position bleed tube from caliper to which
caliper expander is still fitted, in a glass
jar, containing a small quantity of approved
brake fluid. Position jar at least 300 mm (12
in) above bleed nipple. This is to ensure
that the bleed nipple itself is subjected to
fluid pressure, thereby preventing possibility
of air leaking past threads of bleed nipple
and into braking sytem. Ensure end of bleed
tube is kept iiTVllersed in brake fluid.

T /12 /42

Fig.21. Fit suitable spacers between opposite
pistons and disc face to enable each
circuit to be purged individually.
(four piston type caliper)

7. Unscrew bleed nipple .
8. Fill reservoir with new unused fluid meeting
Ford Specification SAM-6-9103 A (amber).
Continue depressin~ brake pedal pausing after
each stroke until air free' fluid is seen
passing through the bleed tube . With brake
pedal held fully depressed retighten bleed
screw and top up reservoir with new fluid as
required.

r

9. Carefully unscrew piston expander to obtain
maximum caliper piston travel. Depress brake
pedal carefully, so moving caliper piston to
its fully extended position. With pedal still
depressed, unscrew bleed nipple. Using piston
expander, force pistons back to their fully
retracted position and then retighten bleed
screw. Remove piston expander and refit brake
pads.

Fig.22. Position bleed jar 300 mm above bleed
nipple.

10. Remove pads as fitted in sub-operation 5, and
fit piston expander to other caliper so that
pistons are in the fully retracted position.
Repeat sub operations 6 to 9 for other front
caliper circuit.
11 . Bleed rear brake circuit until clean new fluid
can be seen.
12. Check and top up brake fluid if necessary. Do
not fill above 'MAX ' mark on reservoir . Refit
reservoir cap and electrical connections.
G

TR 12/ 104

Fig.23. Rear brake bleed valve.

,.:·
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BRAKE DISCS - CHECK RUN OUT - BOTH SlOES

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Dial indicator gauge
Dial gauge holding fixture

15- 046
15-022

1. Remove wheels. Mount dial gauge fixture and
gauge to steering arm . Adjust gauge plunger
to measure run out at mid point of pad contact
area.
NOTE: Check that wheel bearings are correctly
adjusted. If necessary adjust bearings, refer
to Operation 12 223.
2. Measure total run out, this should not exceed
0,13 mm (0,005 in). If this figure is
exceeded the cause must be eliminated.

T/12/15

Fig.24. Check disc run-out.
A - Front of disc run-out check
B - Rear of disc run-out check

3. Reposition fixture and gauge, measure total
run out of other face of disc.
4. Repeat sub-operations 1 to 3 for other disc.
5. Refit road wheels and torque wheel nut to
correct specification .

12 223 DISC FRONT BRAKE - REMOVE AND INSTALL
(one side)
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove

Fig.25. Suspend caliper to prevent undue strain
on brake hoses.

1. Remove road wheels.
2. Bend back lock tabs and remove two caliper
securing bolts, and detach caliper assembly.
Support caliper clear of hub assembly using a
suitable length of wire .
NOTE: For vehicles with horizontally split braking
systems remove flexible hose from caliper and
remove caliper .
3. Remove hub grease cap, split pin, nut
retainer, and adjusting nut. Detach front hub
and disc assembly from spindle. Remove
bearing.
4. Bend back lock tabs, remove disc/hub retaining
bolts, separate hub from disc.
Fig.26. Front disc and hub aligning marks.
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12 223
To Install
5. Ensure both contact faces on hub and disc are
clean and free from any preservative, grease
or burrs, Fig.26.

p. Refit disc to hub assembly, ali gn mating face
marks. Using new lock tabs, secure disc to
hub and torque to specification, Fig.27.

7. Refit hub and disc assembly to spindle, fit
taper roller bearing, washer and adjusting
nut.
8. Check front disc run out, refer to Operation
12 221.
0

9. Reposition caliper assembly and secure.
Tor.que bolts to specification (see Technical
Data), secure lock tabs.

T/12/ 22

Fig.27. Hub to disc retaining bolts and locktabs.

10. Refit road wheel and tighten wheel nuts.
11 . Adjust wheel bearings .
t

Tighten adjusting nut to 20 to 25 Nm (2,0 to
2,5 Kgfm- 15 to 18 lbf.ft), while rotating
the hub assembly in an anti-clockwise
direction.

• Slacken adjusting nut one half turn (180°),
spin road wheel and retighten nut finger
tight.
t

Ascertain that some free play exists , grasp
top and bottom of wheel and impart a rocking
motion , a small perceptible movement must be
felt.

t

Fit nut retainer and new split pin, refit
hub grease cap.

12. On vehicles with horizontally split braking
system, refit brake hoses and bleed brakes,
refer to Operation 12 141 .

Fig.28. Torque hub adjusting nut to 20-25 Nm.
(wheel removed for clarity)

12 233 DISC PADS- REPLACE (ONE SIDE)
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Remove brake fluid reservoir cap and cover
with clean cloth.
2. Remove front road wheels.
3. On four piston calipers, depress anti-rattle
clips and remove two pad retaining pins and
anti-rattle clips. On two piston calipers,
straighten split retaining pin, depress clips
and remove pin clips .
4. Remove disc pads, by pulling pads from caliper
housing.
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Fig.29. Disc pad retaining pins and clips .
A- Retaining clips
B - Retaining pins
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12 233
To Install
5. Check pads are correct type. Also ensure that
pads, retaining pins and disc are free from
grease, oil or dirt.
6. Lever caliper pistons back into their bores
with a flat iron bar.
NOTE: This action will cause fluid to return to
the master cylinder which may overflow. To
avoid this, examine fluid level and if
necessary remove a quantity of fluid.
7. Fit pads and anti-rattle clips, depress clips
and insert retaining pins .
8. Refit road wheels and tighten wheel nuts to
specification .

Fig . 30. Lever caliper pistons back into bores
using flat iron bar.

9. Operate brake pedal several times to bring the
pads into correct adjustment . Check and if
necessary top up fluid reservoir . Replace
reservoir cap.

12 243 FRONT BRAKE CALIPER ASSEMBLY - REMOVE
AND INSTALL (One Side)
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Remove front wheel.
2. Disconnect caliper feed pipe(s), from caliper
fit line plug(s).
3. Remove disc pads, refer to operation 12 333.

Fig.31 . Caliper securing bolts to spindle carrier.

4. Prise back lock tabs, remove two caliper
retaining bolts and detach caliper assembly
from spindle carrier, Fig.31 .
To Install
5. Locate and secure caliper on spindle carrier
torque retaining bolts to specification, fit
new lock tabs.
6. Remove line plugs and fit hydraulic hoses,

Fig.32 .

7. Refit disc pads, refer to operation 12 333 and
bleed brake circuit.

a.

Replace front wheels, tighten.

Fig.32 . Reconnect hydraulic fluid pipes to
caliper ensuring guide pin is located
correctly in caliper .
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12 285 SHOES - REAR BRAKE - REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Rear hub nut wrench

15- 029

CAUTION: Brake dust when inhaled can be
injurious to health.
To Remove
1. LCX variants only
Slacken wheel nuts , remove wheel s. Release
handbrake , carefully remove brake drum.
TA / 12 /40

125 LCX and all LCY variants
Remove axle shaft nuts , withdraw axle shaft.
Bend up tags of nut retainer and unscrew
bearing locknut using service tool 15 029.
Remove adjusting nut and outer bearing cone.
Remove hub, drum and wheel assembly.

Fig . 33. Rear brake shoe assembly .
(LCY illustrated)
A - Leading shoe
B - Shoe hold down springs
C- Trailing shoe

2. Remove shoe hold down spring and cup, from
leading shoe. Disconnect return spring from
leading shoe, lift lower end of shoe up and
away from carrier plate assembly and remove
upper return spring, remove leading shoe.

3. Remove trailing shoe, hold down spring and
cup . Pull shoe clear of wheel cylinder disconnect handbrake cable.

4. Dismantle leading shoe :
•

Remove spring clip from ratchet pawl, and
withdraw pivot pin.

•

Remove spring clip from auto-adjust
ratchet and remove pivot pin.

Fig.34. Rear brake shoe assembly . (LCX
illustrated)
A - Leading shoe
B - Trailing shoe
C- Hold down clips

5. Dismantle trailing shoe:
Remove spring and strut from handbrake lever
and shoe, remov e spring clip and pivot pin
fonn trailing shoe.

T/12/26

Fig.35. Leading brake shoe assembly.
D - Large ratchet
A - Clevis pin
E - Small ratchet pawl
B - Ci rcl ip .
C - Spring
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To Install
6. Before reassembling clean carrier plate , apply
a light smear of Wolfrakote grease to the
carrier plate brake shoe contact points.
7. Assemble trailing shoe with bra~e lever and
strut, apply a small smear of grease between
lever and brake shoe web, Fig.36.
8. Reconnect handbrake cable to lever, Fig.38.
Secure shoe to carrier plate. Fit hold down
pin, spring and retaining clip.
9. Assemble leading shoe and auto adjust
ratchets, apply smear of lubrication between
ratchets and shoe web, Fig.35.

T/12 27

Fig.36. Assemble trailing shoe.
D - Handbrake lever
A - Circlip
E - Wave washer
B - Plain washer
C- Trailing shoe F - Clevis pin

10. Locate leading shoe against lower pivot
position and wheel cylinder, ensure spacer
strut is located correctly.
11. Fit upper and lower brake shoe return
springs.
12. Fit shoe hold down pin, spring qnd retaining
clip .
13. Refit drum or hub/drum wheel assembl y.
LCX variants only
t

Refit brake drum, locating drum correctly
against hub fit wheel and tighten wheel
nuts.

c;

TR/12/51

Fig.37. Reconnect handbrake cable to trailing
shoe.
A- Trailing shoe C - Handbrake cable
B - Handbrake lever D - Cable spring

125 LCX and all LCY variants
•

Reposition hub and drum assembly onto axl e.
Fit outer roll er bearing and adjusting
nut.

• Torque adjuster nut to 67 to 88 Nm (6,7 to
8,8 kgf ,m- 50 to 65 lbf.ft) whilst
rotating hub assembly.
•

Slacken adjusting nut one quarter of a turn
(45°).

•

Locate locking tab on to axle shaft, fit
lock nut torque to 70 Nm (7,0 Kgf.m, 52
lbf,ft). Bend over lock tabs one on
adjusting nut and another on lock nut.

•

Refit axle shaft with new gasket, tighten
retaining nut .

14. Apply foot brake several times to ensure
correct auto adjustment.
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Fig . 38. Torque rear hub bearing.
A - Torque wrench
B - Special service tool 15 029
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12 305 WHEEL CYLINDER AND INSTALL

BRAKE - REMOVE

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Circlip instal l er

12-005

To Install
1. Remove brake shoe assembly, refer to Operation
12 285.
2. Disconnect hydraulic brake fluid pipe from
wheel cyl i nder. Bl ank off to prevent
excessive l oss of fluid. Remove bleed
nipple.
3. Prise cylinder retaining clip from its groove
and remove wheel cylinder from brake carrier
p1ate .

f

Fig.39. Disconnect nydraulic line and bleed
valve.

To Install
4. Locate wheel cylinder on carrier plate ensure
roll pin 1ocates in hole on plate.
5. Assemble Special Service Tool 12 005 to
cylinder and fit retaining cl ip.
6. Refit bleed nippl e and hydraulic pipe.
Tighten hydraul i c pipe suffi cient to seal.
7. Refit brake shoe assemblies refer to Operation
12 285.
8. Bl eed brake system refer to Operation 12 141.

r

12 305 8 WHEEL CYLINDER - REAR BRAKE - OVERHAUL
(CYLINDER REMOVED)

T/12/63

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE

Fig. 40. Special Service Tool 12-005 fitted
to wheel cylinder .

To Dismantle

f.
·\'

1. Remove rubber dust covers, pull out pistons
one from each end and remove spring from
cylinder bore.
2. Using suitable tool remove piston seals.
Before reassembly check cylinder bores for
rust or scores, if either are present a new
cylinder must be fitted .
To Reassemble
3. Ensure wheel cyl i nder bore and pistons are
wiped clean of any foreign matter with a clean
non-fluffy cloth using clean brake fluid or
methyl a ted spirits.
4. Fit new seals to wheel cyl inder pistons.
5. Slide one of the pistons into cylinder bore.
From the other end insert spring and second
piston. Fit new rubber dust covers.
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Fig.41. Wheel cylinder assembly.
D - Spring
A - Dust cover
E- Cylinder
B - Piston
C - Seal
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12 313 PLATE - REAR BRAKE CARRIER - REMOVE AND
INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Wheel cylinder retaining clip
replacer

12-005

Rear hub nut wrench

15-029

To Remove
1. Remove rear brake shoes as described in
Operation 12 285 .
2. Remove wheel cylinder, refer to operation
12 305.
3. Remove handbrake cable securing clip from
carrier plate, remove handbrake cable.

Remove handbrake cable to carrier plate
retaining clip.
A- Retaining clip
B - Brake carrier plate

4. Remove nuts securing carrier plate and oil
baffle to axle housing .
o On LCX variants it is necessary to remove
hub assembly to gain access to carrier plate
securing nuts as detailed below:
a . Remove axle shaft .
b. Bend up lock tab and remove retaining nut
using Special Service Tool 15 029, remove
outer bearing.
c. Remove hub assembly using suitable puller.
d. Remove carrier plate as described in suboperation 4.
Fig.43 . Locate carrier plate and oil baffle on
axle housing .
To Install
5. Before reassembly ensure carrier plate and oil
baffle mating faces are free and clean of old
sealant.
6. Install carrier plate onto axle, coat mating
face of oil baffle with suitable sealer and
secure to axle housing.
7. On LCX variants refit hub assembly, fit outer
bearing, locktab and retaining nut, tighten to
a torque of 176 to 189 Nm (18 to 19,5 kgf.m)
(130 to 140 lbf . ft). Bend over lock tab and
fit hal fshaft.
8. Refit handbrake cable to carrier plate and
secure with clip at rear of plate.
9. Install wheel cylinder, refer to Operation
12 305 .
10. Assemble and insta l l rear brake shoes, refer
to Operation 12 285.
11. Bleed brake circuit, refer to Operation
12 141.
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Fig . 44. Assemble rear hub retaining nut and lock
tab.
A - Bend over lock tab to secure retaining
nut
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12 333 BRAKE PEDAL - REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Remove spring clip and cl evis pin connecting
brake pedal to servo operating rod .
2. Remove heater assembly , refer to Operation
34 354 .
3. Disconnect pedal, return spring and circlip
from left hand end of pedal shaft.

Fig.45. Disconnect brake pedal · to servo operating
rod . Clevis and spring clip.

4. Withdraw brake pedal cross shaft and remove
brake pedal.

5. Remove pedal bushes and pedal pad.

To Install
6. Install bushes and refit pedal pad if removed ,
Fig.47 .
7. Install pedal cross shaft to brake and clutch
pedal, ensure cut out in pedal box locates
with flat on shaft, push fully home and secure
with circlip .
8. Refit brake pedal return spring.

Fig.46. Pedal cross shaft securing circlip.
A - Circlip
B - Pedal shaft

9. Install heater, refer to Operation 34 354.

10. Align servo connecting rod with brake pedal
fit clevis pin and spring clip.

0

T / ~ /~

Fig.47. Pedal bushes and pedal pad.
A - Pedal bushes
B - Brake pedal
C - Pedal pad
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12 343 MASTER CYLINDER - REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
CAUTION: If brake fluid is spilt on paintwork
the affected area must be washed down with
cold water immediately .

To Remove
1. Disconnect brake fluid warning indicator
loom.
2. Disconnect hydraulic fl uid brake pipes , fit
blanking plugs to prevent excessive fluid loss
or dirt entry.

Tl12132
ll
Fig.48. Remove reservoir and cylinder to reservoir
fluid seals.

3. Remove nuts securing master cylinder to servo
housing, carefully remove cylinder from
vehicle.

To Install
4. Refit master cylinder to servo mounting and
secure.
5. Reconnect hydraulic fluid brake pipes and
bleed brakes, refer to Operation 12 141.
6. Reconnect brake fluid warning indicator loom.
T 112 /36

12 343 8 MASTER CYLINDER OVERHAUL (CYLINDER REMOVED)

0

Fig.49. Remove master cylinder piston retaining
circl ip.

To Dismantle
1. Drain brake fluid from reservoir.

Remove
screws securing reservoir to master cylinder.

2. Prise out reservoir to cylinder fluid seals.
3. Depress piston assemblies and remove secondary
stop pin, Fig.50.
4. Remove piston retaining cfrclfp, remove
primary and secondary piston.
5. Remove primary piston spring sleeve and screw,
remove seals and shim from piston.
6. Remove spring and sleeve from secondary

piston, hook off fluid seals.

T/12133

ll

Fig. 50. Remove secondary piston stop pin.
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To Assemble
Before assembly check cylinder bore and pistons
for damage, renew if necessary.

A

7. Assemble primary and secondary pistons with
new seals dip pistons into clean brake fluid
and assemble into master cylinder.
8. Fit piston retaining circlip. Depress piston
assemblies fully and insert secondary piston
stop pin into its cylinder location hole .

8

9. Insert reservoir seals and refit fluid
reservoir, secure with two screws.
T /12/58

11

Fig.51. Master cylinder piston assemblies.
A - Primary piston
B - secondary piston
12 414 VACUUM PUMP - REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Open hood fit fender covers, disconnect
battery.
2. Drain cooling system and disconnect radiator
hoses.
3. Remove upper radiator mounting bolts and
insulators.
4. Remove front grille securing bolts, remove
grill leaving radiator still in position .

Fig.52. Slack-en· pump jockey pulley.
A - Adjusting locknut
B - Pivot bolt

5. Remove radiator lower mounting bolts, lift out
radiator.
6. Slacken vacuum pump drive belt jockey wheel
securing nut and bolt, remove drive belt.
7. Slacken pump drive pulley centre nut. Remove
three bolts securing drive pulley to pump
drive hub, remove pulley.
8. Using suitable puller remove pump drive hub,
and remove woodruff key from tapered shaft.
TR/12/1/N2

Fig.53. Remove pulley and hub assembly using
suit~ ble puller.
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12 414
9. Remove seal housing and seal assembly, Fig. 55 .
10. Disconnect vacuum servo supply hose and
adaptor.
11. Remove rear pump support bracket retaining
bolts, Fig.54.
12. Remove three bolts securing vacuum pump cover
to front engine mounting plate. Remove two
bolts and one nut securing pump, remove pump
from engine.

13 . Remove seal from intermediate vacuum pump
mounting plate.

Fig.54. Vacuum pump support bracket.

To Install
14. Fit new seal to intermediate mounting plate.
Fit and secure vacuum pump together with new
crimped gasket.
15 . Refit vacuum pump rear support bracket.
16. Replace seal in housing, refit housing over
pump driveshaft, fit woodruff key to shaft.
Locate hub on shaft and secure, refit pulley.
17. Reconnect vacuum hose connections to pump.
Fig . 55 . Remove seal and seal housing.
18. Refit drive belt, adjust belt tension to give
a total free movement of 12 mm (0,5 in) on the
longest span of belt, Fig.56.
19. Refit radiator on lower mountings, and secure
reconnect radiator hoses.
20. Refit front grille, reconnect hood release
cable, and secure upper radiator mountings .
21. Reconnect battery and remove fender covers.

TR/12/121

Fig.56. Check drive belt free play.
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12 451 SERVO - REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Disconnect fluid hYdraulic pi pes from master
cylinder and pressure delay valve. Fit
blanking plugs to master cylinder and pipes to
prevent dirt ingress and fluid loss.

2. Carefully remove vacuum check valve from servo
housing, (remove buzzer switch if fitted).

T / 12139

L......:..----'-..:....:...-------l~-..:...t.L....Li.,..._.......L_

_ __ _ _:=...J

Fig.57. Servo mounting bracket to bulkhead
retaining nuts.
3. Detach servo operating rod from brake pedal.

4. Remove three nuts and washers securing servo
bracket to bulkhead, remove servo and brake
master cylinder from vehicle.

5. Remove gaiter and servo bracket from servo
unit.

6. Remove master cylinder and pressure delay
valve assemblies from servo unit.

To Install
7. Fit master cylinder and pressure delay valve
assembl i es to servo.

0

T/12/ 38

Fig.58. Remove master cyl i nder and pressure delay
valve .

8. Refit servo mounting bracket and gaiter to
servo tighten servo bracket retaining nuts.
9. Locate servo unit onto studs in bulkhead and
secure.
10. Install check valve to servo housing
(reconnect buzzer switch if fitted).
11. Reconnect fluid lines to master cylinder and
pressure delay valve.
12. Fit clevis pin and spri ng clip to brake pedal
servo operating rod.
13. Bl eed brakes as described in Operation 12 141.

Fig.59. Servo operating rod to brake pedal.
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12 457 CHECK VALVE - SERVO - REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Disconnect hose from check valve.
NOTE: If a crimped type hose clamp is fitted , it
should be cut free and replaced with a screw
type hose clamp .
2. Carefully lever check valve from servo unit.
Fig.60. Servo vacuum check valve

To Install
3. Press valve into servo unit ensuring outlet is
in the same position as before re~oval.
4. Connect hose to check valve and secure screw
clamp.

12 481

VACUUM HOSE - SERVO - REPLACE

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Disconnect hose from in l et manifold and servo
check valve .

0
Manifold connection OHC variants.

NOTE: If a crimped type hose clamp is fitted it
should be cut free and replaced with a screw
type hose clamp.
To Install
2. Reconnect hose to inlet manifold connection .
Fig.61 .
Diesel variant
Reconnect hoses to vacuum pump, Fig.62 .

Fig . 62. Diesel vacuum hose to pump connection.
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12 662 HANDBRAKE - ADJUST
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED : NONE
To Adjust
1. Release handbrake lever.

2. Sl acken handbrake adjuster by slackening
1ocknuts and rotating adjuster .

3. Apply footbrake to ensure correct auto
adjustment .

Fig. 63 . Measure distance between button and
floor covering.
7,8 in . = 8 toothed ratchet
less than 7,8 in.= 11 tooth ratchet

4. Determine number of teeth on handbrake lever.
This can be achieved by pulling the lever up
one 'click' and measuring the distance
verti ca 11 y from the 1ever button to the fl ocr
covering. If the distance is more than 200 IT1l1
(7,8 in) an eight (8) tooth ratchet is fitted.
If the distance is less than 200 IT1l1 (7,8 in),
an el even (11) tooth ratchet is fitted.

5. Release lever, pu l l up lever six (6) 'clicks'
on an eleven (11) toothed ratchet and three
(3) cl icks on the eight toothed ratchet .

6. Tighten adjuster hand tight, rear brakes
should just start to bind.

Fig . 64. Handbrake adjuster .
A - Locknuts
B - Barrel nut adjuster

7. Ensure visible threads are equal in length on
both si des of the adjuster, and thread is
visibl e through the holes in the adjuster,
Fig.64 .
8. Tighten adjuster l ocknuts.

NOTE: After final adjustment the handbrake lever
should pull up:
7 to 8 'clicks' for vehicles with eleven
teeth, or
4 to 5 'clicks' for vehicles with an 8 tooth
ratchet .
Fig. 65. Remove handbrake gaiter .
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12 664 LEVER - HANOBRAKE - REMOVE AND INSTAll
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Ensure handbrake lever is in the "off"
position.
2. Remove handbrake gaiter from its location
around lever mounting bolts, Fig.65.
3. Detach spring clip and clevis from handbrake
l ever and relay link rod .
4. Remove handbrake lever m6unting bolts and
remove handbrake (Fig.66) .

Fig.66. Handbrake mounting bolts.
A- Relay link clevis pin and clip
B - Handbrake mounting bolts

To Install
5. locate handbrake lever in position on floor
and secure.
6. Align relay link rod and handbrake lever,
insert clevis pin and spring clip, refit
gaiter, Fig.66.
7. Check and if necessary adjust handbrake
linkage, refer to Operation 12 662.

12 673 PRIMARY ROD - HANOBRAKE - REMOVE AND
INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE

Fig. 67. Remove spring clip and clevis pin from
equaliser .

To Remove
1. Ensure handbrake is in the "off" position.
2. Remove spring clip and clevis pin securing
primary rod to relay lever, Fig.68.
3. Remove spring clip and clevis pin securing
primary rod to handbrake cable equaliser,
remove primary rod, Fig.67.
To Install
4. Align primary rod with relay lever and fit
clevis pin and spring clip.
5. Secure other end of primary rod to cable
equaliser.
6. Adjust handbrake as described in Operation
12 662.
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Fig.68. Disconnect primary rod to relay lever.
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12 675 REAR CABLE - HANDBRAKE - REMOVE AND
INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. En sure handbrake is in the "off" position.

2. Remove spring clip and clevis pin from primary
rod to equaliser. Remove return spring from
equaliser , Fig.69.
3. Remove rear brake drums, refer to Operation 12
285 .
4. Remove handbrake cable from operating lever by
pulling back spring and unhooking cable .
5. Detach outer cable from brake carrier plates
and withdraw cable.

Fig.69. Disconnect equaliser from spring and
primary rod.
A- Equaliser
C- Cable
B- Retaining spring 0 Equaliser
bracket

6. Unhook cable from its brackets and remove
cable.
To Install
7. Insert cables through carrier plates and hook
cables onto operating levers.
8. Fit retaining clips onto outer cables at rear
of carrier plates.
9. Insert cable onto equal iser, locate outer
cables on equaliser body bracket and fit pull
off spring.
10. Secure equaliser to primary rod , fit clevis
pin and spring clip.
11 . Secure outer cables in body support brackets.

Remove handbrake cable to carrier plate
retaining c1i p•
A- Retaining clip
B - Brake carrier plate

12. Assemble rear brake drums as described in
Operation 12 285 .
13 . Adjust handbrake refer to Operation 12 662.
NOTE: On short wheel base variants, cables cross
over each other . Ensure clip is fitted
securely, Fig. 71.

TR/12/128

-

Fig.71. Handbrake cable clip fitted to short
wheel base variants .
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12 688 BRAKE PRESSURE t·1ETERING VALVE REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Disconnect fluid pipes from metering valve.
2. Remove two nuts securing valve body to
bracket, remove valve, Fig.72.
To Install
3. Fit valve and secure, reconnect brake fluid
pipes.

Metering valve mounting to servo
bracket.

4. Bleed brake circuit, refer to Operation 12
141.

12 752 LOAD APPORTIONING VALVE - REMOVE AND
INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Disconnect brake pipes from valve, fit
blanking plugs to fluid pipes to prevent excessive fluid loss.

Fig.73. Disconnect spring clevis pin from LAV
operating arm.

2. Remove spring clip and clevis pin from
operating arm and spring.
3. Remove two bolts securing valve bracket to
chassis crossmember, and remove valve.

(

To Install
4. Locate and secure valve bracket to crossmember
with two bolts.
5. Reconnect brake fluid pipes and bleed brakes,
refer to Operation 12 141.

6

6. Adjust load apporti oning valve as detailed in
Operation 12 136 .
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12 753 BRACKET AND BUSH ASSEMBLY - L.A.V .
REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Carefully slacken nipple locknut, and remove
adjusting nipple from end of spring.
CAUTION:

LOAD APPORTIONING VALVE SPRING IS UNDER
TENSION AND CARE MUST BE TAKEN WHEN
SLACKENING NIPPLE LOCK NUT.
Fig.75 . Adjusting nipple and locknut.

2. Remove two bolts securing bracket to rear
axle , remove bracket.

To Install
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3. Position bracket onto axle casing and secure.
4. Remove spring clip and clevis pin from LAV arm
and spring eye.

'

0

'

5. Slide adjusting nipple onto spring tang and
tighten only finger tight .
6. Adjust L.A.V . as detailed below:
NOTE: Vehicle MUST be in the unladen condition.
(1) Establish light laden valve 'X '
dimension:
a) For STANDARD factory produced bodies
this dimension may be read directly from
the chart on page 12-35.

TR/00/50/N1

11

Fig.76. Vehicle identification plate.
'A' Designated- standard suspension
'B' Designated- heavy duty suspension

b) For chassis cab variants and variants
with non-standard bodies
(i) Weigh the vehicle using weighbridge
and determine the rear axle weight
(ii) Determine the type of rear suspension
designated on the vehicle
identification plate
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(iii) Read setting from appropriate graph
on pages 35 to 45
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(2) Push vehicle body down by hand and set
dimension in the road spring 'rising '
condition.
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I

I
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T/12/57
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20

0
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Fig.77 . Graph as shown on LAV plate (UK and
France).
A- Rear axle unladen weight
B - 'X' dimension setting in mm.
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12 753
(3) Position spring vertically below operating
arm and using tool set the setting
dimension. With tool set to dimension
'X', insert tool through clevis pin holes
in spring and arm. Mark spring tail with
a felt pen or masking tape immediately
above bush.
X

(4) Fit sp;ing to L.A.V. operating lever, and
secure with clevis pin and spring clip.

(5) Pull lower end of spring down, passing
tail of spring through bush and fit
adjustable nipple so that mark on the
spring tail is immediately above bush.
Secure clamp nut.
{6) If a new spring has been fitted cut off
any surplus spring tail below adjustable
nipple.

_L
Measuring 'X' dimension/tool for setting
dimension 'X'.
C - Setting dimension
A -Arm
8 - Spring

Tool for setting dimension
A suitable tool can be simply fabricated from
lengths of 3 mm and 8 mm diameter rod and two M8
nuts.
Cut 2 x 50 mm lengths of 8 mm rod and chamfer
ends.
Drill a 3 mm hole 6 mm from one end of each
piece.
Cut M8 threads 20 mm long on same end as drilled
holes of each piece.
Cut a 200 mm length of 3 mm rod and assemble as
shown in Fig.78.
Adjust tool to setting dimension using a rule as
shown.
Lock tool by tightening nuts against rod.
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TECHNICAL DATA
LOAD APPORTIONING VALVE SETTING
The following pages, 31 to 44 are to be used when checking or adjusting the Load Apportioning Valve.
The specifications and setting procedures are divided into two main categories; those for vehicles with
standard factory produced bodies and those for vehicles with specialist bodies. Each of these
categories is sub-divided as follows:Category A - Vehicles with standard bodies
• Setting dimensions- All standard factory produced bodies except bus and crewbus
• Setting dimensions -

All bus and crew bus

Category B- Specialist non-standard produced variants- (bodied and floated- single and double
chass1s cab- cowls and windshields - vans and kombis with bod conversions or
mod1 1cations
• Introduction notes for vehicles with specialist bodies
• Information for specialist vehicle body builders
• L.A.V. setting charts for all vehicles built for Germany, Italy, Holland, Denmark,
Belgium and Luxembourg only
• L.A.V. setting graphs for variants built for France and U.K. fitted with the graphical
type identification plate
Key to 'X' dimension setting charts (pages 35 to 44)
S/CAB = Single cab
D/CAB = Double cab
P
= Petrol
D
= Diesel
A
= Standard level rear suspension
B
= Heavy duty rear suspension
(A and B are designated on rating plate)
Category A - Vehicles with standard bodies
• Setting dimensions- All standard factory produced bodies except bus and crewbus
ENGINE
TYPE
PETROL

BODY

VAN

80

100

120/
115

IDOL

130

150/
160

175

190

100

100

100

100

105

105*
(118)

105

105*
(125)

-

-

-

DIESEL
PARCEL
DELIVERY
VAN

PETROL
DIESEL

-

-

95,5

PETROL

100

100

100

100

DIESEL

100

100

105

100

#

PETROL

100

100

100

EEC/ECE Ml &
SWEDEN &
SWISS LCX

DIESEL

105

105

105

PETROL

89

89

89

DIESEL

100

100

100

KOMBI EXCEPT
EEC/ECE Ml &
SWEDEN, SWISS
LCX & AUSTRIA
K0~1BI

KOMBI
AUSTRIA
Only
#

= EXCEPT AUSTRIA
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* = EXCEPT SWEDEN

-

109

109*
(129)

105

-

-

105

-

-

76
95,5

-

109

109

-

(129)

-

-

( ) = SWEDEN ONLY
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TECHNICAL DATA
Category A- Vehicles with standard bodies cont'd
• All bus and crewbus (applicable to both standard and heavy duty suspension)
NUMBER OF SEATS
VEHICLE
TYPE
BUS

ENGINE
TYPE

9

PETROL

89

DIESEL

100

PETROL

CREWBUS

-

DIESEL

* = EXCEPT SWEDEN

()

12

15

13

17

95,5

100*
(118)

-

-

-

-

SWEDEN ONLY.

100

105

All other settings are common.

Category B- Specialist non-standard produced variants- (bodied and floated- single and double
chassis cab- cowls and windshields - vans and kombis with body conversions or
mod1f1cat1onsJ

•

Introduction notes for vehicles with specialist bodies

Category B contains all necessary information for the setting and calculation of the 'X' or 'X' and
'Z' value/dimensions of the load apportioning valve in conjunction with Operation 12 753 of this
section. There are two types of LAV identification plates currently fitted, these may be fitted to the
left or right hand door step riser. Variants built for sale in Germany, Italy, Holland, Belgium,
Denmark, and Luxemburg have a plate depicting 'X'and 'Z' value/dimension. Variants built for the
United Kingdom and France have a L.A.V. graphical check plate unique to these markets. All dimensions
quoted on these plates are legal check dimensions and are calculated and stamped at plant or by body
builders, to comply with the particular territorial legal requirements.

•

Information for specialist vehicles body builders only

Vehicles built for Germany, Italy, Holland, Denmark, Belgium, and Luxembourg.
After fitting a specialist body it is necessary to establish and stamp the 'X' or 'X' and 'Z'
value/dimensions on the LAV identification plate to comply with local legal requirements (Germany,
Italy, Holland, Denmark, Belgium and Luxemburg only). To determine the 'X' dimension at kerb weight,
refer to Operation 12 753 page 29 of this section. To establish the value for the 'Z' dimension it is
necessary to establish a second 'X' dimension for the vehicle's plated weight. This can be read direct
from the appropriate charts or graphs on pages 33 to 45. Once both 'X' dimensions have been
established the 'Z' value may be calculated as described below.

'Z' value
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'X' dimension
at kerb weight
after modification

minus

'X' dimension
at plated rear
axle weight
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Catergory B- cont'd.
•

Information for specialist vehicle body builders only -cont 'd

Example
Model

Body type

- 80

Engine -

'A'

Rear spring code

Petrol

Rear axle load at kerb weight
Rear axle plated weight

700 kg
- 1170 kg

'X' dimension kerb weight
'X' dimension plated weight

90 mm
52 mn

'Z ' dimension = Unladen 'X' dimension
90

=

- Van

Both of these dimensions have been
taken from chart on page 47.
Plated 'X' dimension

minus

52

minus
38 mm

The 'Z' value (dimension) obtained is to be stamped on the L.A. V. identification plate in the
appropriate box provided.
NOTE:
Both 'X' and 'Z' dimensions are legal requirements for the particular vehicle variant. Any change or
modification affecting kerb weights carried out to the vehicle after the L.A.V. plate has been stamped
requires the 'X' and 'Z' dimensions to be rechecked and a new L.A.V . plate fitted and stamped as per
the above procedure.
Vehicles built for France and United Kingdom only (with graphical type plate).
For vehicles fitted with the graphical type L.A.V. pl ate it is not necessary for the 'X' or 'Z'
value/dimension to be stamped onto the pl ate after the conversion or modification has been carried
out.
To calculate the correct L.A.V. setting form the graphical type plate the following information must
first be obtained:

r

i
ii

-

iii

Determine vehicle type and model
Obtain the rear axle unladen weight
Check corresponding graph to L.A.V. plate fitted to the door step riser

Example:
Model 100L . Body type - Van
Engine - Petrol
Rear suspension code 'A'
Rear axl e weight - 925 kg
L.A.V . Plate Part Number- 83VB-2L338-BA
'X' dimension from graph 54 mm

I

1600

1

1400 f--

1000

f.-

~I liff ~ v
1
I

800

Van & C/Cab

Engine Type -

Petrol/Diesel

Spring Type -

'A'

Rear Axle Plated Kg.- 1530
Plate Part Number-
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83VB-2L338-BA.

I

11200 1 M Kg
1-

MODEL 100L
Body Type -

I

-r :cJ

600

y

I/' I
-!

T4

I
100

B)

71

-,!

171

400

T/12/57

_,

p

/

I
80

60

·x·rnm

40

20

0

11

Fig.79. Corresponding graph to L.A .V . pl ate part.
A - Rear axle weight Kg.
B - L.A.V. setting mn.
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TECHNICAL DATA
Specialist non-standard produced variants
(for k.ey to chart see page 31)
80

MODEL
BODY TYPE

VANIKOMBI

100

100

VANIKOMBI

SID CAB

:-iODEL

100

100

BODY TYPE

VANIKOMBI

SID CAB

OJGINE TYPE

PID

PID

PID

ENGINE TYPE

PID

PID

SPRING TYPE

AlB

A

A

SPRING TYPE

B

A

RIAXLE PLATED Kg.

L.A.V. SET DIM.
(nm)

112
110
108
106
104
102
100
98
96
94
92
90
88
86
84
82
80
78
76
74
72
70
68
66
64
62
60
58
56
54
52
50
48
46
44
42
40
38
36
34
32
30
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1460

RIAXLE PLATED Kg.

Rear Axle Load at
Ground (Kg)
408
432
457
482
507
532
556
581
606
631
656
680
705
730
755
780
804
829
854
879
904
928
953
978
1003
1028
1052
1077
1102
1127
1152
1176
1201
1226
1251
1276
1300
1325
1350
1375
1400
1424

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

431
456
481
506
531
555
580
605
630
655
679
704
729
754
779
803
828
853
878
903
927
952
977
1002
1027
1051
1076
1101
1126
1151
1175
1200
1225
1250
1275
1299
1324
1349
1374
1399
1423
1448

L.A.V. SET DIM.
(nm)

115
113
111
109
107
105
103
101
99
97
95
93
91
89
87
85
83
81
79
77
75
73
71
69
67
65
63
61
59
57
55
53
51
49
47
45
43
41
39
37
35
33
31
29
27
25
23
21
19

1530

Rear Axle Load at
Ground (Kg)
411
429
448
466
484
503
521
540
558
576
595
614
634
654
674
694
714
734
754
774
794
814
834
854
875
896
918
939
961
982
1004
1027
1049
1072
1095
1118
1141
1164
1191
1219
1247
1275
1303
1331
1359
1387
1415
1443
1473

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

428
447
465
483
502
520
539
557
575
594
613
633
653
673
693
713
733
753
773
793
813
833
853
874
895
917
938
960
981
1003
1026
1048
1071
1094
1117
1140
1163
1190
1218
1246
1274
1302
1330
1358
1386
1414
1442
1472
1502

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 12-34

B R A K I NG

S YS T E~

TECHNICAL DATA
(for key to chart see page 31)
MODEL

120

BODY TYPE

VANIKOMBI

120

100

SID CAB

SID CAB

100

MODEL
VANIKOMBI

BODY TYPE

SID CAB

ENGI NE TYPE

PID

PID

PID

ENGI NE TYPE

PID

SPRING TYPE

A/B

AlB

B

SPRING TYPE

A

RIAXLE PLATED Kg.

L.A. V. SET DIM.
(rrrn)

115
113
111
109
107
105
103
101
99
97
95
93
91
89
87
85
83
81
79
77
75
73
71

69
67
65
63
61
59
57
55
53
51
49
47
45
43
41
39
37
35
33
31
29
27
25
23
21

March 1983

Rear Axle Load at
Ground (Kg)
411
429
448
467
485
504
523
542
560
579
600
621
642
663
684
705
726
746
767
788
810
834
858
883
907
932
956
981
1005
1030
1058
1087
1115
1144
1172
1200
1229
1257
1286
1318
1353
1388
1423
1458
1493
1528
1563
1600

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

1530

RIAXLE PLATED Kg.

1650

428
447
466
484
503
522
541
559
578
599
620
641
662
683
704
725
745
766
787
809
833
857
882
906
931
955
980
1004
1029
1057
1086
1114
1143
1171
1199
1228
1256
1285
1317
1352
1387
1422
1457
1492
1527
1562
1599
1638

L.A . V. SET DIM.
(rrrn)

110
108
106
104
102
100
98
96
94
92
90
88
86
84
82
80
78
76
74
72
70
68
66
64
62
60
58
56
54
52
50
48
46
44
42
40
38
36
34
32
30
28
26
24
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
8

Rear Axle Load at
Ground (Kg)
462
474
487
500
513
526
539
552
565
578
591
604
617
630
643
656
669
682
695
708
721
734
746
759
772
785
798
811
824
841
858
876
893
910
932
954
976
998
1020
1047
1075
1103
1131
1159
1188
1216
1244
1273
1301
1347
1395
1442

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

473
486
499
512
525
538
551
564
577
590
603
616
629
642
655
668
681
694
707
720
733
745
758
771
784
797
810
823
840
857
875
892
909
931
953
975
997
1019
1046
1074
1102
1130
1158
1187
1215
1243
1272
1300
1346
1394
1441
1488

FORD TRANSIT ' 78 ONWARDS: SECTION 12-35

B R AK I NG

S YS T E M

TECHNICAL DATA
(for key to chart see page 31)
130

160

VAN - S/D CAB

VAN - S/CAB

ENGINE TYPE

P/D

P/D

SPRING TYPE

B

A

MODEL
BODY TYPE

2240

R/AXLE PLATED Kg.

L.A. V. SET DIM.
(nm)

120
118
116
114
112
110
108
106
104
102
100
98
96
94
92
90
88
86
84
82
80
78
76
74
72
70
68
66
64
62
60
58
56
54
52
50
48
46
44
42
40
38
36
34
32
30
28
26
24
22

March 1983

Rear Axle Load at
Ground (Kg)
541
563
585
608
630
652
675
698
724
751
777
803
829
856
882
908
934
961
987
1013
1042
1071
1101
1130
1159
1189
1218
1248
1277
1306
1341
1376
1412
1447
1483
1523
1564
1605
1646
1687
1728
1769
1813
1862
1911
1961
2010
2059
2109
2158

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

562
584
607
629
651
674
697
723
750
776
8D2
828
855
881
907
933
960
986
1012
1041
1070
1100
1129
1158
1188
1217
1247
1276
1305
1340
1375
1411
1446
1482
1522
1563
1604
1645
1686
1727
1768
1812
1861
1910
1960
2009
2058
2108
2157
2207

130

160

KOMBI

KOMBI

ENGINE TYPE

P/D

P/D

SPRING TYPE

B

A

MODEL
BODY TYPE

2240

R/AXLE PLATED Kg.

L.A.V. SET DIM.
(nm)

111
109
107
105
103
101
99
97
95
93
91
89
87
85
83
81
79
77
75
73
71
69
67
65
63
61
59
57
55
53
51
49
47
45
43
41
39
37
35
33
31
. 29
27

Rear Axle Load at
Ground (Kg)
705
731
757
784
810
836
862
889
915
941
967
994
1020
1049
1079
1108
1137
1167
1196
1226
1255
1284
1314
1350
1385
1421
1456
1492
1533
1574
1615
1656
1698
1739
1780
1825
1875
1924
1973
2023
2072
2121
2171

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

730
756
783
809
835
861
888
914
940
966
993
1019
1048
1078
1107
1136
1166
1195
1225
1254
1283
1313
1349
1384
1420
1455
1491
1532
1573
1614
1655
1697
1738
1779
1824
1874
1923
1972
2022
2071
2120
2170
2219

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 12-36

B R A K I NG S Y S T E ~
TECHNICAL DATA

-,

'

(for key to chart see page 31)

BODY TYPE

VAN - SID CAB

160

130

MODEL

130

I~ODEL

VAN SID CAB

BODY TYPE

VAN -

ENGINE TYPE

PID

ENGINE TYPE

PID

PID

SPRING TYPE

A

SPRING TYPE

B

A

RIAXLE PLATED Kg .

l.A.V. SET DIM .
(111!1)

121
119
117
115
113
111
109
107
105
103
101
99
97
95
93
91
89
87
85
83
81
79
77
75
73
71
69
67
65
63
61
59
57
55
53
51
49
47
45
43
41

39
37
35
33
31
29
27
25
23

2020

Rear Axle Load at
Ground (Kg)
542
562
582
602
622
642
662
682
702
721
741
761
781
801
821
842
866
890
914
938
962
986
1010
1035
1062
1088
1115
1142
1168
1195
1222
1255
1287
1319
1351
1384
1416
1448
1483
1521
1558
1595
1632
1675
1722
1769
1815
1862
1909
1955

to 561
to 581
to 601
to 621
to 641
to 661
to 681
to 701
to 720
to 740
to 760
to 780
to 800
to 820
to 841
to 865
to 889
to 913
to 937
to 961
to 985
to 1009
to. 1034
to 1061
to 1087
to 1114
to 1141
to 1167
to 1194
to 1221
to 1254
to 1286
to 1318
to 1350
to 1383
to 1415
to 1447
to 1482
to 1520
to 1557
to 1594
to 1631
to 1674
to 1721
to 1768
to 1814
to 1861
to 1908
to 1954
to 2001

2020

RIAXLE PLATED Kg .

Rear Axle load at
Ground (Kg)

L.A.V. SET DIM.
(nm)

708
728
748
768
788
808
828
849
873
897
921
945
969
993
1017
1044
1070
1097
1124
1150
1177
1204
1233
1265
1297
1330
1362
1394
1426
1459
1496
1533
1570
1607
1644
1690
1737
1784
1831
1877
1924
1971

112
110
108
106
104
102
100
98
96
94
92
90
88
86
84
82
80
78
76
74
72
70
68
66
64
62
60
58
56
54
52
50
48
46
44
42
40
38
36
34
32
30

T

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

727
747
767
787
807
827
848
872
896
920
944
968
992
1016
1043
1069
1096
1123
1149
1176
1203
1232
1264
1296
1329
1361
1393
1425
1458
1495
1532
1569
1606
1643
1689
1736
1783
1830
1876
1923
1970
2016

I
SICAB I

B R AK I NG S YS T E M
TECHNICAL DATA
(for key to chart see page 31)
MODEL

160

BODY TYPE

KDMBI

P/D

ENGINE TYPE

P/D

A

SPRING TYPE

B

160

175

VAN - SID CAB

VAN - S/CAB

ENGINE TYPE

P/D

SPRING TYPE

B

MODEL
BODY TYPE

2330

R/AXLE PLATED Kg.

L.A.V. SET DIM.
(11111)

119
117
115
113
111
109
107
105
103
101
99
97
95
93
91
89
87
85
83
81
79
77
75
73
71
69
67
65
63
61
59
57
55
53
51
49
47
45
43
41
39
37
35
33
31
29
27

March 1982

Rear Axle Load at
Ground (Kg)
554
568
592
616
640
664
690
717
745
772
800
828
855
883
910
938
967
998
1029
1060
1092
1123
1154
1185
1222
1260
1298
1335
1373
1411
1449
1489
1532
1575
1618
1661
1706
1756
1805
1854
1903
1955
2013
2072
2130
2188
2246

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

567
591
615
639
663
689
716
744
771
799
827
854
882
909
937
966
997
1028
1059
1091
1122
1153
1184
1221
1259
1297
1334
1372
1410
1448
1488
1531
1574
1617
1660
17D5
1755
1804
1853
19D2
1954
2012
2071
2129
2187
2245
2303

2330

R/AXLE PLATED Kg.

L.A. V. SET DIM.
(nrn)

110
108
106
104
102
100
98
96
94
92
90
88
86
84
82
80
78
76
74
72
70
68
66
64
62
60
58
56
54
52
50
48
46
44
42
40
38
36
34
32

Rear Axle Load at
Ground (Kg)
707
735
762
790
818
845
873
900
928
956
987
1018
1049
1080
1111
1143
1174
1208
1246
1284
1322
1359
1397
1435
1473
1516
1559
1602
1646
1689
1738
1787
1836
1885
1935
1992
2050
2109
2167
2225

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

734
761
789
817
844
872
899
927
955
986
1017
1048
1079
1110
1142
1173
1207
1245
1283
1321
1358
1396
1434
1472
1515
1558
1601
1645
1688
1737
1786
1835
1884
1934
1991
2049
2108
2166
2224
2282

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 12-38

B R A K I NG S YS T E ~
TECHNICAL DATA
(for key to chart see page 31)
MODEL

190

BODY TYPE

KOMBI

P/D

ENGINE TYPE

P/D

A

SPRING TYPE

A

175

190

VAN - S/CAB

VAN - SID CAB

ENGINE TYPE

P/D

SPRING TYPE

B

MODEL
BODY TYPE

2600

R/AXLE PLATED Kg.

L.A . V. SET DIM.
(nm)

119
117
115
113
111
109
107
105
103
101
99
97
95
93
91
89
87
85
83
81
79
77
75
73
71
69
67
65
63
61
59
57
55
53
51
49
47
45
43
41
39

March 1983

Rear Axle Load at
Ground (Kg)
551
577
604
630
657
683
710
742
778
813
848
884
919
956
998
1040
1082
1124
1167
1213
1259
1305
1351
1398
1454
1510
1566
1622
1679
1739
1799
1859
1919
1981
2051
2121
2191
2261
2331
2402
2477

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

576
603
629
656
682
709
741
777
812
847
883
918
955
997
1039
1081
1123
1166
1212
1258
1304
1350
1397
1453
1509
1565
1621
1678
1738
1798
1858
1918
1980
2050
2120
2190
2260
2330
2401
2476
2551

R/AXLE PLATED Kg.

L.A. V. SET DIM.
(nm)

109
107
105
103
101
99
97
95
93
91
89
87
85
83
81
79
77
75
73
71
69
67
65
63
61
59
57
55
53
51
49
47
45
43

2600

Rear Axle Load at
Ground (Kg)
736
772
807
842
878
913
949
991
1033
1075
1117
1159
1205
1251
1297
1343
1389
1445
1501
1557
1613
1669
1729
1789
1849
1909
1969
2039
2109
2179
2249
2319
2389
2464

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

771
806
841
877
912
948
990
1032
1074
1116
ll58
1204
1250
1296
1342
1388
1444
1500
1556
1612
1668
1728
1788
1848
1908
1968
2038
2108
2178
2248
2318
2388
2463
2538

B R A K I N G S YS T E M
TECHNICAL DATA
Specialist non-standard produced variants France and U.K. only
(for key to chart see page 31)

2200

160

MODEL:
BODY TYPE:

PETROL

,

2000

CHASSIS WINDSCREEN VAN FLOOR AND
CHASSIS COWL VAN FLOOR FOR
AMBULANCE CONVERSION

ENGINE TYPE:

/

7

1800

/
~

1600

/

(2,0L OHCI 3,0L Essex)

/

1400

SPRING TYPE:

SN (SVE AMBULANCE SUSPENSION)

R/AXLE PLATED Kg .

/

MKg

1200

2240

/

800

600

v

v

v

1000

L. A.V . Identification Plate
Part Number:
V83VB-2L338-AA

/

I

400
120

80

100

BODY TYPE

80

100

20

0

' X'mm

120

VANIKOMBI DIS CHASSIS CAB

ENGINE TYPE

Petrol I Diesel

SPRING TYPE

AlB

RIAXLE PLATED Kg.

40

60

L.AV 9

MODEL

v

1600

1400

/
,J.,

MKg

v

v

1200

117011460115301159011650

/

1000

L. A. V. Identification Plate
Part Number:
83VB-2L338-AA

--1--

J

/

800

/

/
/

600

I

I
400

100
LAV1

March 1983

80

60

40

20

0

'X'mm

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 12-40

B R A K I N G S YS T E M
TECHNICAL DATA
(for key to chart see page 31)

MODEL:
BODY TYPE:
ENGINE TYPE:
SPRING TYPE :
R/AXLE PLATED Kg.

100L
VAN &C/CAB
Petrol/Diesel
A

.

1600

,/ "

1400

1530

L. A.V . Identification Plate
Part Number:
83VB-2L338-BA

r

1200

/

M Kg

/

1000

./

800

..,.~

/

io"""
600

~

400
100

80

60

MODEL:
BODY TYPE:

100L

1800

KOMBI

1600

ENGINE TYPE:

Petrol/Diesel

SPRING TYPE:

A
1530

L.A.V. Identification Plate
Part Number:
83VB-2L338-CA

20

0

,I

1400

/

1200

R/AXLE PLATED Kg.

40
'X ' mm

LAV2

,,

M Kg
1000

800

~

~~

..,.1,11"'
~

600

400
100

LAV3

March 1983

80

40

60

20

0

'X'mm

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 12-41

B R A K I N G S YS T E M
TECHNICAL DATA
(for key to chart see page 31)

MODEL:
BODY TYPE :
ENGI NE TYPE:
SPRING TYPE:
R/AXLE PLATED Kg .

100L
VAN & C/CAB
Petrol/Diesel
A

1600

,

1400

1530

L.A.V. Identification Pl ate
Part Number:
83VB-2L338-BA

/

1200
MKg

1~
800

..... ~

v

l./

/

v

'f'

,~'

600

400
100

MODEL:
BODY TYPE:
ENGINE TYPE:
SPRING TYPE:

100L

1800

KOMBI

1600

Petro 1/D i ese 1

L.A.V. Identification Pl ate
Part Number:
83VB-2L338-CA

0

,/

1400

A
1530

20

'X'mm

1200

R/AXLE PLATED Kg.

40

60

80

LAV2

~

,

M Kg
1~

/

~

800

.......

~

600

""

400
100
LAV3

March 1983

80

40

60

20

0

'X'mm

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 12-41

B R A K I NG

S YS T E M

TECHNICAL DATA
(for key to chart see page 31)

•

2200

2000

MODEL:

130

160

BODY TYPE:

Van DIS Chassis Cab

I

175
1800

ENGINE TYPE:

Petrol/Diesel

SPRING TYPE:

A/B

,/

1600

A

1400
MKg

R/AXLE PLATED Kg.

2020/2240

2300

L.A.V . Identification Plate
Part Number:
83VB-2L338-DA

I

~

1200

v

,/

If'

1/

1000

/

BOO

/

600

v

400
100
·

60

80

LAV4

40

2200

MODEL:
BODY TYPE:

130/160

I

2000

SPRING TYPE:

Petrol /Diesel
A/B
2020 2240

L.A.V. Identification Plate
Part Number:
83VB-2L338-EA

20

0

I

I

1800

/
~

1600
MKg

R/AXLE PLATED Kg.

0

If

KOMBI 15 seat bus 17 seat crew bus

ENGINE TYPE:

20

'X'mm

,

/

1400

1200

,

/

v

v

~

1000

J

800

600
100
LAVS

March 1983

80

40

60
'X'mm

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 12-42

B RAK I NG

S YS T E M

TECHNICAL DATA
(for key to chart see page 31)

2400

I

2200

MODEL:

175

I
I

2000

BODY TYPE:

Parcel Delivery Van

ENGINE TYPE:

Petrol

1800

SPRING TYPE :

B

1600

J

L

If

M Kg

2330

R/AXLE PLATED Kg.

I

/

1400

J

J

L.A.V . Ident ification Plate
Part Number:
83VB-2L338- FA

/

1200

J

r

/

,

1000

·800

.sao
100

80

60

LAV6

40

20

0

'X'mm

,

2600

I

2400

J

I

2200

MODEL:

175

175

'I

190
2000

BODY TYPE:
ENGINE TYPE:

Vans Chassis Cab
Petrol/D i esel

SPRING TYPE:
R/AXLE PLATED Kg .

B
2330

PDV
Diesel
B
2330

L. A. V. Identification Pl ate
Part Number:
83VB-2L338-GA

Van DIS
Chassis Cab
Petrol/Diesel
A

I

1800

,

J

I

1600
M Kg

2600

I

1400

I

J

J

1200

/
J

1000

/

800

I

I
600

100
LAV 7

March 1983

80

60

·x· mm

40

20

0

FORD TRANSIT ' 78 ONWARDS : SECTION 12-43

B R A K I NG S Y S T E M
TECHNICAL DATA
(for key to chart see page 31)
2600
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System

Dual line, split either vertically or horizontally

Type

Front disc/caliper, rear drum/shoe

Handbrake

Rod/Cable operation. Manual adjustment, handbrake
operation on rear wheels only

Front Brakes
270 (10,62)
156 (6,14)

Disc diameter r.m (in) - inner
outer
Disc thickness

11111

(in) (solid)

14,15 (0,55)

Disc thickness

11111

(in) (ventilated)

23,90 (0,94)

Disc run out (including hub) mm (in)

0,13 (0,005)

Piston bore diameter mm (in)

57,15 (2,25)
41,40 (1 ,63)

,-----.

Pad area (both wheels) cm2 ( in2)

154,83 (24,00)
193,54 (30 ,00)

Pad material

Ferodo 2430

Rear Brakes
228,6 (9, 00)
254,0 (10,00)

Drum diameter mm (in)
Shoe width mm (in)

44,4 (1, 75)
57,1 (2 ,25)
69,8 (2, 75)

Wheel cylinder diameter mm (in)

20,3 (0,8)
22,2 (0,87)
23,8 (0, 93)
Ferodo FF616
Ferodo AM14

Lining material
Lubricant
General Grease
Tightening Torques

EM-1C-18
Nm.

Kgf .m

lbf.ft

Caliper to front suspension unit

90 to 110

9,0 to 11,0

66 to 81

Carrier plate to axle housing

30 to 35

3,0 to 3,5

22 to 25

12,0 to 15,0

1,2 to 1, 5

8 to 11

10,2 max

1,0 max

8 max

Hydraulic unions
Bleed valves - sufficient to seal
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General Description

2

Service Adjustments and Checks

5

Special Service Tool Recognition

5

Service and Repair Operations

Contained in
Operation

Page

13 114

13 113 3 Steering Gear - Adjust (steering gear removed}
13 114

Steering Rocker Shaft Pre-Load - Adjust

6

13 116

Steering Gear Assembly - Remove and Install

7

13 116 8 Steering Gear Assembly - Overhaul

12

13 116 8 Steering Gear Assembly - Overhaul (heavy duty}

14

13 222

Drop Arm- Remove and Install

17

13 242

Steering Arm - Remove and install

17

13 242

Steering Arm- Remove and install

18

13 252

Drag Link Assembly - Remove and Install

19

13 254

End Drag Link - Replace

20

13 263

Track Rod - Remove and Install

20

13 273

End - Track Rod- Replace (one} (Includes: adjust toe setting}..

21

13 523

Steering Wheel -Centralise

21

13 524

Steering Wheel - Remove and Install

13 548

Bearing - Steering Column Upper - Replace

Technical Data
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The steering gear fitted to Transit variants may be either standard or of a heavy duty design. This
section covers both types of gear, related linkages and steering column assemblies.
Both steering boxes are of similar design and of the recirculating ball design , but the standard
steering box has a worm and nut and the heavy duty a worm and peg drive. Correct steering 'feel' is
achieved for both gears by a preloaded rocker shaft.
The steering shaft is integral with the steering box and supported by a column tube assembly . The
column tube is clamped to the steering gear, and at its upper end by a bracket bolted through the pedal
box and secured to the dash panel.

T/13/11

Fig.1 . Steering gear assembly (standard gear).
A - Adjusting screw locknut
B - lock washer
C - Adjusting screw
D - Thrust bearings
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Worm nut
Steering shaft worm
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Rocker shaft adjusting screw
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont' d)

D

T/13/10

Fig.2. Steering gear assembly, (heavy duty gear)
A - Adjusting screw and locknut
E- Upper bearing pre-load cover plate
B - Worm ·nut
F- Selective pre-load shims
C - Transfer tube and steel balls
G - Upper bearing assembly
D - Steering shaft worm
H - Rocker shaft
J -Sliding pivot
March 1983
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)
The steering linkage consists of an adjustable drag link connecting the steering box drop arm to the
stub axle steering arm . An adjustable track rod, li nks both L.H. and R. H. steering arms . The steering
arms are bolted to the stub axle spindle assembly.
Ball joints are handed left and right hand thread to permit adjustment of track and drag links without
removal .

T/13/30

Fig.3. Steering linkage and gear assembly.
A - Steering wheel
B -Steering column shrouds
C - Column tube
D - Non-drivers side steering arm.
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SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS
At specified service intervals the following checks should be carried out:
- Rocker shaft pre load
- Check steering gear for leaks
When investigating complaints of noisy, stiff (heavy) or excessive movement of steering wheel the
following should be checked before any adjustments to the steering box are made.
(i) check tyre pressures, and if necessary, adjust to specification.

Check for uneven tyre wear.

(ii) check steering linkage ball joints for looseness, wear or seized condition
(iii) check king pin free play and movement.

Ensure king pins are well lubricated

(iv) check security of drop arm to steering box rocker shaft
(v) check security of steering box to chassis member
(vi) incorrect steering column/gear alignment
(vii) noisy steering may be caused by steering column upper bush
(viii) Burman heavy duty steering box is correctly filled with specified oil

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION

Tool

Tool Name

Steering shaft bearing nut adjuster

13-002

Ball joint separator

13-006

Drop arm remover

Pre-load gauge
15-041
TR/13/138
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13 114 STEERING ROCKER SHAFT PRELOAD - ADJUST
NOTE: This procedure detailed below is for the
standard steering gear. The Burman heavy duty
adjustment procedure is detailed in operation
13 116 8.
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Ball joint separator
Preload gauge ••

13-006
15-041

1. Position road wheels in straight ahead
position and maintain for duration of
adjustment.

Fig . 4. Disconnect drag li nk from drop arm using
Service tool 13 006.

2. Jack up front of vehicle and fit axle stands.
3. Remove split pin and castellated nut , using
Service Tool 13 006, disconnect drag link from
drop arm.
4. Note total number of steering wheel turns for
full travel of steering gear. Establish
steering gear centre travel, the approximate
position can be achieved by halving the total
number of steering wheel rotations.
NOTE: Centre of steering gear travel is when 'high
spot feel', and steering column shaft
alignment mark is at 12 o'clock.
5. Position the steering wheel one turn anticlockwise from this central position.
6. Slacken adjusting screw locknut.

Fig.5. Rocker shaft adjusting screw and locknut.

7. Remove steering wheel emblem. Using special
service gauge 15 041 and suitable socket
measure torque required to rotate steering
column shaft clockwise two complete revolution
from the position set in sub-operation 5.
Turn adjuster screw until 1,6 to 2,2 Nm is
measured for gears with six turns or 2,5 to
3,0 Nm. on gears with seven turns (as
previous ly established in sub- operation 4).
8. Hold screw and tighten adjuster locknut. See
Technical Data. Re-check steering column shaft
turning torque.
9. Reconnect drag link to drop arm and torque nut
to specified torque. Fit new split pin.
10. Refit steering wheel centre emblem.
11. Remove axle stands and lower vehicle to
ground .
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Fig .6. Measure torque required to rotate steering
column shaft.
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13 116 STEERING GEAR ASSEMBLY - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Ball joint separator
Pu l ler

13-006
14-008

To Remove
1. Carefully prise off steering wheel centre
emblem. Remove steering wheel locknut, remove
steering wheel.
2. Remove cross head screw and detach column
upper shrouds.

Fig. 7. Remove crosshead screws securing column
shrouds.

3. Remove cross head screws, detach two halves of
the steering column lower shrouds.
4. Detach multi function switches and bracket
from column. Disconnect loom connection from
steering ignition lock.
5. Remove two nuts and plain washers from
steering column top mounting .
6. From engine compartment loosen clamp bolt at
lower end of steering column tube.
7. Disconnect drop arm nut and washer from
steering gear rocker arm, using service tool
14 008 puller, pull off drop arm.

Q

T /13

Fig.8. Remove upper steering column mounting nuts
and plain washers.

8. Remove steering gear to chassis retaining
bolts. Fig.9.
9. Withdraw steering column tube upwards and
remove from dash panel location .
10. Remove steering gear from vehicle, withdraw
complete with steering shaft out through lower
front of vehicle.

\

'-

NOTE: On DIESEL variants it is necessary to remove
the cooling system bypass tube from radiator
bottom hose and water pump hose to achieve
access. Position drain tray beneath engine
to collect coolant. Loosen two hose clips
and clamp bolt retaining bypass tube
bracket, swing hose away from vehicle.
T / 13/ 6

Fig.9. Remove steering gear to chassis lower
mounting bolts.
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To Install
11. Inspect the surface where the steering gear is
to be mounted on the apron bracket. Ensure
surface is flat adjacent to the three mounting
holes and free from burrs etc. Rework with
suitable files as required. Touch in rework
area with body coloured paint.
12. Pass steering gear and shaft assembly up
through lower front of vehicle. Locate in
position then refit original three retaining
bolts, and tighten until gear is just free to
rotate in a vertical plane.
13. Slide steering shaft tube, grommet and clamp
over shaft and through bulkhead. Locate
column tube over steering gear '0' ring . This
should be possible without forcing the
steering shaft downwards.

Fig.10 . Measuring horizontal displacement 'X '
and 'Y'.

NOTE: If a foul condition exists between the
steering shaft tube and the pedal box bracket,
refer to Part 'A' of the realignment
procedure.

0

T/ 13/35

Fig.ll. Steering gear vertical and horizontal al ignments.
A) X =Horizontal displacement
B = Rework steering gear mounting to adjust vertical
z = Vertical alignment
alignment
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14. Secure clamp bolt at lower end of steering
column tube and tighten to 20-25 Nm (15 - 18
lbf.ft).
15. Fit two nuts and plain washers to upper
steering column fixing (see note below) and
tighten the nuts until a 5,0 mm (0,20 in)
clearance exists between tube bracket and
pedal box bracket.
NOTE: This should be possible without the steering
shaft tube fouling the pedal box bracket. If
a foul condition exists refer to Part 'A' and
'C' of the realignment procedure detailed on
Page 11.

0

r--

Fig.12. Adjust steering column until a gap of
5mm (Z) exists between bracket and pedal
box bracket.
16. Tighten the three steering gear retaining
bolts to 54 - 65 Nm (40 - 48 lbf.ft).

17. Mark horizontal position of the steering shaft
tube bracket relative to the belt rail, see
'X', Fig.10.

18. Remove the two nuts/washers fitted in
operation fifteen (15) and push the two studs
up through the belt rail so that the steering
column is free to adopt its natural position.

19. Measure the distance between the pedal box
bracket and the steering shaft tube dimension
'Z'. in Fig.12.
20. Mark the new horizontal position of the
steering shaft tube relative to the belt rail,
'Y' in Fig.10. Note the difference between
positions 'X' and ' Y'.

0

T / 13 / 39

Fig .13. Mark horizontal displacement position of
steering shaft. Rework belt rail to a
maximum of 4 mm.

NOTE: If the dimension 'Z' is less than 9 rmn, it
is possible that the steering shaft tube may
foul on the pedal box bracket preventing it
from adopting its free horizontal position.
Should this occur, it will be necessary to
slacken the three steering gear retaining
bolts to allow the steering column to drop
clear of the pedal box bracket. Retorque the
three steering gear retaining bolts in order
to obtain the correct position for 'Y' . If
this does not give sufficient vertical
clearance refer to operation 'A' on page 11.
• The horizontal and vertical dimensions
obtained in operations 19 and 20 should be
between 0 and 8 mm.
• If either exceeds 8 mm refer to the
realignment procedure detailed on page 11
before continuing reassembly .
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Fig.14. Steering gear mounting bolts to apron
bracket.
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21. Relocate the studs in the belt rail and secure
column bracket to belt rail using two new
locknuts or plain nuts and lock washers.
22. One bolt at a time, remove the existing
steer1ng gear retaining bolts and fit new
patch bolts. Tighten to 54 to 65 mm (5,4 to 6,5 kgf . m- 40,0 to 48,0 lbf.ft).
23. Refit and secure drop arm, tighten retaining
nut to 152 to 180 Nm (15,2 to 18,0 kgf.m- 110
to 130 lbf.ft).
24. Reconnect steering lock loom connection .

T / 13 /34

Fig .15. Refit drop arm locating master spline .
25. Refit multi switches and bracket to steering
column and secure with two screws, Fig.16.
26. Refit and secure two halves of steering column
lower shroud using two crosshead screws.
27. Refit spring and indicator cam.
28 . Refit and secure steering column upper shroud
with one crosshead screw.
29 . Refit and centralise steering wheel, refer to
operation 13 523. Tighten retaining nut to 28
to 34 Nm (2,8 to 3,4 kgf.m 20 to 25 lbf.ft),
Fig.17.

30. Refit steering wheel centre emblem.

31. On diesel
hoses and
from drip
corrosion

Fig.16. Reconnect multi- function switches to
steering column.

variants only refit cooling system
refill system. Replace coolant loss
tray using specified antifreeze or
inhibitor and water solution.

Q

T / 13 / 9

Fig.17. Align steering wheel to steering shaft.
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13 116
Realignment Procedure
If during the steering gear installation
difficulty is experienced in installing the
steering shaft tube (Operation 13 and/or 15) or
either of the dimensions obtained in Operations
19 or 20 are in excess of 8 mm the following
procedure should be employed to correct these
conditions.
The realignment procedure is broken down into
three sections as follows:

\

A - STEERING SHAFT TOO HIGH
Steering column tube fouls pedal box bracket/belt
rail during assembly.
Rework apron bracket by drilling the two holes 'B'
and 'C' to 12 mm to permit gear and shaft assembly
to rotate about hole 'A' and allow clearance
condition at pedal box bracket, Fig.18.

0
Fig.18. Rework apron bracket by drilling holes
'A' and 'B' to 12 mm .

NOTE: En sure ho 1es are free from burrs si nee this
will affect horizontal positioning . Touch
in reworked area with body coloured paint.
B - STEERING SHAFT TOO LOW
In excess of 8 mm between pedal box bracket and
steering shaft tube
Alignment 8 mm to 14 mm too low
This can be overcome by positioning a maximum
of three 2 mm thick washers to each stud,
between the pedal box bracket and the steering
shaft tube bracket, e.g. if alignment measures
10 mm then fit one washer to each stud.
Fig.19.
Alignment 14 mm to 24 mm too low
Carry out operations detailed in 'A' and use
three packing washers per stud

Fig . 19. Insert 2 mm thi ck washers between steering
shaft and column brackets.

C - STEERING SHAFT DISPLACED HORIZONTALLY
In excess of 8 mm between the steering shaft and
the pedal box bracket
If the horizontal displacement is between 8
and 12 mm. File slots in the belt rail/pedal
box bracket location to a maximum of 4 mm, as
shown in Fig.20.
If the horizontal displacement is 12 to 16 mm
file out as described in the operation above
and loosen the nuts securing the pedal box to
the bulkhead.

NOTE: It is not necessary to remove the
servo/master cylinder for access to these
nuts.
Tighten the steering shaft tube bracket to
belt rail nuts and apply pressure to the pedal
box in the required direction to improve
alignment. Resecure the pedal box to
bulkhead .
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0

Fig.20. File slots in belt rail and pedal box to
compensate for horizontal displacement.
A - Maximum of 4 mm
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13 116 8 STEERING GEAR ASSEMBLY - OVERHAUL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED
'C' Spanner
Torque gauge ••

13 002
15 041

NOTE: The procedure detailed below is for the
standard steering gear. For overhaul
procedure of the Burman Heavy duty refer to
page 14.

To Dismantle
1. Remove rocker shaft adjusting screw locknut.

0

T / 13 / 12

Fig.21. Separate rocker shaft from side cover and
adjusting screw.

2. Remove bolts securing rocker shaft cover to
housing, remove cover and rocker shaft
assembly.
3. Screw in adjusting screw and separate rocker
shaft and cover, Fig.21.
4. Bend back lock tang and slacken off steering
shaft adjusting screw locknut using Special
Service Tool 13 002. Remove adjusting screw
and lock tab, Fig .22.

5. Unscrew thrust bearing adjuster and withdraw
steering shaft and bearings from housing.

0

T / 13 / 27

6. Remove clamp securing transfer tube to worm
nut, remove transfer tubes and sixty-two
steel balls, Fig.23.

Fig.22. Remove thrust bearing adjuster, using
service tool 13 002.

NOTE: The worm shaft, nut and balls are matched
sets and are not serviceable as individual
i terns.
7. Prise out bearing cups from housing and upper
bearing adjuster.
8. Thoroughly clean all components, inspect for
wear and damage. Replace parts as necessary.

0

T / 13 /13

Fig .23. Remove transfer tube and sixty-two (62)
steel balls.
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To Assemble
9. Fit new bear ing cups to housing and upper
bearing adjuster, renew seal.
10. Slide worm nut over steering shaft, support
worm nut and feed in the sixty-two steel
balls. Refit transfer tubes and secure
clamp.
NOTE : The steel balls are graded by a process
which ensures all are of the same size and
matched to the worm and nut.
11. Fit new bearing to worm shaft. Lubricate
steering shaft assembly and worm bearings.
wi t h grease meeting Ford Spec ification,
SLM-1C9110-A.
12. Fit new worm bearings into housing. Assemble
nut and worm shaft assembly to housing.

Fig. 24. Assemble bearing cups into steering gear
housing.
A - Locate upper bearing cup into adjuster
B - Locate lower bearing cup into steering
gear housing

13. Adjust upper bearing prel oad by screwing in
steering shaft adjuster, screw in until a
turning torque of 0,3 to 0,8 Nm (3,0 to 8
kgf em - 0,3 to 1,7 l bf. in) is measured on
preload gauge tool No. 15 041 Fig.25.
14. Holding steering shaft adjuster screw in
position replace lock tab and lock nut,
tighten to specified torque (see Technical
Data).
15. Recheck turning torque of steering shaft, if
correct, bend over lock tab.
16. Select adjusting screw shim to give a
clearance between screw head and contact
surface in rocker shaft 0,05 mm (0,002 in).
NOTE: Thickness of shims must be selected to
ensure that adjusting screw can rotate
freely .

TRI131104

11

Fig.25. Check steering gear turning torque using
Service tool 15 041 .

17. Replace rocker shaft adjusting screw into
cover.
18. Position rocker shaft side cover to rocker
shaft , loosely fit locknut.
19. Fill steering gear with 2,2 Kg. of grease
meeting Ford spec ification SLM-1C9110-A.
20. Fit new side cover gasket, slide rocker shaft
assembly through housing, ensure correct t ooth
mesh. Secure rocker shaft side cover with
t hree bolts and lock washer s . Torque bolts to
specification (see Technical Data). Fig .26 .
21. Centralise steering shaft and adjust rocker
shaft pre load as detailed in Operation 13 114
s ub operation 7 and 8.

0

r t 13 t29
Fig .26. Assemble rocker shaft through housing
ensure correct tooth mesh.

22. Tighten adjusting screw 1ocknut.
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13 116 8 STEERING GEAR ASSEMBLY - OVERHAUL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:

NONE

Heavy Duty Steering Gear only.
1. Drain steering box oil, remove bolts securing
side cover to steering box, carefully remove
cover and gasket . Remove adjusting stud and
locknut from cover. Fig.27.
2. Slide rocker shaft out from housing, remove
sliding pivot.
3. Remove upper bearing retainer bolts, remove
retainer gasket and shims from shaft.

Remove adjusting stud and lock nut.
A - Adjusting screw locknut
B - Rocker shaft adjusting screw

4. Place steering gear over clean drain tray.
Withdraw steering shaft until upper thrust
bearing cup is clear of housing.
5. Remove upper bearing cup and thirteen (13)
steel balls, also remove ten (10) steel balls
from lower thrust bearing cup.
6. Remove steering shaft and nut assembly through
side aperture of housing, remove lower thrust
bearing cup .
7. Clamp steering shaft in vice using soft jawed
vice, remove clamp from transfer tube, remove
both halves of tube . Remove twenty seven (27)
balls Fig.28.

T/13

Fig.28. Remove transfer tube and steel balls.

NOTE: Care should be taken not to lose any of the
steel balls. The twenty seven (27) balls are
graded by a process which ensures all are of
the same size, and matched to the worm and nut
assembly.

8. Remove and discard the 0 ring and sea 1 from
behind the retainer . Inspect rocker shaft
bush and if unserviceable carry out sub
operations 9 and 10.
1

1

9. Carefully remove the staking from end of
rocker shaft bore using suitable chisel,
discard retainer.

T/13/17

Fig . 29 . Remove rocker shaft bush using 7/8 BSP
tap.
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10. Remove rocker shaft bush by screwing a 7/8
B.S. P. tap into shaft bush and pressing out
tap and bush from housing. Fig.29.

11 . Clean and inspect all parts, replacing any
which are unserviceable.
NOTE: The ball bearings used in the worm nut are
1arger than those used in the upper and lower
bearings. The rocker shaft is replaceable,
but shaft worm and nut are only serviced as an
assembly.

0

T / 13 / 36

Fig.30. Ensure that open end of oil grove is
open to the inside of the steering gear
housing.

To Reassemble
12 . If rocker shaft bush has been removed, press
new bush into housing with open end of oil
groove facing inside of housing.

13. Ream shaft bush to a diameter of 28,55 to
28,575 mm (1,124 to 1,125 in) clean all traces
of swarf from steering housing Fig. 30.

14. Fit new '0' ring seal and retainer, stake
outside of housing in four places to secure
retainer, Fig.31.

0

T/ 13 /30

r

15. Position worm nut onto steering shaft worm,
feed twenty seven (27) steel balls into worm
nut and transfer tube .
If difficulty is
steel bal l s, fit
turn worm nut on
repeat procedure
been fitted .

Fig.31. Rocker shaft 'O'ring and retainer.
A - Retainer
B- 'O'ring seal

found in filling all the
transfer tube and carefully
shaft . Remove tube and
until all steel ball have

16. Clamp steering shaft and nut assembly by
securing nut in a soft jawed vice. Fit the
transfer tube clamp and bol ts, bend over end
of clamp to lock bolts.

17 . Fit lower thrust bearing cup in steering box
housing . Pass . shaft and nut assembly through
the side aperture positioning worm nut with
transfer tube away from the aperture.
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Fig.32 . Assemble upper and lower bearing cups into
steering housing .
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18. Using a small quantity of suitable grease
retain the steel balls in the upper and l ower
bearings . Carefully pass upper bearing over
the steering shaft and locate in housing.
NOTE : There are 13 steel balls in the upper
bearing and 10 steel ball in the lower
bearing .
19 . Fit shim pack and new gasket over steering
shaft, secure upper beari ng retainer to
steering box . Tighten 21 to 25 Nm bol ts to
( 2,1 to 2,5 Kgf.m- 15 to 18 lbf.ft) whilst
turning the steerin g shaft.
NOTE: Turning torque should be achieved without
the rocker shaft fitted.

Fig.33. Assemble steering shaft and nut through
steering box housing.

NOTE: When all four securi ng bolts are torqued to
correct specification the shim thic kness
should just eliminate shaft end float. Shims
should be added or removed as necessary until
a turning torque of 0,23 to 0,45 Nm (2 to 4
lfb , in) is achieved.
20. Remove bearing retainer bolts and apply sealer
to mating faces and bolts, refit bearing
retainer and tighten bolts to 21 to 25 Nm
(2,1 to 2,5 kgf . m- 15 to 18 lbf.ft). Recheck
turning torque of steer ing shaft.
21 . Turn steering shaft so that worm nut is in
central position, fit sliding pivot to worm
nut, locate rocker sha ft to housing to engage
on worm nut.

Q

T/ 13/26

22. Fit new side cover gasket , fit side cov er and
secure torque bolts to 21 to 25 Nm (2,1 to 2,5
kgf.m- 15 to 18 lbf.ft).

Fig . 34. Using selective shims adjust steering gear
per-load.

NOTE: Coa t the two shorter bolts with suitable
sealer to prevent oil seepage up the threads.
23 . Coat rocker shaft adjusti ng sc rew with seal er
and screw into side cover until the maximum
overall gear turning torque is 1,0 to 1,5 Nm
(9 to 13 lbf,in) when the steering gear is in
the central position. Fit and tighten locknut
to secure adj usting screw.
NOTE: When the steering gear is fitted to the
vehicle the drag link must be disconnected
befor checking steering gear turning torque,
(pre-load) .
24. Fill steering gear with 0,42 litre (0,74
pints) of SAE80 (specification SQM2C 9008 AA)
steering gear oil, through fi l ler hole, fit
filler plug.
NOTE: When assembled the steering gear should turn
smoothly without harshness from lock to
lock. At no stage should the turning torque
exceed the torque in the central position by
more than 0,4 Nm (4 l bf,i n).
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Fig.35. Steeri ng gear fill er plug.
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13 222
13 222 DROP ARM - REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Ball joint separator ••
Puller

13 006
14 008

To Remove
1. Remove split pin, slacken castellated nut,
using service tool 13 006 disconnect drag link
from drop arm.
2. Slacken drop arm retaining nut, using service
tool 14 008 puller remove drop arm from
steering box Fig.36.
('~
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Fig.36. Remove drop arm using service tool
14 008.

To Install
3. Centralise steering, fit drop arm, tighten
locknut to specified torque (see Technical
Data).
4. Reconnect drag link to drop arm. Fit
castellated nut torque to correct
specification (see Technical Data), fit new
split pin.
5. Centralise steering, adjust drag link if
necessary ensure that steering gear is at
centre of travel (i.e. high spot) and front
wheels are in the straight ahead position.

13 242 STEERING ARM - REMOVE AND INSTALL
(drivers side)

Fig.37. Drag link to drop arm securing nut.
Ensure that drag link clamp bolts are
upper most.

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Ball joint separator

13 006

To Remove
1. Jack up front of vehicle and fit chassis
stands.
2. Remove split pin and slacken castellated nut
securing drag link to steering arm, using
service tool 13 006 remove ball joint Fig.38.
3. Remove split pin and slacken castellated nut
securing track rod ball joint to steering arm,
using service tool 13 006 release taper.
4. Remove lock nuts and bolts securing steering
arm to spindle carrier.
NOTE: Before refitting throughly clean off
steering arm and spindle carrier.
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Remove drag link ball joint from steering
arm.
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13 242
To I nsta 11

5. Fit clean steering arm to spindle carrier and
secure, tighten lock nuts to specified
torque (see Technical Data) Fig.39.

6. Connect drag 1ink to steering arm, tighten
castellated nut to specification, fit split
pin.

7. Reconnect track rod end to steering arm
tighten castellated nut to specification, fit
split pin.

0
Fig.39. Steering arm fixing bolts (drivers side).

8. Remove chassis stands and lower vehicle .

13 242 STEERING ARM - REMOVE AND INSTALL
(non-drivers side)
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Ball joint separator

13 006

To Remove
1. Jack up front end and fit chassis stands.

2. Remove track rod end split pin , slacken
castellated nut . Using service tool 13 006
disconnect track rod end from steering arm
Fig . 40.

Fig.40. Remove track rod end from steering arm
using service tool 13-006.

3. Remove lock nuts and bolts securing steering
arm to spindle carrier.
NOTE: Throughly clean off steering arm and
spindle carrier fixture.
To Install
5. Fit clean steering arm secure with new
locknuts, tighten to correct specification
(see Technical Data). Fig.41 .
6. Reconnect track rod to steering arm, tighten
castellated nut and fit new split pin.
7. Remove chassis stands and lower vehicle.
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Fig.41. Steering arm fixing bolts.
(non- drivers side)
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13 252 DRAG LINK ASSEMBLY -REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Ball joint separator

13 006

To Remove
1. Remove split pins and slacken castellated nuts
securing drag link ends to steering arm and
drop arm.
2. Using special service tool 13 006 release
tapers, and remove drag link Fig.42.
Fig. 42 . Detach drag link from drop arm using
service tool 13 006.
To Install
3. Connect drag link to drop arm and steering
arm, tighten castellated nuts to correct
torque (see Technical Data).
4. Slacken off clamps, centralise steering,
adjust drag link, if necessary. Ensure that
steering gear is at its centre of travel
position and front wheels in the straight
ahead position.
NOTE: Drag link clamps should be positioned with
clamp bolt above the drag link and bolt head
towards centre of vehicle Fig . 43.

Fig.43. Assemble drag link clamp bolts uppermost
with bolt heads towards centre of
vehicle.

13 254 END - DRAG LINK - REPLACE
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Ball joint separator

13 006

To Remove
1. Jack up front of vehicle and fit chassis
stands.
2. Set road wheels in straight ahead position.
3. Remove split pin, slacken castellated nut,
using service tool 13 006 separate drag link
ball joint and steering arm.
4. Slacken clamp bolt on drag link, unscrew drag
link end ball joint.
NOTE: The drag link ends have left and right hand
threads .

March 1983
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TR/13/130

Fig.44. Drag link end assembly.
C - Drag link
A - Drag link end
D - Rubber cap
B - Clamp
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13 254 (cont'd)
To Install
5. Refit drag link end ball joint, ensure that an
equal number of threads are engaged into both
drag ends.
6. Remove steering wheel emblem.
7. Determine steering gear mid- point of travel
(total number of turns from lock to lock 5,5
for a 20:1 gear and 6,5 for 24:1 gear) the
steering shaft alignment mark being at 12 o'
clock. Centralise steering wheel to shaft.
(see Operation 13 523) Fig.45.
8. Connect drag link to steering arm (without
moving road wheels) tighten castellated nut to
correct torque, fit new split pin.
NOTE: Steering wheel alignment may alter during
the fitting of the drag link .

Fig . 45. Centralise steering wheel shaft
12 o'clock position.

9. Adjust drag link length until steering
shaft/wheel is correctly aligned in the 12 o'
clock position.
10. Total length of ball joint centres will be
approximately 45 , 5 em (18 in) . This length
may be varied to accommodate tolerance build
up in the steering mechanism.
11 . Tighten clamp bolts, ensure clamp bolts are
positioned above drag link and ball joints are
at go• to each other. See Fig . 43.
12. Refit steering wheel centre emblem and lower
vehicle

Fig . 46. Detach track rod ball joints from steering
arms using service tool 13 006.
13 262 TRACK ROD - REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Ball joint separator

13 006

To Remove
1. Remove and discard split pins, slacken
castellated nuts on track rod ends.
2. Using service tool 13 006 separate joints from
steering arms remove track rod.
To Install
3. Locate track rod ball joints in steering arms
tighten nuts to specification, fit new split
pins.
4. Check and adjust toe- setting if necessary
refer to Operation 14 113.
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Fig .47. Track rod end assembly.
C - Rubber cap
A - Track rod
B - Clamp
D - Track rod end
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13 273 END - TRACK ROO - REPLACE

(one)

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Ball joint separator

13 006

To Remove
1. Remove split pin and slacken castellated nut.
2. Using ball joint separator Tool No. 13 006
separate ball joint from steering arm.
3. Slacken clamp bolt on track rod unscrew track
rod end.

(-

Oi sconnect ball joint using service tool
13 006.

NOTE: Track rod ends have left and right hand
threads.
To Install
4. Refit track rod end, ensure that same number
of threads are engaged as original.
5. Refit track rod to steering arm, tighten
castellated nut to correct specification.
Fit new split pin.
6. Adjust toe setting.

Refer to Operation 14

117.

7. Tighten track rod end clamp bolt.
13 523 STEERING WHEEL - CENTRALISE
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
1. Set road wheels in straight ahead position.

Fig.49. Steering wheel misaligned clockwise,
rotate drag link anti-clockwise.

2. Remove steering wheel centre emblem.
3. If alignment mark on steering shaft is within
30° of 12 o'clock position remove steering
wheel retaining locknut and centralise
steering wheel Fig.49.
4. Refit 1ocknut and torque to 28 to 34 Nm and
replace centre emblem.
5. Re-Alignment if more than 30° from 12 o'clock
position.
• Slacken drag link clamp bolts and nuts, adjust
drag link until alignment mark is in the 12
o'clock position.
• Rotate if necessary through the smallest angle
until the clamp bolts are horizontally above
the drag link Fig . 50 .
• Carry out procedures 1 to 4 as detailed above
to finally align steering wheel.

T/13/22 .
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Fig.SO. Steering wheel misaligned anti-clockwise,
rotate drag link clockwise.

NOTE: Each steering shaft spline is equal to 10 o
so when steering wheel is centralised, shaft
alignment marks should be no more than three
(3) splines from the 12 o'clock position.
March 1983
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13 548 BEARING - STEERING COLUMN - UPPER REPLACE)
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Carefully prise off steering wheel centre
emblem.
2. Remove steering wheel retaining nut, remove
wheel, lift off cam, spring and bearing thrust
ring.
3. Remove steering column upper and lower
shrouds by removing retaining screws.

Fig.51. Remove two screws securing multi -functi on
switches.

4. Detach mul ti function switches and bracket
from column.
5. Disconnect steering ignition l ock loom.
6. Remove two nuts and flat washers from steering
column upper mounting.
7. From engine compartment, loosen clamps bolt at
lower end of steering column tube.
8. Withdraw column tube upwards over steering
shaft.
9. Prise out upper bearing from col umn tube.
To Install
10. Fit new bearing to column tube .
11. Position clamp on tube, slide steering column
tube over shaft, through dash panel.

Fig.52. Column tube lower clamp bolt and
upper fixings.

12. Careful ly locate steering column tube over ' 0'
ring on steeri ng gear .
13. Secure steering column top mounting.
14. Reconnect steering lock loom connection , refit
multi function switches.
15. Refit thrust ring, spring and indicator cam.
16 . Centralise steering wheel and secure lock nut
to specification.
17. Refit steering wheel emblem.
18. Tighten lower column tube clamp bolt.
to specification.

Tighten

0
Fig .53. Assemble bearing to column tube.
A - Steering column tube
B - Bearing
C - Thrust ring
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TECHNICAL DATA
Type

Worm and Nut

Total pre-load (worm shaft) Standard

1,6 to 2,2 Nm for low ratio gear (6 turns)
2,5 to 3,0 Nm for high ratio gear (7 turns)

Lubrication ••
Capacity - Standard

Grease
Oi 1 ••
Grease

Capacity - heavy duty

Oil

Ratio - standard

20:1 (6 turns)

Ratio - heavy duty •

Variable

Tightening Torques (standard gear)

Nm

SLM lC 9110-A
SQM 2C 9008-A
2,2 Kg.
0,42 Litre.
24:1 (7 turns)

Kgfm

lbf.ft

155 to 185

15,5 to 18,5

114 to 136

Rocker arm side cover

18,6 to 22,6

1,9 to 2,3

14 to 17

Rocker arm adjusting locknut

29,4 to 39,2

2,9 to 3,9

21 to 28

118 to 147

11,8 to 14,7

87 to 108

Steering column tube lower clamp

20 to 25

2,0 to 2,5

15 to 18

Steering wheel locknut

28 to 34

2,8 to 3,4

21 to 25

Drag and Track rod end castellated nuts

70 to 90

7,0 to 9,0

51 to 66

Steering box to body

54 to 64

5,4 to 6,4

40 to 47

Steering column tube upper column

13 to 16

1,3 to 1,6

9 to 11

Steering arm to spindle

55 to 63

5,5 to 6,3

40 to 46

Drag link and track rod clamp nuts

18 to 21

1,8 to 2,1

13 to 15

Rocker shaft side cover (heavy duty)

21 to 25

2,1 to 2,5

15 to 18

Steering shaft cover plate (heavy duty)

21 to 25

2,1 to 2,5

15 to 18

Drop arm lock nut

Steering worm shaft adjuster locknut
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Fig. 1. Transit front axle and suspension assembly

January 1978
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FRONT AXLE AND SUSPENSION
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Transit front axle and suspension system is comprised of a forged steel I section beam axle supported by
two single-leaf, semi-elliptic parabolic taper road springs. Telescopic shock absorbers are mounted between
the axle beam and vehicle body to dampen vehicle oscillations, particularly over uneven road surfaces.
The hubs are mounted on stub axles connected to the axle beam by vertical kingpins, with parallel grooved
pins driven into the axle beam to lock the kingpin in position. Two taper roller bearings are located on each
stub axle and run in cups pressed into the wheel hub. The wheel mounting studs are a splined and pressed fit
into the hub flange. Rubber bushes are fitted at the mounting points for the road springs and shock
absorbers.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The Transit front axle and suspension assembly fulfils two functions:
1.

Damping the effect of road irregularities on vehicle ride.

2.

Allowing the front wheels to turn in response to steering control.

The first objective is achieved by cushioning the movement imparted to the front road wheels, through semielliptic leaf springs. The energy created is dampened by telescopic shock absorbers. The transmission of road
noise and vibration is minimised by rubber insulated mounting points between the chassis and springs and
between the chassis and shock absorber.
'J:i.,.,tr"(!'1:17"1'1'nT~h.ioctive

is achieved by the front hub assemblies pivoting in response to steering movement. The
indle bolts locked to the axle by parallel grooved pins.

{\~e\~ ~ (o~~ M'7~~~
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TRI14I2
Fig. 2. Front stub axle assembly
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SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS

Shock Absorbers

If uneven tyre wear is evident or if accident
damage to the front suspension is suspected, a
check on the toe setting of the vehicle should be
carried out.

Check for evidence of oil leaks on front shock
absorbers.

Toe-setting

Ball Joints, Bushes and Mountings

Check the front wheel
Operation No. 14-11 7

Check condition
mountings.

Kingpin Lubrication

At specified service intervals, the following checks
should be carried out:

of all

ball

joints, bushes and

If the above checks reveal evidence of excessive
wear of faulty operation, the relevant items should
be replaced by reference to the operations within
this section of the workshop manual.
Check front wheel bearings for correct adjustment.
Adjust bearings, if necessary. Refer to Operation
No. 14-303 for procedure.

toe-setting.

Refer to

Grease the nipples fitted on each end of the kingpin
retaining nuts, using grease meeting Ford
Specification SM IC-4515A. until grease appears.

·u·

Bolts

Check and if necessary adjust the tightening torque
of the 'U' bolt nuts.

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION
Tool Name

Tool

Ball joint separator
13-006

Front hub bearing cup replacer
14-010

CilJ rr----_JJ

Spindle bush remover/replacer

14-011

\li§±A~

Spindle bush reamer

14-012

._ If

Dial indicator holding fixture
15-022

Metric dial indicator gauge

15-046
TR/14/45

'"'

---------------------------------------------------------------------·
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SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS - CONTENT

:
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Front axle and suspension
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Beam - front axle - replace
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Hub assembly - front- remove and
install
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X
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-
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X
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14 443

Stud - replace

X

X

14 621

Front spring -remove and install

X

X

14 653

Bushes -front spring replace - all

X

X

14 665

Bush - front spring hanger- replace

-

14 673

·u· bolts -

X

X

14 791

Shock absorber - remove and install

X

X

front spring - replace

14 653

X
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FRONT AXLE AND SUSPENSION
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS
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FRONT WHEEL ALIGNMENT CHECK
(Castor, Camber, Toe- setting)

Special Service Tools Required :

The fol lowing procedure utilises Optoflex
equipment. If alternative equipment is used the
manufacturers instructions must be used.
NOTE : Veh icle
condition.
1.

must

be

checked

in

unladen

Before carrying out a wheel alignment check,
suspension and steering components should
be examined to ensure there are no signs of
da m age, wear or maladjustment. Tyre
pressures should also be checked, and
corrected if necessary.

2.

Position vehicle in correct position relative to
optoflex screen and on a level surface with
front wheels on locked turntables and rear
wheels on wooden blocks of same height as
turntables.

3.

Secure projectors to front wheels. Projector
pivot must be aligned to centre of wheel, Fig.

Fig. 3. When fitting equipment ensure projector spindle is in
line with wheel cen tre

3.
4.

Jack up front wheel and adjust projector
bracket to eliminate wheel run out. Jack
should be positioned under axle as near to
front wheel as possible. Run out is eliminated
by rotating wheel and observing movement
of projected image on screen. Position wheel
at maximum run out position and adjust
bracket by turning adjusting screw nearest to
horizontal plane, Fig. 4.

5.

Remove locking pin from turntable and lower
wheel onto centre of turntable.

6.

Repeat sub-operations 4 and 5 for other
wheel Bounce front of vehicle at centre of
bumper to settle suspension and ensure the
turntables do not bind at 20° lock (both LH
and RH).

7.

Fit pedal depressor to footbrake to lock front
wheels, Fig. 5.

8.

By turning steering wheel. align RH front
wh ee l to straight ahead position. Aim
projector at mirror through cut-out in screen
and reflect image back onto projector. Focus
image, turn wheel to align image centre with
zero mark on projector. Wheel is now exactly
in stra ight ahead position. Do not move this
wheel until sub-operation 10 .

9.

Refocus projector onto screen and slide RH
screen across to align zero setting of toein/out to centre of image.

10.

By turning steering wheel align LH front
wheel to straight ahead position as suboperation 8.

11 .

TR/14/4~

11

Fig. 4 . A and B show two possible positions of adjuster
Always use adjuster n earest horizontal plane

Fig. 5 Foot brake pedal depressor

Record toe-in/out from position of projected
image on RH screen. This is total toe-in or
out, Fig. 6.
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FRONT AXLE AND SUSPENSION

12 .

Align LH side of screen to LH projected
image. Repeat as for sub-operation 9 .

13.

Record camber for both wheels. A direct
reading is obtained for each wheel from the
projected image. Reading is shown by a fine
line across each scale.

14.

Turn RH wheel to left 20° lock position at
horizontal line and zero projected castor scale
by turning knob positioned above projector
lens.

15.

Turn RH wheel to right 20° lock pos1t1on at
horizontal line and record castor angle from
projected scale.

16.

Repeat sub-operations 14 and 1 5 for LH
wheel , setting castor zero with wheel on right
20° lock and reading value on left 20° lock.

17.

Remove pedal depressor and projectors from
vehicle and remove vehicle from turntables .

18.

Compare values obtained with specified tolerances.

14 117

lR[14[6
Fig . 6. Proje ctor showing total toe-in.

TOE-IN-CHECK AND ADJUST

Equipment Required:
Suitable tracking gauge, i.e. Dunlop, Churchill and
Lowener.
(Following procedure is based on above equipment,
if other equipment is used follow manufacturers
instru ctions .)
For equipment with a facility to eliminate effects of
wheel/tyre run-out (e.g. Optoflex) it is only required
to take one toe-in reading. However for equipment
that does not incorporate a facility to eliminate
wheel/tyre runout (i.e. Churchill type 96 gauge) it is
necessary to take two toe readings at wheel centre
height on wheel rim edges.

TR /14 17

Tl

Fig. 7 . Adjusting toe- in .

Second reading must be recorded at a pos1t1on on the wheels exactly 180° from first reading , and two
re adings averaged to reduce effects of wheel/tyre runout, and give actual toe measurement.
Important: Vehicle should be in an unladen condition and must be rolled forwards onto a flat level surface
before commencing toe measurement check.
Position toe setting gauge at front inner edge of wheels, roll vehicle forward so that wheels rotate through
180° and note toe setting reading. Mark tyre .
Remove gauge and re-locate at front inner edge of wheels. Roll vehicle foward so that wheels rotate through
180° and note toe setting reading .
Combine two readings and average out to reduce effects of wheel/tyre runout and give an actual toe
measurement figure .
If the toe-in figure is outside specification then it should be adjusted as follows :
NOTE : The connecting rod ends have left and right hand threads. Thus , the overall length of the assembly can
be adjusted by slackening the clamp bolts and rotating the connecting rod. It is not ne cessary to detach
either end of the rod .

1.
2.
3.

Loosen clamp bolts on connecting rod .
Rotate rod in the appropriate direction to achieve the specified toe-in figure, Fig. 7.
Tighten clamp bolts.
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14 212

FRONT AXLE AND
SUSPENSION ASSEMBLYREMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required:
Ball joint separator

13 006

To Remove
1.

Remove hub caps, if fitted , loosen wheel
nuts. Jack-up front of vehicle , fit stands.

2.

Remove wheel nuts, and remove front road
wheels .

3.

Remove split pin and remove nut from joint
at drag link and drop arm.

4.

Separate drag link and cranked arm joint by
using ball joint separator tool 13 006 , Fig. 8.

5.

Disconnect shock absorbers from top mountings on both sides.

6.

Disconnect brake hoses from caliper on both
sides.

7.

With a suitable jack placed under the axle
beam support the weight of the axle.

8.

Remove two nuts from each rear shackle
plate on either side and remove rear shackle
plate , Fig . 9 .

9.
10.

Fig. 8 . Separating drag link and cranked ar m jo int using tool
13 006

'·""--

Remove front spring eye bolts on each side .
Lower axle and suspension assembly
ground and withdraw from vehicle.

to

To Install
11.

Reposition assembly under vehicle and raise
in to position using a suitable jack.

12.

Fit front spring eye bolts, Fig . 10, through
body brackets and front springs.

13.

Fit rear shackle plates and secure with nuts.

14.

Take up the weight of the vehicle with the
jack and torque the front spring eye bolts, and
the rear shackle plate nuts, to the specified
torqu es. When taking up the weight of the
vehicle care must be taken not to raise the
vehicle off the stands.

1 5.

Reconnect front brake hoses to calipers.

16.

Reconnect shock
mountings.

17.

Connect drag link to drop arm , fit nut and
se cu re with a new split pin .

18 .

Bleed brake circuit, refer to Operation 12141 .

19.

Refit wheels , lower vehicle to ground , finally
tighten wheel nuts, to specified torque and
refit hub caps, if fitted.

January 1978

absorbers

to

top

Fig. 9. Rea r sp ring shackle plate
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body

TR / 14 / 10

Fig. 1 0 . Fron t spring eye bolts
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14 214

FRONT AXLE ASSEMBLY REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service T ools Required :

Ball joint separator

13 006

To Re move

1.

Remove hub caps where fitted. slacken off
front wheel nuts.

2.

Jack-up, fit stands and remove front road
wheels.

3.

Remove split pin and nut and sepa rate drag
link from steering arm, using ball joint
separator 13-006.

4.

Remove lower shock absorber mounting nuts
and withdraw bolts both sides, Fig. 11.

5.

Disconnect brake hoses from front calipers.

6.

Support the axle beam on a jack.

7.

bolts securing beam to
Remove two
spring on both sides and lower axle beam and
withdraw from vehicle.

Fig. 11. Lower shock absorber mounting

·u·

To Inst all

8.

Position axle beam relative to springs.

9.

Raise axle and secure to springs with
bolts, ensuring packing wedges and bump
stops are correctly fitted. Wedges fit with the
thickest portion towards the rear. Fig. 12.

·u·

10.

Reconnect brake hoses both sides. Fig. 13.

11 .

Insert lower shock absorbe·r bolts through
lower shock absorber bush and secure with
nut. tightening to the specified torque.

12.

Reconnect drag link to drop arm and secure
nut with new split pin.

13.

Bleed brakes refer to Operation 12 141.

14.

Fit both front road wheels.

1 5.

Lower vehicle and finally tighten wheel nuts.
bolt nuts, refer to Technical
Finally torque
Data for correct tightening sequence.

16.

Refit hub caps, where applicable.

TR/14 /12
Fig. 12. From spring and

·u· boll assembly

·u·

Fig. 13. Front brake hose connection to caliper (horizontally
split braking system shown)
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BEAM - FRONT AXLEREPLACE
(Front axle assembly removed)

Special S ervice Tools Required :
Metric dia l indicator gauge
Dial indicator holding fixture

15 046
15 022

To Rem ove
1.

Support front axle assembly on stands.

2.

Remove two bolts securing caliper to
mount ing spacer and r emove caliper
assembly.

3.

Remove wheel bearing dust cap from hub.
Remove split pin, nut retainer, adjusting nut,
w asher and outer bearing, Fig. 14.

TR/14/14/N

4.

Remove front hub and disc assembly from
front axle spindle.

5.

Remove four self-locking nuts securing front
splash shield to axle and remove splash
shield. Remove caliper mounting spacer.

6.

Repea t sub-operations 2 - 5 for other side of
vehicle.

7.

Remove fotJr self-locking nuts and bolts
securing both steering arms to spindle body,
Fig. 15 .

8.

Remove steerin g arms and connecting rod
asse mbly complete from axle beam.

Fi g. 14 . Front hub and bearing assembly

TR 14 15

9.

Remove spring ·u· bolts and nuts, from each
spring and remove both springs bump stops,
and packi ng w edges from axle beam.

10 .

Remove nut and bolt from shock absorber
lower m ounting bracket on both sides.

11 .

Unscrew grease nipples from both ends of
kingpin nuts.

12.

Unscrew nu ts. and remove nut complete with
copper w asher. both ends of kingpin, Fig. 16.

13.

Tap out cotter pin. Remove kingpin.

14.

Slide out stub axle and upper shim.

15.

Push ou t bea ring from lower kingpin hole, if
required to change stub axle.

1 6.

Repeat sub-operations 11 - 1 5 for other side
of axle.

January 1978

Fig. 1 5. Re moving nuts and bolts securing steering arm to
spindle body

ll

TR j14 116
Fig. 16. Front stub axl e and kingpin assembly
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To Replace

1 7.

Refit lower kingpin hole bearing if removed in
sub-operation 1 5.

18.

Refit stub axle to axle beam ensuring shim,
Fig. 17. is fitted between top face of stub axle
and lower face of upper hole in axle beam.
Select shims to give a maximum clearance of
0 ,1 mm (0,004 in) and a minimum clearance
of 0,025 mm (0,001 in). Insert kingpin.

19.

Align cut-out in kingpin with hole in axle
beam and refit cotter pin.

20.

Refit nuts and copper washers to both ends
of kingpin.

21.

Refit grease nipples both ends of kingpin
nuts.

22.

Repeat sub operations 17- 21 for other side
of axle beam. Lubricate grease nipples on
stub ax l e with grease meeting Ford
Specification SM- IC-451 5-A until grease
appears. Clean off excess grease.

23.

Refit lower shock absorber mounting brackets to axle beam and secure with nut and bolt
both sides.

24.

Refit springs to axle beam, Fig. 19. Ensure
packing piece and wedge is fitted between
spring and axle, and that wedge has its
thickest position rearwards. Secure springs
bolts and
and bump stop to axle with
nuts, both sides.

Fig. 17. Fitting shim between stub axle and axle beam

·u·

25.

Refit steering arms and connecting rod
assembly to spindle body and secure w ith
four bolts and self-locking nuts.

26.

Refit splash shield to stub axle, secure with
self-locking nuts, both sides.

27.

Refit cal iper mounting spacer. Clean spindle.
Renew grease retainer if damaged, Fig. 18.

28.

Refit hub and disc assembly onto spindle.

29.

Refit outer wheel
retain ing nut.

30.

Tighten wheel bearing retaining nut to a
torque of 23 to 33 Nm whilst rotating hub to
seat the wheel bearings.

January 1978

bearing,

washer,

Fig. 18. Replacing ca liper mounting spacer

and

TR/14/12
Fig 1 9. Front spring and w edge assembly
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(!

31 .

Slacken adjusting nut by four flats
Fig. 20.

turns).

32.

Vigorously rock hub and disc to settle wheel
bearings and then push and pull - do not rock
the hub and disc in a horizontal plane to feel
end float in bearings.

33.

The end float should be checked using a dial
gauge fastened by a magnetic base or simple
bracket fabricated from two nuts, and with
the stylus of the gauge positioned against the
wheel spindle, Fig. 21.

34.

The end float should be between 0 ,02 5 to
0,13 mm (0,001 to 0.005 in). If necessary
turn the wheel bearing adjusting nut either
way unti l the correct end floa t is obtained.
Remove dial indicator gauge.

35.

Fit retainer and new split pin. Fit dust cap.
Refit caliper and secure with two bolts. Bleed
brake circuit. Refer to Operation 12 141.

36.

Repeat sub-operations 27 to 35 for other
side of axle. The fina l tightening of the ·u·
bolt nuts must be carried out after the front
axle assembly has been refitted to the
vehicle, when the weight of the vehicle is on
its wheels. Refer to Technical Data for correct
tightening sequence.

Fig. 20. Slacken nut } turns

Fig. 2 1. Checking end lloat

14 363

STUB AXLE - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required :

Dial indicator holding fixture
M etric dial indicator gauge

15 022
15 046

To Re move

1.

Remove hub cap, where fitted, slacken wheel
nuts.

2.

Jack- up front of vehicle, and fit axle stands.

3.

Remove wheel.

4.

Remove two bolts securing caliper to
mounting bracket. Suspend caliper by a
suitable piece of wire, attached securely to
vehicle. On vehicles with horizontal split
braking system, disconnect fluid line.

January 1978

TR/ 12 /43

Fig. 22. Suspend caliper by a suitable piece of wire. (Hub and
disc removed for clarity)
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5.

Remove dust cap, split pin, nut retainer, and
wheel bearing adjusting nut. Remove washer
and hub/disc assembly complete with outer
bearing.

6.

Remove four self-locking nuts securing splash
shield to spindle.

7.

Remove caliper.

8.

Remove two nuts and bolts securing steering arm to stub axle and lower steering arm
clear of stub axle.

9.

Unscrew grease nipples from both ends of
kingpin nuts.

10.

Unscrew kingpin nut, Fig. 23, and copper
shims and remove.

11.

Tap out cotter pin and remove kingpin.

12.

Slide out stub axle and upper shim.

13.

Push out bearing from lower kingpin hole,
Fig. 24.

Tl

TRI14[23
Fig. 23. Removing kingpin nut

To Install
14.

Refit bearing to lower kingpin hole.

15.

Refit stub axle to axle beam. Select and fit
shims to give a maximum clearance of
0,1 mm (0,004 in) and a minimum clearance
of 0,025 mm (0,001 in) between the top face
of stub axle and lower face of upper hole in
axle beam. Insert kingpin.

16.

Align cut-out in kingpin with hole in axle
beam and refit cotter pin, Fig. 25.

17.

Refit nuts and copper washers to both ends
of kingpin.

18.

Refit grease nipples both ends. Lubricate
grease nipples with grease meeting Ford
Specification SM- 1 C-4515-A until grease
appears. Clean off excess grease.

19.

Refit steering arm to stub axle and secure
with two nuts and bolts.

20.

Refit caliper mounting bracket.

21.

Refit caliper splash shield and secure with
self-locking nuts.

22.

Refit hub and disc assembly. Refit outer
bearing, washer and adjusting nut. Refit
wheel. Tighten wheel nuts.

23.

Tighten wheel bearing retaining nut to a
torque of 23 to 33 Nm (2,35 to 3,5 kg f.m)
( 17 to 25 lbf.ft) whilst rotating hub to seat
the wheel bearings.

24.

Slacken adjusting nut by four flats

Fig. 24. Removing bearing from lower kingpin hole

(1 turns.)
TR /14/25

Tl

Fig. 25. Refitting cotter pin
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25.

Vigorously rock hub and disc to settle wheel
bearings and then push and pull do not rock
the hub and disc in a horizontal plane to feel
end float in bearings.

26 .

The end float should be checked using a dial
gauge fastened by a magnetic base or simple
bracket fabricated from two nuts, and with
the stylus of the gauge positioned against the
wheel spindle, Fig. 26.

2 7.

The end float should be between 0,02 5 to
0,13 mm (0,001 to 0,005 in). If necessary
turn the wheel bearing adjusting nut either
way until the correct end float is obtained.
Remove dial indicator gauge.

28.

Fit retainer and new split pin. Fit dust cap.
Refit caliper and secure with two bolts.
Reconnect fluid tube, bleed brake circuit
where applicable . Refer to Operation
12 141.

29.

Lower vehicle to ground.

30.

Finally tighten wheel nuts to specified torque
and fit hub cap.

14 365

TR 14 21
Fig . 26. Dial gauge mounted to check bearing end float

BUSHES- STUB AXLEREPLACE

Special Service Tools Required:
Spindle bush remover/replacer
Spindle bush reamer

14 011
14 012

To Remove
1.

Remove stub axle assembly as described in
Operation 14-363.

2.

Place stub axle in a vice, or other suitable
fixture, ensuring that jaws are protected.

3.

Using Tool No. 14 011 remove upper stub
axle bushes from the axle, Fig. 2 7.

4.

Invert stub axle and remove lower bush using
Tool No. 14 011.

5.

Clean the stub axle prior to fitting new
bushes.

TR / 14127

Tl

Fig . 27 . Removing stub axle bushes
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To Replace

6.

Using Tool No. 14 01 1, fit new bush to stub
axle ensuring bush is pushed fully home, Fig.
28.

7.

Invert stub axle and fit other new bush.

8.

Assemble reamer Tool 14 012, and set size
7
of cutting teeth to 21 ,84 ·gga mm (0,86 ·gggo in)

9.

Fit reaming guide to the underside of the
lower bush hole and pass reamer through the
stub axle bushes. The reamer should be
lubricated with clean oil to ensure a smooth
finish is obtained, Fig. 29.

10.

Refit stub axle assem bly as described in
Operation 14-363 .

14 371

Tl

Fig. 28. Replacing stub axle bushes

HUB ASSEMBLY - FRONT REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Remove hub cap, where fitted. loosen wheel
nuts. Raise front of vehicle and fit stands.
Remove road wheel.

2.

Remove caliper mounting bolts and detach
the caliper assembly. Support the caliper
clear of the hub assembly by a suitable length
of wire. On vehicles with horizontally split
braking system, disconnect fluid tube and
remove caliper.

3.

Remove dust cap from wheel bearing.
Remove split pin, nut retainer. nu t and
washer.

4.

Remove hub and disc assembly from stub
axle spindle, Fig. 30.

--

TRIll 29

\--

--

II

Fig. 29. Reaming stub axle bushes

To Install

5.

Refit hub and disc assembly onto spindle.

6.

Refit washer, adjuster nut.

7.

Position caliper, secure with two bolts.
Reconnect fluid tube where applicable. Bleed
brake circuit. Refer to Operation 12 141 .

8.

Refit road wheel and tighten wheel nuts.

9.

Adjust wheel bearing
operation 14-303.

10.

as

described

in

Lower vehicle to ground, fully tighten wheel
nuts, if applicable refit hub cap.

January 1978

Fig. 30. Front hub and disc assembly
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14 371 6

HUB ASSEMBLY - FRONT REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required : None
1.

Remove hub assembly as described in
Operation 14-37 1. M ark both hu b and disc to
assist in rea lignment, Fig. 31.

2.

Bend back lock tabs and
securing hub to disc.

3.

Separate hub from disc.

remove bolts

4. Clean mating faces of hub and disc.
This is m ost important
5.

Align marks made in sub-operation 1 and
refit bolts and new lock tabs. Tighten bolts to
specified torque and bend up lock tabs. When
fitting a new disc to an old hub or vice versa
the disc run -out must be checked as
described in Operation 12-221. It may be
necessary to rotate the position of the disc
relative to the hub to bring the run-out within
specification.

14 403

Fig. 31 . Front disc and hub aligning marks

WHEEL BEARINGS- ADJUST

Special Service T ools Required :
Dial indicator holding fixture
Metric dia l indicator gauge

15 022
15 046

1.

Jack-up front of vehicle and fit stands.

2.

Remove hub cap where fitted and wheel
bearing dust cap.

3.

Remove split pin and retainer.

4.

Using a torque wrench tighten adjusting nut
to a torque of 23 to 33 Nm (2.35 to
3 ,5 kgf.m) (17 to 25 lbf.ft) rotating wheel
during torquing process to ensure bea rings
are accurately seated. Slacken adjusting nut
by four flats(} turns).

5.

Vigorously rock whe el to settle wheel
bearing, and then holding wheel firmly push
and pull (do not rock) wheel in a horizontal
plane to fe el end float in the bearings.

6.

The bearings must have betw een 0.025 to
0,13 mm (0,00 1 to 0 ,005 in) end float. This
end float should be checked using a dial
gauge fastened to wheel by a magnetic base
or simple bracket fabri cated from two nuts as
shown in Fig. 26 and with the stylus of the
gauge positioned aga inst the w heel spind le.
One wheel nut must be removed to fit the
dial gauge using this fabricated bracket.

7.

If necessary, turn wheel bearing adjusting nut
either way until the correct end float is
obtained. Remove dia l indicator gauge and
replace whee l nut, if previously removed.

8.

Fit retainer and new split pin.

9.

Fit dust cap and hub cap, where fitted.

Fig. 32. Torquing front hub bearing whilst rotating wh eel

--Fig. 33. Feeling end float in front hub bearings

10.

Remove stands and lower vehicle to ground.
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WHEEL BEARINGS
REPLACE - INNER AND
OUTER
(hub asse mbly re moved)

Special Service Tools Required :
Front hub bearing cup replacer

14 010

To Rem ove
1.

Remove outer bearing cone from hub.

2.

Lever out grease seal from inner bearing, Fig.
34 , and remove inner bearing cone.

3.

Drift out both outer races from hub. Use a
punch and hammer to tap altern atively at
diametric opposite points of the cup, do not
al low cup to tilt in hub.

TR/14 / 34
Fig. 34. Levering out grease seal

NOTE: Ensure punch is in good condition and
take care not to raise burrs on cup seals as
this may prevent new cups from seating
properly.
4.

Clean hub assembly. Discard old cone and
roller assemblies.

To Replace
Note: It is essential to avoid contamination of
grease and bearings.
5.

Fit both bearing cups using Special Service
Tool 14 010 to drift or press each cup firmly
into position. Check with feeler gauges that
cups are fitting tightly against abutment
faces.
NOTE: Beari ng cup and ro ll er bea ring
assemblies m ust be f r om the sa m e
manufacturer.

6.

Pack cone and roll er assem blies w ith lithium
base grease meeting Ford Specification SM IC-45 1 5- A. Ensure grease is well packed
between the roller.

7.

Position inner bearing cone. Fit new grease
retainer. Apply a light dressing of lithiumbased grease between lips of retainer.

8.

Fit outer bearing cone into position.

9.

Protect all componen ts from dirt or foreign
matter until assembled to the vehicle.

TR/1 4/35
Fig. 35. Front hub and outer race
C - Race
A - Front hub
B - Cup

Fig. 36. Refitting inner bearing cup
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14 443

STUD - REPLACE

Special Se rvice Tools Required:
Ball joint separator

13 006

T o Rem ov e
1.

Remove hub cap, if fitted.

2.

Jack-up front of vehicle and fit stands.

3.

Remove front
separator. Fig.
13 006 press
models where
w ith mal let.

road wheel. Using ball joint
37. Special Service Tool No.
stud out of hub flange or on
tool does not fit, tap out stud

T o Install

Fig. 37.

4.

Lightly lubricate new stud splines. locate stud
in its hole and draw it into position using a
suitable spacer, and a wheel nut reversed. i.e.
tapered face outwards.

5.

Fit road wheel, replace wheel nuts.

6.

Remove axle stands. lower vehicle to ground.

7.

Fully tighten wheel nuts to specified torque
and. replace hub cap.

14 621

Removing wheel stud using Special Service Tool

13 006

FRONT SPRING - REMOVE
AND INST ALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remov e
1.

Remove hub caps where fitted, and loosen
wheel nuts.

2.

Jack-up vehicle and fit stands at front and
remove front road wheels.

3.

Remove four nuts from ·u· bolt and remove
bolts. wedges and bump rubber.

4.

Remove two nuts from rear spring shackle
plate, withdraw shackle plate.

5.

Remove nut and bolt securing front spring
eye to body and remove spring, Fig. 39.

Fig. 38. Rear spring shackle plate

To Inst all
6.

Position spring and fit front eye bolt and nut
but do not fully tighten.

7.

Fit rear spring shackle plate and secure with
two nuts, but do not fully tighten.
Fig. 39. Front spring eye bolt
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8.

Position bump rubb er on spring ensuring
packing wedge is correctly positioned
between spring and beam with the thicker
portion of the wedge rearwards.

9.

Secure bump rubber and spring with 'U'
bolts. Tighten nuts to secure.

10.

Fit front road wheel.

11 .

Lower vehicle to ground.

12.

Tighten rear spring hanger and front eye nuts
to the specified torque. Tighten spring ·u·
bolts, refer to Technical Data for correct
procedure, Fig. 40.

13.

Finally tighten wheel nuts and fit hub cap
where fitted.

14 653

Fig. 40. Tightening spring

·u· bolts

BUSHES - F RONT SPRING REPLACE - All

S pecial Service T ools Required : N one
T o Remove
1.

Remove front spring as described in
Operation 14- 621 .

2.

Pull out bushes from rear spring eye.

3.

Place spring in press and by using a suitable
adaptor press out bush from front spring eye.

T o Re place
4.

Fit new bush to front spring eye using a
suitable adaptor and press.

5.

Fit new bushes to rear spring eye.

6.

Insta ll front spring as described in Operation
14- 621

14 673

' U ' BOLTS - FRONT SPRING
REPLACE

T o Remove
1.

Jack- up, fit sta nds.

2.

Remove nuts from both
bolts.

·u· bolts, and remove

To Replace
3.

Install new bolts ensuring bump rubber and
packing wedge between spring and axle are
correctly positioned, Fig. 41 .
The thicker portion of the wedge faces
rea rwards.

4.

5.

·u·

Secure
bolts with nuts and tighten. Nuts
must be finally tightened with the vehicle
weight on the wheels, refer to Technical Data
for correct tightening proced ure.

TR /14 /12
Fi g. 41 . Front spring and

·u· bol t assembly

Lower vehicle to ground .
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14 791

SHOCK ABSORBER - FRONT REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove nut and withdraw bolt from upper
shock absorber mounting bracket, Fig. 42.

2.

Remove nut and withdraw bolt from lower
mounting on front axle beam. Fig. 41 .

3.

Withdraw shock absorber from the vehicle.

Fig. 42. Shock absorber upper mounting

To Install
4.

Position shock absorber on its upper and
lower mounting positions.

5.

Insert lower mounting bolt from outside to
inside, and secure with nut. tightening to the
specified torque.

6.

Insert upper mounting bolt from rear to front
and secure with nut. t ightening to the
specified torque.

Fig. 43. Shock absorber lower mounting
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Front Suspension
Suspension type . .. ..... . .......... . ... .

Forged steel I Section beam supported by semielliptic springs. Springs are single rate
with a parabollic taper

Shock absorbers

Telescopic hydraulic double acting

Castor . . .. .. .... . ........ . . . .... . .... .

75-115

130-190

5° 45 ' max.
3° 15' min.

6 ° max.
4 ° min.

oo to

Camber
Toe-in

. ... . .. . . . . . ........ . .......... .

Kingpin inclination

. . ... ..... .. .... ..... .

Spindle body to axle beam
clearances

1°

2,38 to 3,97 mm (0 ,094 to 0 , 1 56 in)Cross ply tyres
0,00 to 1 ,60 mm (0,00 to 0,063 in)Radial ply tyres
5°± 10'
0, 1 mm (0,004 in) max.
0,025 mm (0,001 in) min.

Wheel bearings
Tightening torque

23 to 33 Nm (2,35 to 3,5 kgm) (17 to 25 lbf.ft)
Back off nut to give end-float of 0,025 to 0,13 mm
(0,001 to 0,005 in)

Front Springs
Type . ...... . .. .. . . ....... . .. . ........ .

Nm

kgf.m

lbf.ft

Shock absorber mounting bolts

70 to 90

7 to 9

51 to 66

Caliper to mounting bracket

90to 110

9,0 to 11 ,0

66 to 81

1st stage

20 to 25

2.0 to 2,5

15 to 18

2nd stage

40 to 45

4,0 to 4.5

30 to 33

Final stage

54 to 61

5,4 to 6 , 1

40 to 45

Steering arm to stub axle bolts

55 to 63

5.5 to 6 ,3

40 to 46

Disc to hub

48 to 62

4.8 to 6,2

37 to 44

75 to 95
155to180

7 ,5 to 9 ,5
1 5.5 to 18.0

55 to 70
1 14 to 132

Tightening Torques

/ .

Semi-elliptic mounted on rubber bushed shackles
and pins

Spring

·u· bolts

Wheel nuts-5 stud wheels
- 6 stud wheels
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Depending on their equipment, Ford Transit '78
vehicles can be fitted with one of 3 different rear
axles, f-=igs. 1. 2 and 3.

®

These rear axles are designated 'F', 'G' and 'H' in
the following text.
On the 'F' and 'G' axles. the differential is mounted
directly in the axle housing, so when repairs are
carried out on the rear axle, the rear axle must be
removed.
The ' H' axle has a bolt-on differential. So repairs to
this differential do not entail remova l of the axle.

Tl/73/98
Fig. 1. T axle

Rear Suspension

The rigid rear axle is supended on semi-elliptical
leaf springs with telescopic shock-absorbers.

@

Tl 73/100

Fig. 2. 'G' axle

Drives hafts

®

Two part driveshafts are used to transmit torque
from t)1e gearbox to the rear axle. The split driveshaft has a centre bearing and a universal joint. The
centre bearing is a ball bearing (in a flexible soft
rubber mounting) which is secured in a housing on
the floor pan. When fit ting this driveshaft the
insta llation procedure in operation 15 514 must be
followed.

Tl/73/ 99

Fig. 3. ' H' axle
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REAR AXLE USAGE CHART

rransm.

Ratios
Rear axle

Engine

Vehicle version
man

auto

STD

RPO

G

F

H
man

1.6 ltr
Kent
(OHV)

X

1 ,6 ltr
LC
(OHC)

X

X
X
X
X

4 ,56

5,14

5,14

5,14

5,14

4 ,63

4,56

X

4,63
5,14

4,11
4.44

X

5,83

4 ,56

X
2 ,0 ltr
LC
(OHC)

4 ,63

auto
FT80 van and kombi

FT1 00, 120 van and kombi 9 and
12-seater bus
FT1 00, 120 cowl/chassis+single cab
FT1 00, 120 cowl/chassis+dual cab

4.44

X

X

4.44

X

5,14
HD

X
2.4 ltr
Diesel
(OHV)

X

X
X

5,83
4 ,63
5,14

4,11
4.44

FT1 00*, 120*t van and kombi
FT1 OOL-190 van and kombi
FT130B kombi 9 and 12-seat bus*t
15-seat bus
FT1 00*, 120*t cowl/chassis +
single cab
FT1 OOL-1 90 cowl/chassis+single cab
FT1 00*, 120*t cowl/chassis+dual cab
FT130, 190 cowl/chassis+dual cab
FT1 00, 120 van and komb i
FT1 OOL-190 van and kombi 9 and
12-seat bus, 1 5-seat bus
FT1 00, 120 cowl/chassis+single cab
FT1 OOL-190 cowl/chassis+single cab
FT1 00, 120 cowl/chassis+dual cab
FT130, 190 cowl/chassis+dual cab

* automatic transmission optional
t uprated H axle with ratio of 4.44 HD in conjunction with 2 ,0 ltr LC (OHC)engine and automatic
transmission
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SECTION 15-3

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
PRIN C IPLE O F OPERATION

(a)

Drive Pinio n

In all three axles the drive pmton runs in 2
taper roller bea rings. The bea ri ngs are held in
position:
1.

By a clamping sleeve on the T and 'H'
axles.

2.

By a spacer sleeve on the ' G' axle. the
dimensions of w hich are established as
indicated in operation 1 5 21 4 8.

The correct depth of mesh of the drive pinion
in the crown wheel is set by means of suitable
shims between the head of the drive pinion
and the taper roller bearing.

Fig. 4. 'F axle
A - Clampin g sleeve
B - Drive pinion shim
C - Differential housing shims

(b)

Half-shaft Taper Rolle r Bearings

The half-shaft
pre loaded :

taper

roller

bearings

are

casing

and

1.

By shims between axle
differential on the 'F' axle.

2.

By ring nuts on the axle casing on the 'G'
axle.

3.

By ring nuts in the differential housing on
the ' H' axle.

Fig. 5. ' G' axle
A - Spacer sleeve
B - Drive pinion shim
C - Ring nuts
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SECTION 1 5-4

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT

(c)

Po w e r Flow

1.

In the 'F' and ' H' axles the power flows
via 2 or via 4 differential gears and 2 halfshaft gears (side gears).

2.

In the 'G' axle power flow is basically via
4 differential gears and 2 half-shaft gears
(side gears).

TR1S · 3

Fig. 6. 'H' axle
A - Clamping sleeve
B - Drive pinion shim
C - Ring nuts

(d)

H alf- Shafts

In all three axles the half-shafts. are splined to
the side gears. Differences exist only in the
wheel- hub mountings which are the same
only in the 'F' and 'H' axles.
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SECTION 15- 5

REAR AXLE/REAR SUSPENSION/DRIVESHAFT

1.

IN the ' F' and 'H' axles the half-shaft drives the wheel-hub which is mounted on the axle tube in a ball
bearing (lubricated by the rear axle oil) . The assembly is sealed by means of a sealing ring which sits in
the hub and seals it off from the axle tube. The half-shaft is also sealed off at the hub by a gasket
located between half-shaft flange and hub. The bearing is held in position by means of a spacer ring,
Fig. 7.

:
• r,

... ~ . .. . .; .. : : : ; .. ...
•:

:• • . '

•' •

.. ·.
·

'

0

~

TA 15 -2

Fig. 7 . Hub - 'F' and ' H' axles

A -Nut
B - Ga sket half-shaft/hub
C-Hub
0 - Gaurd
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E -Oil seal axle-tube/hub
F - Axle tube
G - Spring bearer
H - Spacer ring

J - Brake drum
K -Brake
L - Brake carrier plate
M - Half-shaft

FORD TRAN.SIT '78 ONWARDS:

SECTION 15-6

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT

2.

On the 'G' axle the wheel-hub is mounted on the axle tube with two taper roller bearings. These taper
roller bearings are lubricated by the rear axle oil. The axle-tube/hub sealing is effected by an oil seal
located in front of the inner bearing. Another seal is located between the half-shaft flange and the
wheel- hub. Here the bearing play is set with locknuts, Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Wheel-hub - 'G' axle
A - Gaskel half- shall/hub

8 - Hub
C - Seal axle- lube/hub
D - Brake drum

E - Gaurd
F - Spring bearer
G - Locknuls
H - Taper rol ler bearing

J - Brake
K Brake carri er pia 1e
L
M

Half-shall
Axle lube

SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS
To check the oil level in the rear axle, the
vehicle must be standing on level ground. Oil
level should be up to the lower edge of the
filler opening, Fig. 9. Top up with specified oil
(see Technical Data) if necessary.

Fig. 9. Check oil level in rea r axle
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SECTION 15-7

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
SP EC IAL SERVIC E TOOL RECOGNITION

15-008

F
G

Dial indicator mounting block

H

F

15-008-01

G
H

Dial indicator holding fixture (adaptor used
with 15- 022- A)

15- 008- 038

F
G
H

Dial indicator setting gauge

15-019

F
G
H

Gauge bar

G

~

15- 020

F
H

15- 022A

G

Master pinion

F
Dial indicator holding fixture

H

F

15- 023

G

Pre-load sleeve

H

1 5-024

G

15-025A

H

15- 026A

G

Master spacer

F

Differential bearing cone installer

F

Differential bearing cone remover

H
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S ECTION 15-8

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION (cont' d)

15-026- 51

G

Adaptor for 15-026

15- 027

G

Differential bearing adjusting nut wrench

15- 028

G

Rear hub nut wrench

15-029

F
H

Rear hub nut wrench

15-030

G

___....

f

J
'
~

~/

®

G)

F

Universal flange holding wrench

H

F
H

Pinion bearing cup installer

G

Pinion bearing cup installer (main tool and adaptor)

15- 036

F

Rear hub grease seal installer adaptor (use with
550 handle)

15- 037

G

Differential bearing installer adaptor (use with 550
handle)

1 5- 041

F
G

15-033

Pre-load gauge

H
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SECTION 15- 9

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION (cont'd)

1 5- 042

~

Pinion bearing installer

F

1 5- 046 G
H

F
1 5-04 7 B G
H

Metric dial indicator gauge

Pinion oil seal installer

F

1 5- 048 G
H

Pinion oil seal remover

15- 049

F

Pressure spindle differential bearing adjustment

15-049- 01

F

Pressure pads (use with 15-049)

F
H

Taper base and pinion bearing remover adaptor

1 5-057

~

Rear axle mounting bracket (use with 21-023)

15-060

F

Rear hub remover

1 5- 061

F

Axle die nut

~~
~jl...-:

~

@~)~
15- 059 and 15-059-01
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SECTION 1 5- 10

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOl: RECOGNITION (cont'd)

15-062 G

~
~
r;:;~~~~
.~
,r_~
ff\\
~
~
~

Rear hub nut wrench

G

Pinion bearing remover/installer

G

Pinion bearing cup installer and adaptor

j

1 5-059

1 5-059-08

15-063

15-065

16- 009 H

F
21-023A G
H

Rear axle mounting bracket

Universal spindle (only in conjunction with stand)

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS - CONTENT

Described
for
axle

F

G

H

Also applicable
to following
models
....._
VlC'O
::J c
.....
·;:::
c·0
::JL
a.
(,)
C'O
roO
Vl
w
f-U
u

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT

-

15 212

Rea r axle and suspension assembly- remove and install

X

X

X

-

-

-

15 214

Rear axle assembly - remove and install

X

X

X

-

-

-

15 2 14 8

Rear axle assembly - overhaul

X

X

X

X

X

X

15 254

Differential assembly --: remove and install

-

-

X

X

-

X

15 254 8

Differential assembly - overhaul

-

-

X

X

-

X

15 302

Seal - drive pinion - replace

X

X

X

X

X

X

15 514

Driveshaft assembly - remove and install

X

X

X

-

-

-

15 564 4

Centre bearing - driveshaft - replace

X

X

X

X

X

X

15 621

Rear spring assembly - remove and install

X

X

X

-
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SECTION 15- 11

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATI ONS

15 212

REAR AXLE AND S U SPENSION
A S SEMBLY - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

[;:\A
~

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Jack-up vehicle at rear and fit stands under
side members. Leave jack under rear axle.

2.

Detach driveshaft from drive pinion flange.

3.

Detach brake pipes from brake hoses and
unhook spring of load-conscious brake valve
at the top, Fig. 1 0 .
When spring is detached at the bottom, t he
load-conscious brake valve must be adjusted
as in operation 12 136 after assembly.

4.

Detach exhaust from body at the rear.

5.

Detach handbrake cable from linkage, body
and bracket, Fig. 11 (1 bolt, 2 clips and 2
screws).

6.

Detach shock absorbers from body on left
and right hand sides (1 bolt each).

Fig. 1 0. Unhook spring of load-conscious brake valve
A - Unhook at top
B - Unhook at bottom

Fig. 11. A BCD-

7.

Detach rear springs from body at front and
rear mountings on left and right hand sides (4
bolts). Fig. 12.

8.

Take put rear axle and suspension assembly
complete using the jack.

Balancing yoke
Return spring
Handbrake cables
Support bracket

Fig. 12 . Detach rear springs from body
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SECTION 15-12

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT

To Install

9.
10.

Locate complete
position, Fig. 13.

rear

axle

assembly

in

Bolt rear springs in place in following order
front left, front right, rear left and rear right.

Fig. 13. Loca te complete rear axle assembly

11 .

Fix right and left shock absorbers to body,
Fig. 14.

12.

Attach handbrake cable to linkage, body and
bracket and adjust.

13.

Attach exhaust to body at rear.

14.

Connect spring of load-conscious brake valve
and attach brake pipe to brake hose.

Fig. 14. Fix shock absorbers to body

15.

Bolt driveshaft to drive pinion flange, Fig. 1 5.

16.

Bleed rear brake circuit.
NOTE: All rear spring mountings must only be
t ightened w ith suspension under load.

Fig. 15. Attach driveshaft to drive pinion flange
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SECTION 15-13

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT

15 214

REAR AXLE ASSEMBLY R EMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Se rv ice Tools Required :

Rear
Rear
Rear
Rear

hub
hub
hub
hub

remover
nut wrench
nut wrench
nut wrench

15-060
15-028
15-026
15-062

T o Re move

1.

Slacken wheel nuts, remove left and right
hand axle shafts, Fig. 16 (6 nuts or 5 bolts in
each case).
NOTE: On the 'H' axle remove or install brake
drums before axle shafts.

2.

Jack up vehicle and fit stands under side
members. detach wheels and brake drums.

Fig. 16. A -Unscrew axle shah nuts
B - Undo locknut with special tool no. 15- 029

NOTE: On the 'G' axle remove brake drums
w it h wheel hub.
3.

Remove wheel hubs using Special Tool No.
15- 060 after releasing locknu ts, Fig. 17.
NOTE: Plug axle tubes with rag.

4.

Detach brake pipes from brake hoses. wheel
cylinder and rear axle.

5.

Detach handbrake cable at rear from linkage
and body (1 bolt and 2 clips).

Fig. 17. Remove hub with special tool no. 15-Q60
('F axle shown)

6.

Remove brake carriers on right and left hand
sides, Fig. 18 (4 nuts each on 'F' and 'H' axles
and 6 nuts each on 'G' axle).

7.

Disconnect driveshaft
flange (4 bolts).

from

drive

pinion

Fig. 18. Detach brake carrier plate ('G' axle shown)
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S ECTION 1 5- 14

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT

8.

Detach both shock absorbers from the rear
axle ( 1 bolt each).

9.

Remove spring U- bolts on left and right hand
sides (4 nuts in each case). Fig. 19.

10.

Take out rear axle.

Fig. 19. Remove U-bolts

To Inst a ll

11.

Locate rear axle in position and centre axle
with the centering bolts, Fig. 20.

12.

Attach U-bolts with retaining plate on right
and left hand sides.

13.

Secure both shock absorbers to the rear axle.

K

Fig. 20. Centre axle with centering bolts

14.

Fix driveshaft to drive pinion flange, Fig. 21.

1 5.

Attach brake carriers on right and left hand
sides.

16.

Connect brake pipes to wheel cylinder and
rear axle and attach brake pipe to brake hose.

Fig. 21 . Fix driveshaft to drive pinion flange
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SECTION 15- 15

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
15 214
17.

(cont'd )

Fit wheel hubs, torquing nuts as specified
with Special Tool No. 15-029 for 'F' and 'H'
axles, and tool 1 5-028 (67 mm) or 1 5-062
(65 mm) for the 'G' axle, Fig. 22.
NOTE: On the 'G' axle, fit brakes drums with
hub.

Fig. 22. Tighten nuts with special tool
A - Torque wrench
B - Special tool no. 15-029
('G' axle shown)

18.

Fit brake drums.

1 9.

Remove rag plugs, attach handbrake cable at
rear to linkage and body, Fig. 23, adjust and
bleed rear brake circuit.

20.

Fit wheels. install left and right hand-shafts.

21.

Take vehicle off stands and tighten wheel
nuts and fill axle with specified oil.

Fig. 23. A BCD-
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Balancing yoke
Return spring
Handbrake cables
Support bracket
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SECTION 15- 16

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/D RIVESHAFT
' G' AXLE

15 214 8

REAR AXLE ASSEMBLYOVERHAUL

Special Service Tools Required:

Dial indicator mounting block
15- 008
Adaptor for dial indicator
holding fixture 15-022- A
15-008-01
Dial Indicator setting gauge
15-008-038
Gauge bar
15-019
Master pinion
1 5-020
Dial indicator holding fixture
1 5- 022A
Pre- load sleeve
1 5-023
Differential bearing cone installer 1 5-025A
Differential bearing cone remover
15-026
Adaptor for 1 5-026
15-026-51
Rear hub nut wrench (67 mm)
15-028
Universal flange holding wrench
1 5-030
Differential bearing installer
15-037
Metric dial indicator
15-046
Drive pinion oil seal installer
15- 0478
Rear axle mounting bracket
(only in conjunction with 21-023)
15-057
Rear hub nut wrench (65 mm)
15- 062
15-063
Drive pinion remover
15-065
Pinion bearing cup installer
15-065-01
Adaptor for 1 5- 065
Universal shaft- only in
21 - 023
conjuntion with stand

Fig. 24. Mount rear axle on stand
'F' + 'G' axle mounting stand 15-057
'H ' axle mounting stand 16-009
Use in conjunction with 2 1- 023

To Dismantle Rear Axle

1.

Mount rear axle on stand, Fig. 24, and detach
rear axle casing cover ( 12 bolts).

2.

Pivot axle and drain oil.

3.

Detach locking plates from bearing cap. Fig.
25.

4.

Undo differential (4 bolts) and take
differential gear train with adjusting nuts from
axle casing.

5.

Remove drive pinion ( 1 nut). To do this, hold
flange with Special Tool and undo nut, Fig.
26, tap drive pinion out downwards with a
copper hammer. Detach flange.

6.

Press oil seal and outer taper roller bearing
out of housing simultaneously with a suitable
tube. Detach inner taper roller bearing from
drive pinion using Special Tool No. 15-063.

Fig. 25. Detach lock plates from bearing cap

Fig. 26. Hold flange with special tool no. 15- 030
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SECTION 15- 17

REAR AXLE/REAR SUSPENSION/DRIVESHAFT
15 214 8

(cont'd)

'G' AXLE

To Dismantle Differential
7.

Detach differential taper roller bearing from
differential housing. To do this, clamp one leg
of Special Tool in a vice and pull off bearing,
Fig. 27.

Fig. 27 . Clamp special tool in vice by one leg and deta ch
bearing

8.

Detach
crown
wheel
from
differential
housing, Fig. 28 ( 10 bolts) . To do this,
slacken 3 bolts spaced out over the periphery
(remove the remainder completely) so that
the crown wheel can be removed by tapping
the bolt heads.

9.

Take differential gears and side gears out of
differential
housing
(8
bolts),
detach
differential housing half, lift out differential
gears with differential cross and side gears.
Remove shims.

Fig. 28. Detach crown wheel from differential housing

To Reassemble Differential
10.

Install differential gears and side gears in
differential housing, inserting side gears with
shims and differential gears with thrust
washers and differential cross in housing
halves in reverse order, Fig . 29.
Assemble differential housing halves.
NOTE: Coat bolts with 'Loctite' before
insertion. Grooved side of shims must face
side gear. Align marks on housing halves.
When using new shims, check side gears run
easily with a half-shaft.

Fig . 29. Remove differential gears with differential cross and
side gears
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SECTION 15-18

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
'G' AXLE

11 .

Attach crown wheel ( 1 0 bolts), secure crown
wheel to differential housing evenly.
NOTE: Use new bolts and spring washers,
heat crown wheel before fitting.

12.

Remove and re-install outer bearing cup of
drive pinion taper roller bearing with Special
Tool, Fig. 30.

015·93

Fig. 30. Remove outer drive pinion bearing cup with special
tool no. 15- 035 15-064

13.

Remove and re-install inner bearing cup of
drive pinion taper roller bearing with Special
Tool No. 15-065 15- 065- 01.
NOTE: Only replace one bearing cup at a time
as one cup always provides support for the
installation tool.

Determine Thickness of Drive Pinion Shim
14.

Slide shim that has been removed or a new
shim of any thickness onto master pinion
with inner taper roller bearing, Fig. 31 .
NOTE: Moisten taper roller bearing with rear
axle oil and secure with the conical nut.
Fig. 31 . Master pinion 1 5-020
A - Master pinion
B - Shim
C - Taper roller bearing
D - Conical nut

15.

Insert master pinion in axle casing, fit outer
bearing and handle, screw on pre-load sleeve.
Grasp handle of master pinion firmly and turn
hexagonal end of pre-load sleeve clockwise.
in the case of new bearings until the outer
bell of the tool lines up on the A mark (use B
mark for used bearings). Fig. 32.
Rotate the master pinion several times so
that the bearings are correctly seated.

D 15 · 99

K

Fig. 32. Pre-load sleeve 15- 023
A - Mark for new bearings
B - M ark for used bearings
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REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
15 214 8
16.

(cont'd)

'G' AXLE

Establish the torque needed to turn unit with
pre-load gauge 1 5-041 and note value, Fig.
33.
NOTE: This torque reading must be
maintained when drive pinion is installed. If
reading is 2,3 Nm (23 cmkp) for instance,
reading must be the same (+0,3 Nm (+3
cmkp) for friction of oil seal) when drive
pinion has been fitted.

Fig. 33. Pre-load sleeve 1 5- 023
A - Pre- load sleeve
B - Mark for used bearing
C - Mark for new bearing

17.

Insert gauge bar with bearings to be fitted
and adjusting nuts in casing. Fig. 34. Fit
bearing cap (numbers coincide) and secure to
specified torque. slacken again and do up
finger-tight.
NOTE: Do up adjusting nuts finger-tight so
that they bear on the bearing cups. Oil
bearings and fit.

Fig. 34. Gauge bar located in rear axle casing

18.

Hold gauge bar still with a suitable mandrel,
Fig. 35, and turn adjusting nuts outwards
until gauge bar can just be turned by hand at
adjusting nut (after removing mandrel).
Rotate gauge bar several times to settle
bearings.

Fig. 35. Set up gauge bar
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SECTION 15-20

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
' G' AXLE

19.

Secure dial indicator with holding fixture on
rear axle casing and position plunger on
centre of gauge bar. Turn bar slowly and
observe total deflection of dial pointer. Fig.
36. Then turn gauge bar until dial indicator
reading is half the deflection measured.
Gauge bar must not be turned any more.

Fig. 36. Adjust gauge bar 15-019

20.

Set up master pinion. To do this. locate dial
indicator on outer edge of master pinion end
close to the gauge bar. Rotate master pinion
slowly through one full turn and observe total
deflection of dial pointer. Fig. 37. Then
continue turning master pinion until dial
indicator reading is half the total deflection
measured. Master pinion must not be turned
any more after this operation.

Fig. 37. Adjust master pinion

21 .

Remove dial indicator from holding fixture
and mount in block. Locate mounting block
with dial indicator on a ground surface and
zero with the aid of the setting gauge as
shown. Fig. 38.
NOTE: The rear axle code letters are
engraved on the step gauge below the
individual steps. e.g. 'A + E'. The dial indicator
must be zeroed on 'G' step of the step gauge
before measuring a 'G' rear axle.

Fig. 38. Zero dial indicator
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REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
15 214 8
22.

(cont'd )

'G ' AXLE

Place mounting block with dial indicator on
the middle of the end of the master pinion
and move plunger of indicator slowly across
the gauge bar. Observe dial indicator and
stop at the precise point where the pointer
changes direction. Repeat this measuring
operation several times and ensure maximum
precision. Figs. 39/40.
NOTE: If indicator pointer reads 95 for
example. the shim under the master pinion is
0.05 mm too thick. If the pointer changes
direction at 4 for instance, the shim is
0,04 mm too thin. (This assumes a dial
indicator in which the pointer moves
clockwise when the plunger is pressed in).
Fig. 39. Indicator reading 95 -shim under master pinion too
thick

Exa mple

Thickness of shim under master
pinion
Indicator pointer to left of
e.g. 95

·o·.

1,75 mm

- 0,05 mm
1,70 mm

This is the thickness of shim that must be
provided between taper roller bearing and top
of drive pinion.

Fig. 40. Indicator reading 4 - shim under master pinion too
thin

23.

Remove master pmton and take off taper
roller bearing and shim. Fig. 41. Establish
new shim from measurement. Measure shim
with micrometer to match value determined
(see Parts Catalogue for shim part numbers).

Fig. 41 . M aster pinion 15-020
A - Master pinion
8 - Shim
C - Taper roller bearing
D - Conical nut
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SECTION 15- 22

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
' G' AXLE

24.

Slip chosen shim onto master pinion and
screw up conical nut.

25 .

Fit master pinion
operation 17.

26 .

Set up master pinion as indicated in suboperation 20.

27 .

Re-check zero of dia l indicator in mounting
block w ith aid of setting gauge and place
block on the end of the master pinion. If
plunger of dial indicator is moved across the
gauge bar as beforehand (in sub-operation
22), indicator must read
if the preceding
measurements were accurate, Fig. 4 2.
Discrepancies of a maximum of 0,01 mm
from
are permissible.

as

specified

in

sub-

·o·

·o·

If however deviation from ·o· is more, t he
measuring operation must be repeated as
described and a new shim must be found.

Fig. 42. Dial indicator at

·o· {max. discrepancy 0 .01 m m)

Repeat checking operation.
28.

Remove master pinion and gauge bar. Detach
taper roller bea ring and chosen shim f rom
master pinion.
NOTE: A fter removal, taper roller bearing and
differential bearing cup must not be locat ed
on the other side.

TR15- 6

Fig. 43. Press taper roller bearing and chosen shim on to drive
pinion
A - Drive pinion
B - Shim
C - Taper ro ller bearing

29.

Press taper roller bearing and chosen shim
onto drive pinion, Fig. 43.

30.

Fit both differential housing taper roller
bearings with Special Tool No .. Fig. 44.
NOTE: Fit first taper roller bearing to crown
wheel rear side of differential housing.

Fig. 44. Press on taper roller be arin g wi th special tool no.
15-031
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(cont'd)

'G' AXLE

To Determine Length of Drive Pinion Spacer
and Install

31 .

Slip gauge ring over drive pinion. Bend 2 mm
diameter soldering wire into a ring of the
same diameter as the drive pinion shaft and
place it on the Master spacer, Fig. 45 .

TR 15-20

I

K

Fig. 45. Determine length of spacer
A - Ring of soldering wire
B - Master spacer 15-024

11

l)

0 15 89

K

°

Fig. 46. Hold drive pinion flange and tighten nut slowly

32.

Locate drive pm1on in axle casing . Fit taper
roller bearing and drive pinion flange. Screw
on the old self-locking nut kept from the
dismantling operation. Hold drive pinion
flange with flange-holding wrench and
tighten nut slowly, Fig. 46. Keep constant
check on drive pinion running torque with
pre-load gauge. Do up nut until same torque
is reached as that noted at the start when
adjusting the master pinion (e .g . 2 ,3 Nm). Fig.

47.
NOTE: If this torque is exceeded, the
described operation must be repeated with a
new piece of soldering wire.
D 15-11 2

K

Fig . 4 7. Check turning torque of drive pinion
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33.

Remove drive p1n1on and carefully detach
compressed soldering wire from pinion and
measure its thickness at two opposing points,
Fig. 48. If the values differ, add the two
figures together and divide by two. Add
this value (e.g. 1,21 mm) to the height of the
gauge
ring
(9,5 mm)
giving
9,5 + 1,21 = 10,71 mm in this example.
Choose from the available spacers (see Parts
Catalogue) a ring of this size.

K

Fig. 48. M easure thickness of compressed soldering wire

34.

Check : Drive p1n10n torque. To this end,
assemble drive pinion with chosen spacer,
taper roller bearing, drive pinion flange and
old se lf-locking nut, Fig. 49 . Tighten nut to
specified torque.
Rotate drive pinion several times then check
turning torque with pre-load gauge. (with this
drive pinion 2,3 Nm (23 cmkp) for example).
If this torque is exceeded or not reached, a
narrower or wider spacer must be selected
and the torque then checked again.

TR 15-22

Fig. 49. Assemble comple te drive
A - Taper roller bearing
B - Pinion
C - Spacer

35.

Detach drive p1n10n flange and fit new seal
with Special Tool No. 15- 047, Fig. 50.
Grease on seal as supplied must not be
removed.

36.

Attach drive pinion flange and tighten new
self-locking nut to specified torque.

K

pinion
D - Taper roller bearing
E - Pinion flange
F - Pinion retaining nut

Fig. 50. Press on oil seal with special tool no. 1 5- 04 7
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37.

(cont'd)

'G ' AXLE

Fit shim in axle casing. Insert differential with
both adjusting nuts. Fit bearing caps, secure.
slacken and then do up finger-tight. Fig. 51.

Fig. 51 Fit bearing caps (numbers match) and torque bolts as
specified

NOTE: Adjusting nuts must bear on bearing
cups.
38.

Set backlash. To do this. locate plunger of
dial indicator at right angles on one of the
crown wheel teeth. Fig. 52. Tighten adjusting
nuts on crown wheel side and slacken nut on
differential housing side such that backlash
value of 0,01 mm is attained. Tighten
adjusting nut on differential housing side to
give the specified backlash value of 0,120.22 mm. Rotate gear several times and
recheck backlash measurement at three
points.
Tighten
bearing
cap
bolts.
Backlash
discrepancies must not exceed 0,01 mm.
If backlash has to be corrected, the adjusting
nuts must only be turned evenly by the same
amount so as to preserve the pre-load on the
bearings.

September 1978

Fig. 52. Locate plunger of dial indicator at right angles on one
of crown wheel teeth
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39.

Check tooth pattern: New crown wheels will
still show optimum tooth pattern marks left
by testing in the factory, Fig. 53.
Coat teeth of crown wheel with marker. Place
wrench on nut of drive pinion flange and turn
drive pinion until all the teeth have been in
mesh. In the process. apply a hardwood
wedge to the outer edge of the crown wheel
to produce a braking effect, Fig. 54.
As backlash has great influence on tooth
pattern. an unsatisfactory tooth pattern can
on ly be rectified by increasing or reducing the
backlash within the specified tolerances.
CT15-51
Fig. 53. Optimum tooth pattern

Fig. 54. Brake crown whee l with a hardwood wedge

4 0.

Attach lock plates (2) to ring nuts, Fig. 55. Fit
cover to rear axle casing and bolt securely.
NOTE: Coat bolts with sealing compound
before insertion.

41.

Detach rear axle from stand.

TR 15 -1 5

\ - ---r-"

K

Fig. 55. Attach lock plates 10 ring nuts
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REAR AXLE ASSEMBLY OVERHAUL

Special Service Tools Required:

Dial indicator mounting block
15-008
Adaptor for dial indicator
holding fixture 15-002 -A
15-008-01
Dial Indicator setting gauge
15-008- 038
Gauge bar
15-019
Master pinion
15-020
Dial indicator holding fixture
1 5-022A
Pre- load sleeve
15-023
Differential bearing cone installer 15-025A
Differential bearing cone remover 15-026A
Rear hub nut wrench
15-029
Universal flange holding wrench
15-030
Axle casing bearing cup installer
15-033
Pre-load gauge
1 5- 041
Pinion bearing installer
15-042
Metric dial indicator
15-046
Drive pinion oil sea l installer
15-047 8
Differential bearing adjusting spindle 1 5-049
Adaptors for 1 5-049
15- 049-01
Drive pinion remover
1 5-054
Rear axle mounting bracket (only in
15-057
conjunction with 21-023)
Rear hub remover
15-060
Axle die nut
15-061
Universal shaft- only in conjunction
with stand
21-023

Fig. 56. Rear axle in mounting bracket 15-057 on stand

To Dismantle Rear Axle

1.

Mount rear axle on stand, Fig. 56, and
remove axle casing cover ( 10 bolts).

2.

Pivot axle and drain oil.

3.

Remove differential- to do this, detach both
bearing caps (4 bolts) and lift differential out
of axle casing with two pointed square
section pieces of wood, Fig. 57.

4.

Remove drive pinion (1 nut). Hold flange with
Specia l Tool No. 15- 030 and unscrew nut.
Fig. 58. Tap out drive pinion downwards with
a copper hammer and detach flange.

Fig. 57. Lift out differential with two hardwood wedges

Fig. 58. Hold drive pinion flange with special tool no. 15- 030
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5.

Press oil seal and outer taper roller bearing
out of casing simultaneously with the Special
Tool, Fig . 59.

6.

Pull inner taper roller bearing from drive
pinion with Special Tool.

Fig. 59 . Press out small taper roller bearing and oil seal

To Dismantle Differential Assembly
7.

Remove taper roller bearings from both sides
of differential housing with the Special Tool,
Fig. 60. To do this, clamp Special Tool in vice
by one leg and pull off bearings.

Fig. 60. Remove taper roller bearings from differential housing
A- Special Tool 15-026A
8 - Alternative method using press

8.

Detach crown wheel from differential housing
(8 bolts). Fig. 61. To do this, slacken 3 bolts
spaced around the periphery (remove the
others completely) so that crown wheel can
be removed by tapping bolt heads.

K

Fig. 61 . Crown wheel mounting on differential housing
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9.

(cont' d)

' F' AXLE

Measure play between side gear bearing
faces and differential housing using a feeler
gauge, Fig. 62.

Fig. 62. M easure side gear play with feeler gauge

NOTE: Check play before removing
differential gears. Play must not exceed
0,15 mm max.
If necessary, use new washers (see Parts
Catalogue).

L 15-35

K

Fig. 63. Roll pin of differential shaft

10 .

Remove differential gears and side gears
from differential housing, Fig. 64. With a
suitable drift. force out roll pin securing
differential shaft or cross in the differential
housing, Fig. 63 .

L1S-3L

K •

Fig. 64. Differential exploded
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T o Reassem ble Differe ntial

11.

Install differential gears and side gears in
differential housing. Insert side gears in the
housing with the chosen shims. At the same
time bring differential gears with thrust
washers into mesh between side gears and
slide in differential shaft or cross. Secure
shaft with roll pin.
NOTE: Grooved side of shims must face side
gear. Fig. 65. When using new shims, recheck play as described in sub-operation 9.

r R 15 - 2t.
Fig. 65. Grooved side of shim must face side gear

12.

Fit crown wheel (8 bolts) ensuring that crown
wheel is bolted down evenly on differential
housing. Fig. 66.

13.

Remove and install outer cup of drive pinion
taper roller bearing with Special Tool.

K

Fig. 66. Secure crown wheel evenly on differential housing

14.

Remove and install inner cup of drive pinion
taper roller bearing with Special Tool. Fig. 67.
NOTE: Only replace one bearing cup at a time
as one cup always serves to support the
installing tool.

015 ·93
Fig. 67. Install ou ter bearing cup
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(cont'd)

' F' AXLE

Establish Thickness of Drive Pinion Shim
1 5.

Slide removed shim (or a new shim of any
thickness) onto the master pinion together
with the inner taper roller bearing and secure
with the conical nut, Fig. 68.
NOTE: Moisten taper roller bearing with rear
axle oil.

Fig. 68. Master pinion 15-020
A - Master pinion
B - Shim
C -Taper roller bearing
D - Conical nut

1 6.

Insert master pinion in casing, slide on outer
bearing and handle, screw on pre-load sleeve.
Hold master pinion handle still and turn
hexagon of pre-load sleeve clockwise until, in
the case of new bearings, the outer bell of the
tool lines up on the C mark (use 8 mark for
used bearings), Fig. 69.

17.

With the pre-load gauge, measure and note
the torque now needed to turn the master
pinion.
NOTE : This torque reading must be the same
when the drive pinion has been installed. If
the reading is 2 ,3 Nm (23 cmkp) for exa mple,
this must also be the reading once the drive
pinion is fitted (+ 3 cmkp for the friction of oil
seal).

18.

Fig. 69. Pre-load sleeve 15-023
A - Pre-load sleeve
B - Mark for used bearings
C - Mark for new bearings

Insert gauge bar with the bearings to be
installed in rear axle casing, Fig. 70. Fit the
bearing caps (numbers match) and secure
to specified torque. slacken again and then do
up finger-tight.
NOTE: Moisten bearings with rear axle oil
before fitting.

Fig. 70. Gauge bar located in rear axle casing
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19.

AX LE

Hold gauge bar still with suitable mandrel,
Fig. 71, and turn adjusting nut outwards until
gauge bar can just be turned by hand by the
adjusting nut (after removing mandrel). Turn
gauge bar several times so that bearings seat
correctly.

Fig. 71. Set up gauge bar special tool no. 15-Q19

20.

Secure dial indicator 1 5-046 with holding
fixture 15-008-01, to axle casing and
position plunger of dial indicator on middle of
gauge bar. Fig. 72. Turn bar slowly and
observe total deflection of dial pointer. Then
turn gauge bar until dial indicator reading is
half the measured deflection . After this the
gauge bar must not be moved.

Fig. 72. Adjust gauge bar

21.

Set up master pinion. To do this, position dial
indicator on outer edge of end of master
pinion close to the gauge bar, Fig. 73. Rotate
gauge bar another full turn and note total
deflection on indicator. Then continue turning
master pinion until dial indicator reading is
half the total deflection measured. After this,
the master pinion must not be moved.

Fig. 73. Adjust master pinion special tool no. 15-Q20
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22.

(cont'd )

' F' AXLE

Remove dial indicator from holding fixture
and fit in mounting block 15-008. Place
mounting block with dial indicator on a
with the aid of
ground surface and set to
the setting gauge as shown. Fig. 74.

·o·

NOTE: The code letters for the rear axles are
engraved on the setting gauge under the
steps in question. e.g. "A+E'. Before
measuring an 'F' rear axle the dial indicator
must be zeroed on step F.

Fig. 74. Zero the dial indicator using setting gauge

15-008-038

23.

Place mounting block with dial indicator on
the centre of the end of the master pinion and
move the plunger slowly across the gauge
bar. Observe dia l indicator and stop at the
precise point where the pointer changes
direction. Repeat this operation several times
and ensure maximum precision, Figs. 75/76.

Fig. 75. Di al indica tor reading 95 - shim under mast er pinion
too thick

NOTE: If dial indicator pointer now stands at
95 for example, the shim under the master
pinion is 0 ,05 mm too thick. If the pointer
changes direction at 4 for example, the shim
is 0,04 mm too thin. (This assumes a dial
indicator in which pointer moves clockwise
when plunger is pressed in).

Fig. 76. Dial indica tor reading 4 - shim too thin
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Example

Thickness of shim under master
pinion:
Dial indicator reading to left of
e.g. 95:

·o·

1,25 mm
-0,05 mm
1,20 mm

This value is thickness of shim needed
between taper roller bearing and top of drive
pinion.
24.

Remove master pinion and detach taper roller
bearing with shim, Fig. 77. Identify new shim
from measurement. With a micrometer check
shim corresponding to measured value (see
Parts Cata logue for part numbers of shims).
Fig. 77. Master pinion 1 5- 020
A - Master pinion
B - Shim
C - Taper roller bearing
D - Conical nut

25.

Slide chosen shim onto master pinion and
screw up conical nut.

26.

Fit master pinion
operation 16.

27.

Set up master pinion as indicated in suboperation 2 1.

28.

Re-check zero setting of dial indicator in dial
indicator mounting block using setting gauge
and place mounting block on the end of the
master pinion. If dial indicator plunger is now
moved across gauge bar as before (subif
operation 23). indicator reading must be
previous measurements were accurate.
are
Discrepancies of up to 0,01 mm from
permissible, Fig. 78 .

as

indicated

in

sub-

·o·
·o·

·o·

But if deviations from
are more.
measurement must be repeated as described
and a new shim chosen. Repeat check
operation.

Fig. 78. Dial indicator at
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29.

(c ont'd)

' F' AXLE

Remove master pinion and gauge bar. Detach
taper roller bearing and chosen shim from
master pinion, Fig. 79.
NOTE: Taper roller bearing and differential
bearing cup must not be used for other side
after removal.

Fig. 79. Master pinion 1 5-020
A - Master pinion
8 - Shim
C - Taper roller bearing
D - Conical nut

30.

Press taper roller bearing and chosen shim
onto drive pinion.

31.

Press on both differential housing taper roller
bearings with Special Tool, No. 15-031 Fig.

80.
NOTE: First fit a taper roller bearing on the
crown wheel rear side of the differential
housing.

015-107

K

Fig. 80. Fit taper roller bearing with special tool no. 1 5-031
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Establish Thickness (Total
Differential Housing Shims

32.

Thickness)

of

Insert thrust buttons in axle tube, Fig. 81, and
insert differential assembly with bearing cups.
Fit bearing caps (numbers match) and tighten
bolts. Turn differential train several times and
re-check value at spindle with torque
wrench-5 Nm
(0,5 mkp).
Secure
dial
indicator to axle casing so that plunger bears
on crown wheel boss.

Fig. 81. Insert thrust buttons

33.

Then insert spindle in the other axle tube and
tighten to a torque of 5 Nm (0,5 mkp) again,
Fig. 82.
NOTE : Do not turn differential train any more.
Depending on the side from which pressure is
exerted, dial indicator needle will move
clockwise or anti-clockw ise and must
t herefore be watched carefully during
measuring. Read off value shown by dial
indicator and note down as this is total play
of differential housing in axle casing (e.g.
1,35 mm). Fig. 83.

Fig. 82. Insert spindle 1 5-02 1 and tighten

34.

Release spindle. Swing dial indicator to one
side. Remove differential assembly, spindle
and thrust buttons.

-·

NOTE: From now on, taper roller bearings
and differential bearing cups must not be
interchanged.

5 Nm<SOkpcm)
K

TR 15-23

Fig. 83. A BCDE-
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(cont'd)

'F' AXLE

To Install Drive Pinion
35.

Insert outside taper roller bearing in axle
casing.

36.

Fit oil seal with Special Tool. Grease in seal
as supplied must not be removed, Fig. 84.

Fig. 84. Fit oil seal with special tool 1 5-04 7 A

37.

Fit drive pinion with new clamping sleeve, fit
on drive pinion flange and attach new nut,
Fig. 85. Hold flange with Special Tool No.
1 5-030 and tighten nut, taking repeated
torque measurements, until value found
previously (+0,3 Nm (3 cmkp) for oil seal
friction) is reached. (Measure torque with preload gauge 1 5-041, Fig. 86).

D 15-

Fig. 85. Hold drive pinion flange and tighten nut slowly

NOTE: If nut of drive pinion is tightened too
far and required torque is exceeded, a new
clamping sleeve must be fitted.

D 15-112

K

Fig. 86. Check running torque of drive pinion using pre-load
gauge 1 5-041
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To Establish
Backlash

Drive

Pinion/ Crown

...

Wheel

38.

Slip both thrust buttons back into the axle
tubes, Fig. 87. Place differential assembly
with bearing cups in axle casing. Fit bearing
caps. Tighten bolts and slacken them again,
do them up very lightly with the wrench.

39.

With spindle, press differential housing away
from drive pinion as far as stop with torque of
5 Nm (0,5 mkp). Turn drive pinion several
times. Check again that torque is 5 Nm
(0,5 mkp) .

5NmC50kpcm)
K

TR 15-10

Fig. 87. Press differential housing away from drive pinion wi th
spindle. Read value on dial indica tor.

40.

Place dial indicator plunger at right angles on
one of the crown wheel teeth, Fig. 88.
Measure backlash at four points (turning
crown wheel on in increments of two boltheads). Discrepancies in backlash must not
exceed 0 ,05 mm. Introduce spindle in the
other axle tube and screw in slowly until
backlash of 0,01 mm is measured.

Fig. 88. Place dial indicator plung er at right angles on one of
crown wh eel tee th

41 .

Now position dial indicator with plunger
inside on crown wheel boss, Fig. 89 . Set
Then fit spindle in the other axle
scale to
tube and screw in with tightening torque of
5 Nm (0,5 mkp). Read off and note value
shown on dial indicator (e.g. 0,64 mm).

·o·.

Fig. 89. Place dial indicator plunger on inner crow n wh eel boss
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(cont'd)

Remove spindle, differential
buttons from the axle casing.

'F' AXLE

and

thrust

Example
Total play measured:
1,35 mm
Mean pre-load (always in addition):+0,05 mm
1,40mm
Measured thickness of shim on
crown wheel rear side:
Deduct value for backlash (this
value is constant and has been
confirmed by tests):

0,64 mm
--0,12 mm
0,52 mm

Shim thickness on crown wheel
side Rest of shims are located on
this side of the differential.
Total play:
1,40 mm
Deduct shim thickness on crown
wheel rear side:
-0,52 mm

Fig. 90. Remove differential housing taper roller bearing using
special tool 15-026A
A- Special Tool 15-026A
B - Alternative method using press

0,88 mm
42.

Remove differential housing taper roller
bearing, Fig. 90. Place removal tool on one of
differential housing bearings and clamp in
vice by one leg . Remove both bearings in this
way, one after the other.

43.

Refit taper roller bearings to differential
housing with chosen shims, Fig. 91, as
described in sub-operation 31 .

Fig. 91 . Choose correct shims
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To Install Differe ntial A ssembly

44.

Press differential assembly into rear axle. Fit
bearing caps (numbers match). Fig. 92. Coat
bolts with sealing compound when inserting.

Fig. 92. Fit bearing caps (numbered) and torque bolts as
specified

45.

Measure backlash. If backlash is not between
0,1 and 0,2 mm, differential assembly must
be removed again, Fig. 93.
NOTE : 0,12 mm to 0,22 mm for 'F' axle.
If backlash is too much, shims must be
removed on crown wheel side (long side) and
placed under the other taper roller bearing.
Proceed other way round if backlash is too
small. Do not take away or add any shims in
the process. Only interchange from one side
to the other.

Fig. 93. Position dial indicator plunger at right angles on one of
crown wheel tee th

46.

Check tooth pattern: New crown wheels will
still show optimum tooth pattern markings
produced by testing in the factory.
Coat crown wheel teeth with marker. Fit
wrench on drive pinion nut and turn until all
crown wheel teeth have been in mesh,
braking crown wheel with wooden wedge,
Fig. 94.

Fig. 94. Brake crown wheel with hard wooden wedge
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(cont'd)

' F' AXLE

Backlash has great effect on tooth pattern,
Fig. 95. If tooth pattern is unsatisfactory,
rectification can only be made by increasing
or reducing backlash within tolerances. In the
process do not take away or add any shims,
but interchange them from one or other side
of differential. 0,01 mm shim thickness is
equivalent to 0,01 mm of backlash.

CT15-51

Fig. 95. Optimum tooth pattern

4 7.

Attach cover to rear axle casing. Coat bolts
with sealing compound on insertion.

48.

Detach rear axle from stand.

15 254

' H ' AXLE

DIFFERENTIAL ASSEMBLYREMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Slacken wheel nuts and jack up vehicle. Fit
stands.

2.

Remove rear wheels.

3.

Disconnect driveshaft from rear axle flange (4
bolts) .

4.

Detach brake drums.

5.

Remove axle half-shafts (5 bolts on each
side).

6.

Remove differential assembly from rear axle
(8 bolts). Fig. 96.

K

015-120

Fig. 96. Attachment of differential and axle casing

NOTE: Catch oil spills.
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(cont'd )

' H' AXLE

T o Install

7.

Fit differential assembly in rear axle, Fig. 97.

8.

Insert half-shafts and secure.

9.

Attach brake drums.

10.

Connect driveshaft to rear axle flange.

11 .

Refit wheels and lower vehicle to ground.

12.

Tighten wheel nuts.

13.

Fill rear axle with oil.

15 254 8

DIFFERENTIAL ASSEMBLY OVERHAUL (' H ' Axle)

Fig. 97. A - Differential assembly
B - Gasket
C - Axle casing

Special Service Tools Require d :

Dial indicator mounting block
15-008
Setting gauge
15-008-038
15-019
Gauge bar
15-020
Master pinion
Dial indicator holding fixture
15- 022A
Pre-load sleeve
15-023
Differential bearing remover
15-026A
Universal flange holding wrench
15-030
15-033
Pinion bearing cup installer
Pre-load gauge
15-041
Drive pinion bearing installer
15-042
15-046
Dial indicator
15-0478
Drive pinion oil seal installer
Drive pinion bearing remover
15-054
16-009
Rear axle mounting bracket
Fig. 98. Differential assembly in mounting bracket 16-009 on
stand

T o Re move Drive Pinion and Differential Train

1.

Mount differential assembly on stand, Fig.
98.

2.

Detach locking elements from ring nuts (2
bolts).

3.

Remove differential gear train. To do this,
detach differential bearing caps (4 bolts) and
take gear train and adjusting nuts out of the
housing.
NOTE: Mark right and left sides of bearing
caps and differential housing, Fig. 99.
015-123

Fig. 99. Mark bearing caps and unbolt
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4.

(cont'd)

' H ' AXLE

Remove drive pinion ( 1 nut). Hold flange with
Special Tool No. 15-030, Fig. 100, unscrew
nut and tap out drive pinion downwards with
a soft faced hammer. Detach flange, Fig. 101.

0 15 -124

Fig. 100. Hold drive pinion flange and unscrew nut

5.

Press oil seal and outer taper roller bearing
out of housing simultaneously using Special
Tool 1 5-042.

015-90

Fig. 101. Remove drive pinion flange with standard remover

6.

Detach inner taper roller bearing from drive
pinion with Special Tool, Fig. 102.

K

Fig. 102. Remove large taper roller bearing
A - Tool 15-054
8 - Base plate 15-059 with adaptor 15-059-01
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To Dismantle Differential Gear Train

7.

Detach differ.ential taper roller bearing from
differential housing (both sides). Clamp
Special Tool in a vice by one leg and pull off
bearing, Fig. 1 03.

D 15 · 126

Fig. 103. Detach taper roller bearing from differential housing

8.

Detach crown wheel from differential housing
(8 bolts). Fig. 104, by slackening 3 bolts
spaced out on the periphery (remove rest
completely) so that crown wheel can be
removed by tapping the bolt heads.

K

Fig. 104. Detach crown wheel from differential housing

9.

Remove differential gears and side gears
from differential housing, Fig. 1 05. Separate
halves of housing with a copper mandrel, lift
out the differential gears with differential
cross or shaft and side gears. Remove shims.

K

Fig. 105. Differential gear train exploded
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(cont 'd)

' H ' AXLE

T o Reassemble Differential
10.

Install differential gears and side gears in the
differential housing. Fit side gears with shims
and differential gears with thrust washers and
differential cross or shaft in housing halves in
the reverse order. Bring differential housing
halves together, Fig. 106.
NOTE : Use new bolts. Heat crown wheel
before fitting it.

Fig. 106. Differential gear train
1 - Crown wheel
2 - Housing half
3 - Differential shaft
4 - Differential gear

1 1.

5 - Housing half
6 - Side gear
7 - Shims

Fit crown wheel (8 bolts), securing crown
wheel evenly on differential housing.

To Replace Drive Pinion Bearing Cups
12.

Remove and install outer bearing cup of drive
pinion taper roller bearing using Special Tool,
Fig. 107.

13.

Remove and install inner bearing cup of drive
pinion taper roller bearing using Special Tool.
NOTE: Only change one bearing cup at a time
because one bearing cu p always serves as
support for the installing tool.

015 · 93
Fig. 107. Install outer bearing cup
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SECTION 15-46

REAR AXLE/REAR SUSPENSION/DRIVESHAFT
' H ' AXLE

To Establish Thickness of Shim for Drive
Pinion

14.

Slide shim that has been removed or a new
shim of any th ickness together with the inner
taper roller bearing onto the master pinion,
Fig. 108.
NOTE: Moisten taper roller bearing with rear
axle oil and secure with conical nut.

Fig. 108. Master pinion 15-020
A - Master pinion
B - Shim
C - Taper roller bearing
D - Conica l nut

1 5.

Insert master p1mon in axle casing, slide on
outer bearing and handle, screw on pre-load
sleeve. Hold handle of master pinion sti ll and
turn hexagon of pre-load sleeve clockwise
until, with new bearings, the outer bell of the
tool lines up on the ·c· mark (use '8' mark for
used bearings).
Turn master pinion several times so t hat the
bearings settle.

16.

M easure torque now needed for rotation with
pre-load gauge and note va lue. Fig. 1 09.

Fig. 109. Pre- load sleeve 1 5-023 and pre-load gauge 15-041
A - Pre-load sleeve
B - Mark for used bearings
C - Mark for new bearings
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SECTION 15-47

REAR AXLE/R EAR SUSPEN SION/DRIV ESHAFT

15 254 8

(cont'd)

'H' AXLE

NOTE: This torque reading must be the sam e
when the drive pinion is instal led. If for
instance reading is 2,3 Nm (23 cmkp), this
va lue must also be repeated (+ 0,3 Nm
(3 cmkp) for oil seal friction) when drive
pinion has been fitted.

Fig. 110. Insert gauge bar

1 7.

Insert gauge bar in casing with bearings to be
installed and ring nuts, Fig. 11 0. Fit bearing
caps ('R'/'L') and secure bolts w ith prescribed
torque, slacken again and then do up fingertight.

NOTE: Do up adjusting nuts until they just
touch the bearing cups. Oi l bearings before
insertion, Fig. 111.

Fig. 111 . Fit bearing caps ensuring correct location (arrow)
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SECTION 15-48

REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
' H ' AXLE

18.

Hold gauge bar with a suitable mandrel and
turn adjusting nut outwards until gauge bar
can just be turned by hand at adjusting nut
(after removing mandrel). Turn gauge bar
several times so that bearings settle.

19.

Adjust gauge bar. To do this, secure dial
indicator with holding fixture on rear axle
casing and position plunger on centre of bar.
Fig. 112.
Turn bar slowly and observe total deflection
of dial indicator pointer. Then rotate gauge
bar until dial indicator reading is half the
deflection measured. Thereafter the gauge
bar must not be turned any more.
Fig. 112. Adjust gauge bar and master pinion

20.

Adjust master pinion. To do this, set up dial
indicator on outer edge of end of master
pinion close to the gauge bar, Fig. 112.
Rotate master pinion another complete turn
and observe total deflection of dial indicator
needle. Then continue turning master pinion
until dial indicator reading is half the tota l
deflection measured.
After this operation the master pinion must
not be turned any more.

21.

Remove dial indicator from holding fixture
and secure in mounting block. Place
mounting block with dial indicator on a
ground surface and set to '0' w ith the aid of
the setting gauge as illustrated. Fig. 113.
NOTE: The code letters of the rear axles are
engraved on the setting gauge under the
individual steps, e.g. 'A + E' . Before measuring
an 'H' axle, dial indicator must be zeroed on
this step.

Fig. 113. Ze ro dial indicator using setting gauge
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REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
15 254 8
22.

(cont'd)

' H ' AXLE

Place mounting block with dial indicator on
end of master pinion in the centre and move
plunger of dial indicator slowly across gauge
bar. Observe dial indicator and stop at the
precise point where the pointer changes
direction. Repeat this measuring operation
several times and ensure great precision, Fig.
114.
NOTE: If dial indicator pointer now stands at
95 for example, the shim under the master
pinion is 0,05 mm too thick. If the pointer
changes direction at 4 for example, the shim
is 0,04 mm too thin. (This assumes a dial
indicator where pointer moves clockwise
when plunger is pressed in). Figs. 114/11 5.
Fig. 114. Dial indicator reading 95 - shim under master pinion
too thick

Exa mple

Thickness of shim under master
pinion:
Dial indicator reading left of
'0', e.g. 95:

3,85 mm

-0,05 mm
3 ,80mm

This value is the thickness of shims needed
between taper roller bearing and top of drive
pinion.

Fig. 115. Dial indicator reading 4 - shim under master pinion
too thin

23.

Remove master pinion and detach taper roller
bearing with shim, Fig. 11 6. Select new shim
according
to measurement. With a
micrometer measure up shim corresponding
to value found, (see Parts Catalogue for shim
part numbers).

24.

Slide chosen shim onto master pinion and
screw up conical nut.

25.

Install master pinion as indicated in suboperation 1 5.

26.

Adjust master pinion as indicated in suboperation 20.

Fig. 116. Master pinion 15- 020
A - M aster pinion
B -Shim
C - Taper roller bearing
D - Conical nut
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REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
' H ' AXLE

27.

Re-check zero setting of dial indicator in
mounting block with setting gauge and place
mounting block on end of master pinion. If
dial indicator plunger is now moved across
the gauge bar as before (sub-operation 22),
if preceding
dial indicator must read
measurements were accurate. Discrepancies
of up to 0,01 mm are permissible,
from
Fig. 117.
If larger deviations from
are found, the
measuring operation must be repeated as
described and a new shim found.

·o·

·o·

·o·

Repeat checking operation.

Fig. 117. Dial indicator zeroed (m ax. discrepancy 0 .0 1 mm)

28.

Remove master pm1on and gauge bar, Fig.
118. Detach taper roller bearing with chosen
shim from master pinion.
NOTE: After removal, taper roller bearing and
differential bearing cup must not be used on
the wrong side.

Fig. 118. Remove gauge bar

29.

Fit taper roller bearing with chosen sh im on
drive pinion, Fig. 119.

30.

Press on both differential housing taper roller
bearings with Special Tool.
NOTE: First fit a taper roller bearing on the
crown wheel rear side of the differential
housing.

D1!H07

K

Fi g. 119. Fit taper roller bearing w ith special tool no. 1 5-025A
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REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
15 254 8

(cont'd)

' H ' AXLE

To Install Drive Pinion and Differe ntial Gear
Train in Housing

3 1.

Insert external drive
bearing in housing.

pinion

taper

roller

32 .

Fit oil seal with Special Tool. Grease on seal
when supplied must not be removed, Fig.
120.

Fig. 120 . Install oil seal with special tool no. 15-0478

33.

Insert drive pinion with new clamping sleeve
in housing. Hold flange with Special Tool No.
1 5-030 and tighten nut, taking repeated
torque readings. until value found previously
(+ 0.3 Nm (3 cmkp) for friction of new oil
seal) is attained. Use pre-load gauge. Fig.
12 1.
NOTE: If permissible torque is exceeded
while tightening the drive pinion nut, a new
clamping sleeve must be fitted.

DI!H32

K

Fig. 121 . Check running torque of drive pinion with pre-load
gauge 1 5-041

34.

Insert differential assembly with both
adjusting nuts in housing, Fig. 122. Fit
bearing caps, t ighten bolts. slacken and then
do up again finger-tight. Adjusting nuts must
bear on the bearing cups.

Fig. 122. Insert differential with ring nuts in housing
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REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
' H ' AXLE

35.

Set backlash. To do this. position plunger of
dial indicator at right angles on one of crown
wheel teeth, Fig. 123. Tighten adjusting nuts
on crown wheel side, slackening nut on
differential housing side. so as to produce a
backlash of 0,01 mm. Tighten adjusting nut
on differential housing side until prescribed
backlash of 0,12 to 0,22 mm is attained. Turn
drive pinion several times and measure
backlash at three points aga in to check, Fig.
124.

K

Fig. 123. Position dial indicator plunger at right angles on one
of crown wheel teeth

Tighten bearing cap bolts.
Discrepancies in backlash must not exceed
0,01 mm.

Fig. 124. Set backlash, turn ing crown wheel to and fro by hand

If backlash has to be rectified, the adjusting
nuts can only be turned evenly by the same
amounts so as to maintain bearing pre-load,
Fig. 125.

Fig. 12 5. A - Adjusting nut - crown wheel rear side
B - Adjusting nut - crown wheel front si d~
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36.

(cont' d)

' H ' AXLE

Check tooth pattern: New crown wheels will
still show marks of optimum tooth pattern
leh during testing at the factory, Fig. 126.
Co::Jt crown wheel teeth with marker. Place
wrench on nut of drive pinion flange and turn
drive pinion until all teeth have been in mesh,
braking the crown wheel by means of a
hardwood wedge on the outer periphery. Fig.
127.
As the backlash has a great influence on
tooth pattern, an unsatisfactory tooth pattern
can only be rectified by increasing or reducing
the backlash w ithin the tolerances.
CTI S-51
Fig. 126. Optimum tooth pattern

37 .

Attach locking elements (2) to ring nuts, Fig.
128.

Fig. 127. Brake crown wheel with hardwood wedge

38.

Detach differential assembly from stand.

Fig. 128. Lock ring nuts
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REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT
' H ' and ' F' AXLES

15 302

SEAL - DRIVE PINION REPLACE

Special S ervice Tools Required :

Universal flange holding wrench
Pre- load gauge
Drive pinion oil seal installer
Drive pinion oil seal remover

15-030
15-041
15-0478
15-048

To Re move

1.

Slacken wheel nuts. Jack- up vehicle fit
stands and remove rear wheels.

2.

Disconnect driveshaft from rear axle flange (4
bolts), Fig. 129.

3.

Rg. 129. Detach driveshaft from rear axle flange

Measure drive pm1on running torque with
pre-load gauge, Fig. 130. Turn drive pinion
smoothly and read off value and note it down,
e.g. 0 ,8 Nm (8 cmkp).

Fig. 130. Check running torque of axle at drive pinion with
special tool no. 1 5-041

4.

Hold flange with Special Tool No. 15- 030
and unscrew nut.

5.

Pull off flange with Conventional Tool.

6.

Remove oil seal using Special Tool, Fig. 131.
NOTE: Position drain can to catch oil spillage.

Fig. 131 . Remove seal with special tool no. 1 5- 048
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15 302

(cont'd)

' H ' and ' F' AXLES

To Install

7.

Install new oil seal with Special Tool and
lightly grease sealing lips, Fig. ~ 32.
NOTE: Grease on seal when supplied must
not be removed.

Fig. 132. Fit oil seal with special tool no. 15- 04 7 B

8.

Slide on flange, screw on new nut and
tighten (holding flange with Special Tool),
Fig. 133, until repeated checks show that
value measured previously has been reached.

Example

Value measured previously
Constant value
Torque required

0 ,8 Nm (8 cmkp)
0.4 Nm (4 cmkp)
1,2 Nm (12 cmkp)

015-71

Fig. 133. Hold drive pinion flang e and tighten nut slowly

9.

Attach driveshaft to rear axle flange, Fig. 134.

10.

Attach wheels, top up rear axle oil and lower
vehicle to the ground. Fully tighten wheel
nuts.

Fig. 134. Attach driveshaft to rear axle flange
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REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVES HAFT
' G ' AXLE

15 302

SEAL - DRIVE PINION REPLACE

Special Se rvice Tools Required:

Universal flange holding w rench
Drive pinion oil seal installer
Drive pinion oil seal remover

15-030
15-0478
15-048

0 15-71

Fig. 135. Hold flange with special tool no. 1 5-030 and
unscrew nut

T o Re move

1.

Disconnect driveshaft from rear axle flange (4
bolts).

2.

Hold flange with Specia l Tool and unscrew
nut, Fig. 135.

3.

Remove flange with Standard Tool.
NOTE: Catch oil spills.

4.

Remove oil seal with Special Tool, Fig. 136.

Fig. 136. Remove oil seal w ith special tool no. 1 5-048
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REAR AXLE/REAR SUSPENSION/DRIVESHAFT
15 302

(cont'd)

'G' AXLE

To Install
5.

Install oil seal with Special Tool. Lightly
grease seal between the two lips, Fig. 137.
NOTE : Grease on seal when supplied must
not be removed.

Fig. 137. Install oil seal with special tool no. 15-04 78

6.

Fit flange , hold with Special Tool, screw, on
new nut and tighten to specified torque.
NOTE : Use new nut.

7.

Attach driveshaft to rear axle flange, Fig. 138.

8.

Check oil level and top up if necessary.

Fig. 138. Attach driveshaft to rear axle flange
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REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT

15 514

DRIVESHAFT ASSEMBLY REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service To ols Require d : None
To Rem ove

1.

Disconnect driveshaft from rear axle flange (4
bolts). Fig. 139.

2.

Disconnect centre bearing from floor pan (2
bolts).

Fig. 139. Detach driveshaft from rear axle flange

3.

Draw driveshaft out of gearbox extension
housing and insert old d riveshaft stub or
suitable plastic cap in extension housing, Fig.

140.

C()
TR 15·3L

K

Fi g. 140. Protective cap for gearbox mainshaft

T o Install

4.

Remove cap or driveshaft stub and insert
driveshaft into extension housing.

5.

Attach driveshaft to rear axle flange, Fig. 141 .

6.

Bol t centre bearing free of strain to floor pan,
Fig. 141.

7.

Check transmission oil level and top up if
necessary.

Fig. 14 1. A - Centre bearing attached to floor pan
B - Driveshaft attached to drive pinion flange
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REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT

15 564 4

CENTRE BEARING DRIVESHAFT- REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required : None

1.

Mark both halves of driveshaft before
separating, this ensures correct balance on
reassembly. Bend up locking tab on retaining
bolt and undo bolt.
Draw out

·u· retainer sideways.
K

Fig. 142. Remove ball bearing with protective cap

2.

Detach housing with rubber insulator from
ball bearing.

3.

Pull rubber insulator out of housing.

4.

Remove bearing with caps (2). Use twolegged puller, Fig. 142.

5.

Drive ball bearing with caps onto shaft using
a suita ble piece of tubing.

Fig. 143. Bend metal tabs (6) over rubber bead

6.

Fit rubber insulator in housing. Bend metal
tabs (6) outwards to facilitate insertion.
Remember marking. Bend metal tabs back
over rubber bead with adjustable pliers, Fig.
143.

7.

Slip housing with rubber insulator over ball
bearing.
NOTE : Mark must point in direction of travel,
Fig. 144.

K

Fig. 144. Housing mark (direction of travel)
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REAR AXLE/ REAR SUSPENSION/ DRIVESHAFT

8.

Insert bolt with locking plate into front half of
driveshaft until U-retainer can just be slid into
place. Fig. 145.

9.

Assemble driveshaft halves. lining m arks up
as before.

·u·

Insert
retainer with pin facing splining,
tighten bolt and secure with lock plate.

Fig. 145. Insert

15 621

·u· retainer

REAR SPRING ASSEMBLY REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: N one
T o Remove
1.

Jack- up vehicle and fit stands at rear, remove
bolts (4 nuts).
spring

2.

Detach spring hanger at rear, Fig. 146.

3.

Detach spring bolts at front end and take out
rear spring assembly.

·u·

Fig. 146. Detach rear spring hanger

T o Install
4.

Insert rear spring assembly. and fit bolts at
front.

5.

Fit spring hanger at rear end.

6.

Attach spring
bolts, centering axle with
centering bolt, and lower vehicle, Fig. 14 7.

·u·

K

Fig. 14 7. Centre axle with centering bolt
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REAR AXLE/REAR SUSPENSION/DRIVESHAFT
For rear axle ratios see REAR AXLE USAGE CHART on page 3.

TECHNICAL DATA:

' F' AXLE

'G' AXLE

'H' AXLE

Backlash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0,12 to 0,22 mm

0 ,12 to 0,22 mm

0,10 to 0,20 mm

Width of clamping sleeve . . . . . . . . .

11 ,7 mm

1 0,30 to 11 ,95 mm

Width of spacer sleeve . . .... ...... .

52.45 mm

shim thickness:
Differential ..... ... ....... .. . .. ... 0,06 to 0,5
Drive Pinion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0 ,84 to 1,25 mm

1 ,72 to 2,25 mm

3,73 to 0,13 mm

Oiltype ....... ... ........ .. . ..
Axle capacity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SRM2C9102A
1,40 ltr (2,45 pt.)
1,72 ltr (3,25 pt.)

2,70 ltr (4,75 pt.)

TIGHTENING TORQUES

'F' AXLE

'G' AXLE

'H' AXLE

Bearing cap to axle casing . . . . . . . . .

60 to 70 Nm
44 to 52 lb.ft.

99 to 118 Nm
74 to 87 lb.ft.

95 to 109 Nm
72 to 81 lb.ft.
54 to 61 Nm
39 to 44 lb.ft.

Differential housing to axle casing . ..
Crown wheel to differential housing

79 to 86 Nm
58 to 63 lb.ft.

Driveshaft centre bearing to bracket

20 to 25 Nm
1 5 to 1 8 lb.ft.

Bearing bracket to under-body

20 to 25 Nm
1 5 to 1 8 lb.ft.

Driveshaft to pinion flange

60 to 65 Nm
44 to 49 lb.ft.

........

Differential housing to bearing cap
lock bolts ................ .. ... .
Wheel hub nut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

200 to 240 Nm
148 to 184 lb.ft.

Drive pinion nut . .... ........ .. . .

Rear cover to axle casing . . . . . . . . . .
Sealer . .... .... . .. ......... .. .
Spring

·u· bolts

.................

20 to 25 Nm
1 5 to 18 lb.ft.

15 to 21 Nm
12 to 1 5 lb.ft .

17 to 21 Nm
13 to 1 5 lb.ft.

(locknut) 70 Nm
52 lb.ft.
to give running
torque of 2,6 to 3,2
Nm 1,5 to 2 lb.ft.
(excluding oil seal)

20 to 25 Nm
1 5 to 18 lb.ft.

SDM-49-91 05-A Loctite typ 275
88 to 100 Nm
63 to 7 4 lb.ft.
157 to 196 Nm
11 6 to 146 lb.ft.

Rearspringtorearshac~e

60 to 70 Nm
44 to 52 lb.ft.

September 1978

68 to 75 Nm
50 to 55 lb.ft.

99 to 118 Nm
74 to 87 lb.ft.

Rear spring to front shackle . . . . . . . .
.... . .. .

99 to 118 Nm
74 to 87 lb.ft.

120 to 130 Nm
96 to 104 lb. ft.

88 to 100 Nm
63 to 74 lb.ft.

( 120 only 60 to 70
Nm 44 to 52 lb.ft.)
157 to 196 Nm
11 6 to 146 lb.ft.

(100 L only 157 to 196
Nm 116 to 146 lb.ft .)
60 to 70 Nm
44 to 52 lb.ft.
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:

SECTION 16-1

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

All TRANSIT models are fitted with four-gear transmission with full synchromesh. Models are equipped with
one of two different gearbox types. To simplify identification of these gearboxes in the Workshop Manual,
they are given the letters 'F' and 'G ' respectively.
The 'Gearbox Usage Table' given overleaf indicates which vehicles are fitted with the gearbox variants.

'F' Gearbox
In this gearbox the 1st/2nd gear synchroniser hub
is pressed onto the mainshaft and forms a unit with
it (also see Fig. 33 on page 21 ), the end float being
controlled by selective circlips.

0

In addition to the standard 'F' gearbox, Fig. 1, an
uprated version can be installed. This depends upon
vehicle model, type and the engine fitted.

T R 16 - 1

K

Fig . 1. 'F' gearbox

'G' Gearbox
The 'G ' gearbox, Fig. 2, is a heavy duty unit.
Here the mainshaft ball bearing race is seated in a
bearing block. Like the 'F' gearbox, this unit has a
bolt-on clutch housing. In both variants the clutch
release lever and thrust bearing have to be removed
with the clutch housing. Only then, after removing a
spring washer. can the release lever and thrust
bearing be detached .
Depending on the version, the 'G' gearbox is fitted
with one of two different extension housings (also
see Fig. 64 on page 32).
TR 16- 2

K

Fig. 2 . ' G' gearbox
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MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
GEARBOX USAGE TABLE

Vehicle Type

Gearbox

Engine

Vehicle Version

FT 80

For G

1,6 I Kent (OHV)
1 ,6 I LC (OHC)

Van, Kombi

FT 100

F* or G

1 ,6
1 ,6
2,0
2,4

Kent (OHV)
LC (OHC)
LC (OHC)
Diesel (OHV)

Van
Kombi
Platform/chassis+single cab
Platform/chassis+dual cab

FT 100 L

F* or G

2 ,0 I LC (OHC)
2,4 I Diesel (OHV)

Van
Kombi
Platform/chassis+single cab

I
I
I
I

1 ,6 I LC (OHC)
2 ,0 I LC (OHC)
2,4 I Diesel (OHV)

Van
Kombi
Platform/chassis+single cab
Platform/chassis+dual cab

FT 120

F* or G

FT 130

F* or G

2 ,0 I LC (OHC)
2,4 I Diesel (OHV)

Van
Kombi
Platform/chassis+single cab
Platform/chassis+dual cab

FT 130 B

G

2 ,0 I LC (OHC)

Kombi

FT 160

F* or G

2 ,0 I LC (OHC)
2,4 I Diesel (OHV)

Van
Kombi
Platform/chassis+single cab

F* or G

2,0 I LC (OHC)
2,4 I Diesel (OHV)

Van
Kombi
Platform/chassis+single cab
Platform/chassis+dual cab

F* or G

1 ,6 I LC (OHC)
2,0 I LC (OHC)
2,4 I Diesel (OHV)

Bus - 9 seater

F* or G

1 ,6 I LC (OHC)
2 ,0 I LC (OHC)
2,4 I Diesel (OHV)

Bus- 12 seater

FT 190

FT 130

G

2,0 I LC (OHC)
2,4 I Diesel (OHV)

Bus - 1 5 seater

*Uprated F gearbox can be fitted as option
NOTE : The individual gearbox variants are subject to vehicle version, type and the engine fitted.
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SECTION 16-3

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
CLUTCH

The clutch mechanism consists of a single-plate dry clutch with a diaphragm-spring pressure plate bolted to
the flywheel. The clutch is operated by means of a cable (see Principle of Operation) and the release lever
with the thrust bearing located in the clutch housing.

c

D

TR16- 3

Fig. 3 . A - Clutch diSC
B - Pressure plate
C - Thrust bearing with guide hub

D - Release lever
E- Circlip

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATI ON

Gearbox
The engine torque is transmitted via the clutch and gearbox to the rear axle when a gear is selected. The
matched ratios allow adaptation to varying road conditions, e.g. up or down gradients, or acceleration.
The helically cut forward gears on the mainshaft are in constant mesh with the corresponding countershaft
gears, with the first small gear on the input shaft engaging in the largest countershaft gear.
The forward gears are selected with the aid of synchroniser hubs and synchroniser rings. When selecting the
next higher gear, the higher gear on the mainshaft rotates faster than the synchroniser hub.
After disengaging the clutch and moving the gear lever to select a gear, the selector ring of the synchroniser
hub is pushed towards the gear selected. The selector ring pushes the synchroniser ring onto the gear cone
w ith fhe blocker bars.
The speed of the faster turning gear is reduced by the friction cone of the ring to that of the mainshaft,
enabling gears to be selected.
The reverse gear on the countershaft is straight cut and drives the 1st and 2nd sliding gear on the mainshaft
via the engaged idler gear.
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MANUAL TRANSMISS I ON AND CLUTCH

®

L16 ·:!!>

Fig. 4. Power flow
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SECTION 16-5

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
Clutch

The friction disc connected to the gearbox input shaft lies between flywheel and pressure plate. The clutch
disc is a steel disc with a friction lining (resilient axially) riveted on both sides. The central diaphragm spring
presses the pressure plate against the clutch disc and the flywheel. The diaphragm spring is located between
two fulcrum rings riveted to the clutch cover.
When engaged, the diaphragm spring presses the pressure plate against the clutch disc so that the engine
torque is transmitted to the gearbox. When declutching, the thrust bearing exerts a load on the centre of the
diaphragm spring, pressing it towards the flywheel. The diaphragm spring tilts on the fulcrum ring, relieving
the load on the pressure plate. At the same time, spring-steel straps riveted on the clutch cover lift the
pressure plate off the clutch disc, thus disengaging engine drive.

x

= 12,5··

20,0mm

TR16-4

Fig. 5. Clutch mechanism
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SECTION 16-6

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
FAULT DIAGNOSIS- GEARBOX

Fault

Cause

Remedy

Coupling teeth on gear, or selector ring
worn or faulty.
Axial play in mainshaft mainshaft bearing
or abutment face damaged or worn.

Replace gear and selector ring.
Fit new mainshaft bearing or new gearbox
extension housing.
NOTE: Check circlip thickness first so
mainshaft has no axial play when fitted ; see
operation 16 118 8 -for F gearbox only.
In G gearbox- fit new mainshaft bearing.

Jumping out
of gearforward gears

Mainshaft nut lock-washer faulty
(G gearbox only) .

Replace lock-washer, torque nut as
specified and lock.

Selector housing bolts loose.

Torque bolts as specified and bend washer
tab over at 90° to inner teeth.

Mainshaft damaged or inaccurately
machined.

Replace mainshaft complete .

Selector ring of synchroniser hub
sticking.

If selector ring and hub are damaged,
replace synchroniser ring as well.
NOTE: In F gearbox synchroniser hub and
mainshaft for 1st and 2nd gear form a unit
so replace mainshaft complete if necessary.

Jumping out
of gearreverse gear

Gears
jamming

Noises when
selecting gear

Stiffness
when selecting
gear

Insufficient spring loading in gear interlock
(ball and plunger).

Replace interlock springs -with balls as
well if necessary.

Wear in selector forks.

Fit new selector forks.

Worn teeth on reverse gear idler wheel.

Replace reverse gear idler wheel.

Bush of reverse gear idler wheel worn or
incorrectly inserted.

Replace reverse gear idler wheel, changing
spindle as well if damaged.

Selector housing bolts loose.

Torque bolts as specified and lock.

Selector forks not engaging completely in
selector ring.

Check both parts and bring into
engagement, fitting new parts as necessary.
Check fork retaining pin has not dropped
out or been damaged - if so replace.

Locking pins worn .

Fit new locking pins.

Synchroniser ring or synchroniser ring
teeth worn.

Replace both parts, changing associated
selector ring or gear with cone as well if
necessary.

Synchroniser springs faulty or fitted
incorrectly.

Fit synchroniser springs correctly or
replace .

Blocker bars worn or damaged.

Replace blocker bars.

See under 'Jumping out of Gear' and 'Noises when selecting gear'.

Noises are inevitable in new gearboxes or when new gears are fittea, so a new gearbox should not
be stripped if at all possible during running in.
Also check before seeking faults in the gearbox itself that the fault in question is not to be found
in the clutch.
NOTE: The advice given here is only intended as a guide to faster fault-diagnosis. It is always
advisable to have fault-finding carried out by someone with sufficient experience, able to diagnose
the causes of noises quickly and accurately.
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SECTION 16-7

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCI1
FAULT D IAGNOSIS - CLUTCH

Fault

Clutch
slipping

Clutch
snatching

Clutch
noisy

.

Cause

Remedy

Clutch pedal play incorrectly adjusted.

Adjust to specification.
..

Linings of clutch disc smeared with
oil or grease residues.

Fit new oil seal to guide sleeve if leaking,
then fit new clutch disc.

Clutch lining worn.

Replace clutch disc.

Contact pressure of pressure
plate too low.

Fit new diaphragm spring or replace
pressure plate complete.

Clutch has overheated.

Replace clutch complete.

Engine or gearbox mounting faulty.

Repair or replace as

Clutch lining dirty or glazed

Clean clutch disc or replace as necessary.

Pressure plate or release lever pressing
on one side.

Check diaphragm spring and if necessary
replace pressure plate complete.
Check release lever and thrust bearing
function correctly when fitted.
Replace both parts if necessary.

Clutch disc torsion springs fau lty.

Replace clutch disc.

Thrust bearing faulty.

Replace thrust bearing.

Torsion spring faulty.

Replace clutch disc.

Diaphragm spring faulty.

Replace pressure plate complete.

Pilot bearing or bush of gearbox input
shaft faulty.

Replace pilot bearing or bush.

I

necessary~

FORO TRANSIT '7R ONW4RnS·

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
SERVICE CHECKS AND ADJUSTMENTS

Gearbox
The oil level in the gearbox should only be checked
with the vehicle standing on level ground, having
allowed sufficient time for the oil to cool since the
gearbox oil tends to warm up and foam when the
vehicle has been running. When the level is correct,
the oil comes up to the lower edge of the filler
opening, Fig. 6. If this is not the case, top up with
oil of the stipulated specification (see Technical
Data). A shortage of oil in the gearbox can only
arise if there is a leak.

·\~

/_~
TR16-5~~~
Fig. 6. Check oil level

Clutch
Smooth gear-changes and complete transmission
of the engine torque to gearbox and rear axle are
only ensured if the clutch is correctly adjusted.
The clutch play is measured at the pedal, and is
adjusted, where necessary, as follows, Fig. 7.
Slacken lock nut and adjusting nut and turn
adjusting nut until clutch pedal can be raised by
amount 'X' then tighten lock nut and depress clutch
pedal fully several times. Check clutch play again
and repeat adjustment operation if necessary.
x , 12,5 .. 20,0mm

TR16-96

Fig. 7. Clutch play adjustment
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SECTION 16-9

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
SPE CIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGN ITION

Tool Name

Too.l

~

16-003

G

Dummy countershaft

16-009

F
G

Gearbox mounting bracket

16-011

G

Gearbox extension housing bush remover

16-015

F

Installer for gearbox extension housing
bush and oil seal

16-016

G

Installer for gearbox extension housing
bush and oil seal

16-025

F

Gearbox extension housing bush remover

@/

16-027

G

Mainshaft nut wrench

67

17-001

F
G

Gearbox extension housing oil seal remover

21-036

A
8
G

Flywheel bearing remover

21-044

8
G

Clutch plate installer/aligner

~
~'
,~

~

\.
,.

J'

c;/
c;/
,c.,

~

-

1.)

,~

f

~
.

~
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SECTION 16- 10

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION (cont'd)

Tool

~

Tool Name

21-080A

Clutch plate locator and flywheel bearing
replacer

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS- CONTENT
Also applicable to
the models below

Manual Transmission and Clutch
'F gearbox

'G' gearbox

Described

Gearbox

........

Contained
in
operation

u

LL

UJ

G

Transmission assembly- remove and
install

X

X

16 118 8

Transmission assembly- overhaul

X

X

16 134 5

Pilot bearing -remove and install

X

X

16 144 4

Seal -input shaft -replace

-

16 146 5

Bearing -input shaft - replace

-

16 154 4

Bearing -main shaft- replace

-

16 162 4

Extension housing -remove and install

-

-

16 164

Bush - extension housing - replace

X

16 166 4

Seal -extension housing -replace

-

16 172

Gear -speedometer driven -remove
and install

X

16 202 4

Synchroniser rings - replace

-

16 264 8

Selector housing -overhaul

X

16 284 4

Selector mechanism -remove and install -

16 524

Gear lever- remove and install

X

X

-

Clutch disc and pressure plate remove and install

X

X

-

X

16 756 4

Linings - clutch disc - replace

X

X

-

X

16 784 4

Clutch housing - remove and install

-

16 812

Clutch pedal - remove and install

X

16 813

Bushes -clutch pedal -replace

-

16 814

Cable - clutch operating - remove
and install

X

X

X

X

-

-

0

rJ)
(!)

F

16 114

.....
....

ro
.....

rJ)

ro
ro
c
ro
....

rJl!ll

·;::

c.

ro

u

::l

"0

c

c·.:;

::l ....

Ctl

0

(.9

1-U

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

X

X

16 118 8

-

-

-

-

-

16 118 8

-

-

-

-

-

16 118 8

-

-

-

-

-

16 118 8

-

-

-

-

-

X

X

X

X

X

-

-

16 164

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

16 118 8
-

16 264 8

-

Clutch
16 724 4
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-

-

16 812

-

-
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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SECTION 16-11

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH

16 114

TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLYREMOVE AND INSTALL

Special S ervice Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Drive vehicle over a pit or onto ramp, open
hood, fit wing covers. Disconnect earth
strap from battery.

2.

Slacken clutch cable at pedal bracket, Fig. 8.
Disconnect reversing lamp switch (where
fitted) and disconnect gearbox earth strap.
Loosen oil filler plug.
TR 16·7

Fig. 8. Clutch cable slackened at pedal bracket

3.

Pull off release lever gaiter. Detach clutch
cable from release lever, pulling cable downwards by hand in front of the release lever,
holding it w ith pliers and disconnecting cable
end, Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Disconnect clutch cable from release lever

4.

Remove gear lever from underneath, Fig. 1 0.

5.

Disconnect starter motor l·ead.

6.

Remove starter motor (3 bolts).

7.

Detach speedometer cable from drive.

8.

Detach clutch housing cover (2 bolts).

TR16 ·9

K

Fig. 10 . Remove gear lever from underneath
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SECTION 16- 12

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUT CH

9.

Unbolt driveshaft from drive flange and floor
pan centre bearing (6 bolts), Fig. 11. Draw
shaft complete out of gearbox extension
housing.

0

To ensure no oil escapes, slide an old drive
shaft stub or mainshaft cap into extension
housing.
10.

Detach gearbox cross-member complete
from floor pan and gearbox (5 bolts).
NOTE: Support gearbox.

1 1.

Remove flange bolts (5) securing engine to
gearbox.

12.

Lift out gearbox carefully.
Fig. 11. Driveshaft mounting - rear axle flange and centre
bearing
A - Centre bearing
B - Rear axle flange

T o Install
13.

Lightly grease gearbox input shaft and fit
gearbox.

14.

Locate clutch housing w ith two opposing
bolts done up finger tight. Then insert remaining bolts. Torque all bolts as specified,
Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Fit gearbox to engine flange

1 5.

Attach gearbox cross member to gearbox and
floor pan and tighten bolts to specified
torque, Fig. 13.

16.

Remove plug from extension housing and
refit driveshaft complete. Loosely locate
centre bearing with shims on floor pan.
Connect driveshaft to rear axle flange and
t ighten bolts to specified torque. Then secure
centre bearing so as to be parallel with the
driveshaft and free of stress, tightening bolts
to specified torque.

Fig. 13. Gearbox cross-member secured to floor pan
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SECTION 16- 13

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
16 114

(cont'd)

1 7.

Refit clutch housing cover.

18.

Attach speedometer cable.

19.

Fit starter motor.

20.

Connect starter motor lead.

21.

Fit gear lever, Fig. 14.

Fig. 14. Fit gear lever

22.

Attach clutch cable to release lever. To do
this, pass clutch cable through guide in the
clutch housing and slip on gaiter. Draw the
cable out of its sheath, hold with pliers and
connect to release lever. Fit gaiter in place,
Fig. 15.

Fig. 1 5. Attach clutch cable to release lever

23.

Adjust clutch pedal play, Fig. 16.

24.

Check gearbox
necessary.

oil

level

and

top

up

if

0
'

'

25.

\

\

Connect battery earth strap, reversing lamp
switch (where fitted) and gearbox earth strap.
Close hood and remove wing covers.

H
.

'·

·~

r.
'

~
/

3,5··4.{>m.·
//

d
)

!

(

t_~

'

1
1

))Jb

NOTE: Depending on the variant, either
the EARTH terminal only, or the EARTH
terminal and LIVE cable support brackets
are retained by the gearbox flange bolts.
x

12,5·· 20,0mm

TR16-96

Fig. 16. Adjusting clutch play Pedal movement
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SECTION 16-14

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
' F' GEARBOX

16 118 8
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SECTION 16- 15

(/)

CD

"0

r

<n
3

CJ
CD
~

~

r--......

tD

.......
(X)

-a ')

QO
QO

s:

'TI

0

:a

)>

:a

c:

0
-1

2

>
2

)>
,...

....

f/l
:::::j

::JJ
)>

...,
CIO

2
0

0
2

~
:a

16.
17.
18.
19.

0

f/l

20.
2 1.

22.

f/l

m

n

-1

0
2

....
....

~
I

~

Fig.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

18. 'F" gearbox (standard version)
Pilot bearing
Circlip
Circlip
Grooved ball bearing
Input shaft

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Needle bearing
3rd/4th gear synchroniser ring
Synchroniser spring
Circlip
3rd/4th gear synchroniser hub

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

3rd Gear
Thrust washer
Circlip
Thrust washer
2nd gear

23.
24.
2 5.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
3 1.

Circlip
1st/2nd gear synchroniser ring
Needle rollers (19 or 2 1)
Malnshaft with 1st/2nd gear
synchroniser hub
Countershaft gears
Spacer shim
Spacer tube (standard unit only)
Reverse idler gear
Reverse idler spindle
Countershaft
1st gear
Circlip
011 scoop ring
Ball bearing
Circlip
Speedometer worm gear

-s:
-

0
0

0

2

)>

2
'TI

C)

m

>
:a
co

0

><

0

n

r-

c:
....
n
::z:

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
'F' GEARBOX

16 118 8

TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY
-OVERHAUL (Gearbox
removed)

(A_';
" ~

Special Service Tools Required:
Gearbox mounting bracket
Installer for extension housing
bush and oil seal
Extension housing bush remover
Extension housing oil seal remover

16-009
16-015
16-025
17-001

To Dismantle

K

1.

Unscrew oil plugs and drain oil.

2.

Unbolt clutch housing (4 bolts).

3.

Remove clutch thrust bearing with release
lever, Fig. 1 9.

4.

Secure gearbox to stand with Special Tool
No. 16-009 for further dismantling, Fig. 20.

Fig. 19. Remove thrust bearing and release lever
A- Detach clutch housing
B - Remove release lever

f-1
I .

Fig. 20. Secure gearbox to stand with Special Tool No. 16--009·

5.

Detach selector housing from gearbox casing
(7 bolts), Fig. 21.

6.

Take out selector forks for
3rd/4th gears.

1st/2nd and

Fig. 21. Selector housing removed
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SECTION 16-17

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
16 118 8
7.

(cont'd)

'F' GEARBOX

Remove extension housing oil seal with
Special Tool No. 17-001 . Fig. 22.

Fig. 22. Remove seal with Special Tool No. 17-001

8.

Extract extension housing bush with Special
Tool No. 16-025, Fig. 23.
Extension housing oil seal or bush can
only be changed when ext ension housing
and mainshaft are fitted in place.

l 16.75

K

Fig. 23. Extract extension housing bush with Special Tool No.
16-025

9.

Remove 4 bolts securing extension housing.
pull extension housing out of seat in gearbox
casing and turn until there is sufficient space
to remove countershaft. Fig. 24.

Fig. 24. With extension housing bolts removed, turn extension
housing until countershaft can be removed
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SECTION 16- 18

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
'F' GEARBOX

10.

Tap countershaft backwards out of press fit
from front end using dummy countershaft
(countershaft shortened to a length of
177 mm).

Dummy countershaft must be in constant contact with countershaft so that
the needle rollers do not fall out of place.

Fig. 25. Tap out countershaft
A 1 ~ Dummy shaft (countershaft shortened to
177 mm)
82 ~ Countershaft

11.

Remove main drive gear bearing retainer
(3 bolts). Fig. 26.
NOTE: When removing bearing retainer,
make sure oil seal is not damaged. Replace if
necessary when reassembling.

12.

Move countershaft gears to one side, draw
out input shaft towards the front.

Fig. 26. Detach main drive gear bearing retainer

1 3.

Remove extension housing with mainshaft
assembly, Fig. 27.

14.

Remove countershaft gears with dummy
countershaft and 2 thrust washers from gearbox casing.

Fig. 27. Remove extension housing compl€te
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SECTION 16-19

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
16 118 8
15.

(cont'd)

' F' GEARBOX

Remove reverse gear idler shaft. Fig. 28. To
do this, take a copper mandrel and drive
reverse gear idler shaft out towards the rear,
remove reverse gear.

NOTE: Do not strike gearbox casing when
removing idler shaft (risk of cracking).

_ :~

TR15·2L

Fig. 28. Remove reverse gear idler shaft

16.

Unscrew speedometer drive unit complete
from gearbox extension housing. Then
remove drive gear bearing, Fig. 29.

/-~rJ
/

/

/

~

\ ·
T Rl6~ I

Fig. 29. Remove speedometer drive unit

To Dismantle Mainshaft

17.

Remove mainshaft bearing retatnmg ring
from groove in extension housing, Fig. 30.
Drive mainshaft out of the extension housing
using a copper hammer.

Fig. 30. Remove bearing retaining ring from extension housing
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SECTION 16-20

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
'F' GEARBOX

18.

Remove circlip from 3rd/4th gear synchroniser hub. Detach synchroniser hub with 3rd
gear by hand, F.ig. 31.

Fig. 31. Remove circlip from 3rd/4th gear synchroniser hub

19.

After removing circlip and thrust washer,
detach 2nd gear from mainshaft, Fig. 32.

Fig. 32. Remove circlip, pull off 2nd gear
A- Circlip
C- 2nd gear
0 - Synchroniser ring
B -Thrust washer

20.

Dismantle
assembly.

1st/2nd

gear

synchroniser

NOTE: 1st/2nd gear synchroniser hub and
mainshaft are fitted together to form a unit,
Fig. 33.

TR 16-26

Fig. 33. Mainshaft with 1st/2nd gear synchroniser hub
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SECTION 16-21

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
16 118 8
21 .

(cont'd)

' F' GEARBOX

Remove mainshaft bearing circlip at the rear.
Press off ball bearing and speedometer worm
gear. Fig. 34.
NOTE: To remove the bearing, locate a
suitable U-shaped remover under 1st gear.

22 .

Then detach spacer
housing circlip.

ring

and

extension

K

Fig. 34. Press off mainshaft bearing

23.

Dismantle 3rd/4th gear synchroniser hub,
Fig. 35. Remove selector ring, blocker bars
and springs.

l16

°

42

K

Fig. 35. Synchroniser hub exploded

To Reassemble M ainshaft

24.

Assemble 3rd/4th gear synchroniser hub:
insert blocker bars and fit springs so that they
are staggered with their opposite ends
located in the same blocker bar, Fig. 36.
The marks on selector ring and hub must
coincide .

K

Fig. 36. Synchroniser hub reassembled
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SECTION 16-22

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
' F' GEARBOX

25.

Insert 1st gear synchroniser spring in hub,
Fig. 37. To do this, first insert blocker bars
and then fit the synchroniser springs offset
relative to one another, starting with the
sam e blocker bar.

L 16- 43

K

Fig. 37. Fit synchroniser springs

26.

Slide 1st gear with synchroniser ring and oil
scoop ring onto the mainshaft. Fig. 38.
NOTE: Large diameter oil scoop ring faces
the ball bearing side.

Fig. 38. Slide 1st gear with synchroniser ring and oil scoop ring
onto mainshaft
A - Synchroniser ring
B - 1st gear
C - Oil scoop ring

2 7.

Establish thickness of extension housing
circlip for mainshaft bearing. When using a
new bearing or a new ext ension housing,
the t hickness of the circlip must be
established as follows:
Locate circlip in the groove in the extension
housing and press outwards so that it bears
on the shoulder. Measure distance between
bearing stop and top edge of circlip exactly
(total height) using a depth gauge, Fig. 39.
Measure breadth of bearing to be fitted and
deduct bearing width from total height, Fig.
40. This gives the circlip thickness.

Fig. 39. Establish circlip thickness
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SECTION 16-23

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
16 118 8

(cont'd)

'F' GEARBOX

Example
Total height
Bearing width

17,98 mm
15,92 mm

Required circlip

2,06 mm

From
the
available
range
of
circlip
thicknesses (see Parts Catalogue) choose one
of this size and fit it loosely on the mainshaft.
The circlip used must not have any axial
play.

Fig. 40. Measure thickness of mainshaft bearing

28.

Coat bearing seat on the mainshaft with
multi-purpose grease, fit bearing and insert
circlip.
NOTE: Circlip must not have any axial play. If
it does, select the right circlip from the range
in the Parts Catalogue.

29.

I

Fit speedometer worm gear, Fig. 41.
NOTE: Distance between ball bearing and
speedometer worm gear outer edge must be
82,25 mm

~~

J-

~- ~- -~

·.

I

~------

TR16-31

K

Fig. 41. Location of speedometer worm gear
A-82,25 mm

30.

Reassemble 1st/2nd gear synchroniser hub:
insert blocker bars and fit synchroniser
springs staggered with their opposite ends in
the same blocker bar, Fig. 42.
NOTE: Marks on sliding gear and hub must
coincide, with selector groove pointing to
front.

L 16-43

K

Fig. 42. Insert synchroniser springs
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SECTION 16-24

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
'F' GEARBOX

3 1.

Slide 2nd gear with synchroniser ring and
thrust washer onto mainshaft, fit circlip, Fig.
43.
NOTE: Locate circlip correctly.

Fig. 43 . 2 nd gear w ith thrust washer and circ lip fit ted

32.

Slide 3rd gear with synchroniser ring onto the
mainshaft, Fig. 44.

K

TR16·32

Fig. 44. Slide 3rd gear and synchroniser ring onto mainshaft

33 .

Slide 3rd/ 4 th gear synchroniser hub onto the
mai nshaft w ith the long side of the hub to the
front. fit circlip, Fig. 45.

Fig. 45. Fit circlip to 3rd/4 th gear synchroniser hub
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SECTIO N 16- 25

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
16 118 8
34.

(cont'd)

'F' GEARBOX

Warm extension housing in hot water and fit
to mainshaft assembly. Insert previously
loosely fitted circlip in the groove in the
extension housing, Fig. 46.

Fig. 46. Insert mainshaft in extension housing

To Overhaul Input Shaft and Countershaft
Gears

35.

Detach circlip from input shaft and press off
input shaft bearing, Fig. 4 7.

Fig. 4 7. Press off input shaft bearing

36.

Coat bearing seat on input shaft with multipurpose grease. press on ball bearing and fit
circlip.

37.

Remove dummy shaft from countershaft gear
train, Fig. 48, remove the 19 or 21 needle
rollers with the spacer shims (2 each) on
either side of the gear train. Remove spacer
tube.

TR16· 3S

Fig. 48. Remove dummy shaft from countershaft gear train
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SECTION 16-26

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
16 118 8
38 .

(cont'd)

'F' GEARBOX

Reassemble countershaft gear train: slide
dummy shaft with spacer tube into gear train,
fill space between shaft and bore with multipurpose grease then introduce needle rollers
and spacer shims, Fig. 49.
NOTE : Long needle rollers at the rear.

Fig . 49 . Countershaft gear train dismantled

39 .

Remove oil seal of main drive gear bearing
retainer, Fig. 50.

40.

Using a suitable piece of tube, carefully insert
new bearing retainer oil seal with the sealing
lip facing the gearbox casing when in
position. First coat sealing lip with multipurpose grease.

Fig. 50. Bearing retainer oil seal

To Reassemble Gearbox
Clean all parts thoroughly and lightly coat with
specified gearbox oil before installing.

Bolts which come into contact with the
gearbox oil chamber must be coated with
sealing compound.
41.

Fit reverse idler gear with selector groove to
the rear. Insert shaft and tap in with copper
hammer until about 0 ,2 to 0,8 mm
countersunk, Fig. 51. First grease shaft with
multi-purpose grease G3-7140.

Fig. 51 . Fit reverse idler gear
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(cont'd)

'F' GEARBOX

42.

Stick front thrust washer of countershaft gear
train to recess in gearbox casing with grease,
Fig. 52.

43.

Place countershaft gear train with dummy
shaft in gearbox casing and fit rear thrust
washer.
NOTE: Thrust washers must not be moved.

Fig. 52. Stick thrust washers of countershaft gear train to
gearbox casing

44.

Fit extension housing with mainshaft and
then turn housing so that the countershaft
can be installed, Fig. 53.

0

NOTE: Stick extension housing gasket to
flange using grease so as to avoid damage.

TR 16 -38

K

Fig. 53. A/B - Fit extension housing and then turn so that hole
for countershaft is accessible

45.

Oil needle bearing and fit to input shaft. Slide
synchroniser ring over input shaft cone.

46.

Slide input shaft with ball bearing into
gearbox casing until the circlip on the outside
rests against the casing, Fig. 54.

Fig. 54. Slide input shaft into casing
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4 7.

Fit ma in drive gear bearing retainer with a
new gasket, Fig. 55.
NOTE: Fit bolts coated with sealing
compound. Oil port must line up with hole in
gasket and bearing retainer.
When fitting the bearing retainer, bind input
shaft splining (with adhesive tape or the like)
to avoid damaging oil seal.

Fig. 55. Fit main drive gear bearing retainer

48 .

Turn gearbox throt1gh 180° until countershaft
gear train engages with m ain and input
shafts. Then line up countershaft gear train
with the holes in the casing, ensuring correct
seating of thrust washers at the same time.
Tap countershaft into the casing from the
rear, keeping it in constant contact with the
dummy shaft, and drive in flush with a copper
hammer (on clutch housing side) . Remove
dummy shaft.
NOTE: The flatten ed end of the shaft must be
horizontal, Fig. 56.
Then turn gearbox casing back into correct
position.
Fig. 56. Fit countershaft

49.

Line up extension housing, coat bolts (4) with
sea ling compound and insert then tighten,
Fig. 57.

TR 16-Ll

K

Fig. 57 . Extension housing lined up
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50.

(cont' d)

' F' GEARBOX

Fit extension housing bush with Special Tool
No. 16- 015, Fig. 58.
The bush must be installed so that the oil
return groove sits in the extension housing at
the bottom and to the rear. thereby ensuring
tnat the gap (notch) in the bush is not located
over the oilway.

L16- 96

Fig. 58. Press in extension housing bush with Special Tool No.
16-015

51.

Coat extension housing oil seal with multipurpose grease and fit seal with Special Tool
No. 16- 015, Fig. 59.

52.

Screw in speedometer drive unit complete
(gear and bearing). First coat thread with
sealing compound.

Fig. 59. Fit oil seal with Special Tool No. 16-015

53.

Install selector forks for 1st/2nd and 3rd/4th
gears with the cast number facing the front,
Fig. 60.

K

Fig. 60. Fit sel ector forks
A - 1st/2nd gear fork
B - 3rd/4th gear fork
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54.

Fit the selector housing with new gasket,
Fig. 61.
NOTE: Coat bolts with sealing compound
before inserting.

Fig. 61. Fit selector housing

55.

Detach gearbox from stand, Fig. 62.

//

TR 16-17

Fig. 62. Detach gearbox from stand

56.

Assemble clutch thrust bearing and release
lever and secure with circlip, Fig. 63. Then
insert release lever in clutch housing.

57.

Attach clutch housing, coating through-bolts
with sealing compound before insertion, then
torque bolts as specified.

~···

K

TR 16 - 16

Fig. 63. Fit clutch thru st bearing with release lever
A - Thrust bearing
B - Release lever
C - Circlip
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MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
' G' GEARBOX

16 1 18 8

TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY
- OVERHAUL
(Gearbox removed)

®

Special Service Tools Required:

Dummy countershaft
Gearbox mounting bracket
Extension housing bush remover
Extension housing bush and oil seal
installer
Mainshaft nut wrench
Extension housing oil seal remover

16-003
16-009
16-011

@

16-016
16-027
17-001
TR16-13

Fig. 66. Remove thrust bearing with release lever
A - Unbolt clutch housing
B - Remove release lever

T o Dismantle Gearbox

1.

Unscrew oil plug and drain oil.

2.

Detach clutch housing and thrust bearing
with release lever (5 bolts). Fig. 66. Separate
clutch housing, thrust bearing and release
lever.

3.

Secure gearbox to stand with Special Tool
No. 16-009 for further dismantling, Fig. 67.

Fig. 67. Secure gearbox to stand with Special Tool No.

16-009

4.

Detach gearbox selector housing (8 bolts).
Fig. 68.

K

Fig. 68. Gearbox selector housing removed
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5.

Remove extension housing oil seal with
Special Tool No. 17--001, Fig. 69.

Fig. 69. Remove oil seal with Special Tool No. 17-001

6.

Extract extension housing bush with Special
Tool No. 16--011, Fig. 70.
Extension housing oil seal or bush can
only be changed while extensjon housing
and mainshaft are installed.

Remove bolts (4) securing extension housing.
Draw extension housing out of seat in casing
and remove.

L 16 ·75

K

Fig. 70. Extract extension housing bush with Special Tool No.
16-011

7.

Drive countershaft out of press fit from front
towards the rear using Special Tool No.
1 6--003, Fig. 7 1. Lower countershaft gear
train.
Dummy countershaft 16-003 must
remain in constant contact with the
countershaft so that the needle rollers do
not drop out.

Fig. 71. Push out countershaft with Special Tool No. 16-003
A - Special Tool No. 16-003
B - Countershaft
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8.

(cont'd)

'G' GEARBOX

Draw extension housing with mainshaft
complete from gearbox casing and remove
input shaft needle roller bearing, Fig. 72.
NOTE: Move countershaft gear train away
slightly.

Fig. 72. Withdraw complete extension housing
A - Extension housing
B - Mainshaft complete

9.

Remove main drive gear bearing retainer
(3 bolts), Fig. 73 . Then pull out input shaft.
NOTE: When removing main drive gear
bearing retainer, make sure oil seal is not
damaged.
Replace
if necessary on
reassembly.

Fig. 73. Hemove main drive gear bearing retainer

10.

Remove reverse gear idler shaft. Screw an
M8x60 mm (5/16 inx24G) bolt fitted with a
nut. washer and socket into the idler shaft.
Draw out shaft by tightening the nut, Fig. 7 4.

11.

Remove countershaft gear train complete
with dummy shaft and 2 thrust washers from
gearbox casing.

L16 · 36
Fig. 74. Remove reverse gear idler shaft
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To Dismantle Mainshaft
12.

Remove circlip of 3rd/4th gear synchroniser
hub and pull off synchroniser hub and 3rd
gear with suitable remover, Fig. 75.

Fig. 75. A- Remove circlip of 3rd/4th gear synchroniser hub
B - Remove 3rd/4th gear synchroniser hub and 3rd
gear

13.

Unlock mairrshaft nut and remove with
Special Tool No. 16-027, Fig. 76.

14.

Pull off speedometer worm gear and remove
interlock ball.

------0----·
K

L 16 - 80

Fig. 76. Remove mainshaft nut with Special Tool No. 16-027

15.

Remove spacer sleeve and press off ball
bearing complete with bearing retainer,
Fig. 77.

16.

Remove ball bearing from retainer.

Fig. 77. A - Bearing with retainer and spacer sleeve
B - Remove bearing and retainer
a - Retainer
b - Bearing
c - Spacer
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17.

(cont'd)

'G' GEARBOX

Remove oil scoop ring and 1st gear, Fig. 78.

Fig. 78. Remove oil scoop ring and 1st gear

18.

Detach circlip of 1st/2nd gear synchroniser
hub, Fig. 79.

19.

Remove synchroniser hub with 2nd gear.

Fig. 79. Remove circlip of 1st/2nd gear synchroniser hub

20.

Dismantle synchroniser hubs, Fig. 80.
NOTE: Check marks on hub and selector ring.

K

Fig. 80. Synchroniser hub dismantled
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To Reassemble Mainshaft
Clean all parts thoroughly, check them and lubricate
lightly with specified gearbox oil before installing.

21 .

Assemble synchroniser hubs.
NOTE: Peripheral groove on sliding gear and
bearing face of hub must line up one above
the other.
Insert blocker bars and fit synchroniser
springs staggered with their opposite ends
located in the same blocker bar, Fig. 81.

Marks on selector ring and hub must line
up.

22 .

K

L 16- 43

Fig . 81 . Fit synchroniser springs

Fit 2nd gear with synchroniser ring, Fig. 82,
and 1st/2nd gear synchroniser hub and
secure with circlip.
NOTE : Peripheral groove on sliding gear must
point towards the rear.

Fig. 82. Fit 2nd gear

23 .

Fit 1st gear with synchroniser hub, Fig. 83.

K

Fig. 83. 1st gear and synchroniser ring fitted
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24.

(cont'd)

'G' GEARBOX

Fit oil scoop ring with oil groove facing the
gear, Fig. 84.
NOTE: Make sure guide groove is located
correctly.

25.

Insert ball bearing in retainer.
NOTE: Coat bearing seat in retainer with
multi-purpose grease.

Fig. 84. Oil scoop ring with oil groove facing gear

26.

Press bearing and retainer into place using a
suitable piece of tubing.

27.

Fit spacer sleeve, insert interlock ball and
slide on speedometer worm gear, Fig. 85.

Fig. 85. Fit spacer sleeve with speedometer worm gear

28.

Insert lock washer with tabs in recess in
speedometer worm .gear. Tighten mainshaft
nut to specified torque with Special Tool No.
1 6- 02 7 and lock, Fig. 86.
NOTE: Bend tabs of washer for mainshaft nut
at 90° to inner teeth.

Fig. 86. Torque nut to specified value with Special Tool No.

16-027
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29 .

Fit 3rd gear with synchroniser ring and
engage 3rd/4th gear synchroniser hub, then
press Into place using a suitable piece of tube
and fit clrclip.
NOTE: Fit 3rd/4th gear synchroniser hub with
the peripheral groove on the sliding gear
facing the rear, Fig. 87.

Fig. 87. Synchroniser hub fitted

Overhaul Input Shaft and Countershaft Gear
Train

30.

Remove circlips from input shaft and ball
bearing, Fig. 88 . Then press ball bearing off
input shaft.

L 16 - 87

K

Fig. 88. Remove circlips

31.

Press ball bearing onto input shaft, Fig. 89.
and fit circlips to bearing and input shaft.
NOTE: Coat bearing seat with multi-purpose
grease before fitting.

32 .

Remove dummy shaft from countershaft gear
train and take out in each case 22 needle
rollers w ith the spacer shims (2 each) at both
ends of the countershaft gear train.

Fig. 89. Fit input shaft bearing
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33.

(cont'd)

'G' GEARBOX

Reassemble countershaft gear train : insert
dummy shaft, fit spacer shim, 22 needle
rollers and then another spacer shim, turn
countershaft gear train carefully and fit a
further 22 needle rollers with a spacer shim
on either side, Fig. 90.

K

Fig. 90. Countershaft gear train with shaft, spacer shims and
needle rollers

34.

Remove oil seal from main drive gear bearing
retainer.

35.

Using a suitable piece of tube , carefully insert
new oil seal into main drive gear bearing
retainer so that the sealing lip points towards
the gearbox casing when installed, Fig . 91 .
NOTE : Coat sealing lip with multi-purpose
grease.

Fig. 91 . Main drive gear bearing retaine r installed

To Reassemble Gearbox
Remove gearbox filler plug from casing , clean all
parts thoroughly and lightly lubricate with the
specified gearbox oil before assembling.
Bolts in contact with the oil chamber of the
gearbox must be coated with sealing
compound when inserted.
36 .

Fit reverse idler gear with selector groove
pointing to the rear. Insert shaft and tap in
with a copper hammer until only the flat end
of the shaft projects.
Rear flat
end must line
countershaft bore, Fig. 92.

up

NOTE : Coat
4505A.

S-M1 C-
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Fig. 92 . Position of reverse gear shaft when fitted
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37.

Stick countershaft gear train thrust washers
to recess in the casing w ith grease. Fig. 93 .
Tabs of thrust washers must face the
casing when fitted - large thrust washer
at the front.

38.

Carefully insert countershaft gear train with
dummy shaft 16 003 in casing and lower.
NOTE: Thrust washers must not be moved
during this operation.

L16·91

Fig. 93. Stick thrust washers of countershah gear train in
casing

39.

Insert input shaft with bearing into gearbox
casing until circlip abuts.

40.

Fit main drive gear bearing retainer with a
new gasket.
NOTE: Oil return port must line up with hole
in gasket and bearing retainer. Fig. 94. When
installing bearing retainer, bind splining of
input shaft (with adhesive tape or similar) to
prevent damage to oil seal. Then coat the
bolts with sealing compound and insert.

Fig. 94. Line up oil return ports

41 .

Lubricate needle rollers and insert around
input shaft. Slide synchroniser ring over the
cone on the input shaft.

42.

Insert complete mainshaft in gearbox casing,
Fig. 95.
NOTE: Extension housing gasket must be
fitted on gearbox casing before mainshaft is
installed.

Fig. 95. Fit main shaft
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43.

(cont'd)

'G' GEARBOX

Turn gearbox through 180° until countershaft
gear train meshes with mainshaft and input
shaft. Then line up countershaft gear train
with bores in the casing, taking care not to
disturb the thrust washers.
Push in
countershaft from the rear of the casing,
keeping it in constant contact with the
dummy shaft 16--003, and tap in flush with a
copper hammer. Remove dummy shaft.
NOTE : The flat end of the shaft must point
along the recess for the reverse gear shaft.
Then turn gearbox casing back to original
position.

44.

Line up bearing retainer hole with the guide
pin in the extension housing, Fig. 96.

45.

Fit extension housing (4 bolts) .

Fig. 96 . Line up bearing retainer hole with guide pin

NOTE : Coat bolts with sealing compound,
insert and torque as specified.
46.

Press in new extension housing bush with
Special Tool No. 16--016, Fig. 97 .
The bush must be installed so that the oil
return groove sits in the extension housing at
the bottom and to the rear, thereby ensuring
that the gap (notch) in the bush is not located
over the oilway.

L16-96

Fig. 97. Fit extension housing bush with Special Tool No.
16-016

4 7.

Fit new extension housing oil seal with
Special Tool No. 16--016, Fig. 98 .

Fig. 98. Fit oil seal with Special Tool No. 16-016
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48.

Fit speedometer drive gear with a new 0ring, Fig. 99.

K

Fig. 99. Fit speedometer drive gear

49.

Fit selector housing with selector forks and
secure, Fig. 1 00.
NOTE: Use new gasket for selector housing.

50.

Detach gearbox from stand and remove
Special Tool No. 16- 009.

K

Fig. 100. Fit selector housing

51.

Install clutch thrust bearing and release lever
in clutch housing, Fig. 101 .

52.

Attach clutch housing to gearbox casing.

TR 16·16

K

Fig. 101 . Fit release lever with thrust bearing
A - Thrus1 bearing
B - Release lever
C - Circlip
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PILOTBEARING - REMOVE
AND INSTALL
(Clutch pressure plate
removed)

Special Service Tools Required:
Flywheel bearing remover
Clutch plate locator and
flywheel bearing
replacer

21--036
21--080/21--004

To Remove
1.

Locate side arms of Special Tool No. 21--036
behind the pilot bearing and withdraw the
bearing by tightening the nut, Fig. 102.

K

Fig. 102. Remove pilot bearing with Special Tool No.
21-036

To Replace
2.

Press new pilot bearing into crankshaft flange
with Special Tool No. 21--044/21--080, Fig.
103.

Fig. 103. Fit pilot bearing with Special Tool No.
21-044/21-080
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16 164

BUSH - EXTENSION HOUSING
- REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required:

Extension housing bush
remover
Extension housing bush
and oil seal installer
Extension housing oil
seal remover

16-011/16-025
16-015/16-016
17-001

/ K
Fig. 104. Driveshaft mountings - rear axle flange and centre
bearing
A - Centre bearing
B - Rear axle flange

To Remove

1.

Drive vehicle over a pit or onto a ramp and
detach driveshaft from rear axle flange (4
bolts). Fig. 104.

2.

Disconnect driveshaft centre bearing (2
bolts). Fig. 104. Draw shaft complete from
extension
housing,
placing
oil
t ray
underneath.

Fig. 105. Remove extension housing oil seal with Specie I Tool
No. 17-Q01

3.

With the centre spindle wound out, screw
tool 17-001 into oil seal until firmly held, Fig.
105. Extract seal by screwing spindle in,
holding tool firmly with an open-ended
spanner.

4.

Remove extension housing bush with Special ·
Tool No. 16-011 / 16-025, Fig. 106.

K

L 16 ·75

Fig. 106. Extract extension housing bush with Special Tool
No. 16-Q11/16-Q25
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T o Replace

5.

Press in new extension housing bush with
Special Tool No. 16-0 15/16-0 16, Fig. 107 .
Bush must be installed so that the oil return
groove sits in the extension housing at the
bottom and to the rear, thereby ensuring that
the gap {notch) in the' bush is not located
over the oilway.

L16 - 96

Fig. 107. Fit e¥tension housing bush with Special Tool No.
16-015/16-016

6.

Fit new oil seal in extension housing using
Special Tool No. 16-015/16-016, Fig. 108.

7.

Insert drives haft in extension housing and
engage with splining on gearbox mainshaft,
taking care not to damage extension housing
oil seal. Then attach driveshaft centre bearing
to floor pan so that it is free of strain.

Fig. 108. Fit oil seal with Special Tool No. 16-015/16-016

8.

Attach driveshaft to rear axle flange with
bolts and new spring washers and torque as
specified, Fig. 109.

9.

Torque centre bearing bolts as specified, Fig.
109.

10.

Check gearbox oil level. top up with specified
oil if necessary.

!7\A
~

K

Fig. 109. Driveshaft mountings - rear axle flange and centre
bearing
A - Centre bearing
8 - Rear axle flange
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GEAR - SPEEDOMETER DRIVEN
- REMOVE AND INSTALL

.Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Drive vehicle over pit or onto a ramp.

2.

Remove bolt ( 1) with speedometer cable
bracket and detach cable (G gearbox). Fig.
110. Slacken knurled nut of speedometer
drive unit, detach cable and unscrew
complete drive unit from extension housing ( F
gearbox). Fig. 111.
NOTE: Catch oil.

3.

Pull out speedometer drive unit (bearing and
drive gearl. (G gearbox).

4.

Detach bearing from drive gear and check for
signs of wear or scoring.

Fig. 110. Speedometer drive unit removed (G gearbox)
A - Drive pinion
B - Drive pinion bearing

·'
\

~\ - J
To Install

Fig. 111 . Speedometer drive unit removed (F gearbox)

5.

Lubricate and slide drive gear into bearing.
Check that it turns freely.

6.

Replace bearing and drive gear or complete
speedometer drive unit in extension housing.
Then attach bolt and bracket (G gearbox).
Screw in complete speedometer drive unit,
coating thread with sealing compound (F
gearbox).
NOTE: In
necessary.

G

gearbox

replace

0-ring

if

7.

Connect speedometer cable.

8.

Check oil level in gearbox and top up with
specified oil if necessary, Fig. 112.

September 1978
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Fig. 112. Check oil level
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TR16-62
Fig. 113
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Plug with seal or reversing lamp switch
Blanking disks
Interlock ball
Spring
1st/2nd gear selector fork

16 264 8

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

3rd/4th gear selector fork
1st/2nd gear selector rail
3rd/4th gear selector rail
1st/2nd gear fork carrier
3rd/4th gear fork carrier

11 . Selector detent plug
12. ' Interlock plunger
13. Interlock pin
14. Fork guide rod
15. Reverse gear selector fork
16. Reverse gear selector rail

SELECTOR HOUSINGOVERHAUL
(Selector housing removed)

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Dismantle
1.

Remove threaded plug of selector detent.
Take out spring and ball, Fig. 114.

K

Fig. 114. Selector detent mechanism exploded

September
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2.

Detach blanking disks and threaded plug or
reversing lamp switch from selector housing,
Fig. 11 5.

Fig. 11 5. Deta ch blanking disks and plug from selector housing

3.

Drive all locking pins from selector rails, Fig.
116.

K

TR 16-65

Fig. 116. Remove locking pins

4.

Remove 1st/2nd gear selector
selector fork carrier, Fig. 117.

rail

and

K

TR16-66

Fig. 117. Remove 1st/2nd gear selector rail
A - Selector fork carrier
B - Selector rail
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5.

(cont'd)

Remove 3rd/4th gear selector
selector fork carrier, Fig. 118.

'F' GEARBOX

rail

and

Watch out for ball and spring.

TR16-67

K

Fig. 1 1 8 . Remove 3rd/4th gear selector rail
A - Selector fork carrier
8 - Selector rail
C - Interlock pin

6.

Remove plungers and take out reverse gear
selector rail and selector fork, Fig. 119.
Remove ball and detent spring.

7.

Remove selector fork guide rod.

K

Fig. 119. Remove reverse gear selector rail and selector fork
A -Selector rail
8 -Selector fork carrier
C - Interlock plungers

To Reassemble

8.

Refit selector fork guide rod, Fig. 120.

9.

Fit reverse gear selector rail and fork, first
inserting spring and ball, Fig. 120, and then
pressing down until selector rail can be slid
in.

K

Fig. 120. Selector fork guide rod fitted
A- Guide rod
8 - Interlock ball
C- Spring
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.MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
'F' GEARBOX

10.

Fit 3rd/4th gear selector rail and fork carrier
the manner described in sub-operation 9.
In addition the interlock pin also has to be
inserted in the hole in 3rd/4th gear selector
rail together with the interlock plunger for
reverse and 3rd/4th gear selector rails, Fig.
121.

~n

11.

Fit 1st/2nd gear selector rail and fork carrier,
insert interlock plunger between 3rd/4th gear
and 1st/2nd gear selector rails then press in
selector rail.

K

TR16-70

Fig. 121. Fit 3rd/4th gear selector rail and fork carrier

12.

Secure all the selector rails and fork carriers
with locking pins, Fig. 122.

13.

Fit blanking disks and threaded plug or
reversing lamp switch in selector housing.
NOTE: Apply sealing compound when fitting
blanking disks.

.. Fig. 122. Secure selector rails and fork carriers with locking
pins

14.

Insert spring and ball of 1st/2nd gear selector
rail and screw in selector detent plug.
Always bring all selector rails to neutral
position after installing, Fig. 123.
NOTE: Sealing compound must be applied
when screwing in plug.

K

Fig. 123. Insert spring and ball of 1st/2nd gear selector rail
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MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
' G' GEARBOX

Fig. 124.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Interlock ball
Spring
1st/2nd gear selector rai l
1st/2nd gear selector fork
3rd/4th gear selector fork

16 264 8

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Interlock plunger
lnterlo'ck pin
3rd/4th gear selector rail
Reverse gear selector dog
Reverse gear selector rail. with fork

SELECTOR HOUSING OVERHAUL
(Selector housing removed)

Special Se rvice T ools Required: None
To Dismant le
1.

Remove locking pin from 1st/2nd gear
selector fork and rail. Then drive rail out from
one side and detach selector fork. Watch out
for ball and spring, Fig. 125.

2.

Remove 3rd/4th gear selector fork and rail
(as described in sub-operation 1 ). Here again·
watch out for ball, spring and interlock pin .
Fig. 125 A - 1st/2nd gear selector fork
8 - 1st/2nd gear selector rail
C- 3rd/4th gear selector fork
D - 3rd/4th gear selector rail
E - Interlock pin
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MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH
'G' GEARBOX

3.

Remove reverse gear selector rail and fork,
Fig. 126. (See sub-operation 1 for procedure).

Fig. 126. A - Remove reverse gear selector fork and rail
B - Reverse gear selector dog on rail

4.

Take out selector rail interlock plungers by
turning selector housing on its side, Fig. 127.

K

Fig. 127. Remove selector rail plungers (turn selector housing
on its side)

To Reassemble

5.

Fit reverse gear selector fork and rail. T0 do
this. insert spring and ball and press down
until selector rail can be pushed in, Fig. 1 28.
NOTE: Insert selector fork so that the holes
for the locking pin line up. Tap in locking pin.

K

TR16-77

Fig. 128. Fit reverse gear selector fork and rail (fit ball and
spring at same time)
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(cont'd)

'G' GEARBOX

6.

Insert interlock plunger between reverse gear
and 3rd/4th gear selector rails.

7.

Fit 3rd/4th gear selector fork and rail, Fig.
129.
~Install as described in sub-operation 5,
noting that the interlock pin also has to be
inserted in the hole in the selector rail.)

TR15- 78

K

Fig. 129. Fit 3rd/4th gear selector fork and rail

8.

Insert interlock plunger between 3rd/4th gear
and 1st/2nd gear selector rails, Fig. 130.

K

TR16 - 79

Fig. 130. Insert interlock plunger between 3rd/4th gear and
1st/2nd gear selector rails

9.

Fit 1st/2nd gear selector fork and rail , Fig.
131.
(Install as described in sub-operation 5.)

TR 15-80

K

Fig . 131 . Fit 1st/2nd gear selector fork and rail
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16 724 4

CLUTCH DISC AND
PRESSURE PLATE - REMOVE
AND INSTALL
(Engine or gearbox rem ove d)

Special Service Tools Required:

Clutch plate installer
and aligner

21-080/21-044

To Rem ove

1.

Release clutch pressure plate from flywheel,
slackening the 6 bolts evenly, and remove,
Fig. 132. Detach pressure plate and clutch
disc.

K

Fig. 132. Remove clutch pressure plate

To Install

2.

Locate pressure plate and clutch disc on
flywheel with Special Tool 21-044/21-080,
ensuring that flat side of clutch disc faces the
flywheel, Fig. 133.

3.

Secure pressure plate, tightening bolts evenly
corner to corner to specified torque.

4.

Remove centering tool 21-044/21-080.

K

.Fig. 133. Fit pressure·plate and clutch disc using centering tool
21-044/21-080

16 756 4

LININGS - CLUTCH DISC REPLACE
(Clutch disc rem ov ed)

Special Se rvice Tools Required: None
T o Rem ove

1.

Detach clutch disc lining. Drill out rivet
heads carefully so as not to dam age
clutch disc, Fig. 134.

To Replace

2.

Rivet on clutch disc linings. Rivet linings
one at a tim e corner to corner. Only use
hollow flat - head rivet s.

September 1978

Fig. 134. Drill out rivets of clutch disc linings
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16 524

GEAR LEVER - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Rem ove

1.

Unscrew gear lever knob by hand.

2.

Remove cover plate (6 screws). Fig. 135.

Fig. 135. A - Bottom rubber gaiter
B - Top rubber gaiter
C - Cover plate

3.

Remove rubber gaiter and plastic cap from
underneath, take out gear lever assembly
com plete, Fig. 136.

Fig. 136. Take out complete gear lever assembly

To Install

4.

Insert gear lever and attach plastic cap from
underneath, Fig. 137.

5.

Slide new rubber gaiters onto gear lever with
the aid of glycerine. Then fold bottom rubber
gaiter over the plastic cap.

6.

Fit cover plate with top gaiter.

7.

Screw on gear lever knob.

September 1978
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Fig. 137. Fit gear lever assembly
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CLUTCH PEDAL - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Slacken clutch operating cable, unhook return
spring and detach retaining clip from pedal
shaft, Fig. 1 38.

K

Fig. 138. Clutch pedal shaft retaining clip

2.

Slide pedal shaft along until clutch pedal can
be pulled out of pedal bracket. Press retaining
pin in clutch pedal out of the plastic yoke and
remove. Disconnect clutch cable, Fig. 1 39 .
Detach clutch· peda l with bushes.

3.

Replace clutch pedal bushes.

11?'6 -87

Fig. 139. Disconnect clutch cable

T o Install

4.

Slide clutch pedal, fitted with new bushes,
into pedal bracket, Fig. 140, and connect the
clutch cable. Attach return spring. Then hold
pedal in line with opening and slide pedal
shaft back as far as stop.
NOTE: Coat pedal shaft and bushes with
molybdenum disulphide grease.

5.

Attach pedal shaft retaining clip.

6.

Check clutch
specified.

pedal

play and

adjust

as

Fig. 140. Clutch mechanism exploded
1. Return spring
4. Brake pedal
2. Shaft
5. Retaining pin
3. Bush
6. Yoke
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8. Circlip
9 . Clutch pedal

SECTION 16-59

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH

16 814

CABLE- CLUTCH OPERATINGREMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Drive vehicle over a pit or onto a ramp.

2.

Slacken clutch cable at pedal mounting, Fig.
141.

TR 16-7

Fig. 141 . Slacken clutch cable at pedal

3.

Detach clutch cable from clutch pedal by
removing retaining pin from cable yoke.

4.

Pull out rubber gaiter on clutch release lever,
disconnect cable from lever, Fig. 142. Detach
gaiter. Press rubber cable seal out of
bulkhead panel and remove clutch cable
complete .

Fig. 142. Disconnect clutch cable from release lever

To Install
5.

Insert complete clutch cable.

6.

Pass clutch cable through guide in clutch
housing and fit rubber gaiter. Draw cable out
of cover and connect to clutch release lever.
Then insert rubber gaiter in clutch housing.

7.

Secure top end of clutch cable in cable yoke
with retaining pin.

8.

Fit rubber cable seal in bulkhead panel.
Adjust clutch play as specified, Fig. 143.

TR16-96

Fig. 143. Clutch play adjustment
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TECHNICAL DATA
Gearbox

'G' gearbox

'F' gearbox
Standard

Uprated

Axial play- countershaft gear train .... .
Countershaft diameter ............ .. .
Ratios- 1st gear ............. . . .. . .
2nd gear .............. .. . .
3rd gear ............ ... ... .
4th gear .................. .
reverse gear ............ .. . .

0 ,15 to 0.46
17,38to 17,3673 19,301 to 19,314
3,98:1
3,65:1
3,96:1
2,327:1
1,97:1
2,28:1
1,37:1
1.42:1
1.41:1
1,00:1
1,00:1
1,00:1
3,99:1
3,66:1
4,238:1

Oil specification . ........ . . ... ..... .
Oil capacity ... . ... . .... . . . . . . . ... .

1.451

Clutch·
Manufacturer

SQM-2C900r-A

STD

HD

STD

HD

Laycock

Fichteal
Sachs

Laycock
L.U.K.
Fichtel
Sachs

Automotive
Products
Fichtel
Sachs

Engine

1,6 Ltr Kent

Lining
Material

1,985 I
STD

100L

HD

Automotive Automotive Automotive
Products
Products
Products
Fichtel
Sachs

1,6 Ltr and 2,0 Ltr
(OHC)

Type
Clutch
Size

0,18 to 0,5.3
19,329 to 19,342
4.41:1
2 ,35:1
1,51 :1
1,00:1
4 ,67:1

2, Ltr Diesel

Single-plate dry clutch
81_"
2

9"

81_"
2

9·t"

91_"
2

1O·t"

9t"

Ferodo
2124F

Porner
11046 (UK)
846 (EUR)

Ferodo
2124 F

Mintex
H 26/1

DON
DSW8 (UK)
Small+
Parkes

Minex
H 26/1

Ferodo
2124 F

Operated by

Cable

Outer
Lining
Diameter

216

228

216

242

242

267

242

Inner
Lining
Diameter

146

150

153

156

162

172

156

7,25

9,3

8.40

8.40

8.40

8,52

8.40

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

5120
(512)

4880
(488)

4410
(441)

4930
(493)

4930
(493)

5780
(578)

4930
(493)

Clamped
Thickness
Number of
Torsion
Springs
Diaphragm
Spring
Pressure

TIGHTENING TORQUES Nm (kpm)
Clutch housing to gearbox casing .. .
Pressure plate to flywheel ....... . .
Main drive gear bearing
retainer to gearbox casing ........ .
Nut- gearbox mainshaft . . .... . . . .
Extension housing to gearbox casing
Selector housing to gearbox casing . .

'F' gearbox
Nm
(kpm)
55 to 65
16 to 20

(5,5 to 6,5)
(1,6 to 2 ,0)

21 to 25

(2, 1 to 2 ,5)

45 to 49
21 to 25

(4,5 to 4 ,9)
(2,1 to 2,5)

'G' gearbox
Nm
(kpm)
55 to 65
16 to 20
16,5
35,0
55,0
16,5

to
to
to
to

Nm
70
40
20
60

to
to
to
to

90
50
25
65

Transmission to cross member insulator . .... .
Transmission cross member to body ...... ...
Driveshaft bearing to support member . . . ....
Driveshaft flange to differential .. ...... . . . . .

.
.
.
.
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(5.50 to 6,50)
(1 ,60 to 2,00)

20,5
41,0
62,0
20,5

(1 ,65
(3,50
(5,50
(1 ,65

to
to
to
to

2,05)
4,1 0)
6,20)
2,05)

(kpm)
(7 ,0
(4,0
(2,0
(6 ,0

to
to
to
to

9,0)
5,0)
2 ,5)
6,5)

SECTION 16-61

UJ
C1)

-

Gearbox

c

Ratios

Speedo
Teeth

Tyre size

C1)

3
tT
..,C1)

Engine

Rear axle
man

C.D
-...!

auto

STD

RPO

G

F

1,6 ltr
Kent
(OHV)
1,6 ltr
LC
(OHC)

X

4,63

X

X

""0
~

c

-t

4,56

4,63

2,0 ltr
LC
(OHC)

4 ,63
5 ,14
5,83

4, 11
4,44
4,56
5,14

X

~

z

rn

:::j

...,

00

0

z

~
~
~

5,83

X
2,4 ltr
Diesel
(OHV)

X

X
X

rn

m

r')

::!
0
z

...

4,1 1 :1

FT1 00, 120 van and kombi 9 and
12-seater bus
FT1 00, 120 platform/chassis+
siAgle cab
FT1 00, 120 platform/chassis +
dual cab

4,63
5.14

4,11
4,44

4,44
4.44
HD

FT1 00*, 120*t van and kombi
FT1 OOL- 190 van and kombi
FT13QB kombi 9 and 12-s bus*t;
15-s bus
FT1 00*, 120*t platform/chassis+
single cab
FT1 OOL- 190 platform/chassis+·
single cab
FTi 00*, 120*t platform/chassis+
dual cab
FT130, 190 platform/chassis+
dual cab
FT1 00. 120 van and kombi
FT1 OOL-190 van and kombi
9 and 12-s bus; 15-s bus
FT1 00, 120 platform/chassis+
single <;ab
FT1 OOL-190 platform/chassis+
single cab
FT1 00, 120 platform/chassis+
dual cab
FT130, 190 platform/chassis+
dual cab

GB

205
x14

3

Cl
C1)

Q)
....,

6

21

6

20

6

19

6

22

G

6

21

GB

6

20

5

19

6

22

GB/G GB/G

G
GB/G

~

0..,

4,44 :1

G
G
4.63 :1

G

GB/G

GB

GB

G
GB

G
GB

20

c:

5

19

r-t

5

22

5

21

GB/G

G

5

20

GB

5

19

4

20

G

~

t Uprated H rear axle w ith 4.44 HD ratio in conj unction with 2 ,0 ltr LC (OHC) engine and automat ic

GB

~

5

5.14:1

5,83:1

s:
2

G
GB

*Automatic transmission optional
tr~n~mi~c: inn

195
x14

G

GB

~
I

GB

GB

4,56

~

crn

FT80 van and kombi

5,14 5 ,14

X

185
x14

G

auto

X

X
X

165
~ 14

5,14 5 ,14

X

X

Ratio
R.axle

H
man

00

Vehicle version

GB/G

GB
G

GB
G

4
4

19
18

~

"
~

2

en

-eens:n
0

2

~

2

c

n
rc:
-t
n

::J:
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
As optional equipment, an overdrive unit is available on Transits fitted with the 2,0 litre petrol, 2,4
litre diesel and 3,0 litre petrol engines from the start of 1980 model year, Fig.l.
The overdrive unit is fitted on the rear of the manual gearbox, in place of the normal tailshaft
housing. It contains a planetary gear train which connects the input and output shafts to one another.
Depending on whether the planetary gear train is disengaged or engaged, the speed of the output shaft
is changed from 1 : 1 to 0, 778 : 1.
The unit is operated electrically. A sliding switch in the gearshift lever knob switches electrical
current on ("IN") or off ("OUT"), correspondingly a solenoid valve opens or closes the hydraulic
circuit in the overdrive unit.
Spring pressure or the hydraulic pressure acts on a clutch to hold the planetary gear train in place
(1 : 1, direct drive) or to allow it to rotate freely (0,778 : 1, overdrive).
The hydraulic pressure in the overdrive unit is produced by its own plunger type pump. In order that
the overdrive can only be engaged in 3rd or top gear, inhibitor switches are fitted to the shift rods
of 1st, 2nd and reverse gears of the 4-speed gearbox, which then break the electrical circuit, to
prevent incorrect engaging of overdrive.
The overdrive can be engaged
of over 50 km/h (30 miles/h)
driving at high road speeds,
this causes excessive engine

or disengaged at any speed, but should usually only be engaged at speeds
(driving in 3rd and top gear) as road and driving conditions permit. When
especially in 3rd gear, the overdrive should not be disengaged because
revolutions.

TR/16/150

11

Fig.l. Manual gearbox with overdrive unit fitted- inset shows operating switch.
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PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
Power flow in the overdrive ("OUT" position), Fig.2A
In direct drive, input and output shafts are connected with one another so that they turn together.
The cone clutch is locked in contact to the output annulus (ring gear). The uni-directional clutch is
meshed.
Power flow in the overdrive ("IN" position), Fig.2B
As soon as the overdrive is engaged, the frictional connection (cone clutch - output annulus) is
loosened by means of hydraulic pressure, and the cone clutch is pressed against the fixed brake ring.
Cone clutch and sunwheel are held stationery; the planet carrier rotates with the input shaft at the
same speed. The planet wheels roll off the sunwheel and drive the ring gear at their speed. The
output shaft now turns at a faster speed than the input shaft, and the uni-directional clutch is overrun. At the same vehicle speed, the engine will run more slowly and efficiently, reducing fuel
consumption and engine noise.
The oil pump and control unit are part of the hydraulic system of the overdrive unit and are described
separately.

TR/16/101

Fig.2. A 1 23 45 -

March 1981

POWER FLOW IN "OUT" POSITION
Input shaft
Cone clutch (sliding)
Spring pressure
Annulus and sunwheel locked
Output annulus (ring gear)

B - POWER FLOW IN "IN" POSITION
11 - Output annulus (ring
6 - Output shaft
gear
7 - Uni-directional clutch
12 - Planet wheel
(clamping rollers)
13 - Locked cone clutch holds
8 - Planet carrier
sunwheel stationary.
9 - Sunwheel
10 - Hydraulic pressure
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PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION (cont'd)
Hydraulic system
The plunger-type oil pump in the overdrive is operated vi a a cam on the input shaft. The punp draws
oil from the oil sump through a suction filter and delivers this oil via a non-return ball valve
through a pressure filter to the operating pistons, solenoid valve and relief valve.
In the relief valve, there is also an integrated spring dashpot which, by giving a progressive load
application between the cone clutch and brake ring, ensures a smooth engagement and disengagement of
the cone clutch under varying driving conditions.
In direct drive, a residual hydraulic pressure of approximately 1,5 - 3,0 Bar is maintained within the
system. When overdrive is engaged, this pressure is increased to an operating pressure of
approximately 36 - 38,5 Bar.
Hydraulic system with overdrive engaged, Fig.4
The overdrive switch (in the gearshift-lever knob) operated by the driver causes the solenoid switch
to open the control valve.
The hydraulic pressure moves the operating pistons forward, overcoming the spring pressure of the cone
clutch, and the cone clutch is pressed into the conical brake ring.
For purposes of self-lubrication, the oil then flows to the input shaft, flows through it to the rear
bearing in the annulus and is then distributed for the purpose of lubricating the moving parts and
planet wheels before it finally returns into the oil sump.

TR16-103
Fig.4. Hydraulic circuit with overdrive engaged.
1 - Oi 1 pump
4 - Input shaft
2- Hydraulic pressure filter 5 - Oil pump cam
3 - Operating pistons
6 - Solenoid valve
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7 - Restrictor passage
8- Hydraulic control
9 - Oil sump with suction
filter
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PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
Hydraulic oil pressure system with overdrive disengaged
After the overdrive switch is brought into the "OUT" position, the control valve is closed by the
solenoid valve, cutting off the oil supply from the pump to the dashpot piston.
By this means, oil is exhausted from the dashpot by way of the exhaust port, the spring in the relief
valve is relaxed, and the valve returns to its direct drive position. Simultaneously, the springs of
the dashpot valve move the dashpot piston until it reaches its stop.
The operating pressure can now be progressively reduced, and the cone clutch is gently brought into
contact with the output annulus (ring gear) by the clutch return springs.

TR16-104

Fig.5. Hydraulic circuit with overdrive disengaged.
1 - Oil pump
4 - Input shaft
2 -Hydraulic pressure filter
5 - Oil pump cam
3 - Operating pistons
6 - Solenoid valve

March 1981

7 - Restrictor passage
8- Hydraulic control
9 - Oil sump with suction
filter
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ELECTRICAL CONTROL SYSTEM, Fig.6.
When the control switch in the gearshift-lever knob is put into the "IN" position, the solenoid valve
receives electrical current via the two inhibitor switches in the gearshift cover.
The electrical circuit is broken by the inhibitor switches in 1st, 2nd and reverse gears.
FAULT FINDING
Disconnect the terminal of the power cable from the solenoid. Connect a test lamp between this cable
and earth. Engage top gear, and put overdrive control switch (with ignition on) into "IN" position.
The test lamp should now light.
If this is not the case, trace the fault in the electrical system, e.g. at the fuse, in the wiring,
at the solenoid or inhibitor switches. If the test lamp does not go out with 1st, 2nd or reverse gear
engaged, the operation of the inhibitor switches must be checked.

Fig. 6. Electrical connections in conjunction with overdrive unit.
1 - Wiring loom
3 - Fuse box
5 - Operating switch
2 - Plug and socket
4 - Fuse No.11 6 - Solenoid
connection
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7 - Gearshift cover
8 - Gear inhibitor switch (2)
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FAULT FINDING (cont'd)
Overdrive does not engage
1. Too 1ittle oil in gearbox.

2. Fault in electrical circuit.
3. Insufficient pump pressure as a result of bad sealing off of pump non-return valve ball (probably
dirty valve seat).
4. Insufficient pump pressure as a result of a blockage in the relief valve or a sticking piston.
5. Pump does not work because of filter blockage.
6. Damaged parts in the overdrive.
7. Blocked restrictor passage.
8. Faulty solenoid valve.
Overdrive does not disengage
Caution: If the overdrive does not disengage, be sure not to reverse the vehicle, otherwise
extens1ve damage may be caused.
1. Fault in electrical circuit.

2. Cone clutch is sticking.
This problem can occur with a new overdrive because the cone clutch has not yet been run in
adequately. The clutch can usually be loosened with several blows (with a non-metallic hammer) on
the brake ring.
3. Damaged parts in the overdrive.
4. Seized dashpot/relief valve.
5. Restrictor passage blocked.
6. Faulty solenoid valve • .
Overdrive slips when engaging
1. Too little oil in the gearbox.
2. Insufficient pump pressure as a result of bad sealing off of the pump non-return valve ball
(probably dirty valve seat).
3. Insufficient pump pressure as a result of bad sealing of the relief valve.
4. Partially blocked filters.
5. Clutch lining worn or glazed.
6. Faulty solenoid valve.
Overdrive disengagement slow and/or no engine braking effect in over-run
1. Blockage in restrictor passage.
2. Dashpot/rel ief valve sticking.
3. Faulty solenoid valve.
Overdrive slips/no drive in reverse
1. Seized dashpot/relief valve piston. - )
)

2. Restrictor valve partially blocked. - ) - High residual pressure
)

3. Solenoid control valve faulty.

- )

4. Sunwheel circl ip adrift.
5. Glazed/worn cone clutch lining.
March 1981
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SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS
Lubrication
Gearbox and overdrive unit have a common oil supply (see Technical Data).
by means of the plug on the gearbox, fill to the bottom of the plug hole.

The oil level may be checked

The overdrive unit is equipped with pressure lubrication, whereby the oil from the relief valve flows
through drillings to an annular channel in the front casing section, from there it flows through the
centre drilling of the input shaft to the rear bearing in the ring gear. From here it is directed by
an oil thrower onto a catcher disc in the planet carrier to the planet bearings via the hollow planet
bearing pins.
Following complete draining and refilling, the oil level must be checked again after a short trial run.
It is essential that only prescribed oil be used for topping up or for an oil change.
ON NO ACCOUNT SHOULD ANY ANTI-FRICTION ADDITIVES BE USED
Since the gearbox and the overdrive have a common oil supply, scrupulous cleanliness must be maintained
throughout all servicing operations.
For cleaning externally or internally, use only petrol or paraffin, since otherwise damage may occur
to oil seals and other parts of the unit.
On no account should water be used during cleaning operations because this would also affect the
operation of the overdrive.

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS
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13-007

Hydraulic test equipment

15-010 A

Installation mandrel with spacer ring

21-063

Sealinq ring- rear overdrive housing

16-030

Pressure take-off adaptor

21-096

Extractor, sealing ring- overdrive housing
rear
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SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS - CONTENTS
Described
in this
publication

MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND CLUTCH

16 401

Contained in
operation

Overdrive assembly - check (includes
top up oil 1evel and pressure check)

X

-

16 404

Overdrive assembly - remove and install

X

-

16 408

Seal - overdrive rear housing replace

-

33 562

Switch - overdrive control - remove
and install

X

-

Swi tch - inhibitor- overdrive remove and install

X

-

Solenoid - overdrive - remove and
install

X

-

33 563
33 755

16 164 (see Section 16)

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS
16 401

OVERDRIVE ASSEMBLY -CHECK (includes top up
oil level and pressure check)

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Hydraulic test equipment
Pressure take off adaptor

13-007
16-030

1. Before checking the oil pressure, check for
current flow at the solenoid valve using a test
lamp, with 3rd or top gear engaged.
2. After first ensuring that the oil level is
correct, remove the screw plug, Fig . 7, and then
connect the hydraulic test equipment 13-007
with the adaptor 16-030, Fig.8.
~

Fig . ?. Screw plug for oil pressure check.

3. Jack up the rear of the vehicle and fit
stands, then measure the overdrive oil
pressure as follows:
Run the transmission in top gear at
approximately 40 km/h (25 miles/h) which should
show a residual oil pressure of approximately
1,7 Bar on the pressure gauge. When overdrive
is engaged, the oil pressure should rise to
approximately 36 - 38,5 Bar. With the overdrive
disengaged, the pressure gauge should return to
the residual oil pressure .
If the prescribed oil pressure is not reached,
this points to a fau lt in the hydraulic
system .
4. Refit screw plug with new sealing ring.
5. Jack up, remove stands and lower rear of
vehicle. Remove hydraulic test equipment
and adaptor.
oil pressure.
6. Check oil level - if necessa ry top up with
specified oil.
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16 404
16 404 OVERDRIVE ASSEMBLY - REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
NOTE: Before removing the overdrive unit, the
vehicle should be driven with overdrive engaged.
Then disengage overdrive with the clutch
depressed. This is the starting position for the
removal of the overdrive unit. This releases the
spline loading between planet carrier and unidirectional clutch which could make removal
difficult. This measure is only possible when the
overdrive unit can still be engaged . Otherwise it
may be necessary to proceed as described under
Item 8.
1. Disconnect earth lead from the battery.

Fig.9. Gearbox crossmember dismantled.

2. Drain gearbox/overdrive oil.
3. Separate driveshaft from overdrive flange (4
bolts) .
4. Remove gearbox crossmember (4 bolts). Support
gearbox with jack, disconnect crossmember from
overdrive and body, Fig.9, thereby
disconnecting one side complete with holder.
5. Disconnect speedometer cable (1 bolt).
6. Disconnect solenoid-valve wiring.
7. Remove nuts (8) at the front of the adaptor
plate, Fig.10A.
8. Before removing the overdrive unit at the
gearbox adaptor plate, the rear nuts (6), for
releasing the spline loading, if necessary,
should be loosened flush on the overdrive
casing, Fig.10B .
NOTE: This is only necessary if the spline loading
has not previously been released (see
introduction).

Fig . 10. A - Nuts securing overdrive to adaptor
plate
B - Nuts securing rear overdrive casing

9. First loosen overdrive from the adaptor plate
with a non-metallic hammer, then lift complete
overdrive unit out, Fig.11.

10 . Remove gearbox crossrnernber bracket from the
overdrive unit (4 bolts) .

Fig.ll. Gearbox with overdrive removed.
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16 404
To Refit
11 . Refit gearbox crossmember bracket to overdrive.
12. Fit overdrive with new gasket (do not use
jointing compound), Fig.12. First align
splines by turning (in a clockwise direction)
the output shaft while pressing the overdrive
against the gearbox until the splines become
engaged. Fit and tighten the nuts (8)
securing the overdrive to the adaptor plate.
NOTE: If the overdrive fails to meet the adaptor
plate face by approximately 16 mr.1, this means
that the splines of the uni-directional clutch
have become misaligned. In this case, remove
the overdrive unit, and re-align the splines.

Fig. 12. Refitting overdrive unit.

13. Connect solenoid wiring.
14. Refit speedome ter cable .
15. Refit gearbox crossmember to body and
overdrive unit, Fig. 13.
16. Refit driveshaft to overdrive rear flange,
(use new bolts and nuts).
17. Fill transmission with specified oil.
Technical Data) .

(See

18. Refit earth lead to battery.
Fig.13. Refitting gearbox crossmember.

33 562 SWITCH - OVERDRIVE CONTROL - REMOVE AND
INSTALL
SPECIAL SER VICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Disconnect earth lead from battery .
2. Remove gear lever knob, Fig.14. and disconnect
wiring from overdrive control switch.
3. Unscrew overdrive control switch frOM gear
lever kn.ob.
To Install
4. Screw overdrive control switch to gear lever
knob .
5. Connect wiring to overdrive control
replace gear lever knob.

s~litch

and

TR16 - 113

~~--~----~--------------------------~

Fig.14 . Rer1ove gear lever knob.

6. Refit earth lead to battery.
t~arch
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33 563
33 563

SWITCH - OVERDRIVE INHIBITOR - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Disconnect earth lead from battery.
2. Jack up vehicle and fit stands.
3. Disconnect wiring connector fron inhibitor
terminal and then unscrew inhibitor switch
from gearbox, Fig .15.
To Install

Fig.15. Remove inhibitor switch.

4. Fit new sealing ring to inhibitor switch,
refit inhibitor switch to gearbox. Connect
inhibitor switch wiring.
5. Jack up vehicle, remove stands and lower
vehicle.
6. Refit earth lead to battery.
33 752

SOLENOID - OVERDRIVE - REMOVE AND INSTALL

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Disconnect earth lead from battery.

2. Jack up vehicle and fit stands.
3. Support gearbox and remove crossmember.

TR16-115
Fig.16. Remove solenoid.

4. Disconnect solenoid wiring and remove
solenoid, Fig.16.

To Install
5. Refit solenoid with a new sealing ring and
connect solenoid wiring.
6. Refit gearbox crossmenber.
7. Check oil level - if necessary top up with
specified oil.
8. Jack up and remove stands, lower vehicle and
refit earth lead to battery.
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TECHNICAL DATA
Manufacturer

Laycock

Model

I 28

Overall transmission ratio

0,778 : 1

Oil pressure with overdrive disengaqed

1,5 to 3,0 Bar

Oil pressure with overdrive engaged

36 to 38,5 Bar

Oil specification

SQM-2C 9008-A

Oil quantity (gearbox with overdrive)

3, 1 l itres

Ti~htenin~

torgues

Nm

kgf.m

lbf.ft
23,1 to 28

Stud- gearbox to adaptor ••

33 to 40

3,3 to 4,0

Nut- gearbox to adaptor •.

50 to 62

5,0 to 6,2

Stud - adaptor to overdrive housing

3,6 to 4,3

0,36 to 0,43

2,5 to 3

Nut - adaptor to overdrive housing

7' 1 to 11,4

0, 71 to 1,14

5 to 8

Nut - extension to overdrive housing

13 to 18,5

1, 3 to 1,85

9 to 13

Screw plug- Oil pressure test .•

13 to 21,5

1,3 to 2,15

9 to 15

Bolt- Mounting bracket to overdrive

38 to 48

3,8 to 4,8

26,6 to 33,6

Bolt - Mounting bracket to body crossmember ••

70 to 90

7,0 to 9,0

49 to 63

40,5 to 51

4,05 to 5,1

28 to 36

Bolt- Crossmember to body bracket
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SECTION 17A-1

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
GENERAL DESCRIPTI ON

Effective January 1977 2,0 litre engine Transit vehicles are available with C3 automatic transmission as an
optional extra.
Apart from minor modifications this transmission will be similar to the C3 transmission assembly al ready
fitted to passenger cars, Fig. 1 .
The selector lever is located in an instrument panel gear shift gate, with the drive positions required being
selected by appropriate lever operation.
Position sequence and symbols are shown on the selector escutcheon.
In the event of impact the selector lever will engage in the gear shift gate. It may subsequently be withdrawn
again and a clearly audible clicking noise will indicate proper lever engagement (in the absence of such noise
it may be necessary for the lever to be moved slightly to the right or left) .
F-or identification of transmission provision is made for a metal tag on extension housing.
Transmission Identification Tag

(o

HA

)

©
\

\

''

®
CM17 - 191

Fig. 1. Automatic transmission operating system
A - Accelerator pedal
B - Downshilt cable
C - Throttle cable
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D - Carburettor
E - Gear shift gate
F -Selector cable
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SECTION 17A-2

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)

This automatic three-speed transmission has three forward speed selection ranges D, 2 and 1 and in addition
it has the selector positions p, R and N. A starter inhibitor prevents the engine being started up with a gear
selected. The engine can be started only in the N (Neutral) and P (Park) position.
When the engine has warmed up to its working temperature the creep of the car is slight, but even then
the footbrake must be applied before the selector lever is moved from the P or N position to
start driving.
When the position 'D' is selected, automatic gear changes upwards and downwards occur in relation to
the speed of the vehicle and, in addition, kickdown is possible. Kickdown occurs when the accelerator pedal
is fully pushed down against the bottom stop.
P = Park. In this position the output shaft is locked by a parking pawl which engages in the parking gear
wheel. The selector lever must never be moved into the P position unless the car is stationary.
R = Reverse. The R position may be selected when the car is stationary.
Never position the selector lever in R (reverse) when the vehicle is still moving forwards.
Never position the selector lever in D, 2 or 1 when the vehicle is still moving backwards.
N = Neutral. When the selector lever is in neutral, no gear changing operations take place.
NOTE: Because of the carburettor's automatic choke, engines have a very much increased idling speed when
they are cold and for several minutes after they have been started. This makes the vehicle move off immediately the selector lever is moved to position R, D, 2 or 1, so that in this case it is necessary to apply the
hand or footbrake.

Selector lever in position D. In this position the vehicle will start off in 1st gear and will automatically
change up from 1st to 2nd gear and from 2nd to top gear as the speed of the vehicle increases. Changing
down to the appropriate lower gear also occurs automatically as the vehicle speed decreases. Only in this
position can kickdown from top to 2nd and down to 1st gear occur.
Selector lever position 2. In this position the vehicle will start off in 2nd gear and remain in 2nd gear.
It is advisable to select the position '2' for gentle downhill slopes or successions of
bends (winding
road). The continuously engaged 2nd gear with its engine braking effect cuts down the work of the footbrake and improves road holding.
NOTE: Select the position '2' only when the vehicle speed is less than 80 km/h (50 mph). At speeds of more
than 80 km/h (50 mph) position 'D' should be selected.

·s·

Selector lever position 1. In this position the car will start off in 1st gear and remain in 1st gear. To protect
the brakes it is advisable to select '1' for steep downhill slopes so as to obtain the 1st gear engine braking
effect. If this is done while travelling in top gear, the automatic transmission immediately changes down
to 2nd gear and the engine braking action becomes noticeable.
If the selector lever is left in position '1 ·, the transmission changes down automatically from 2nd gear to 1st
gear when the vehicle speed has dropped to about 50 to 20 km/h (30 to 12 mph). The transmission then
remains in 1st gear when the speed is increased again. Automatic gear shifting occurs only when the selector
lever is moved back from position '1' to position 'D'.
NOTE: The selector lever must not be moved into position '1' while the vehicle is travelling at
over 80 km/h 50 (mph).
Kickdown. This can take place in any driving situation where downward gear changes are advisable, e.g.
in hilly areas or to accelerate to overtake. Kickdown from top to 2nd gear and from 2nd to 1st gear can be
effected only when the selector lever is in the 'D' position.
Vehicle Towing
If a vehicle with automatic transmission has to be towed, put the selector lever in the 'N' position. If the distance
to the destination does not exceed 20 km (12 miles), the vehicle may be towed at a speed of about 30 to 40
km/h (19 to 25 mph).
Before towing for distances exceeding 20 km (12 miles}, remove the driveshaft or lift the rear
axle of the vehicle.
Safety Tip
Before any carburettor checks are carried out with the engine running on a vehicle with automatic transmission,
it is essential to first move the selector lever to the 'P' or 'N' position and apply the handbrake
hard.
NOTE: When 'P' or 'N' is selected, on no account ollow the engine to turn at more than 4500 rev/min as this
will result in damage to the gearbox.
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Fig. 2 .
1. Gove rn o r asse mbl y
2 . Gove rn o r hu b
3 . On e-way cl utch
4 . Rea r b rake band

....
.....
~
~

)

5.
6.
7.

Forwa rd clut ch
Reve rse and top g ear c lutch
Fro nt brake band

8.
9.
10

To rqu e co nve rt er
Hydr aulic pump
Fro nt servo

11 .
1 2.
13 .

)

Va lve bod y
Vac uum diaphragm
Rea r servo

-en
en
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
HYDRAULIC SYST EM - SELECTOR POSITION 'P' OR 'N'

legend
Red

=

Fig. 3.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

Red/ black= Torque converter pressu re

Main pipe pressure

Oil fi lter
Hydraulic pump
Torque convener pressure relief
valve
Torqu e converter
Forward clutch
Reverse and direct gear c lutch
Rear lubrication
Fro nt lubrica tion
Oil cooler and return valve
Band release delay valve
Load side, front servo
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Discharge side, front servo
Fron t servo
Pressure throttle valve
Vacuum diaphragm
Pressu re balancing throttle valve
2nd gear valve
Servo regulator valve
{2nd / 3rd gear)
Pressure boos t throttle valve
Switching con trol valve
{3rd/ 2nd gear)
Modulator valve
Pressure relief throttl e valve
Mechanical governor

Main pipe pressure reduction valve
Main pipe boost valve
Main pipe regulator valve
Pressure boost valve
{1st/ 2nd lever position)
27a. Pressure boos t valve {1st/ 2nd
lever position)
28. Load side. rear servo
29. Discharge. rear servo
30. Rear servo
31. Kickdown valve
32. Manual selector slide valve
33. Switching valve (1st/ 2nd gear)
34. Switching valve {2nd/3rd gear)
24.
25.
25.
27.
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM - SElECTOR lEVER POSITION 'R'

legend
Red = M ain pipe pressure
Yellow = Throttle pressure

Red/ black

=

Torque converter pressure

®

I

®
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Fig, 4
1
2.
3.
4
5.
6
7.
8
9.
10.
11

Otl filt er
Hydraulrc pump
Torque conven er pressure relref
villvc
Torqu e conven er
Forw;ud clutch
Reverse and d rrect gear clu tch
Rear lubrrcation
Fro nt lubrrcauon
Orl cooler and return valve
Band release delay va lve
Load srde, front servo
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21 .
22.
23.

Discharge side. fro nt servo
From servo
Pressure throu le valve
Vacuum draphragm
Pressure balancing throule valve
2nd gear va lve
Servo regulator valve
(2nd/ 3rd gear)
Pressure boost thronle valve
Switching control valve
(3rd / 2nd gear)
Modulator valve
Pressure relie f thronle valve
M echanical governor

24.
25.
26.
27.

Main pipe pressure reduction valve
Marn pipe boost valve
M arn prpe regulAtor valve
Pressure boost va lve
(1st/ 2nd lever posrtion)
27a. Pressure boost va lve (1st/ 2nd
lever position)
28. Load srde rear servo
29. Discharge, rear servo
30. Rear servo
31. Kr ckdown valve
32. Manual selector slide valve
33. Switching valve (1st/ 2nd gear)
34. Switchrng valve (2nd/ 3rd gear)
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM - SELECTOR LEVER POSITION ' D-1 '

legend
Red = Main pipe pressure
Blue = Governor pressure
Yellow = Thro ttle pressure

Red /black =Torque converter pressure
Yellow /black = Reduced throttle pressure

@

F1g 5.
1
2
3
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .

Oillilter
Hydraulic pump
Torque converter pressure relief
valve
Torque converter
Forward clutch
Reverse and d11ect gear clutch
Roar lubnca uon
Fron t lubric<Jtion
Oil c:oo ler Dnd return valve
Band re lease delay valve
Lo:~d side. front servo
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12
13.
14 .
15.
16
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

DISCharge Side. front SeiVO
Front servo
Pressure throttle valve
Vacuum d1aphragm
Pressure balancing throttle valve
2nd gear valve
Servo regulatOr valve
(2nd / 3rd gear)
Pressure boost throttle valve
Switching control valve
(3rd / 2nd gear)
Modulator va lve
Pressure relief throttle valve
M echanical governor

24.
25.
26
27

Mam p1p e pressure reducuon valve
Mam pipe boost valve
Ma1n p1pe regulator valve
Pressure boost valve
(1st/ 2nd lever poSitiOn)
27a Pressure boost valve {1st/2nd
lever poSitiOn }
28. Load s1de. rear servo
29. Discharge. rear servo
30. Rear servo
31. K1ckdown valve
32. M anual selector slide valve
33. Switch1ng valve (1st / 2nd gear)
34. Sw•tchmg valve (2nd/ 3rd gear)
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM - SELECTOR LEVER POSITION ' D-2'
Lege nd
Red = M ain pipe pressure
Blue = Governor pressure
Yellow = Throttle pressure

Red/black= Torque converter pressure
Yellow/black = Reduced throttle pressure

CM17-105 N

Fig. 6
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11 .

011 trit er
Hydr<Juhc pump
Torque: converter pressure relief
VO'IIve
Torqu<' converter
Forward clu tch
Reverse :md drrect gear clu tch
Renr lul)flcatron
From luhr1 ca ti on
011 cooler and rewrn valve
Bnncl release delay valve
Load s1de. front servo

December 19 7 6

12.
13.
14,
15
16
17
18
19
20.
21 .
22.
23.

Drscharge side. front servo
Fron t servo
Pressure throu le valve
V<Jcuum diaphragm
Pressure balanc.ng throule valve
.lnd gear valve
Servo regulator valve
(2nd / 3rd gear)
Pressure boost throule valve
Swrtchrng control valve
(3rd / 2nd gear)
M odula tor valve
Pressure relief throule valve
Mechanrcal governor

M ;11n prpe pressure reductron v<~lve
Marn prpe boost v<~lve
26. Mam prpe regulator valve
Pressure boost valve
27
(1St / 2nd lever POSitiOn)
27a Pressure boost valve (1st / 2nd
lever posruon)
28. Load srde, rear servo
Drscharge. rear servo
29
Rear servo
30
31
Krckctown valve
32. M anual selector slrcte va lve
33. Sw1tCh1ng valve (1st / 2nd gear)
Swnchrng valve (2nd/ 3rd gear)
34

24
25
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM - SELECTOR LEVER POSITION ' D -3'

Legend
Red /black = Torque converter pressure
Yellow/ red = Boosted throttle pressure

Red = Ma in pipe pressure
Blue = Governor pressure
Yellow - Throttle pressure

®

®
CD

Fig. 7.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Oil f11ter
Hydrauhc pump
Torque converter pressure relief
valve
Torque converter
Forward clutch
Reverse and direct gear clutch
Rear lubrication
Front lubrication
Oil cooler and return valve
Band release delay valve
Load side. from servo

December 1 97 6

12
13.
14.
15.
16
17
18
19.
20
21
22.
23

Discharge side. front servo
Front servo
Pressure throttle valve
Vacuum diaphragm
Pressure balancing throttle valve
2nd gear valve
Servo regu lator valve
(2nd / 3rd gear)
Pressure boost throttle valve
Switching control valve
(3rd / 2nd gear)
Modulmor valve
Presswe re lief th1 ottle valve
Mechan1cal governor

24 .
25.
26.
27.

Main p1pe pressure reduction valve
Main p1pe boost valve
Mam p1pe regulator valve
Pressure boost valve
(1st/ 2nd lever pos1t10n)
27a Pressure boost valve (1st 2nd
lever POSitiOn)
28
Load side. rear servo
29. Discharge rear servo
30. Rear servo
31 . Kickdown valve
32. Manual selector slide valve
33. Switchmg valve (1st/2nd gear)
34. Switch1ng valve (2nd/3rd gear)
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM - SELECTOR LEVER POSITION ' 2'
Legend
Red = Main pipe pressure
Blue = Governor pressure
Red / black = Torque converter pressure

Blue/ red = Pressure to boost the main pipe pressure
(rear w heels drivmg engme). with selector lever
m position 1 or 2

:.::...J.::::=~

®

(2)
=Fr g 8
1

2
3

011 fr l tr• r
llytll auhc pun)!)
1 orqu•· convrrter prPSSurr r r.lrcl
VtliVP

4

5
G
7
8
9
10
11

TorCIUt' converter
Forw,ud clutch
R!:vf•rsc and duect geo~r clutch
Ro,H lubrrcmron
Front lubrrcmron
Orl COCller Hnd re turl1 v,t lvr
Bnncl rclense delny v<tlvr
Lo,td srde. front servo
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Drsch;uqe srde. front servo
Front servo
Pressure thrOIIIe valve
Vncuum drt~phragm
Prrssure balancrng throlliP vnlve
2nd guar valve
Servo regulator valve
(2nd 3rd gear)
Pressure boost thronle valve
Swuchrng control valve
(3rd ' 2nd gear)
M odul.rtor valve
Pressure relrel thron le vnlve
Mcch<1nrcal governor

24
25
26
27

Marn prpe pressure reduct ron va lve
Marn prpe boost valve
M<Hn prpc regulator valve
Pressure boost valve
(1st 2nd lever posruon)
27a Pressure boost valve (1st 2nd
lever posuron)
28
Load srcle. rear s~rvo
29
Drschargc. rear servo
Rear servo
30
31
Krckdown va lve
M anual selector slrde valve
32
Swrtchrng valve (1st/ 2nd gonr)
33
34
Swuchrng valve (2nd 3rd gear)
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM - SELECTOR LEVER POSITION '1'
Legend

Red = M ain pipe pressu re
Blue = Governor pressure

Yellow = Throttle pressure
Red / black= Torque converter pressure

®
®

I
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Fig. 9.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Oil filter
Hydraulic pump
Torqu e convener pressure relief
valve
Torque converter
Forward cl utch
Reverse and direct gear clutch
Rear lubrication
Fron t lubricat1on
Oil coo ler and return valve
Band release delay va lve
Load side, fro nt servo

December 1976

1 2.
13.
14.
1 5.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21 .
22.
23.

Discharge side. fron t servo
Front servo
Pressure throttl e valve
Vacuum diaphragm
Pressure balancing throttle valve
2nd gear valve
Servo regulator valve
(2nd / 3rd gear)
Pressure boost throttl e valve
Switch1ng control valve
(3rd/ 2nd gear)
M odulator valve
Pressure rel1ef throttle va lve
Mechan1cal governor

24.
25.
26.
27.

Main p1pe pressure reducuon valve
Main p1pe boost valve
Main pipe regulator va lve
Pressure boost valve
(1st/ 2nd lever position)
27a. Pressure boost valve (1st/ 2nd
lever position)
28. Load side. rear servo
29. Discharge. rear servo
30. Rear servo
31. Kickdown valve
32. Manual selector slide valve
33. Switching valve (1st/ 2nd gear)
34. SwitChing valve (2nd / 3rd gear)
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SECTION 17A-11

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS

Fluid level check

..,.u.

An accurate fluid level check is best carried out
directly after a short run when the transmission
fluid has reached its operating temperature (65 °C)
( 150 ° F).
Carry out the check as follows:
1.

Position the vehicle on level ground, apply the
handbrake and depress the brake pedal.

2.

With the engine idli ng, move the selector lever
through all positions three times.

3.

Move the selector lever to position ·p· and
wa it for 1 minute.
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4.

5.

W ith the engine idling withdraw the dipstick,
Fig. 10. wipe it with a clean rag, replace and
withdraw again. The flu id level shou ld be at
'Max·.

~::: :

······ .. .
.....
Fig . 10. Automatic gearbox fiuid level check

If necessary, top up with the specified transmission fluid through the dipstick tube.
NOTE: If the fluid level is below the 'min.'
mark check transmission and oil cooler for
leaks.
Dark brown or black transmission oil is indicative of worn clutches or brake bands; if
necessary, the transmission assembly should
be dismantled and cleaned.

T o adjust the front brak e band
1.

Unhook the downshift cable from the transmission downshift lever.

2.

Slacken the lock nut on the adjusting screw
and slacken the adjusting screw by a few
turns.

3.

Screw in the adjusting screw using the Tool
17- 005. Fig. 11 , until the torque wrench
disengages.

4.

Slacken the adjusting scre w by 1 t urns
and secure it with the lock nut. holding the
adjusting screw s till while doing so

5.

Connect the clownshift cable to transmission
downshift lever.

t

Fig. 11 . Brake band adjustment
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SECTION 17A- 12

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

Check m ain line pressure (Oil pressure test)

1.

Connect oil pressure gauge to transmiSSion
housing measuring connection, Fig. 12.

2.

Position gauge in vehicle in such a manner
that it can be easily read from the driver's
seat.

3.

Run the engine until transmiSSIOn operating
temperature is reached.

CM17 - 154

Fig. 12. Check oil pressure

4.

Check oil pressure at
MN/m2
Selector posi tion :
R
0 ,60- 0,90
P-N
0.34- 0 ,50
0 -2- 1
0.40- 0.60

idling speed:
kgf/cm 2
lbf/in 2

(6 ,0- 9,0)
(3.4-5,0)
(4,0- 6 ,0)

(86-128)
(49- 71)
(57-85)

Low oil pressure at idling speed:
(a)
check oil level.
(b)
check valve body.
(c)
check torque converter and pump gears,
if necessary dismantle and clean transmission assembly.
High oil pressure at idling speed:
(a)
check engine idling speed.
(b)
check vacuum connections on engine.
vacuum line and connector as well as
throttle valve.
(c)
check valve body.

5.

Check oi l pressure at
MN/m 2
Selector position:
R
1,67 - 1,90
0
1,00- 1,1 4
Low
(a)
(b)
(c)

stall speed:
kgf/cm 2

lbf/in2

(16,7-19.0) (238- 270)
(10,0- 11.4) (143- 162)

oil pressure at stall speed:
check vacuum line and throttle valve.
check valve body.
check forward clutch and/or reverse and
top gear clutch and rear servo.

High oil pressure at stall speed:
(a)
check valve body assembly.
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SECTION 17A-13

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS
(cont'd)
TORQUE CONVERTER- TEST AND CLEAN
Test for contact between the turbine wheel
st ator and the pump case

Mount the torqu e converter on the hydraulic pump
hollow shaft and rotate converter, Fig. 13. There
must be no sounds of metall ic contact.

Fi g. 13. Check the contact between turbine whee l stator and
pump case

Test for contact between the stator and the
turbine

Turn the converter round. Push through the input
shaft and ro tate, Fig. 14. There must be no sounds
of metallic contact.

CM17-91

Fig. 14. Check for contact between stator and turbine

Examine t11e torque converter hub for scoring or
w ear in the hydraulic pump oil sea l area, Fig, 15.
Check the three torque converter moun ting bosses
for proper attachment and cracks at the welds, Fig.
15.
To clean the torque converter

Drain the converter, and flush thoroughly with
about 1 litre ( 1, 75 pint s) of clean paraffin through
t he hollow hub. If metal pa rticles are found, the
torqu e converter should be renewed complete.
since it is not possible to clean it satisfactorily.
Torque converter identification

Owing to dependence on engine type the converter
is identi fi ed by 2 letters (aft er part number) on front
face. See Fig. 1 5 (ri ght-hand part of illustration).

December 1976

Fig. 15. Check the co nverter hub for scoring or wear
A- M ounting bosses (3)
B- Drain plug
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SECTION 17A-14
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMIS.S'I i. .N
FAULT DIAGNOSIS CHART

Symptoms
0>

Action to be take n

Engine fai ls to start (ba ttery and starter motor O.K)

Rep lace starter inhibitor switch

Eng1ne fails to start in 'N' or ·p·

Adjust selector rod

Eng ine can be started in all selector lever positions

Replace starter inhibi tor .s witch

No gaarshift noticeable or no drive in any
driving position

Check in line w ith testing instru ctions sub-operat1on
3 and 4. Carry out oil. pressure test. If oil pressure 0 K
mechan i~aJ fault : Check. input sh<tft splln9$. forward
clutch, rotor. if necessary dismantle and clean
transmission ossombly

No gear change noticeable in selector lever ' R'
POSition
Gear change correct in ' D', '2' and ' 1'
No drive in 'R'

Check engine braking effect in '1', if 0 K repair reverse
and top gear clutch, if not OK remove rear servo and
check together wi th brake band

No gear chan9e notio.eable .i r1 '·!Y'. ·2· and: 1'
No drive in ·o·. '2' and '1'
OK in ' R'

Carry o ut oil RresstJ re test. If too low in ·o·. '2' and '1'
c heck rear servo as w ell as forward c lutch oil seals.
If oil pressure OK. mechanical fault :
c heck output shaft front planet gear assembly

No gear cha nge noticeable in ' D'
OK in '2' and '1'
No dt~ ve in ·o·

Adjust selector rod. Transm1ssion freewheel as.sembly fau lty.
Completely dtsmantle and clean transmission and
housing

Very ro ugh gear c hange in all positions

Adjust engine idling speed in ·o· 650- 700 rev/ min.
Check vacuum system, carry o ut oil pressure tes t

Vehtcle creeping in ;;II positions except ·p· and ' R'

Forward clutch locked (tatling to disengage).
Disman tle and cle!!n trant>mlssion

c

.,e
V>

I

0
ti>

c

>

. .. .

0

~

-- r-Lo ud mechanica l noises when stationary in all
positro ns

Carry out statio nary convertor test actuating hand and
foot brakes. No noise in ' N', noise becomin,g. audible in
' R' and ·o· and louder when opening throttle.
Repl ace converter. dtsmantle and c lean transmission

Loud rnechamcal nolses whe n starting off
(veh1cle moving )

Dnve po.wer tra nsm1Ss1on to pl anet gears etc. faulty

Slurp1ng no1ses or sudden interruption of drive
pow er wh en movmg o ff

Che.ck oil level. If oil level OK check oil pressure.
oil filter. If OK c-heck hydrau lic pu.mp

Stall test not feasible 11, ' R' and ' D'
Eng1ne revv1 ng up
Gear c hanges OK

Check thronle sys tem. Carry o ut oil p1·essure test.
If pressure low. check first governor. then hydraulic pump

Stall test not fe as1ble in ' R'
Eng1ne revving up
Stall test in ' D'. '2' and ., . OK

Check eng1ne b raking_etfect in '1' if not OK check rear servo.
If OK repair reverse and wp gear c lutch assemblies

Stall test not feasible in ' D'
Eng ine revving up
Stall test in ' R' OK

Carrv out chec k in ·2· an d '1'.
If OK freewheel fau lty. D1smantle and clean transm is.s•on

Cl>

-=<ii.
~

ro

V>

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
FAULT DIAGNOSIS CHART (cont'd)

Symptoms

Acuo n to be taken

Bad acceleration Fmal speed and engme OK

Remove torque converter Check stator

Unsausfactory performance
Fmal speed not bemg obtamed (Engine OK.
ac::eleration OK) . Oil becom1 ng very hot

Test according to test schedule (full throule and
kickdown) . If OK. remove torque convener and check
freewheel operauon

W1th accelerator pedal moderately depressed
(1 500-2000 rev/ mrn) transmission changes
to 2nd gear at speed above 45 km/ h (30 mph)
(gear change delayed)

Check vacuu m system Carry ou1 oil pressure test
Check governor. 1f OK check 1st/ 2nd gear Shi ft va lve
If OK check Oil seals on governor hub

Wtth gradual acceleratton (accelerator pedal
moderately depressed, 1500-2000 rev/ mm)
transmtsston chang.ng directly from 1st to 3rd gear

Check front brake band ad1ustment, carry out otl pressure
test, check front servo check transmtss1on housmg.
1St/ 2nd gear shif t valve

Wtth gradunl acceleratton (accelerator pedal
modera tely depressed: 1500-2000 rev/ mrn)
transmtSSion la1ls to change to 3rd gear

Carry ou1 otl pressure test. Checl<. governor. chec~
transmrsston hous1ng 2nd / 3rd gear sh1 ft valve
01smantle and clean transmiSSIOn assembly

E1ther no gear change occurs or starung off
tn 2nd or 3rd gear w1th selector lever m D'

Carry out 011 pressure test Check governor check
transmiSSIOn houstng check o1l seals (3) on governor hub

K1ckdown sh1lt speeds too low
Gearsh1ft cha nges too early

Check k1ckdown cable adjus tment Carry ou t 011
pressure test. Check governor Check 011seals (3)
o n governor hub
Carry out oil pressure test Check governor check
transmiSSIOn hous1ng. check oil seals (3 ) on governor hub

ro

Sh1lt speed too htgh when changmg up fro m 1st
to 2nd gear and /or 2nd to 3rd gear full throHie
( ktckdown ) change (gear change delayed)

~

Loud wh1nmg n01ses at higher eng1ne speeds

(.!)

-TransmiSSIOn
·
not chang ing dow11 10 2nd gear

Check 011 filter and check hydrauliC pump nnd
1ntake systems

r·
0>

c

5>
c

.t=
u
Q)

wuh accelerator pedal fully depressed (kickdown)
at 65 km / h (40 mph) 1n ·o·

--

Check k1ckdown cab le adjustment Carry ou t otl
pressure test Check k1ckdown va lve 10 transmiSSIOn
housmg

TranSmiSSIOn not changtng down to 2nd gear with
accelerator pedal depressed approx 3 4 of travel
at 50 km/ h (30 mph) in '0', otherwiSe OK

Carry out oil pressure test check governor check
transmiSSIOn housmg

•w1th change from ·o· to '1' at 70 km h (44 mph)
and Wilh accelera tor pedal released no braking
effect bv changmg back to 2nd gear

AdJ uSt fro nt brake band. Carry out 0 11 pressu re tes t
Check fro nt servo

•TransmiSSIOn changmg to 1st gear at speeds above
70 km h (44 mph) when changmg from ·o· to
.,. at 50 km h (30 mph) wrth accelerator pedal
released

Carry out otl pressure test Check transm1ss10n housmg
(Shih valves). check governor

•TransmiSSIOn changmg to 1st gear at speed bel ow
2~ km / h ( 16 mph) wh en shifting lrom ·o· to .,.
at 70 km ' h (44 m ph) w ith accelerator pedal
released

Carry ou t oil pressu re test. Check transmiSSIO n housmg.
Check rear servo. Check governor

Parkmg tnhtbilor not operative on steep gradtents

AdJUSt selector hnkage Check parking mechamsm

-

--

--

*W1th these symp toms dnve ca r with oil pressure gauge co nnected and check whet her ma1n hne pressure increases (as it should do)
when chang1ng manually at 80 km / h (50 mph) fro m ·o· to ' 2' or '1'.
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SECTION 17A- 16

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
FAULT DIAGNOSIS CHART (cont'd)

OTHER POSSIBLE CAUSES OF FAULTS
Symptoms

Action to be taken

Selector leve r d1ff1cult to move or locked

Ch eck
Ch eck
Check
Check

Con verter lea ks
Corr ect loca t1on of conv erter gu1de bush in
conv ert er hous1ng mu st be ensured wh en
repla c 1ng tr ansm 1ss ion hydra ulic pump oil sea l

Ch ec k:
En g in e rear gask et, Transmission oil pump seal, Conv ert er housing to
transmissio n hou si ng bolts (with aluminium washers ), Torque conv ert er
oi l drain plug , Torq ue conve rter weld nuts, Torque co nve rter welds

Transm 1ss io n leaks

Check :
Extension housing oil seal, Transmissi o n side conn ections and circuits ,
Front servo adjusting sc rew, Selector lever and kickd ow n lever 0-ring seals,
Extens1on housing to transmission housing seal, Test connection, Oil
sump seal, Speed ometer drive sealing ring , Vacuum plug socket se aling
rin g

Oil loss w1t hout ex tern al lea k

Replace vac uum diaphragm

selector leve r
selector linkage and transmiss io n manual shift valve
Neutral switch
correct seating of Code plate (on transmission housing)

General recommendations on remedial action:
1.

If seve ral po ssi bilit 1es o f remecl 1a l ac ti o n are indi ca ted in th e fault diagnosis chart in relation to an y one symptom, start with
th e first ope rat 1on spec ifi ed and check res ults before p roceedi ng t o th e nex t operation .

2

If more than on e symp•om is applic abl e start with th e remedial action wh ic h involves th e min imum workload .

3.

Th e 0pe rat1on ·o 1sma ntle and c lea n tr ansmission asse mbly' is sp eci fi ed in respect of instances wh ere faults are attribut able
to wear or dam ag e. In connect1on with the rel evan t ope rat1on( s) shavi ngs or brak e band abrasiv e dust must be removed
fr om all transmis sio n parts in orde r to avoid consequ enti al damag e. In particular the t orque converter, oi l coole r and oil cooler
p1pcs sho u ld be th oro ughl y flu shed.
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SECTION 17A-17

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION
B111 rsh

SClliiC'Cd

European
Sour ced

German
Sourced

~

Tool Name

Dial gauge mounting
block

15-008

Dial indicator holding
f1xture
P-4008

15-022

G2 -4209 -E

Transmission extens1on
housmg oil seal
remover
17 -001

Transmission extension
housmg oi l seal
replacer
17 -002

Brake band torque
wrench
17-005-A OR
CBW-547 -A 50

17-005 OR
GAT-701

Gearbox mountmg
bracket
17 -006

Clutch spring
compressor

Shift lever oil seal
replacer
p 7126

17-008

GAT-706

Oil pump aligner

Pump housing oil sea l
installer
17 -010
Gl•1 128~10
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SECTION 17A-18

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION (cont'd)
Broush
Sourced

Euro pean
Sourced

German
So ur ced

Tool Name

Pump housing oil seal
remover
17 -011

Universal spindle
21·023

Oil pressure test gauge
C BW· 1· C

GAT 702

Piston rod checking
gauge

C/4/28J /D

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS CONTENT - PART 'A'

Described
17
17
17
17
17

214
Automatic transmission assembly- remove and install
634
Gear-selector mechanism - remove and install
634 8 Selector lever assembly - dismantle and reassemble
667
Cable-selector lever - remove and install
683
Cable-downshift- remove and install
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Contained
in
operation

Unique
for
Transit

X
X
X
X
X

SECTION 17A-1 9
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

0"

ro

.....

Describ ed
in this
publication

Contained
in
operation

(.0

-...J

:II

Also applicable to certain variants in the
following model ranges

s

Escort
' 75 onwards

Capri II

Taunus'76
Cortina ' 77

Consul
Granada

nm
)>

z
c

<J)

17 111

Automatic transmission assembly -check

X

X

X

X

X

17 132

Brake band - front - adjust

X

X

X

X

X

::rJ

,m

,m
)>

::rJ

17 214 8

Automatic transmission assembly -overhaul
(transmission removed)

X

X

X

X

X

0

I

:II

17 234 4

Valve body assembly - remove and install
(sump removed)

)>

17 214 8

-

X

X

X

X

~
0

z

17 238

Vacuum diaphragm -remove and install

X

X

X

X

X

en

17 252

Servo assembly- front- remove and install

X

X

X

X

X

0

17 256

Servo assembly- rear- remove and install

X

X

X

X

X

17 274 4

Pump- front- remove and install
(transmission removed)

X

X

X

X

n

z
....m
....z

,
I

17 214 8

-

17 354

Governor- remove and install

X

X

X

X

X

17 376

Seal - extension housing - replace

X

X

X

X

X

17 382

Gear- speedometer driven -remove and
install

X

X

X

X

X

I

)o
:II

....
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....

:II
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z
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....

en
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....
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17 682

Cable -downshift- adjust

17 694

Inhibitor switch- remove and install

17 683

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS- PART 'A '

17 214

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
ASSEMBLY- REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Drive vehicle over pit or on to ramp.

2.

Disconnect earth cable from battery.

3.

Remove exhaust pipe from exhaust manifold,
unhook assembly from rear retaining strap and
swing to side.

Fig. 16. Driveshaft fixing
A- Centre beanng
B - Rear axle flange

4.

Remove driveshah assembly, Fig. 16 (6 bolts).
To prevent oil loss slide driveshah stub or
output sha ft dust cap into gearbox extension
housing, Fig. 17.
It should be possible for dust cap and/ or
driveshaft stub to freely slide into extension housing. Cap and/ or stub should be
clean and have no sharp edges.

Fig. 17. Output shaft dust cap

5.

Disconnect oil cooler pipes from transm1ss1on
housing. Fig. 18. Plug pipe ends to prevent
dirt from penetrating into oil pipes.

Fig. 18. Oil pipes. transmission to cooler
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SECTION 17A-21

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
PART 'A'

17 214
6.

(cont'd)

Disconnect vacuum pipe from vacuum diaphragm, Fig. 19.

Fig. 19. Vacuum diaphragm

7.

Remove selector lever cable from transmissi on
lever (split pin) and bracket, Fig. 20.

Fig. 20. Remove selector lever cable

8.

Remove downshift cable from transmission
downshift leve r and bracket, Fig. 21.

9.

Disconnect cable from sta rter inhibitor switch.

Fig. 21. Disconnect downshift cable from transmission
and bracket
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SECTION 17A- 22

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
PART 'A'

1 0.

Remove speedometer drive cable from extension housing (1 bolt), Fig. 22.

11.

Disconnect starter motor cable and remove
starter motor assembly (2 bolts).

Fig. 22. Speedometer drive cable removed

12.

Remove cove r plate with cable bracket from
converter housing (4 bolts). Fig. 23.

Fig. 23. Remove cover plate and selector cable bracket

1 3.

Remove torque converter drive plate bolts (3)
through starter motor aperture, Fig. 24.

Fig. 24. Remove torque converter drive plate bolt through
starter motor aperture
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SECTION 17A-23

AUT OMATI C TRANSMISSION
PART 'A'
~7

214

14.

Disconnect oil filler pipe from engine (1 bolt)
then withdraw from transmission housing,
Fig. 25.
To protect transmission from dirt penetration, plug oil filler opening.

(cont'd)

Fig. 25. Oil filler pipe

1 5.

Remove downshift cable bracket assembly
from engine block (2 bolts). Fig. 26.

Fig. 26. Remove downshift cable bracket

1 6.

Remove transmission support bracket from
transmission and body (5 bolts). Fig. 27,
supporting transmission during removal.

17.

Remove transmission flange bol ts (5) and
place earth strap together with vacuum pipe
bracket on one side.

18.

Carefu lly lower transmission assembly and
remov e.
NOTE: Torque converter is filled with oil and
shou ld therefore be pressed firmly against
transmission when lifting out transmission.

Fig . 27. Transmission support bracket
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SECTION 17A-24

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
PART 'A '

To Install
Tighten all bolts and nuts to specified torque.
If necessary place adapter plate on engine flange
guide bushes and centra li se.
19.

Replace transmission and torque converter.
When installing transmission attention
should be paid to the following points:
(a)

Converter oil drain plug must be aligned
on drive plate opening.

(b)

With torque converter hub fully engaged
in oil pump drive gear distance 'A '
between conve rter casing flange and
centrin g pivot shou ld be at least 10
mm (0,4 in), Fig. 28. Strict compliance with converter installation
instruction is essential to prevent
damage to transmission and flywheel assemblies.

Fig. 28. Converter installation dimension 'A'

NOTE : With converter casing flush with
engine block converter should rotate
easily. Only then should flange bolts be
fitted and tightened.
20.

Fit transmission flange bolts. at the same time
securing earth strap and vacu um pipe bracket.

21.

Fit transmission support bracket assembly to
body and transmission. Fig. 29. and torque to
specification.

Fig. 29. Fit transmission support bracket assembly

22.

Attach downshift cable bracket to engine block.
Fig. 30.

Fig. 30. Fit downshift cable bracket
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
PART 'A '

17 214

{cont' d)

23.

Insert oil filler tube with sealing lip into
transmission housing and attach to engine
block with flange bolt.

24.

Fit torque converter to drive plate and tighten
bolts (3). Fig. 31.

Fig. 31. Torque converter to drive plate bolt

2 5.

Bolt cover plate and gearshift cable to converter casing.

26.

Insta ll starter motor and connect cable.

2 7.

Connect speedometer cable to tr<snsmission,
Fig. 32.

Fig. 32. Connec t speedometer cable

28.

Connect cable to starter inhibitor switch.

29.

Fit downsh ift cable to downshift lever and
bracket and adjust (see Operation 17 682).
Fig. 33.

Fig. 33. Fi t downshift cable
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SECTION 17A- 26

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
PART 'A '

30.

Attach selector lever cable to transmissi on
lever and bracket and adjust (see Operat ion
17 667), Fig. 34.

31.

Connect vacuum pipe to vacuum diaphragm.

Fig. 34. Fit selector lever cable

32.

Remove plug and attach oil pipes to transmission. Fig. 35.

Fig. 35. Connec t oil pipes to transmission

33.

Remove plug from extension housing and fit
driveshaft w ithout strain, Fig. 3 6.

34.

Fit exhaust pipe to exhaust manifold and hook
into rear retaining strap.

35.

Connect battery earth strap.

36.

Top up with specified transmission oil (see
' Service Adjustments and Checks').

Fig. 36. Driveshalt installed
A - Centre bearing
B - Rear axle fl ange
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
PART ' A '

17 634

GEAR SELECTOR LEVER
ASSEMBLY - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

To Remove
1.

Disconnect battery earth strap.

2.

Remove instrument cluster cowl (2 bolts front.
clipped in on top).

3.

Remove instrument cluster complete with
cover plate (2 bolts). Fig. 37. Disconnect cable
connections and speedometer drive cable and
lift out ins trumen t cluster assembly.

Fig. 37. Remove instrum ent cluster assembly

4.

Remove selector lever knob.

5.

Prise oH selector lever escutcheon (clipped in
at 3 points). Fig. 38.

Fig. 38. Lih off selector lever escutcheon

6.

Remove escu tcheon illumination.

7.

Remove de mister nozzle (inside left). (2 bolts).
Fig. 39.

8.

Remove fresh air and demister nozzle hoses
(outside left) from distributor box and place
on side.

9.

Disconnect and remove heater control switch.

10.

Disconnect and remove heated rear window
switch (where fitted).

Fig. 39. Remove demistcr nozzle
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
PART 'A'

11.

Disconnect se lector cable from shift selector
lever ( 1 split pin).

12 .

Remove selector lever w ith housing
instrument panel (6 bolts). Fig. 40.

from

Fig. 40. Remove selector housing bolts

To Install
13.

Fit selector lever w ith housing and bolt to
instrument panel. commencing with bottom
bol ts.

14.

Att ach selector cable to shift selector lever
( 1 spl it pin). Fig. 41.

15.

Fit heated rear window switch and connect
ca ble (where fitted).

1 6.

Connect fresh air and demister nozzle hoses
(outside left) to distributor box.

17.

Fit de mister nozzle (inside left).

Fig. 41 . Conn ect selector cable to shift selector lever

I 8.

Fit escutcheon illumination assembly
install selector lever escutcheon, Fig. 42 .

and

19 .

Conn ect cables ancl speedometer drive cable
and fit instrument cluster complete with cover
plate.

20.

Fit instrument cluster cowl.

2 1.

Fit selector lever knob.

22.

Connect battery earth strap.

Fig. 42. Fit selector lever escutcheon
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SELECTOR LEVER
ASSEMBLY - DISMANTLE
AND REASSEMBLE
(selector lever removed)

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Dismantle
1.

Remove selector lever clip from selector housing (2 bolts). Fig. 43.

Fig. 43. Remove selector lever clip

2.

Remove retaining clamp from yoke and slide
selector lever through shift shaft installation
aperture downwards and out. Fig. 44.

3.

Remove selector lever yoke from shift shaft
(1 spl it pin).

Fig. 44. Remove retaining clamp

4.

Remove shift shah from selector housing
( 1 circlip).

5.

Press shift shaft bushes out of selector housing. using SLiitable length o f tubing, Fig. 45.

CMI

I

Fig. 45. Press out shift shah bushes
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To Reassemble
6.

Drive shift shaft bushes flush with selector
housing.

7.

Install shift shaft (lightly greased) in housing
and secure with circlip, Fig. 46.

Fig. 46. Install and secure shift shaft

8.

Fit selector lever yoke to selector lever ( 1 split
pin), Fig. 47 .

Fig. 47. Fit selector lever yoke

9.

From underside insert selector lever through
shift shaft install ation aperture, with the
selector lever lock pin engaging in the yoke
recess. Fig. 48. Secure selector lever by means
of retaining clamp.

10.

Attach selector lever clip and guide bushes to
selector housing, using 2 bolts.

Fig. 48. Fit selector lever
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SELECTOR CABLE - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Disconnect battery earth strap.

2.

Remove selector cable from transmission lever
( 1 split pin).

3.

Remove selector cable from converter housing
bracket. Back off selector cable locking nut
and unhook cable from bracket. Fig. 49.

Fig. 49. Remove selector lever cable

4.

Remove instrumen t cluster cowl (2 front bolts.
clip in top fill ing).

5.

Remove instrument cl uster complete with
cover plate (2 bolts}. Disconnect cables and
speedometer drive cable and lift ou t instrument cluster assembly, Fig. 50.

Fig. 50. Remove instrument cluster

6.

Disconnect
swi tch.

and

remove

heater

blower

I.

Remove selector cable from shift shaft bracket
( I split pin). Fig. 51.

/
CMt7 ·1 68

/

Fig. 51. Disconnect selector cable (split pin)
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8.

Remove selector cable from heater assembly
bracket ( 1 nut) and lift out cable assembly,
Fig. 52.

To Install

9.

Fi t cable assembly and attach to heater
assembly bracket (ensurin g correct location
and paying attention to rubber grommet).

10.

Attach selector cable to shift shaft lever.

1 1.

Connec t heater assembly switch and install.

Fig. 52. Disconnect selector cable from heater assembly
bracket

12.

Connect cables and speedometer drive cable
and fit instrument cluster complete with cove r
plate.

13.

Fit instr~unent clus ter cowl. Fig. 53.

CM17-177

Fig. 53. Fi t instrumen t cluster cowl

14.

Engage selector lever in

·o· posit ion. Fig. 54.

CM17- 178

Fig. 54. Selector lever in

December 1976
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1 5.

M ove transm 1ss1on selector lever to ·o·
position. Fig. 55 (2 notches from front abutment).

.-1
CM17-179

Fig. 55. Transmission selector lever in

1 6.

·o· pOSIIIOn

Fit selector cable to converter housing bracket
ann adjust cable in such a manner that split
pin may be inserted into transmission lever
without stra in. Fig. 56. Tighten lock nut.

Fig. 56. Adju st cable

1 7.

Connect selector cable to transmission
selector lever ancl secure. Fig. 57.

18.

Connect battery earth strap.

19.

U sin~J manual gearshih lever check whether
all positions are obtai nable and engagement
ca n be l olt. tr necessa ry readjust ca ble.

Fig. 57. Fit cable
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DOWNSHIFT CABLE - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove air filter.

2.

Disconnect cable top end from carburettor
linkage connecting lever {split pin). Fig. 58.

Fig. 58. Disconnect downshift cable from carburetlor linkage
connecting lever

3.

Remove outer cable from top bracket.
Unscrew adjusting nut from threaded cou pling.
pull outer cable right back and unhook from
bracket (slot), Fig. 59.

Ct-' 17 - 182

Fig. 59. Unhook outer cable from bracket (slot)

4.

Remove outer cable from transmission bracket.
Unscrew nut from threaded coupling and unhook cable from bracket (slot). Fig. 60.

5.

Unhook cable from transmission downshift
lever and withdraw cable assembly.

Fig. 60. Remove downshift cable from transmission and
bracket
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To Install
6.

Reconnect cable to transmission downshift
lever.

7.

Fit outer cable to transmission bracket and
install cable, Fig. 61.

Fig. 61 . Fit outer cable to transmission bracket

8.

Locate threaded coupling in upper bracket.
Inn er nut must be screwed completely on to
threaded coupling, outer nut on ly a few turns,
Fig. 62.

9.

Connect cable to ca rburettor linkage connecting lever (1 split pin).

Fi g. 62. Connect outer cable to upper bracket

10 .

Adjust downshift cable.
Before adjusting downshift cable check
that the throttle plate is fully open when
accelerator pedal is completely depressed.
Depress accelerator pedal far enough for
throttle plate to fully open. Using screwdriver
then press downshift cable lever away from
operating shaft lever and shorten or lengthen
cable by means of adjusti ng screw s until
clearance of 0,5 to 1,3 mm (0,02 to 0,05 in)
is obtained between operating shaft lever and
downshift cable, Fig. 63. Tighten lock nuts.

Fig. 63. Adjust downshift cable
A- 0,5 to 1,3 mm (0.02 to 0,05 in)
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
ASSEMBLY - CHECK

Special Service Tools Required : None
If, owing to local conditions. the speeds
associated with the change from 2nd to 3rd
gear are not practicable the following test
should be carried out: If the accelerator pedal
is fully depressed at 75 km/h (46 mph)
(kickdown) with the selector lever in position
'D' the transmission must change down to 2nd
gear.

1.

Engine should start with selector lever in
positions ·p· and 'N' only.

2.

A sligh t response must always be felt when
selecting positions R, D. 2 and 1.

3.

Stall speed in selector positions 'D' and 'R'
must be below 2600 rev/min. Unless fitted to
the vehicle, connect a tachometer to the
engine. locating the tachometer where it can
be easily read from the driver's seat. Firmly
apply the handbrake and actuate the foot
brake.

6.

NOTE: The stall speed check must not be
allowed to exceed 5 seconds, with intervals of
approx. 1 5 seconds in position 'N'.

At 50 km/h (30 mph) road speed, with the
selector lever in position ' D' and the accelerator pedal depressed approximately threequarters of its travel the transmission must
change down to 2nd gear.

7.

With gear change from 'D' to '1' at 90 km/h
(56 mph) and accelerator pedal released
the transmission should immediately change
to 2nd gear and between 75 and 25 km/h
(45 to 1 5 mph) an automatic downshift to
1st gear should occur.

8.

When parking the vehicle on steep gradients
engagement of the parking inhibitor gear must
prevent any movement of the car. (Selector
position 'P'.)

4.

5.

With gentle accelera tion in position 'D'
(accelerator pedal slightly depressed) and road
speed below 45 km/h (28 mph) the transmission must change from 1st to 2nd gear and
with road speed 60 km/h (37 mph) from 2nd
to 3rd gear.
At full throttle (with kickdown) engine speed
with changes from 1st to 2nd gear and from
2nd to 3rd gear should be 5300 rev/min.

17 132

BRAKE BAND - FRONT ADJUST

Special Se rvice Tools Required:
Brake band torque wrench . . . . . . 17-005
1.

Disconnect downshift cable from transmission
downshift lever.

2.

Slacken lock nut of adjustment screw and
slacken adjustment screw by a few turns.

3.

With torque wrench. Tool 17- 005, tighten
adjustment screw until wrench releases, Fig.
64.

4.

Slacke n adjustment screw by 1 turns
and tighten lock nut. The adjusting screw
shou ld not turn.

5.

t

Fig. 64. Adjust brake band

Replace downshift cable to downshift lever.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
.,6.

Filter
Gasket
Rear servo assembly
Valve body
Cover plate
Front servo assembly
\1 ... - • • • · -

...a: ....... h

..... nrn

8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
1'l

Throtlle valve
Inhibitor switch
Interlock and parking
mechanism
Oil seal
Parking pawl
f":n\lnrnl"\r ~c:-comhl\1

, 4.
, 5.
, 6.
17.
18.
19.

Piston rings
Thrust washer No . 8
Governor hub
Circlip
Output shaft
Free-wheel clutc h

?()

Th r11~1 w"~hPr

No 7

21 .
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Brake band
Brake drum
Rear plan et gear
Thru st washer No. 6
Input bell housing
Front planet gear

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Forward c lutch
Thrust washer No. 3
Sun gear
Reverse and direct
drive clutch
Sealing ring

32
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Oil pump
Oil pump gears.
Intermedia te plate
Torque converter
Input shaft
Thrust w asher No . 1

s

-eenn
0
2
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
ASSEMBLY - OVEHAUL
(Transmission Removed)

Special S ervice Tools Required:
Transmission extension housing oil
. . . . . . . . . . . . 17-{)01
seal remover
Transmission extension housing oil
.. .. .. .. ..
17-{)02
seal replacer
17-{)05
Brake band torque wrench . . . .
17-{)06
Transmission mounting bracket .
Clutch spring compressor
17-{)07
Selector lever oil seal replacer
17-{)08
Oil pump aligner
. . . . . . . . 1 7-{)09-{)1
Pump housing oil seal installer .
17- 010
17-011
Pump housing oil seal remover .
Piston rod checking gauge
17-012
Dial gauge mounting block . . . .
15-{)08

Fig. 66. Transmission with bracket 17-006 on stand

To Dism antle
1.

Remove torque converter and withdraw input
shaft. The oil removed from converter or
residues contained in it, may be usefu l for
diagnostic purposes (see also Converter test
and clean under General). Mount transmission. with mounting bracket 17- 006 on
stand, Fig. 66.

2.

In order to prevent oil sludge and swart from
penetrating into gearbox. remove oil sump
(still filled with oil) downward (13 bolts). Fig.

67.

Fig. 67. Remove sump pan bolts

3.

Swing transmission through 180° and remove
filter (3 bolts). Fig. 68. Remove gasket.

4.

Remove interlock spring (1 bolt). Fig. 68.

Fig. 68. Oil filter and interlock spring bolts
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5.

(cont' d )

Slackening bolts (4) evenly, remove springloaded servo cover, Fig. 69. Remove servo
piston and spring. Watch out for oil.

Fig. 69. Rear servo
A - Servo cover
B - Servo p1ston
C- Spring

6.

Remove bolts (14) from valve body, Fig. 70.
Raise valve body slightly and move it sideways so that selector lever connecting link
slides out of manual selector stick. Remove
valve body and gasket.
Manua l selector slide may slide out of valve
bocly.

F1g. 70. Va lve body bolts

7.

Remove pump oil sea l using Tool 17- 011,
holding tool with a spanner, Fig. 71.

Fig. 71 . Remove pump oil seal using Tool 17-011
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8.

Tu rn transmission into vertical position. Unbolt
converter casing (8 bolts with aluminium
w ashers) and remove complete with pump,
Fig. 72 . Remove thrust washer No. 1, gasket
and sea ling ring.

CM 17-13 N

Fi g. 72. Converter casing bolts

9.

Detach pump from converter casing (5 bolts)
and remove with intermediate plate. Fig. 73A.
M ark oil pwnp gear engagement and then remove the gears. Check pump body for wear
(suction/delivery side). See Fig. 73 B.

Fig. 73. A - Pump body bolts

10.

B - Pump body w ear

Before proceeding further. m easure end- float
of assembly:
Posi tion pump body together with thrust
w asher No. 1 in transmission housing, making
sure that front assembly is correctly engaged.
Place gauge block 1 5- 008 with dial gauge, on
pump body. Set dial gauge to ·o·. Fig. 7 4 .

Fig. 74. Set dial gauge on pump bod y to
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(cont'd)

Position plunger of dia l gauge on transmission
housing. Note reading, Fig. 75 .
Repeat procedure at point opposite. If second
reading differs from first. add two together
and divide by two to obtain mean. This should
be within specified tolerance of 0.20 to 0,80
mm (0,008 to 0,032 in) . If it is not, a different
size thrust washer No. 1 should be used during
subsequent reassembly.
Remove pump and thrust washer.

Fig. 75. Dial gauge on transmission housing

I 1.

Turn transmiSSion into horizontal position.
Slacken lock nut and remove brake band
adjustment screw. Take out brake band struts
(2) and brake band. (To facilitate remova l and
reinstallation, bra ke ba nd may be held with a
brass cl ip, Fig. 76.)

Fig. 76. Brake band with brass clip fitted

12.

Remove front assembly and thrust washer
No. 5. Fig. 77.

Fig. 77. Remove fron t assembly
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13.

Press front servo cover slightly inwards and
remove circlip. Ca refully push servo piston out
w ith compressed air. Fig. 78. It may be
necessary to cover up the two bores. Watch
out for oil leakage. Separate piston from cove r.

~·
CM 17 IBN I

Fig. 78. Use compressed air to remove servo piston

14.

Remove extension housing bolts (6). Remove
extension housing together with gasket, Fig.
79. Remove pa rkin g pawl re turn spring together with pawl. Remove bolt from extension
housing.

CM17·20

Fig. 79. Remove extension housing

1 5.

Remove large circl ip from rear planet carrier.
Fig. 80. Take out planet carrier together with
thrust washer No. 5. Then remove small circlip
from output shaft, Fig. 80.

Fig. 80. Planet carri er circlip and output shaft c irclip
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1 6.

(cont'd)

Withdraw output shaft complete with governor
and thrust washer No. 8 from rear, Fig. 81.

Fig. 81 . Output shaft co mplete with governor and thrust
w asher No. 8

1 7.

.,

Take out annulus, brake drum, rear brake band
and thrust w asher No. 7 from transmission
housing, Fig. 82.

Fig. 82. Remove annulus. brake drum and rear brake band

18 .

Remove one- w ay clutch inner ring (5 Allen
sc rew s). Fig. 83. Check inner ring for w ear.

Fig. 83. One- way clutch inner ring A llen screw s
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19.

Remove bolt securing vacuum diaphragm
retainer to transmission housing. Remove
vacuum diaphragm and actuating pin, then
withdraw throttle valve from housing with aid
of a magnet. Remove 0-ring from diaphragm,
Fig. 84.

Fig. 84. Remove vacuum diaphragm
A- Throttle valve
D -Vacuum diaphragm
B- 0-ring
retainer
C- Actuating pin
E -Vacuum d1aphragm

20.

Unscrew starter inhibitor switch and remove
0 -ring, Fig. 85. Remove downshift cable
bracket.

Fig. 85. Interlock and parking pawl mechanism
A- Starter inhibitor switch

Selector Leve r Oil S eal - Renew
2 1.

Remove downshift lever and press downshift
lever shaft inwards. Remove 0 -ring. Withdraw
selector lever locking pin with pliers. Remove
inner selector lever nut and press off interlock.
Release and remove parking pawl actuating
rod. Re111ove selector lever from outside and
downshift lever shaft from inside, Fig. 86.
Carefully prise oil seal out with a screwdriver.
A- Manual selector slide
B- Downshifl lever shall
C- Parking pawl nctuating rod
D- Torsion spring
E- Clip
F - Selector lever
G- 0-ring
H- Downshift lever
J- Pin
K - Lock washer
L- Interlock
M- Tie rod

December 1976
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22.

(cont' d)

Fit a new oil seal using Tool 17-008, Fig. 87 .
Install downshift lever shaft with nut on it,
shift stop and spring from inside and selector
lever from outside.

Fig . 87. Press rn oil seal using Tool 17- 008

Dism antle Front A ssembly, Fig . 88

23 .

oH input bell-housing complete with sun
Take out planet carrier together with
annulus and thrust washer No. 3. Remove
forwarcl clutch together with thrust washer
No. 2. (R everse and top gear clutch remain.)
If necessary remove sun gear aft er having
rcmovecl locking plate and renew thrust
w asher No. 6.

Tt~ k e

~l ea r.

CM 17-11 9 N
Frg 88

Front nsscmbly drsmantled
Reverse and to p HCnr cl utch
B - Thrust w asher No 2

A

December 1976

C - Forw ard clutch
D - Thru st wash er No . 3

E - A nnulus wrt h hub and crrclr p
F - Input bell-ho using wrth sun genr ilnd
thrust w asher N o. 6
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Dismantling Reverse and Top Gear Clutch

24.

Remove pressure plate circlip, Fig. 91, and
take out plate pack. Compress springs using
Tool 17- 007, Fig. 89, remove circlip, slowly
release springs and take out springs and spring
retainer.

Fig. 89. Compress springs using Tool 17-007

Wi thdraw hyd raul ic piston by hand or, if
necessary, push it out with compressed air
applied through channel in pump body, Fig.
90. Remove sealing rings from piston.

Fig. 90. Remove hydraulic p1ston using compressed air

CM 17-120
Fig. 91. Reverse and top gear clutch dismantled
A - Clutch body
B - Hydraulic piston wi th scaling rings
C - Springs (20-orf}

December 1976

0 - Spring retai ner
E - Circlip
F - Secondary clutch plate

G - Primary clu tch plate
H - Retaining plate
J - Circhp
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(cont'd)

Assembly of Reverse and Direct Drive Clutch
Inspect secondary and primary clutch plates for
wear damage or effects of overheating and if
necessary renew whole plate pack. Immerse new
clutch plates in automatic transmission flui cl for
t hour before fitting.

CM17 3 1N

F1g. 92. Reverse and top gear cl utch p1 ston
A- Sealing ung (outer)
B - Sealing nng (mner)
C - Clutch piSton

2 5.

Fit new sealing rings on piston. Fig. 92, sealing li ps facing compression chamber. Carefully
insert clu tch piston moving it gently to and fro.
Fit springs (20) and spring retainer. Compress
springs using Tool 17- 007 and insert circlip.
Remove tool. Insert clutch plates in correct
orcler (secondary. primary (lined). alterna tely),
fit retaining plate. Fig. 91 , and secure with a
circli p. Press clutch plates tightly together and
measure clearance between circlip and
pressure plate with a feeler gauge. Fig. 93.
If clearance is outside specified limits,
1,4 to 2,1 mm (0,055 to 0,083 in), an
appropriate circlip should be fitted (for
selection, see Parts Catalogue) .
F1g. 93. M easure clearance between c1rcllp and pressure
plate

Dismantling Forward Clutch
26.

Remove circlip in front of pressure plate and
take out pla te pack together with corrugated
washer. Compress springs using Tool 17- 007,
Fig. 94. taking care not to damage piston.
Remove circlip and carefully release springs.
Take ou t spring retainer together with springs.

/'

F1g. 94. Compress springs using Tool 17- 007
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Turn clutch body round and insert pump stub
into clutch body. Carefully blow compressed
air into pump port shown and push piston out,
Fig. 95. Remove pump. Remove rubber sealing
rings from piston and, if necessary, piston rings
from clutch body.

Fig. 95. Remove clutch piston using compressed air

A ssembling Forward Clutch
Check primary and secondary clutch plates for wear,
damage due to overheating and renew whole plate
pack if necessary. Immerse new clutch plates in
automatic transmission fluid for t hour before
fitting.
2 7.

Lubricate new sealing rings with automatic
transmission fluid and fit them on to clutch
piston. Press piston in carefully by hand,
slowly rotating it.
Insert springs (15) and spring retainer, Fig. 96.
Compress springs using Tool 17-007 and fit
circlip. Insert corrugated washer and then
clutch plates in correct order (grooved washer
secondary and primary, alternately). fit pressure
plate. Fig. 97. and secure with a circlip.
Measure clearance between circlip and pressure plate as described in sub-operation 25 and
correct if necessary.

Fig. 96. Clutch body and piston. with springs fitted

0
E
CM17·35N

Fig. 97. Forward clutch, dismantled
A - Clutch body
B - Hydraulic piston with sealing rings
C - Springs (1 5-oll)
D - Spring retainer

December 1976

E- Circlip
F - Corrugated wash er
G- Secondary plate

H - Primary plate

J - Pressure plate
K - Circlip
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(cont'd)

Carefully fit new piston rings on to clutch stub.
Fig. 98.
Dismantling Front Planet Gear Assembly
28.

Remove circlip and annu lus plus planet carrier
and take oH thrust washer No. 4. Separate
annu lus from planet carrier and remove thrust
washer No. 5, Fig. 99.

CM17·134

Fig. 98. Clutch stub sealing rings

~
A - C~rclip
B - Thru st washer No. 4
C -Annulus with hub and circlip
D- Thrust washer No. 5
E - Planet carrier
F - Needle beanng thrust washer

F

\

A
CM 17·38N

Fig. 99. Front planet gear assembly dismantled

A ssembling Front Planet Gear Assembly
29.

Renew damaged parts if necessary. Stick
thrust washer No. 5 on to planet carrier with
aid of automatic transmission fluid and insert
them together into annulus. Fit thrust washer
No. 4 and secu re it with circlip.
NOTE: Annulus should be able to rotate freely
on planet carrier.
Needle bearing should be renewed only
complete with planet carrier. If needle
bearing thrust washer is removed, it
should be refitted with collar facing sun
gear, Fig. 100.

Fig. 100. Needle bearing thrust washer
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Fig. 101. Front assembly dismantled
A - Input bell-housing with sun gear and
thrust washer No. 6
B - Annulus with front planet gear
C- Thrust washer No. 3
D- Forward clutch
E - Thrust washer No. 2
F - Reverse and top gear clutch

Assembling Front A ssembly
30.

Place reverse and top gear clutch vertically -on
an assembly bench. Fit thrust washer No. 2
and insert forward clutch (together with the
planet gear assembly previously fitted). Stick
thrust washer No. 3 to planet carrier. w ith
grease (vaseline) and insert together with
annulus into forward clutch. During assembly,
rotate hub of forward clutch slightly so that
reverse and top gear clutch plate pack
engages. Insert sun gear in planet carrier
and body of reverse and top gear clutch, Fig.
101.

Dismantling and Reassembling One-way
Clutch
31.

Remove one-way clutch circlip from brake
drum. Take out roller cage with springs and
rollers ( 1 0). Fig. 102. (Springs are pushed on
to cage.)
Fit roller cage and springs and secure w ith
circlip. Compress springs with screwdriver
and fit rollers.
CMI7-3

C M 17110

Fig. 102. Freewheel mechanism (exploded)
A- Rear brake drum with outer freewheel ring
B - Roller cage with fitted springs and rollers

December 1976

C - Circlip
D - Inner freewheel ring
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(cont'd)

When refitting rollers make sure that
each roller is in contact with end of
spring.
With inner ring fitted, check operation of oneway clutch. Fig. 103A.
Fit one-way clutch complete with rear brake
drum (5 Allen screws). Fig. 1038.

Fig. 103. A- Check operation of one-way clutch
B - Clutch inner ring recuring bolts

Dismantling and Reassembling Governor
32.

Remove circlip from governor rod (without
damaging bearing surface of rod) and withdraw rod. Take out governor valve and detach
governor from governor hub. Fig. 104. Remove
governor body from output shaft from rear and
governor hub from output shaft from front.
Remove circlip from governor body and take
out flyweights. Remove circlip from outer flyweight and take out spring and inner weight.
Clean all parts. renewing them if worn.
Remove piston rings from governor hub and
care fully fit new rings. Piston ring gaps must
always be checked prior to fitting piston rings.
Reassemble governor in reverse order using
a new spring clip, Fig. 105. After reassembly,
check:
(a)

that spring clip is up against outer
shoulder on governor rod;

(b)

that governor valve and two flyweights
move freely.

CM
Fig. 104. Output shaft with governor
A- Governor hub
B - Circlip
C- Governor rod
D - Governor body

..'

and governor hub
E - Spring clip
F - Output sha ft
G - Piston rings

.;

... ... -"\,
'

CM17·121~
Fig. 105. Governor body dismantled
A - Governor body
D- Governor rod G-Inner flyweight
H- Governor spring
B - Governor valve
E - Circlip
C- Spring clip
F - Circlip
J - Outer flyweight
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SECTION 17A-52

••

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

PART 'B'

Servo Piston
33.

If necessary renew '0'-rings of front servo
piston, Fig. 106.

CM 17-43 N

Fig. 106. Front and rear servo pistons
D - 0-ring
A - 0-ring
B- Servo cover
E- 0-ring
C- Front servo piston
F- Rear servo piston

To Reassemble Transmission
NOTE : Before reassembly, lightly lubricate all
sliding parts with specified automatic transmission fluid.
During reassembly stick thrust washers on to
mating parts, using vaseline, Fig. 1 09.
34.

Press a new hydrauli c pump oil seal into
converter housing using Tool 17- 010, Fig.

107.

Fig. 107. Press in hydraulic pump oil seal using Tool 17-01 0

35.

Fit throttle valve (with bore facing outwards)
and install actuating pin and vacuum diaphragm with a new '0' -ring, Fig. 108. Fit
bracket ( 1 bolt). Diaphragm should be firmly
up against housing. Bracket should not be
distorted.

Fig. 108. Fit vacuum diaphragm
A- Throttle valve
B- 0-ring
C- Actuating pin
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D- Vacuum diaphragm
bracket
E - Vacuum diaphragm

SECTION 17A-53

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

-

Fig. 109. Locauon and numbering of various thru st w ashers in transmission assembly
Thrust wLJshcr No. 1 is available in fi ve different thickn esses; thrust wash er No.5 is available in three different thicknesses
and lmocl as follows :
(a) in from o f the front planet carrier
(b) :n front of the rear planet carrier
(c) behind the rear planet carrier

December 1976
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SECTION 17A- 54

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
PART ' B'

36.

Fit thrust w asher No. 8 . Fig. 1 10, in transmission housing.

Fig. 1 10. Thrust washer No. 8

3 7.

Install output shaft complete with governor.
taking care not to damage piston rings on
governor hub, Fig. 1 1 1.

C MI•

.s ~ NI

Fig. 11 1. Output shaft complete wi th govern or
A- Governor hub
B- Governor body

38.

Fit thrust washer No. 7 into housing, Fig. 1 12.
Install annulus and secure with circlip.

Fig. 11 2. Thrust washer No. 7 in tra nsmission housing
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
PART ' B'

17 214 8
39.

(cont'd)

Stick thrust washer No. 5 to back of planet
carrier. Fig. 113. Fit planet carrier and secure
with circlip. To do this pull rear brake drum
forward a little so that circlip groove is free.

Fig. 113. Insert thrust washer No. 5 together with planet
carrier into transmission housing

40.

Locate rear brake band (with two recesses
on abutment pins) in housing. Fig. 114
Then check correct location of brake band.
using screwdriver through rear servo operating
bore. Fig. 114.

Fig. 114. Check brake band location. using screwdriver
through rear servo operating bore

41.

Immerse servo piston in oil and fit cover.
Insert coil spring and piston complete with
cover in housing and secure, Fig. 115.

CM t7- 53N

Fig. 115. Front servo
A- Spiral spring
B- Servo piston
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C- Servo cover with 0-ring
D- Circlip

SECTION 17A-56

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
PART ' B'

42.

Stick thrust washer No. 5 on to planet carrier
and ensure that intermediate lever of front
brake band is in downward position. Fit
completed front assembly while turning output
shaft slightly, Fig. 116. When fitting front
assembly take care that parts do not become
separated.

Fig. 116. Insert completed front assembly into transmission
housing

43.

Place front brake band in pos1t1on and fit
struts together with adjustment screw, starting
with strut nearest servo piston, Fig. 117. Remove brass clip. Screw adjustment screw in
far enough to make it impossible for struts
to fall out.

©

Fig. 117. Front brake band fitted
A- Front servo
B - Brake band
C- Brake band
adjustment screw

44.

0 -Strut
E- Strut
F- Intermediate lever

Turn transmission round on stand until output
shaft faces downwards. Carefully insert
hydraulic pump body together with thrust
washer No. 1 into front assembly, Fig. 118.
In process, do not damage piston rings
and ensure that thrust washer No. 1
sticks to pump body.
Measure end-float
operation 10.

as

described

in

sub-

Fig. 118. A- Thrust washer No. 1
B - Piston rings
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSI ON
PART ' B'

17 214 8
45.

(cont'd)

Remove hydraulic pump body again, while
holding front gear train with a screwdriver.
Fig. 119A.
When installing. small gear wheel should be
fitted with recess upwards and large gear
wheel w ith spot mark downwards, Fig. 1 198 .

Fig. 119. A- Removing pump body
B- Relative positioning of pump gear wheels

46.

Place steel plate on pump (pay attention to
position of bores). Fig. 120. Slowly rotate
pump and steel plate and place them together
on converter casing.

Fig . 120. Align bores in steel plate with hydraulic pump and
converter casing

4 7.

Fig. 12 1. Screw up the bolts fixing the
hydraulic pump finger tight at first. and apply
tool 17- 0 0 9- 0 1 far enough to cause the stub
to engage in the hydraulic pump.
Insert the output shaft into the pump and
lightly tighten the bolts. Now rotate tool and
impeller clockwise to check for free rotation.

48 . Tighten bolts to specified torque and remove
tool (see Technical Data).

Fig. 121 . Centring of converter housing/ pump using Special
Tool 17- 009- 01
A - Input shaft
B - Special Tool 17- 009- 01
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
PART ' B'

4 9.

Stick thrust washer No. 1 to pump housing.
Fit sealing ring on to converter housing and
place a paper gasket on to transmission
housing. Carefully mount converter housing
complete with pump, without damaging pump
piston rings, Fig. 122. Insert bolts, with new
alu minium washers, and torque as specified
(see Technical Data).

Fig. 122. Install converter casing
A- Thrust washer No. 1
B - Piston rings

50.

Screw in brake band adjustment screw using
Tool 17- 005, Fig. 123, until torque wrench
releases. Then slacken adjustment screw
by 1 turns and secure adjustment screw
with a new lock nut.

t

51.

Fit downshift cable bracket.

Fig. 123. Adjust front brake band using Tool 17- 005

52.

Fit return spring and parking pawl together
with dowel in transmission extension housing,
Fig. 124 .

Fig. 124. Extension housing with parking pawl
A - Parking pawl
B - Dowel
C- Return spring
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
PART 'B'
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53.

(cont'd)

Fit extension housing using a new gasket paying attention to correct seating of parking pawl
actuating rod. Fig. 125. Torque bolts as specified in Technical Data.

Fig. 125. Fit extension housing paying attention to correct
seating of parking pawl actuating rod

54 .

Remove extension housing oil seal using Tool
17- 001. Fig.126.
Driveshaft bearing bush in extension
housing is not available as a separate
part.

Fig. 126. Remove extension housing oil seal, holding tool
with an open ended spanner
A- Oil seal

55 .

Press in a new extension housing oil seal using
Tool 17- 002, Fig. 127.

Fig. 127. Press in a new extension housing oil seal using
Tool 17-002
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••

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

PART 'B'

Overhaul of Valve Body
When dismantling valve body take care not to
interchange valve springs in spite of their
colour markings. Carefully clean oil channels
and all parts with paraffin, blow through with
compressed air and inspect for burring, groove
formation and deposits due to gum formation.
If necessary, renew valve body.
56.

Remove cover plate bol ts (2), Fig. 128 and
carefully lift off plate and gasket. Take out
ball valves (5) and two pressure relief valves
with springs. Remove retaining plates, dowels,
plugs and valves with springs.

••

...

·. '

-

. • 4

•

CM17··14N1

Fig. 128. Cover plate securing bolts
A- Identification plate

57.

Oil all parts w ith automatic transmission oil
and check that they move easily.
Carefully refit va lves, springs (not e colour
markings) and plugs as shown in Fig. 131 and
then secure valves with retaining plates or
pins.

58.

Fit ball and relief valves and springs. Fig. 132.
Install cover plate with new gasket Fig. 129.
fitting outer mounting bolts (1 1) for alignment of intermediate plate and valve body.
Tighten two cover plate bolts to specified
torque and remove remaining bolts.

Fig. 129. Fit valve body

59.

Place va lve body on transmission housing with
a new gasket. locating link rod into manual
selector va lve, Fig. 130A. Fit bolts (pay attention to different lengths) and torque as specified. Fit interlock spring (1 bolt). Downshift
lever (kickdown) should be in position between
stop and downshift valve. Fig. 1308.

Fig. 130. A- Install valve body locating connecting rod into
manual selection slide
8- Downshift lever (kickdown) should be in position
between stop and downshift valve
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AUT OMAT IC TRANSMISSION
PART 'B'

Fig. 131. Va lve body dismantled
1. Retaining plate
2. Band re lease delay valve
3. Valve spring (light green)
4. Retaining pl ate
5. Spacer
6. Valve spring (dark blue)
7. Servo regulator va lve (2nd- 3rd
gear)
8. Valve spri ng (d ark blue)
9. Throttle pressure boost va lve
10. Plug
11 . Retaining pin (fit in top groove)
12. Retaining pla te
13 . Valve spri ng (brown)
14. Shift contro l valve (3rd -2nd gear)
15. Valve spring (orange)

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21 .
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

M odulator valve (3rd-2nd gear)
Line pressure reducer valve
Line pressure boost valve
Bush
Retaining pin
Manual selector slide
Valve spring (dark blue)
Valve spring (orange)
Spring retainer
Line regulator valve
Spacer
Valve spring (yellow)
Kickdown va lve
Pressure boost valve (selector
posi tion 1st -2nd gear)
Valve spring (light green)

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41 .

Va lve spring (light blue)
Pressure boost valve
(selector position 1 -2)
Plug
Retaining plate
Valve spring (white)
2nd gear valve
Shift valve (1st -2nd gear)
Shift valve (2nd -3rd gear)
Valve spring (dark blue)
Valve spring (orange)
Throttle pressure reducing valve

I

I

~

--©

CM17-45N2
Fig. 132. A - co nverter relief valve
B - valve spring (white)
C - ball va lve (5 off)
D - throttle relief valve
E - va lve spring (white)
Earlier transmission assemblies have valve springs of different length (valve spring B short, valve spring E long)
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SECTION 17A-63

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
PART '8'

60.

Insert rear servo piston with its spring into
housing and fit cover w ith a new gasket.
If transmission housing, servo piston or rear
brake band has been renewed. length of piston
push rod must be determined as follows :
Install servo piston complete wit h any piston
rod and spring. Fit Tool 17- 0 12 (adjustment
screw fully retracted) w ith a new gasket and
tighten bolts to specified torque. (One of the
three stop nipples must be exactly under
measurement slot.) Measure dista nce betw een
cover and piston with a depth gauge and note
i t. Fig. 133. Screw in adjustme nt screw w ith
Tool 17- 005 until torque w rench j umps a
notch. Fig. 134. Measure new distance and
note i t.
Example :

Measurement ' B'
Measurement 'A'
Servo piston stroke

Fig. 133. Determine stroke o f rear servo piston
A - 3.7 mm (0,147 in}
B - 8.3 mm (0,327 in}

8,3 mm (0,32 7 in)
3,7 mm (0 ,147 in)
4 ,6 mm (0 ,180 in)

Piston stroke should be between 4,0 and
7 ,0 mm (0 ,16 to 0,27 in).
If it is above top limit a longer pist on push rod
must be selected, if it is below bottom limit a
shorter one.
Piston push rod s, which are held in servo
piston by a circlip, are made in 3 different
lengths. They have coloured spots to
distinguish them:

yellow
gree n
red

84,25 mm (3.317 in)
86,75 mm (3.415 in)
89,25 mm (3,5 14 in)

6 1.

Fi t o il filt er using a new gasket and starter
inhibi tor switch using a new 0 -ring.

62 .

Fit oil pan using a new gasket ( 13 bolts) and
torque bol ts as specified.

63.

Insert in put shaft (with short splines facing
direction of travel) and insert torque converter
up to stop.

Fig. 134. Adjust adjustment screw with Tool 17- 005

When converter hub is fully engaged in
driving gear of hydraulic pump, distance
'A· between flange of converter housing
and front face of loc.ating stub should be
not less than 10 mm (0, 14 in), Fig. 135.

Remove transm ission from stand and bracket
from transm ission.

Fig. 135. Distance between converter housing flange and
converter locating stub
A - Not less than 10 mm (0,4 in}
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VACUUM DIAPHRAGM REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Re move
1.

Undo clamp and disconnect vacuum hose at
vacuum diaphragm.

2.

Remove diaphragm bracket bolt and remove
bracket. Fig. 1 36.

3.

Take out diaphragm and actuating pin.

To Install
4.

Check freedom of movement of throttle valve.

5.

Oil a new 0 -ring and fit it on (diaphragm)
connection. Fit actuating pin and diaphragm.

6.

Fit diaphragm bracket. Connect vacuum hose
and secure it with clamp.

7.

Check oil level in accordance w ith instructions
and top up with specified oil if necessary.

17 252

Fig. 136. Vacuum diaphragm attachment

SERVOASSEMBLY - FRONT REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

To remove servo. Slacken brake band ad justing screw by four turns.
With aid of a screw clamp, press servo piston
in far enough to allow circlip to be removed,
Fig. 1376. In order not to damage the
housing, a piece of wood should be inserted, Fig. 137A . Take ou t servo piston and
spring. Watch out for oil leakage.

2.

Fig. 137. Removal of fl om servo us1ng a screw clamp
A- Protect housing w1th wooden block
B - Remove servo piston spring

If spring force will not push out servo cover,
force parts out carefully with compressed air
as shown. after oil pan has been removed
(watch out for oil). Cover outlet hole in process.
Fig. 138.

F1g. 138. Front servo removed
A- Servo cover with oil seal
B - Servo piston
C- Spiral spring
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
PART ' B'

To Install
3.

Renew servo cover oil seal if necessary and
insert coil spring into housing. Install piston
and cover. pushing cover in far enough to
allow circlip to be properly fitted.

4.

Fi t oil pan using a new gasket and tighten
bolts to specified torque in two stages, Fig.
139.

5.

Adjust brake band as described in Operation
17 132.

6.

Fi ll up with specified oil and check oil level in
accorda nce with instructions.

Fig. 1 39. F1t oil pan with a new gasket

17 256

SERVO ASSEMBLY - REAR REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Remove oil pan (13 bolts). Watch out for
escaping oil.

2.

Unbolt oil filter and remove gasket.

3.

Unbolt rear seNo cover and remove gasket.
Take out seNo piston and spring. and, if
necessary. renew 0-rings. Fig. 1 40.
Cover is raised by force of spring.
Fig. 140. Rear servo
A - Servo cover
B -Servo p1ston
C- Spiral spring

To Install
4.

Place servo piston and spring in housing and
fit cover using a new gasket. Fit oil filter
using a new gasket. Fig. 141 .
The piston push rod, which is retained in
servo piston by a circlip, is available in
three lengths (colour coded, see Parts
Catalogue) .

5.

Fit oil pan using a new gasket and tighten
bolts to specified torque in two stages.

6.

Fill up with specified oil and check oil level
in accordance with instructions.

Fi g. 1 41 . Fit oil filter
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GOVERNOR - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove driveshaft (6 bolts).

2.

Detach transmission support bracket from
floor assembly and transmission extension
assembly (5 bolts). Fig. 142. Lower transmission carefully.

3.

Detach speedometer drive ( 1 bolt) and unbolt
extension housing (6 bolts).
Fig. 142. Transmission support bracket

4.

Remove circlip from governor connecting pin
and withdraw governor valve. Detach governor
from governor hub (4 bolts), Fig. 143.

To Inst all
5.

Slide governor on to output shaft, align and
bolt on to governor hub.
Governor will only fit in one position.
Turn it through 180° if necessary.

6.

Fit governor connecting pin and valve and
secure with a new circlip, Fig. 143.
Circlip must be up against outer collar
of pin.
Fig. 143. Governor installed
A- Connecting pin circlip

7.

Fit transm1ss1on extension housing using a
new gasket, paying attention to correct seating of parking pawl actuating rod, Fig. 144.
Torque bolts as specified.

8.

Raise transmission and secure support bracket
to floor assembly and extension housing.
Torque bolts as specified.

9.

Fit speedometer drive and install driveshaft.

1 0.

Check oil level in accordance with instructions
and top up if necessary.

Fig. 144. Fit extension housing
A- Parking pawl actuating rod
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SEAL - EXTENSION HOUSINGREPLACE

Special Service Tools Required:
Transmission extension housing
oil seal remover
Transmission extension housing
oil seal replacer

17-001
17-002

To Remove
1.

Drive vehicle over a pit or on to a ramp and
remove driveshaft assembly.

2.

Remove oil seal using Tool 17- 00 1. Fig. 145.
Fig. 1 45. Remove transmission extension oil seal hold1ng
Spec1al Tool w i th a spanner
A- Oil seal

To Install
3.

Press in a new oil sea l using Tool 17- 002.
Fig. 146.

4.

Install driveshaft assembly.

5.

Check transm ission oil level in accordance
with ins tructions and top up if necessary.

Fig. 146. Press oil seal into transmission extension hous1ng
using Tool 17- 002

17 382

GEAR - SPEEDOMETER DRIVEN REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Remove inpu t shaft bracket on transmission
( 1 bol t) and w ithdraw cable wi th gear.

2.

Remove clip and withdraw gear from cable.

To Install
3.

Slide gear into position and fit clip.
When renewing gear pay attention to
number of t eeth.

4.

Fit cable and gear in transmission housing and
fit bracke t. Fig. 147.

December 1976
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17 694

INHIBITOR SWITCH - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Se rvice Tools Required: None
1.

Disconnect cable plug connector from switch.

2.

Unscrew starter inhibitor switch and remove
0 -ring. Fig. 14 8.

To Install
3.

Screw starter inhibitor switch into transmission housing using a new 0-ring. Pay
attention to tightening torque.

4.

Fit cable plug connector.

5.

Check that engine starts only when selector
lever is in ·p· or 'N' position and that reversing
light comes on only in 'R' position (when
ignition is turned on). Neither of these things
must happen in any other position.

December 1976

Fig. 148. Starter inhibitor switch
A- Connector
B - Inhibitor
C -'0'-ring
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
TECHNICAL DATA

Make . .
Type ..
..
..
..
Transmission fluid (Ford Specification)
Total oil capacity (approx.)

Ford
C3
SOM-2C-9007-AA (M2C-33G)
Transmission with converter and
6,5 litres (11 ,4 pints)
P-R-N-D-2-1
Trilock (hydraulic)
2,35 : 1
1st gear- 2,47 1
2ndgear-1,47: 1
3rd gear- 1 : 1
Reverse gear 2,11
Twin-tube type

Selector lever positions
Torque converter
Converter ratio
Transmission ratios

Oil cooler

MN / m 2

Transmission oil pressures

1.

2.

oil

kgf/cm 2

lbf/in 2

cooler-

With engine idling (no pressure on
accelerator pedal) :
Selector position - R
- P-N
- D-2-1

0,6 to 0,9
0,34 to 0,50
0.4 to 0,6

6,0 to 9,0
3.4 to 5,0
4,0 to 6,0

85 to 128
48 to 71
57 to 85

At stall speed (accelerator pedal fully
depressed) :
Selector position - R
- D-2-1

1,67 to 1 ,90
1 ,00 to 1,14

16,7 to 19,0
10,0 to 11.4

237 to 270
142 to 162

Tightening torques

Torque converter housing to
transmission housing
Transmission extension to
transmission housing
Hydraulic pump to converter housing
Drive disc to converter . .
Control block to transmission housing
Intermediate plate to control block ..
Cover to servo housing
One-way clutch to housing
Oil pan to transmission housing
Governor to governor hub
Downshift cable bracket
Nut. downshift lever (outer) . .
Nut. downshift lever (inner )
Starter inhibitor switch . .
Brake band adjusting screw lock nut
Vacuum diaphragm bracket
Oil line to connector
Oil cooler line to connector
Oil line connector to transmission
housing
..
Converter housing to engine
Converter drain plug

December 1976

M10 X 30
M10 X 30
M6 X 35
M10 X 14
I M6 X 351
~ M6 X 40 ~
M6 X 45 I
l M6 X 30 j
M6 X 25
M6 X 20
M6 X 25
M8 X 14
M6 X 16
M8 X 14
M8 X 1
M14 X 1,5
M12
~in . -16
M6 X 20
~in.- 24
Gin . - 20)
~in . - 20

-if in . - 27
M10
-if in. - 27

Nm

kgf m

lbf ft

36 to 52,3

3,6 to 5,3

26 to 38

36 to 52 ,3
9 to 13
36 to 41

3,6 to 5,3
0,9 to 1,3
3,6 to 4,1

26 to 38
7 to 9
26 to 30

9 to 12,1

0,9 to 1 ,2

7 to 9

9 to 1 2,1
9 to 13
9 to 13
16 to 23,5
9 to 13
16 to 23,5
1 0 to 1 5
41 to 54
16 to 20
47 to 61
1,7 to 2,6
9 to 14

0,9to1 ,2
0,9 to 1,3
0,9 to 1,3
1,6 to 2.4
0,9 to 1,3
1,6 to 2.4
1 ,0 to 1 ,5
4,1 to5.4
1,6 to 2,0
4,7 to 6,1
0,17 to 0,3
0,9 to 1.4

7 to 9
7 to 9
7 to 9
1 2 to 1 7
7 to 9
12 to 17
7 to 11
30 to 39
12 to 14
34 to 44
14-261bf/in.
7 to 10

16 to 20

1,6 to 2,0

12 to 14

14 to 20
30 to 37
27 to 40

1 A to 2,0
3,0 to 3,7
2,7 to 4,0

1 0 to 14
22 to 27
20 to 29
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:
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SECTION 178-1

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The floor mounted gear selector housing and lever bracket is retained at its floor location with four bolt and
washer assemblies. Covering this is a sound insulation gaiter retained with three crosshead screws. The
gaiter has two thicknesses at the base 'A' Fig. 1, availability depending on the thickness of carpet fitted .
The selector mechanism comprises a lever and handle with built in push type release button. When the
button is pressed a cable inside the lever lifts a pawl stub out of the selected notch in a guide plate. The
guide plate is attached to the bracket, at the base of the lever, Fig. 10.

TR/17/200/N

Fig. 1. Gear selector (RHO shown)
A - Sound insulation
D - Control handle
gaiter
E - Relay lever bracket
B - Control indicator
F - Control rod relay
C - Push button
assembly

January 1978

G - Lower rod assembly
H - Transmission control
lever

J -Upper rod assembly
K - Lamp shroud loca tion
L -Lever

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:

SECTION 178-2

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)

Two rods situated below the floor pan transmit movement of the selector lever to the transmission box.
The upper rod is connected between the selector arm and the control rod relay lever. Adjustment to the upper
rod can be made at the selector arm end. The lower rod, which is of fixed length, is attached to the control
rod relay lever, then runs to the transmission control lever.

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION

Tool Name

Tool

No special service tools required
G/7/079/D

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATION- CONTENT
Also appli cable to certain
variants in the following
model range .
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17 634 8 Gear selector mechanism -overhaul
(selector mechanism removed)

X

-

-

X

X

X

X

X

17 666

Cable -selector -adjust

X

-

-

X

X

X

X

X

17 667

Cable -selector - remove and install

-

X

X

X

X

X

17 673

Rods- selector- remove and install

17 682

Cable -downshift -adjust

17 683

Cable -downshift -remove and install
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS

17 634

GEAR - SELECTOR
MECHANISM - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Lift off selector indicating, housing from
selector lever bracket. 'A ' in Fig. 3.

2.

Remove three screws lift off sound insulation
gaiter from selector lever bracket. ·s· in Fig.

3.
3.

Remove lamp shroud by sliding upwards from
its location on selector lever, pull out bulb
assembly, Fig. 4.

11
Fig. 2. Gear selector (LHD shown)
A - Push button
C - Indicator
B - lever
D - Sound insulation gaiter

4.

Remove four bolts and washers. detach
selector lever bracket and gasket from floor
pan location. Fig. 4 .

5.

Raise selector mechan ism~ to gain access to
reta ining clip of gearshift lever end.

B

NOTE: The end of the gearshift lever is
attached to the upper selector rod. When the
clip is removed and the selector mechanism
unhooked, the upper rod wi ll drop out of
reach below the vehicle. Therefore it will
necessitate wiring the rod in position for easy
refitment.
1l

TR'17 202
Fig. 3 . Removing selector indicator housing, and sound
insulation gaiter
A - Selector indicator housing
B - Sound insulation gaiter
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SECTION 178-4

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

6.

Remove retaining clip, Fig. 5.

7.

Unhook and take out selector lever assembly.

To Inst all

8.

Reposition selector lever mechanism lower
end to upper rod, remove holding wire,
secure retaining clip. Adjust if necessary, refer
to Operation No. 17 673.

9.

Fit selector lever bracket and gasket to floor
pan location. Secure four bolts to 8,5 to
10,0 Nm (0,8 to 1,0 kgf.m) (6 to 8 lbf.ft).

1 0.

Resecure lamp shroud and bulb assembly to
selector lever.

11 .

Position sound insulation gaiter to selector
lever bracket. Secure with three screws.

12.

Press selector indicating housing back onto
selector lever bracket.

1l

TR17203
Fig. 4. Remove lamp shroud and selector lever bracket

11

TR I 17I204

Fig. 5. Remove clip from gearshift lower end

17 634 8

GEAR - SELECTOR
MECHANISM - OVERHAUL
(Selector m echanism
removed)

Special S ervice Tools Required: None
To Rem ove

1.

Remove rubber grommet from lower end of
selector lever housing, Fig. 6. Unscrew nut,
press lever arm out of housing. Remove
bushes from housing.

2.

Unscrew locknut on operating cable,
withdraw selector pawl and, spring from the
bottom end of selector lever, Fig. 7.

3.

Remove socket head cap screw from selector
lever handle, remove handle. Disengage cable
nipple from roller assembly at top of selector
lever.

January 1978

Fig. 6. Remove grommet from selector lever housing (insert
shows locknut on operating cable)
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

17 634 8

(cont'd)

4.

Remove push button assembly, Fig. 8.

5.

Drive out pin, Fig. 9. remove operating cable
combined guide bush and top linkage through
bottom end of lever arm.

To Install

6.

Install operating/cable back up through
bottom of lever arm. Refit cable nipple over
roller assembly. Resecure top linkage with
pin.

11

TRI 17/205

Fi g. 7. Lower selector lever assembly
0 - Selector pawl
A - Lever
B - Bush
E -Locknut
C - Spring

7.

Refit push button to handle, longest key way
first. See insert Fig. 8 .

8.

Holding push button against the spring,
locate handle to selector lever and secure
with socket head cap screw.

9.

Apply smear of grease to selector pawl, refit
with spring and guide bush back into selector
lever lower end. Screw on locknut.

TR (17 / 206

11

Fig. 8. Selector lever handle assembly
A - Push bu tton
C - Lever top
B - Handle
0 - Socket head cap screw

10.

Position bushes in selector lever housing fill
slots with grease meeting Ford Specification
EM- 1 C- 18, install lever arm. Tighten nut.

11.

Adjust cable as described in Op. 17 666.
Refit rubber grommet into selector lever
housing.

TR 17 216

Fig. 9. Selector lever operating cable top linkage

January 1978
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SECTION 178- 6

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

17 666

CABLE- SELECTOR - ADJUST

Special Se rvice Tools Required : None
To Adjust

1.

Engage selector lever in ·o· position, remove
selector indicator housing.
NOTE : To make necessary adjustments to the
operating cable, the rubber grommet has to
be removed from the selector lever housing.
see Fig. 6.

2.

Using a feeler gauge. adjust operating cable
by means of locknut to give 0,1 to 0,2 mm
(0,004 to 0,008 in) clearance between
selector pawl stub and notch, Fig. 10. on
selector lever housing.

3.

Refit grommet
housing.

4.

Refit selector indicator housing.

17 673

back

into

selector

/

I'

11

TRI1?,210
Fig. 10. Selector pawl stub and notch clearan ce
A - 0 .1 to 0 .2 mm (0 .004 to 0 .008 in) in

·o· position

lever

RODS - SELECTOR - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Remove clips from each end of upper gear
shift rod 'A ' in Fig. 11. Unhook rod.

2.

Remove clips from each end of lower gear
shift rod ·s· in Fig. 11. Unhook rod.
11
Fig. 11 . Selector rod retaining clips
A - Upper gear shift rod clips
8 - Lower gear shift rod clips

3.

If necessary renew selector rod and selector
lever bushes. Fig. 12.

To Install

NOTE: The vehicle must be standing on road
wheels when adjusting selector lever.

·o· position.

4.

Engage selector lever in

5.

Locate transmission control lever. 'H' in Fig.
1. in ·o· position two notches from extreme
forward position and secure.
NOTE : This is achieved by pushing the
transmission control lever fully forward and
then moving it backwards by two notches.
Ensure the transmission control lever remains
in this position whilst adjustment of the
selector rods is carried out.

January 1 978

TR 17 '214
Fig. 12. Bush locations
A - Selector rod bushes
8 - Selector lever bushes
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
17 673

(cont 'd)

6.

Assemble non adjustable end of upper
selector rod to the forward pin on control rod
relay bracket. Secure with clip. Allow
adjustable end of the upper rod to rest on
transmission housing.

7.

Assemble lower rod to rear pin on control rod
bracket, secure with clips. Ensure both the
selector lever and the transmission control
levers are still secure in 'D'position.

8.

Make
necessary
adjustments
to
the
adjustable end of the upper rod so that it
aligns with locating pin on the selector lever
arm assembly, assemble the end to pin and
secure with clip.

9.

Tighten locknut, Fig. 13, making sure that
adjustable end of gear shift rod remains
vertical.

10.

11

TR / 17/ 209

Fig. 13. Adjustable end on upper control rod

Check that selector lever can be engaged in
every selector position and that engagement
can be felt.

17 683

CABLE - DOWNSHIFT REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : N one
To Remove

·1 .

Open hood, fit fender cover.

2.

Remove split pin and pin, 'A' in Fig. 14.
disconnect end of downshift cable from
carburettor linkage connecting lever.
11

TA / 17/ 211

Fig. 14. Downshift cable connection at carburettor
A - Split pin and pin

3.

Remove upper nut from adjustment thread on
downshift cable. 'A' in Fig. 15, screw J,.I ower
nut 'A' in Fig . 15. back to full length of
thread. Pull cable downwards and ~ nhook
from slot in bracket.

4.

Raise vehicle front end. fit axle stands.

5.

From transmission bracket, loosen nuts on
thread, ·s· in Fig. 15, unhook cable from slot
in bracket.

6.

Unhook cable from transmission downshift
lever, ·c· in Fig. 15, and remove cable.
TR/17/ 212

11

Fig. 15. Downshift cable assembly
A - Upper cable
C - Transmission
adjustment nuts
downshift lever
B - Lower cable
retaining nuts
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

T o Insta ll

7.

Hook cable back into transmission downshift
lever.

8.

Position cable back into slot in bracket at
transmission end. Secure the nuts.

9.

Remove axle stands, lower vehicle to ground.

10.

Position cable back into slot in bracket
carburettor end.

11 .

Connect cable end to carburettor linkage
connecting lever, Replace split pin.

12.

Adjust downshift cable as follbws: Press
downshift cable connecting lever, '8' Fig. 16,
away from operating shaft lever, 'A' Fig. 16,
by using a suitable screwdriver. Lengthen or
shorten cable by means of the adjustment nut
on the upper thread of the cable until a
clearance of 0,2 to 1,0 mm (0,008 to 0,04 in)
is obtained between operating shaft lever, 'A'
Fig. 16, and dow nshift cable connecting
lever, '8' Fig. 16. Secure the nuts.

13.

TA/17/ 2 13
Fig. 16. Adjustment sening
A- Operating shaft
lever
B - Cable connecting
lever

11
C - Clearance
0 .2 to 1.0 mm
(0,008 to 0 ,04 in)

Remove fender cover, close hood.
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
TECHNICAL DATA

Make
Selector lever positions

............. .

TIGHTENING TORQUES
Selector lever bracket to floor bolts ..... .

January 1978

Ford
P-R-N-D-2-1

Nm
8,5 to 1,0

kgf. m
0,8 to 1,0

lbf. ft
6 to 8
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E NG I NE
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
TRANSIT variants may be fitted with either a 2,4 litre Diesel engine or a range of petrol engines. The
petrol engines are OHC/I-4 and OHV/I-4 engines. A 3,0 litre OHV/V6 engine is available as an S.V.O.
(Special Vehicle Option)
OHC - overhead camshaft
OHV - overhead valves
I-4- in-line engine- 4 cylinders
This section deals with all petrol engines except the 3,0 litre V6 engine.
The 3,0 litre V6 engine is described in Section 21C and the Diesel engine is dealt with in Section 21B
of this manu a1 •
For simplification, the engines are only identified by a letter in the following description, as is
the practice in other Workshop Manuals.
The chart below indicates which engines are fitted.
Engine Summary

Cubic
capacity
in litres

Compress ion
ratio

Engine
type

kW (HP)

Engine code
on block

Identification
in workshop
manual

1,6*

LC

OHV /I-4

47 (63)

LIC

A

1,6

LC

OHC/I-4

48 (65)

LAT

B

2,0
Economy

LC

OHC/I-4

43 (58)

NUT

B

2,0

LC

OHC/I-4

57 (78)

NAT

B

2,0
(with auto.
transmission)

LC

OHC/I-4

55 ( 75)

NAV

B

2,0
(variants with
HD version)

LC

OHC/I-4

57 (78)

NAW

B

2,0
(with HD
cooling)

LC

OHC/I-4

57 (78)

NAW

B

3,0

LC

OHV /V6

74 (100)

HX

F

2,4

Diesel

OHV /I-4

46 (62)

4M

G

LC
*

= low compression
= Great Britain only
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ENGINE

The 'A' engine. Fig. 1. is a water-cooled, 4-cylinder,
4 -stroke, in- line. petrol engine. The overhead valves
are operated by tappets, pushrods and rocker arms.
The camshaft is located to one side of the block and
is driven by a roller chain. The drive gear for
distributor and oil pump is located behind the
second cam, the eccentric driving the fuel pump is
located between the sixth and seventh cams. The
cylinder head is of crossflow design, the
combustion chambers extend into a bowl in the
crown of the pistons.

Fig. 1. 'A' engine

The ·s· engine. Fig. 2. is a water-cooled 4 -cylinder
4 -stroke in- line petrol engine. The overhead valves
are arranged in the cylinder head in "slight Vformation and directly actuated via cam followers.
The camshaft is located centrally above the cam
followers in the cylinder head and is driven from the
crankshaft via a toothed belt which also drives the
auxi liary shaft. The auxiliary shaft drives distributor.
oil and fuel pump. The cylinder head in which the
combustion chambers are located is of crossflow
design.

Fig. 2.

September 1978

·s· engine
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SECTION 21A-3

ENGINE
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)

Engine identification code and engine serial
numbers
Regulations in force in certain countries demand
that engines be marked with identification codes
and serial numbers. Figures 3 and 4 show where
these data should be marked on the engine.
Minimum height of letters and numbers is 6 mm
(0,25 in.) and both codes and serial numbers (e.g.
on replacement engines) should be marked in such
a manner that they can be clearly recognized by the
appropriate testing authorities, thereby preventing
rejection of engines.
The engine number consists of a two-digit build
year/build month code and a 5-digit serial number
(see Section 00 - Vehicle Identification) .
A five-pointed star is stamped before and after the
complete seven digit engine number.

Fig. 3. 'A' engine
A - Engine code
B - Engine number

The 3-digit engine code comprises capacity and
compression ratio data and also indicates the
vehicle type to which engines are fitted.

Example: LAT
L = 1,6:1
A low compression
T = Transit

=

Engine code definition
1st digit = engine capacity
L = 1,6:1
N = 2,0:1
2nd digit = compression ratio
A = LC
U = LC
1 = LC
3rd digit = model variant
Marked by the relevant assembly plant and
relating to model variant only.

Fig. 4 .

September 1978

·s· engine
A - Engine code
B - Engine number
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ENGINE
SE RVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS

To check the engine oil level the vehicle should
stand on level ground and the engine should be at
normal operating temperature. Before carrying out
the check, wait a short time to allow all oil to drain
back into the sump.
Withdraw the dipstick, wipe it clean with a rag,
replace and withdraw it again. The oil on the
dipstick indicates the oil level in the sump, it should
lie between the two marks. Fig. 5 and 6. The
quantity of oil required to top up from the bottom
mark to the top mark is 0, 7 5 to 1,0 litre ( 1,3 to
1, 75 pints) approximately, depending on the engine
capacity.
If necessary, top up through the filler neck w ith
engine oil to FORD specification.
Topping up is not necessary until the oil level drops
to the bottom mark. Do not allow the oil level to
drop any further. Never top up to above the top
mark since the excess oil is wasted, i.e. the oil
consumption is increased.

Fig. 5. Engine oil level check - 'B' engine

The engine oil should be changed and the oil filter
renewed at least every 10 000 km (6000 miles). If
conditions of use are severe, e.g. short trips,
frequent starts from cold, dusty roads etc. the oil
should be changed and the oil filter renewed at
shorter interva ls.
If the specified engine oil is not used the inevitable
consequence will be excessive wear or damage to
the engine. The oil film becomes discontinuous and
engine components under high thermal stresses are
subjected to increased wear. Residues collect in the
sump and block the oil passages. In addition, poor
quality oil does not protect against corrosion so that
rust forms on the cylinder walls. After a relatively
stiort time the efficiency of the engine will decrease
and there w ill be increased fuel and oil
consumption.

Fig. 6. Engine oil level check - 'A' engine

Always use a branded oil complying with FORD
specification (Refer to Technical Datal.
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ENGINE

SPECIA L SERVICE TOOL RECOGN ITION (cont'd)
Tool Name

Tool

21-008-A

Camshaft, crankshaft and auxilia ry
shaft oil sea l remover

21-0.09-A

Camshaft, crankshaft and auxiliary
shaft oil sea l replacer

21-010

Crankshaft rear oil seal remover

21-011-A

Crankshaft rear oil seal replacer

21-012

21-013-A

r

Oil pump bolt and drive belt tensioner socket

Camshaft bearing remover/installer

21-014

Piston' pin installer

21-023

Universal spindle

21-028

Crankshaft gear remover

21 - 030

Crankshaft rear oil seal insta ller

.

ENGINE
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION (cont'd)

Tool

September 1978

Tool Name

21-03 1

Engine mounting bracket

21-034

Cylinder head bolt wrench

21-036

Flywheel bearing remover

21-042

Valve guide reamer

21-044

Flywheel bearing replacer and clutch
disc aligner

21-046

Crankshaft front oil seal installer

21-047

Oil seal retainer cutter
(seal carrier)

21-051

Multi-purpose oil seal remover

21-056

Valve spring compressor

21-057

Valve retainer
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ENGINE
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION (cont'd)
Tool

~~
() Q
0

fJ

Tool Name

21-062

Camshaft bush remover/installer
(main tool)

21-062-01

Camshaft bush remover/installer
(adaptor for 21-062)

21-068
(G1-6000
and
G2-6000)

Engine lifting bracket

~

21-071
(GC-6035-8)

Valve guide reamer 0 ,2 mm oversize

~

21-072
(GC-6085-C)

Valve guide reamer 0,4 mm oversize

~

21-073

Valve guide reamer- 0,6 mm oversize

~

21-074

Valve guide reamer- 0,8 mm oversize

21-080

Flywheel bearing installer and
clutch disc aligner

'
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ENGINE
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION (cont'd)

The modification shown in Fig . 6a must be made to
the existing valve spring compressor 21--005 to
facilitate work on TRANSIT vehicles.
This modified tool can still be used on all other
vehicles.
The modified tool has been numbered 21-005-A
by the manufacturer.
So when re-ordering, the valve spring compressor is
now only available with the new tool number.

TR 21-289

Fig. 6a . Modification to valve spring compressor 21--005

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS CONTENT

Described
for
engine

ENGINE

Contained Also applicable to
following models
in
operation
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21

111

Engine - check compressions

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

21

112

Oil pressure -check

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

21

134

Engine - remove and install

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

21

134 8

Engine assembly -dismantle and
reassemble (engine removed)

X

X

X

-

-

X
X

X
X

X

-

-

X

-

X

-

X

-

21

154

Sump -remove and install

X

21

163

Cylinder head - remove and install

X

21

165 5

21 213

Cylinder head - replace
(cylinder head removed)

X

Valve clearances -adjust

X
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ENGINE
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS CONTENT (cont'd)

ENGINE

Described
for
engine

Contained Also applicable to
in
certain variants in the
operation following model ranges

t

A

8

u::

w

1-

co

u

co
co
c:
co
....
<.?

Valve - remove and install (one)
(cylinder head removed)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Valve seat -cut (one)
(valve removed)

-

-

X

X

X

X

X

Valve guide - ream (one)
(valve removed)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Seals ~ valve stem - replace (all)

X

X

X
X

X
X

-

X

X

-

0

co

t::

Q)

()
(/)

(ii

21 215 4
21 231 9
21 233 9
21 238

Rocker shaft - overhaul
(rocker shaft removed)

21 233 9

X

-

X

X

21 28.8

Seal - camshaft - replace

X

21 304

Timing belt - replace

-

21 467

Seal - crankshaft front - replace

21 469 4
21 505 5

X

Oil carrier - crankshaft rear cut out (flywheel removed)

X

21 553

Auxiliary shaft - remove and install

21 556

Sea l -auxiliary shaft -replace

2 1 584 5

Ring gear - flywheel -replace
(flywheel removed)

SP.ntP.mhAr 1 !=17R

c:
~

0.
co

X

X

21 467 '8' -

-

X

X

X

-

X

X
X

X
X

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

-

X

X

-

-

X
X

X
X

-

X
X

-

-

X

X

X

2 1 553 '8' -

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

~nAn TA 4N ~IT

X

X

X

X

X

-

-

X

Seal - crankshaft rear - replace
(engine or gearbox removed)

Piston - replace
(piston and connecting rod removed)

0

-

X

21 468 4

"'0

.........

I

X

21 255 9

u

X

'7 A

X

O NW4 An~ ,

~ IE CT I ON

X
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ENGINE
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS

21 111

ENGINES 'A ' AND ' 8 '

ENGINE - CHECK
COMPRESSION

Testing Appliance Required :
Standard compression tester
The varying compression tester designs and
fluctuating starter motor speed mean that for the
most part one can only check for even compression
in the individual cylinders. Measurement of the
actual compression is dependant on several factors
and requires certain pre-conditions. The engine
should be at normal operating temperature and
va lve clearances must be set correctly.
NOTE : it is important also to disconnect the
coil LT. leads when removing H.T. leads.
Failure to do this could constitute a fire risk or
result in H .T . electrical shock.

Fig. 7. Compression tester

To Check
1.

Disconnect HT leads and remove spark plugs.
Insert graph paper into tester. Press tester
with its rubber seal tightly into spark plug
orifice, Fig. 7. With throttle fully open, crank
engine with starter motor until pointer of
tester rises no further.

TR21 - 290

1

3

2

4

Fig. 8. HT leads (Firing order) 'A' engine

2.

Vent tester. adjust graph paper for next
cylinder and repeat procedure described in
sub-operation 1 for each of other cylinders.
Replace spark plugs and reconnect HT leads,
Figs. 8 and 9.

Fig. 9 . HT leads (Firing order)

September 1978

·s· engine
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ENGINE
ENGINES 'A ' AND ' B'

21 112

OILPRESSURE - CHECK

T esting Appliance Required :

Oil pressure test gauge.
Oil pressure depends on various factors (engine
speed, oil temperature, rotor clearance etc.).
Pressure should always be checked at an oil
temperature of 350 ° K (80 °C) (175 ° F). The oil
pressure at idle should be at least 1 bar ( 1 kgf/cm 2 )
( 14 lbf/in2 ). Maximum pressure at speeds above
2000 rev/min should, however, not exceed 5 Bar
(5 kgf/cm 2) (71 lbf/in2 ).
If the pressures are outside these lim its first
eliminate the oil pump, Fig. 10, as the sou rce of the
fault. The following faults can occur, e.g:
Pressure too high at speeds over 2000 rev/min;
Failure of relief valve to open because of fouling;

K

Fig. 10. Dismantled oil pump ' B' engine
E - Strainer
A - Oil pump body
B - Outer rotor
F - Pick- up pipe
G - Gasket
C - Inner rotor
D - Cover
H - Relief valve

Pressure too low at all engine speeds: Low oil level,
clogged intake strainer, intake pipe broken or loose,
oil pump worn etc;
Pressure too low at low engine speeds;
Relief valve jammed in the open position due to
dirt.
T o m easure the oil pressure

1.

Remove oil pressure switch lead connector
and remove oil pressure switch, Fig. 1 1. In
case of pressure gauge, remove pressure line
and connector.

Fig. 11 . Oil pressure switch ('B' engine)

2.

Connect test pressure gauge to engine block,
using adaptors if necessary, Fig. 12

3.

Start engine and check oil pressure at idling
speed and at over 2000 rev/min.

4.

Remove test pressure gauge and adaptor.
Replace oil pressure switch or pressure gauge
and connect up.

Fig. 12. Connect pressure gauge
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ENGINE - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Se rvice Tools Required :

Engine lifing bracket
Engine lifting eyes

21-068

T o Rem ove

1.

Disconnect earth lead from battery.

2.

Disconnect screen washer hose from T-piece
and retaining clip, remove hood (4 bolts).

3.

Drain coolant into a receptacle by detaching
lower radiator hose from water pump, Fig.
13, and disconnect top hose from thermostat
housing and remove.

4.

Fig. 13. Detach radiator hose from water pump ("A' engine)

On the 'A' engine, unbolt fairing (4 bolts) and
remove complete with radiator.

Sub Operations 5 and 6 only apply to the ' B'
engine.
5.

Disconnect hood cable from catch spring and
unbolt from radiator grill panel. Remove right
and left-hand headlamp units (2 bolts each).

6.

Detach bumper side pieces from clips and
unbolt bumper with brackets (2 nuts).

Remove radiator grille complete with the
radiator, Fig. 14 (19 bolts).
7.

On the 'A ' engine, detach air cleaner from
brackets.
On the ' B' engine, detach air cleaner with
bracket.
Fig. 14. Remove radiator grille panel with radiator
(only necessary on ' B' engine)

8.

Remove heater hoses from automatic
choke/inlet manifold and water pump, Fig.
15.

-J;)/

--......

I
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Fig. 15. Detach heater hoses ('B' engine)
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9.

Disconnect throttle cable from throttle
linkage. Unbolt retaining bracket from inlet
manifold
(2
bolts)
and
detach
with
accelerator cable. Disconnect choke cable,
when fitted.

1 0.

Detach fuel line from petrol pump, Fig. 16.
Detach brake servo vacuum hose from inlet
manifold.

Fig. 16. Remove fuel line from petrol pump ('A' engine)

11.

Disconnect leads from oil pressure switch,
alternator, temperature gauge sender unit,
coil and idling cut-off valve.

12.

Disconnect starter leads and remove starter
motor (3 bolts), unbolt exhaust pipe from
exhaust manifold (2 bolts), Fig. 17.

Fig. 17. Unbolt exhaust pipe ('B' engine)

13.

Attach engine lifting bracket to engine.
Remove both engine mountings by undoing
the four bolts of each from the block and the
lower nut of rubber insulators. Remove clutch
housing cover (3 bolts or 2 clips).

14.

Disconnect engine from clutch housing flange
(6 bolts) and at the same time detach earth
and positive leads of battery when applicable.

1 5.

Support gearbox, move engine forwards with
engine lifting gear and lift out of vehicle, Fig.
18.
NOTE: Turn 'A' engine at right angles to
longitudinal axis of vehicle before lifting it
out.
Fig. 18. Lift out engine with Special Tool 21-068
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To Install

16.

If necessary, transfer guide bushes from
clutch housing to engine block and attach
adaptor plate. Fig. 19. Lightly grease input
shaft.
Make sure clutch release lever is located
correctly.

17.

Locate engine in vehicle using lifting gear.

Fig. 19. Clutch housing dowel bushes.

·a· engine

NOTE: Insert 'A' engine at right angles to
longitudinal axis of vehicle and turn inside
engine compartment.
Slide engine on gearbox input shaft until it
comes to rest against clutch housing flange
then tighten bolts to prescribed torque.
Refer to Technical Data . Also attach battery
earth and positive leads when fitted. Remove
support from gearbox.
18.

Bolt engine mountings to cylinder block and
secure rubber insulators to engine bearer
to prescribed torque. Refer to Technical
Data. Detach engine lifting gear and fit clutch
housing cover.

19.

Fix exhaust pipe to exhaust manifold with
seal and retaining fl ange. Refit starter motor
and connect starter motor lead, Fig. 20.
Rg. 20. Starter motor fitted in position ('8' engine)

20.

Check clutch play and adjust if necessary.
Reconnect leads to alternator, temperature
gauge sender unit oil pressure switch and
coil.

21.

Connect brake servo vacuum hose to inlet
manifold and attach lead to idling shut-off
valve, Fig. 2 1.

Fig. 2 1. Brake servo vacuum hose ('A' engine)
A - Idling cut-off valve
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22.

Secure fuel line to petrol pump. Attach
throttle cable to throttle linkage and bolt
retaining bracket securely to inlet manifold.
Attach choke operating cable and adjust.

23.

Attach heater hoses to water pump and
automatic choke or inlet manifold, Fig. 22.

24.

On the 'A' engine, install radiator complete
with fairing and bolt securely.

Sub operations 25 and 26. only apply to 'B' engine.

.

.

Fig. 22. Attach heater hoses ('A' engine)

25.

Install radiator grille complete with radiator,
Fig. 23, and bolt securely. Attach bumper
w ith bracket and fit side pieces.

26.

Refit both headlamp units. Connect hood
cable to catch spring and secure to radiator
grille panel. Adjust hood cable, Fig. 24.

2 7.

Attach top and bottom radiator hoses and
tighten fixing clips. Pour in coolant. Check
engine oil level. topping up if necessary.

28.

Attach hood and align correctly.
Slip hose of screen-washer onto T-piece and
secure.

29.

30.

Attach earth lead to battery and complete
engine adjustments at normal working
temperature. Refer Sections 22 ~nd 23A.
Dwell angle, ignition timing, idli ng speed and
CO content.

Fig. 23. Install radi ator grille panel with radiator
'(only necessary with ·s· engine)

Recheck coolant
level after reaching
thermostat opening temperature. Then fit air
cleaner.

K

Fig. 24. Attach hood cable (only necessary with
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Fig. 25. 'A' engine, exploded view
1. Inlet manifold
2. Va lve pushrod
3. Distributor
4 . Petrol pump
5. Oil pressure switch
6. Crankshafl oil seal
carrier

September 1978

7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.

Oil pump
Oil filter
Oil pump strainer
with suction pipe
Water outlet connection
Thermostat
Water pump

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS :

Camshaft
Camshaft thrust plate
Camshaft sprocket
Timing chain
Timing cover with gasket
Chain tensioner
Crankshaft sprocket

SECTION 21A- 18
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ENGINE 'A'

lubrication circuit, Fig. 26
The oil pump draws oil via a strainer from the oil
sump and feeds it into the full-flow oil filter. The
filtered oil, passing along the central axis of the oil
filter cartridge, reaches the oil pressure switch via a
short drilling (on the right-hand side of the engine)
and the main oil gallery (on the left-hand side of the
engine) via a transverse drilling. The main bearings
have direct connections to the main oil gallery and
the camshaft bearings in their turn have
connections to the front, centre and rear main
bearings. The big end journals are supplied with oil
through diagonal drillings from the nearest main
bearing. An oil bore in the big end ensures splash
lubrication of the piston pins and the trailing side of
cylinders. The timing chairi and sprockets are also
lubricated via a splash oil drilling. The front bearing
journal of the crankshaft has a pad at its centre
from which the pressurised oil is supplied
intermittently to the rocker shaft (via a drilling in the
cylinder block and cylinder head).

Th'il-

Fig. 26. Oil flow

Closed ventilation system, Fig. 2 7
The ventilation of the crankcase depends on the
amount of air drawn by the engine when it is
running and on the throughput of the vent valve.
Fresh air enters at the rocker cover via the oil filler
neck, flows through the crankcase and is drawn in
by the running engine through the vent valve on the
right hand side of the engine and burnt with the
carburettor mixture. The vent valve controls the rate
of air flow as a function of the engine load.
The vent valve, like the steel-wool filter in the oil
filler cap, must be cleaned with a cleaning agent
and/or replaced at the specified intervals.

TK21-28l1

Fig. 27. Closed ventilation system
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ENGINE ASSEMBLY DISMANTLE AND
REASSEMBLE (Engine
removed)

Special Service Tools Required:

Engine stand
Lowener or Churchill
21--023
Universal spindle
Crankshaft rear oil seal installer
21--030
Engine mounting bracket
21--03 1
Cylinder head bolt wrench
21 - 034
21--036
Crankshaft bearing remover
Flywheel bearing installer
and clutch disc aligner
21--080
Fig. 28. Secure engine to stand using mounting bracket
21-Q31

To Dismantle

1.

Secure engine to stand by means of engine
mounting bracket 21--03 1. and universal
spindle 21--023 , Fig. 28.

2.

Remove clutch pressure plate (6 bolts) and
clutch disc from flywheel, Fig. 29.

Fig. 29. Remove clutch pressure plate with clutch disc from
flywheel

3.

Drain engine oil and remove oil filter using oil
filter wrench, Fig. 30.

4.

Disconnect HT leads and remove distributor
cap and leads. Remove spark plugs.

5.

Disconnect vacuum
carburettor.

advance

line

from

Fig. 30. Remove oil filter
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6.

Disconnect fuel line from carburettor and
withdraw breather hose together with vent
valve from oil separator.

7.

Slacken alternator bracket. Take off V-belt
and remove alternator with its bracket (3
bolts). Fig. 31. Remove fan and pulley (4
bolts).

Fig. 31 . Remove alternator with bracket

8

Remove crankshaft pulley (1 bolt). using
Special Tool. Fig. 32 and rocker cover (4
screws).

9.

Remove water connection (2 bolts). Remove
gasket and take thermostat out of cylinder
head.

~I
Fig. 32. Pull off crankshaft pulley using Special Tool

10.

Detach rocker shaft (4 bolts), Fig. 33, and
remove push rods. Do not interchange
push rods when reinsta lling.

11.

Remove cylinder head bolts (1 0 bolts). unscrewing them in reverse order from that in
which they were tightened.
(See Fig. 67 for t ightening sequence.)

Fig. 33. Remove rocker shaft
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ENGINE 'A'

12.

Lift off cylinder head complete with inlet and
exhaust manifolds.

13.

Detach fuel pump (2 bolts) together with
spacer, Fig. 34.

Fig. 34. Remove fuel pump

14.

Withdraw bolt from oil separator. Prise oil
separator out of engine block, using a screwdriver, Fig. 35 .

1 5.

Remove distributor ( 1 bolt) and detach oil
pump (3 bolts). Remove oil pressure switch.

Fig. 35. Remove oil separator using a screwdriver

16.

Remove sump, Fig. 36. Detach sump with
engine mounted upright in the stand. This is
to avoid sludge or swart getting into engine.

17.

Set pistons at centre of their stroke and
remove carbon deposits from cylinder head
faces using a suitable scraper, without
touching piston bore.

TR2 1• 221 N

Fig. 36. Detach oil sump
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18.

Place a large tray under engine, invert engine
and catch remaining oil, the carbon which
has been detached and coolant.

19.

Remove water pump (3 bolts). Detach timing
cover (4 bolts) and remove oil slinger from
crankshaft, Fig. 37.

Fig. 37. Remove oil slinger

20.

Detach oil pump suction pipe (1 bolt) and
moving it to and fro, withdraw it from
cylinder block.

21 .

Withdraw tensioner arm from pin of front
mainbearing cap and detach chain tensioner
(2 bolts), Fig. 38.

Fig. 38. Detach chain tensioner arm

22.

Send over lock tabs, remove two bolts and
detach camshaft gear complete with timing
chain, Fig. 39.

Fig. 39. Send back camshaft sprocket lock tab
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(cont'd)

23.

Remove camshaft thrust plate (2 bolts), Fig.
40.

24.

Withdraw camshaft towards front, having
first turned camshaft through 360° to bring
all tappets into TDC position. Remove
tappets.
Do not interchange tappets when reassembling.

Fig. 40. Remove camshaft thrust plate

25.

Remove input shaft spigot bearing from
crankshaft using Special Tool 21-036, Fig.
41.

Fig. 41. Withdraw crankshaft needle bearing using Special
Tool 21--036

26.

Pull off crankshaft gear using standard puller,
Fig. 42.

Fig. 42. Pull off crankshaft sprocket using standard puller
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27.

Check markings of big end and main bearing
caps, Fig. 43, for subsequent reassembly.

28.

Remove big end bearing caps one by one,
together with bearing shells. Push pistons
complete with connecting rods and bearing
shells out of engine. If big end bearing shells
are removed before pistons are taken out,
mark shells to correspond with connecting
rods. for purposes of subsequent reassembly.

29.

Detach flywheel (6 bolts) and rear cover
plate.

Fig. 43. Markings of big end bearing caps

30.

Remove rear oil seal carrier (4 bolts). Fig. 44.

Fig. 44. Remove rear oil seal carrier

31 .

Remove main bearing caps complete with
bearing shells.

32.

Lift crankshaft out of the cylinder block,
remove bearing shells and both half thrust
washers of middle main bearing, Fig. 45, and
mark for possible re-use.

33 .

Remove oil seals from timing cover and rear
oil seal carrier.

Fig. 45. Cylinder block with half thrust washer fitted
A - Half thrust washer
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To Reassemble
The type and degree of cleaning of a given
part before reassembly must depend on the
hours the engine has run, the extent of any
damage and its possible re-use. This applies
particularly to the cylinder block with its
corners, angles and bores. If necessary,
remove all plugs and covers and clean their
seats, using suitable cleaning agents and tools
(brushes, scrapers). The oil galleries in
particular, e.g. in the cylinder block, cylinder
head, etc. should be free from dirt and
abrasive particles, Fig. 46. If press-fit plugs
and screw plugs are removed, they, like all
seals and gaskets, should be renewed.

F \' ) '

-- __j

? S1

Fig. 46. Oil circuit

Main Bearings
Parent bore in cylinder block
The parent bore in the cylinder block may be either
standard or 0 ,38 mm (0,015 in) oversize. There is
no marking for the standard parent bore, but with
an oversize bore the bearing caps are marked with
white paint, Fig. 47.

Fig. 4 7 . Colour marking of main bearing caps
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Crankshaft m ain bearing journals

The crankshaft main bearing journals may be
standard or (also in new engines) 0,25 mm
(0,01 in) undersize. Standard main bearing journals
are not marked, while the crankshaft web adjacent
to an undersize main journal is marked w ith a green
stripe, Fig. 48.

Fig. 48. Colour marking of main bearing journal

Big end bearing journals

The big end bearing journals may also be standard
or (also in new engines) 0,25 mm (0,01 in)
undersize.
Standard big end bearing journals are not marked,
while the undersize is marked with a green paint
spot on the web next to the journal, Fig. 4 9.

Fig. 49. Big encl bearing journal colour marking

Bearing she lls

Standard main bearing and big end bearing shells
are not marked. Bearing shells for undersize
crankshafts or oversize cylinder blocks have an
appropriate inscription on the back (see Parts
Catalogue) while colour markings on production
repair sizes are on the outer edge at the side, Fig.
50, with the exception of pure service main and big
end
bearing
shells
(0,5/0, 75/and
1,0 mm
(0,02/0,03/0,04 in) undersize crankpins).
When selecting new bearing shells, it should be
verified against the Parts Catalogue that they are
the appropriate ones and, in addition, they shou ld
be measured.
In order to remain within the specified tolerances
(see Technical Data). t he journa ls, pa rent bores and
bearing shells should be measured individually.

September 1978
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Fig. 50. Bearing shell colour coding
(Production -repair size)
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Measuring bearing clearance
Measuring bearings (even with undersize crankshafts) can be eliminated and determination of
requ ired bearing shells can be considerably
simplified by use of:
'PLASTIGAGE' (type PG 1) made by:
PERFECT CIRCLE CORPORATION
HAGERSTOWN, INDIANA, USA.
UK Supplier:
NORMAN GAYDON (International) Ltd.
68 London Road
Southend-on-Sea
Essex.
West German supplier:
K. H. ERN/Motorenteile GmbH
Schinkelstrasse 46-48
D-4000 Dusseldorf.
'PLASTIGAGE' is the name
calibrated plast ic filament.

of

an

accurately

Requirements for use of 'Piastigage'
1. Bearing should be dry and clean.
2.

Crankshaft should not
measuring operation.

be

turned

3.

Points of measurement should be close to top
and bottom dead centre position.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

The measurement must be taken below any
visible wear marks in the bore. To detect bore
ovality, two readings should be taken at 90°
to each other.
NOTE: The maximum difference between
these two readings should not be more than
0 ,025 mm (0,001 in) .
Inspect the bores for visible wear, damaged
lips, etc.
If the clearance in sub-section 3 above is
excessive, or if ovality, or any of the faults in
sub-section 5 above is detected, the block
should be rebored to suit oversize pistons.
Before installing pistons, check piston ring
gaps.
Before fitting the pistons, check ring gaps
(Fig. 52). Indicated values (see Technical
Data) are for the gauge ring used in
production and can be exceeded by 0,15 mm,
measuring in the cylinder.

during

Bearing caps should not be seated with
hamm-er blows.
Procedure
Place length of Plastigage across width of bearing
on crankshaft or big end journal , Fig. 51. Fit main or
big end bearing cap together w ith bearing shells
and torque as specified. The plastic filament will be
compressed more or less depending on bearing
clearance . Remove bearing cap.
Each main- bearing should be measured
separately without other bearing caps being
fitted.
Width of compressed plastic filament can be
measured by means of scale printed on PLASTIGAGE pack, Fig . 151 , reading shows bearing
clearance.
Only bolts in good condition should be used
for securing bearing caps on crankshaft and
they should not be tightened in excess of
specified torque.
4.

Measuring Piston Clearance
Procedure
1. When reassembling an engine the piston to
bore clearance should be measured as
follows.
2 . The diameter of the piston should be
measured when cold , using a micrometer.
The measurement should be made across the
piston skirt at 90° to the piston pin axis.
3 . This micrometer reading is then used to 'zero'
a bore gauge. The reading on the dial of the
bore gauge in situ is the piston to bore
clearance (see Te chnical Data).
Alternatively, the bore can be measured with
an internal micrometer, and the piston size
subtracted to give the piston to bore
clearance.
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Fi g. 51. Measuring bearing clearance
A - Calibrated plastic filament
B - Compressed filament
C- Scale

Fig. 52 . Check piston ring gaps
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To A ssem ble
34.

Press oil seal into oil seal carrier using
Special Tool 21-030 and oil Seal into timing
cover using a suitable tube, Fig. 53.

Fig. 53. Press in oil seals
A - Oil seal installer
B- Secial Tool 21-030
C - Oil seal

35 .

Insert new crankshaft spigot bearing using
Special Tool 21-080, Fig. 54, and press into
crankshaft. Line up crankshaft sprocket on
spring washer and press on.

36.

Oil tappets and insert them into cylinder
block.

37.

Oil camshaft bearings, camshaft and thrust
plate. Insert camshaft from front. Attach
thrust plate and torque as specified and lock
bolts with lock tabs.

38.

Insert main bearing shells and half thrust
washers dry in block, apply engine oil and
then fit crankshaft.

D - Front cover
E- Tube
F - Oil seal

TR 21-235

Fig. 54. Press cran kshaft needle pilot into position
A - Special Tool 21-080
8 - Guide bearing

39.

Fit main bearing caps complete w ith oiled
bearing shells.
The arrows on main bearing caps should
point t ow ards front of engine . Fig. 55.

40.

Tighten bearing cap bolts uniformly to torque
specified in Technical Data.

Fig. 55. Main bearing caps in position
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Check end-float of the crankshaft and
camshaft using a dial indicator, Fig. 56. (See
Technical Data). If end-float is excessive, fit
thicker half thrust washers or a new camshaft
thrustplate.

K

Fig. 56. Check end -float of crankshaft

42.

Fit camshaft gear together with timing chain,
ensuring markings on gears align. Fig. 57.
Torque bolts as specified in Technical Data
and lock.

Fig. 57. Sprocket markings

43.

Fit timing chain tensioner and torque bolts as
specified.
Compress spring and slide
tensioner arm on to pin on main bearing cap.
Release chain tensioner spring, Fig. 58.

Fig. 58. Chain tensioner installed
A - Chain tensioner
B - Tensioner arm
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44.

Slide on oil slinger. Centre front cover
equipped with a new oil seal (sealing lip
lightly lubricated) with crankshaft pulley, Fig.

59.

45.

Tighten bolts of front cover and crankshaft
pulley to specified torque.

Fig. 59. Centre front cover with crankshaft pulley

46.

Refit rear oil seal carrier fitted with a new oil
seal (sealing lip lightly lubricated). Tighten oil
seal carrier bolts to specified torque.

4 7.

Invert engine and position rear cover. Fit flywheel, Fig. 60, and torque as specified in
Technical Data.
Re- use only bolts, which are in good
condition and lubricated.

Fig. 60. Fit flywheel
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48.

Position clutch disc using Special Tool 21 080, Fig. 61. Place pressure plate on dowels
and torque as specified in Technical Data.

49.

Apply engine oil to pistons and cylinder
bores. Stagger piston rings with specified
gaps. Refer to Technical Data.

Fig. 61 . Centre clutch disc and pressure plate
A - Special Tool 21-080

50.

Compress piston rings with a standard tool
(ring compressor). Fig. 62. Slide piston into
cylinder using a hammer handle, guiding
connecting rod on to big end journal by hand.
The 'front' m arking o n piston (arrow,
notches, etc.) should point t owards front
cove r.

K

Fig. 62. Fit piston using a ring compressor

51.

Place big end bearing shell in position, apply
oil and press connecting rod firmly against
big end bearing journal.

52.

Fit big end bearing cap complete with oiled
bearing shell. Torque connecting rod bolts as
specified in Technical Data, Fig. 63.
Check whether connect ing rods have
e nough e ndfloat on journals.

Fig. 63. Torque connection rod bolts as specified in Technical
Data
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53.

Apply metal jointing compound (Loctite) to oil
pump suction pipe and press in position.
Torque bolts as specified in Technical Data.

54.

Insert rubber seal in groove of rear seal
carrier and locate cover.
Apply sealing compound to cylinder block
mating surface at joint of cover and rear seal
carrier. Place sump gasket in position and
slide projections on cork gasket under cutouts in rubber gasket, Fig. 64.

55.

Place sump in position and torque bolts as
specified, in two stages.
1st stage

4, 7 Nm (0.4 to 0, 7 kgf.m) (4 lbf.ft)

2nd stage 8,11 Nm (0,8 to 1,1 kgf.m) (7 lbf.ft)
56.

Crank engine.
Insert oil separator up to stop and secure
with bolt.

57.

Torque oil pressure switch as specified in
Technical Data.

58.

Fit water pump with gasket, Fig. 65, only
tighten bolt of alternator bracket finger-tight.

Fig. 64. Fitting sump gasket
A - Rubber half seal of rear oil seal carrier
B - Cork gasket

TR21- 245
Fig. 65. Install water pump

59.

Fit oil pump complete with gasket and torque
bolts as specified in Technical Data, Fig. 66.
When a new or overhauled oil pump is
used, it should be turned by hand
through a complete rotation and filled
with engine oil prior to installation.

TR21-246

Fi g. 66. Fit oil pump
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60.

Screw on oil filter cartridge until rubber gasket
makes contact with filter head, then tighten a
further i turn. Apply engine oil to rubber
gasket and mating flange face before fitting.

61 .

Position cylinder head gasket correctly.

Fig. 67. Tightening sequence for cylinder head bolts

62.

Fit cylinder head and tighten bolts finger
tight. Torque cylinder head bolts as specified
in three stages proceeding in sequence
shown in Fig. 67 .
1st stage
2nd stage

7 Nm (0,7 kgf.m) (5 lbf.ft)
27 to 40 Nm (2,7 to 4 ,0 kgf.m)
(2 5 lbf.ft)
3rd stage
68 to 75 Nm (6,8 to 7,5 kgf.m)
(53 lbf.ft)
1 0 to 20 minutes later
88 to 95 Nm (8,8 to 9 ,5 kgf.m) (67 lbf.ft)
After engine has run for at least 1 5 minutes
retighten to
88 to 95 Nm (8,8 to 9,5 kgf.m) (67 lbf.ft)
Bolts va ry in length to suit thickness of
cylinder head.

63.

Apply engine oil to both ends of push rods
and place them in push rod sockets.

64.

Place rocker shaft in position, guiding rocker
lever adjusting screws into push rod sockets.
Tighten rocker shaft bolts by hand, then
torque them as specified in Technical Data,
Fig. 68.

Fig. 68. Tighten rocker shaft bolts
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65.

Insert thermostat into cylinder head, Fig. 69.
Place gasket in position and fit thermostat
housing.

66.

Adjust valve clearances {see Operation 21
213), refit rocker cover and tighten bolts
evenly to specified torque.

67.

Fit alternator complete with bracket. Fit fan
complete with pulley, to water pump.

Fig. 69. Thermostat in position

. 68.

Refit fan belt and adjust belt tension to
achieve 13 mm {0,5 in) total slackness
between alternator and fan.

69.

Refit fuel pump with gaskets and spacer.
Torque bolts as in Technical Data, Fig. 70.

70.

Connect fuel line to carburettor and insert
vent valve into oil separator.

71.

Set 1st cylinder of engine to TDC {valves Qf
4th cylinder overlap). Turn rotor arm to mark
of 1st cylinder and insert distributor in block.

Fig. 70. Fit fuel pump

r

72.

Fit spark plugs and torque as specified in
Technical Data. Refit distributor cap and
connect HT leads to spark plugs, arranged as
shown in Fig. 71. Connect vacuum line to
carburettor.

73.

Fit oil drain plug complete with new washer
and torque as specified in Technica l Data.
Every time oil is changed and oil drain
plug is removed a new washer should be
fitted.

74.

Insert dipstick and remove engine from stand.
TR21·290

1

2

3

4

Fig. 71. Arrangement of HT leads (firing order)
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Fig. 72. ' B' engine - exploded view
1.
2.
3.
4.

Toothed belt guard
Cam follower
Cam follower spring
Crankshaft timing cover

September 1978

5.
6.
7.
8.

Auxiliary shaft front cover
Auxiliary shaft thrust plate
Auxiliary shaft
Camshaft th rust plate

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS :

9.
10 .
11 .
12.

Vent valve
Oil separator
Crankshaft oil seal
Thrust half ring

SECTION 21A-36

ENG IN E
ENGINE ' 8 '

Lubrication circuit, Fig. 73.

The oil pump draws oil via a strainer from the oil
sump and feeds it into the full -flow oil filter. The
filtered oil, passing along the central axis of the oil
filter cartridge, reaches the oil pressure switch via a
short drilling (on the right hand side of the engine)
and the main oil gallery (on t he left-hand side of the
engine) via a transverse drilling. The main bearings
have direct connections to the main oil gallery and
the camshaft bearings in their turn have
connections to the front, centre and rear main
bearings. The big end journals are supplied with oil
through diagonal drillings from the nearest main
bearing. An oil bore in the big end ensures splash
lubrication of the piston pins and the trailing side of
cylinders. The timing chain and sprockets are also
lubricated via a splash oil drilling. The front bearing
journal of the crankshaft has a pad at its centre
from which the pressurised oil is supplied
intermittently to the rocker shaft (via drillings in the
cylinder block and cylinder head).

Fig. 73. Oil flow

Closed v entilation system , Fig. 7 4

The ventilation of the crankcase depends on the
amount of air drawn by the engine when it is
running and on the throughput of the vent valve.
Fresh air enters at the rocker cover via the oil filler
neck, flows through the crankcase and is drawn in
by the running engine through the vent valve on the
right hand side of the engine and burnt with the
carburettor mixture. The vent valve controls the rate
of air flow as a function of the engine load.
The vent valve and the steel wool filter in the oil
fi ller cap must be cleaned with a suitable cleaner or
replaced at the specified intervals.

-- -------------,

L21-215

Fig. 74. Closed ventilation system
A - Vent valve
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ENGINE ASSEMBLY DISMANTLE AND
REASSEMBLE (Engine
removed )

Special Service Tools Required :
Engine stand
Cylinder head bolt wrench
21-002
Cylinder head alignment studs
21-003
Valve adjustment locknut wrench 21-004-A
Oil seal remover
21-009-A
Crankshaft rear oil seal installer
21-011-A
Oil pump bolt and drive
belt tensioner socket
21-012
Universal spindle
21-023
21 - 028
Crankshaft gear remover
21-031
Engine mounting bracket
Flywheel bearing remover
21-036
Flywheel bearing installer
and clutch disc aligner
21-044

Fig. 75. Fit engine to stand using engine mounting bracket

21-03 1

To Dismantle
1.

Secure engine to stand by means of engine
mounting bracket 21-031, Fig. 7 5.

2.

Drain engine oil and remove oil filter, Fig. 76.
Remove dipstick.

3.

Remove clutch pressure plate (6 bolts) and
clutch disc from flywheel.

4.

Disconnect HT leads and remove distributor
cap and leads. Remove spark plugs and
distributor complete with vacuum line.

Fig. 76. Remove oil filter

5.

Remove timing belt cover (3 bolts). W ithdraw
toothed belt guard to side of retaining bolt
which also secures water pump, Fig. 77 .
Remove rocker cover.

L 21-26

K

Fig. 77. Remove timing belt guard
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6.

Remove alternator with bracket (4 bolts).
Take off V-belt and detach fan and pulley (4
bolts) from water pump.

7.

Slacken crankshaft pulley ( 1 bolt) and remove
together with thrust washer.

8.

Remove auxiliary shaft bolt with toothed belt
pulley.

9.

Slacken toothed belt tensioner, using Special
Tool 21-012 (1 bolt, 1 special bolt) press
against spring pressure and retighten, Fig. 78.
Remove toothed belt.

Fig. 78. Slacken toothed belt tensioner using Specia l Tool
21-012

10.

Remove auxiliary shaft and crankshaft
pulleys. On jammed crankshaft pulley use
Special Tool21-028. Fig. 79.

11 .

Remove fuel line from carburettor and
withdraw breather hose with vent valve from
oil separator.

Fig. 79. Remove crankshaft pull ey using Special Tool 21-028

12.

Slacken cylinder head bolts (1 0) using
Special Tool 21-002,
Fig. 80.
For
unscrewing
bolts
reverse
tightening
sequence. Fig. 113. Remove bolts.

Fig. 80. Unscrew cylinder head bolts with Special Tool
2 1-002
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(co nt'd)

13.

Lift off cylinder head complete with inlet and
exhaust manifolds. Remove water connection
(2 bolts). Remove spacer and lift out
thermostat together with gasket.

14.

Detach fuel pump (2 bolts) and fuel line. Lift
out tappet.

1 5.

Remove oil pressure switch and prise oil
separator out of engine block, using a
screwdriver, Fig. 81 .

Fig. 81 . Remove oil separator using a screwdriver

16.

Remove sump with engine mounted upright
in the stand, to prevent sludge and swart
from getting into engine, Fig. 82.

17.

Remove auxiliary shaft front cover (3 bolts)
and crankshaft front cover (4 bolts). Press oil
seal out of both covers.

18.

Remove retaining plate
withdraw auxiliary shaft.

(2

bolts)

and

Fig. 82. Detach oil sump

19.

Remove crankshaft needle roller bearing from
crankshaft, using Special Tool 21-036, Fig.

83.

K

Fig. 83. Remove crankshafl needle bearing. using Special Tool

21-036
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20.

Set pistons at centre of their stroke and
remove carbon deposits from cylinder head
faces using a suitable scraper, Fig. 84,
without touching piston bore.

21 .

Place a large tray under engine, invert engine
and catch remaining oil, carbon remains and
coolant.

22.

Remove water pump (2 screws, 1 bolt).

Fig. 84. Remove carbon deposits from cylinder head face

23.

Remove oil pump (3 bolts) using Special Tool
21-012 , Fig. 85, Lift out oil pump drive shaft.

K

Fig. 85. Remove oil pump using Special Tool 21 - 012

24.

Check markings on big end bearing caps and
bearing
caps
for
subsequent
main
reassembly, Fig. 86.

Fig. 86. Markings of big end and main bearing caps
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(cont'd)

25.

Remove big end bearing caps one by one,
together w ith bearing shells. Push pistons
complete with connecting rods and bearing
shells out of engine. If big end bearin g shells
are removed before pistons are taken out,
mark shells to correspond with connecting
rods. for purposes of subsequent reassembly.

26.

Detach flywheel (6 bolts), Fig. 87.

Fig. 87. Detach flywheel

27.

Remove main bearing caps together with
bearing shells. When removing centre main
bearing cap, note position of two half thrust
washers and mark them accordingly, Fig. 88.

Fig. 88. Half thrust washers centre main bearing

28.

Lift crankshah out of cylinder block and
remove rear oil seal, Fig. 89.

29.

Remove bearing caps and half thrust washers
from cylinder block and mark them for
subsequent reassembly.

Fig. 89. Remove crankshaft
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To Reassemble
The type and d egree of cleaning of a give n
part b ef o r e r easembly must d ep end on the
hours the engine has run, the extent of any
damage and its possible re- use . This applies
partic ularly to the cylinde r block with its
corner s, angles and bores. If n ecessary,
r e move all plugs and covers and c lean their
seat s, using s uita ble cleaning ag ents a nd tools
(brushes, scr ape rs) . The oil g alle ries in
particular, e.g . in the cylinder block, cylinder
head, et c ., s ho uld be free from dirt and
abrasive partic les, Fig. 90. If press-fit plugs
a nd scr ew plugs are remove d, they, like all
seals and gaskets, should b e renewed.

Fig. 90. Oil circu it

MAIN BEARINGS
Pa r ent bore in c ylinder bloc k

The parent bore in the cylinder block may be either
standard or 0.40 mm (0,015 in) oversize. There is
no marking for the standard parent bore, but w ith
an oversize bore the bearing caps are marked with
white paint, Fig. 9 1.
Cranksh aft m ain b earing journal s

The crankshaft main bearing journals may be
standard or (also in new engines) 0,25 mm
(0,01 0 in) undersize. Standard main bearing
journals are not marked, while the crankshaft web
adjacent to an undersize main journal is ma rked
w ith a green stripe.

September 1978

Fig. 91 . Colour marking of main bearing caps
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Crankshaft big end bearing journals

Standard big end bearing journals are not marked.
Journals which are 0.25 mm (0,01 in) undersize are
marked with a green paint spot on web next to the
journa l, Fig. 92.
Crankshafts with undersize m ain and big end
bearing journals are marked with both stripe and
spot on the front of the web adjacent to journals.
Fig. 92 .

K

L 21-210

Fig. 92. Crankshaft colour markings

Connecting rods and bearing caps

The red mark on connecting rod and connecting rod
cap is located on t he side of the big end bearing
boss, Fig. 93. Both colour marks must be on the
same side in order to prevent faulty installation .
Standard main bearing and big end bearing shells
are not marked. Bearing shells for undersize
crankshafts or oversize cylinder blocks have an
appropriate inscription on the back (see Parts
Catalogue) while colour markings on production
repair sizes are on the outer edge at the side. Fig.
94. with the exception of service main and big end
bearing
shells
(0,5/0.75/
and
1,0 mm
(0,02/0,03/0.04 in) undersize crankpins).
When new bearing shell s are selected they should
be checked aga inst the Spare Parts Catalogue to
ensure they are the appropriate ones and in
addition they should be measured.

Fig. 93. Connecting rod colou r markings

In order to remain within the specified tolerances
(see Technica l Data) journals. parent bores and
bearing shells should be measured individually.

'
K

Fig. 94
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Measuring bearing clearance

bore gauge in situ is the piston to bore
clearance (see Technical Data).
Alternatively, the bore can be measured with
an internal micrometer, and the piston size
subtracted to give the piston to bore
clearance.
The measurement must be taken below any
visible wear marks in the bore. To detect bore
ovality, two readings should be taken at goo
to each other.
NOTE : The maximum difference between
these two readings should not be more than
0,025 mm (0,001 in).
Inspect the bores for visible wear. damaged
lips etc.
If the clearance in sub-section 3 above is
excessive, or if ovality, or any of the faults in
sub-section 5 above is detected, the block
should be rebored to suit oversize pistons.
Before installing pistons, check piston ring
gaps.

Measuring
bearings
(even
with
undersize
crankshafts) can be eliminated and determination of
required bearing shells can be considerably
simplified by use of:
'PLASTIGAGE' (type PG1) made by:

4.

PERFECT CIRCLE CORPORATION,
HAGERSTOWN, INDIANA. USA.
UK Supplier:
NORMAN GAYDON (International)
68 London Road
South end-on-Sea
Essex.

5.

West German suppliers:
K. H. ERN/Motorenteile GmbH
Schinkelstrasse 46-48
D- 4000 Dusseldorf.

6.

'PLASTIGAGE' is the name of an accurately
calibrated plastic filament.
Requirements for use of · Plastigage'
1.

Bearing should be dry and clean.

2.

Crankshaft should not
measuring operation.

3.

Points of measurement should be close to top
and bottom dead centre position.

be

turned

7.

during

\.

4.

Bearing caps should not be seated with
hammer blows.
Procedure
Place length of Plastigage across width of bearing
on crankshaft or big end journal, Fig. g5. Fit main or
big end bearing cap together with bearing shells
and torque as specified. The plastic filament will be
compressed more or less depending on bearing
clearance. Remove bearing cap.

Each main bearing should be measured
separately without other bearing caps being
fitted.
Width of compressed plastic filament can be
measured
by means of scale printed on
PLASTIGAGE pack. Fig. 96, reading shows bearing
clearance .

Only bolts in good condition should be used
for securing bearing caps on crankshaft and
they should not be tightened in excess of
specified torque.
Measuring Piston Clearance

i

l

\I
I

I •

\

821-8 ·.

Fig. 95. Location of Plastigage thread
A - Calibrated plastic thread

'1,

r,·
\'

~

Procedure
1.

When re- assembling an engine, the piston to
bore clearance should be measured as
follows .

2.

The diameter of the piston should be
measured when cold, using a micrometer.
The measurement should be made across the
piston skirt. at goo to the piston pin axis.

3.

The micrometer reading is then used to 'zero'
a bore gauge. The reading on the dial of the

September 1978
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Fig. 96 . Measuring bearing play
A - Compressed plastic thread
B ·- Measurement scale
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(cont'd)

30.

Press new pilot bearing into crankshaft. using
Special Tool 21-044, Fig. 97.

31.

Insert main bearing shells dry into cylinder
block, apply engine oil and place crankshaft in
posit ion.

K

Fig. 97. Fitting crankshaft pilot bearing using Special Tool

21 - 044

32.

Apply thin coat of sealing compound (Part
No. A 70SX- 19554-BA) to main bearing cap
contact faces, Fig. 98, position main bearing
caps complete with oiled bearing shells, rear
main bearing cap on rear of contact face.
Ensure thrust rings are fitted to centre
bearing.
Arrow s on m ain bearing caps should
point t o front of engine.

Fig. 98. Apply sealing compound to main bearing cap contact
face

33.

Tighten bearing cap bolts uniformly to torque
specified in Technical Data. On this engine
two guide bushes each are provided for
securing rear and centre main bearing caps,
Fig. 99.

Fig. 99. Centre main bearing bushes
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34.

Check crankshaft end-float with a standard
dial indicator, Fig. 100, and correct using
thrust washers (see Technical Data) .

Fig. 1 00. Check crankshaft end-float

35.

Moisten sealing lip of new rear oil seal. Slide
new oil seal onto Special Tool 21-0 11-A
and press firmly against rear main bearing,
Fig.101.

L21-44

K

Fig. 101. Fit rear oil seal using Special Tool 21-011-A

36.

Coat rear main bearing cap inserts with
sealing compound (Part No. A 70SX-19554BA) and press in, using a blunt screwdriver,
Fig. 102 . Rounded face of dowel bush has
red mark and should be fitted pointing
towards bearing cap.

Fig. 102. Press in rear main bearing cap inserts. using blunt.
screwdriver
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37.

Align crankshaft timing cover with new oil
seal and new gasket on sump mating surface.
using Special Tool 21-009-A, Fig. 103, to
avoid damage to sea ling lip. Torque timing
cover as specified in Technica l Data.

38.

Install auxiliary shaft and fit thrust plate. Fit
front cover with new oil seal. sealing lip
slightly lubricated, using Special Tool
21-009- A to avoid damage to sealing lip.

Fig. 103. Centre timing cover. using Special Tool 21-009- A

39.

Fit flywheel, Fig. 104, and torque as specified
in Technical Data.
Re-use only bolts which are in good
condition· and lubricated.

Fig. 104. Fit flywheel

40.

Centre clutch disc, using Special Tool
21-044, Fig. 1 05. Place pressure plate on
dowels and torque as specified in Technical
Data.

41.

Invert engine. Apply engine oil to pistons and
cylinder bores. Stagger piston rings to
specified gaps, refer to Technical Data.

Fig. 105. Centre clutch disc using
A - Special Tool 21-044
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42 .

Compress piston rings with a standard tool
(ring compressor). Fig. 106. Slide piston into
cylinder using a hammer handle, guiding
connecting rod on to big end journal by hand.
The 'front' marking on piston (arrow,
notches, etc.) should point to front of
engine.

43.

Invert engine.
Place big end bearing shell in posit ion, apply
oil and press connecting rod firmly against
big end bearing journal.

Fig. 106. Fit piston using a ring compressor

44.

Fit big end bearing cap complete with oiled
bearing shell. Torque connecting rod bolts as
specified in Technical Data, Fig. 107.
Check whether connecting rods have
enough endfloat on journals.

45.

Fit oil pump drive shaft. Place oil pump
complete with suction pipe on centring bush
and torque as specified in Technical Data.
When a new or overhauled oil pump is
used, it should be turned by hand
through a complete rotation and filled
with engine oil prior to installation.

Fig. 107. Torque connecting rod bolts as specified in Technical
Data

46.

Insert rubber seal in groove of rear seal
carrier. Apply sealing compound to cylinder
block mating surface at joint of cover and rear
seal carrier. Place sump gasket in position
and slide projections on cork gasket under
cut-outs in rubber gasket, Fig. 1 08.

Fig. 108. Fit oil sump gasket
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Place sump in position, Fig. 109, and torque
bolts, as specified, in three stages as follows:
1st stage commencing with bolt 'A'
1 to 2 Nm (0,1 to 0,2 kgf.m) ( 1 lbf.ft)
2nd stage commencing with bolt '8'
6 to 8 Nm (0,6 to 0 ,8 Kgf.m) (5 lbf.ft)
3rd stage. after running engine 20 minutes,
commencing with bolt 'A'
8 to 1 0 Nm (0,8 to 1,0 kgf.m) (7 lbf.ft).

tC U l9

Fig. 109. Sump bolt tightening sequence

48.

Insert fuel pump tappet in bore and fit fuel
pump, Fig. 11 0.

4 9.

Invert engine. Apply metal jointing compound
(Loctite) to oil sepa rator and press up to stop
in cylinder block.

50.

Fit water pump with gasket, in doing so.
tighten bolt of alternator bracket finger-tight.

Fig. 11 0. Fit fuel pump

51.

Screw in oil filter cartridge until rubber gasket
makes contact with housing, then tighten a
further t turn. Fig. 111. Apply engine oil to
rubber gasket before fitting .

Fig. 111 . Fit oil filter cartridge
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52.

Fit oil pressure switch and torque as specified
in Technical Data.

53.

Fit auxiliary shaft toothed belt pulley with
reinforced side facing inwards. Attach
crankshaft
toothed
belt
pulley
(with
chamfered side inwards) with thrust washer
and belt pulley.
The thrust washer is dished and must be
fitted with the concave side facing th~
toothed pulley.

54.

Screw in Special Tool 21-{)03, as shown in
Fig. 112, in place of cylinder head bolts 7 and
9, Fig. 113, and fit head gasket.
To avoid damage to valves and pistons,
crankshaft must be turned before fitting
cylinder head so that piston of 1st
cylinder is some 2 em before TDC.

55.

Fig. 112. Fit cylinder head with aid of locating studs 21-003

Fit cylinder head, Fig. 112, and insert bolts
finger-tight. Replace the two locating studs
with the two remaining bolts. Torque cylinder
head bolts as specified using Special Tool
21-{)02 in three stages proceeding in the
sequence shown in Fig. 113.
1st stage: 40-55 Nm (4,0-5,5 kgf.m) (35
lbf.ft)
2nd stage: 50-70 Nm (5,0-7,0 kgf.m) (44
lbf.ft)
10-20 minutes later: 85-95 Nm (8,5-9,5
kgf.m) (66 lbf.ft)
When the engine is fitted in the vehicle,
retighten cylinder head bolts as indicated
in stage 4 (see Technical Data).
Fig. 113. Cylinder head bolt tightening sequence

Before fitting toothed belt, first turn camshaft
toothed belt pulley to TDC mark on cylinder
head, Fig. 114. Then turn crankshaft belt
pulley to TDC mark by the shortest' route.

T R2~·292

Fig. 114. Camshaft toothed belt pulley on TDC mark
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Fit toothed belt. Slacken toothed belt
tensioner so that it can rest against the
toothed belt after twice cranking engine.
After cranking tighten toothed belt tensioner
to specified torque, hexagon bolt first, then
special bolt, Fig. 115.
After positioning of toothed belt crank
engine in direction of normal rotation
only.

Fig. 11 5. Tighten belt tensioner

57.

Slide thrust washer and crankshaft pulley into
position. Torque crankshaft pulley and
auxiliary shaft toothed belt pulley as specified
in Technical Data. Fit toothed belt guard, Fig.
116.
Thrust w asher is cup-shaped and should
be fitted with hollow side facing gear.

58.

Fit alternator and bracket. Fit fan complete
with pulley to water pump.

Fig. 116. Fit tooth ed belt guard

59.

Fit fan belt and adjust belt tension to achieve
13 mm (0,5 in) free movement midway
between alternator and fan pulleys, Fig. 11 7.

60.

Crank engine to bring cylinder No. 1 to TDC
and install distributor so that rotor arm is
al~o at mark for No. 1 cylinder.

61.

Connect vacuum
carburettor.

line

and

fuel

line

to

13mm
Fig. 117. Tighten fan belt
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62.

Check valve clearances and adjust, if
necessary (see Operation No. 21 213 '8'
engine). Fig. 118.

63.

Fit roGker cover, ensuring correct engagement of gasket projection.

l
Fig. 118. Adjust valve clearances

64.

Torque rocker cover bolts as specified in four
stages, proceeding in sequence specified, Fig.
119.
1st stage, tighten bolts 1-6
5 to 7 Nm (0,5 to 0,7 kgf.m)
2nd stage, tighten bolts 7 and 8
2 to 2,5 Nm (0,2 to 0,25 kgf.m)
3rd stage, tighten bolts 9 and 1 0
5 to 7 Nm {0,5 to 0,7 kgf.m)
4th stage, tighten bolts 7 and 8
5 to 7 Nm {0,5 to 0, 7 kgf.m)

(4,41bf.ft)
.
(1 ,7 lbf.ft)
(4,41bf.ft)
(4,4 lbf.ft)

Fig. 119. Rocker cover bolt tightening sequence

65.

Fit spark plugs and torque as specified in
Technical Data. Refit distributor cap and
connect HT leads to spark ·plugs as shown in
Fig. 120.

66.

Fit oil drain plug complete with new washer
and torque as specified in Technical Data.
Every time oil is changed and oil drain
plug is removed a new w asher should be
f itted.

6 7.

Fit breather hose together with vent valve in
oil separator.

68.

Insert dipstick and remove engine from stand.

Fig. 120. Arrangement of HT leads (firing order)
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CYLINDER HEAD - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Service Tool Required :

Cylinder head bolt wrench

21-034

To Remove

1.

Disconnect battery earth strap, drain coolant
into tray by disconnecting radiator hose from
radiator bottom neck and engine water outlet
at top, Fig. 124.

Fig. 124. Disconnect radiator hose from radiator

2.

Remove air cleaner and disconnect fuel line
from carburettor and engine breather hose
from oil separator. Remove brake servo
vacuum hose from inlet connector.

3.

Detach throttle cable with bracket from inlet
manifold (2 bolts} and disconnect throttle
linkage at carburettor, Fig. 125. Unscrew
choke cable at carburettor.

Fig. 125. Unhook throttle cable at throttle linkage and remove
with bracket

4.

Detach vacuum line from carburettor and
disconnect hot water hose from inlet
manifold.

5.

Disconnect lead from idling cut-off valve
temperature sender unit and HT leads from
spark plugs and ignit ion coil. Remove
distributor cap and distributor rotor arm.

6.

Detach cylinder head water elbow (2 bolts}
and remove thermostat, Fig. 12.6. Disconnect
exhaust pipe from exhaust manifold (2 nuts}.

Fig. 126. Remove thermostat
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ENGINE
21 163
7.

ENGINE 'A '

(cont'd )

Remove spark plugs. rocker cover and rocker
shaft (4 bolts each). Fig. 127. Take out push
rods and remove cylinder head bolts, slackening bolts in reverse order to tightening (see
tightening sequence in Fig. 129). Detach
cylinder head.
Do not interchange push rod s when
removing and re-installing.

Fig. 12 7. Remove rocker shaft

To Inst all

8.

After cleaning mating faces (cylinder head
and cylinder block), fit new cylinder head
gasket.

Fig. 128. Replace cylinder head

9.

Fit cylinder head, Fig. 128. Insert cylinder
head bolts finger tight. Take out locating
studs and replace them by the last two bolts.
Cylinder head bolts should then be tightened
to specified torque in four stages in order
shown in Fig. 129, using Special Tool
21-034.
1st stage

40 to 55 Nm (4,0 to 5,5 kgf.m)
(35 lbf.ft)
50 to 70 Nm (5,0 to 7,0 kgf.m)
2nd stage
(44 lbf.ft)
10 to 20 minutes later
85 to 95 Nm (8,5 to 9,5 kgf.m) (66 lbf.ft)
When the engine is fitted to the vehicle
retighten cylinder bolts as indicated in stage
4 (see Technical Data)
Bolts are of different lengths to suit
different thicknesses of cylinder head.
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Fig. 129. Cylinder head bolts. tightening sequence
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SECTION 21A-56

ENGINE
ENGINE 'A '

10.

Lubricate both ends of push rods and place
them in push rod sockets. Fit rocker shaft,
guiding rocker arm adjusting screws into
push rod sockets. Insert rocker shaft bolts
and torque them as specified in Technical
Data, Fig. 130.

11.

Adjust valve clearances (see Operation No.
21 213, 'A' engine). Fit spark plugs and
rocker cover.

Fig. 130. Torque rocker shaft bolts as specified in Technical
Data

· 12.

Insert thermostat, locate gasket and attach
water outlet connection with air cleaner
bracket. Attach exhaust pipe to exhaust
manifold.

13.

Connect leads to idling cut-off valve,
temperature sender unit and attach HT leads
to sparking plugs and coil. Fit distributor rotor
arm and cap.

14.

Connect vacuum line to carburettor and
attach hot water hose to inlet manifold.

Fig. 131 . Secure spark plugs with standard plug socket

15.

Assemble throttle cable with bracket, hook up
to throttle linkage, Fig. 132, and adjust.
Attach choke cable, if fitted, and adjust.

16.

Secure brake servo vacuum line to inlet
connector. Connect engine breather hose to
oil separator and fuel line to carburettor.

Fig. 132. Hook throttle cable to throttle linkage and secure
bracket
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ENGINE 'A'

(cont'd)

17.

Connect radiator hoses, Fig. 133, and top up
with coolant. Connect earth strap to battery.

18.

Allow en9ine to warm up for 1 5 mins. at
1000 rev/min, adjust dwell angle, timing,
idling speed and CO content.

Fig. 133. Connect hose to radiator

19.

After adjustments have been carried out with
engine warmed up, disconnect HT leads from
spark plugs and remove rocker cover.

Fig. 134. Cylinder head bolt tightening sequ,ence

20.

Retighten cylinder head bolts to specified
torque in the sequence shown in Fig. 134,
using Special tool ~o . 21--034. Retighten
bolts securing rocker shaft and recheck valve
clearances.

21 .

Refit rocker cover tightening bolts to
specified torque, fit HT leads, Fig. 135, and
refit air cleaner.

TR21-29 0

1

2

3

4

Fig. 135. Spark plug HT lead arrangement (firing order)
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21 163

CYLINDER HEAD - REMOVE
AND INSTALL (ONE)

Special Servicfl Tools Required:

Cylinder head bolt wrench
Cylinder head alignment studs
Valve adjustment locknut
wrench
Oil pump bolt and drive belt
tensioner socket

2 1-002
2 1-003
2 1-004-A
21-012

To Remove

1.

Disconnect battery earth strap and remove
engine splash shield (5 screws). Fig. 136
Drain coolant into tray by disconnecting
radiator hose from radiator bottom neck and
engine water outlet at top.

2.

Remove air cleaner and disconnect fuel
line(s) from carburettor and engine breather
hose from oil separator.

3.

Disconnect brake servo vacuum hose from
inlet manifold connection. Unhook throttle
cable at throttle linkage and remove with
bracket, Fig. 137.

4.

Disconnect lead from temperature sender
unit and HT leads from spark plugs and
ignition coil. Remove distributor cap and
distributor rotor arm.

5.

Remove vacuum hose from carburettor, disconnect heater hose from automatic choke
and exhaust pipe from exhaust manifold (2
nuts).

Fig. 136. Remove radiator hose from radiator

Fig. 137. Unhook throttle cable and remove with bracket

6.

Remove toothed belt guard (3 bolts) and
rocker cover (1 0 bolts). Slacken toothed belt
tensioner using Specia l Tool 21-012 (1
hexagon bolt, 1 special bolt) Fig. 138, press
against spring pressure and retighten.
Remove toothed belt from camshaft toothed
belt pulley.

Fig. 138. Slacken toothed belt tensioner using Special Tool
21-012
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7.

(cont'd)

ENGINE ' B'

Remove spark plugs and detach cylinder head
(1 0 bolts) using Special Tool 21-002, Fig.
139. When unscrewing cylinder head bolts
reverse tightening sequence (see Fig. 141 ).
Afte r complete re moval cylinder head
should not be placed on mating surface
because of possible damage to valves in
fully open position.

Fig. 139. Remove cylinder head using Special Tool 21--002

To Install

8.

After cleaning mating faces (cylinder head
-cylinder block). screw cylinder head
alignment studs 21-003 into cylinder block
and fit new cylinder head gasket.

Fig. 140. Fit cylinder head using centering studs 21--003

To avoid damage to valves and pistons,
the crankshaft must be turned before the
cylinder head is fitted so that piston of
1st cylinder is a bout 2 em before TDC.

9.

Fit cylinder head, Fig. 14p. and insert cylinder
head bolts finger tight. Take out locating
studs and replace them by the last two bolts.
Cylinder head bolts should then be tightened
to specified torque in three stages in order
shown in Fig. 141.
1st stage

40 to 55 Nm (4,0 to 5,5 kgf.m)
(35 lbf.ft)
2nd stage
50 to 70 Nm (5,0 to 7,0 kgf.m)
(441bf.ft)
10 to 20 minutes later
85 to 95 Nm (8,5 to 9 ,5 kgf.m) (66 lbf.ft)
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Fig. 141 . Cylinder head bolt tightening sequence
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SECTION 21A- 60

ENGINE
ENGINE ' B'

Before fitting toothed belt, first turn
camshaft toothed belt pulley to TDC
mark on cylinder head. Then turn
crankshaft belt pulley to TDC mark by
taking shortest route, and set distributor
rotor arm to mark for 1st cylinder, Fig.
142.

10.

Fit toothed belt. Slacken belt tensioner so
that it will rest against the toothed belt when
the engine is cranked over twice. After
cranking, torque belt tensioner as specified in
Technical Data.
After positioning toothed belt crank
engine in direction of rotation only.

Fig. 142. Piston of No. 1 cylinder at TDC

1 1.

Check valve clearances, and adjust if
necessary, using Special Tool 21-004-A
(see Operation No. 21 21 3, ·s· engine).

12.

Fit rocker cover ensuring that gasket dovetail
engages correctly.

13.

Tighten rocker cover bolts to prescribed
torque (see Technical Data) as show n in Fig.
143. in the following four stages.
1st stage. tighten bolts 1 to 6
5 to 7 Nm (0.5 to 0. 7 kgf.m)
2nd stage. tighten bolts 7 and 8
2 to 2,5 Nm (0,2 to 0.25 kgf.m)
3rd stage. tighten bolts 9 and 10
5 to 7 Nm (0,5 to 0, 7 kgf.m)
4th stage, tighten bolts 7 and 8
5 to 7 Nm (0.5 to 0, 7 kgf.m)
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(4,4 lbf.ft)
(1 ,7 lbf.ft)
(4,4 lbf.ft)
1

(4,4 lbf.ft)

Fig. 143. Rocker cover bolt tightening sequence
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21 165 5

CYLINDER HEAD - REPLACE
(Cylinder head r e moved)

Special Se rvice Too ls required :

Valve spring compressor
(Main tool)
Adaptors

21-024
or21-056
21-024-02

T o Dism antle

1.

Remove inlet manifold (5 bolts) complete
with carburettor, Fig. 14 7, and exhaust
manifold (6 nuts) from cylinder head.

2.

Remove exhaust manifold studs (6) and
temperature sender unit.

3.

Fig. 147. Remove inlet manifold with carburettor

Compress valve springs and retainers using
standard valve spnng compressor and
remove collets. Fig. 148.
When r emoving and refitting valve
springs it is essential to en sure that the
v alve ~tern is not damaged by valve
spring r etainer when it i s pressed down
in ord er t o r e move a nd r efit collets. If
st em i s d amaged there is no g uarantee
that sealing is adequat e. The r esult is
excessive oil consumption and w ear in
the v alve guides.

4.

Release valve spring compressor, remove
valve retainers and springs, take off valve
stem seals and take out valves.

K

Fig. 148. Removal of valve springs. using stand ard valve
compressor

To A ssemble
Bef o r e assembling n ew cylinder h ead,
c h eck p arts of o ld cylinde r h ead intended
t o b e r e- u sed for w ear and serviceability.

5.

Lubricate valves and valve guides. Insert
valves, and cover splines with adhesive foil.

6.

Fit valve stem seals, Fig.
adhesive foil from valve stem.

149, remove

Eve ry time v alves a re tak e n out and
r efitted , n ew valve ste m seals should be
used . Cover valve splines with adhesive
f oil to prev e nt damage to v alve ste m
seal s.
Fig. 149. Slide valve stem seal on va lve stem
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7.

Compress valve springs and valve spring
retainers, using valve spring compressor and
fit collets. Pay attention to correct seating
of collet s.

8.

Refit exhaust manifold studs and temperature
sender unit, Fig. 1 50.

Fig. 1 50. Fit temperature sender unit

9.

Replace inlet manifold complete with carburettor, Fig. 1 51, and exhaust manifold,
using new gaskets.

Fig. 151. Install inlet' manifold with carburettor

Whe n used valves are installed in a new
cylinder head, it is essential before
installing them to reface the valve head
on a valve grinding m achine a nd then to
proceed as follows:

10.

Grind in valves in cylinder head. Fig. 152.
Clean all traces of grinding paste off valves
and valve seats, oil valves, valve seats and
inserts. Cover valve splines with adhesive foil.

11 .

Fit valve seals and remove adhesive foil from
valve stem. Continue as described in suboperation 7.
K

Fig. 152. Grind in valves
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21 165 5

CYLINDER HEAD - REPLACE
(Cylinder head removed)

Special Se rvice T ools Require d:

Valve adjusting locknut
wrench
Valve spring compressor
Valve stem oil seal installer
Camshaft oil seal installer
Oil pump bolt and drive belt
tensioner socket

21-004-A
21-005-A
21-007
21-009-A
21-012

o Dism antle
K

1.

Support front and rear of cylinder head w ith
two wooden-bloc.ks of equal size in order to
prevent damage to valves.

2.

Remove inlet manifold (4 bolts, 2 nuts)
complete with carburettor, Fig. i 53. and
water connection (2 bolts) from cylinder
head.

3.

Remove exhaust pipe (2 bolts) and exhaust
manifold (8 nuts).

4.

Detach oil pipe (3 bolts). Remove inlet
manifold studs (2) and exhaust manifold
studs (8) w ith two lock nuts, as well as
temperature sender unit.

5.

Unhook cam follower retaining springs,
compress valve spring retainer and valve
springs using Special Tool 21-005, remove
cam followers, Fig. 154, and take out collets,
Fig. 155.

Fig. 153. Remove inlet manifold with carburettor

Fig. 154. Remove cam followers using Special Tool 21-005

When removing and refitting valve
springs it is essential to ensure that the
valve stem is not damaged by valve
spring retainer when it is pressed down
in order to remove and refit collets. If
stem is damaged there is no guarantee
that sealing is adequate. The result is
excessive oil consumption and w ear in
the valve guides.

6.

Release valve springs. Remove valve spring
retainer and valve springs, withdraw valves
and remove valve stem seals.

Fig. 155. , Remove valve collets. spring retainers and springs.
using Special Tool 21-005.
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ENGINE ' 8 '

(cont'd )

7.

Hold camshaft in position with open ended
spanner on boss behind 6th cam, detach
camshaft gear {1 bolt) and remove together
with thrust washer. Remove oil retainer {3
bolts).

8.

Remove camshaft retaining plate {2 bolts)
and carefully withdraw camshaft to rear.
Remove ball pins {8).
D o not inte rchange re-used camshaft,
cam fo llow ers and ball pins whe n
re moving and re-installing.

9.

Remove toothed belt tensioner {2 bolts, 1
spring). using Special Tool 21 - 012, Fig. 156,
and remove toothed belt guard spacer bolts

K

L 21-152

{2).
Fig. 156. Remove toothed belt tensioner. using Special Tool
21-012

To Inst all
Before assembling new cylinde r head check
parts of old cylinder head intended t o be reused f or w ear and serviceability.
Whe n fitting new parts, e.g. camshaft, cam
followers or valves proceed as f ollows:

10.

Fit inlet and exhaust manifold studs and
temperature sender unit.

11.

Lubricate camshaft bearings, camshaft,
retaining plate, ball pins and cam followers
with hypoid oil SAE 80/90.

12.

Carefully insert camshaft through rear bearing, Fig. 1 57. Fit retaining plate and measure
camshaft end-float using dial indicator (see
Technical Data).

Fig. 157. Fit camshaft
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SECTION 21A-66

ENGINE

13.

Fit ball pin complete with lock nut. Fig. 158.
Lubricate valve guides and valves with hypoid
oil SAE 80/90. Insert valves and cover valve
splines with adhesive foil.

14.

Lubricate valve guides and valves with hypoid
oil SAE 80/90. Insert valves and cover
splines with adhesive foil.

Fig. 1 58. Fit ball pin with lock nut and retaining clip

15.

Lubricate valve stem seals and install on
stems provided on new cylinder head, using
Special Tool 21-007, Fig. 159. Remove
adhesive foil from valve stem.

Every time valves are removed and
refitted new valve stem seals should be
used and valve splines covered with
adhesive foil to avoid damage to valve
stem seals.

Fig. 159. Fit valve stem seals using Special Tool 21-{)07

16.

Fit valve springs and retainers, compress with
Special Tool 21-005 and fit valve collets,
Fig. 160. Insert cam followers.

Check correct seating of valve collets.

Fig. 160. Fitting of valve springs. retainers and collets. with
Special Tool 21-{)05
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17.

ENGINE ' B'

(cont'd)

Lightly grease sealing lip of new oil seal and
install oil seal, using Special Tool 21-009- A.
Fig. 161.

Fig. 161 . Fit oil seal. using Special Tool 21-009- A

18.

Fit camshaft pulley thrust washer with
reinforced side facing outward. Torque bolt as
specified in Technical Data, holding camshaft
in position with open-ended spanner, Fig.

162.

K

L 21 • 157

Fig. 162. Tighten camshaft pulley bolt to specified torque

19.

Secure cam followers by means of retaining
springs, Fig. 163, adjust valve clearances
using Special Tool 21-004-A (see Operation
No. 21 213 '8' engine).

20.

Install toothed belt guard
together with tensioner.

spacer

bolts

Fig. 163. Secure cam follower by means of retaining springs
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21 .

Fit oil splash tube and fit water connection
complete with thermostat and new gasket to
cylinder head, Fig. 164.

Fig. 1"64. Fit oil slinger pipe

22 .

Fit inlet manifold complete with carburettor
and exhaust manifold with new gaskets.
Apply sealing compound Part No. A 70SX19554-BA not less than 5 mm (0,2 in) wide
to either side of gasket on water connection
(cylinder head - inlet manifold), Fig. 165. Fit
exhaust manifold shield.
When used valves are installed in a new
cylinder head it is essential before
installing them to reface valve head on a
valve grinding machine and then to
proceed as follows:

23 .

Grind in valves in cylinder head, clean all
traces of grinding paste off valves and valve
seats, oil and insert valves.
Fig. 165. Apply sealing compound to either side of inlet
manifold gasket

24 .

Cover valve splines with adhesive foil and fit
lubricated valve stem seals using Special Tool
21-007 , Fig. 166.
Cover valve splines with adhesive foil to
prevent damage to splines.
·

25.

Remove adhesive foil from valve stem , fit
valve springs and valve retainers, compress
with Special Tool 21-005, fit collets and cam
followers.
Pay attention to correct seating of valve
collets.
Carry out remaining repair operations as
described from sub-operation 17 onwards.
Fig. 166. Fit valve stem seals using Special Tool 21-007
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21 213

VALVE CLEARANCES - ADJUST
(ALL)

Special Se rvice Tools Required : N one

1.

Remove air cleaner. disconnect HT leads
from spark plugs and remove rocker cover.

2.

During adjustment of valve clearances. crank
engine only in direction of normal rotation.
For first valve adjustment, align crankshaft
pulley mark with TDC mark on timing cover,
Fig. 167.

Fig. 167. Pulley on TDC mark

If pulley is now turned to and fro a little the
valves of cylinders No. 1 or 4 will be rocking.
Fig. 1 68~ i.e. the' two rocker arms and push
rods move in opposite directions. If the valves
of cylinder No. 4 are rocking the valve
clearances on No. 1 cylinder should be
adjusted. If pulley is now turned through
180°, valve clearances on No. 2 or No. 3
cylinder can be adjusted etc. according to
firing order (for adjustment see Technical
Data).
Cylinder No.4 rocking Cylinder No.3 rocking Cylinder No. 1 rocking Cylinder No. 2 rocking -

Adjust cylinder No.1.
Adjust cylinder No.2.
Adjust cylinder No. 4.
Adjust cylinder No.3.
Fig. 1 68. Adjust valve clearances of No. 1 cylinder

3.

Replace rocker cover and torque bolts to
specification. Connect HT leads, Fig. 169,
and fit air cleaner.

IR21-290

1

2

Fig. 169. HT lead arrangement (Firing order)
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21 213

VALVE CLEARANCES - ADJUST
(ALL)

Special Service Tool Required :

Valve adjustment locknut
wrench

2 1-004-A

1.

Remove air cleaner. Disconnect HT leads
from spark plugs and remove rocker cover
(1 0 bolts).

2.

Adjust valve clearances, proceeding as
follows: Rotate cams one by one so that they
point upwards and measure valve clearance
between cam follower and cam, Fig. 1 70.
Adjust clearance at ball pin. Torque ball pin
lock nut as specified in Technical Data, using
Special Tool 21-004-A (see Technical Data).

Fig. 170. Measure valve clea rance

Crank engine in direction of rotation only

3.

Fit rocker cover, ensuring correct engagement of gasket protrusion.

4.

Tighten rocker cover bolts to specified torque
in four stages, as shown in Fig. 171 .
1st stage, tighten bolts 1- 6.
5 to 7 Nm (0,5 to 0, 7 kgf.m) (4,4 lbf.ft)
2nd stage, tighten bolts 7 and 8
2 to 2 ,5 Nm (0,2 to 0,25 kgf.m) (•1 ,7 lbf.ft)
3rd stage, tighten bolts 9 and 10
5 to 7 Nm (0,5 to 0, 7 kgf.m) (4,4 lbf.ft)
4th stage, tighten bolts 7 and 8
5 to 7 Nm (0,5 to 0,7 kgf.m) (4,4 lbf.ft).

5.

Connect HT leads, Fig. 172, and fit air
cleaner.

Fig. 171 . Rocker cover bolt tightening sequence

Fig. 172. Arrangement of HT leads (firing order)
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ENGINES ' A ' AND ' B'

21 215 4

VALVE- REMOVE AND
INSTALL (ONE) (Cylinder
h ead removed)

Special Service Tools Require d:

'B' ENGINE
Valve spring compressor
Valve stem oil seal installer

21-005-A
21-007

To Remove

1.

On the 'B' engine. disconnect cam follower
retaining spring, compress valve spring and
retainer using Special Tool 21 - 005-A and
take out cam follower, Fig. 173.

2.

Compress valve spring and valve retainer
with standard valve spring compressor and
take out collets, Fig. 174.

Fig. 173. Remove cam follower with Special Tool 21-005-A.
·s· engine

When r emoving and refitting valve
springs it is essential to ensure that the
valve stem is not damaged by valve
spring retainer when it is pressed down
in order to remove and r efit collets. If
stem i s damaged there is no guarantee
that sealing is adequate. The result i s
excessive oil consumption and wear in
the valve guides.

3.

Slacken valve spring compressor, remove
valve spring retainer and valve spring.
Remove valve stem seal and withdraw valve.

To Install

4.

5.

Grind in valve in cylinder head, Fig. 1 52.
Clean all traces of grinding paste off valve
and valve seat. Insert and cover valve splines
with adhesive foil.
Lubricate valve stem sea l and install (on 'B'
engine using Special Tool 21 - 007), Fig. 175.
Remove adhesive foil from valve stem.

K

Fig. 174. Remove collets with standard valve spring
compressor. -'A' engine

Use new valve stem seal when ever valve
is r emoved and installed. Cover valve
splines with adhesive foil in order to
prevent damage to valve splines.

6.

Fit valve spring and valve spring retainer,
compress with valve spring compressor and
fit collets.
Pay attention
collets.

7.

to

correct

seating

of

On the 'B' engine, compress valve spring and
retainer with Special Tool 21-005- A and
insert cam follower. Secure cam follower
using the retaining spring.

Fig. 175. Fit valve stem seal. using Special Tool21-007 . ·s·
engine
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21 233 9

VALVE GUIDE- REAM
(Valve removed)

Special Service Tools Required:

'A' engine
Valve guide reamer

21-042

·a· engine
Valve guide reamer
0,2 mm oversize
0.4 mm oversize
0,6 mm oversize
0,8 mm oversize

21-071
21-072
21-073
21-074

"

TR 21·264

1.

2.

Insert existing valve in valve guide and determine play by pressing sideways, Fig. 176.

Fig. 176. Measure va lve guide play by pressing sideways

Using reamer._ rea_m valve guide from valve
seat end, Fig. ,1 77. After they have been used
for a considerable time valve guides wear into
an oval shape. When rectifying, reaming
should always be carried out from the valve
seat end. The size of bore chosen depends
on the amount of wear ol t~e guide bore and
the valve oversizes available (see Parts
Catalogue). When reaming the smallest
reamer should always be used initially, since
with the larger ones the depth of cut is too
great. To lubricate, use drilling oil or petrol.

Fig. 177. Ream valve guide

3.

Using Special Tool recut valve seat as
specified (see Technical Data). Fig. 178.
Before seat is recut, it is essential that
the valve guide be checked or reamed
using the appropriate Special Tool.

Fig. 178. Recut valve seat
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21 238

SEALS - VALVE STEMREPLACE

Special Service Tools Required:

Valve spring compressor
21-056
(or 21-024 in conjunction with 21-024-02)
Valve retainer
21-057
To Remove

1.

Disconnect earth strap from battery and take
off air cleaner.

Fig. 179. Remove sparking plugs

2.

Disconnect HT leads from spark plugs and
remove rocker cover bolts.

3.

Unscrew spark plugs, remove rocker shaft
Fig. 179, together with valve stem seals and
remove push rods.
Do not interc hange push
r emoving and installing.

rods when

Fig. 180. Removing valve spring with Special Tools 21-056
and 21 - 057

4.

Screw valve holder 21 - 057 into spark plug
hole. position against valve spring retainer
and lock. Fit valve spring compressor
21-056 (or 21 - 024 in conjunction with
21 -024 - 02) to cylinder head, Fig. 180.

5.

Press va lve spring down, remove collets, Fig.
181, and release pressure on spring. Remove
valve spring retainer, valve spring and va lve
stem seal.
When removing and r efitting valve
springs it is essential to ensure that the
v alve stem is not damaged by valve
spring retainer when it is pressed down
in o rder to remove and refit collets. If
stem is damaged there i s no guarant~e
that sealing i s adequate. The result is
excessive oil consumption and wear in
the v alve guides.
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Fig. 181 . Remove collets
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To Install

6.

Cover valve spline with adhesive foil. slide
new valve stem seal down valve stem. Fig.
182. against stop. Remove adhesive foil from
valve stem. Fit valve spring and valve spring
retainer. compress with Special Tool and fit
collets. Release pressure on valve spring and
remove Special Tool.
Pay attention
collets.

to

correct

seating

of

Repeat sub-operations 4- 6 on each cylinder.
Use new valve stem seal whenever valve
is removed and installed. Cover valve
splines with adhesive foil t o prevent
damage to valve stem seal.

7.

Fig. 182. Fit seal to valve stem

Insert push rods into tappet sockets. Position
rocker shaft guiding rocker arm adjusting
screws into push rod sockets. Replace rocker
shaft bolts and torque as specified. Fig. 183.
(see Technical Data).

Fig. 183. Torque rocker shaft bolts as specified (see Technical
Data)

8.

Adjust valve clearances (see Operation No.
21 213).

9.

Screw in spark plugs and replace rocker
cover.

10.

Connect HT leads to spark plugs. Fig. 184.
refit air cleaner. Connect earth strap to
battery.

TR21 • 290

1

2

3

4

Fig. 184. HT leads (firing order)
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21 238

SEALS - VALVE STEM REPLACE (ALL)

Speci al Service Tools Required:
Valve spring compressor
Valve retainer
Valve stem oil seal installer

21-005-A
2 1-006-A
21-007

T o Remove

1.

Disconnect earth strap from
remove air cleaner.

battery and

2.

Disconnect HT leads from spark plugs and
rocker cover. Remove rocker cover and
remove spark plugs.

3.

Unhook cam follower springs, Fig. 185, press
valve spring and va lve spring retainer down,
using Special Tool 21-005-A, and remove
cam followers, Fig. 186.

Fig. 185. Unhook cam follower springs

Do n ot inte rc hange cam followers when
re moving and installing.

4.

Remove heat shield (2 bolts) from exhaust
manifold. Screw valve retainer 2 1-006-A
into spark plug hole, position it against va lve
head and lock.

Fig. 186. Remove cam follower using Special Tool 21-005- A

5.

Press valve spring and valve spring retainer
down, using Specia l Tool 21-005-A, Fig.
· 187. Remove collets and release pressure on
spring.
When rem o ving and refitting valve
springs it i s essential to ensure that the
v alve st em i s not d am aged by valve
spring ret ainer whe n it i s pressed down
in order to remove and refit collets. If
ste m is damaged there i s no guarantee
that sealing i s ad equate. The result is
excessive oil consumption and w ear in
the valve guides .

Fig. 187. Remove valve spring using Special Tools 21-005- A
and 21-006- A
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SECTION 21A-76

ENGINE
21 238
6.

(cont'd)

ENGINE ' B'

Remove valve spring retainer and valve
spring. Prise valve stem seal off cylinder head
with screwdriver, Fig. 188.

0

K

Fig. 188. Remove va lve stem seal using screwdriver

To Inst all

7.

Cover valve splines with adhesive foil. Fit new
lubricated va lve stem seal using Special Tool
21-007, Fig. 189, and remove adhesive foil
from valve stem. Position valve spring and
valve spring retainer. press down using
Special Tool 21-005- A and fit collets.
Release pressure on spring and remove
Special Tool.
Pay attention
collets.

to

correct

seating

of

Before installing valve stem seals cover
valves splines with adhesive foil to
prevent damage to valve stem seals.
Use new valve stem seal whenever valve
is removed and installed.

8.

Fit cam followers and cam follower springs.
Check valve clearances and adjust, if
necessary. (Refer to Operation 21 - 213
Engine- '8').

9.

Fit spark plugs and rocker cover as specified.
Bolt heat shield to exhaust manifold.

10.

Connect HT leads, Fig. 1 90, and connect
battery earth strap.

L 21·172

Fig. 189. Fit valve stem seal. using Special Tool 21 - 007

1

2

Fig. 190. Arrangement of HT leads (firing order)
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SECTION 21A-77

ENGINE
ENGINE 'A '

21 255 9

ROCKER SHAFT DISMANTLE AND
REASSEMBLE (Rocker shaft
removed)

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Dismantle
1.

Remove split pin from one end of rocker shaft
(Fig. 191 ).

2.

Remove spring washer and two washers.

3.

Remove rocker arms, rocker supports and
springs. Knock off jammed rocker supports
with a plastic hammer.

TR21-269
Fig. 191. Remove split pin from rocker shaft

11121·270

Fig. 192. Rocker sha ft dismantled

To Reassemble
4.

Assemble rocker shaft as shown in Fig. 192,
first lubricating rocker shaft and rocker arm
bearing faces with hypoid oil SQM-2C-9002AA.
When assembled, the oil port for rocker arm
lubrication must point to the front and
downwards. This position is marked by a
notch on the end face of the completely
assembled rocker shafts, Fig. 193..
On new rocker shaft, note the end covers,
Fig. 193.
F2t - 90 N

Fig. 193. Front end of rocker shaft (viewed from undernea th)
A - End cover
B - Notch
C - Oil port
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SECTION 21A-78

ENGINE
ENGINE ' 8 '

21 288

SEAL - CAMSHAFT - REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required:

Oil seal remover
Oil seal installer
Oil pump bolt and drive belt
tensioner socket

21-008-A
21-009-A
21-012

To Remove

1.

Disconnect battery earth strap. Drain coolant
into tray, disconnectin9 ra_diator hose from
radiator bottom neck, Fig. 194. and engine
water outlet at top.
Fig. 194. Disconnect radiator hose from radiator

2.

Remove radiator (4 bolts) and toothed belt
guard (3 bolts), Fig. 195. Detach water outlet
elbow (2 bolts).
To avoid damage to valves and pist ons
the following is essential:
Before
detaching toothed belt, crank engine
until crankshaft belt pulley is set on TDC
mark on timing cover and thrust washer
of camshaft toothed belt pulley lines up
on 1st cylinder mark on cylinder head.

r'

/''·

.'

.. .

I' . ' :

{)
\-..........

~~

{)

""

.

IR21·291

Fig. 195. Remove toothed belt guard
(fan removed for clarity)

3.

Remove camshaft pulley bolt. Slacken
toothed belt tensioner, using Special Tool
21 - 012 ( 1 hexagon bolt, 1 special bolt). Fig.
196 against spring pre'ssure and retighten.
Remove toothed belt from camshaft belt
pulley (see note below ).

Fig. 196. Slacken toothed belt tensioner using Special Tool
21-0 12
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SECTION 21A-79

ENGINE
21 288

(cont'd)

ENGINE ' 8 '

4 . Remove camshaft pulley and thrust washer,
Remove oil seal using Special Tool 21-008-A.
Fig. 194.

~ 0

L21-180

~

fi

K

Fig. 197. Remove oil seal. using Special Tooi21 - 008- A

Prior to each r efitting of toothed belt
always check whether camshaft pulley,
crankshaft pulley and distributor rotor
are aligned on cylinder No. 1 TDC mark,
Fig. 198. If after removal of toothed belt
camshaft and c rankshaft marks were
found to b e no longer aligned camshaft
or
crankshaft
must not in any
circumstances be rotated through 360°
to achieve alignment on mark. Choose
shortest travel to m ark, ensuring that
pistons and valves are not fouling.

Fig. 198. No. 1 piston in TOC
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SECTION 21A-80

ENGINE
ENGIN E '.8 '

T o Install

5.

Fit new oil seal (with sealing lip slightly oiled)
using Special Tool 21--009- A, Fig. 199.

6.

Sl ide thrust washer with reinforced side
facing outwards and camshaft belt pulley,
into position and secure with bolt.

7.

Check whether camshaft, crankshaft and
distributor rotor are aligned on cylinder No. 1
TDC mark. Position toothed belt.

Fig. 199. Fit camshaft oil seal using Special Tool 21-009- A

8.

Slacken toothed belt tensioner to enable it to
become positioned against toothed belt after
cranking engine twice, Fig. 200. After
cranking torque tensioner and camshaft
pulley bolts as specified in Technical Data.
(Hexagonal bolt first, then special bolt.)
After positioning of t oothed belt crank
engine in direct ion of rotat ion only.

Fig. 200. Slacken toothed belt tensioner. using Special Tool
21-012

9.

Fit water connections and toothed belt guard.
Fig. 201 .

10.

Fit radiator, connect radiator hoses and top
up with coolant.

11.

Connect battery earth strap. check engine oil
level and top up, if necessary.
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Fig. 201 . Fit tooth ed belt guard
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SECTION 2 1A-8 1

ENGINE
ENGINE 'A'

21 467

SEAL - CRANKSHAFT FRONT REPLACE

Special Service Tools Require d :

Crankshaft front oil seal installer
Milti-purpose oil seal remover

2 1-04 6
2 1-05 1

I

TR21- 27

K

\

Fig. 202 . Remove oil seal using Special Tool 21-05 1

To Remove

1.

Disconnect earth strap from battery. Drain
coolant. by disconnecting radiator hoses from
lower radiator neck and from engine water
elbow at top.

2.

Remove radiator complete with fairing (4
bolts). Slacken alternator bolts and pivot
alternator to the side. Remove V-belt.
Remove fan (4 bolts) and crankshaft belt
pulley ( 1 bolt).

3.

Remove crankshaft oil seal using Special Tool
2 1-05 1 as shown in Fig. 202.

To Install

4.

Press in a new oil seal (sealing lip lightly
oiled), using Special Tool 21-046 in
conjunction with pulley and bolt, as shown in
Fig. 203.

5.

Remove
torquing
Replace
achieve
between

special tool, fit fan and pulley,
bolts as specified in Technical Data.
alternator V-belt and tension to
13 mm (0,5 in) movement midway
alternator and fan pulleys.

6.

Install radiator with fairing. Attach radiator
hoses and fill with coolant.

7.

Reconnect earth strap to battery. Check
engine oil level and top up if necessary.

I

I -

TR21- 288

Fig. 203. Fit oil seal. Special Tool No. 21 - 046
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SECTION 21A'-82

ENGINE
ENGINE ' B'

21 467

SEAL - CRANKSHAFT FRONT REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required:

Oil seal remover
· Oil seal installer
Drive belt tensioner socket
Crankshaft gear remover

21-008- A
21-009- A
21-012
21-028

Fig. 204. Slacken toothed belt tensioner using Special Tool
21 -012

To Remove

1.

Disconnect earth strap from battery. Drain
coolant into tray by disconnecting radiator
hoses from lower radiator neck and from
engine water elbow.

2.

Remove radiator (4 bolts). Slacken alternator
bolts and pivot alternator. Take off V- belt.
Remove crankshaft pulley (1 bolt) with thrust
washer and toothed belt guard (3 bolts).

3.

Slacken toothed belt tensioner using Special
Tool 2 1-01 2 (1 hexagon bolt, 1 special bolt).
Fig. 204, press against spring pressure and
retighten.
Remove toothed belt. Pull off crankshaft
pulley using Special Tool 2 1- 028, Fig. 205,
and withdraw oil seal with Special Tool
21-008- A. Fig. 206.

Fig. 205. Pull off crankshaft pulley using Special Tool 21-028

In order to prevent damage to pistons
and valves it is essential for the
following operations to be carried out:
Prior to removal of toothed belt always
crank engine until mark on crankshaft
pulley is aligned on TDC mark on timing
cover and mark on c.amshaft pulley
thrust washer is aligned on No. 1
cylinder head mark. Leave engine in this
position, remove toothed belt and
continue operations without any further
cranking of engine.

Fig. 206. Remove oil seal using Special Tool 2 1-008- A
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SECTION 21A-83

ENGINE
21 467

(co nt 'd)

ENGINE ' 8 '

Prior to each refitting of t oot hed belt
always check whet her camshaft pulley,
crankshaft pulley and distributor rotor
are aligned on cylinder No. 1 TDC m ark.
If afte r removal of t oothed belt,
camshaft and crank shaft m arks w ere
found to be no longer aligned camshaft
or
cr ankshaft
must not in a ny
circumstances be rotat ed through 360°
to achieve alignment on mark. Choose
short est trave l to mark, ensuring that
pist ons and valves are not fouling.

TA 21-272

Fig. 207. Fit oil seal, using Special Tool 21 -009-A

To Install

4.

Fit new oil seal (with sealing lip slightly oiled).
using Special Tool 21-009-A. Fig. 207. Fit
belt
pulley
(with
crankshaft
toothed
chamfered side inwards) and thrust washer
and V-belt pulley.
Thrust washer is dished and must be
located with the concave side facing the
toothed pulley.

5.

Check whether camshaft, crankshaft and
distributor rotor marks line up on TDC mark
for 1st cylinder, Fig. 208, fit toothed belt and
secure crankshaft belt pulley to specified
torque.

6.

Using Specia l Tool 21 - 012 slacken toothed
belt tensioner to enable it to become
positioned against toothed belt after cranking
engine twice. After cranking torque tensioner
bolts as specified in Technical Data.
(Hexagon bolt first, then special bolt.)
After positioning of toothed belt crank
engine in direction of rotation only.

7.

Fit toothed belt guard and adjust to achieve
13 mm (0,5 in) free movement midway
between alternator and fan pulleys.

8.

Fit radiator, connect radiator hoses and top
up with coolant.

9.

Connect battery earth strap, check engine oil
level and top up, if necessary.
Fig. 208. No. 1 piston in TDC
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SECTION 21A-84

ENGINE
ENGINES 'A ' AND ' B'

21 468 4

SEAL - CRANKSHAFTREAR
- REPLACE
(Engine or gearbox removed)

Special Se rvice Tools Required:

Rear oil seal remover
Crankshaft rear oil seal installer

1.

2 1-0 10
21-0 11 -A

'A' Engine:
Clutch disc aligner

21-080

'B' Engine:
Clutch disc aligner

21 - 044

Remove clutch pressure plate (6 bolts) and
clutch disc from flywheel.

2.

Remove flywheel (6 bolts).

3.

Withdraw oil seal, using Special Tool
21-010, Fig. 209. First completely tighten
press spindle, firmly screw taper thread
section into oil seal and withdraw oil seal by
tightening press spindle.

Fig. 209. Remove oil seal using Special Tool 21-010

On the 'A' engine, before the oil seal can be
replaced, the seal carrier must be cut out with
Special Tool 21-04 7 (see Repair Operation
No. 21 469 4)
To Install

4.

Slide new oil seal onto Special Tool
21-011-A and drive in up to rear crankshaft
bearing stop, Fig. 21 0.

5.

Clean crankshaft flange and flywheel
assembly. Fit flywheel and secure as
specified.
Fig. 210. Drive in oil seal, using Special Tool 21 -0 11 - A

6.

Fit clutch disc and pressure plate, centering
clutch disc by means of Special Tool 21-044
or 21 - 0 8 0, Fig. 21 1, and tighten bolts to
prescribed torque.

Fig. 211 . Fit clutch pressure plate and clutch disc
A - Special Tool
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SECTION 21A-85

ENGINE
ENGINE 'A '

21 469 4

SEALABUTMENTFLANGE CRANKSHAFT REAR - CUT
OUT
(Flywheel removed)

Special Service Tool Require d:

Oil seal retainer cutter

21-047

T o Cut Out

1.

Secure Special Tool 21-04 7 with knurled nut
(left-hand thread) slackened. to flywheel
flange by means of two bolts.

2.

Rotate cutter clockwise, using open-ended
spanner, and tighten knurled nut until oil seal
abutment surface is cut off, Fig. 2 12.

3.

Remove Special Tool from flywheel flange
and carefully clean working area to prevent
swarf from getting into engine.

TR 21-273

K

Fig. 212. Cut out oil seal carrier, using Special Tool 21-04 7

4.

Remove oil seal, ·using Special Tool 21-01 0,
as described in Operation No. 21 468, suboperation 3.

5.

Fit oil seal using Special Tool 21-011-A, as
described in Operation No. 2 1 468 4, suboperation 4.
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SECTION .21A-86

ENGINE
. ENGINE 'A'

21 505 5

PISTON- REPLACE (ONE)
(Piston and connecting rod
removed)

Special Service Tools Required: None
General
The piston and piston pin together form a unit and
may only be renewed together. The piston pin bores
and piston pin diameters are graded, with
corresponding paint marks and they must match on
another. The paint marks are on the piston crown
and the edge of the pin.

If a cylinder has to be bored out by 1 ,0 mm it
is necessary to bore out the other cylinders by
the same amount. Unequal bores would cause
trouble, since at 1,0 mm oversize, weight
deviations of up to 1 0 g are possible.

1.

Remove circlips, Fig. 213, from piston pin
bore.

2.

Drive piston pin out of piston using a suitable
drift, Fig. 214.

K

Fig. 213 . Remove ci rclips

K

Fig. 214. Remove piston pin

To Install
3.

Fit a new circlip in piston ring bore on one
side of piston, Fig. 21 5.
Check play in connecting rod bore (see
Technical Data) before fitting piston pin.

K

Fig. 21 5. Fit circlip
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SECTION 21A-87

ENGINE

21 505 5
4.

(cont'd)

ENGINE 'A '

Heat piston on a hot plate (Max. 100 ° C) Fig.
216.

TR 21-277

K

Fig. 21 6. Heat piston

5.

Apply oil to connecting rod small-end bore
and insert it into heated piston so that smallend aligns with piston pin bore.

TR21

Fig. 2 1 7. Fit piston pin

6.

Slide piston pin in up to first circlip fitted
earlier, Fig. 21 7. Fit second new circlip.
During fitting the front marking on
piston (arrow, notch, et c.) should point
in sam e direction as front marking on
connecting rod, Fig. 218.

TR21 -279

K

Fig. 2 1 8. Relationship of front markings
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SECTION 21A-88

ENGINE
ENGINE '8'

21 505 5

PISTON- REPLACE (ONE)
(Piston and connecting rod
removed)

Special Service Tool Required:
Piston pin installer

21-014

General
The piston and piston pin form a unit and may only
be renewed together. The piston pin bores and
p i ston - pin
diameters
are
graded,
with
corresponding paint marks and they must match
one another. The paint marks are on the piston
crown and the edge of the pin.

Fig. 219. Drive out piston pin. using drift

It is essential for the sequence of operations using
Special Tool , as described below, to be strictly
adhered to because piston pin position cannot be
changed after cooling of connecting rod .

If a cylinder has to be bored out by 1 ,0 mm, it
is necessary to bore out the other cylinders by
the same amount. Unequal bores would cause
trouble, since at 1 ,0 mm oversize, weight
deviations of up to 1 0 g are possible.
To Remove
1.

Drive piston pin out of piston using a suitable
drift, Fig. 219.

2.

Measure connecting rod on surface plate,
using feeler gauge. For maximum deviations
from alignment see Fig. 220.

0-0,10mm

0-0,15mm

c ......

Fig. 220. M aximum devi ations from alignm ent.
(0, 10 mm

= 0 .004 in- 0.15 mm = 0 .006 in

To Install
3.

Clamp Special Tool 21-014 in vice.
Completely withdraw guide pin, Fig. 221 .

L 2 1- 192

Fig. 221 . Piston pin installer 21 -0 14
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SECTION 21A-89

ENGINE

21 505 5
4.

(cont' d)

ENGINE ' B'

During fitting front markings on piston and
connecting rod should be positioned in
relation to each other as shown in Fig. 222.

Fig. 222. Relationship of front marking and connecting rod
bore

5.

Clamp piston in Special Tool w ith front
marking (arrow or notch) pointing away from
Special Tool. Apply engine oil to both piston
pin bores and slide guide pin through bore up
to boss, Fig. 223.

Fig. 223. Slide guide pin through bore up to boss

6.

Slide piston pin up to inside edge of other
piston bore. Fig. 224.

K

Fig. 224 . Fit piston pin
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SECTION 21A- 90

ENGINE
ENGINE 'B'

7.

Select stop gauge
variant, Fig. 225.

according

to

engine

L 2 1- 196

K

Fig. 225. Installer stop gauge

8.

Insert stop gauge into Special Tool, Fig. 226.

K

Fig. 226. Fit stop gauge

9.

Heat connecting rod on a hotplate as shown
in Fig. 227. Heat up piston bore to
530-570 ° K (260-300 °C). To monitor
temperature,
mark
piston
bore
with
thermochromatic coloured pencil (Faber
Castell 281 5) before starting heating
operation. On reaching temperature desired,
colour marked on bore changes to colour of
pencil cover.

Example:
If coloured pencil is green and cover black,
indicated temperature of 550 °K (280 °C) is
reached when green coloured mark on piston
bore goes black.
Fig. 227 . Heat conn ecting rod
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SECTION 21A-91

ENGINE
21 50 5 5
1 0.

(cont'd)

ENGINE ' 8'

On reaching temperature quickly insert
connecting rod into piston, then quickly slide
piston pin through connecting rod up to stop,
Fig. 22 8.

K

Fig. 228. Slide piston pin through bore up to stop

11 .

Allow connecting rod to cool slightly before
removing from Special Tool.
During cooling connecting rod must abut
against Special Tool, Fig. 229 and piston
pin be pressed fully home.

K

Fig. 229. Position connecting rod against Special Tool
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SECTION 21A-92

ENGINE
ENGINE ' B'

21 553

AUXILIARY SHAFT - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required :
Oil seal installer
Oil pump bolt and drive belt
tensioner socket

21-009- A
2 1-012

To Remove
1.

Disconnect battery earth strap,
alternator, pivot and remove V-belt.

2.

Remove toothed belt guard (3 bolts). and
crankshaft pulley (1 bolt) together with thrust
washer.

3.

Slacken belt tensioner using Special Tool
21 -012 (1 hexagon bolt, 1 special bolt).
press against spring pressure and retighten,
Fig. 230. Remove toothed belt.

4.

Remove
distributor cap
and
remove
distributor, Fig. 23 1. Unscrew auxiliary shaft •
toothed belt pulley bolt.
Pay attention to special
Ope ration 21 467 ' B' e ngine.

slacken

note

Fig. 230. Slacken belttensioner using Special Tool 2 1- 012

in

Fig. 231 . Remove distributor

5.

Remove fuel pump (2 bolts) and remove fuel
pump tappet from cylinder block. Before
doing so remove fuel lines, if necessary.

6.

Remove auxiliary shaft toothed belt pulley.
Remove auxiliary shaft front cover (3 bolts)
thrust plate (2 bolts) and withdraw auxiliary
shaft.

7.

Drive oil seal out of front cover, using suitable
drift, Fig. 232.

K

Fig. 232. Drive at~xiliary shaft oil seal out of front cover. using
drift
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SECTION 21A-93

ENGINE
21 553

ENGINE ' B'

(cont'd)

To Install
8.
9.

Fit new oil seal to front cover, ensuring oil
seal is level with outer face.
Install auxiliary shaft and fit thrust plate, Fig.

233. Check end-float (see Technical Data)
and adjust by fitting other thrust plate or
auxiliary shaft. if necessary.

Fig. 233. Torque auxiliary shaft thrust plate bolls as specified
in Technical Data

10.

Slightly lubricate oil seal sealing lip. Fit
auxiliary shaft front cover with new gasket
(cut off gasket not required). using Special
Tool 21 -009-A, Fig. 234, to avoid damage
to sealing lip.

Fig. 234. Fit auxiliary shaft front cover. using Special Tool

21 -009- A

11.

Fit toothed belt pulley and secure with bolt.
Slide fuel pump tappet into cylinder block and
fit fuel pump.
Ensure auxiliary shaft gear with reinforcing ribs facing cylinder block, Fig.

235.

Fig. 235. Fit auxiliary shaft pulley with reinforcing ribs facing
cylinder block
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SECTION 21A- 94

ENGINE
ENGINE '8'

12.

Check whether camshaft and crankshaft are
aligned on No. 1 cylinder TDC mark. Fit
distributor and similarly align on No. 1
cylinder mark, Fig. 23~.

13.

Fit toothed belt. Slacken belt tensioner so
that it can become positioned against
toothed belt after cranking engine twice.
Torque toothed belt tensioner and auxiliary
shaft pulley bolts as specified in Technical
Data, hexagon bolt first, then special bolt.
While torquing lock auxiliary shaft pulley
through bolt holes.
After positioning toothed belt crank
engine in direction of rotation only.

14.

Slide thrust washer and crankshaft pulley into
position and torque as specified in Technical
Data.

Fig. 236. No 1 cylinder piston in TDC

15.

Fit toothed belt guard, Fig. 237. Position Vbelt and adjust to achieve 13 mm (0,5 in)
play midway between alternator and fan
pulleys.

16.

Fit distributor cap and connect battery earth
strap.

Fig. 23 7. Fit toothed belt guard
(fan removed for clarity)
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SECTION 21 A-95

ENGINE
ALL ENGINES

21 584 5

RING GEAR- FLYWHEELREPLACE (Flywheel removed)

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
Centre-punch ring gear and drill two holes
approximately 7 or 8 mm (0,28-0,30 in)
diameter offset as illustrated, Fig. 238.

Drill must only pass through ring gear
and not flywheel.

Fig. 238. Drill ring gear

2.

3.

Remove ring gear by means of light blow
with a hammer, Fig. 239.

Place new ring gear on a plate some 2 to

3 mm (0,08-0, 12 in) thick and heat up plate
to 530-550 °K (260-280 °C) (500-540 °F)

K

L21- 207

Fig. 239. Remove ring gear from flywheel

from below, in area of ring gear itself, using a
welding torch to give uniform heating, Fig.

240.
To monitor temperature, mark ring gear with
a thermochromatic coloured pencil (Faber
Castell
2815) before starting heating
operation. On reaching temperature required,
colour marked on ring gear changes to colour
of pencil cover.

Example:
If coloured pencil is green and cover black,
indicated
temperature
of
530--550 ° K
(260-280 °C) (500-540 ° F) is reached when
green coloured mark on ring gear goes black.

To Install
4.

Slip ring gear over flywheel with tongs so
that ring gear comes to rest on abutment rim.
Allow to cool in this position.

L21-2 0 8

K

Fig . 240. Heat up ring gear

Starter ring gear is induction-hardened
and loses this hardness as soon as it is
heated to over 560 °K (290 °C) (550 °F).
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SECTION 21A-96

ENGINE
'A' Engine (OHV/1-4)
1,6 LC

TECHNICAL DATA

General

Engine code
Firing order
Bore
Stroke
Cubic capacity
Compression ratio
Pressure (compression)
Idling speed
Engine speed
Engine power
Torque

effective
at starter speed
max. continuous
max. Intermittent
(DIN)
at
(DIN)
at

mm
mm
cm 3

L1
1-2-4-3
80,98
77,62
1598

kgf/cm 2 (lbf/in 2 )
1/min
1/min
1/min
kW(HP)
1/min
Nm (kgf.m) (lbf.ft)
1/min

8,0:1
9,0-11,0(14)
800±25
5800
6100
47 (63)
5000
1 10 ( 1 1,2) (81 )
2500

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

711 M-6015-AA
5
84,112-84,138
80,947-80,957
80,957-80,967
80,967-80,977
80,977-80,987
80,987-80,997
80,997-81,007
26,822-26,873

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

54,013-54,040
53,759-53,786
53,505-53,532
53,251-53,278
57,683-57,696
58,064-58,077
42,888-42,913
43,396-43,421

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

0,071- 0,276
53,983-54,003
53,729-53,749
53,4 75-53,495
53,221-53,241
25,147-25,527
0,010- 0,060
49,195-49,215
48,941-48,961
48,687-48,707
48,433-48,453
2,311- 2,362
2,502- 2,553

Cylinder Block

Cast identification number
Number of main bearings
Cylinder liner bore
Cylinder bore diameter

standard A
B

c

D
E
F
Bearing width (without thrust half rings)
Main bearing shells inside diameter (fitted)

Main bearing parent bore diameter
Camshaft bearings in block

standard
0,254 undersize
0,508 undersize
0,762 undersize
standard
oversize
standard
oversize

Crankshaft

Axial play
Main bearing journal diameter

Main bearing shell width
Play in main bearing journal shell
Big-end bearing journal diameter

Thrust half ring thickness

September 1978

standard
0,254 undersize
0,508 undersize
0,762 undersize
standard
0,254
0,508
0 ,762
standard
oversize
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ENGINE
TECHNICAL DATA

'A' Engine (OHV/1-4)
1,6 LC

Camshaft
Number of camshaft bearings
Drive
Camshaft retaining plate thickness
Cam lift

3
by chain
inlet
exhaust
inlet
exhaust
front, centre, rear
undersize
front, centre, rear
undersize

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

4,470-4,521
5,984
5,894
33,236
33,460
39,616-39,637
39,216-39,237
39,662-39,675
39,662-39,713
0,064 - 0,191

46 links

mm

438,15

Combustion chamber volume in piston
Piston diameter
KD standard class D
E

cm 3
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

46,786-48,171
80,944-80,954
80,954-80,964
80,964-80,97 4
80,978-81,038
81,294-81,354
81,674-81,734
0,023- 0,043
0,23 - 0,35
0,23 - 2,35
0,23 - 0,35
180 ° to scraper ririg gap
90 ° to scraper ring gap

Cam length (heel to toe)
Camshaft bearing diameter
Internal bearing diameter
Camshaft axial play

Timing Chain
Length

Pistons

Piston diameter

F
0,064 oversize
0,38 oversize
0, 7 6 oversize

Piston to bore clearance
Piston ring gap (fitted)
Ring gap position

top
centre
bottom
top
centre
bottom

aligned with piston pin

Piston Pins

oc
oc

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

70,99 -71,37
20,623-20,625
20,625-20,628
20,628-20,630
20,630-20,633
0,003- 0,008
0,004- 0,10

big end
small-end
Internal diameter
standard
0,051 undersize
0,254 undersize
0,508 undersize
0,762 undersize
1,016 undersize
Connecting rod journal to bearing shell clearance

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

52,89 -52,91
20,629-20,640
49,221-49,256
49,170-49,204
48,967-49,001
48,713-48,747
48,459-48,495
48,205-48,239
0,006- 0,060

Piston pin length
Pin diameter

Interference in piston
Play in connecting rod

1
2
3
4

at 21
at 21

Connecting Rods
Bore diameter

Cylinder Head
Cast marks
Valve seat angle
Valve seat width
Valve stem bore (inlet and exhaust)

degrees
standard

0,076 oversize
0,381 oversize
September 1978

mm
mm
mm
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37
44° 30'-450
1,5-2,0
7,907-7,938
7,983-8,014
8,288-8,319
SECTION 21A-98

ENGINE
'A' Engine (OHV/1-4)
1,6 LC

TECHNICAL DATA

Valves
Valve actuation
Inlet valve
Exhaust valve
Valve clearance

opens
closes
opens
closes
inlet
exhaust

Tappet diameter
Tappet clearance in block
Internal valve spring diameter
Valve spring wire diameter
Number of turns

degrees
degrees
degrees
degrees
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

by tappet, pushrod and rocker ar
21 ° before TDC
55° after 8 DC
70° before 8 DC
22° after TDC
0 ,20
0 ,55
13,081-13,094
0,013- 0,058
20,25 -20,75
3,84 - 3,89
5,5

Inlet Valve
Valve length
Valve head diameter
Valve stem diameter

standard
0,381 oversize

Valve stem guide clearance
Valve lift (excluding valve clearance)
Free valve spring length

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

110,45 -111,46
38,02 - 38,28 .
7,869- 7,887
8 ,250- 8,268
0,020- 0 ,069
9 ,15
37,6

mm
mm
mm
mm

111 ,04 -112,04
31,35 - 31 ,60
7 ,846- 7,864
8 ,227- 8,245

mm
mm
mm

0,043-0,091
9,15
36,2

Exhaust Valve
Valve length
Valve headdiameter
Valve stem diameter
Valve stem guide clearance
Valve lift (excluding valve c!earance)
Free valve spring length

standard
0 ,381 oversize

I

B
:1
J
____ TC/21180Nj

Fig. 241 . Valve seat angle
A - inlet valve seat
B -exhaust valve seat
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ENGINE
'A ' Engine (OHV/ 1-4)
1,6 LC

TECHNICAL DATA
Engine Lubrication

Oil type
Viscosity

from-23 °C to + 32 °C
over -18 °C
over -12 °C
below -23 °C

Ford specification
Initial ,fill capacity
Oil change

with filter
interval
without filter change
with filter change
Minimum oil pressure
at 7 50 rpm (80 °C)
at 2000 rpm (80 °C)
Oil pressure warn ing light
comes on at
Relief valve
opens at
Oil pump (rotor/casing clearance)
Inner/outer rotor cleara nce
Rotor/end cover clearance

litres
km
litres
litres
kgf/cm 2
kgf/cm 2
kgf/cm2
kgf/cm 2
mm
mm
mm

'
(lbf/in 2 )
(lbf/in2 )
(lbf/in 2 )
(lbf/in2 )

Tightening T orques

Main bearings
Big-end bearings
Rear oil seal carrier
Flywheel
Clutch pressure plate
Chain tensioner
Camshaft retaining plate
Camshaft sprocket
Timing cover
Water pump
Water pump
Crankshaft belt pulley
Fuel pumP.
Oil pump
Oil pump cover
Oil pump inlet pipe
Sump

Nm

(kgf.m)

lbf.ft

75 -~2

7,5- 8,2
4,1-4,8
1,7-2,1
6,9- 7,6
1,7-2, 1
0,7-1,0
0,4-0,5
1,7-2,1
0,7-1,0
0,7 - 1,0
1.7-2,1
3,3 -3,8
1,6 - 2 ,0
1,8-2,1
0,7-1,0
1,8-2,1
0.4-0,7
0 ,8- 1,1
2,7- 3.4
1,3- 1,5
3,5-4,1
0,7
2,7-4,0
6,8 - 7,5
8,8 - 9,5
8,8- 9,5

58
33
14
53
14
6
3,3
14
6
6
14
26
13
14

0,4-0,5
2,1-2,5
1,7-2,1
1 ,7-2. ~'

39
17
14
14
25
10

41-48
17-2 1
69- 76
17-21
7 - 10

4- 5
17- 21
7- 10
7- 10
17-2 1
33- 38
16- 20
18- 2 1
7- 10
18-2 1
(1)
(2)

Oil drain screw
Oil pressure switch
Rocker supports
Cylinder head
after 10 to 20 min wait
retighten when engine warm (1 5 mlns at 1000 rpm)
later retightening of cylinder head not needed
Rocker cover
Exhaust manifold
Inlet manifold
Thermostat housing
Spark plugs
Temperature sender unit

September 1978

H D multigrade oil
SAE 1OW-30/1 OW-40/1 OW-50
SAE 15W-40/1 5W- 50
SAE 20W-40/20W-50
SAE 5W-20/5W-30
SSM-2C-9001AA
3,85
10,000
3,00
3,25
0 ,6 (8,5)
1,5 (21 ,3)
0.4± 0,1 (5,7±1.4)
2,46-2,81 (35-40)
0,140-0,267
0,051-0,127
0,026-0,076

( 1)
(2 )
(3)
(4 )
(5)

4- 7
8- 11
27- 34
13- 35
35-41

7
27-40
68- 75
88- 95
88- 95

4- 5
21 - 25
17- 21
17- 21
25- 38
4,5- 7

FORO TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:
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0,45

~

6
14

4
7
22
10
28

5.
25
53
67
67

SECTION 2 1A- 100

ENGINE
'B' Engine (OHC/1-4)
1,6 LC
2,0 LC

TECHNICAL DATA

General

Identification code
Firing
Bore
Stroke
Cubic capacity

1-3-4-2

mm
mm
effective cm 3
fiscal rating cm 3

Compression ratio
Compression pressure at starter speed
Idling speed
Max. speed continuous
Engine power - manual transmission
- automatic transmission
Torque

WL

LC

order.

-manual transmission
-automatic transmission

(DIN)
at
(DIN)
at
(DIN)
at
(DIN)
at

kgf/cm 2 (lbf/in 2 )
1/min
1/min
kW (HP)
1/min
kW (HP)
1/min
Nm (kgf.m)' (lbf.ft)
1/min
Nm (kgf.m) (lbf.ft)
1/m in

87,67
90,82
66,00
76 ,95
1593
1993
1576
1954
8,2:1
8,2 :1
9- 11 (128-156) 10-12 (129-156)
800±50
5800
48 (65)
57 (78)
4750
4500
55 (75)
4400
114 (11 ,6) (84)
147 (15 ,0) (35)
2800
2800
145 (14,8) (107)
2800

Cylinder Block

Cast marks
Number of main bearings
Cylinder bore diameter

20

16

5

standard class 1

2

3
4
oversize class A
B

c

standard KD
0,5 oversize
1 ,0 oversize

,
Bearing w._
Main bearinrfthells internal diameter (fitted) .
standard
0,25 undersize
0,50 undersize
0 ,75 undersize
1,00 undersize
st<l!fldard
Main bearing parent bore diameter
0,40 ov'~rsize

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

87,650-87660
90,800-90.a.~..~
87 ,660-87,670
90,810 -90. ~· >
87,670-87,680
90,820-90,830'87,680-87,690
90,830-90,840
88,1 60-88,1 70
91 ,31 0 - 91 ,320
88,1 70-88,180
91 ,320-91 ,330
88,180-88,190
91 ,330-91 ,340
87,680-87,690
90,830- 90,840
88,180-88,190
91 ,330-91 ,340
88,680-88,690
91 ,830-91 ,840
27 ,17-27,22

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

57 ,000-5 7,033
56,7 50-56,7 88
56,500- 56,538
56,250-56,288
56,000-56 ,038
60,620-60,640
61 ,020-61 ,040

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

0,08 - 0,28
56,97 -56,99
56,72 -56,74
56,4 7 . -56,49
56,22 -56 ,24
55 ,97 -55,99
2 ,30 - 2 ,35
2,50 - 2 ,55
0,010- 0,064
51 ,98 -52,00
51 '7 3 -51 '7 5
51,48 -51 ,50
51 ,2 3 -51 ,2 5
50,98 -51 ,00

Cr~
·.. . 1haft
~. '

~ ·'~;

AxiW:J51~~

Main bearing journal diameter

....,.

0,25
0,50
0,75
1,00

Thrust half ring thickness
Ma in bearing shell to journal clearance
Big-end bearing journal diameter
0,25
0 ,50
0 ,75
1 ,00
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standard
undersize
undersize
undersize
undersize
standard
undersize
.alu
standard
undersize
undersize
undersize
undersize
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TECHNICAL DATA

'B' ENGINE (OHC/1-4)
1,6 LC
2,0 LC

Camshaft
Number of camshaft bearings
Drive
Camshaft retaining plate thickness
Cam lift (inlet and exhaust)
Cam length (heel to toe)
Camshaft bearing journal diameter
Bearing inner diameter

3
by toothed belt

front
centre
rear
front
centre
rear

Camshaft axial play

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

3,98-4,01
5,9639
6,3323
35,234-35,894
36,26-36,60
41,99--42,01
44,61--44,63
44,99--45,01
42,035--42,055
44,655--44,675
45,035--45,055
0;1 04-0,024

Auxiliary Shaft

0,04-0,12

mm

Auxiliary shaft axial play

Pistons
Piston diameter

standard 1

2
3
4
KD standard
KD 0,5 oversize
KD 1 ,0 oversize
Piston to bore clearance
Piston ring gap (fitted)
Ring gap position

top
centre
bottom
top
centre

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

87,615-87,625
90,765-90,775
87,625-87,635
90,775-90,785
87,635-87,645
90.785-90.795
87,645-87,655
90,795-90,805
87,630-87,655
90,780-90,805
88,130-88,155
91 ,280-91 ,305
88,630-88,655
91,780-91,805
0,025-0,060
0,38-0,58
0,38-0,58
0.4-1.4
1 50° from 1 side of spreader gap
1 50° from opposite side of spreader
gap, top mark towards piston crown
Spreader opposite marked front
of piston, intermediate rings
25 mm either side of spreader gap

bottom

Piston Pins
Pin length
Pin diameter

red
blue
yellow

Clearance in piston
Interference in connecting rod

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

72,0-72,8
23,994-23,997
23,997-24,000
24,000-24,003
0,008-0,014
0,018-0,039

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

55,00-55,02
23,964-23,976
52,006-52,044
51,756-51,794
51 ,506-51 ,544
51,256-51,294
51 ,006-51 ,044
0,006-0,060
0,006-0,064

Connecting Rods
Bore diameter (excl. shells)
Internal bearing diameter (fitted)

Big-end journal/shell clearance

big-end
small end
standard
0,25 undersize
0,50 undersize
0,75 undersize
1,00 undersize
alu
composite

Cylinder Head
Cast marks
Combustion chamber volume
Valve seat angle
Stem bore (inlet and exhaust)

6
standard

0,2 oversize
0.4 oversize
Camshaft bearing bore in head

September 1978

front
centre
rear

cm 3
degrees
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

0

37,5--40,5
48,6-51 ,6
44° 30'--45°
8,063-8,088
8,263-8,288
8.463-8,488
45,072--45,102
47,692--47,722
48,072--48,1 02
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'B' Engine (OHC/1-4)
1,6 LC
2,0 LC

Valves

Valve actuation
Valve clearance

inlet
exhaust
opens
closes
opens
closes

Inlet valve
Exhaust valve

mm
mm

cam follower+toothed belt
0,20
0,25
22° before TDC
24° before TDC
54° after BDC
64° after BDC
64° before BDC
70° before BDC
12°afterTDC
18°afterTDC

Inlet Valve

Valve length
Valve head diameter
Valve stem diameter
0,2
0,4
0 ,6
0,8

standard
oversize
oversize
oversize
oversize

Valve stem guide clearance
Valve lift (excl. valve clearance)
Free valve spring length

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

112,65-113,65
110,65-111,65
41 ,80-42,20
8,025-8,043
8,225-8,243
8,425-8,443
8,625-8,643
8,825-8,843
0,020-0,063
9 ,5034
10,121
44,0

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

112,05-113,05
110,05-111 ,05
34,00-34,40
35,80-36,20
7,999-8,017
8,199-8,217
8,399-8,417
8,599-8,617
8,799-8,817
0,046-0,089
10,121
9,5034
44,0

Exhaust Valve

Valve length
Valve head diameter
Valve stem diameter
0,2
0,4
0,6
0,8
Valve stem guide clearance
Valve lift (excl. valve clearance)
Free valve spring length

standard
oversize
oversize
oversize
oversize

Fig. 242 . Valve seat angle
A- Inlet valve seat
B - Exhaust valve seat
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ENGINE
'B' Engine (OHC/1-4)
2,0 LC
1,6 LC

TECHNICAL DATA

Engine Lubrication
Oil type
Viscosity

below -12 oc
below 0 °C
-23 oc to +32 oc
above -18 °C
above -12 °C

Ford specification
Initial fill capacity with filter
Oil change without filter change
Oil change with filter change
Min. oil pressure at
750 rpm
(SAE 1OW-30, 2000 rpm
Relief valve opens at
80 °C)
1000 rpm
Oil pressure warning· light comes on at
Oil pump- rotor/casing clearance
-inner/outer rotor clearance
Axial clearance -rotor/sealing face

litres
litres
litres
kgf cm 2 (lbf/in 2 )
kgf cm 2 (lbf/in 2 )
kgf cm 2 (lbf/in 2 )
kgf/cm 2 (lbf/in 2 )
mm
mm
mm

Tightening Torques

Nm

Main bearings
Big-end bearings
Crankshaft belt pulley
Camshaft and auxiliary shaft toothed belt pulley
Flywheel
Oil pump to cylinder block
Oil pump cover to oil pump
Sump
after running engine 20 mins
Oil drain screw
Oil pressure switch
Ball pin -valve adjustment
Cylinder head

(1)
(2)
(3)

(1)
(2)

after 10 to 20 mins wait
Retighten after engine warm (15 mins at 1000 rpm)
Later retiglltening of cylinder head is not needed
Rocker cover
(bolts 1-6)
(bolts) 7 +8)
(bolts 9+ 10)
(bolts 7 +8)
Timing cover
Inlet manifold
Exhaust manifold
Fuel pump
Clutch pressure plate to flywheel
Water pump
(2 M8 bolts)
(1 M1 0 bolt)
Water connector- thermostat housing
Fan to water pump flange
Spark plugs
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HD oil
SAE 5W-20
SAE 5W-30
SAE 1OW-30/40/50
SAE 1 5W-40/50
SAE 20W-40/50
SS-M2C-9001 AA
3,75
3,25
3,75
1,0 (14)
2,5 (36)
4,00--4,70 (57-67)
0,30--0,60 (4,3-8,5)
0,1 50--0,301
0,05--0,20
0,028--0,104

;·

(3)
(4)
( 1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(kpm)

lbf.ft

88-102
41--48
55-60
45-50
65-71
17-21
9-13
1-2
6-8
8-10
21-28
12-15
45-50
40-55
50-70
85-95
90-110

8,8-10,2
4,1--4,8
5,5-6,0
4,5-5,0
6,5-7,1
1,7-2, 1
0,9-1,3
0,1--0,2
0,6--0,8
0,8-1,0
2,1-2,8
1,2-1,5
4,5-5,0
4,0-5,5
5,0-7,0
8,5-9,5
9,0-11,0

70
33
42
35
50
14
8
1
5
7
18
10
35
35
44
66
74

5-7
2-2,5
5-7
5-7
13-17
17-21
21-25
17-21
17-21
17-21
36--43
17-21
17-21
20-28

0,5-0,7
0,2-0,25
0,5--0,7
0,5-0,7
1,3-1,7
1,7-2, 1
2,1-2,5
1,7-2,1
1,7-2, 1
1,7-2,1
3,6--4,3
1,7-2,1
1,7-2, 1
2,0-2,8

4.4
1,7
4,4
4.4
11
14
17
14
14
14
29
14
14
18
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TRANSIT:

SECTION 21 B-1

ENGINE
GENERAL DES CRIPTION

Transit range vehicles may have both diesel engines and various petrol engine types fitted. Petrol engines are
in-line as well as V4 and V6 versions.
This section covers the Ford diesel engine only. For easier identification this engine is designated with the
code letter 'G ' in line with other workshop manua ls. The table below lists the engine types built in Germany
and the United Kingdom respectively.
ENGINE SUMMARY
I

Engine Code

I

Cubic
Capacity
Litres

Compression
Ra tio

Type

2.4

DIESE L

OHV/ 1-4

1.5

LC

1.6

.

Source

Vehicle
plate

Workshop
Manual

Germany

U.K.

62 (46)

4A

G

X

X

OHV/V4

60 (44)

EX

D

X

LC

OHV/1-4

65 (48)

L1

A

1.7

LC

OHV/V4

65 (48)

MX

D

X

2.0

LC

OHV/V4

70 (51)

NX

E

X

2.0

HC

OHV/V4

80 (59)

NY

E

-

X

3.0

LC

OHV/V6

100(7 4 )

HX

F

-

X

1

HP
(kw)

-

X

X

OHV = overhead va lves
1-4 =- in-line 4 cylinder engine

@

Fig. 1. ·G· Engine
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•

ENGINE
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)

The 'G' engine is a water-cooled 4 cylinder 4 stroke in-line indirect injection diesel engine (Fig. 1 ).
The combined fuel injection and fuel lift pump, fuel filter, brake pump and full-flow oil filter are all located on
the right-hand side of the engine. The rotor ott pump is located at the front and is driven by a crankshaft gear.
The fuel injection pump is driven via a toothed belt which also drives the camshaft. Similarly, alternator,
brake pump and water pump are driven by the crankshaft via a V-belt.
•
In order to achieve low overall height (compact layout) the cylinders are mounted at an angle of 22,5 degrees
to the left of vertical. To give maximum crankshaft drive stability the crankshaft is carried on five main
bearings. Centre main bearing end float is determined by four half thrust washers.
The floating piston pins are located .in the connecting rods (with bushes) and secured with tVvo circlips.
Pistons have two compression rings and one oil scraper ring. The camshaft which is carried on five bearings
is located in the cylinder block on one side of the engine and driven by the crankshaft via a toothed belt
which, as already mentioned, also drives the fuel injection pump. A drilling through the shaft carries oil to the
replaceable bearings.
Overhead valve timing is effected via tappets, push rods and rocker arms. The rocker shaft has a drilling for
rocker arm lubrication. Valves are arranged in the cylinder head in alternating sequence, commencing with
an exhaust valve at the front of the engine. Inlet valves have one progressive coil spring and exhaust valves
two. Valve adjusting screws are self-locking. Inlet and exhaust valves have different seat angles. Cylinder
head valve guides are exchangeable.
The thermostart control incorporated in the inlet manifold ensures quick starting of the engine in low
temperature condition~.
An automatic shut-off control fitted to the engine compartment splash shield enables the injection pump to
be set to zero lift via a cable, thereby stopping the engine.
The fuel injection pump timing mark is located on the advance unit on top of the pump.
The engine has combustion chambers divided into a turbulence chamber located in the cylinder head and
the main combustion chamber in the cylinder itself.
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Lubrication Circuit, Fig. 2
The rotor oil pump located at the front of the engine block is driven by a gear on the crankshaft and draws
oil via a strainer and suction pipe (lower drilling) from the oil sump.
The filtered oil is fed through the upper drilling via the pump relief valve into the full-flow oil filter and from
there through the central axis of the oil filter cartridge to the main oil gallery. A by-pass valve located on the
filter central axis opens in order to enable oil to pass directly into the main gallery in the event of oil filter
cartridge blockage (by sludge, etc.) ..
The pump relief valve in the cylinder block, between the oil pump and the full-flow oil filter, is connected to
the main oil gallery. Excessive oil pressure will force a small spring-loaded plunger downwards, with the
downward movement of the plunger freeing the valve plunger drillings in the direction of the lower gallery
thereby providing a direct connection between oil suction tube and pressure duct.
The five main bearings are connected to the main oil gallery. The big end journals are supplied with oil via
diagonal lubrication passages from the nearest main crankshaft bearing.
The first four main bearing supports in the cylinder block have splash oil drillings which ensure splash
lubrication of piston pins and better cooling of piston tops.
From the centre main bearing the oil passes via the centre camshaft bearing to the camshaft and from there
through drillings to the remaining camshaft bearings.
Oil flows from the centre camshaft bearing through a cylinder block drilling to the cylinder head into the
rocker arm shaft and to the rocker arms. Valve stems are lubricated by means of oil discharged through the
rocker arm drilling.
Both the fuel injection pump and the lift pump are permanently lubricated with oil from the main oil gallery
fed to the pumps via engine block and timing cover drillings. The return oil flow to the pump passes through
the timing cover. The oil pressure switch which is screwed into the gallery on the right-hand side of the
engine block is in direct communication with the main oil gallery.
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·-·-t
TR21-SSI'I
Fig. 2 . lubrication circuit
1. Valve stem drip feed lubrication system
2 . Fuel injection pump
3. Exhauster pump
4. Full-flow oil filter

December 1976

5.
6.
7.
8.

Rotor oil pump
Oil pump relief valve
Oil suction strainer
Piston splash lubrication system
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Engine Ventilation System, Fig. 3
The mixture of air and crankcase fumes passes through the cylinder head into the rocker cover from where
it is drawn through the oil separator and oil filler connecting hose into the inlet manifold and the filtered air,
together with the air drawn through the air cleaner, is fed into the cylinder combustion chambers.

TR 21-57

Fig. 3 . Engine ventilation
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ENGI NE
GENERAL DESCR I PTION (cont'd)

Engine
Identification
Numbers

and

Engine

Serial

Regulations in force in certain countries provide for
engines to be marked with identification codes and
serial numbers. Fig. 4 and 5 show where these data
are marked on the engine. Minimum height of
letters and numbers is 6 mm (0,25 in) and both
codes and serial numbers (e.g. on replacement
engines) should be marked in such a manner that
they can be clearly recognised by the appropriate
testing authorities, thereby preventing rejection of
engines.

SERVICE ADJUSTMENT AND CHECKS

Fig. 4. Engine identifica tion code

To check the engine oil level the vehicle should
stand on level ground and the engine should be at
norma l operating temperature. Before carrying out
the check, wair- a short time to allow all oil to
drain back into the sump.
Withdraw the dipstick, wipe it clean with a nonfluffy rag, replace and withdraw it again. The oil on
the d ipstick indicates the oil level in the sump,
which should lie between the two marks, Fig. 6.
The quantity of oil required to top up from the
bottom mark to the top mark is approximately
1, 7 li tre (3.0 pints).
If necessary, top up through the filler neck, with
engine oil to FORD specification.
Topping up is not necessary until the oil level d rops
to the bottom mark. Do not allow the oil level to
drop any further. Never top up to above the top
mark since the excess oil is wasted, i.e. the oil
consumption is increased.
The engine oil should be changed and the full flow oil filter renewed at 5000 km (3000 mile)
intervals. If conditions of use are severe, e.g. short
trips. frequent starts from cold, dusty roads, etc., the
oil should be changed and the oil filter renewed at
shorter intervals.

Fi g. 5. Engine serial number

If the specified engine oil is not used the inevitable
consequence will be excessive wear or damage to
the engine. The oil film becomes discontinuous and
engine components under high thermal stresses are
subjected to increased wear. Residues collect in the
sump and block oil passages. In addition, poor
quality oil does not protect against corrosion so
that rust forms on the cylinder walls. After a
relatively short time the efficiency of the engine
will decrease and there will be increased fuel and
oil consumption. Always use a branded oil complying with FORD specifications.

Fig. 6. Engine oil dipstick
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SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION

Bnt1sh
Sourced

European
Sourced

German
Sourced

Tool Name

Engine lihing eyes (additional
for G2- 6000)
Gl - BOOO

Engine lifting tackle

Camshah oil seal remover
G2 -4676-A l

Camshaft oil seal remover
adaptor (for use with
1 5- 048)
15 -0 48 01

1 5-048-01

G2-4676-A2

Crankshah rear oil seal remover

Crankshah rear oil seal replacer

Engine mounting bracket

Timing gear alignment pin

Camshah oil seal replacer
and aligner
21-017
G/7 /070/0
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ENGINE
SPECIAL SE RVICE TOOL RECOGNITION (cont'd)

British
Sourced

European
Sourced

German
Sourced

~

Tool Name

Crankshaft flange holding
wrench

2 1-018

~

Crankshaft bolt remover and
replacer (adaptor for 21 -0 18)

21-0 19

~
21-0 21

n

~ _).~
~

Valve guide - remover/installer

~

@
21-022

@]

Camshaft bearing

~ 1,.,..:·

remover/installer (main tool)

....
Camshaft bearing shell
remover/installer (adaptor
for 21 - 022)

21 -022- 01

[)

Camshaft bearing shell
remover/installer (adaptor
for 21-022)

21-022-02

~

~

Universal spindle

21-023

~
~

Crankshaft front oil seal aligner

21-025

Engine lifting eye - front

21-026

G/7/071/0
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SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION (cont'd)

l:lr1t1Sh
Sourced

European
Sourced

German
Sourced

Tool Name

~

Engine lifting eye- rear

21 - 027

/
? 1-036

/

Spigot bearing remover

G 1 76001\

Injector pipe nut wrench
CT-9044

21-04 1

CT-9044

Clutch disc locator
CP-7112A

2t -0 44

G1 -7600- B

Spigot bearing installer
CP 11 ?3

21-045

G3 - 70 41 - B 2

G/7/012/D
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SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS- CONTENT

ENGINE

Description
in this
publication

Contained
in
Operation

Unique
for
TRANSIT

21

111

Engine - check compressions

X

X

21

112

Oil pressure - check

X

X

21

132

Engine and transmission assembly - remove and
install

X

X

X

X

21

134 8 Engine -dismantle and reassemble (engine
removed)

21

146

Cover-timing belt- remove and install

-

21 288

X

21

148

Timing cover- remove and install

-

21 467

X

21

154

Sump - remove and install

X

X

21

163

Cylinder head - remove and install

X

X

Valve clearances- adjust

X

X

21 217 4 Valves - remove and install (cylinder head
removed)

X

X

21 231 9 Valve seat- recut (valves removed)

X

X

21 235 4 Valve guides -replace (valves removed)

X

X

21 255 9 Rocker shaft assembly -overhaul (rocker shaft
removed)

X

X

21 286 6 Bearings- camshaft- replace (engine dismantled)

X

X

21 288

Seal - camshaft - replace

X

X

21 304

Timing belt- replace

X

X

21 467

Seal -crankshaft front - replace

X

X

21 468 4 Seal -crankshaft rear- replace (engine or
transmission removed)

X

X

21 505 5 Piston - replace (piston and connecting rod
assembly removed)

X

X

21 584 5 Ring gear- flywheel -replace (flywheel removed)

X

X

21 714

X

X

21 714 8 Oil pump -overhaul (oil pump removed)

X

X

21 875

X

X

21 213

Oil pump - remove and install

Engine rubber mounting -front - replace
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ENGINE
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS

21 111

ENGINE- CHECK
COMPRESSIONS

f

Special Service Tools and Testing Equipment
Required:

Injection pipe nut wrench
.. 21-041
Standard compression testing equipment

The majority of test instruments are of different design and usually enable compression
to be checked on one cylinder only. Determination of the actual compression pressure is
dependent on several factors, e.g. varying
starter motor speeds, or state of charge of the
battery. It is, however, essential for at least
two requirements to be met, namely, that the
engine temperature is normal and valve clearances are adjusted as specified in Technical
Data .

TR21-155

\

Fig. 7. Remove injector pipes using Special Tool 21-041

To Check

1.

Remove inlet manifol d.

2.

Disconnect cable from shut-off unit to interrup t fuel supply.

3.

Unscrew fuel injector pipes using Special
Tool 21 - 041, Fig. 7 and disconnect overflow
pipe from nozzle brackets.

4.

Remove injectors and withdraw nozzle bracket
sealin g ring and heat balancing plate.

5.

Screw compression pressure tester with new
graph paper to injector nozzle orifice concerned. Fig. 8 and crank engine until pointer
of tester rises no further (compression
pressure data see Technical Data).

6.

Vent tester. adjust graph paper for next cylinder and repeat sub-op 5 for all other cylinders.

7.

Fit new sealing ring and new heat balancing
plate with domed side facing upwards. Fig. 9
and tighten injector nozzles as specified in
Techni ca l Data.

8.

Fit injector pipes as specified. using Special
Tool 21 - 041 and install overflow pipe.

9.

Connect cable to shut-off motor and fit air
cleaner.

Fig. 8 . Install compression tester adaptor into orifice

Fig. 9 . Turbulence combustion chamber
A - Turbulence combustion chamber element
B - Engine heat shield
C - Engine heat shield gaske t
D - Noule bracket sealing ring
E - Heat balancing plate
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ENGINE

21 112

OIL PRESSURE- CHECK

T eating equipment required:
Oil pressure test gauge
Oil pressure depends on various factors
(engine speed, oil temperature, oil pump rotor
clearance, etc.). Pressure should always be
checked at an oil temperature of 355 ° K (80
°C) (176 ° F). At idling speed oil pressure
should be 1,0 bar (kgf/ cm 2 ) (14,2 lbf/ in2 ) .
Maximum pressure should however, not
exceed 5 bar (kgf/cm 2 ) (71 lbf/in2 ) at speeds
above 2000 rpm.

Fig. 10. Oil pump dismantled
A -Suction pipe
B - Pressure pipe

If pressures are outside these limits first eliminate
oil pump. Fig. 10 or relief valve, Figs. 11 and 12, as
possible sources of fault. The following faults can
occur. e.g.:
Pressure too high at speeds over 2000 rev/min;
Failure of relief valve to open because of fouling.
Pressure too low at all engine speeds: Clogged
in take strainer, intake pipe loose or broken, oil
pump worn, etc.
Pressure too low at low engine speeds: Relief valve
jammed in open position due to dirt.

Fig. 1 1. Relief valve location (vacuum pump removed for
clarity)

To measure oil pressure
1.

Remove oil pressure switch connecting lead
and remove oil pressure switch.

2.

Connect test pressure gauge to engine block,
using adaptors. if necessary.

3.

Start engine and check oil pressure at idling
speed and at over 2000 rev/min.

4.

Remove test pressure gauge. Replace oil pressure switch and connect lead as specified in
Technical data.

/""'

Fig. 12 Relief valve
A - Pressure pipe
B - Suction pipe
C - Valve plunger
D - Compression spring
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21 132

ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
ASSEMBLY - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required :
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine

lifting
lifting
lifting
lifting

eyes
tackle ..
eye - front
eye - rear

G1 - 6000
G2-6000
21-026
21-027

•

TR2179

•

-

Fig. 13. Drain coolant

To Remove
1.

Disconnect both battery earth cables. as well
as positive lead from left-hand battery.

2.

Disconnect washer assembly hoses from
nozzles and retaining clamps and remove
hood {4 bolts).

3.

Drain coolant into tray, disconnecting lower
radiator hose from water neck, Fig. 13, and
upper hose from thermosta t water neck and
remove.

4.

Remove coolant expansion tank connecting
pipe {2 bolt). Fig. 14 and remove expansion
tank complete with bracket from engine {3
bolts).
Fig. 14. Unscrew expansion tank co nnecting pipe

5.

Disconnect radiator (2 bolts) bottom mounting
from crossmember mountings, Fig. 1 5.

Fig. 15. Remove radiator bottom mounting from crossmember
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ENG INE

6.

Unhook hood cable at catch end (Fig. 16) and
disconnect from radiator grille panel.

Fig. 16. Unhook hood cable

7.

Remove right- hand and left-hand headlamp
surround ( 1 bolt each).

8.

Remove radiator grille panel complete with
radiator and expansion tank. as well as connecting pipe, Fig. 17.

Fig. 17. Remove radiator grille panel complete with radiator,
expansion tank and connecting pipe

9.
10.

Remove air cleaner (2 bolts).
Disconnect cables from shut-off motor and injection pump, Fig. 18.

Fig. 18. Disconnect shut- off motor and injection pump cables
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21 132

(cont'd )

1 1.

Disconnect fuel feed and return line from
pump and remove fuel filter and thermostart
reservoir lines from intake manifold.

1 2.

Disconnect temperature sender unit, oil pressure swi tch. glow plugs, starter motor and
alternator. Remove positive left-hand battery
cable from body.

13.

Disconnect brake servo vacuum hose from
pipe and remove. Fig. 19.

Fig. I 9. Remove brake servo vacuum hose

14.

Remove water drain neck and heater hoses
from splash panel. Fig. 20.

Fig. 20. Remove heater hoses

1 5.

Disconnect
(2 bolts).

exhaust

pipe

from

manifold

1 6.

Remove transmission gearshift lever mounting bracket (6 bolts) and raise gaiter. Remove
gear shift lever cap nut. Fig. 2 1 and withdraw gearshift lever.

Fig. 2 I . Remove transmission gearshift lever nut
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ENGINE

17.

Remove clutch cable from pedal bracket, Fig.
22.

Fig. 2 2 . Rem ove clutch cable fro m pedal bracket

18 .

Disconnect left-hand and right-hand earth
cables from clutch housing and remove speedometer drive cable from transmission ( 1 bolt) ,
Fig . 23 .

Fig. 23. Remove speedometer drive cable

1 9.

Pull back gaiter and unhook clutch cable from
release lever, Fig. 24.

Fig. 24 . Unhook clutc h cable from release lever
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20.

(cont'd)

Disconnect drive shaft at rear axle flange
(4 bolts). Fig. 25 and floor pan centre bearing
(2 bolts). withdraw drive shaft from gearbox
extension housing and fit blanking plug.

Fig. 25. Remove driveshaft

21.

Attach engine lifting eyes 21-D26/2 7 to
engine, Fig. 26 and fit engine lifting appliance
G2- 6000 with engine lifting eye G 1-6000.

22.

Hook engine lifting appliance into standard
workshop lifting jack and gently take up
engine weight.

FiH. 26. Fit engine lifting eyes and lifting chain

23.

Remove transmission from rear engine mounting ( 1 bolt). Fig. 2 7 and engine from mounting rubber insulator (2 nuts).

24.

Carefully raise engine complete with transmission and lift out of engine compartment.

Fig. 2 7. Remove transmission from rear engine mounting
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ENGINE

To Install

25.

Carefully position engine complete with gearbox in engine compartment and fit on front
and rea r engine mounting. Tighten as specified
in Technical data.

26.

Remove engine lifting appliance.

2 7.

Withdraw blanking plug from gearbox extension housing, carefully insert driveshaft and
attach to rear axle flange and centre bearing
as specified in Technical data, Fig. 28.

Fig. 28. Fit driveshaft centre bearing

28.

Connect speedometer drive cable. Hook clutch
cable into release lever and install gaiter. Fit
earth cable left and right to clutch housing
and attach left-hand battery positive lead to
body.

29.

Adjust clutch cable clearance at pedal bracket,
Fig. 29.

Fig. 29. Adjust clutch cable clearance

30.

Install gearshift lever and tighten nut. Locate
gaiter and fit mounting bracket.

31.

Bolt exhaust pipe to manifold.

32.

Fit heater hoses and water drain neck, Fig. 30.

Fig. 30. Fit wat er drain hose
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(cont' d )

33.

Slide brake servo vacuum hose on to line and
secure. Fig. 31 .

34.

Connect leads to temperature sender unit, oil
pressure switch, glow plugs. starter motor and
alternator.

Fig. 3 1. Slide brake servo vacuum hose on to line and secure

35.

Connect fuel filter and thermostart reservoir
pipes to in let manifold and fit fuel feed and
return lines to pump.

36.

Fit fuel injection pump and shut-off motor
cables. then bleed the fuel system - refer to
Op. 23 142. Fig. 32/33.

37.

Fi~.

32. Vent fu el-filter

Fi~.

33. Vent fu el pump

Fit air cleaner.
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ENGINE

38.

Insert radiator grille panel complete with
radiator and expansion tank and secure. Fig.
34. Fit both headlamp surrounds.

Fig. 34. Install radiator grille panel complete with radiator.
connec ting pipe and expan sion tank

39.

Hook hood cable into catch. Fig. 35 and fit
to radiator grille panel.

Fig. 35. Fi t hood cable

40.

Replace radiator at bottom location to crossmember mountings. Fig. 36.

Fig. 36. Fit radiator at bottom locl) tion
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21 132
41.

(cont'd)

Fit expansion tank with bracket to engine,
Fig. 37 and attach expansion tank connecting
pipe.

Fig. 3 7 . Fit expansion tank

42.

Replace lower and upper radiator hoses and
secure, Fig . 38 .

Fig. 38. Fit upper radiator hoses and secure

43.

Top up coolant and engine oil. Check transmission oil level and top up, if required.

44.

Position hood, hand-tighten bolts, align hood
and secure. Position washer system hoses,
Fig. 39 and slide on to nozzles .

45.

Connect earth cables to both batteries and
positive lead to left-hand battery.

Fig. 39 . Position washer system hoses
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TR 21-71
Fig. 40. 'G' Engine cutaway
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ENGINE- D I SMANTLE AND
REASSEMBLE (ENGINE
REMOVED)

Special Service Tools Required :
21 - 011 - A
Crankshaft rear oil seal installer
21-015
Engine mounting bracket
Camshaft gear alignment pin. .
21 - 016
Camshaft oil seal installer
21-017
Crankshaft flange holdin~ wrench
21 - 018
Crankshaft bolt remover/replacer
21 - 019
Universal shah . .
2 1 - 023
Crankshaft front oil seal centraliser .. 21 -02 5
21 - 036
Crankshaft spigot bearing extractor
Inj ector pipe nut wrench
21 - 04 1
Clutch disc centraliser . .
21 - 044
Crankshaft spigot bearing installer . . 21 -045
Engine stands . .
..
21 - 061 - A/B/C/0

Foq 4 I Secure enqine to stand usinq Special fools

I

To Dismantle
1.

Remove front left-hand engine mounting
rubber insulator, then fit engine stand(s)
21 - 061 - A/B/C/0 using mounting bracket
21 - 015 and universal shaft 2 1-023. Fig. 41.

2.

Drain engine oil, withdraw oil dipstick and
unscrew full - flow oi l filter cartridge. Remove
oil filler cap with breather hose.

3.

Using special tool 21 - 04 1 remove overflow
pipe from nozzles, injection pump and injector
lines. Fig. 42.
Fit caps to nozzle and pump line connectors for protection from contamination .

TR21-155

Fog. 4 2 Unscrew ,,,ector lines using Special Tool 2 1- 04 I

4.

Rernove injection pump filter fuel lines and
engine vacu11m pump air line.

5.

Remove fuel filter complete
(3 bolts). Fi~J . 43.

with

bracket

Fig. 43 Remove fuel filter woth bracket
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ENGINE

6.

Slacken vacuum pump V-belt tension roller
Fig. 44 and alternator V-belt adjuster. then
remove both V-belts.

7.

Remove alternator complete with bracket (4
bolts).

8.

Remove tan with pulley (4 bolts).

9.

Remove crankshaft pulley (6 bolts).

Fig. 44. Slacken vacuum V belt

10.

rlemove upper and lower toothed belt cover
bolts and remove cover. Fig. 45.

1 1.

Remove rocker cover (6 bolts).

12.

Remove three lower then five upper rocker
support bracket bolts. Remove rocker shaft and
w ithdraw push rods.

t en~ion

roller

Do not interchange push rods when removing and installing.

Fig. 4 5. Remove lower toothed belt cover

13.

Remove injector nozzles (2 bolts each). then
lift Ollt nozzle holder sealing rings and heat
balancing plate. Withdraw heat shields and
gaskets. using 2 screwdrivers.

14

Remove water neck (2 bolts) and lift out
thermostat. noting loca tion. Fig. 46.

Fig. 4 6. Remove thermostat
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(cont'd)

1 5.

Slacken water pump to cylinder head by-pass
hose. Fig. 4 7.

16.

Remove cylinder head bolts ( 18). unscrewing
them in reverse order from that in which they
were tightened (for tightening sequence see
Fig. 90). Lift off cylinder head complete with
inlet and exhaust manifolds.
Do not place cylinder head on gasket f ace.

17.

Remove clutch pressure plate (6 bolts) flywheel (8 bol ts). and engine backplate (2 bolts).

Fig. 4 7. Slacken by-pass hose

18.

Remove sump (24 bolts) downwards to
prevent sludge or swart getting into engine.

19.

Slacken toothed belt tensioner and remove
toothed l)elt. Fig. 48, then remove tensioner
(2 bolts).

Fig. 48. Remove too thed halt

20.

Remove crankshaft hub bolt, using Special
Tool 2 1- 0 18/019, Fig. 49. Remove crankshaft hub using standard extractor.

Fig. 4 9 Slacken cranksha ft hub bol t using Special Tool

21 018/019
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ENGINE

21.

Lock camshaft toothed belt gear with Special
Tool 21-016, Fig. 50. Unscrew bolt and press
off gear using two levers.

Fig. 50. Lock camshaft toothed belt gear using Special Tool
21-016

22.

Remove water pump with by-pass hose from
intermediate plate (7 bolts). Fig. 51.

Fig. 51. Remove water pump

23.

Remove vacuum pump pulley, Fig. 52, using
standard extractor if necessary.

Fig. 52. Remove vacuum pump pulley
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(cont'd )

24.

Remove fron t cover from intermediate p lat e
( 1 0 bo lts).

25.

Re move oil pump with mounting (3 bolts)
from engin e block, Fig. 53 .

Fig . 53. Remove oil pump

26.

Remov e va c uum pump bracket and pump from
inte rmediate plate (3 bolts) Fig. 54 .

Fig . 54. Remove vacu um pump

27.

Remove inje ction pump bracket from engine
block (2 bo lts) , th en remove intermediate
plate co mp let e w ith inj ection pump ( 1 0 bolts) ,
Fig. 55 .

Fig. 55 . Remove inje ction pump and intermediate p late
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28.

Remove camshaft and crankshaft spacer, as
well as crankshaft gear, by hand.

29.

Withdraw crankshaft spigot bearing, using
Special Tool 21-036, Fig. 56.

TR2H06

-

,

Fig. 56. Remove crankshaft needle bearing using Special Tool

21-036

30.

Remove crankshaft rear oil seal carrier (4
bolts). Fig. 57 .

31 .

Remove camshaft rear cover plate bolts (3)
and camshaft thrust plate bolts (2), Fig. 58.
Remove plates and
carefully withdraw
camshaft.

Fig. 57. Remove crankshaft oil seal carrier

32.

Remove tappets from engine block.
Do not interchange t appets when removing and installing.

33.

Remove oi l pump suction pipe (2 bolts).

Fig. 58. Remove camshaft thrust plate
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34.

(cont 'd)

Remove big end bearing caps (2 nuts each)
and bearing shells.
Note connecting rod, bearing cap and
b ear ing markings.

.
'

.

.'1 1'1

Fig. 59. Btg end journal markings

35.

Carefu lly scrape off carbon deposits from
cylind er bore top ends, then withdraw piston
and connecting rod assemblies upwards from
the block. Remove piston rings, clean grooves
and fit new rings into grooves. with 'TOP'
mark pointing upwards, Fig. 60.

Ftg. 60. Fu
A
B
C

36.

piston rings
Upper piston nn~1
Lo w er stepped ring
Oil scraper ring

Remove main bearing caps (2 bolts each) and
shells. Note cen tre main bearing thrust
washers.
Note bearing shell and cap markings, Fig.
61.

37.

Carefully lift crankshaft out of engine block.

38.

Remove oil pressLJre swi tch and pressure relief
va lve.

Fig. 61 . M ain bearing markings
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To Reassemble

~

The type and degree of cleaning of a given
part before reassembly must depend on the
hours the engine has run, the extent of any
damage and its possible re-use. This applies
particularly to the cylinder block with ita
comers, angles and bores. If necessary, remove all plugs and covers and clean their
seats, using suitable cleaning agents and
tools (brushes, scrapers). The oil galleries in
particular, e .g. in the cylinder block, cylinder
head, etc., should be free from dirt and
abrasive particles, Fig. 62. If press- fit plugs
and screw plugs are removed, they, like all
seals and gaskets, should be renewed.

~

..... .! .....

Measuring Bearing Clearance
Measuring bearings (even with undersize crankshafts) can be eliminated and determination of required bearing shells can be considerably simplified
by use of:
'PLASTIGAGE' made by:
PERFECT CIRCLE CORPORATION,
HAGERSTOWN. INDIANA. USA.

TR21-1~

Fig. 62. Oil ci rcuit

UK supplier:
Norman Gaydon (Internationa l) Ltd ..
68 London Road.
Southend-on-Sea,
Essex, SS 1 1 PG.

Width of compressed plastic filament can be
measured by means of scale printed on PLASTIGAGE pack, Fig. 63; reading shows bearing · clearance.

West German supplier:
K. H. ERN.
Schinkelstrasse 46-48,
Dusseldorf.
'PLASTIGAGE' is the name of an accurately calibrated plastic filament.

Only bolts in good condition should be used
for securing bearing caps on crankshaft and
they should not be tightened in excess of
specified torque.

Type Colour Measuring range
PG- 1 green
PR- 1 reel
PB- 1 blue

0,025-0,075 mm (0,001 - 0,003 in)
0,050-0,150 mm (0,002-0,006 in)
0.100-0,230 mm (0.004-0,01 in)

Requirem ents for use of 'Piaatigage'
1.

Bearing should be dry and clean.

2.

Crankshaft should not
measuring operation.

3.

Points of measurement should be close to
top dead centre position.

4.

Bearing caps should not be
hammer blows.

be

turned

seated

during

w ith

Place length of Plastigage across width of bearing
on crankshaft or big end journal. Fit main or big
end bearing cap together with bearing shells and
torque as specified. The plastic filament will be
compressed more or less depending on bearing
clearance. Remove bearing cap.
Each m ain bearing should be measured
separately without other bearing caps being
fitted.

December 1976

Fig. 63. M easuring bearing play
A - Compressed plastic thread
B - M easurement scale
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M easuring Piston Cleara n ce
Procedure

(a)

When re-assembling an engine. the piston to
bore clearance should be mP.asured as follows.

(b)

The diameter of the piston should be measured
when cold. using a micrometer. The measurement should be made across the piston skirt,
at goo to the piston axis.

(c)

This micrometer reading is then used to 'zero'
a bore gauge. The reading on the dial of the
bore gal•ge in situ is the piston to bore
clcnrance. (See Technical Data.)
Alternatively, the bore can be measu red w ith
an interna l m icrometer, and the pis ton size
subtracteci to give the piston to bore clearance.

(cl)

Fr!=J. 64 t:hP.ck prston rir1!=J qa1>

The measurement m11st be taken below any
visible wear marks in the bore. To detect bore
ovality, two readings should be taken at goo
to et~ch other.
NOTE: The maximum clitference between
these two readings shoulci r:tot be more than
0.025 mm (0,00 1 in).

(n)

Inspect the bores for visible wear. damaged
lips etc.

(f)

If the clearance in sub-section (c) above is
excessive, or if ovality, or any of the faults in
sui> sec tion (e) above is detec ted. the block
shoulci be rebored to Sllit oversize pistons.

(g)

Before installing pistons. check piston ring
(Fig. 64).

~J(IpS.

TR21-156
Frq li5 F11 orl pr~,!SSure ~wrtc:h

3g,

Fit oil pressure swi tch. Lubricate oil pressure
vn lve tappets nnd fit va lve assembly, Fig. 65.

40.

Insert main bearing shells dry into engine
hlock. on cen tre bearing locate both thrust
washers 111 cylinder block recesses in such a
manner that oilways are visible (Fig. 66).
Lubricate bearing shells and carefully insert
crankshaft.

Frq 66 Frt thrust washers

December 1g75
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(a)

Refit main bearing cap complete with
lubricated bearing shells, again paying
attention to correct location of thrust
half washers on centre main bearing cap,
Fig. 67. Tighten bearing cap bolts as
specified in Technical Data .

Fig. 67. Fit centre bearing with thrust washers

(b)

Fit centre main bearing cap bolts fingertight on ly. Press crankshaft first to rear
against stop, then slowly and firmly
against front stop and hold in position
and torque bolts, Fig. 68. (This opera tion
is necessary to ensure uniform seating
of thrust washers.)
M ain bearing caps should be fitted
with arrow pointed forward.

Fig. 68. Align thrust washers

42.

Check crankshaft end float using standard
dial indicator, Fig. 69. Use oversize thrust
washers, if necessary.

TR/ 21/4
Fig. 69. Check cra nkshaft end float
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(cont'd)

Apply engine oil to pistons and cylinder bores.
Stagger piston rings with maximum spacing.
Compress piston rings with standard ring
compressor and press pistons into cylinders
using hammer handle. Fig. 70, guiding connecting rods with oiled bearing shells on to
big end journals by hand.
Front marking on pistons and connecting
rods should point forward.

44.

Fit big end bearing caps complete with oiled
bearing shell s ancl torque new self-locking
bolts as specified in Technical Data.
Marks on connecting rods and bearing
caps should be on one side.

11
Fig. 70. Fit piSton using standard ring compressor

45.

Oil valve tappets and fit into same bores as on
removal. Oil and care fully insert camshah. paying auention to correct location of camshah
oil gallery sealing balls. Fit cover plate and
thrust plate.

Fig. 7 I . Press in crankshaft rear oil seal using Special Tool
21 011 A

46.

Replace crankshaft rear oil seal:
Drive oil seal from oil seal carrier using
hammer and mandrel. slightly oil sealing lip of
new oil seal and carefully drive into oil seal
carrier, using Special Tool 21 - 011 - A . Fig. 71.
Then fit oil seal carrier and new oil seal.
centralise with same Special Tool and secure.
Fig. 72 .
Check correct location of oil seal carrier
on sump sealing surface.

Fig. 72 . Centralise rear oil seal carrier using Special Tool
21 011 A
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Fit oil pump suction pipe with new gasket.

48.

Fit crankshaft needle bearing using Special
Tool 21 - 045, Fig. 73.

Fig. 73. Fit crankshaft needle bearing using Special Tool

21 - 045

49.

Fit crankshaft gear.

Fig. 74 . Fit camshaft oil seal in intermediate pla te using
Special Tool 2 1-0 17

50.

Replace camshaft oil seal:
Drive oil seal from intermediate plate using
hammer and mandrel, slightly oil sealing lip
of new oil seal and carefully draw into intermediate plate using Special Tool 21-017 with
bolt and washer, Fig. 74. Then fit intermediate
plate with new gasket complete with injection
pump (also with new 0 -rings), centralise with
same Special Tool. fit bolts in correct
sequence as specified in Technical Dzta, Fig.

75.
Check correct location of intermediate
plate on oil sump sealing face.

Fig. 75. Intermediate plate bolt tightening sequence
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(cont'd)

51.

Fit injection pump bracket to engine block.

52 .

Fit vacuum pump with bracket to intermediate
plate.

.11

•

Fig. 76. Fit oil pump 0 - rings

53.

Fit oi l !Jump with new 0 -rings, Fig. 76 and
secure, Fig. 7 7.

•

Before installing oil pump rotate by hand
and fill with engine oil.

-.....;__!

••

v~
-

Oil pump bores are offset and pump can
therefore be installed in one position only.

Fig. 77. Fit oil pump

54.

Check oil pump gear backlash, Fig. 78, (see
Technica l Data) and fit new gea rs, if required.

TV1/423/T/N

Fig. 78. Check oil pump gear backlash
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Replace cranksha ft front oil seal :
Drive oil seal out of timing cover using
hammer and mandrel. Slightly oil sealing lip of
new oil seal, carefully drive into timing cover,
using Special Tool 21 - 025, Fig. 79, then fit
timing cover and new gasket to intermediate
plate. Centralise with same Special Tool, Fig.
80 and secure, fitting bolts coated with sea ling
compound.

Fig. 79. Fit cran kshaft front oil seal to timing cover. using
Special Tool 2 1- 02 5

56.

Fit vacuum pump pulley and hub.

Fig. 80. Centralise timing cover using Special Tool 2 1-025

57.

Fit water pump with new gasket to intermediate plate, Fig. 81.

Fig. 81 . Fi t water pump
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58.

Apply oil to camshaft spacer mating surface,
slide on to camshaft and coat front face with
sealing compound.

59.

Lock camshaft gear using Special Tool
21 - 016 and torque as specified in Technical
Data , Fig. 82.

Fig. 8 2. Lock camshaft gear using Special Tool 2 1- 016 and
secure

60.

Apply oil to crankshaft spacer mating surface.
slide on to crankshaft and coat front fa ce
with seali ng compound.

61.

Fi t toothed belt thrust washer and f it crankshaft journal. coating inside of bolt w ith sea ling compound.

62 .

Fit crankshaft journa l centre bolt hand-tight
and using Special Tool21 - 018/019 torque as
specified in Technical Data. Fig. 83.
1 0 spindle turns = 150 Nm ( 15 kgf m)
(108 lbf ft).

Fig. 83. Secure crankshaft journal bolt using Special Tool
2 1 0 18/019

63.

Pre- load toothec belt tensioner and fit handtight. Align gears on marks. rotating crankshaft
until crankshaft gear hub groove is aligned on
timing cover mark. Check adjusting peg
21 - 016 is still correctly located in camshaft
gear. Set injector adjuster to zero position.
Rotate injection pump gear until setting specifi ed in Technical Data is obtained. Then tighten
injection pump gear nuts.

TR 21-139

Fig. 84. Fuel injecti on pump marking
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64.

Position toothed belt. withdraw adjusting peg

21 - 016 from camshaft gear. rotate crank-

f

shaft through 2 revolutions, recheck markings.
press toothed belt tensioner against belt and
tighten, Fig. 85.

~r')
~~
TR/?Jj-61~ ~0

.... T

Fig. 85. Tighten b ell tensioner

65.

Position sump gasket. applying sealer to
joints and gasket around joints, Fig. 86. Locate
oil sump and torque bolts as specified in
Technical Data.

TR/21 / 13N
Fig. 86. Apply sealing compound to sump gasket

Fit two Allen screws each, front and rear. and
secure, Fig. 87.

Fig. 87. Tighten front and rear sump bolts
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(cont'd)

Fit back plate and flywheel, tighten bolts as
specified in Technical Data and check for run out. Fig. 88.
Flywheel bolt holes are offset and the
flywheel can therefore be fitted in one
position o nly.

11

TR/ 21/18
F1g. 88. Check flywheel run ou t

67.

Fit clu tch pressure pla te and centralise clutch
ciisc. using Special Tool 21 - 044, Fig. 89 and
torque bolts as specified in Technical Data.

Fig. 89. Cemralise clutch disc using Special Tool 2 1- 044

68.

Posi tion cylinder head gasket with Part No.
facing upwards and carefully locate cylinder
head on guide sleeves. taking care to ensure
correct assembly of by-pass hose. Fit cylinder
heacl bolts in sequence shown in Fig. 90 and
torque as specified in Technical Data.
Befo re replacing cylinder head check correct location of combustion chamber
inserts.

TR 21 -39N

Fig. 90. Cylinder head bolt ti~)htoni 110 sequence
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69.

Fit thermostat, Fig. 91, and install water neck
with new gasket.

Fig. 9 I . Fit thermostat

70.

Insert heat shields with new gaskets. Position
new heat balancing plates, with convex side
upwards. and new nozzle holder sealing rings.
Fig. 92. and uniform ly torque injector nozzles
as speci fied in Technical Data.

Fig. 92. Combustion chamber - cut-away view
A Combustion chamber insert
B - Heat shield
C Heat shield gasket
0 - Nozzle holder gasket
E - Heat balancing plate

7 I.

Lubricate push rods and guide them into the
same sockets from which they were removed.
Fit rocker shaft, inserting push rods into rocker
arm sockets, Fig. 93. Tighten upper five rocker
sha ft bolts. followed by three lower bolts.

Fig. 93. Fit push rods in rocker arm sockets
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72.

Adjust valve clearance Fig. 94 (see Operation
21 - 213), cranking engine only in direction
of rotation.

7 3.

Evenly tighten rocker cover bolts with new
gasket. Fit oil filler cap and breather tube.

74.

Fit upper and lower toothed belt cover.

7 5.

Fit crankshaft pulley and fan with spacer.
Install alternator complete with bracket.

Fig. 94. Adjust valve clearance

76.

Adjust alternator and vacuum belt tension to
achieve I 3 rnm (0,5 in) free movement midway between alternator and pump pulleys.
Ftg. 95.

7 7.

F11 fuel filt er and bracket.

78.

Connect vacuum pump feed pipe.

79.

Connect injector lines and overflow pipe.
Connect injec tion pump filter fuel lines.

Fig. 95. Adjust alternator an<l vacuum pump V belt tension

80.

Usin ~J sui table hand syringe, fill not less than
I litre ( I . 75 pints) engine oil through full-flow
oil filt er dri lling into main oil gallery, then
secure fl lll- fl ow oil filter complete with new
cartridge and gasket as specified in Technical
Data . Fig. 96. Insert oil dipstick.

81.

Remove engine from engine assembly stand
and refit fron t left-hand engine mounting
rubber insulator.

ll

Fig. 96. Fit full -flow oil fi lter
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SUMP - REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special S ervice Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Jack up vehicle or drive over pit.

2.

Drain engine oil.

3.

Remove sump (24 bolts). removing rear Allen
screws using standard tool, Fig. 97.

Fig. 97. Remove Allen screws

To Install

4.

Clean engrne block to sump sealing faces.
Stick gasket to block using grease. applying
sealer to joints and gasket in vicinity of joints.
Fig. 98.

5.

Carefully locate sump, fit screws (front and
rear 2 Allen screws each) and evenly torque
as specified in Technical Data.

6.

Top up engine oil. start engine and check for
leaks.

7.

Lower vehicle or remove from pit, as applicable.

TR/21 / 13N
Fig. 98. Apply sealer to sump gasket
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CYLINDER HEAD - REMOVE
AND INST ALL

Special Service Tool R equired :

Injector pipe nut wrench

.. 21-041

To Remove

1.

Remove earth strap from both batteries.

2.

Dra in coolant into tray, disconnecting lower
radiator hose from water neck, Fig. 99 and
top hose from thermostat water neck. Remove
thermostat.

•

•

·TR •

•

•

Fig. 99. Drain coolant

3.

Remove air cleaner complete with bracket (2
holts). Remove oil filler cap with breather hose.

4.

Remove coolant expansion tank complete with
bracket from cylinder head (3 bolts), Fig. 100.

...
)

-4
I

Fig. 100. Remove coolant expansion rank

5.

Disconnect temperature sender unit
two glow plu ~J leads from inlet manifold.

6.

Remove overflow pipe from nozzles. Disconnect thermostart reservoir fuel lines from filter
ancl inlet manifold.

7.

Remove injector pipes. using Special Tool
21 041 , Fig. 101.

and

Place caps on nozzle and pump pipe connectors to protect from dirt.

Fig. 101 . Remove inject or pipes using Special Tool 2 1- 041
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8.

Remove fuel fifter bracket from inlet manifold
( 1 bolt).

9.

Disconnect water outlet connector (Fig. 1 02).

10 .

Disconnect heater hose at cylinder head front.

1 1.

Remove exhaust pipe from manifold (2 nuts).

12.

Remove rocker cover (6 bolts). Remove three
lower then five upper rocker support bracket
bolts. Remove rocker shaft and push rods.
Do not interchange push rods when removing and installing .

13.

Remove injector nozzles (2 bolts each).

Fig. 102. Remove water outlet connector

14.

Remove engine mounting rubber insulators
front right and left- hand side (2 nuts) and
ca refu lly raise engine from underneath sump
to gain access for removal of toothed belt
cover to cylinder head bolt and of water pump
to cylinder head by- pass hose. Fig. 1 03.

Fig. 103. Remove by-pass hose

15.

Remove cylinder head bolts ( 18), reversing
tightening sequence (for t ightening sequence
see Fig. 1 04). Lift out cylinder head complete
with inlet and exhaust manifolds.

To Install
1 6.

Clean cylinder head and engine block joint
faces. Position new cylinder head gasket w ith
part number facing upwards and carefully
place cylinder head on locating bushes.
ensuring correct assembly of by-pass hose.
Tighten cylinder head bolts in sequence shown
in Fig. 104 and torque as specified in Technical
Data. Secure by-pass hose.
TR21-39N

Fig. 104. Cylinder head bol t tightening sequence
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17.

Insert toothed belt cover bolt in cylinder head.

1 8.

Lower engine and fit right-hand and left-ha nd
engine mounting rubber insu lators. Fig. 105.

Fiy. 105. Fit engir1e mouming rubber insulators

19.

Carefully replace injector nozzles and tighten
evenly.

20.

Lubrica te push rods and insert in same
sequence as on removal. Fit rocker shaft .
locat ing push rods In rocker arm sockets. Fig.
I 06. Tigh ten five upper. then three lower
bracket IJolts.

Fig. 106. lr1sen push rods in rocker arm sockets

2 I.

Adjust valve clearances. Fig. 107. (see
Operation 21 213). cranking engine only in
direction of normal rotation.

Fig. 107. Adjust valve clearances
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22.

Uniformly
gasket.

tighten

rocker

cover with

new

23.

Fit exhaust pipe to manifold.

2 4.

Assemble heater hose to cylinder head. Fig.
108.

Fig. I 08. Fit heater hose

25.

Fit water outlet con nector. Fig. 109.

26.

Fi t fuel fil ter bracket to inlet man ifold.

2 7.

Connec t injector pipes and tighten as specified
in Technic al Da ta. using Specia l Tool 21 - 041.

28 .

Reconnect thermos tart reservoir fll el lines to
filt er and inlet manifold and overflow oil li.ne to
nozzles.

29

Connec t tempera wre sender unit and glow
plug leacls (2).

30.

Fit coolant expansion tank with bracket to
cyli nder head.

Fig. I 09. Fit wat er outlet connector

3 1.

Refit oi l filler cap and breather hose. Fit ai r
cleaner complete with bracket. Fig. 110.

32.

Slide lower and upper radiator hoses into
position. tigh ten and top up coolant.

33 .

Reconnect both batteries.

34.

S tart engine and check for leaks.

Fig. 11 0. Fi't air cleaner
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VALVE CLEARANCE - ADJUST

Special Service Tools Required: None

1.

Remove water outlet connector, Fig. 111 and
remove rocker cover (6 bolts).

Fig. 11 1. Remove water outlet connector

2.

Adjust valve clearances as follows:
Rotate crankshaft pulley clockwise until valve
No. 1 cyli nder is fully open. then adjust valve
No. 4 (inlet) and No. 7 (exha ust). Continue
ro tating cra nkshaft pu lley and adjust all valve
clea rances as se t out below, Fig. 11 2.

3.

V alve open

Adjust valve

No.1
No.2
No. 4
No.5

No.
No.
No.
No.

4
5
1
2

{inlet) and 7 (exhaust)
{exhaust) and 8 {inlet)
{exhaust) and 6 {inlet)
(inlet) and 3 (exhaust)

Fit rocker cover with new gasket and tighten.
Fit water ou tlet connector.

Fig. 1 12. Adjust valve clearances
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VALVES- REMOVE AND
INSTALL (cylinder head removed)

t}
· Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove inlet and exhaust manifolds from cylinder head (8 bolts each) Fig. 113.

2.

Remove caps from valve retainers and valve
stems by tapping with plastic mal let.

Fig. 1 13. Remove inlet manifold

3.

Compress va lve spring(s) using standard valve
spring compressor. Fig. 114. Remove collets.
release pressure on spring(s) and remove
spring(s) and spring retainer. Withdraw valve
stem seal and remove valve. Fit valve spring
compressor to next valve and similarly remove
remaining va lves.
When

removing

and

refitting

valve

~ pring s it is essential to ensure that valve

stem is not damaged by valve spring
when it is pressed down to remove and
refit collets. If stem is damaged there is
no guarantee that sealing is adequate.
The result would be excessive oil consumption and valve guide wear.
Fig. 114. Compress valve spring using standard compressor

To Install
4.

Remove carbon ana other deposits from valves
and cylinder head ga ll eries. then grind in
valves. Fig. 115 and remove all traces of
grinding paste from cylinder head.

Fig. 1 15. Grind in valve
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5.

Lubricate and insert va lves. Cover splines w ith
adhesive foil, Fig. 1 16. Slide valve stem seals
into position against stop, Fi g. 11 7 and re move
ad hesive foil. Replace valve springs and va lve
spring retainers. compress with spring compressor and refit coll ets. paying attention to
correct collet seating.
Exhaust valves have 2 valve springs, Fig.
118.
Every time valves are removed and installed new valve stem seals should be
used. Cover valve splines with adhesive
foil to prevent damage to valve stem
seals.
Fig. 1 16. Cover valve splines with adhesive foil

6.

Release pressure on valve spring(s) and remove spring compressor.

Fig. 117. Fit valve stem seals

7.

Fit inlet and exhaust manifold and tighten
bolts as specified in Technica l Data.

n 1 1:.0 r
Fig. 118. Exhaust valve - exploded view
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VALVE SEAT - RECUT

Speci al Service Tools Required: None
V alve seat cutting will serve a useful purpose
onl y i f valve guide bores ar e n ot d am aged .
Prior to c utting therefore c h eck valve stem
c learan ce i n guide and if n ecessary replace
valve g uide.

Fig. t 19. Cut valve seat

1.

M ac hine valve seat using standard valve seat
milling cu tters. Fig. 119. then re- machine valve
seat width using correcting cu tter and
measure va lve head depth in cylinder head.
Fig. 1 20.
When machining v alve seat pay attention
to differing valve seat an g les in cylinder
h ead , Fig. 121 ( see T echn ical Data L

Fig. 120. Valve head depth in cylinder head

2.

Remove swart from cylinder head and valves.

®

®

T

Fig. 12 1. Valve seat angle
A - Exhaust va lve
8 - Inlet valve
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VALVE GUIDE - REPLACE
(valves removed)

Special Service Tool Required :
Valve guide remover and installer . . 21 - 021
To Remove
1.

Using Specia l Tool 21 - 021 press valve guide
ou t of cylinder head from below, Fig. 122.

Fig. 122. Remove valve guide

To Install
2.

Using the same tool press in valve guide from
top in cylinder head up to ma rk, Fig. 123.

Fig. 123. Fit valve guide
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ROCKER SHAFT ASSEMBLYOVERHAUL (rocker shaft
removed)

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Dismantle
1.

2.

Remove outer rocker supports (2) and outer
rocker arms (4) with springs (2) from rocker
shaft.

To Reassemble
3.

Assemble rocker shaft as shown in Fig. 124,
having previously lubricated rocker shaft and
rocker arm sliding faces.

With rocker shaft fitted oil bores for
rocker shaft lubrication must point
upwards.
On new rocker shafts check plugs in both
shaft ends.

Remove inner rocker supports (2) from shaft
(2 bolts), then remove inner rocker arms
(4) with sorinas (2). and centre suooort.

TR21-135
Fig. 124. Rocker shaft assembly dismantled
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CAMSHAFT BEARINGS REPLACE {engine dismantled)

Special Service Tools Required:
Camshaft bearing remover/replacer .. 21 - 022
Adaptors
21 - 022- 01 and21 - 022-02
1.

From front of engine remove bushes Nos.
5, 4 . 3 and 2 using Special Tool 2 1- 022 and
adaptors
21-022- 01
and
associated
21 - 022 - 02. Fig. 125.

F1g 12 5. Withdraw bearing bush No. 5 from front using Special

Tool21 022-01/02

2.

Back off main tool spindle and fit new bearing
bushes Nos. 5. 4 . 3 and 2. using same Special
Tool. Fig. 126.

F1g. 126. Back off spindle and fit new bearing bush No. 5

3.

Replace bearing bush No. 1, paying attention
to lug being aligned on bush bore. then secure
bush. Fig. 1 2 7.

Fig. 12 7. Replace bearing bush No. 1
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CAMSHAFT OIL SEAL -REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required :
Camshaft oil seal remover
Remover adaptor ...
Camshaft gea r timing peg
Camshaft oil seal replacer

.. 15-048
15- 048-01
21-016
.. 21-017

To Remove
1.

Remove earth strap from both batteries.

2.

Drain coolant into trays, removing lower
radiator hose from water pi pe, Fig. 128 ancf
upper hose from thermostat water neck.

•

TR21-19

•

-

Fig. 128. Drain coolant

3.

Remove radiator hose and expansion tank bypass hose from radiator.

4.

Remove radiator (4 bolts) and lift out.

5.

Slacken vacuum pump V-belt tensioner ( 1
bol t and 1 nut). Fig. 129 and alternator bracket
(4 bolts) and remove both V-belts.

TR21 03

Fig. 129. Slacken vacuum pump V-belt tensioner

6.

Remove fan with pulley (4 bolts).

7.

Remove toothed belt cover (5 bolts).

8.

Rotate engine until ~rankshaft, camshaft and
injection pump ge_ar markings are aligned on
timing cover mark, Fig. 130.

TR 2 1-139

Fig. 130. Toothed bel t pulley markings
A - Crankshaft
B - Camshaft
C - Fuel injection pump
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(cont'd)

Slacken toothed belt tensioner, Fig. 131 .
reduce tension using screwdriver and remove
too thed belt.
Do not crank engine after toothed belt
removal as this would cause damage to
pistons and valves.

Fig. 131 . Slacken toothed belt tensioner

10.

Lock camshaft gear using Special Tool
21 01 6. Fig. 132, remove bolt and press off
gear by means of two levers.

Fig. 132. Lock camshah gear using Special Tool 2 1 016

I I.

Remove camshaft spacer.

12.

Remove camshaft oil sea l using Special Tool
1 5 048 and adaptor 1 5- 048- 01. Fig. 133.

Fig. 133. Remove camshaft oil seal using Special Tool
15 - 048/048--01
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To Install

13.

lubricate camshaft oil seal lip and using
Special Tool 21 -0 1 7 with bolt carefully press
fully home, Fig. 1 34 ensuring camshaft alignment is not disturbed. Then again remove bolt.

14.

lubricate spacer rear surface, slide spacer
on to camshaft and apply sealer to f.ront.

1 5.

Fit camshaft gear, lock with Special Tool

21 - 016 and torque as specified in Technical
Data. applying sealer to bolt head inside.
Remove timing peg.

Fig. 134 . Fit camshaft oil seal using Special Tool 21-017

16.

Check cra nkshaft. camshaft and injection
pump
markings.
Slacken
toothed
belt
tensioner anci position toothed belt, Fig. 135.

l 7.

Press tensioner against toothed belt, crank
engine twice in dtrectton of rotation and secure
tensioner.

18.

Fit toothed belt cover.

19.

F1t fan and rulley.

Fig. 135. Position toothed bell

20.

Position alternator and vacuum pump V-belts
and adjust tension in such a manner that free
play at a point midway between pulleys is
13 mm (0,5 in), Fig. 136.

2 1.

Insert and secure radiator. Fit and tighten
expansion tank radiator hoses as well as upper
and lower radiator hoses.

22.

Top up coolant and check engine oil level.

23.

Connect earth strap on both batteries, start
engine and check for leaks.

h g. 136. Adjust alternat or and vacuum V-belt tension
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21 304

TIMING BELT - REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required: None
W ith the exception of crankshaft pulley removal this
opera tion is contained in Operation 21 288 Camshaft oil seal - replace and should be carried
out as follows:

Fig. 13 7. Remove crankshaft pulley

To Remove
1.

Carry out sub-operations 1- 6 as described in
Operation 2 1 288.

2.

Remove crankshaft pulley (6 bolts) Fig. 137.

3.

Ca rry ou t sub-operations 7 - 9 as clescribecl in
Opera ti on 2 1 288.

To Install
4.

Carry ou t sub-operations 1 6 18 as ciescribed
in Operation 21 288.

5.

Fit cranksha ft pulley, Fig. 138 and secure as
specifi ed in Technical Data.

6.

Ca rry out sub-operations 19- 23 as clescribed
in Opera tion 2 1 288.

Fig. 138. Fi1 cran kshafl pulley
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21 467

SEAL - CRANKSHAFTFRONTREPLACE

Special Service Tools Required:
Camshaft gear timing peg .... . .. .
CranKshaft flange holding wrench . .
Crankshaft flange bolt
remover/replacer . .... ... ....... .
Crankshaft front oil seal aligner

21-016
21-018
21-019
21-025

To Remove
1.

Remove earth strap from both batteries.

2.

Drain coolant into tray, slackening and re moving lower radiator hose from water pipe,
Fig. 139 and upper hose from thermostat
!Vater neck.

3.

Remove radiator hose and expansion tank bypass hose from radiator.

4.

Remove radiator at bottom location (2 bolts)
from crossmember mountings, Fig. 140.

Fig. 139. Drain coolant

Fig. 140. Unscrew radiator at bottom location

5.

Unhook hood cable at catch, Fig. 141 and
unscrew from radiator grille panel.

Fig. 141 . Unhook hood cable
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21 467

(cont' d)

6.

Remove r ight-hand and left-hand head lamp
su rround ( 1 bolt each).

7.

Remove radiator gri ll e panel complete with
radiator ( 11 bolts).

8.

Slacken vacuum pump ( 1 bolt, 1 nut) and
alterna tor bracket tensioner (4 bolts) and
remove both V-belts. Fig. 1 42.

Fig. 142 . Slacken vacuum pump V-belt tensioner

9.

Remove fan and pulley (4 bolts).

10.

Remove crankshah pulley (6 bolts). Fig. 1 43.

11.

Remove upper (5) and lower (2) toothed belt
cover bolts and remove covers.

Fig. 143. Remove crankshaft pulley

12.

Crank engine llntil crankshaft gear mark is
aligned on timing cover mark. Fig. 1 44.

TA2H39

Fig. 144. Too thect belt pulley markings
A - Crankshaft
B Camshaft
C Fuel injection pump
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13.

Slacken toothed belt tensioner. Fig. 145 using
screwdriver and remove toothed belt.
Do not crank engine after toothed batt
removal as this will cause damage to
pistons and valves.

Fig. 145. Slacken toothed belt tensioner

14 .

Slacken crankshaft hub centre bolt using
Special Tooi2 1-Q 18/ 19, Fig. 146 and remove
bolt.

1 5.

Remove crankshaft hub using standard remover and remove toothed belt thrust washer.

1 6.

Remove vacuum pump pulley (3 bolts).

Fig. 146. Slacken crankshaft hub centre bolt using Special
Tool 21-018/019

17.

Remove vacuum pump hub (1
standard remover, Fig. 14 7.

nut) using

1 8.

Remove timing cover from intermediate plate
(1 0 bolts).

19.

Press off crankshaft spacer and remove.

20.

Using hammer and mandrel. drive crankshaft
oil seal to rear out of timing cover.

Fig. 147. Remove vacuum pump hub
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(cont'd)

To Install

21.

Lubricate crankshaft oil sea l lip and insert oil
sea l into tim ing cover from rea r up to stop,
using Special Tool 21-025, Fig. 148.

Fig. 148. Fit crankshaft oil seal using Special Tool 21-025

22.

Fit timing cover with new gasket to intermediate plate, centralis e and secure with same
Special Tool. Fig. 149, applying sealer to bolts.

Fig. 149. Centralise timing cover using Special Tool 21 - 025

23.

Fit vacuum pump hub and secu re pu ll ey.

24.

Lubrica te crankshaft spacer rear face, slide on
to crankshaft and coat front w ith sealer.

2 5.

Slide toothed belt thrust washer into position
and fit crankshaft hub, Fig. 150, applying
sea ler to bolt head inside.

Fig. 150. Fit crankshaft hub
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2 6.

Fit crankshaft hub centre bolt hand-tight and
torque as specified in Technical Data using
Special Tool2 1-018/0 19, Fig. 151.

10 spindle turns = 150 Nm (15 kgf m)
(1081bf ft) .

Fig. 151. Fit crankshaft hub centre bolt using Special Tool

2 I ...{) 18/0 1 9

27.

Check markings on crankshaft, camsnaft and
injection pump, Fig. 1 52, using timing peg
21-0 16.

TR 2 H 39

Fig. 152. Toothed belt pulley markings
A - Cranksh aft
B - Camshaft
C - Fuel injection pump

28.

Slacken toothed belt tensioner and position
toothed belt. Fig. 1 53.

Fig. 153. Position toothed belt
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29.

Press tensioner against toothed belt. crank
engine twice in di rection of normal rotation
and tighten tensioner.

30.

Fit upper and lower toothed be lt covers.

31 .

Fi t crankshah pulley as well as fan with pulley.

32 .

Posi tion alternator and vacuum pump V-belts
and arljust tension to achieve free movement
of 13 mrn (0.5 in) midway between pulleys.
Fig. 154.

Fig. I 54. AdjuSI aherna tor and vacuum pump V bell tension

33.

Insert radiator grille panel. complete with
radiator. and secure. fit both headlamp
surrounds.

34.

Hook hoocl cable into catch, Fig. 1 55. and fi t
to radiator grille panel.

Fig. 155. Fil hood cab le

35.

Fit radiator at bottom location to crossmember
mountings. Fig. 156.

36.

Fit radiator hose and by-pass hose to expansion tank and fit upper and lower radia tor
hoses and tighten.

37 .

Top up coolant and check engine oil level.

38.

Connect ea rth straps to both batteries. start
engine and check for leaks.

Fig. 156. Fit radiator at bottom loca tion
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OIL SEAL - CRANKSHAFT REAR - REPLACE (engine or
gearbox removed)

Special Service Tools Required :
Crankshaft rear oi l sea l remover
Crankshaft rear oi l seal instal ler
Clutch disc locator

21-010
.. 2 1-01 1- A
21-044

To Remove
1.

Remove clutch pressure plate and clutch disc
(6 bolts).

2.

Remove flywheel (8 bolts).

3.

Remove crankshaft oil seal using Special Tool
2 1-010. Fig. 157.

Fig. 15 7. Remove crankshaft oil seal using Special Tool
21-010

To Install
4.

Lubricate crank shaft oil seal ing lip and drive in
up to stop, using Special Tool 21-0 11 - A. Fig.

158.

Fig. 158. Drive in oil seal with Special Tool 21-0 11 - A

5.

Fit flywheel and
Technical Data.

secure

as

specified

in

Flywheel bolt holes are offset and flywheel may therefore be installed in one
position only.
6.

Centralise clutch pressure plate and clutch disc
using Special Tool 21-044. Fig. 1 59 and
torque as specified in Technical Data.

Fig. 159. Centralise clutch disc using Special Tool 2 1-044
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PISTON - REPLACE (piston
and connecting rod assembly
removed)

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1

Remove circlips. Fig. 160 from piston pin bore.

2. Tap piston pin out of piston using a suitable
hammer and drift.

Fi g. 160. Remove circli ps

Fig. 16 1. Hea t piston on hea t er plate

To Install

3.

Hea t piston on hot pla te. Fig. 16 1, apply oi l to
small end bore and slide piston pin into piston
by hand until pin becomes located, then insert
pi ston pin centrally into piston.
Front m ark on piston and connecting rod
must be on same side, Fig. 162.

4.

@

Fit circlips into piston pin bores.

FRON

TR21-145
Fig. 162 Pos ton and connectong rod ' FRONT' mark
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RING GEAR - FLYWHEELREPLACE (flywheel removed)

Spacial Service Tools Required : Nona
To Remove :
1.

Centre punch ring gear and drill two holes
approximately 7 or 8 mm {0.3 in) diameter
offset as illustrated. Fig. 1 63.
Drill must only pass through ring gear and
not flywheel.

Fig. 163. Drill ring gear

2.

Remove ring gear from flywheel by tapping
with hammer. Fig. 164.

3.

Place new ring gear on a plate some 2 to 3
mm {0,08 to 0. 12 in) thick and heat up plate
to 260° to 280 °C {500° to 540 ° F) from
below. in area of ring gear itself. using a
welding torch to give uniform heating. Fig.
165. To monitor temperature, mark ring gear
with a thermochromatic coloured pencil {Faber
Castell
2815 )
before
starting
heating
operation. On reaching temperature indicated
on cover. colour marked on ring gear changes
to colour on pencil cove1.
TR21 ~16

Fig. 164. Remove ring from flywheel

Example
If coloured pencil is green and cover black, indicated
temperature (260° to 280 °C (500° to 540 °F)) is
reached when green coloured mark on ring gear
goes black.
To Install
4.

Slip ring gear over flywheel with tongs so that
ring gear comes to rest on abutment rim.
Allow to cool in this position.
Starter ring gear is induction-hardened
and loses this hardness as soon as it is
heated to over 290 °C (550 °F) .

Fig. 165. Heat ring gear
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·•
- -

...

OIL PUMP- REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required :
Camshaft gear timing peg
Crankshaft flange holding wrench
Crankshaft flange bolt
remover/replacer
Crankshaft front oil seal aligner

I

21 -0 16
21 - 0 18
21-019
21-025

Wi th the exception of removal and instal lation. as
well as checking oil pump gea r backlash this
opera tion is contained in Operation 21 467 Crankshaft front oil seal - replace and should be
carriccl out as follows:
To Remove
I.

Carry ou t sub-opera tions 1 1 9 as described in
Operation 2 1 46 7.

2.

Remove oil pump comple te with mounting
from engine block (3 bolts}. Fig. 166.

Fig. 166. Remove oil pump

To Install
3.

Fit oil pump wi th new 0 -rings. Fig. 167 to
mount ing.
Before installation crank oil pump by hand
and fill with e ngine oil.
Oil pump bores are offse t and the pump may
th ere fore be installed in one position only.

•
.....>-.....

•

.1
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4.

Check oil pump gear backlash. Fig. 168 (see
Technical Data) and fit new gears if required.

!:>

C<my out sub-operations 22 38 as described
in Opera tion 2 1 467.

TI/1/423/T/N

Fiq. 168. Che ck backtnsh
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21 714 8

OIL PUMP- OVERHAUL
(oil pump removed)

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Dismantle
1.

Remove oil pump cover (1 bolt).

2.

Remove outer rotor by inverting pump.

3.

Drive retaining pin out of gear and inner rotor
and press out rotor. pump housing and retainer
plate by means of suitable press.

To Reassemble
4.

Assemble pump housing. retainer plate and
inner rotor. sliding retainer plate recess behind
housing lug, Fig. 169 and press gear on to
shaft.

TR21147

Fig. 169. Slide oil pump retainer plate behind pump housing
lug

If existing shaft is to be r&-uaed drill
retaining pin bore at 90° to the existing
bore.
5.

Drill new hole in rotor shaft. Secure rotor and
gear with retaining pin.

6.

Insert outer rotor with chamfered side into
housing, Fig. 1 70.

TR21

~18

Fig. 170. Insert outer rotor with chamfered side Into housing

7.

Fit pump housing cover. ensuring bolt simultaneously engages in retainer plate recess. Fig.
1 71.

Fig. 171. Fit pump housing cover
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(cont' d)

Check Oil Pump W ear:

(a)

Clearance between inner and outer rotor. Fig.
172.

Fig. 172. Measure inner/ou ter rotor clearance

(b)

Clearance between pump housing and ou ter
rotor. Fig. 1 73.

Fig. I 73. M easure clearance pump housing/ou ter rotor

(c)

Clearance betw een rot ors and pu mp hot•sing
joint face. Fig. 174.

111142011
Fig. 174. Check axial play
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ENGINE FRONT MOUNTING
RUBBER INSULATOR- REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Remove upper and lower engine mounting
rubber insulator nuts. Fig. 175.

2.

Ra ise engine w ith jack and suitable wooden
block from underneath sump far enough to
enable rubber insulator complete with plate
and washer to be removed.

Fig. 175. Remove nuts from engine moun ting rubber insulator

To Install
3.

Fit rubber insulator with plate and washer.
Fig. i 76 and lower engim·

4.

Secure upper and lowe; nut as specif1ed in
Technica l Data.

Fig. 1 76. Fit rubber insulator
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'G'-ENGINE (OHV/1-4)

Engine
Engine code
Firing order
Bore
Stroke
Cubic capacity
Compression ratio ..
Compression pressure
Cylinder pressure. deviation approx ...
Output at 3600 rev/min
Torque at 2750 rev/min
Idling speed rev/min

mm(in)
mm(in)
cm 3
bar (kgf/cm 2 ) (lbf/in 2 )
bar (kgf/cm 2 ) (lbf/in2)
kw (hp)
Nm (kgf m) (lbf ft)

4AA
1-2-4-3
93,67 (3,69)
85,60 (3,37)
2358
21,5:1
28,0 (28,0) (406)
8,0 (8,0) ( 116)
46 (62)
130 (13,3) (96)
750

Cylinder Block
Number of main bearings
Cylinder bore dia. (measured 90 mm below top face)
grade 1 ..
grade 2 . .
grade 3 ..
grade 4 ..
Main bearing bore . .
rear
remainder
Camshaft bearing bore

5
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

93,648-93,680
93 ,660-93,672
93,672-93,684
93,684-93,696
81 ,00-81 ,02
74,00-74,02
61 ,000-61 ,046

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

76,98-77,00
69,98-70,00
2 7,95-28,45
34,04-34,30
35,55-35,60
30,10-30,85
1,970-1,979
1,980-1,989
0 ,25/0,50/0,75
0,40
0,052-0,090
22,87-23 ,13
26,86-27' 10
21,87-22,13
2 ,31-2,36
0,06/0,12/0,18
0,25/0,40/0,50
0,05-0,25
0,33

Crankshaft
Main bearing crank pin dia.
Main bearing shell length . .

Main bearing shell thickness

Main bearing clearance
Main bearing shell width
Thrust washer thickness
Crankshaft end float
Permissible wear
Max. crankshaft cranking torque
(without pistons)
Crankpin dia.
Crankpin lengt-h
Crankpin clearance
Crankpin shell thickness

rear
remainder
front
intermediate
centre . .
rear
standard red
blue
undersize
oversize
front and intermediate
centre ..
rear
standard
oversize

standard
undersize

Crankpin shell width
Number teeth crankshaft gear

Nm (kgf m) (lbf ft)
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

3 (0,3) (2 ,2)
59,98-60,00
32,28-32,38
0,036--0,088
1,726-1,735
0,25/0,50/0,75/1 ,0
25,87-26,13
32

Flywheel
Permissible run-out (at 120 mm radius) (T.I.R.)
Number of teeth on ring gear
Flywheel bolts
Flywheel ring gear fitting method (Interference shrink fit)

December 1976

mm (in)
mm

0,1 6 (0,006 in)
108
M lO x 1
0,30-0,53
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ENGINE

TECHNICAL DATA (cont'd)

Cylinder Head
Valve guide length
Valve guide inside dia.
Valve guide outside dia.
Valve seat insert recess dia.
Valve seat insert recess depth
Valve seat inserts- oversize . .
Valve seat angle
Valve head depth cylinder head

standard inlet and exhaust
production
service ..
standard
standard inlet
exhaust
inlet
exhaust
inlet outside dia ...
exhaust outside dia.
inlet
exhaust ..
inlet
exhaust ..

Tappets/ Push Rods

(

Push rod length
Push rod dia.
Tappet dia . ..
Tappet length

..

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
from
from
mm
mm

61 ,50
8,982-9 ,013
8 ,988-9,008
14,725-14,738
45.71-45,75
37,96-38,00
9 .02-9,31
9,02-9 ,31
0,25 and 0,5
0,25 and 0,5
45 ° to 45°30'
30° to 30°30 '
0 ,66-1 ' 18
0.40 - 0,92

mm
mm
mm
mm

1 54.4- 1 55.4
7,72-8,03
15 ,973-15 ,984
62,00

mm

18,87-18,90
4
26 ,92
0 ,02-0,08

Rocker Shaft/ Rocker Arms
Rocker shaft dia.
Number rocker arm springs . .
Spring length
Rocker arm bearing clearance

at 1 ,8-2,3 kgf (4-5 lbf)

mm
mm

inlet
exhaust
inlet
exhaust
inlet
exhaust
inlet
exhaust

mm
mm

Valves
Head dia.
Valve head seat angle
Valve stem clearance . .
Valve stem dia.
,....<'

..

44,20-44.40
36,20-36.40
44°30' to 45°
29°30 ' to 30°
0 ,016-0 ,072
0 ,034-0,090
8 ,941-8,966
··8,923-8,948

..
..
..

mm
mm
mm
mm

.:. Valve Springs
Number of coils

,.
Valve spring free length
Spring pressure -valve open

exhaust outside . .
exhaust inside
inlet
exhaust outside . .
exhaust inside
inlet
exhaust outside . .
exhaust inside
inlet

,; ;..

mm
mm
mm
kgf (lbf)
kgf (lbf)
kgf (lbf)

6 ,5
7 ,5
6,2
51.4
47 ,1
44.45
59 ,7-64 ,3 (132~142)
35 ,1-37,9 (77-83)
103,5 (338)

Valve liming/Clearance
Valve timing at 0,534 mm (0,021 in) clearance
inlet valve opens
closes
exhaust valve opens
closes
inlet
Valve lift
exhaust
Valve clearance cold, inlet and exhaust valve . .

mm
mm
mm

10 degrees B.T.D.C.
30 degress A.B . D.C.
54 degrees B.B .D.C .
10 degrees AT. D.C.
9,75
10,50
0 ,35 (0,014)

I
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Camshaft
Number of bearings
Drive
Cam lift ..

5
via toothed belt
. . inlet
exhaust

Bearing -oversize -outside dia ...
Journal dia.
Camshaft bearing clearance
Camshaft end float

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

6,5
7,0
0 ,508
55,942-55,960
0,075--0,114
0 ,05--0,20

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

2,258-2,278
2,426-2,451
4,776-4,800
28,9925-28,9950
28,9950-28,9975
28,9975-29,0000
0,128--0,152
93,508-93,520
93,520-93,532
93,532-93,544
93,544-93,556
0,65/1,00
0,114--0,213

Pistons
Ring groove width

co~on ring upper

lower
oil scraper ring
Piston pin bore

.. red
yellow
blue

Piston clearance in bore
Piston dia .

,

. . grade
grade
grade
grade

Piston oversize
Clearance between piston crown and block fa1:e at TDC

1

2
3
4

Piston Ring
Compression ring
Oil scraper ring
Ring gap
Ring width
Ring to

~roove

clearance ..

upper
lower
compression ring, upper
lower
oil scraper ring
compression ring, upper
lower
oil scraper ring
compression rings
oil scraper ring

chrome plated, barrel faced
chrome plated, stepped
chrome plated, expansion sprin!

Piston Pin
Type
Outside dia.
Clearance in piston at 20 °C (68 °F)
Retention method
Connecting Rods
Length
Small end bore with bush
Clearance between Sf!lall end bush and piston pin
Big end bore
Big end journal clearance ..
Big end journal end float ..

December 1976

0 ,25-0,50
0,25--0,50

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

.. float;ng ;n
mm
mm

0 ,25--0,~'

2 , 156..;::2 ; '78
-{-350-2 ,375
,724-4,737
0,041--0,089
0,039--0,076

p;"o~~ng

_.r .
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

cod

28,990-28,998
0,000--0,005

--··
. ·.~' ·. '

-)..~:
circlips

153,975-154,025
29,010-29,022
0,0125--0,032
63,506-63,520
0,036--0,088
0 , 127--0,279
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Engine Lubrication
System
Oil grade ..
Oil specification

Oil change . .
Oil capacity ..

pressure feed
H D multi-purpose oil
.. ESEE-M2C-1004A or SP-M2C-9104A
Viscosity below+ 10 °C (50 °F)
5W/20
5W/30
-20° to + 10 °C (-4° to 50 °F)
10W/30
-10°to +32 °C (14°to 90°F)
10W/40
-10° to +40 °C ( 14° to 104 °F)
1OW/50
20W/40
above +20 °C (68 °F)
20W/50
5000 (3000)
interval
km (miles) ..
5,2 (9,2)
without filter litre (pints) ..
6 ,2 (1 0,9)
with filter
litre (pints) ..

Oil Pump
Type
Drive gear backlash . .
Capacity
at 2460 rev/min
Pump housing bore dia.
Drive shaft dia.
Rotor end float
Inner to outer rotor clearance
Outer rotor to housing clearance

max.

Tightening Torques
Main bearing bolts
Connecting rod bolts
Cylinder head (see tightening sequence)
Flywheel
Camshaft pulley
Oil drain plug
Rocker shaft
Cylinder block intermediate plate
Oil pump cover intermediate plate
Oil sump ..
Inlet manifold
Exhaust manifold
Crankshaft centre bolt
Cylinder block rear oil seal carrier
Oil,pump/cylinder block
..
.~rmediate plate injection pump
"'Trlfermediate plate water pump
Camshaft/cylinder block blanking plate
Camshaft/cylinder block thrust plate
Vacuum pump intermediate plate ..
or blanking cover in lieu of vacuum pump
Oil filter - cylinder block (full flow filter)
Oil pump suction pipe
Oil pressure relief valve bolt
Toothed belt cover . .
Alternator bracket ..
Alternator to bracket

December 1976

1)
2)
1)
2)

·b~

. M1o
M8
bolts 1-9
bolts 10

twin rotor
0 ,051-0,338
56
57 ,2262-57 ,3024
15,8242-15,8369
0,017-0,098
0 ,152
0 ,1362-0,3132

mm
litres/min
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

Nm

kgfm

lbf ft

120-130
130-140
48-62
62-73
142-152
~0 -65
1 5-120
21 - 28
66-70
16-20
27-33
20-25
20-25
17-20
12-15
41-51
318-346
18- 21
17-20
22-30
11-1 5
13-18
25-30
32-40
25-30
21-25
12- 15
55-60
5-9
20-29
20-29

12,0-13,0
13 ,0-14 ,0
4 ,8-6,2
6,2-7 ,3
14,2-15 .2
6,0-6,5
10,5-12,0
2 ,1-2,8
6,6-7 ,0
1,6-2 ,0
2 ,7-3 ,3
2 ,0-2,5
2,0-2,5
1,7-2,0
1,2-1 .5
4 ,1-5,1
31 ,8-34,6
1 ,8-2 , 1
1,7-2,0
2,2-3,0
1,1-1 ,5
1,3-1 ,8
2 ,5-3 ,0
3,2-4,0
2,5-3,0
2,1-2,5
1,2-1 ,5
5,5-6,0
0 ,5-0,9
2 ,0-2,9
2 ,0-2,9

90
96
40
50
105
45
85
17
50
14
21
11
11
12
9
33
240
14
14
17
9
11
20
26
20
17
9
41
5
17
17
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E NG I NE
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
TRANSIT variants may be fitted with either a 2.4 litre Diesel engine or a range of petrol engines. The
petrol engines are OHC/I-4 and OHV/I-4 engines. A 3,0 litre OHV/V6 engine is available as an S.V.O.
(Special Vehicle Option)
OHC = overhead camshaft
OHV =overhead valves
I-4 =in-line engine- 4 cylinders
(This section deals solely with the 3,0 litre V6 petrol engine).
The other petrol engines are described in Section 21A and the Diesel engine is dealt with in
Section 21B of this manual.
For simplification, the engines are only identified by a letter in the following description, as is
the practice in other Workshop Manuals.
The chart below indicates which engines are fitted.
Engine Summary

Cubic
capacity
in litres

Compression
ratio

Engine
type

kW (HP)

Engine code
on block

Identification
in worzp
manual

1,6*

LC

OHV /I -4

47 (63)

LIC

A

1,6

LC

OHC/I-4

48 (65)

LAT

B

2,0
Economy

LC

OHC/I-4

43 (58)

NUT

B

2,0

LC

OHC/I-4

57 (78)

NAT

B

2,0
(with auto.
transmission)

LC

OHC/I-4

55 (75)

NAV

B

2,0
(variants with
HD version)

LC

OHC/I-4

57 (78)

NAW

B

2,0
(with HD
cooling)

LC

OHC/l-4

57 (78)

NAW

B

3,0

LC

OHV/V6

74 (100)

HX

F

2,4

Diesel

OHV /I-4

46 (62)

4AA

G

LC
*

low compression - suitable for 2 star/regular petrol
Great Britain
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E NG I NE
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)
The 'F ' engine is a 6-cylinder, 4-stroke petrol engine with the cylinder banks disposed in a V
configuration at 60°. The overhead valves are operated by means of tappets, push-rods and rockers from
a camshaft which is located in the ·centre of the block.
The cylinder heads are of the cross-flow type with combustion chambers inset into the piston crowns.
The gear driving the distributor and oil pump is located on the camshaft behind the front camshaff
bearing.
An eccentric cam mounted in front of the camshaft gear drives the fuel pump which is mounted on the
timing cover.

)

TR21- 301
Fig.1. "F" engine.
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E NG I N E
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)
Lubrication circuit, Fig.2
The engine has a pressurised lubrication circuit.
The oil pump sue ks up the oil in the sump through
a gauze strainer and forces it through the fullflow oil filter . The oil pressure is regula ted by
a relief valve in the pump . From the centre of
the oil filter, the oil passes along a connecting
drilling to the main oil gallery which lies
immediately below the camshaft. Crankshaft and
camshaft bearings and the oil pressure switch are
supplied with oil direct from the main oil
gal lery. The timing gears are lubricated through
a splash port on the front of the block. The bigend bearing journals are each supplied with oil
through diagonal drill i ngs from the nearest
crankshaft bearing. The rear side of the piston
is splashed with oil through a drilling in the
big-end every time the crankshaft revolves. Some
of the oil wiped off the cylinder walls by the oil
control ring passes through a port into the oil
return channel to the piston pin which is also
splashed with oil . An oil channel machined in the
camshaft journal bearing and extending over about
160° of its periphery feeds a metered amount of
oil to the tappets every time the camshaft
revolves. The oil passes to the rocker arms via
the hollow tappets and pushrods. The oil flowing
back into the sump from the tappets lubricates the
cams of the camshaft and the distributor drive
gear .
C/21/5

Fig.2. Lubrication circuit.

)
Closed ventilation system, Fig . 3
The engine has a semi-closed ventilation system.
Crankcase ventilation is dependent upon the amount
of air drawn in by the engine as it runs and on
the throughput of a regulating valve. The fresh
air passes into the left hand rocker cover through
the oil filler neck and flows through the
crankcase. The air passes through the regulating
valve in the right hand rocker cover, along a hose
connected to an intermediate flange under the
carburettor, back into the engine .
The engine ventilation system is beneficial to
emis sion control because all the combustible gases
are burnt in the engine .

C/21/6

Fig.3. Closed engine ventilation system.
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E NG I NE
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)
Engine identification code and engine serial
numbers
In some countries it is a legal requirement that
engines have an identification code and serial
number, Fig . 4 shows where the information is
stamped in the engine . The letters and figures
must be at least 6 mm high . Code and serial
number must be stamped (e.g. on replacement
engines) so as to be clearly identifiable by a
testing authority.
The en~ine number consists of a two-digit code for
the bu1ld year and month and a five-digit serial
number. A five - pointed star is stamped before and
after the complete seven-digit serial number.
The engine code indicates the cubic capac ity and
compresslon ratio of the engine.
Example:

Fig.4. 'F'
ABC-

engine
engine code
build date
engine number

H = 3,0 1itres
X = LC (low compression)
SERVICE ADJ USTMENTS AND CHECKS
When the oil level is checked, the vehicle must be
standing on level ground and the engine must be
warm. Wait a short time before making the check
so that the oil distributed throughout the engine
can return to the sump.
Withdraw dipstick, wipe with a non-fluf fy rag,
reinsert dipstick and withdraw it again (dipstick
ring must face outwards). The oil film on the
dipstick indicates the oil level in the sump which
should lie between the two marks, Fig .5. The
amount of oil needed to raise the level from the
bottom to the top mark is 1,0 litre. When
necessary top up through the oil fi 11 er using
engine oil to the designated FORO specification .

Fig.5. Oil dipstick.

Topping up is only needed when the oil level
reaches the bottom mark . Do not let the oil level
drop below this. Never top up beyond the top mark
as the surplus oil wi 11 be wasted, i.e. oil
consumption is increased.
Engine oil and full-flow oil filter must be
replaced every 10 ,000 km (6000 miles) . Oil and
filter replacement will be required at shorter
intervals in severe operating conditions, e.g.
lots of short trips , frequent cold starting, dusty
roads.
If the specified engine oil is not used, increased
wear or engine damage will inevitably result . The
oil fi 1m will break up and parts under high
thermal stresses will wear faster . Residues will
collect in the sump and clog the oilways. In
addition, poor quality oil does not protect
against corrosion so rust will form on cylinder
walls. After a fairly short time the engine will
l ose power and fuel and oil consumption will
become unnecessarily high . Always use a branded
oil complying with the FORO specification.
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••

ENGIN I

)PECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION

M!\~rh

~

21-007

Va 1ve stem oil sea 1 i nsta 11 er

21 -011 -B

Crank shaft rear oil sea 1 repl acerr
(used when oil seal carrier i s cut out)

21-014

Piston pin installer

~

21-0 23

Un ivers al spindle
(only used in conjunction with
engine st and)

~

21-030

Crankshaft rear oil seal in staller
(used when oil seal carrier is not cut out)

21-032

Engine mounting bracket
(only used in conjunction with 21-023)

~

21-033

Engine mounting bracket
(attachment for 21 -032)

~

21 -036

Crankshaft needl e beari ng remover
(flywheel bea ring remover l

21-042

Valve gui de reamer

21 -044

Flywheel bearing replacer and clutch disc
aligner

~

~
.

~~~

/
~

1001

~non

TOAM~T T

1

7A

nMUADn~.

~~rTlnU

?

E NG I NE
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION (cont'd)

21-047

Oil seal retainer cutter (seal carrier)

21-056

Valve spring compressor

21-059

Crankshaft front oil seal installer

21-066

Inlet manifold wrench

21-068

Engine lifting bracket

21-096

Crankshaft rear oil seal extractor
(used when oil seal carrier is cut out)

The existing valve spring compressor 21-056 must
be ground down 4 mm at the point shown in Fig.6,
to allow trouble-free working on Transit models
when the V6 engine is installed.

This modified tool can still be used on other
engines.

TR 21-306
Fig.6. Rework valve spring compressor 21-056.
A- 4 mm
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E NG I NE
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS CONTENT

ENGINE

Described
in thi s
Publi cation

Contained
in
operation

Also applicable to certain
variants in the followi ng
model range:
F
I

E

s

T
A

E

s
c
0

R

T
'81

T/C
A0
UR
NT
UI
SN
A

c
A
p

R
I

'79

'80

G
R
A
N
A
0
A

'78

21 111

Engine - check compression

X

X

X

X

X

X

21 112

Oil pressure - check

X

X

X

X

X

X

21 132

Engine - remove and install

X

21 134 8 Engine - dismantle and
reassemble (engine removed)

X

21 154

Sump - remove and install

-

21 163

Cy l inder head - remove and
install (one)

X

X

21 165 5 Cylinder head- replace
(cylinder head removed)

X

X

21 213

X

X

Valve clearances - adjust

21 231 9 Valve seat - cut (one) ( v a1ve
removed)
21 233 9 Valve guide - ream (one) (valve
removed)
21 238

I 21 332
1

21 467

-

X

21 332

21 233 9

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Sea l s- val ve stem - replace (all) X

X

Timing gears - remove and
i nsta 11

X

X

Seal - crankshaft front replace

-

21 332

X

21 468 4 Seal - crankshaft rear- replace
(engine or transmission removed)

X

X

21 505 5 Piston - replace (piston and
connecti ng rod removed)

X

X

'larch I Qf!l

X

X

X

X

X

X

ENGINE
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS
21 111

ENGINE - CHECK COMPRESSION

TESTING EQUIPMENT REQUIRED:
Conventional compression tester
NOTE: Differences i n compression tester design and
variations in starter motor speeds normally make
it impossible to do more than check that the
compression is the same in all the cylinders. The
actual compression depends on a number of factors
and can only be measured if certain preconditions
exist.
The engine should be at normal operating
temperature and valve clearances should be
correctly adjusted.
Fig.?. Compression tester.

To check
1. Disconnect low-tension lead from the coil
(terminal 15 ).
2. Disconnect HT leads and remove spark plugs.
3. Insert graph paper in tester. Connect tester,
pushing rubber seal firmly into the spark plug
bore in cylinder no.1, Fig.?. Crank engine on
starter with throttle fully opened until the
needle on the tester stops rising.
4. Vent the tester, adjust graph paper for the
next cylinder and repeat the procedure
described in sub-operation 3 with all the
other cylinders.
5. Refit spark plugs and tighten to specified
torque. Reconnect the HT leads in the correct
order, Fig .8.
6. Reconnect the low tension lead to the coil.

Fig.8. Arrangement of HT leads.
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E NG I NE

21 112

OIL PRESSURE - CHECK

\

TESTING EQUIPMENT REQUIRED:

\L

Oi l pressure test gauge

I

NOTE: The actual oil pressure depends on various
factors (engine speed, oil temperature, oil pump
rotor clearance etc.) . Measurement should always
be carried out with the oil at a temperature of
80°C.

I

/

Minimum oil pressure should be:
1,0 Bar at idling speed and
2,8 Bar at 2000 rev/min
Fig.9. Oil pressure switch .

To measure oil pressure
1. Detach connecting lead from oil pressure
switch and unscrew oil pressure switch,
Fig.9.
2. Screw test gauge connector into bore for oil
pressure switch - use adaptor as necessary .
3. Start engine and check oil pressure at idling
speed and at 2000 rev/min .
4. Disconnect test gauge and connectors, refit
oil pressure switch and reconnect lead.
If pressures are not as specified, first check the
oil pump and relief valve, Fig.19, as the
potential source of the fault.
The fol l owing faults can occur for instance:
Pressure too high at speeds above 2000 rev/min
(approx. 5,5 Bar):
- Relief val ve not opening due to dirt ingress.
Pressure too low over entire speed range:
- Strainer clogged.
- Suction pipe loose or broken, oil pump worn.
Pressure too low in lower speed range:
- Relief valve sticking open due to dirt ingress .

Fig.10. Oil
ABC-
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pump dismantled.
Casing
Outer rotor
Inner rotor

D - Cover
E- Relief valve
complete
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ENGINE

21 134 ENGINE - REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Engine lifting bracket

21-068

To Remove
1. Disconnect battery earth strap.
2. Disconnect tube of screen washer system at Tpiece and unscrew hood at the hinges (4
screws).

3. Detach hot air hose from preheater (1 screw),
disconnect vacuum hose and remove air cleaner
with brackets (3 screws).

Fig.11 . Bottom radiator hose disconnected.

4. Drain coolant into a coll ecting tray. Do this
by detaching the bottom radiator hose from the
water pump, Fig.ll, and the top hose from the
thermostat housing.

5. Unscrew connecting pipe to the overflow tank
from the bodywork (2 screws), Fig.1 2.

6. Detach the bottom end of the radiator from the
mountings on the crossmember (2 bolts).
Fig.12. Connecting pipe to overflow tank.
7. Disconnect the hood release cable at the leg
spring, Fig.l3, and unscrew from the radiator
grille panel.

8. Remove right and left hand headlamp units (2
screws in each case) .

K

Fig.13. Remove hood release cable.
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E NG I N E
21 134
9. Release bumper with bracket (2 nuts) and
detach the side pieces from the clips .

10. Remove radiator gri lle panel complete with
radiator, overflow tank and connecting pipe
(19 bolts), Fig . 14.

11. Detach hot water hoses of heater from bulkhead
and inlet manifold connector, Fig . 15.

Fig.l4. Remove radiator grille panel with
radiator.

12. Disconnect throttle linkage at carburettor
(clip), Fig. 16. Unbolt mounting bracket from
inlet manifold (2 bolts) and detach with
throttle cable and linkage. Remove choke
operating cable.

Fig. l5 . Remove hot water hoses .
13. Detach brake servo vacuum hose from connector
on manifold and disconnect fuel line from the
fuel pump.

14. Disconnect l eads from oil pressure switch,
alternator, temperature gauge sender unit and
ignition coil and detach earth strap .

15. Disconnect starter motor lead and remove the
starte r motor (2 bolts).
Fig.l6. Disconnect throttle linkage .
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E N G I NE
21 134
16. Release the exhaust pipes from the exhaust
manifolds (2 nuts in each case), Fig.17.

17. Slacken clutch cable at pedal mounting in
passenger compartment, Fig. 18. Disconnect
clutch cable from clutch release lever and
draw out of the engine mounting.

18. Attach engine lifting bracket 21-068 to the
engine, Fig.19. Undo the two rubber
insulators from the engine mounting (2 nuts).

Fig.l7. Release exhaust pipe.

19. Remove clutch housing cover (4 clips) and
disconnect the engine from the clutch housing
flange (6 bolts).

20. Support the gearbox, draw engine forwards with
the engine lifting bracket and then lift it
out of the vehicle .

To Install
Fig.18. Slacken clutch cable.
21. Lower engine into the vehicle using engine
lifting bracket 21 -068. Slide engine onto the
lightly greased transmission input shaft and
attach to the clutch housing flange using 2
bolts partially tightened.

22. Insert al l the flange bolts and tighten them
evenly to the specified torque . Refit clutch
housing cover.

Fig.19. Attach engine lifting bracket.
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E NG I NE
21 134
23. Fix the rubber insulators of the engine
mounting, Fig.20, and detach engine lifting
bracket .

24. Attach clutch cable to clutch release lever,
Fig.21, and adjust at pedal mounting in
passenger compartment.

25. Attach exhaust pipes to exhaust manifolds.

K

Fig.20. Rubber insulator of engine mounting.

26. Install starter motor and connect starter
motor lead.

27. Reconnect leads to alternator, oil pressure
switch, temperature gauge sender unit and coil
and re-attach earth strap.

28. Re-attach fuel line to fuel pump, Fig.22, and
secure brake servo vacuum hose to the
connector on the inlet manifold.
Fig.21. Attach clutch cable to release lever.
29. Refit choke operating cable and adjust.
throttle cable with mounting to inlet
manifold. Attach throttle linkage to
carburettor and adjust throttle cable.

Bolt

30. Attach hot water hoses to heater radiator (in
bulkhead) and inlet manifold connector.

31. Insert radiator grille panel complete with
radiator and overflow tank, and bolt securely.

Fig.22. Attach fuel line.
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E NG I NE
21 134
32. Fit bumper with bracket and secure side
pieces.

33. Refit both headlamp units . (See operation 32
115) Attach hood release cable to l eg spring
and secure to radiator grille panel. Adjust
hood release cable.

34. Secure bottom end of radiator in the mountings
on the crossmember, Fig . 23, and screw
connecting pipe running to the overflow tank
to the bodywork.

Fig . 23. Secure bottom end of radiator .

35. Slide on top and bottom radiator hoses and
tighten the hose clips, Fig. 24. Pour in
cool ant . Check engine oil level and top up as
necessary.

36. Refit hood and line up correctly. Fit tube of
screen washer system onto the T- piece and
secure.

Fig.24. Fit top radiator hose.
37. Attach battery earth strap and carry out
engine adjustments at normal operating
temperature as specified. Set dwel l angle,
ignition timing, idling speed and CO- content.

38. Recheck coolant on reaching temperature needed
to open the thermostat. Then refit air
cleaner complete with vacuum and hot air
hoses, Fig . 25.

Fig. 25. Fit air cleaner.
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E NG I N E
21 134 8

TR21-369
Fig.26. Sectional view of the 'F' engine.
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E N G I NE

21 134 8 ENGINE - DISMANTLE AND REASSEMBLE
(Engine removed)
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Universal spindl e
Crankshaft rear oil seal installer
Engine mounting bracket
Attachment for engine mounting bracket
Flywheel bearing remover
Flywheel bearing installer and clutch
plate aligner.
Crankshaft front oil seal instal l er

21-023
21 -030
21-032
21 -033
21-036
21-044
21-059

Fig.27. Engine mounting bracket.
To Dismantle
1. Detach right hand exhaust manifold (6 bolts)
and secure the engine to the engine stand
using universal spindle 21-023 and engine
mounting bracket 21 -032/-033, Fig.27.

2. Drain off engine oil . Unscrew oil filter with
standard clamping tool, Fig.28, and withdraw
oil dipstick .

3. Unbolt clutch pressure plate (6 bolts) with
plate from the flywheel .

Fig . 28. Unscrew oil filter with clamping tool.

4. Rernove alternator with bracket (4 bolts) and
detach the drive belt. Undo centre fixing
bolt and remove fan with coupling, Fig.29, and
unbolt driving hub with belt pulley (4 bolts).

5. Detach spark plug connectors and remove
distributor cap with HT leads. Remove spark
plugs .

11

MH/2412

Fig.29. Fan and fluid coupling.
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ENGINE
21 134 8
6. Detach fuel and vacuum lines f~om carburettor
and disconnect engine breather hose from the
rocker cover.

7. Detach carburettor complete with deceleration
valve and governor (2 bolts), Fig.30.

8. Remove water connector (2 bolts) and withdraw
thermostat. Check thermostat, see Section
24.
Fig.30. Remove carburettor.

9. Remove distributor (1 bolt) with vacuum line.

10. Remove the rocker covers (12 bolts). Release
rocker arms, swing to the side and lift out
pushrods, Fig.31.
NOTE: Do not mix up pushrods when removing and
rei nsta 11 i ng.

TR21 - 335

11. Detach inlet manifold (8 bolts).
Fig.31. Rocker arms swung aside.

12. Remove cylinder heads, undoing cylinder head
bolts in the opposite sequence to that used
when tightening them (see tightening
sequence), Fig . 64).

13. Detach fuel pump (2 nuts) with fuel line from
timing cover, Fig.32.

K

Fig.32. Remove fuel pump.
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21 134 8
14. Remove sump from underneath, Fig.33, so that
no oily sludge or metal particles get into the
engine.

15. Remove carbon deposits from the upper edges of
the cylinders with a scraper, taking care not
to touch the area over which the piston rings
run.
NOTE: Make sure that the carbon does not get into
the cylinders.
Fig.33. Unbolt sump.
16. Position engine block vertically and press out
valve tappets using a bent brass wire, Fig.34,
having first placed a large oil drip tray
underneath.
NOTE: Do not mix up tappets when removing and reinstalling.

17. Detach crankshaft belt pulley (1 bolt) and
timing cover (11 bolts).

18. Unbolt water pump from the engine block (7
bolts).
Fig.34. Press out valve tappets with a bent
brass wire.
19. Remove camshaft gear (1 bolt) with eccentric
disc and take off camshaft retaining plate (2
bolts • . Withdraw camshaft with spacer ring.

20. Remove intermediate plate and its
reinforcement.

Fig. 35. Intermediate p1ate reinforcement.
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21 134 8
21. Turn the engine further to catch any remaining
(oil, loosened carbon or coolant).

22. Remove the oil pump complete with the suction
pipe, Fig.36, (5 bolts) and lift out
driveshaft .
Fig.36. Oil pump with suction pipe.

23 . Using special tool 21-036, draw pilot bearing
out of the crankshaft, Fig.37.

24. Pull off crankshaft gear using a standard
tool.

Fig . 37. Withdraw pilot bearing with special
tool 21-036.

25 . Check that all the big end and main bearing
caps are marked for refitting later, Fig.38.

26. Remove the big end bearing caps one at a time
with the bearing shells . Press pistons
together with connecting rods and bearing
shells out of the block . If the bearing
shells are to be taken out before the piston
is removed, these should be marked according
to the connecting rod to ensure correct
location later .

March 1981

Fig.38. Markings on main bearing caps.
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E N G I NE
21 134 8
27. Unbolt the flywheel (6 bolts).

28. Remove oil seal carrier (4 bolts) and
intermediate plate (5 bolts) at rear of
engine, Fig.39.

TR21- 311

Fig.39. Oil seal carrier with intermediate
plate.

29. Remove main bearing caps with associated
bearing shells. When removing the centre main
bear ing cap, note the position of the thrust
washer halves and mark accordingly, Fig . 40.

Fig. 40 . Thrust washer halves .
30 . Lift the crankshaft out of the block. Remove
the bearing shells and mark for refitting
later as appropriate.

31. Remove oil seals from timing cover and oil
seal carrier using a drift, Fig.41.

Fig. 41. Drive oil seal out of the carrier.
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To reassemble
The time the unit has been in service, the extent
of any engine damage and intended further use of
individual components determine the degree and the
nature of the cleaning required prior to
reassembly. This applies in particular to the
cylinder block with its corners, angles and
drillings. Remove all sealing plugs and covers as
necessary and clean their seats using suitable
cleaning agents and tools (brush, scraper). The
oilways in particular, Fig.42, must be free of
dirt and metal particles . When press-fit covers
and water plugs are removed, these must be
replaced with new ones, just like any other seals,
whenever engine repairs are made.

CD

FITTING MAIN BEARINGS
Parent bore in cylinder block
When of standard size, the parent bore in the
cylinder b1ock is unmarked . With a 0, 38 11111
oversize bore, the bearing caps are marked with a
white line, Fig . 43.

C/21/5

Fig. 42. Lubrication circuit .

Fig . 43. Colour markings on main bearing caps .
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Crankshaft main bearing journals
When of standard diameter, the crankshaft main
bearing journals are unmarked. With 0,25 mm
undersize journals, the crankshaft is marked with
a green line on the first balance weight, Fig.44.

Fig.44. Colour marking on main bearing journal.
Crankshaft big-end bearing journals
When of standard diameter, the crankshaft big end
bearing journals are also unmarked. With 0,25 mm
undersize big end bearing journals, the crankshaft
is marked with a green spot on the first web next
to the journal, Fig.45.
Crankshafts with undersize main and big end
bearing journals are marked with both the coloured
line and the spot on the first web at the front
end.

Fig.45. Colour marking on big end bearing journal.
Bearing shells
Standard sized main and big end bearing shells do
not have any coloured markings. Oversize bearing
shells have a corresponding inscription on the
back (see parts microfilm). The green mark is
made on the side on the outer edge, Fig.46.
Whenever new bearing shells are selected, always
refer to the parts microfilm to check they are the
right ones, and take measurements as well.
Bearing journals, bores and bearing shells must be
measured individually to ensure compliance with
the specified bearing tolerances (see Technical
Data).

'
K

Fig.46. Bearing shell with coloured mark.
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Determining bearing clearance
Measurements
crankshafts)
the required
"PLASTIGAGE"

of bearings (even with undersize
can be eliminated and selection of
bearing shells made easier if
(type Pg-1) made by:

PERFECT CIRCLE CORPORATION,
HAGERSTOWN, INDIANA/USA
is used.
"PLASTIGAGE" is the brand name of a precisely
calibrated plastic filament.

c) If diameter of cylinder bore is found to be
too much for the existing piston size, the
block must be overhauled or replaced. Fit
cylinder block with new pistons corresponding
to cylinder bore classification.
d) Before fitting the pistons, check the gaps of
the piston rings, Fig.48. The indicated
dimensions (see Technical Data) relate to the
gauge ring used in production and cylinder
measurements may exceed these by 0,15 mm.

Supplier: Federal German Republic
K.H. Ern/Motorenteile GmbH
Schinkelstr. 46-48
D-4000 Dusseldorf
Tel. 02 11/35 35 36
Supplier: U.K.
Norman Gaydon (International) Ltd
68 London Road
Southend on Sea
Essex SS1 1PG
Requirements for using "Plastigage"
a) Bearing must be dry and clean.
b) Crankshaft must not be turned during the
measuring operation
c) Measurement should be made at point close to
respective dead centre position
d) Do not seat bearing caps with hard blows
Place a length of this filament ~n crankshaft main
bearing or big end bearing journal across the
bearing, Fig.47, then fit main or big end bearing
cap with bearing shell and tighten to specified
torque. The plastic filament wjll be compressed
more or less according to the bearing clearance.
Remove bearing cap again.

Fig.47. Measuring bearing clearance.
A- Calibrated plastic filament
B- Compressed plastic filament
C - Measuring scale

Each main bearing must be measured individually
without the other bearing caps being fitted.
The width of the compressed plastic filament can
be measured on a scale printed in the PLASTIGAGE
pack, Fig.47. The reading gives the bearing
clearance.
Always use bolts in good condition when securing
crankshaft bearing caps. Do not tighten these
beyond the specified torque.
Measuring piston clearance
a) Fit main bearing caps without bearing shells
and secure to specified torque.
b) Turn engine block through 180° and measure
cylinder bores with standard measuring tool.
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Fig.48. Check piston ring gaps.
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32. Press in oil seal of carrier using special
tool 21-030 and oil seal of timing cover using
special tool 21-059, Fig.49.

@

®

TR21-339

33. Press new pilot bearing into the crankshaft
using special tool 21-044, Fig.50. Fit
crankshaft gear together with belt pulley,
washer and bolt.

Fig.49. Fit oil seals.
A - rear oil seal carrier
B - timing cover

34. Place main bearing shells dry in cylinder
block, then moisten with engine oil and insert
the crankshaft.
Fig.50. Press in pilot bearing.

35. Fit main bearing caps complete with oiled
bearing shells. Make sure that thrust washer
halves are fitted in bearing providing axial
guidance, Fig.51.
NOTE: The arrow on the main bearing caps must
point towards the belt pulley.

Fig.51. Thrust washer halves.
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36. Tighten bearing cap bolts evenly to the
specified torque, Fig.52. Only tighten bolts
fingertight on bearing providing axial
guidance. First, press the crankshaft to the
rear as far as it will go and then slide it
slowly forwards as far as it will go and hold
it in this position. Tighten bolts of bearing
cap to specified torque in this position.
(This procedure is required to ensure that the
thrust washer halves bear uniformly).

Fig.52. Torque main bearing cap bolts.

37. Check crankshaft end float with a dial
indicator, Fig.53, (see Technical Data).

38. Crank the engine and moisten camshaft
bearings, camshaft and retaining plate with
oil.
Fig.53. Check crankshaft end float.

39. Install camshaft from front bearing end,
Fig.54. Prior to fitting, slide spacer ring
onto the camshaft with the chamfered side
inwards and insert the parallel key.
Screw the retaining plate in position.
Tighten screws to specified torque.

TR21-330

Fig.54. Install camshaft.
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40. Coat outer periphery of front end of the
cylinder block and the back of the front
intermediate plate with sealing compound.
Locate the gasket and fit the intermediate
plate to the cylinder bl ock with the
reinforcement, only tightening finger-tight,
Fig.55 . Insert two further screws in the
bottom holes in the intermediate plate for
guidance. Remove these once the intermediate
plate and reinforcement have been tightened
down.

J

TR21-332

K

Fig.55. Intermediate plate reinforcement .
41 . Slide on camshaft gear with the spot lined up
on the mark on the crankshaft gear. (The
slots for the keys must face one another.)
Fit screw with eccentric disc and tighten to
the specified torque .
NOTE: As the crankshaft gear carries two marks,
make sure that camshaft gear is only fi tted as
shown in Fig.56.

42. Check camshaft end float with a dial
indicator, Fig.57, (see Technical Data).

Fig.56. Spot marks on camshaft and crankshaft
gears.

43 . Coat outer periphery of mating face of timing
cover and the front side of the intermediate
plate with sealing compound.

Fig.57. Check camshaft end float.
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44. Fit gasket and mount timing cover, centering
the cover with the aid of the crankshaft belt
pulley, Fig.58. Tighten bolts to specified
torque.
NOTE : Bolts are of different lengths.

45. Fit crankshaft belt pulley and tighten bolt to
specified torque. Fit water pump.

46. Turn the engine. Fit rear oil seal carrier
with new oil seal (sealing lip lightly oiled)
and secure to specified torque.

Fig.58. Centre timing cover with crankshaft belt
pulley.

47. Locate intermediate plate and secure in place.
Fit flywheel, Fig.59, and tighten down to the
specified torque.

48. Moisten pistons and cylinder bores with engine
oil. Turn piston rings so that the gaps are
as far apart as possible.
NOTE: Ring gaps must never be located in line one
under the other - see Technical Data.

49. Compress the piston rings using a standard
piston ring compressor and press piston into
the cylinder with the aid of a hammer handle,
Fig.60, guiding the connecting rod onto the
big end journal by hand .

Fig.59. Fit flywheel .

®

®

NOTE: Pistons and connecting rods must be fitted
with the front markings pointing towards the
timing cover, Fig.60.

50. Turn the engine. Insert connecting rod
bearing shell, oil and press firmly against
the big end journal.

TR21-3<0~
Fig.60 . A - front marks on pistons and
connecting rods
B - fit pistons using a ring
compressor
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51. Fit big end bearing cap complete with oiled
bearing shell. Tighten bolts to the specified
torque, Fig.61.
NOTE: Check that the connecting rod has enough end
float on the big end journal.
52. Install oil pump complete with suction pipe
and drive shaft, Fig.62. Tighten screws to
specified torque.
NOTE: When using a new or overhauled oil pump,
this must be turned over by hand and filled
with engine oil before it is fitted.
53. Coat cylinder block mating surface with
sealing compound at junction with timing cover
and oil seal carrier and locate sump gaskets.

Fig.61 . Torque bolts of big end bearing cap.

54. Fit sump and tighten bolts to specified
torque.
55 . Tighten oil drain plug to specified torque,
f i tting a new seal.
NOTE: A new seal must be used whenever the oil is
changed or the oil drain plug is unscrewed.
56. Turn the engine. Lightly oil valve tappets
and insert in the cylinder block.
Fig.62. Oil pump complete with suction pipe.

57. Place cylinder head gasket over the guide
sleeves on the cylinder block, Fig.63.

Fig.63. Cylinder head gasket in position.
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58. Fit complete cylinder heads. Insert the bolts
{having lightly oiled the underside of the
bolt head and the thread) and tighten to the
specified torque in three stages {see
Technical Data) in the order shown in Fig.64.

Fig.64. Tightening sequence- cylinder head bolts.

59. Coat mating faces on cylinder block, cylinder
heads and inlet manifold with sealing
compound, Fig.65, and fit a new inlet manifold
gasket.

Fig.65. Coat mating faces with sealing compound .

60. Fit inlet manifold and tighten bolts to the
specified torque in three stages as shown in
the drawing in Fig.66.

Fig.66. Tightening sequence- inlet manifold
bolts.
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61. Moisten push rods with engine oil at both ends
and place in the push rod sockets. Locate the
rocker arms on the push rods and do up
adjusting nuts fingertight.

V6
3,01tr.
LC

NOTE: Adjusting nuts should be replaced with new
ones if they do not have an adequate clamping
action .

62. Adjust valve clearances, see operation 21
213.

TR21-371

Fig.67. Timing marks.

63. Install distributor :
Position piston in cylinder 1 at 6° BTDC. The
vacuum unit must face the front and the
distributor rotor must point towards the no.1
break-contact in the distributor cap. Fit the
distributor and secure in place, Figs.67 and
68.

64. Fit rocker covers using new gaskets. Insert
spark plugs and tighten to specified torque.

K

Fig.68. Position of distributor for
installation.

65. Insert thermostat in inlet manifold, Fig.69,
locate gasket and fit water connector.

Fig.69. Position in which thermostat is installed.
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66. Fit fuel pump, Fig.70, with gasket, on timi.ng
cover.

67. Fit carburettor with governor and deceleration
valve, usi ng new gaskets.

68. Fit distributor cap and connect HT l eads to
the spark plugs in the order shown, Fig.71.
Attach vacuum line to carburettor.

69. Connect engine breather hose to rocker cover
and attach fuel line to carburettor.

C/21/37

Fig . 70. Fuel pump with drive.
70 . Bolt belt pulley in place together with
driving hub and fit fan with coupling. Fit
alternator with bracket.

71. Fit drive belt and tension .

NOTE: Belt tension should be checked with a
measuring instrument (if available}, see
Technical Data. Otherwise, drive belt tension
can be checked by applying normal finger
pressure in the middle of the longest belt
run. Total deflection - 13 mm (0,5 in)

72. Screw on new oil filter cartridge until the
rubber seal makes contact with the casing,
then tighten another 270•. Moisten rubber
seal with engine oil before fitting.

~

~

C/21/51

Fig.71. Arrangement of HT l eads (firing order}.

73. Centre clutch disc using special tool 21-044,
Fig. 72. Slip pressure plate over the locating
dowels and secure to specified torque.

74. Insert oil dipstick and detach engine from the
stand. Attach right hand exhaust manifold.

Fig.72. Centre clutch disc with special tool
21 -044.
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21 163 ENGINE - REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Inlet manifold wrench

21-066

To Remove
1. Disconnect battery earth strap.

2. Remove hot air hose from preheater (1 screw),
detach vacuum hose and remove air cl eaner with
the brackets (3 bolts), Fig. 73.

Fig.73. Remove air cleaner.

3. Drain coolant into a collecting tray by
detaching bottom radiator hose from water
pump, Fig . 74, and top hose from thermostat
water connector.

4. Detach heater hot water hoses from thermostat
housing and connector on inlet manifold .

5. Disconnect throttle linkage at carburettor
(clip), Fig.75. Detach mounting bracket from
inlet manifold (2 bolts) and remove with
throttle cable and linkage . Remove choke
operating cable.

Fig. 74. Bottom radiator hose detached.

6. Detach brake servo vacuum hose from the inlet
manifold.

7. Detach fuel and vacuum lines from the
carburettor and disconnect engine breather
hose from rocker cover.

Fig.75. Disconnect throttle linkage.
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8. Remove carburettor complete with deceleration
valve and governor (2 bolts), Fig.76.

9. Detach HT leads from ignition coil and spark
plugs and remove distributor cap complete with
HT leads. Unscrew spark plugs.

Fig.76. Remove carburettor.
10. Disconnect leads from alternator, temperature
gauge sender unit and coil.

11. Remove distributor (1 bolt) with vacuum line.

12. Release alternator on adjusting arm and detach
the drive belt. Unbolt alternator (4 bolts)
complete with bracket from cylinder head.
(Only needed when removing right hand cylinder
head).
Fig. 77. Release rocker arms and swing to one side .

13. Remove rocker covers (12 bolts). Release the
rocker arms on the cylinder head to be
removed, swing them to one side and lift out
push rods, Fig.77.
NOTE: Do not mix up push rods when removing and
instal l ing.

14. Remove inlet manifold (8 bolts), Fig.78.

Fig. 78. Remove inlet manifold.
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15. Detach exhaust pipe from exhaust manifold (2
nuts).

16. Detach cylinder head, undoing cylinder head
bolts in the reverse order so that used when
tightening (see tightening sequence, Fig.80).

To Install

Fig.79. Locate cylinder head gasket.

17. Clean the mating surfaces (inlet manifoldcylinder heads- cylinder block) and locate
new cylinder head gasket over the locating
sleeves on the cylinder block, Fig.79.
NOTE: Cylinder head gaskets are marked "OBEN VORN"
("TOP FRONT").
18. Fit cylinder head in place, insert bolts
(having lightly oiled underside of bolt head
and thread) and tighten to the specified
torque in three stages (see Technical Data) in
the order shown in Fig . 80.

19. Attach exhaust pipe to the exhaust manifold.

Fig.80. Tightening sequence- cylinder head bolts.
20 : Moisten push rods with engine oil at both ends
and insert in the push rod sockets. Locate
the rocker arms on the push rods and do up
adjusting nuts fingertight.

NOTE : Adjusting nuts must be replaced with new
ones if they do not have adequate clamping
action.

21. Coat mating faces of cylinder block, cylinder
heads and inlet manifol d with sealing
compound, Fig.81, and fit new inlet manifold
gasket .

Fig.81 . Coat mating faces with sealing compound.
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22. Fit inlet manifold and tighten the bolts to
the specified torque in three stages as shown
in the diagram, Fig .82.

23. Install the distributor:
Set the piston of cylinder 1 to 6° BTDC . The
vacuum unit must face the front and the
distributor rotor must point towards the No.1
break contact in the distributor cap. Fit
distributor and secure in position, Figs.83
and 84.
Fig.82. Tightening sequence - inlet manifold
bolts.
24. Secure alternator with bracket to cyliinder
head. (Only needed when the right hand
cylinder head is being fitted) .

V6
3,01tr.

25. Fit drive belt and tension.

LC

NOTE: The drive belt tension should be checked
with a measuring instrument (if available) ,
see Technical Data. Alternatively, the drive
belt tension can be checked by applying normal
finger pressure in the middle of the longest
belt run. Total deflection - 13 mm (0,4in).

26. Adjust valve cl earances, see operation 21
213.

TR 21-371

Fig.83. Timing marks.
27 . Fit rocker cover, using new gasket . Insert
spark plugs and tighten to specified torque.

28. Reconnect leads to alternator, temperature
gauge sender unit and ignition coil .

29. Fit carburettor with governor and deceleration
valve, using new gaskets.

K

Fig.84. Position of distributor for installation.

~larch
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30. Fit distributor cap and connect HT leads to
spark plugs and coil in the sequence shown in
Fig.85. Attach vacuum line to carburettor.

31. Connect engine breather hose to rocker cover
and fue 1 1i ne to carburet tor.

..

32. Secu re brake servo vacuum hose to connector on
inlet manifold.

33. Fit choke operating cable and adjust . Secure
throttle cable with mounting bracket to inlet
manifold. Attach throttle linkage to
carburettor, Fig.86, and adjust throttle
cable.

C/21/51

Fig.85. Arrangement of H.T. leads
(firing order l .

34. Attach hot water hoses to thermostat housing
and connector on inlet manifold .

35 . Refit top and bottom radiator hoses and secure
hose clips, Fig.87. Fill with coolant.

36. Reconnect battery earth strap and carry out
engine adjustments at operating temperature as
specified. Set dwell angle, ignition timing,
idling speed and CO-content.

37. On completing the adj ustments with the engine
at normal operating temperature, detach the HT
leads from the spark plugs and remove the
rocker cover.

Fi g.86. Connect throttl e linkage

38. Retighten cylinder head and inlet manifold
bolts to specified torque as indicated in
Figs.80 and 82 (using Special Tool 21-066) .

39. Fit rocker cover, reconnect HT leads and fit
air cleaner .

Fig.87. Fit top radiator hose
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21 165 5 CYLINDER HEAD - REPLACE
(Cylinder head removed)
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Valve stem oil seal installer
Valve spring compressor

21-007
21-056

To Dismantle
1. Remove rocker arms complete with rocker guides
and adjusting nuts, Fig.88.
NOTE: When existing rocker arms and rocker guides
are to be used again, they must not be mixed
up.

Fig.88. Rocker arm with rocker guide and
adjusting nut.

2. Unscrew push rod guides (3 bolts), Fig.89.

Fig.89. Push rod guide plates.
3. Remove valve springs and spring retainers with
special tool 21-056, Fig.90. Remove valve
stem seals and take out valves.
NOTE : When removing and fitting the valve springs,
it is essential to ensure that the valve stem
is not damaged by the depressed valve spring
retainer when the valve collets are removed or
fitted. If the valve stem is damaged there is
no guarantee of adequate sealing. The results
are increased oil consumption and wear in the
valve guide.

(
TR 21-351
Fig.90. Removing valve springs with special
tool 21-056.
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To Assemble
NOTE: Before assembling the new cylinder head, any
parts of the old cylinder head that are to be used
again must be checked for wear and serviceabil ity .

4. Lubricate the valve stems with hypoid oil SQM2C9002-AA and insert the valves i n the valve
guides.
5. Mask the valve col l et recesses with adhesive
tape . Moisten the valve stem oil seals wi th
oi l and fit with special tool 21-007, Fig.91.
Then remove the adhesive tape from the valve
stem again.

Fig.91. Fit valve stem oi l seals.

NOTE: Use new valve stem seals whenever valves are
removed and refitted . Valve collet recesses
must be masked with adhesive tape to avoid
damage to the oil seals .

6. Fit valve spring and spring retainer, compress
using special tool 21-056 and insert valve
collets, Fig.92.
Make sure that the collets are correctly
seated.

7. Install push rod guide plates and rocker arms
complete with rocker guide and adjusting nut,
Fig. 93.
NOTE: Adjusting nuts must be replaced with new
ones if they do not have adequate clamping
ac ti on.

Fi g. 92. Fitting valve spri ng with
special tool 21-056 .

NOTE : When using old valves in the new cylinder
head, the valve heads must be reground on a
valve grinding machine prior to fitting. Then
proceed as follows:
8. Grind in valves in cylinder head. Clean
grinding paste residue s from valves and valve
seats and insert oiled valves. Continue as
described in sub-operation 5 onwards.

Fig . 93. Rocker arm wi th roc ker guide and
adjusting nut .

11
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21 213 VALVE CLEARANCES - ADJUST
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
1. Disconnect battery earth strap.
2. Detach hot air hose from preheater (1 bolt},
disconnect vacuum hose and remove air cleaner
with its bracket (3 bolts}, Fig.94.

3. Disconnect HT leads from spark plugs and
remove rocker covers.

Fig. 94. Remove air cleaner .
4. Crank engine solely in the normal direction of
rotation during the valve clearance adjusting
operation. To adjust the first valve,
position the mark on the crankshaft belt
pulley in 1ine with the "0" mark on the timing
cover.
To make things easier when starting to adjust
the valve clearances, mark the belt pulley
with three chal k lines at intervals of 120°.
Then adjust valve clearances following the
pattern below. See Technical Data for
clearances .
If the belt pulley is rocked to and fro, the
valves of cylinder 1 or 5 will "rock", i.e.
the two rocker arms or push rods move in
opposite directions. Set the valve clearance
for cylinder 1 when the valves of cylinder 5
"rock "t Fig. 95 . When the be 1t pu 11 ey is moved
on 120 , the valves of cylinder 3 "rock" and
the valve clearance can be set for cyl inder
4.
Cyl.
Cyl.
Cyl .
Cyl .
Cyl .
Cyl.

5
3
6
1
4
2

rocking
rocking
rocking
rocking
rocking
rocking

-

adjust
adjust
adjust
adjust
adjust
adjust

cyl.
cyl.
cyl .
cyl.

1
4
2
5
~:yl. 3
cyl. 6

5. Fit rocker covers using new gaskets and bolt
down securely. Reconnect spark plugs, Fig . 96
and fit air cleaner with vacuum and hot air
hoses .

6. Reconnect battery earth strap.

Fig.95 . Adjust valve clearance .

..
C/21/51

Fig.96. Arrangement of HT leads
(firing order}.
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21 233 9 VALVE GUIDE - REAM
(Valve removed)
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Valve guide reamer

21-042

1. Place valve in valve guide and check clearance
by pressing sideways, Fig.97.

Fig.97. Check clearance in valve guide by
pressing sideways.
2. Ream valve guide from the valve seat end using
a suitable reamer, Fig.98. Use soluble oil or
kerosene for lubrication.
NOTE: After a lengthy time in service, valve
guides show signs of ovality. Consequently,
reaming must always be done from the valve
seat end.

(]
~0

TR 2 1-377

Fig.98. Ream valve guide.

3. Recut valve seat as spec i fied (see Technical
Data) using standard tool, Fig.99.
NOTE: Before the valve seat is recut, the valve
guide must be checked and, if necessary,
reamed.

Fig.99. Recut valve seat.
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21 238 SEALS - VALVE STEM - REPLACE
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Valve stem oil seal installer
Valve spring compressor

21 -007
21-056

To Remove
1. Disconnect battery earth strap.
2. Detach hot air hose from preheater (1 bolt),
disconnect vacuum hose and remove air cleaner
with its brackets (3 bolts).
Fig . 100. Rocker arm with rocker guide and
adjusting nut.

3. Di sconnect HT leads from coil and spark plugs
and remove distributor cap with HT leads.
Remove rocker covers (12 bolts).

4. Release alternator at adjusting arm and take
off drive belt . Swing alternator to one side.

5. Remove rocker arms complete with rocker guides
and adjusting nuts, Fig.100.
NOTE: Do not mix up rocker arms and rocker guides
when removing and refitting .
TR21-31.9
NOTE: Valve stem oil seals can only be replaced
when the piston of the cylinder in question is
at TDC.

Fig.lOl. Fit special tool 21-056.

6. Secure special tool 21-056 to the cylinder
head with a nut, Fig. 101.

7. Press valve spring down with special tool 21-

056 and remove valve collets, Fig.102.
Release the valve spring and remove spring
retainer, valve spring and oil seal.

(
TR21-351
Fig. 102. Remove valve collets.
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To Install
8. Mask valve collet recesses with adhesive tape.
Moi sten oil seals with oil and fit using
special tool 21-007, Fig.103. Then remove
adhesive tape from valve stem.
NOTE: Always fit new valve stem oil seals whenever
valves are removed and refitted. Mask valve
collet recesses with adhesive tape to avoid
damage to oil seals.
9. Fit valve spring and spring retainer, compress
with special tool 21-056 and fit valve
collets. Make sure that collets are seated
correctly.
Fig.103. Fit valve stem oil seal.
10 . Position rocker arms and rocker guides on the
push rods, Fig.104. fit adjusting nuts and
check valve clearances (see operation 21
213) .
NOTE: Adjusting nuts must be replaced with new
ones if they do not have adequate clamping
action.

11. Swing alternator back into position, fit drive
belt and tension.
NOTE: Belt tension should be checked with a
measuring instrument (if available), see
Technical Data. Alternatively, belt tension
can be checked by applying normal finger
pressure in the middle of the longest belt
run. Total deflection- 13 mm (0,5 in) .
Fig.104. Fit rocker arms.

12. Fit rocker covers using new gaskets and
tighten bolts evenly to specified torque •

13. Fit distributor cap and reconnect HT leads,
Fig.105. Fit air cleaner and reconnect
battery earth strap.

..
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Fig.105. Arrangement of HT leads - (firing
order).
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21 332 TIMING GEARS - REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Crankshaft front oil seal installer

21-059

To Remove
1. Disconnect battery earth strap.
2. Drain coolant into a collecting tray; do this
by detaching bottom radiator hose from water
pump, Fig.106, and top hose from the
thermostat water connector.

3. Unscrew connecting pipe running to overflow
tank from the body (2 screws), Fig.107.

Fig . 106. Bottom radiator hose detached.

4. Detach bottom end of radiator from its
mountings on the crossmember and top end from
the body (4 bolts) .
5. Detach radiator overflow tank with its bracket
from the body (4 screws) and lift out radiator
complete with overflow tank and connecting
pipe.

6. Remove clutch housing cover (4 clips) and
drain off engine oil .

7. Undo sump bolts (25) and detach the sump. If
the sump is stuck fast, prise it off sideways
using a screwdriver.

Fig.l07. Connecting pipe to overflow tank .

8. Release alternator on its adjusting arm and
mounting bolts and remove the drive belt .

9. Remove fuel pump (2 nuts) with fuel line from
timing cover.

10. Remove crankshaft belt pulley (1 bolt) and
timing cover with fan (11 bolts), Fig. 108.

Fig. l08. Remove crankshaft belt pulley.
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11. Remove camshaft gear with eccentric disc (1
bolt).

12. Pull off crankshaft gear using a standard
tool, Fi g.109.

13. Drive oil seal out of the timing cover using a
drift, Fig.110A.
Fig.109. Pull off crankshaft gear.
To Install
14. Clean old gasket residues from the mating face
of the timing cover and the intermediate
plate.

®

15 . Install a new oil seal in the timing cover
with special tool 21 -059, Fig.110B.
16. Line up crankshaft gear on the keyway and
drive on part of the way using a plastic
hammer. Pull on gear in conjunction with belt
pulley, washer and bolt. Detach belt pulley
again.
17. Slide on camshaft gear with the spot in line
with the mark on the crankshaft gear.
(Keyways must line up) . Insert bolt with
eccentric disc and tighten to specified
torque .

TR21-322

Fig.llO. A- remove oil seal
B - install oil seal

NOTE: As the crankshaft gear has two marks, only
fit camshaft gear as shown in Fig.111 .

18. Check camshaft end float with a dial indicator
(see Technical Data).

19. Coat outer periphery of timing cover mating
face and front of intermediate plate with
sealing compound.

Fig.111. Spot marks on camshaft and crankshaft
gears.
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20. Fit gasket and attach timing cover, centering
th~ cover with the aid of the crankshaft belt
pulley. Tighten bolts to specified torque.
NOTE: Bol ts are of different lengths .

21. Fit crankshaft belt pulley and tighten bolt to
specified torque. Fit fuel pump, Fig.112.

22. Fit drive belt and tension with the aid of the
alternator.
NOTE : Belt tension should be checked with a
measuring instrument (if available), see
Technical Data. Alternatively, the belt
tension can be checked by applying normal
finger pressure in the middle of the longest
belt run. Total deflection - 13mrn (0,5 in).

Fig.112. Fit fuel pump.

23. Clean mating faces of engine block and sump.
Straighten sump mating face if bent. Stick a
new gasket to the block using grease and fit
sump, securing the bolts to the specified
torque.
NOTE: Make sure that the sump gasket is seated
correctly .
24. Fit clutch housing cover and fit oil drain
plug with a new seal, tightening to specified
torque .
25. Locate radiator with overfl ow tank and
connecting pipe in the vehicle . Screw
overflow tank securely to the body
Fig.113. Secure bottom end of radiator .
26. Bolt radiator securely in place at top and
bottom, Fig.113, and attach connecting pipe
running to overflow tank securely to the
body.

27. Connect up top and bottom radiator hoses and
secure hose clips, Fig. 114. Fill with
cool ant.

28. Fill up with engine oil and reconnect battery
earth l ead.

Fig. 114. Fit top radiator hose .
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21 468 4 SEAL - CRANKSHAFT REAR - REPLACE
(Engine or transmission removed)
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Crankshaft rear oil seal ins tal ler
Clutch plate locator
Crankshaft rear oil seal extractor

21-011-B
21-044
21 -096

To Remove
1. Remove clutch pressure plate (6 bolts) with
clutch disc from the flywheel.
2. Unbolt flywheel (6 bolts) .
The oil seal carrier must be cut out using
special tool 21-047 (see operation 21 469 4)
before the oil seal can be reP.laced.

Fig.115 . Remove oil seal.

3. Remove oil seal using special tool 21-096,
Fig. US .

To Install
4. Slide the new oil seal onto special tool 21011 -8 as far as the stop (if necessary, turn
the seal to obtain satisfactory seating).
Moisten crankshaft with engine oil and fit the
seal, Fig.116.

Fig.116. Install oil seal with special
tool 21-011-B.

5. Clean crankshaft flange and flywheel contact
area, fit flywheel and tighten bolts to
specified torque.

6. Fit clutch pressure plate with clutch disc ,
centering clutch disc with special tool 21044, Fig.117. Tighten clutch pressure plate
bolts to specified torque.

Fig.117. Centre clutch disc with special
tool 21-044.
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21 469 4 OIL CARRIER - CRANKSHAFT REAR - CUT
OUT (Flywheel removed)
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Oil seal retainer cutter

21-047

To cut out
1. With the knurled nut turned back (left- hand
thread) attach special tool 21 - 047 to the
flywheel flange with two bolts.

2. Turn cutter clockwise using an open ended
spanner, tightening knurled nut in the
process, until the oil seal abutment is cut
away from the oil seal carrier, Fig.ll8.

Fig.118. Cut out oil seal carrier with
special tool 21-047.

3. Remove special tool from the flywheel flange
and carefully clean the working area to ensure
that no swarf gets into the engine.

See operation 21 468 4 for removal and fitting
ofoil seal.
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21 505 5 PISTON - REPLACE
(Piston and connecting rod removed)
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
Piston pin installer

21-014

General
Piston and piston pin form a unit and can only be
replaced together. Piston pin bores and piston
pin diameters are graded with corresponding paint
marks and must match one another . The paint marks
take the form of spots and are 1ocated on the
piston crown and the outer edge of the pin .
The procedure using the special tool described
below must be followed exactly as the position of
the piston pin cannot be changed once the
connecting rod has cooled.

Fig.119. Drive out piston pin with a drift.

When a cylinder bore has to be enlarged 0,5 mm
(0,20in) the remaining cylinder bores must be
bored out by the same amount. Unequal bores would
cause trouble because 0,5 mm (0,20 in) oversize
could mean a piston weight increase of up to lOg.

To Remove
1. Drive the piston pin out of the piston using a
drift or a press, Fig.ll9.

15mm

F 2HI2

Fig.120. Max. deviation of connecting rod from
alignment.
To Install
2. Measure up connecting rod on a surface plate
using a fe eler gauge. See Fig.l20. for
maximum deviation from alignment.

3. Clamp special tool 21-014 in the vice and
retract guide pin fully, Fig . 121.

L 21- 192

Fig.121. Installer 21-014.
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4. When assembling, the front mark "F" on the
piston must be positioned in relation to the
"FRONT" mark on the connecting rod as shown,
Fig.122.

K

TR 21-380

Fig.122. Relative positions of front marks.

5. Clamp piston with the front mark facing away
from the installer. Moisten both pin bores
with engine oil and slide the guide pin
through the piston pin bore as far as the
shoulder, Fig.123.

L 21-194

Fig.123. Slide guide pin through the pin bore
as far as the stop.

6. Slide piston pin through up to the inside edge
of the other piston pin bore, Fig.124.

K

Fig.124. Insert piston pin.
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7. Use the stop gauge marked "Essex", Fig.l25.

L21-196

K

Fig.125 . Installer stop gauge.
8. Slide stop gauge into the installer, Fig.126.

9. Heat connecting rod end using a hotplate, as
shown in Fig.l27, up to a temperature of 260•
to 4oo·c. Mark piston pin bore with a
thermochromatic coloured pencil (Faber-Castell
2815) before heating so that the temperature
can be monitored. When the temperature
reaches the figure indicated on the pencil
cover, the mark on the pin bore of the
connecting rod will change to the same colour
as the pencil cover.

K

Fig.126. Fit stop gauge.

Example
If the pencil is green and the cover black,
the indicated temperature of 2ao•c is reached
when the green mark on the connecting rod pin
bore changes to black.

Fig.127. Heat pin bore in connecting rod.
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10. When the temperature is reached, introduce the
connecting rod into the piston as quickly as
possible and hold it against the intermediate
plate of the installer. Then quickly slide
the piston pin through the bore in the
connecting rod as far as the stop, Fig.128.

K

Fig. 128. Slide piston pin through bore in
connecting rod as far as stop.

11. All ow the connecting rod time to cool before
removal from the installer.
NOTE: The connecting rod must remain in contact
with the installer while it cools , Fig. 129,
and the piston pin must be pressed right
through.

K

Fig.129. Connecting rod must remain in contact
with installer.
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TECHNICAL DATA

"F" engine (OHV/VH

Engine - general

3,0 LC

Identification code
Firing order
Bore
Stroke
Cubic capacity, effective
Cubic capacity, fiscal rating
Compression ratio
Compression pressure at starter motor speed
Idling speed
Power output - DIN
at
Torque
at

mm
mm
cc
cc
kgf/cm2
rev/min
KW (HP)
rev/min
Nm (kgf.m)
rev/min

HX
1-4-2-5-3-6
93,67
72,415
2993
2945
8,0 : 1
8,84 - 10,84
800 + 25
74 (100)
4300
191 (95)
3100

Cylinder block
Cast mark
Number of main bearings
Cylinder bore dim. - standard class A
B

c

mm
mm
mm

0

mm

oversize 0, 381
0,762
1,143
1,524
Main bearings - parent bore diameter
oversize
Main bearing shell inside dia. (fitted) - standard
undersize 0,25
0,50
0,75
1,00
Width of axial control bearing

mm
mm
mm
mm

mm
mm
mm

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

722F-6015-BA
4
93,647 to 93,658
93,658 to 93,668
93,668 to 93,678
93,678 to 93,688
94,036 to 94,091
94,315 to 94,447
94,787 to 74,828
95,178 to 95,209
67,701 to 67,721
68,082 to 68,102
63,542 to 63,580
63,288 to 63,326
63,034 to 63,072
62,780 to 62,818
62,526 to 62,564
22,047 to 22,098

Crankshaft
End float
Main bearing journal dia. - standard
undersize 0,254
0,508
0,762
1,016
Clearance, bearing shell - main bearing journal
Thickness of thrust washer halves - standard
oversize 0,0635
0,1270
0,1905
0. 2540
Big end bearing journal dia. - standard
undersize 0,254
0,508
0,762
1,016
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mm

mm
mm
mm

mm
mm
mm

mm
mm

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

mm
mm

0,076
63,515
63,261
63,007
62,753
62,499
0,006
2, 311
2, 375
2,438
2,502
2,565
60,355
60,101
59,847
59,593
59,339

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

0,279
63,536
63,282
63,028
62,774
62,520
0,059
2,362
2,426
2,489
2,553
2,616
60,376
60,122
59,868
59,614
59,360
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E NG I NE
TECHNICAL DATA- "F" engine (OHV/V6)
3,0 LC
Camshaft
Number of camshaft bearings
Drive
Cam lift- inlet
- exhaust
Cam length (heel to toe) - inlet
- exhaust
Thickness, camshaft retaining plate
Thickness, spacer ring
End float
Backlash
Camshaft bearing journal dia. - front
- middle 1
- middle 2
- rear
Bearing clearance
Bearing inner dia. - front
- middle 1
- middle 2
- rear

mm
mm
ITJTI

mm

mm
mm
mm

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
11111

4
gears
7,205
6,836
34,701 to 34,930
34,330 to 34,559
5, 334 to 5 , 385
5,537 to 5,588
0,152 to 0,254
0,22 to 0,32
47,592 to 47,612
46,068 to 46,088
44,544 to 44564
44,163 to 44,183
0,020 to 0,066
47,633 to 47,658
46,109 to 46,134
44,585 to 44,610
44,204 to 44,229

Pistons
Piston dia. - standard A
B

c

D

oversize 0,0635
0' 7620
1,5240
Clearance in bore
Piston ring gap (fitted) - top ring
- middle ring
- bottom ring
Ring gap position - top
- middle
3 piece oil control ring
intermediate ring, top
- support ring
intermediate ring, bottom

93,600 to 93,610
93,610 to 93,620
93,620 to 93,630
11111
93,630 to 93,640
mm
93,663 to 93,703
mm
94,361 to 94,401
mm
95,123 to 95,163
mm
0,038 to 0,058
mm
11111
0,381 to 0,508
0,254 to 0,381
11111
0,380 to 0,114
rrrn
Offset 150 o from support ring gap
Offset 150 o from support ring gap
in opposite direction to top ring
mm

mm

Offset 25 mm from support ring gap
Opposite marked side of piston
Offset 25 mm from support ring gap
in opposite direction to top
intermediate ring

Piston pin
Pin dia. - red
yellow
blue
Clearance in piston (floating)
Interference in connecting rod

mm
mm
mm
mm
11111

23,800
23,802
23,805
0,0076
0,0203

to
to
to
to
to

23,802
23,805
23,807
0,0127
0,0381

0,10
64,033
23,769
60,382
60,128
59,874
59,620
59,366
0,006

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

0, 25
64,054
23,779
60,420
60,166
59,912
59,658
59,404
0,064

Connecting rods
End float on shaft
Bore dia. (excl. bearing shells)- big end
-small end
Internal bearing dia. (fitted) - standard
- undersize 0,254
0,508
0, 752
1,016
Big-end bearing journal/shell clearance
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TECHNICAL DATA - "F" engine (OHV/V6)
3,0 LC

Cylinder head
Cast mark
Valve seat angle
Valve seat width- inlet
- exhaust
Valve stem bore - inlet and exhaust- standard
- oversize 0,076
0,382

mm
mm

mm
mm

722M-6090-FA
44 °30 '- 45 °
1, 15 - 1, 7
1, 7 - 2, 25
7,907 - 7,938
7,983- 8,014
8,288 - 8,319

Valves
Valve stem dia. - inlet
- exhaust
Oversize valve stems

mm
mm

Clearance - valve stem guide - inlet
- exhaust
Valve head dia. - inlet
- exhaust

ITil1

rrrn

mm
mm
mm

7,869 - 7,887
7,846 - 7,864
0,076
0,381
0,020 - 0,068
0,043 - 0,091
40,944 - 41,199
36,78- 37,03

Valve springs
Free length
Internal dia. of spring
Total number of turns
Spring diameter
Spring force - valve open
- valve closed

mm
mm
mm
kgf
kgf

47,955
23,98 + 0,15
6-;-5
4,27 + 0,025
68 + 3,4
31,75 !: 1, 6

Valve timing
Inlet valve opens
Inlet valve closes
Exhaust valve opens
Exhaust valve closes

29°
67°
70 o
14o

BTDC
ABDC
BTDC
ATDC

Valve clearances
Valve lift- inlet
- exhaust
Valve clearance - inlet
- exhaust
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mm

mm
mm

9,347
8,611
0,29 - 0,34
0,52 - 0,57
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TECHNICAL DATA - "F" engine (OHV/V6)
3,0 LC

Engine lubrication
Oi 1 type
Ford specification
Viscosity - below -12°C
below 0°C
-23°C to + 32°C
over -12°C
First fill capacity inc. filter
Oil change without filter renewal
Oil change with filter renewal
Min. oil pressure at - 750 rev/min
- 2000 rev/min
Relief valve opens at
Oil pressure warning light comes on at
Oil pump, rotor/housing clearance
Inner/outer rotor clearance
Rotor/mating face clearance

ltr
1 tr

ltr
kgf/cm2
kgf/cm2
kgf/cm2
kgf/cm2
rrm
I1JI1

mm

Tightening torques
Main bearing caps
Big end bearing caps
Crankshaft belt pulley
Camshaft gear
Flywheel
Timing cover
Oil pump/engine block
Oi 1 pump cover
Sump
Cylinder head bolts
- after waiting 10-20 minutes
- after engine has warmed up
(15 mins at 1000 rpm)
retighten to
Rocker cover
Inlet manifold
- after engine has warmed up
(15 mins at 1000 rpm)
retighten to
Oil drain plug
Oil pressure switch
Spark plugs
Exhaust manifold
Rear oil seal carrier
Ca rburettor
Fuel pump
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HD oil (Ford Super engine oil)
SSM-2C9001-AA
SAE 5W-20
SAE 5W-30
SAE 10W-30 /40/50
SAE 20W-40-50
7,80
6, 75
7,25
1,0
2,8
4,4 - 5,1
0,3 - 0,5
max. 0,304
max. 0, 2
max. 0,104
(kgf .m)

Nm
74,3
52,0
32,4
54,0
60,8
27,0
16,2
8,1
8,1

1)
2)
3)
4)
1)
2)
3)
4)

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
30,0 to
80,0 to

81,0
58,0
37,8
61,0
67,6
40,5
20,3
10,8
10,0
10,0
50,0
90,0

(7 ,6 to 8,3)
(5,3to5,8)
(3,3 to 3,8)
(5,5 to 6,2)
(6,2 to 6,9)
(2,8 to 4,2)
(1,8 to 2,0)
(O ,8 to 1,1)
(0,8 to 1,1)
(
to 1,0)
(3,0 to 5,0)
(8,0 to 9,0)

(11,0 to 11,5)

110,0
3,4
4,0
8,0
18,0

to
to
to
to
to

115,0
4,7
8,0
15,0
22,0

18,0
27,0
12,0
30,0
16,0
14,8
20,3
16,0

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

22,0
33,8
15,0
40,0
20,0
17,6
24,3
20,0

(0,3 to 0,4)
(0,4 to 0,8)
(0,8 to 1,5)
(1 ,8 to 2, 2)
(1 ,8 to
( 2,8 to
(1, 2 to
(3,0 to
(1, 6 to
(1,5 to
(2,0 to
(1,6 to

2, 2)

3,5)
1,5)
4,0)
2,0)
1,7)

2,5)
2,0)
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:

SECTION 22-1

IGNITION SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The ignition system consists of a coil, distributor, ballast resistor, spark plugs and high tension leads. These
components are designed to provide a powerful spark for the combustion process at the correct point in the
engine cycle and to vary the timing of the spark to suit engine speed and load conditions.
The basic items in the ignition system that require periodic checks and adjustments are, ignition timing, dwell
angle, and spark plug gaps. Alterations to ignition timing are achieved by rotating the complete distributor
assembly.
A maladjusted ignition system will radica lly affect engine performance and fuel economy. The ignition system
also plays a major part in the control of exhaust emission levels, an aspect which is becoming progressively
important as more stringent regulations are introduced.
It is therefore, essential that the correct service repair and setting procedures are used in conjunction w ith
the relevant specifications contained in the technical data section.

TRI221200

11

Fig. 1 Ignition System (OHC variant illustrated)

Components that make up the ignition system are described individually in the following pages
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SECTION 22- 2

IGNITION SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)

(a) Coil

The ign ition coil is mounted on the battery support
bracket for all model variants.
The coil consists of a cylindrical metal casing which
contains two concentrically-wound copper wire
coils immersed in thin mineral oil to prevent overheating. The coil is designed to run under normal
conditions with a 6 volt supply to the low tension
terminal. This voltage is increased to approximately
31000 volts by the coil windings working in
conjunction with the distributor contact breaker
points.
The coi l has three terminals, Fig. 2, two low tension
(LT) and one high tension (HT). The positive LT lead
supplies the power source to the coil from the
battery via the ignition switch. The negative LT lead
connects the coil to the distributor.
The main HT lead supplies the high voltage, created
within the coil, to the spark plugs via the distributor
cap.

Fig. 2 Ignition coil
A - Positive(+ ) terminal to loom
B - Main HT terminal to distributor cap
C - Negative (- ) terminal to distributor

(b) Distributor (Figs . 5 a nd 6 show full
exploded views)
The distributor is driven at half engine speed by a
skew gear from the camshaft/ auxi liary shaft, and
rotates in a clockwise direction on all variants
except the Ken t OHV engine.
The ignition advance is mechanically controlled
according to engine speed by gqvernor weights
inside the distributor body and according to engine
load by vacuum control.
Motorcraft distributors are used on all Transit petrol
variants with minor variations to suit the various
engines in the range.
The distributor fitted on the Kent OHV variant has a
much sma ll er overall length, Fig. 4, when compared
with the OHC distributor. Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Motorcraft distributor OHC type

All components that make up the distributor are
available individually as Service Replacement parts.
including such components as advance weights
springs and drive gears.

TR 220
Fig. 4 Motorcraft distributor Kent OHV type
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SECTION 22-3

IGNITION SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)

11

n

B-22-21

Fig. 5. Motorcraft distributor as fitted on Kent OHV variants
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cap
Points assembly
Base plate
Vacuum unit
Radio suppressor
Body
Distributor clamp
Seal
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9.
1 0.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Bush
Thrust washers
Condenser
Rotor
Felt wick
Circlip
Cam

1 6.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2 1.
22.

Advance springs
Washer
Advance weight assembly
Spacer
Washer
Pin
Gear
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SECTION 22-4

IGNITION SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)

CT/22181

11

Fig. 6. Motorcraft distributor as fitted on OHC variants

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cap
Condenser
Contact breakers
Base plate
Vacuum unit
Body
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7.
8.
9.
10.

11 .
12.

Distributorclamp
Seal
Rotor arm
Fell wick
Circlip
Cam

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

Advance springs
Advance weights
Shaft
Pin
Gear
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SECTION 22-5

IGNITION SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)

(c) Ballast resistor, Fig. 7

The ballast resistor is located in the loom between
the ignition switch and the coil and is secured to
the battery tray support bracket.
The unit has a pre-determined resistance which
limits battery voltage to the coil during normal
running to 6 volts. During starting the ballast
resistor is by-passed allowing battery voltage to be
applied to the coil.

Fig. 7. Ballast resistor location

(d) High tension leads (HT)
The HT leads used on the Transit range are of the
suppressor type which utilise either a carbon
impregnated rayon or glass-fibre core. When
disconnecting these leads from either the
distributor cap or spark plugs it is essential that the
terminal is pulled and not the lead, Fig. 8. All plug
HT leads vary in their overall length and for ease of
identification are numbered.

11
Fig. 8. Disconnecting HT leads by pulling terminal not lead

Cylinder numbering sequence shown in Fig. 9.

0
0
0
0

..........

~
C/22/100

~

Fig. 9. Cylinder numbering sequence (All in line engine variant)
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SECTION 22- 6

IGNITION SYSTEM
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

(a) Coil circuit
The ignition system is of the ballast resistor type
and uses a 6 volt coil.
Under normal operating conditions the 12 volt feed
to the coil is reduced by a ballast resistor to
approximately 6 volts .
During starting however the ballast resistor is bypassed allowing full available battery voltage to be
fed to the coil. This ensures that during cold
starting , when the starter motor current draw would
be high , sufficient voltage is still available at the coil
to produce a powerful spark , e.g. under extreme
cold conditions a starter motor can reduce the
battery voltage to as low as 8 volts which with a 6
volt coil will still be adequate. If a 12-volt coil was
used the HT voltage produced would not be
sufficient and poor starting may be experienced .

F/22 /40/N
Fig. 1 0 . Ignition switch in 'off position
A- Battery
B - Ignitio n switch

NOTE : It is essential that the correct coil is used as
a service replacement .
Fig . 1 0 shows in schematic form the circuit that is
used when the ignition switch is in the 'off position.
Fig . 11 shows the circuit used when the ignition
switch is in the 'start' position. Note that the ballast
resistor is by-passed and full available battery
voltage is applied to the coil ensuring a powerful
spark is achieved and thereby improving starting
characteristics.

Fig. 11. Ignition swit ch in 'start' position
C -Starter sol enoid
E - Distributor
D -Starter motor
F - Ignition coil

Fig . 12 shows the circuit used for normal operation
of the ignition system. Note that the 12-volt supply
is now directed through the ballast resistor before
being applied to the coil.

Fi g. 12 . Ignition switch in 'on ' position
G - Balla st resistor
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SECTION 22-7

IGNITION SYSTEM
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION (cont'd )

(b) Distributor
The distributor is driven at half engine speed by a
skew gear on the camshaft/auxiliary shaft and
rotates in a CLOCK-WISE direction when viewed
from the top on OHC models and in an ANTICLOCK-WI SE direction on Kent OHV HT voltage
from the coil is fed into the distributor through the
centre terminal of the cap, which is connected to a
carbon rod fitted inside the cap. The voltage is then
applied through the rotor arm to HT output
terminals which supply the individual spark plugs.
Ignition spark advance is achieved by two separate
systems (a) mechanica l advance weights Fig. 13,
and (b) vacuum diaphragm unit Fig. 14. Correction
of spark advance is necessary because of the wide
variations in engine speed and load under normal
operating conditions. When accelerating or
climbing hills the engine load can be high and the
spark advance required is not necessarily as much
as it would be on level ground at an equivalent
engine speed.
(a)

(b)

The mechanical governor mechanism
consists of two weights pivoted so that they
move outwards from the distributor shaft as
the engine speed rises. As the weights move
outwards they turn the cam relative to the
distributor shaft and thus advance the firing
point. The weights are restrained by two
springs of different tension thus giving a
progressive advance action. and the amount
the weights move outwards is in direct
proportion to the distributor shaft speed. To
maintain a smooth operation throughout the
engine speed range the weights follow the
contours of fixed cam segments as they move
outwards. and this system has the advantage
of reducing the number of moving parts to a
minimum .
In the vacuum control mechanism. one side
of the diaphragm is linked to the breaker
plate and the other side is connected by a
vacuum line to the carburettor. just above the
throttle plate. A spring is fitted between the
vacuum side of the diaphragm and the
vacuum unit connection.

F/22/50
Fig. 13. Mechanical advance system
A - Advance w eights
B - Advance springs

The vacuum applied at the diaphragm,
combined with the action of the diaphragm
spring, gives correct spark by moving the
base plate in relation to the cam. Spark
advance will vary according to the load
placed on the engine. As the vacuum
advance does not operate at idling speed due
to the carburettor throttle plate being almost
closed. a correctly retarded spark is obtained
for starting.
F/22/48/N
Fig. 14. Vacuum advance system
A - Vacuum advance arm
B - Diaphragm
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C - Return spring
D - Vacuum supply pipe

SECTION 22- 8

IGNITION SYSTEM
SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS

At specified service intervals, the following items on
the ignition system should be checked.
1.

Clean spark plugs and adjust gaps, or renew
if necessary.
The normal method of cleaning is with
abrasive in a spark plug cleaner. After
cleaning, the centre electrode should be filed
square and gap adjusted to specified
clearance.
Ensure that all abrasive is removed from plug
and clean ceramic insulator.
Oily or wet plugs should be dried before
cleaning.
Ensure, if applicable, that sealing ring is in
good condition.
Replace plugs in cylinder head and tighten to
a 3 .8 Nm (38 kgf.m) (28 lbf.ft).

2.

Clean high tension leads and check for
security.

3.

Examine distributor points, renew
necessary, clean distributor cap and coil.

TR/221204
Fig. 15. Lubricating distributor cam spindle wick
A - Oil can
B - Distributor cam spindle

if

Points which have become dirty or
contaminated with oil or grease should be
cleaned with a stiff brush.
Distributor contact breaker points should only
be changed if they are worn, badly burnt,
have excessive metal transfer or have a 'high
resistance', i.e. voltage drop across points
exceeds 0 .25 volts.
Contacts showing a greyish colour and only
slight signs of pitting need not be renewed.
4.

Lubricate:
(a)

distributor cam spindle wick with two
drops of engine oil. Fig. 15.

(b)

distributor cam with high melting point
grease, Spec. ESF-M 1 C66-A, Fig. 16.

TR/221~05
Fig. 16. Lubricating distributor cam
A - High melting point grease
B - Distributor cam

NOTE: Do not over lubricate any part of
distributor, otherwise lubricant may reach
contact breaker points, resulting in burning
and difficult starting.
5.

Check ignition timing, and adjust if necessary,
as described overleaf.
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SECTION 22-9

IGNITION SYSTEM
SERVICE
(cont'd)

ADJUST MENTS

AND

CHECKS

DISTRIBUTOR TIMING - ADJUST

4.

Special Equipme nt Require d :

Check ignition mechanical and vacuum
advance.
NOTE: To carry out ignition advance check,
the timing light must be of the type that
includes an advance meter.

Dwell meter and timing lamp.
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Check and adjust dwell angle (contact
breaker gap) as required.

With the timing lamp still connected. restart
engine and hold at 2000 rpm, adjust timing
lamp and note mechanical advance,
reconnect vacuum advance pipe and measure
total advance. To obtain a vacuum advance
figure subtract mechanical advance figure
from total. Refer Technical Data.

Connect a dwell meter to engine as per
manufacturers instructions and start engine.
Record dwell angle at idle and at 2000 rpm
(4 cyl. 48° to 52°.)
To adjust. stop engine, unclip distributor cap
and sw ing to one side. detach rotor arm. With
ignition on, crank over engine on starter
motor and adj ust contact breaker points.

5.

Rem ove fender covers and close hood.

NOTE: To crank engine. either use ignition
switch or connect a hand switch between a
live terminal and starter solenoid power pick
up connection.
Recheck dwell at idle and 2000 rpm.
Remove dwell meter.
An alternative method for adjusting dwell
angle is with the use of feeler blades. Fig. 1 7.
This method is not as accurate as that
detailed above but is satisfactory as long as
contact breaker points are in good condition
and care is taken when adjusting.
Manually turn engine until heel of points is on
top of cam, Fig. 1 7. Adjust to give a
clearance between points, as specified in
Technical Data and tighten retaining screws.
Turn engine over to the opposite ca m ( 18 0°)
and recheck clearance.

TR/22/07
Fig. 17. Al ternative method of adjusting dwell by checking
contact breaker points gap
A - Point s gap

3.

Check and adjust ignition timing as required.
Disconnect and plug vacuum pipe. Manually
turn engine to locate timing marks on
crankshaft pulley and using a piece of chalk
'high-light' TDC mark, Fig. 18. Connect
tim ing light to engine and allow to idle at
specified speed. Check ignition timing. Refer
Technical Data.
NOTE: The timing mark identification for
OHC variants is illustrated in Fig. 33.
To adjust timing, stop engine. loosen
distributor clamp and rotate complete
assembly. Tighten clamp and recheck timing.
Fig. 18. Engine se t on TDC
A - Timing pointer
B - TDC notch on crankshaft pulley
(OHC illustrated)
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S ECTION 22- 10

IGNITION SYSTEM
SPECIAL S ERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION

British
Sourced

European
Sourced

German
Sourced

Tool Name

1:.

No specia l service tools required

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS - CONTENT
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SECTION 22- 11

IGNITION SYSTEM
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS

22 111

IGNITION SYSTEM - TEST

IGNITION SYSTEM - TEST

Special Equipment Required :

Electronic test equipment which includes an
ohm meter. dwell meter. oscilloscope and
timing light.
NOTE: If the technician is unfamiliar with use
of electronic test equipment then it is
essential that reference be made to existing
t raining ma teria l before attempting the
following operation.
1.

Open hood and fi t fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect two LT leads and one HT lead at
coil.

Fig. 19.

HT lead removal. Hold termin al NOT lead

Fig. 20.

HT lead resistance being checked. AVO ohm meter
shown

Fig. 21 .

Primary circuit re sistance test
Note: Coil shown off vehicle for clarity

To disconnect leads pull on end of termina l
not cable. Fig. 19.
LT- Low Tension.
HT- High Tension.
4.

Disconnect HT leads at spark plugs. unclip
distributor cap and detach assembly.

5.

Test HT leads resistance as follows:
Connect ohm meter to HT lead terminal and
to distributor cap to rotor arm connection.
record resistance. Fig. 20. If resistance is
high. HT lead to cap connection should be
cleaned and resistance rechecked before lead
is replaced. Refer Technical Data.

6.

Test coil resistance as follows:
(a)

Primary Circuit, Fig. 21 .
Connect ohm meter between two LT
connections on coil, select appropriate
scale and record resistance. Refer
Technical Data.
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SECTION 22-12

IGNITION SYSTEM
IGNITION SYSTEM - TEST

(b)

Secondary Circuit, Fig. 22
Reconnect ohm meter to coil HT lead
connection and either one of the two LT
connections, select sca le and record
resistance. Refer Technical Data.

7.

Remove rotor arm and inspect contact
breaker points for wear or excessive burning.

8.

Clean, inspect and refit rotor arm. Inspect for
wear, hairline cracks and burning.

9.

Inspect distributor cap for hairline cracks and
connections for wear or burning, paying
particular attention to the centre carbon pick
up in cap. Clean cap and refit. Reconnect HT
leads to spark plugs.

1 0.

Connect test set to engine in accordance with
manufacturers instructions.

11.

Reconnect battery, start engine and warm up
to normal operating temperature.

12.

Check dwell angle, dwell variation and dwell
overlap. Refer Technical Data.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Dwell Variation (4° Max) .
Hold engine at 2000 rpm and re-record
dwell. Variation is the diHerence
between angle recorded at idle and
angle recorded at 2000 rpm.
Dwell Overlap, Fig. 23 (3° Max).
Is checked using primary pattern on
oscilloscope showing four cylinder
super-imposed.
Overlap is diHerence in dwell angle
between each cylinder.

Check coil polarity and maximum coil output.
(a)

Fig. 22.

Coil Polarity.

Coil secondary circuit resistance test
Note: Coil shown off vehicle for clarity

~

Dwell Angle: 48° to 52°.
This measurement is checked at idle
using a dwell meter and is an average
angle for all four cylinders.

NOTE: Some types of diagnostic equipment
do not include an oscilloscope but still have
the facility to carry out the following
operations. In these cases, for detailed
procedures reference should be made to the
equipment manufacturers instructions.
13.

F/22/09
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0/22/16

Fig. 23.

40

Dwell overlap shown as 'A'

B

A

..

lllllll
\i

With engine idling, display secondary
circuit on oscil loscope and check
polarity, Fig. 24. A is correct, B is
incorrect.

KV15 i

0(22113

Fig. 24.
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A - Correct polarity B - Incorrect polarity
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SECTION 22-13

IGNITION SYSTEM
IGNITION SYSTEM - TEST

(b)

Maximum coil output.

-

~

~

With engine at 1 000 rpm adjust
secondary oscilloscope pattern to show
all four spark lines. Using insulated
pliers, disconnect one HT lead at spark
plug. Maximum coil voltage measured
in Kilo volts will be recorded on scope
as shown in Fig. 25. Refer Technical
Data.

,.·~

""

II

10

••

IS
I(V

,.

>0

,,,.
"••
••
10

.

••'

.,"
•

Reconnect HT lead to spark plug.
r ...

30

I(V

r"'r ., r

" ' ...

NOTE: Special care should be taken not
to damage HT terminal insulation when
removing with pliers.
D/22/14

Fig. 25. Maximum coil voltage

14 .

Check spark plug voltage at idle and under
acceleration.
(a)

c-

•'-

'·'
.,II.,

·"

.'"...
'{)

.
•

15

I•·'

KV '

.... .,.. ... II"'"

.......

30

KV

, .. ,..

Under acceleration.
Snap open throttle to increase engine
speed to approximately 3000 rpm, note
plug KV readings and release throttle.
On initial acceleration the plug voltage
wi ll rise to a peak. this peak shou ld not
be in excess of two-thirds of maximum
coil output. sub-operation 13B

1 5.

-···..

'I

Fig. 26 shows pattern that would be
expected if all plugs are in good
condition e.g. a voltage of between 9
KV and 10 KV and all of an equal
length. If observations show a fault,
reference should be made to existing
training material to ascertain correct
fault diagnosis.
(b)

~_.,

··-

At idle.

Check condenser condition.

~;;

F{22f17

Fig. 26. Secondary scope pattern showing four cylinders

8

A

Open out oscilloscope secondary pattern to
show a single spark sequence. A good
condenser pattern is shown as A. Fig. 27 and
an example of a poor condenser pattern is
shown as B. Note difference in size and
number of peaks when comparing A with B.

, 6.

Check timing and timing advance characteristic, detailed in operation 22- 213.

1 7.

Disconnect test set.

18 .

Remove fender covers and close hood.

;
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!~30 ~:
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r
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D/22/ 15

Fig. 27. Condenser pattern shown on the scope. A shows a
good pa ttern. B shows a poor pattern
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S ECTION 22- 14

IGNITION SYSTEM
22 213

DISTRIBUTOR
DISTRIBUTOR TIMINGADJUST

Special Equipment Required:

4.

Dwell meter and timing lamp.

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Check and adjust dwell
breaker gap) as follows:

angle

(contract

Connect a dwell meter to engine as per
manufacturers instructions and start engine.
Record dwell angle at idle and at 2000 rpm .
(48° to 52°)
To adjust, stop engine, unclip distributor cap
and position to one side, detach rotor arm.
With ignition on, crank over engine on starter
motor and adjust contact breaker points.

Check ignition mechanical and vacuum
advance.
NOTE: To carry out ignition advance checks,
the timing light must be of the type that
includes an advance meter.
With timing lamp still connected restart
engine and hold at 2000 rpm, adjust timing
lamp and note mechanical advance,
reconnect vacuum advance pipe and measure
total advance. To obtain a vacuum advance
figure subtract mechanical advance figure
from total. Refer Technical Data.

NOTE: To crank engine. either use ignition
switch or connect a hand switch between a
live terminal and starter solenoid power pick
up connection.
Recheck dwell at idle and 2000 rpm.
An alternative method for adjusting dwell
angle is with the use of feeler blades. This
method is not as accurate as that detailed
above but is satisfactory as long as contact
breaker points are in good condition and care
is taken when adjusting. Manually turn
engine till heel of points is on top of cam, Fig.
28. Adjust to give a clearance between
points, as specified in Technica l Data and
lock up two retaining screws. Turn engine
over to the opposite cam ( 180°) and recheck
clearance.

l/22/05

Fig. 28. Contact breaker points gap 'A'
Note: Heel of points on rop of cam

3.

Check and adjust ignition timing as required.
Manually turn engine to locate timing notch
on crankshaft pulley and using a piece of
chalk 'highlight' notch. Connect timing light
to engine as per manufacturers instructions,
start engine and allow to idle at specified idle
speed. Disconnect and plug vacuum pipes
and check ignition timing. Refer Technical
Data.
NOTE: The timing mark identification for OHC
variants is illustrated in Fig. 33.
To adjust
distributor
assembly.

timing, stop engine, loosen
clamp and rotate complete

Tighten clamp bolt and recheck timing, Fig.
29.
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SECTION 22- 15

IGNITION SYSTEM
DISTRIBUTOR

When investigating ignition problems more detailed
checks of the advance characteristics may be
required i.e. at varying engine rpm and vacuums.
This can be done in two ways:
(a)

Using distributor test equipment.
There are many different types of equipment
and in all cases a test procedure wil l be
supplied by the manufacturer.

Important Note: The Technical Data section
shows advance figures in crankshaft degrees, and
to obtain distributor degrees, figures quoted should
be divided by two.

(b)

An alternative method of checking advance
characteristic is by using a vacuum hand
pump, Fig. 30.
Connect hand pump directly to distributor,
Fig. 31 .

ii

Start engine and adjust idle to 1000 rpm.

iii

Adjust timing light to bring crankshaft notch
back to TDC and note mechanical advance.

iv

Pump vacuum to required figure (Refer
Technical Data) readjust timing light and note
advance.

Fig. 30. Hand operating vacuum hand pump

NOTE: To calculate vacuum advance subtract
mechanical advance obtained in element (iii)
from the total advance obtained in element
(iv) .
element

(iv)

at

varying

vacuum

v

Repeat
figures.

vi

Remove vacuum pump and check mechanical
advance at varying engine rpm .
NOTE: Figures quoted in the Technical Data
section do not include the initial static
advance.

vii
5.

Reconnect vacuum advance pipe.

Fig. 31 . Hand vacuum pump connect ed to distributor
A - Vacuum pump

Remove fender covers, close hood.

22 214

DISTRIBUTOR - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Equipment Required:

Dwell meter and timing lamp.
To Remove

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect HT lead at coil, Fig. 32, unclip
distributor cap and position clear of the
distributor body.
NOTE: When disconnecting lead pull on
termina l not lead

January 1978

Fig. 32. HT lead removal from coil
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SECTION 22-16

IGNITION SYSTEM
DISTRIBUTOR

4.

Position engine on TDC No. 1 cylinder by
manually turning engine to a point where
rotor arm would be touching No. 1 contact in
distributor cap and TDC mark on crankshaft
pulley lines up with timing mark, Fig. 33.
NOTE: The timing mark identification for the
crankshaft pul ley is in Fig. 33.

Fig. 33. Engine position on TDC No. 1
A - Rotor arm facing No. 1 contact
B - Crankshaft pulley lined up on TDC
(OHC distributor illustrated)

5.

Remove single bolt located at base of
distributor, slide out assembly and mark
position of rotor arm relative to body, Fig. 34.
A scribed mark will be of help when refitting
distributor.

Fig. 34. Rotor arm position marked relative to body
B - Scribed line
A - Rotor arm

To Install
6.

Ensure engine is at TDC No. 1 position and
rotor arm points to mark on body. Slide
distributor assembly into position and tighten
securing bolt, Fig. 35.

7.

Reconnect battery.

8.

Check and adjust distributor dwel l angle as
required.
Detailed in operation 22 2 13.

9.

Ensure distributor cap is clean and reconnect
HT leads. Refit Cap.

10.

Check and adjust ignition timing as required
and tighten securing bolt, Fig. 35.
Detailed in operation 22 21 3.

11.

Fig. 35. Distributor securing bolt

Remove fender covers and close hood.
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SECTION 22- 17

IGNITION SYSTEM
MOTORCRAFT DISTRIBUTOR

22 214 8

DISTRIBUTOR - OVERHAUL
(Distributor removed)

M otorcraft distributor only
NOTE: Ful l exploded view shown in Figs 5 and 6.
Special Equipment Required:
Distributor test rig.
1.

Release spring clips and remove cap and
rotor arm . If necessary remove HT leads from
cap by gripping end of terminal, not lead, Fig.

11

36.
Fig. 36

2.

Removing HT lead

Slacken condenser lead retaining screw and
lead. Unscrew condenser retaining screw and
remove condenser, Fig. 3 7.

12
Fig. 37 . Condenser removal
A - Condenser retaining screw
B - Condenser lead retaining screw

3.

Remove circlip from vacuum unit pivot post
and two screws retaining base assembly to
body, Fig. 38 .

13
Fig. 38. A - Vacuum unit pivot post
B - Circlip
C - Base plate assembly retaining screws
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SECTION 22- 18

IGNITION SYSTEM
MOTORCRAFT DISTRIBUTOR

4.

Remove base plate assembly and overhaul as
follows:
Remove two screws securing contact breaker
assembly to base plate, disconnect LT lead
and detach assembly, Fig. 39.

L/ 22 14
Fig. 39. Contact breaker assembly retaining screws

Remove circlip securing upper plate pivot
post and remove upper plate spring and
w ashers, Fig. 48.
Examin e component parts for wear or
damage and replace with new parts where
necessary.
Reassemble upper and lower plates and
secure with circlip noting washer sequence,
Fig. 40.
Replace contact breaker assembly and
loosely secure with two screws.

Fig. 40. Base plate assembly
A - Circlip
B - Washer
C - Wavy washer
D - Wavy washer

5.

E - Upper plate
F - Spring
G - Base plate

Remove two screws retain ing vacuum unit to
body and detach unit, Fig. 41.

F/22/11
Fig. 41 . Vacuum unit securing screws
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SECTION 22- 19

IGNITION SYSTEM
MOTORCRAFT DISTRIBUTOR

22 214 8
6.

(cont'd )

Prise off plastic bump stop, Fig. 42.

Fig. 42. Prising off plastic bump stop

7.

Make a sketch (Example shown in Fig. 43) of
the position of the cam and plate assembly in
relation to the bump stop. (Two different
numbers will be stamped on the outer edges
of cam plate) also note position of the two
advance springs. (Advance springs will be of
different sizes).
IMPORTANT NOTE: Figure 43 shows an
example only and numbers shown on the
cam plate will vary according to type of
distributor being overhauled. Also advance
springs could be fitted on opposite posts.

®0
14L

@1--+--®
16,5L
F/22/51
Fig. 43. Cam plate and advance spring location
A - Bump stop
B - Thin advance spring
C - Thick advance spring

8.

Remove felt wick from top of cam and plate
assembly, detach spring clip using either
small pair of circlip pliers or two electricians
screwdrivers. Detach governor weight springs
and withdraw cam spindle from body, Fig.
44.

i

(0

T
Fig. 44.

A - Shaft
BC0 E-
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Cam and plate assembly
Spring clip
Felt wick
Thrust washer (OHC only)
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SECTION 22- 20

IGNITION SYSTEM
MOTORCRAFT DISTRIBUTOR

9.

Note gear position relative to shaft and scribe
a mark.
Drift out pin retaining drive gear and remove
gear from shaft, Fig. 45.
NOTE: Drive gear is a tight fit to the shaft and
extreme care should be taken on removal to
avoid damage to shaft.

10.

Remove shaft from distributor body and
examine all components for wear, replacing
parts where necessary.

11.

Lubricate shaft with specified oil, replace and
secure drive gear with a new roll pin.
NOTE: Check gear is not 180° out when
refitting as pin bores may then be slightly
misaligned.

CD

®

CT-22-n
Fig. 45. 1. Kent OHV distributor
A - Shaft
B - Thrust washer
C - Distributor body
D - Drive gear
E - Pin
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2. OHC distributor
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SECTION 22-21

IGNITION SYSTEM
22 214 8

MOTORCRAFT DISTRIBUTOR
(cont' d )

12.

Position thrust washer over main shaft. (E in
Fig. 44.)

13.

Coat upper shaft with No. 1 grade lithium
based grease (Spec. ESF-M 1 C7 4 - 1) ensuring
undercut is completely filled. Replace cam
and plate assembly and secure in position
with circlip, position circlip tangs at 90° to
rotor arm slot, Fig. 46.
NOTE: Ensure cam plate is fitted correct way
round in relation to the bump stop. Refer sub
op 7 and Fig. 43. If cam plate is being
replaced the new unit should have the same
numbers stamped on the outer edges.
11

1F/22/12

F1g 46. Repla cing cam sp1ndle
A - Cam and plate assembly
B - Shaft undercut section

14.

Refit governor we ight springs
respective posts. Fig. 43 .

to their

NOTE: Springs must be refitted in their
correct positions to ensure advance
cha racteristic is not adversely affected.
15.

Replace plastic bump stop, Fig. 4 7 .

16.

Position vacuum advance unit to body and
secure with two cross head screws. Add a
very small quantity of sealant (SM4G-4645AA) (Loctite 601) to the screw threads prior
to assembly.

Fig. 4 7. Governor weight and bump stop location
A - Bump stop location
B - Plastic bump stop

17 .

Locate rubber grommet o f LT lead in
distributor body cut-out, locate base plate in
position and secure with two screws.

18 .

Lubricate post with grease.

19.

Align vacuum unit pivot post with base plate
and secure with circlip, Fig. 48.

Fig. 48. A - Vacuum unit pivot post
B - Circlip
C - Base plate assembly retaining screws
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MOTORCRAFT DISTRIBUTOR

20.

Replace condenser on base plate and secure
with screw. Front of condenser mounting
should locate in cut-out in base plate.

21.

Reconnect condenser and LT leads, Fig. 49.

Fig. 49. A - Condenser retaining screw
B - Condenser lead retaining s..:rew

22.

Check points gap and adjust. Fig. 50.

L/22/16

Fig. 50. Contact breaker adjusting screws

23.

Check and adjust
characteristic.

mechanical

advance

This operation should be carried out using
distributor test equipment and reference must
be made to the equipment manufacturers
instructions for correct procedure.
Adjustment is carried out by bending the
advance spring securing posts, Fig. 51. The
thinner advance spring affects the advance
characteristics at the lower rpm and should
be correctly adjusted before adjustment is
made to the thicker spring.
NOTE : The Technical Data section shows
advance figures in crankshaft degrees and to
obtain distributor degrees figures quoted
should be divided by two.
24.

Fig. 51 . M echanical advance spring adjustment

Replace rotor arm, distributor cap and HT
leads.

January 1978
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22 224 4

VACUUM UNIT - REPLACE
(Dist ributor re moved)

MOTORCRAFT DISTR I BUTOR
Special Service Tools Required : None
T o Remove

1.

Release spring clips. detach cap and rotor
arm.

2.

Remove circlip from vacuum unit pivot post
and two screws retaining base plate
assembly to body, Fig. 52. Detach base plate
assembly.
NOTE: Where fitted remove radio suppressor
(1 screw) from vacuum unit.

3.

Remove two screws retaining vacuum unit to
body and detach unit, Fig. 53.

Fig. 52. Base plate removal (Motorcraft distributor)
A - Vacuum unit pivot post
B - Circlip
C - Base plate retaining screws

To Install

4.

Position vacuum unit to body and secure.
Add a very small quantity of sealant (SM4G4645-AA) (Loctite 601) to screw threads
prior to assembly.

5.

Refit suppressor if applicable.

6.

Locate rubber grommet of LT lead in
distributor body cut-out. Locate base plate
and secure.

7.

Lubricate pivot post with high melting point
grease, align post with base plate and refit
circlip.

8.

Refit rotor arm and distributor cap.

11

F/22111
Fig. 53. Vacuum unit securing screws
(Motorcraft distributor)

22 234

CONTACT BREAKER POINTS REPLACE

Special Equipme nt Required :

Dwell meter, timing lamp.
T o Re move

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect HT leads from plugs, unclip
distributor cap and posi tion clear of
distributor assembly.

4.

Remove contact breaker points, Fig. 54, as
follows:
Disconnect LT lead at points. remove
securing screw(s) and detach contact
breakers.
Important N ot e : Care must be taken to
ensure securing screw is not dropped down
inside distributor. If this should occur the
screw must be removed.

January 1978

Fig. 54. Contact breaker points removal
(Motorcraft distributor)
A - LT lead connection
B - Contact breaker securing screws
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To Install
5.

Replace points.
Position contact breakers, re fit securing
screw(s) and reconnect LT lead. Grease cams
using grease supplied with new points.

6.

Manually turn engine until heel on contact
breakers is on top of cam. Adjust to give a
clearance as specified in Technical Data. and
tighten retaining screw. Fig. 55.

7.

Recheck clearance on opposite cam (180°).

8.

Refit rotor arm and distributor cap. reconnect
HT leads.

9.

Reconnect battery.

10.

Check and ad just ignition timing .
Connec t a dwell meter and timing light to
engine. Start engine. check dwell angle.

TR/22/07
Fig. 55. Contact breaker points gap "A"
Note: Heel of points on top of cam
(Motorcraft distributor illustrated)

Using timing light. check and adjust ignition
timing as requin'!d , detailed in Operation
22 213.
11 .

Remove fender covers and close hood.

22 244

CONDENSER - REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required: N one
To Remove
1.

Open hood and fit fen der covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect HT lead at coil, Fig. 56, unclip cap
and position clear of the distributor body.

Fig. 56. HT lead removal from coil

NOTE : When disconnecting HT leads pull
terminal not lead.
4.

Loosen condenser lead retaining screw and
disconnect lead. Remove retaining screw and
detach condenser, Fig. 57.

To Install
5.

Position condenser, secure and reconnect
lead(s).

6.

Refit distributor cap and reconnect HT lead at
coil ensure cap is clean before installation.

7.

Reconnect battery.

8.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

12
Fig. 57. M otorcrah condenser removal
A - Condenser securing screw
B - Condenser lead retaining screw
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22 284

CAP - DIST RIBUTOR REPLAC E

To Remove

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect HT leads from spark plugs and
coil . unclip cap from distributor and detach.
When disconnecting leads pu ll on termina l.
no t lead.

To Install

4.
5.

Reconnect battery.

6.

Start engine ancl check operation.

7.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

22 411

11

CT/22/70

Reconnect HT leads in correct order, Fig. 58 .
and cli p cap in positlon.

Fig. 58. Motorcraft distributor cap showing HT lead
connections

IGNITION CO IL - TEST

Special Equipment Required :

Ohm meter, oscilloscope.
1.

Open hood and fi t fendet covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect two LT leads and one HT lead at
coil

4.

Test coil resistance. Refer Technical Da ta.
(a)

Fig. 59. Coif primary circui t resistance check
(Coil removed for clarity)

Primary circuit
Connect ohm meter between two LT
connections on coil. Select appropriate
scale and record resistance, Fig. 59.

(b)

Secondary circu it.
Reconnect ohm meter between HT lead
connection and either LT connection .
se lect sca.le and record resistance, Fig.

60.
5.

Reconnect loom to coil.

6.

Reconnect battery.

Fig. 60. Coil secondary circu it resistance check
(Coil removed for clarity)

January 1978
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7.

Test coil polarity and maximum output:
(a)

A

Coil polarity.
Connect a test set oscilloscope to
eng in e as per manufacturers
instructions. Select prima ry circuit and
display on oscilloscope start engine and
check coi l polarity, Fig. 61 .

~

.

r.

,~

..

r~

15

KV

A is correct, 8 is incorrect.

~~·

Fig. 61 . Coil polari ty check
A - Correct

(b)

-....,

~

..,.

"U ">3l ,., •V 010&

B - Incorrect

M aximum coil output.
With engine at 1000 rpm , select
seconda ry oscilloscope pattern and
using insulated pliers disconnect one of
the HT leads at a spark plug. Maximum
voltage measured in ki lo volts, w ill be
recorded on scope as shown in Fig. 62 .
Refer Technical Data.

JO

11

,,"

Reconnect HT lead and disconnect test set.

9.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

••
n

..••
..,,

10

20

••

15

'

10
I

KV

NOTE: Special care shou ld be taken not to
damage HT terminal insu l ation wh en
removing with pliers.
8.

1$

. . OQ

"

'

"

30
KV

rr ., r

0/22/ld

Fig. 62. Maximum coil voltage read on the RH scale

22 41 4

I G NITION C O IL - REMOVE
AND IN STALL

Special Service Tools Required : N one
T o Rem ove
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect HT and LT connections at coil.

4.

Remove two screws and detach coil and
strap assembly.

T o Inst all
5.

Position coil and strap assembly secu re with
two screws. Reconnect HT and L T
connec tions . Positive terminal to loom .
Negative terminal to distributor, Fig. 63.

6.

Reconnect battery.

7.

Start engine and check operation .

8.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

JanLlary 1978

Fig 63

Coil installation
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22 451

HIGH TENSION LEADS RESISTANCE CHECK (ALL)

Special Equipment Required :

Ohm meter.
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect HT leads at spark plugs and coil.
Unclip distributor cap, detach cap and leads
assembly.

4.

Connect ohm meter to HT terminal lead and
to distributor cap to rotor arm connection.
record resistance, Fig. 64. Refer Technica l
Data. If resistance is high, lead to cap
connection should be cleaned and resistance
rechecked before lead is replaced.

5.

Clean distributor cap and refit assembly,
reconnect HT leads.

6.

Reconnect battery.

7.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

22 481 1

Fig. 64. Resistance check

SPARK PLUGS - CHECK
AND ADJUST
(Spark plugs removed)

Special Se rvice Tools Required : None

When required by service intervals or by suspected
malfunction, plugs should be removed and
examined for wear. damage, fouling, etc.
The normal method of cleaning is with abrasive in a
spark plug cleaner. After cleaning. centre electrode
should be filed square and gap adjusted to specified
clearance.
Ensure that all abrasive is removed from plug, clean
ceramic insulator if necessary to remove all traces
of dirt.
Oily or wet plugs should be dried before cleaning.

22 484

SPARK . PLUGS REMOVE AND INSTALL

To Remove

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect HT leads at spark plugs and
unscrew plugs from cylinder head.

To Install

4.

If applicable. ensure sealing rings are in good
condition. replace plugs and tighten to
3,8 Nm (3.8 kg.m) (28 lb.ft)

5.

Reconnect battery.

6.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

January 1978
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TECHNICAL DATA

Coil
Manufacturer

Bosch, Femsa, Lucas or Polmot

Type . . ....... . . ......... . . . . . ....... . .

Low voltage for use with 1 ,5 ohm ballast resistor

Output ... ... ... . .. ....... . . .. .. ... . .. .

31 ,0 kilovolt (minimum) -Open circuit condition
on test rig
23 ,0 kilovolt (minimum) - Open circuit condition in
vehicle

. ....... .. . ... ..... .. .

Primary resistance

0 ,95 to 1·35 ohms
5000 to 9000 ohms

Secondary resistance

Spark Plugs
Type

OHV (Kent) 1600

. . . . . ........ .. .

Motorcraft AGR 22

OHC1600 . . ... . .. . ... . . .. ... . . .

Motorcraft BF22

OHC 2000

Motorcraft BF32

Electrode Gap
All

0,60 mm (0,025 in)

Firing Order

OHC

1, 3 , 4 , 2

OHV (Kent) ... .. .. . .... . .. .

1' 2 , 4 , 3

Distributor
Manufacturer

Motorcraft

Type . . .... . . .. . .......... ... ....... . . .

Single pair contact breaker point

Automatic advance .. . . ..... ... ......... .

Mechanical and vacuum control

Drive

OHV (Kent)
OHC

....... . .. . . ....... .

... . . . . . ... ... . . . .. .. . . . . .

Screw gear from camshaft
Screw gear from auxiliary shaft

Rot at ion (view from top)
OHV (Kent)
OHC

....... .. .......... .

... . . . .... . .. . . ... .. . .... .

STATIC ADVANCE (Initial)
All Model s (except Nigeria)
.... . . . .
Nigeria only (Heavy duty) ....... . . .
Con~~

capacity . . . ... . . . .. . .... . .. .. .
~
Contact breaker points gap . . . ...... . .. .. . .

Anti-clockwise
Clockwise

6° B.T.D.C.
2° B.T.D.C.
0,21 to 0 ,25 m.fd
0 ,64 mm (0,025 in)

Dwell angle . ......... . . . .......... .

48° to 52 °

Dwell variatio.-: ...... . . . . . ...... . .

4 ° maximum

Dwell overlap . . .. . ......... . . . .... .

3° maximum

- ·" :tr·

,., ~.. ,

\!.:- ·

~o

Distributor shaft end float

0 ,64 to 0 ,84 mm 1fo25
0 ,033 in)
(end float figure is a preload rating on OHV)

Lubrication (distributor shaft) ..... ..... .. . .

Turbine hydraulic oil ESF- M2C70-A
e.g . Shell Turbo 41-Mobil DTE extra
heavy -'{.f.x.? co Rando- F- Castrol Perfecto heavy

.ali;'
HT Leads
Resi stance

April 1978

-/

30 ,000 ohms maximum per lead
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Advance Characteristics
Advance at 2000 rpm
(Engine rpm)

Mechanical

January to April '78
1.6
Kent (OHV)
1.6
OHC (LC)
2.0
OHC (Manual)
2.0
OHC (Automatic)
2.0
OHC (Economy)
2.0
OHC (Nigeria)

JO to
16° to
7.5° to
7.5° to
7° to
5° tO

April '78 onwards
1.6
Kent (OHV)
OHC (LC)
1.6
2.0
OHC (Manual)
2.0
OHC (Automatic)
2.0
OHC (Economy)
2.0
OHC (Nigeria)

Vacuum

11°
20°
11.5°
11.5°
11 o
go

22° to
6° to
13° to
go to
13° to
20° to

30°
1oo
1go
15°
1go
28°

7° to 11 o
13° to 1 JO
5° to go
5° tO go
7° to 11°
5° to go

22° to
go to
16° to
11 o to
13° to
20° to

30°
13°
22°
1 JO
1go
28°

Total
2go to
22° to
20.5° to
16.5° to
20° to
2go to
2go to
22° to
21 o to
16° to
20° to
25° to

41 o
30°
30.5°
26.5°
30°
37°
41°
30°
31 o
26°
30°
37°

Detailed Advance Characteristics

1600 Kent OHV

Colour Code Red/Orange
Mechanical

7 61 F 12 100 AA
Vacuum

Engine rpm

Degrees Advance
(Crankshaft)

Vacuum
mm Hg (in Hg)

Degrees Advance
(Crankshaft)

400 and below
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4350 and above

0
-1° to+ 1°
-1 o to + 1.5°
2.5° to 6.5°
7° to 11 o
11.5° to 1 5.5°
16°to20°
21 o to 25°
25° to 2go
28.5° to 32.5°

76 (3.0) and below
104 (4.0)
127 (5.0)
152 (6.0)
203 (8.0)
254 (10.0)
304 (12.0)
330 ( 13.0) and above

0
-1° to + 1.5°
-1°to+5°
3.5° to g,5°
11.5°to17.5°
18°to25°
21.5° to 2go
22° to 30°

1600 OHC (LC)
January to March '78

Colour Code Yellow/Orange
Mechanical

Engine rpm
400 and below
500
g5o
1000
1050
1500
2000
2200
3000
4000
4600 and above

April 1g78

76HF 12100 EA
Vacuum

Degrees Advance
(Crankshaft)

0
-1 o to
-1 o to
-1 o to
-1° to
7° to
16° to
20° to
24° to
2g.5o to
32.5° to

+ 1o
+ 1o
+ 1.5°
2.5°
11 o
20°
24°
28°
33.5°
36.5°

Vacuum
mm Hg (in Hg)
50.8 (2.0) and below
63.5 (2.5)
114.3 (4.5)
127.0(5.0)
152.4 (6.0)
1 77.8 (7 .0) and above
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Degrees Advance
(Crankshaft)

0
-1 o to + 1o
-1°to+2°
-1 o to +3.5°
2.5° to 6.5°
6° to 1oo
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Detailed Advance Characteristics (cont'd)
1600 OHC (LC)
April '78 onwards

Colour Code Brown/Green

Mechanical

Vacuum

Degrees Advance
(Crankshaft)

Engine rpm
600 and below
960
1080
2000
3000
4600 and above

-1 .0° to
-1.0° to
-1.0° to
13.0° to
21.5° to
32.5° to

2000 OHC (Manual)
January to April '78

+ l ;0°
+ 1.0°
+3 .0°
17.0°
25.5°
36.5°

Vacuum
mm Hg (in Hg)

April 1978

+ 1.0°
+3.0°
10 .0°
1 3.0°

7 8 H F 12 100 AA

Vacuum
mm Hg (in Hg)

Degrees Advance
(Crankshaft)

70 (2.76) and below
80 (3.15)
90 (3.55)
100 (3.94)
110 (4.33)
120 (4.73)
130 (5.12)
140 (5.52)
150(5.91)
160 (6.30)
170 (6.70) and above

0
-1 ° to +0.75°
-1°t0+1.25°
-1°to+2°
-1°t0+5°
+ 1o to +8°
5° to10.75°
7° to 13°
9.5°tO 15.25°
11.25°tO 17.5°
13° to 19.0°

0
-1 o to
-1 ° to
+ 1.5° to
7.5° to
13.5° tO
19.75° to
24.0° to
27.0° to
30.5° to
32.5° to

+ 1°
+ 1°
+5.5°
11 .5°
17.5°
23 .5°
28°
31 °
34.5°
36.5°

78HF 12100 RA

Colour Code Brown/Blue

Mechanical

1200 and below
1400
2000
3000
4000
4800 and above

0
to
to
to
to

Vacuum

2000 OHC (Manual)
April "78 onwards

Engine rpm

-1 .0°
-1 .0°
6.0°
9.0°

Colour Code Yellow/Green

Degrees Advance
(Crankshaft)

400 and below
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500
4800 and above

Degrees Advance
(Crankshaft)

50 (1.97) and below
60 (2.4)
125 (4.8)
180(7.1)
205 (8.1) and above

Mechanical
Engine rpm

78HF 12100 NA

Vacuum

Degrees Advance
(Crankshaft)
-1 .0° to
-1 .0° to
5.0° to
14.5° to
24.5° to
32.5° to

+ 1.0°
+3.0°
9 .0°
19.5°
30.0°
36.5°

Vacuum
mm Hg (in Hg)
70 (2.8) and below
75 (3.0)
100 (3.9)
110 (4.3)
150 (5.9)
190 (7.5) and above
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Degrees Advance
(Crankshaft)
0
-1.0° to
-1.0° to
-1.0° to
9.4° to
16.0° to

+0.5°
+2 .0°
+5.0°
15.4°
22.0°
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Detailed Advance Characteristics (cont'd)

2000 OHC (Automatic)
January to April ' 78

78HF 12100 BA

Colour Code Brown/Red

Vacuum

Mechanical

Degrees Advance
(Cranksh aft)

Engine rpm

Degrees Advance
(Crankshaft)

Vacuum
mm Hg (in Hg)

400 and below
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500
4800 and above

0
- 1° to + 1°
-1 ° to + 1o
+ 1.5° to +5 .5°
7.5° to '11.5°
13.5° tO 17.5°
1g.7 5° to 23 .5°
24.0° to 28°
27 .0° to31 °
30.5° to 34.5°
32 .5° to 36.5°

70 (2.76) and below
80 (3.15)
go (3 .55)
100 (3 ,g4)
110 (4.33)
120 (4.73)
130 (5.12)
140 (5 .52)
150 (5.g1) and above

2000 OHC (Automatic)
April '78 onwards

Vacuum

Degrees Advance
(Crankshaft)

1200 and below
1400
2000
3000
4000
4800 and above

-1 .0°
- 1.0°
5.0°
14.5°
24.5°
32.5°

to
to
to
to
to
to

2000 OHC (Economy)

+ 1.0°
+3 .0°
g.oo
19.5°
30.0°
36.5°

400 and below
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500
4 700 and above

April 1g78

Degrees Advance
(Crankshaft)

Vacuum
mm Hg (in Hg)

0

70 (2.8) and below
75 (3.0)
100 (3 ,g)
110 (4.3)
150 (5 .g)
160 (6 .3) and above

- 1.0° to
- 1.0° to
-1.0° tO
g.4o to
11 .0° to

+0.5°
+2 .0°
+5.0°
1 5.4°
1 7.0°

78HF 12100 EA

Colour code Yellow/Grey

Mechanical
Engine rpm

78HF 12100 SA

Colour Code Brown/Orange

Mechanical
Engine rpm

0
-1 ° to +0.75°
-1 ° to + 1.5°
-1 ° to+2 °
-1 ° tO +5 .5°
+ 2° to +9°
4.5° to 1 P
7° to 13.25°
go to 15°

Vacuum

Degrees Advance
(Crankshaft)

0
- 1°
-1 °
+ 2°
7°
12°
17.5°
23°
28°
33°
35.5°

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

+ 1°
+ 1°
+6°
11 °
17°
22 .5°
28°
34°
39 .5
3g.5 o

Va cuum
mm Hg (in Hg)
130 (5.12) and below
140 (5 .52)
150 (5.g1)
160 (6 .30)
170 (6 .69)
180 (7.og)
1go (7 .48)
200 (7 .87)
210 (8.27)
220 (8 .66)
230 (g .06) and above
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Degrees Advance
(Crankshaft)
-1 ° to +0.75°
-1 ° to+1.5°
-1 ° to+2 .0°
-1 ° to +5°
+2° to +8°
4.5° to 10.5°
7° to 13°
go to 15°
11 ° to 1 7°
13° to 1go
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Detailed Advance Characteristics (cont'd)

2000 OHC (Nigeria Only)

Colour Code Yellow/Black

Mechanical

Vacuum

Engine rpm

Degrees Advance
(Crankshaft)

500 and below
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000
5200 and above

-1 ° to+ 1°
0° to +4°
5° to 9°
10°tO 14.5°
15° to 20°
20° to 25°
25° to 30°
29 .5° to 35°
34.5° to 40.5°
36.5° to 40.5°

April 1978

78HF 12100 FA

0

Vacuum
mm Hg (in Hg)

Degrees Advance
(Crankshaft)

50 (1.97) and below
100 (3.94)
150 (5.91)
200 (7 .87)
250 (9.84)
252 (9.92) and above

0
-1 ° t0+2°
+ 7° to + 15°
15.5° to 23°
19.~ to 27.5°
20° to 28°
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SECTION 23A-1

FUEL SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The fuel system on Transit vehicles comprises 4 major components:
- Carburettor and controls
-Air cleaner
-Fuel pump
-Fuel tank, level indicator, delivery lines.

TR/23/235
Fig. 1. Fuel system lay- out

The Motorcraft carburettor as fitted to all variants is of a single venturi down draught design which utilises
fixed size jet systems. Cold starting is assisted by a choke plate located above the venturi which is operated
either by a control mounted on the dash panel or automatically controlled by a 'bi-metal' spring which reacts
to the temperature of the coolant . A throttle plate, located at the base of the venturi, controls the volume of
air/fuel mixture entering the engine in response to the pedal operated cable.
The idle system on Transit carburettors is fitted with a tamperproof sealing device which has to be destroyed
in order to gain access to the idle mixture screw. The objective is to prevent unqualified persons from
adjusting the carburettor idle mixture (and hence altering the CO reading) whilst still retaining the adjustment
capability for authorised persons in service.
The carburettor is mounted on a water heated cast aluminium inlet manifold which ensures full fuel
vaporisation when the engine is at operating temperature.

FUEL (PETROLEUM SPIRIT) HANDLING SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
When carrying out repairs to vehicle fuel systems it is very easy to become complacent about handling fuel
particularly in relation to draining fuel tanks. The risks involved should not be under-estimated.
The basic precautions which must be taken if fuel is to be handled safely, and other areas of risk that must
not be overlooked , are listed on page 12.
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SECTION 23A-2

FUEL SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont' d)

The mechanical fuel pump is driven by a lobe on the engine camshaft or auxilliary shaft and draws fuel frorn
the fuel tank, situated on the underside of the body floor pan, and feeds it to the carburettor f loat chamber.

The quantity of fuel in the tank is measured electrically by a sender unit in the tank and indicated by a gauge
on the instrument panel. The fuel gauge is designed to minimise needle fluctua tion whilst the vehicle is in
motion. With this type of gauge the needle moves slowly taking up to 30 seconds to indicate the true reading
after switching on the ignition.

It should be noted that a correctly adjusted fuel system pays a m ajor role in the control of exhaust
emission levels, an aspect which is becoming increasingly important as more stringent regulations
are introduced. For this reason it is essential that the correct service repair and setting procedures
are used in conjunction with the relevant specification in the T echnical D ata section.

Carburettor, Fig. 2
(Fig. 3 shows a full exploded view of the carburettor)
In addition to the main jet system the carburettor also utilises an accelerator pump which injects a small
quantity of fuel into the venturi to ensure a smooth and rapid transition from the idling to the main system. A
vacuum operated power valve provides additional enrichment when the engine is operating at high loads.
An important feature of this carburettor is the 'Sonic by pass' idle system . This is designed to provide
improved control of air/fuel mixture and consequently reduce CO emissions at idle and small throttle
openings.
Consequently the mixture screw w ill not normally
require adjustment and idle adjustment can be
confined to the idle speed screw.
If at P. D.l. the idle quality is poor CO meters should
not be used and mixture should be adjusted at 50
rpm below the optimum speed. Replacement plugs
which have to be fitted in the event that any adjustm ent should be · necessary are available to
authorised workshops only.
Fitted to most carburettors is an idle mixture shut
off valve mounted into the carburettor idle gallery.
When the ignition is switched off a plunger is
pushed into the idle gallery, blocking the flow of
fu el through the idle system. This prevents t he
engine from dieseling.
Fig. 2. Motorcra ft (I V) ca rburettor with manual choke
A - Idle speed adjus ting screw
B - Tamperproof plu g coverin g idle mix1ure screw
C - Idle m ixtu re shut off valve
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SECTION 23A- 3

FUEL SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont' d)

TR/23/02N

Fig.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3. M otorcraft manual choke carburettor
Choke spindle
Choke plate
Fuel intake fi lter
Needle valve housing
Needle va lve

January 1978

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Float
Pump return spring
Accelerator pump diaphragm
Idle mixture shut off va lve
Tamperproof seal

11 .
12.
13.
14.

Throttle plate
Mixture screw
Throttle spindle
Main jet
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SECTION 23A-4

FUEL SYSTEM
General D escription (cont'd)

Air Cleaners, Fig. 4
The air cleaners fitted on the Transit range use a
paper filter element which should be changed at the
specified service intervals. The cleaner is of the
swing spout type which can be set for Summer or
Winter use.

Fig. 4. Air cleaner Assembly
(OHC Type Illustrated)

Fuel Pump, Fig. 5
The mechanical type fuel pump is mounted on the
left hand side of the cylinder block and incorporates a nylon mesh filter located in the pump top
cover.
With the exception of the seal and filter the pump is
a sealed unit and cannot be overhauled.

TR 23 202

Fig. 5. Fuel pump assembly
A - Seal
B - Nylon mesh filter
C - Pump cover

Fuel T ank, Fig. 6
The fuel tank is located on the underside of the
body floor pan and is held in posit ion by two straps.
A combined fuel outlet and sender unit is located
on the top face of the tank and cannot be removed
without first removing tank.
The filler neck protrudes through the left hand
quarter panel. Ventilation is by means of a breather
pipe located on the upper surface of the tank. When
dra ining the tank the vehicle should be parked outside at least 7m (20 ft) from any building. A lso fuel
should be pumped into a clean closed container.
Details of fuel handling safety precaution are shown
on page 12.
Fig. 6. Fu el tank assembly
A - Tank
B - Ventilation pipe
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C - Fuel fi ller pipe
0 - Tank sender unit

SECTION 23A-5

FUEL SYSTEM
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

Carburettor
'Sonic' or By-Pass Idle System
The carburettor incorporates a Sonic by-pass idle
system which differs from the conventional system
in that the majority of air flow and all of the fuel, at
idle, is obtained through the by-pass system. The
remaining air flow is provided past the throttle
butterfly which is held slightly open. This small
opening of the main throttle system is necessary to
prevent the butterfly becoming siezed in the bore as
the carburettor body contracts during the cooling
period after engine switch off.
During idle the throttle butterfly is almost closed
and air is drawn into the by-pass system at point 'A'
Figs. 7 and 8. The air travels along the channel 'E',
mixes with the rich air/fuel mixture obtained via the
mixture screw 'C' and the air/fuel mixture is drawn
into the engine through the sonic discharge tube
'8'.

Fig. 7. 'By-pass' idle system
A -Air entry to by-pass
system
B - Sonic discharge tube

C - Idle mixture screw
D - Air/fuel mixing chamber
E - Air distribution channel

NOTE : The point where the air enters the by-pass
system 'A' may be located by inverting the
carburettor and holding the throttle open, see Fig.
8.

GIS/366/N

Fig. 8. 'By-pass' idle system
A- Air entry into by-pass
system
B - Sonic discharge tube

C -Idle mixture screw
D- Air distribution channel

Idle mixture shut off valve
During normal operation of the vehicle, a 12 volt
supply is fed to the solenoid valve which pulls back
a plunger against spring tension. This allows fuel to
flow through the idle galleries, within the
carburettor, in the normal way. When the ignition is
switched off, the power supply to the valve is cut
which allows the return spring to push the plunger
into the carburettor idle gallery, Fig. 9.
This results in the fuel flow through the idle system
being blocked the instant the ignition is turned off,
and so preventing the engine from dieselling.
TR/23/57/N

11

Fig. 9 . Idle mixture shut off valve
C - Plunger blocking idle
A - Idle gallery
gallery
B - Anti-dieselling valve
D - Air intake to by-pass
idle system
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SECTION 23A-6

FUEL SYSTEM
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION (cont'd)

Fuel Pump, Figs. 1 0 and 11
The pump consists of a diaphragm, push rod, filter, 2 one way valves and return and pressure control springs.
The pump push rod rests on the end of a second push rod actuated by an eccentric cam. The cam rotates
until the pump rod is pushed in. A s the cam rotates through 180° the push rod is returned by a spring
causing fuel to be drawn into the pump via a one way valve, A in Fig. 10. As the cam completes 360° the
push rod is pushed in forcing fuel out of the pump via a second one way valve, D in Fig. 11.

n

L/231134
Fig. 11 . Fuel being discharged from pump
D - On e way va lve (fuel outlet)
E - Fuel outlet connection
F - Operating rod return spring

Fig. 10 . Fuel drawn into pump
A - On e way valve (fuel intake)
B - Fu el inle t connection
C - Fuel filter

Fuel T ank
Tanker Sender Unit, Fig. 12
As the level in the fuel tank fluctuates, the sender
unit float rises or falls and alters the resistance of
the rheostat from which it is pivoted. The bi-metal
type fuel gauge is actuated by the resulting
variation in voltage.
Ventilation
As the fu el level in the tank falls air must be vented
into the tank to ensure that a partial vacuum is not
created. Ventilation for the Transit is by means of a
vent pipe secured to the top face of the tank and
open to atmosphere.
Fig. 12. Tank sender unit
A - Fuel outlet pipe
B - Rheostat
C - Filter
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SECTION 23A- 7

FUEL SYSTEM
SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS

At specified service intervals. the carburettor normal idle and mixture and fast idle settings should be checked
and if necessary adjusted as detailed below. A check should also be made of the entire fuel system for
evidence of fuel leaks, and if any leaks are found. they should be rectified immediately.

CARBURETTOR - ADJUST
Special Equip m ent Requ ire:

(a)

Tamperproof plug remover

(b)

CO meter

(c)

RPM meter

1.

Open hood and fi t fender covers.

2.

Ensure engine
temperatu re.

3.

Connect a CO meter and RPM meter to
engine as per manufacturers instructions.

4.

Stabilise engine by running at 3,000 rpm for
approximately 30 seconds and allow engine
to idle.

5.

Wait for meters to stabilise and record % CO
and idle speed.

6.

Adjust idle speed screw to achieve correct
idle RPM. Fig. 13. (Refer Technical Data
Section.)

is

at

normal

operating

NOTE: On these carburettors it will be found
that during routine maintenance servicing no
adjustment of the mixture (CO level) wi ll be
required. However. if CO level is found to be
incorrect the following procedure should be
adopted.
7.

Remove air cleaner assembly detailed in
operation 23 174.

8.

Using remover, Fig 20, detach tamperproof
plug as follows, Fig. 14.

Fig. 13. Motorcraft manual choke carburettor (By-pass idle)
A - Idle speed adjusting screw

Position tool in centre of plug and break
through the centre section . Screw in the tool
and detach plug.
NOTE : Tool will bottom against the mixture
screw and further turns of the tool will pull
out plug.
Using an electrician's screwdriver remove
centre knock out section of plug from mixture
screw housing.
9.

Loosely refit air cleaner assembly.
NOTE: It is not necessary to bolt air cleaner in
position.

10.

Stabilise engine and adjust mixture screw
and speed screw to give specified CO at
correct speed.
NOTE: Adjustment must be carri ed out within
10 to 30 seconds from the time the meters
stabilise. If t ime taken to adjust is longer than
30 seconds, rev engine again to 3,000 rpm
for 30 seconds and re-check.

11.

Re-check idle speed and CO and re- adjust as
necessary.
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Fig. 14. Plug remova l
A - Speed adjusting screw
B - Remover in position through plug
C - Tamperproof plug
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SE CTION 23A -8

FUEL SYSTEM
SERVICE
(cont'd)
12.

ADJUSTMENTS

AND

CHECKS

Replace tamperproof plug as follows:
Remove air cleaner assembly.
Position new plug on housing and tap home.
NOTE: On some models a punch will be required for ta pping plug fully in position.
Plug should fina lly be positioned flush with
housing. Fig. 1 5.
The service replacement plugs are blue in
colour.
Refit air cleaner assembly.

13.

Remove fender covers and close hood.
Fig. 1 5. Tamper proof plug fully installed
Note: Plug flush with housing

MANUALCHOKE - FASTIDLE - ADJUST
(Air cleaner removed)
Special Equipment Required :

CO Meter
RPM Meter
1.

Check and adjust idle speed and fuel mixtllre
setting. A s detailed on page 8.

2.

Check and adjust choke pull down setting as
fol lows:
Hold choke mechanism in the fully closed
position. by rotating cam on its stop. Open
choke plate against spring tension up to stop
and m easure clearance between down
draught side of choke plat e and air horn with
a guage rod or twist d ri ll shank.

Fig. 16. Choke mechanism held in closed position to check
choke plate pull down. Adjusting tag marked

Adjustment is carried out by bending tag
marked. Fig. 16.
Refer Technical Data.
3.

Check and adjust fast idle as follow s:
Wi th engine at normal ope rating temperature
manually hold c hoke plate fully open and
operate choke cont rol mechanism as far as
possible without altering choke plate position.
NOTE : This will be approximately
choke control travel.

t

of total

Hold choke plate open and record fast idle.
Stop eng ine and adjust as required
bending tag shown in Fig. 1 7.
4.

Recheck fast idle.

5.

Recheck basic idle speed.

by

TR I 23 I206
Fig. 17 . Carburettor set for fast idle check
A Adjusting tag
B - Choke plato hold open
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SECTION 23A- 9

FUEL SYSTEM
SERVICE
(cont'd )

ADJUSTMENTS

AND

CHECKS

AUTOMATIC CHOKE - FAST IDLE- ADJUST
S pecial Equipment Required :

CO M eter
RPM Meter
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Check and adjust idle speed and fuel mixture
setting.
As detailed on page 8.

3.

Remove air cleaner assembly.

4.

Check and adjust fast idle as follows:
(i) Ensu re engine is at normal operating
te mperature. Switch off ignition and
connect a tachometer to engine.
(ii) Manually hold choke plate fully closed.
then partially open throttle to allow fast
idle cam to locate in the 'high cam'
position. Release throttle to hold cam in
this position, Fig . 18. Release choke plate.

Fig. 18. Auto-choke mechanism set in the 'high cam· position
A - Fast idle cam
B - Choke set on 'high cam·
(Carburettor viewed from the rear)

NOTE: Fast idle cam can be viewed with
the aid of a mirror.
(iii) M anually push the fast idle ca m downw ards on to the first step. ('V' mark
position). Fig. 19.
NOTE: Check that choke plate is fully
open, if not then either engine is not at
normal operating temperature or autochoke is faulty.
(iv) Start engine without touching throttle and
record rpm.
(v) Adjust as required by bending tag on
throttle lever, Fig. 19.
To bend tag either use a pa ir of pl iers, or
to make adjustment easier make up a
special tool as shown on page 1 1.
5.

Refit air cleaner assembly.

6.

Remove fender covers and close hood.
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Fig. 19. Auto-choke mechanism set in the 'fast idle' posi tion
( 'V' mark lined up with top of throttle lever)
A - Adjusting lever
C - Fast idle cam
B - Choke set on ·v· mark
(Fast idle)
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S ECTION 23A - 10

FUEL SYSTEM
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION
British
Sourced

European
Sourced

German
Sourced

~

~

~
23-009

Tool Name

Fuel tank fender unit lock
ring wrench

23-009

23-009

/

Choke control wrench
GH-9552

~

~

~

MS-69

23-010

Vacuum pull down weight

23-010

F/23/18

Carburettor Service Tools

A.

Tamperproof plug remover.

Although only the speed screw will normally require
adjustment, should it be required to adjust the idle
CO the tamper-proof plug must be removed.
A useful tool to facilitate removal of the plug can be
readily fabricated as follows, Fig. 20.
(i) Obtain
(a) A thin bladed screwdriver with a mm1mum
overall length of 260 mm ( 10.2 in).
(b) A Taunus Cortina lower trim panel retaining
screw or similar.
NOTE: These screws are ideal as they have a
lead in chamfered on the end which will ensure,
when tool is used , that mixture screw is not
damaged.
(ii) Cut down screwdriver to give an overall length
of 240 mm (9.5 in).
(iii) Cut down the chamfered end of the screws to
give a 2 mm (0.08 in) lead in section.

G/6 /085/D
Fig . 20. Motorcraft tamperproof plug remover
Dimension
A - 260 mm (10.2 in)
B- 2 mm (0.08 in)
± 5 mm (0.2 in)

r-----

-

I

(iv) Grind off head of screw and braze in position on
the end of the screw-driver ensuring overall
length is 260 mm ( 10.2 in) ± 5 mm (0.2 in).
B.

·

1

I

Fast Idle adjuster.

To adjust fast idle on Motorcraft carburettors a tag,
located on the throttle lever, has to be bent.
Although pliers can be used for this operation a tool
made up to the dimensions shown in Fig. 21 will
make the operation easier.

I

bsa

- - - --

Fig . 21 . Special tool for fast idle adjustment
A-25mm(1.0in)
D-2.5mm(0.1 in)
B -50 mm (2.0 in)
E - 8 .0 mm (0.32 in)
C - 10 mm (0.38 in)
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SECTION 23A-11

FUEL SYSTEM
FUEL (PETROLEUM SPIRIT) HANDLING SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

When carrying out repairs to vehicle fuel systems it is very easy to become complacent about handling fuel ,
particularly in relation to draining fuel tanks. The risks involved should not be under-estimated. The following
information provides the basic precautions which must be taken if fuel is to be handled safely and points out
some other areas of risk that must not be overlooked.
1.

Disconnect the battery when carrying out any work on fuel systems.

2.

Always empty fuel tanks in the open, preferably in a designated no-smoking area. If this is not possible
portable warning notices should be positioned around the vehicle when carrying out the draining
operation.

3.

Always have a suitable fire extinguisher close at hand.

4.

Empty the tank using suitable pumping equipment, not by disconnecting the fuel line from the sender
unit.

5.

Ensure there are no naked lights or other ignition sources (i.e. welding equipment) within 7 metres (20
feet) of the vehicle, before commencing the emptying process.

6.

Do not empty the tank over an inspection pit. Petrol vapour is heavier than air and will remain in a pit
for several hours. This also applies when removing carburettor float bowls or fuel pumps as small
amounts of petrol can produce sufficient vapour to constitute a source of risk.

7.

Empty the fuel into a closed , clearly marked container. There are containers on the market which are
specifically suited to this purpose incorporating such devices as a flame arrestor and a pressure vented
cap.

8.

Having removed the fuel , do not leave it standing in the workshop. Petrol should only be kept in a store
which meets with the approval of local by-laws and/or National legislation.

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS- CONTENT
FUEL SYSTEM

Also applicable to
certain variants in the
following model range
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Fuel system and carburettor -clean
Air cleaner assembly - remove and
install
Element - cleaner- replace
Carburettor- clean - Motorcraft
Carburettor -adjust - Motorcraft
Manual choke -fast idle -adjustMotorcraft
Carburettor- remove and install Motorcraft
Carburettor - clean - inspect and adjust Motorcraft (Carburettor removed)
Needle valve -replace - Motorcraft
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SECTION 23A-12

FUEL SYSTEM
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATION CONTENT {con't )

Also applicable to
certain variants in the
following model range

FUEL SYSTEM {cont 'd )
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Automatic choke fast idle - adjust
Automatic choke -adjust
Automatic choke -overhaul
Hose -automatic -choke - replace (one)
Hose - automatic - choke - replace (both)
Fuel pump delivery pressure - check
Fuel pump - clean
Fuel pump - remove and install
Fuel pump - remove and install (engine
removed)
Fuel tank - clean (fuel tank removed)
Fuel tank - remove and install
Ventilation tube - fuel tank - remove
and install
Fuel tank - filler pipe- remove and install
Fuel tank - filler pipe - remove and install
{Fuel tank removed)
Fuel line -clean
Fuel line - fuel tank to pump - remove
and insta ll
Fuel line - fuel tank to pump - remove
and install
Fuel line - fuel pump to carburettor
remove and install
Hose -fuel line connecting - replace (One
Linkage - accelerator - adjust
Pedal - acce lerator- remove and insta ll
Accelerator shaft - remove and insta ll
Cable - accelerator - remove and install
Manual choke control -adjust
Choke control cable - remove and install
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SECTION 2 3A - 13

FUEL SYSTEM
FUEL SYSTEM
GENERAL

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS

23 122

FUEL SYSTEM AND
CARBURETTOR - CLEAN

Special Service Tools Required :
Fuel tank sender unit wrench 23-009
Special Equipment Required :
CO Meter
RPM Meter

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove air cleaner assembly.
Detailed in Operation 23 174.

4.

Disconnect fuel supply pipe at carburettor.
If a crimped type hose is fitted it must be cut
free and replaced with a screw type hose
clamp, Fig. 22.

5.

Disconnect fue l pump outlet pipe at pump
and detach fu el pipe.

6.

Strip down carburettor ready to clean.

Fig. 22. Disconnecting and reconnecting carbureuor supply
pipe
A - Crimped type hose clamp
B - Screw type hose clamp

Detailed in Operation 23 212.
7.

Disconnect fuel pump inlet pipe at pump.

8.

Remove fuel pump cover and detach filter.
Detailed in Operation 23 532.

9.

Remove fuel tank assembly.
Detailed in Operation 23 554.

1 0.

Clean complete fuel system.
TA /23/208

Extreme care must be taken to ensure that
fire risk is kept to a minimum.
Wash out tank with clean petrol.

Fig. 23. Fuel pump assembly
A - Seal
B - Filter

C - Pump cove r

Using wrench No. 23-009 remove tank
sender unit, clean filter and refit sender unit
with a new seal.
Clean carburettor and pump as detailed in
Operations 23 212 and 23 532 respectively.
Clean fuel lines with compressed air.

11 .

Refit fuel tank assembly.
Detailed in Operation 23 554.

12.

Reassemble pump filter to cover and refit
asse mbly to pump, Fig. 23.
NOTE: Ensure seal is not damaged.

13.

Reconnect pump inlet hose, Fig. 22.

14.

Reconnect pump outlet hose.

16.

Reconnect carburettor supply hose.

17.

Refit air cleaner assembly.

18.

Refill tank with clean petrol.

19.

Reconnect battery.

20.

Check and adjust engine idle speed and fuel
mixture set1ing.
Detailed in Operation 23 213.

2 1.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

Refer sub-operation 4 and Fig. 22.

1 5.

Reassemble carburettor.
Detai led in Operation 23 212.
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SECTION 23A - 14

FUEL SYSTEM
AIR
CLEANERS

23 174

AIR CLEANER ASSEMBLY
REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Open hood and f it fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove air cleaner assembly.
1.6 litre Kent OHV
Using a screwdriver carefu lly prise out three
mounting stays clear of air cleaner.
1.6 and 2.0 litre OHC
Remove one bolt and loosen cleaner to
manifold clamp.

4.

T

TR/ 23/24
Fig. 24. Air cleaner assembly 1.6 litre Kent (OHV)

Remove air cleaner element.
Detai led in operation 23 184.

To Install
5.

Refit element to air cleaner body.

6.

Refit air cleaner assembly in reverse order as
shown in sub operation 3 .

7.

Reconnect battery.

8.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

Fig. 25. Air cleaner assembly (OHC)

23 184

ELEMENT AIR CLEANER
REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Re move
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove three self tapping, screws, unclip lid
and detach element, Fig. 26.

To Install
4.

Refit air cleaner in reverse order shown in
sub-operation 3 ensu ring lid fully cl ips onto
cleaner base.

5.

Reconnect battery.

6.

Remove fender covers and close hood.
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Fig. 26. Air cleaner element remova l
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SECTION 23A-15

FUEL SYSTEM
MOTORCRAFT SINGLE
CHOKECARBURETTOR

23 212

CARBURETTOR - CLEAN

Special Equipment R equired :

CO Meter
RPM Meter
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove air cleaner assembly.
Detai led in Operation 23 173.

4.

Clean carbu rettor exterior.

5.

Disconnect fuel bowl vent tube.

6.

Remove seven screws, lift off carburettor
upper body, disconnect choke link and
position clear of carburettor. Fig. 27.

7.

Soak out fuel from float chamber.

8.

Clean float chamber and jets.

Fig. 27. Removal of ca rbureuor upper body

When cleaning carburettor. position a finger
over accelerator pump weight location to
ensure that valve weight and ball are not
blown out and lost, Fig. 28.
NOTE: Ensure that full air pressure is NOT
directed into bleed location shown in Fig. 28
as this will result in accelerator pump
diaphragm damage.

Fig. 28. Accelerator ball valve and weight held in position when
cleaning
Accelera tor pump bleed arrowed

9.

Refit carburettor upper body as follows.
Reconnect choke link, position gasket and
upper body and secure. For vehicles with
manual choke when positioning upper body
hold choke mechanism in the fully closed
position. This ensures that choke cam does
not over-centre when upper body is installed,
Fig. 29.

10.

Reconnect fuel bowl vent tube.

11.

Refit air cleaner assembly.

12.

Reconnect battery.

1 3.

Check and adjust engine idle speed and fuel
m ixture setting.
Deta il ed in Operation 23 2 13.

14.

Remove fender covers and close hood.
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Fig. 29. Choke mechanism held in closed position when
installing upper body
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SECTION 23A- 16

FUEL SYSTEM
MOTORCRAFT SINGLE
CHOKE CARBURETTOR

23 213

CARBURETTOR - ADJUST
Special Equipment Required :
CO Meter
RPM Meter
Tamperproof plug remover
NOTE: Description of how to manufacture the
plug remover tool is shown in the special tool
section page 11 .
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Warm up engine to normal operating temperature.

3.

Connect a CO meter and RPM meter to
engine as per manufacturers instructions.

4.

Stabi lise engine by running at 3000 rpm for
approximately 30 seconds and allow engine
to idle.

5.

Wait for meters to stabilise and record % CO
and id le speed.

6.

Adjust idle speed screw to achieve correct
idle RPM Fig. 30 (800 rpm).

Fig. 30. Motorcrafl manual choke carburenor (By-pass idle)
A - Idle speed adjusting screw
B - Location of mixture (CO) adjusting screw

NOT E: On these carburettors it will be found
that during routine maintenance servicing no
adjustment of the m ixture (CO level) will be
requ ired. However, if CO level is found to be
incorrect the following procedure should be
adopted .
7.

Using remover, Fig 20, detach tamperproof
plug as follows, Fig. 3 1.
Position tool in centre of plug and break
through the centre section. Screw in the tool
and detach plug.
NOTE: Tool will bottom against mixture
screw and further turns of the tool will pull
the plug out.

8.

Using an electrician's screwdriver remove
centre knock out section of plug from mixture
screw housing.

9.

Stabilise engine and adjust mixture screw
and speed screw to give specified CO at
correct speed.

Fig. 31 . Plug removal
A - Speed adjusting screw
B - Remover in position through plug
C - Tamperproof plug

NOTE: Adjustment must be carried out within
10 to 30 seconds from the time the meters
stabilise. If time taken to adjust is longer than
30 seconds, rev engine aga in to 3000 rpm
for 30 seconds and recheck.
10.

Recheck idle speed and CO and re-ad just as
necessary.

11.

Replace tamperproof plug as follows:
Position new plug on housing and tap home.
NOTE: On some models a punch will be required for tapping plug fully in position.
Plug shou ld fina lly be positioned flush with
housing, Fig. 32.
Th e service replacement plugs are blue in
colou r.

12.

Fig. 32. Tamperproof plug fully installed
NOTE: Plug flush with housing

Remove fender covers and close hood.
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SECTION 23A- 17

FUEL SYSTEM
MOTORCRAFT SINGLE
CHOKECARBURETTOR

23 217 4

MANUALCHOKE - FAST
IDLE - ADJUST
(Air cleaner removed)

Special Equipment Required:

CO Meter
RPM Meter
1.

Check and adjust idle speed and mixture
setting.
Detailed in operation 23 2 13.

2.

Check and adjust choke pul l dow n setting as
follow s:
Holcl choke mechanism in the fu lly closed
position by rotating cam on to its stop. Open
choke plate against spring tension up to stop
and measure c learance between down
draught side of choke plate and air horn with
a gauge rod or twist drill shank.

TR/23/205

i

Fig. 33. Choke mechanism held in closed position to check
choke plate pull down. Adjusting tag marked

Adjustment is carried out by bending tag
marked. Fig. 33.
Refer 1 echnical Data.
3.

Check and adjust fast idle as follows:
With engine at operating temperature
manually hold choke plate fully open and
operate choke control mechanism as far as
possible without altering choke plate position.
NOTE: This will be approximately
choke control travel.

t

of total

Hold choke plate open and record fast idle.
Stop engine and adjust as required
bending tag shown in Fig. 34 .
4.

Recheck fast idle.

5.

Recheck basic id le speed.

23 224

by

TR/23/206

Fig. 34.Carburettor set for fast idle check
A - Adjust ing tag
B - Choke plate held open

CARBURETTOR - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Equipment Required :

CO Meter
RPM Meter
To Remove

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove air cleaner assembly.
Detailecl in Operation 23 174.

4.

Disconnect throttle link at carburettor.

5.

Disconnect choke inner and outer cable from
carburettor, Fig. 3 5.

January 1978

Fig. 35. Carburet tor choke cable
A - Outer cable
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B. - Inner cable

SECTION 23A- 18

FUEL SYSTEM
MOTORCRAFT SINGLE
CHOKE CARBURETTOR

6.

For automatic choke variants, disconnect
both auto-choke hoses at carburettor.
Before disconnecting hoses ensure that
cooling system is not pressurised (by
removing radiator cap and refitting) and that
radiator cap is in position.
Position disconnected hoses facing upwards,
this will ensure that only a negligible amount
of coolant is lost.

7.

Disconnect vacuum, vent and fuel feed pipes.
If a crimped type hose clamp is fitted to the
fuel supply pipe it must be cut free and
replaced with a screw type clamp, Fig. 36.

8.

Remove two nuts and washers and detach
carburettor assembly, Fig. 37.

To Install
9.

Fig. 36. Disconnec ting an d reconnecting carburettor supply
pipe
A - Crimped type hose clamp
B - Screw typ e hose cla mp

Clean gasket faces.

10 .

Transfer throttle clip to new carburettor.

11 .

Position carburettor with a new gasket and
secure.

12.

M anual choke variants, reconnect choke
cable and adjust by pulling out cable from
dash approximately 6 mm (0,25 in) and
reconnecting cable to carburettor taking out
all slack. Push home cable.

13.

Automatic choke variants, reconnect both
autochoke hoses. Check and top up coolant
level as required.

14.

Reconnect throttle link.

15.

Reconnect vacuum , vent and fuel feed pipes.

16.

Refit air cleaner assembly.

17.

Reconnect battery.

18.

Check and adjust engine idle speed and fuel
mixture setting.

Fig. 37. Carburettor re moval

Detailed in Operation 23 213.

19.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

23 224 6

CARBURETTOR - CLEAN,
INSPECT AND ADJUST
(Carburettor removed)

Special Equipment Required:
Tamperproof plug removed.

1.

Clean carburettor exterior.

2.

Remove seven screws, disconnect choke link
and detach upper body assembly, Fig. 38.

11

TRI23l216
Fig. 38. Rem oval of ca rburettor upper body
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SECTION 23A-19

FUEL SYSTEM
MOTORCRAFT SINGLE
CHOKECARBURETTOR

3.

Remove accelerator ball valve and weight by
turning carburettor upside down and allowing
weight and ball to fall out. Fig. 39.

Fig. 39. A - Accelerator ball valve weight
B - Accelerator ball valve

4.

Tap out float retammg pin and lift out float
and needle valve, remove upper gasket.
Unscrew valve housing and detach filter from
housing, Fig. 40.

5.

Remove main jet.

6.

Remove accelerator pump assembly. Care
should be taken to ensure that return spring
is not l·ost, Fig. 44.

Fig. 40. Carburettor upper body dismantled
A - Floa t
D - Intake filter
B - Main jet
E - Valve housing
C - Float retaining pin

7.

Remove idle mixture shut off valve.

8.

Using remover. Fig. 20. detach tamperproof
plug as follows, Fig. 41 .
Position tool in centre of plug and break
through the centre section. Screw in the tool
and detach plug.
NOTE : Tool will bottom against the mixture
screw and furth er turns of the tool will pull
out plug.

9.

Using an electrician's screwdriver remove
centre knock out section of plug from mixture
screw housing.

Fig. 41 . Plug remova l
A - Speed adjusting screw
B - Remover in position through plug
C - Tamperproof plug
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S ECTION 2 3A- 20

FUEL SYSTEM
23 224 6
10.

MOTORCRAFT SINGLE
CHOKE CARBURETTOR

(cont'd)

Clean carburettor float chamber and jets.
Concentrate on components and jets shown,
Fig. 42.

Fig. 42 . Main items to be cleared

11 .

Inspect carburettor components.
The main items for inspecting are shown in
Fig. 43.
The float checked for leaking, pump diaphragm and gasket inspected for splits and
mixture screw, needle va lve and throttle
spindle checked for wear.

12.

Refit mixture screw.

TR 23 217

Fig. 43. Carburettor main body dismantled
A - Checked for leaks
B - Checked for splits or damage
C - Checked for wear or damage

13.

Reassemble accelerator pump assembly.
NOTE: Main return spring is tapered outwards. Fig. 44 .

14.

Reassemble needle va lve assembly and float
in the reverse order detailed in sub-operation
4. Ensure that the filter and sealing washer
are fitted to valve housing before housing
assembly is fitted to carburettor, Fig. 40.

15.

Refit idle mixture shut off valve.
Ensure sealing washer is fitted.

F/23/41
Fig. 44. Accelerator pump dismantled
A - Accelerator pump diaphragm
B - Diaphragm return spring
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SECTION 23A- 21

FUEL SYSTEM
23 224 6
16.

MOTORCRAFT SINGLE
CHOKECARBURRETOR

(cont'd )

Check and if necessary adjust float level as
follows.
With upper body held in vertical position and
needle valve shut off, measure distance
between upper body face and base of float.
Adjust as required by bending tag marked A
in Fig. 45.
NOT E: Upper body gasket must be removed
during check.

1 7.

Refit main jet.

18.

Refit accelerator ball and weight, Fig. 39.

Fig. 45. Float level adjustment
A - Adjusting tag

19.

Position upper gasket , reconnect choke
operat ing linkage and refit upper body.
Ensure that cranked end of choke link is fitted
at the bottom. Also when positioning upper
body hold choke mechanism in fully closed
position. This ensures that choke cam does
not over-centre when upper body is installed.

20.

Check and if necessary adj ust choke pull
down setting as follows.
Hold choke mechanism in the ful ly closed
position, by rotating cam on to its stop. Open
choke plate against spring tension up to stop
and measure clearance between down
draught side of choke plate and air horn with
a gauge rod or twist drill shank.
Adjustment is carried out by bending tag
marked, Fig. 46. Refer Technical Data.

21.

Fig. 46. Choke mechanism held in closed position to check
choke pl ate pull down
A - Specified twist drill
B - Adjusting tag

Check and if necessary adjust accelerator
pump stroke as follows.
Wind back idle speed adjusting screw clear of
linkage.
With throttle in fully closed position manually
push in the accelerator diaphragm to its stop
and measure clearance using a twist drill
sha nk between pump lever and diaphragm.
Adjustment is carried out by opening or
closing
section on control link, Fig. 47.

·u·

0
F/23150

®

11

Fig. 4 7. Accel era tor pump adjustment
A - Checking pump stroke
B - Adjustment position
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SECTION 23A- 22

FUEL SYSTEM
MOTORCRAFT SINGLE
CHOKECARBURETTOR

23 244

NEEDLE VALVE - REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required: N on e
To Remove

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove air cleaner assembly.
Detai led in Operation 23 174.

4.

Clea n carburettor exterior.

5.

Disconnect fuel bowl vent tube.

6.

Disconnect fuel supply pipe.

Fig. 48. Disconnecting and reconnecting fuel supply pipe
A - Crimped type hose clamp
B - Screw type hose clamp

If a crimped type hose clamp is fitted it must
be cu t free and replaced with a screw type
clamp, Fig. 48.
7.

Remove seven screws. disconnect choke link
and detach upper body assembly.

8.

Tap Ollt float retaining pin and lift out float
and needle va lve. Unscrew valve housing and
detach filter from housing, Fig. 49.

9.

Clean carburettor float chamber and jets.
Ensure accelerator ball valve and weight are
not blown out. Refer, Fig. 28. Operation
23 212.

10.

Refit needle valve assembly and float.
Refit in reverse
operation 8.

order

detailed

in

sub-

Ensure that filter and sealing w ashers are
fitted to valve housing before housing is
refitted to carburettor upper body.
11 .

F/23 43
Fig. 49. Needle valve assembly dismantled
A - Needle valve
C - Sealing washer
B - Va lve housing
D - Intake fi lter

Check and adjust float level setting.
Detailed in Operation 23 224 6. Fig. 45.

12.

Reconnect choke link, position upper body
and secure. For vehicles with a manual choke
when positioning upper body hold choke
mechanism in the fu lly closed position. This
ensures that choke cam does not over-centre
when upper body is installed, Fig. 50.

13.

Reconnect fuel bowl vent tube.

14.

Reconnect fuel supply pipe. (Fig. 48.)

1 5.

Refit air cleaner assembly.

16.

Reconnect battery.

17.

Check and adjust engine idle speed and fuel
mixtllre setting as required.

Fig. 50. Choke mechanism held fully closed when refitting
upper body

Detailed in Operation 23 2 13.
18.

Remove fender covers and close hood.
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SECTION 23A- 23

FUEL SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC CHOKE
MOTORCRAFT SINGLE
AUTOMATIC CHOKE - FAST
CHOKECARBURETTOR
IDLE - ADJUST
Special Equipment Required :
CO Meter
RPM Meter
1. Open hood, and fit fender covers.
2. Check and adjust idle speed, and fuel mixture
setting.
Detailed in Operation 23 213.
3. Remove air cleaner assembly.
4. Check and adjust fast idle as follows:
(i)
Ensure engine is at normal operating
temperature. Switch off ignition and
connect a tachometer to engine.
(ii) Manually hold choke plate fully closed,
then partially open throttle to allow fast
idle cam to locate in the 'high cam'
position. Release throttle to hold cam in
Fig. 51 . Autochoke mechanism set in the 'high cam· position
· this position, Fig. 51 . Release choke
A - Fast idle cam
plate.
B - Choke set on 'high cam· (Carburettor viewed from
NOTE: Fast idle cam can be viewed
the rear)
with the aid of a mirror.
(iii) Manually push the fast idle cam
downwards on to the first step. ('V'
mark position). Fig. 52.
NOTE: Check that choke plate is fully
open, if not then either engine is not at
normal operating temperature or autochoke is faulty.
(iv) Start engine without touching throttle
and record rpm.
(v) Adjust as required by bending tag on
throttle lever, Fig. 52. To bend tag use a
pair of pliers, or to make adjustment
easier make up a special tool as shown
on page 11 , Fig. 21 .
5. Refit air cleaner assembly.
6. Remove fender cover and close hood.

23 271

23 274

AUTOMATIC CHOKE - ADJUST
Special Equipm e nt required:
CO Meter
RPM Meter
Choke preload tool (23-010).
Important Note: If technician is inexperienced in
auto-choke repairs than removal of complete
carburettor before attempting ·v· mark or dechoke
adjustments is advisable.
1. Open hood and fit fender covers.
2. Check and adjust idle speed and fuel mixture
setting. Detailed in Operation 23 213 .
3. Disconnect battery.
4. Remove air cleaner assembly.
Detailed in Operation 23 174.
5. Remove three screws and pull of automatic
choke housing and spring assembly, swing
clear of carburettor and detach sealing
gasket.

Fig. 52. Auto-choke mechanism set in the 'fa st idle' position
('V' mark lined up with top of throttle lever).
A - Adjusting lever
C - Fast Idle cam
B - Choke set on ·v· mark
('Fast Idle')

Fig. 53. Choke housing removal screws
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SECTION 23A- 24

FUEL SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC CHOKE MOTORCRAFT
SINGLE CHOKE CARBURETTOR

6.

Check and if necessary adjust V mark setting
as follows:
Fit an elastic band to choke plate lever and
position band so that it holds the choke plate
closed. Open throttle to allow the choke plate
to fully close and release throttle.
Position a gauge rod or twist drill of correct
size between the down dra ught side of choke
plate and air horn. (Refer to Technical Data.)
Partially open throttle to allow fast idle cam
to drop into its operating position and using a
mirror check that the 'V' mark on the cam
lines up with top of throttle lever, Fig. 54
(Fast idle position).

11
Fig. 54.

·v· mark on ca m lines up wi th throttle lever
establishing correct v · mark setting

Adjustment is carried out by bending the
choke control rod. Ensure that the control rod
is located at the end of the slot in the fast idle
ca m when the check or adjustment is being
carried out, Fig. 55 .

11
Fig. 55. 'V' mark selling adjus1ment ca rried ou t by bending
control rod shown

7.

Check and if necessary adjust de-choke as
follows:
With choke plate still held in the fully closed
position. fu lly open throttle. The choke plate
will de-choke just before full throttle. Adjustment is checked by measuring between the
choke plate and air horn, with a gauge rod or
twist drill on down draught side of choke
plate.
AdjtJSt by bending de-choke lever on the fast
idle cam. shown in Fig. 56.
NOTE : Care must be taken to ensure that the
ga uge rod is not dropped down into inlet
m anifold.

8.

Reconnect battery and remove elastic band.

January 1.978

11
Fig. 56. Do-choke adjus1mon t. Adjusting 1ag marked
Carburetl or viewed from 1he rear
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S ECTION 23A- 2 5

FUEL SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC C HOKE M OTORC RAFT
SINGLE CHOKE CARBURETTOR
9.

Start engine and check and adjust fast idle as
follows:
(i)

Check and adjust idle speed and fuel
mixture setting.
Detailed in operation 23 213.

(ii)

Ensure engine is at normal operating
temperature and connect a tachometer
to engine, switch off.

(iii)

Manually hold choke plate fully closed.
then partially open throttle to allow fast
idle cam to locate in the 'high cam'
position. Release throttle to hold cam in
this position, Fig. 57. Release choke
plate.
NOTE: Fast idle cam can be viewed
with the aid of a mirror.

(iv)

Manually push the fast idle cam
downwards on to the first step. ('V'
mark position) , Fig. 58.

11
Fig. 57. Auto-choke mechanism set in the 'high cam· position
A - Fas t idle cam
B - Choke set on 'high cam·
(Carburet tor viewed from the rear)

NOTE: Check that choke plate is fully
open, if not then either engine is not at
normal operating temperature or autochoke is faulty.
(v)

Start engine without touching throttle
and record rpm.

(vi)

Adjust as required by bending tag on
throttle lever, Fig. 58. To bend tag
either use a pair of pliers, or to make
adjustment easier make up a special
tool as shown on page 11, Fig. 21.

Fig. 58. Auto-choke mechanism se t in the 'fast idle' position
('V' mark lined up with top of throttle lever)
A - Adjusting lever
B - Choke set on 'V' mark (fast idle)
C - Fast idle cam

10.

Check and adjust vacuum choke plate pull
clown.
Locate throttle in the 'High Cam ' position.
NOTE : Not fast idle, Fig. 59.
With engine at operating temperature start
engine without touching throttle pedal and
position pre-load tool on choke lever, Fig. 59.
Ensure pre-load tool is floating and check
clearance between down draught side of
choke plate and air horn using a gauge rod or
twist drill shank.
Stop engine and adjust by bending choke pull
down lever. ('C' in Fig. 59.)

11
Fig. 59. A - Twist drill
B - Auto-choke pre- load
tool (23 011)
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C - Pull down lever
(Adjustmen t)
D - Throttl e set on high cam

S ECTION 23A -26

FUEL SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC CHOKE MOTORCRAFT
SINGLE CHOKE CARBURETTOR
11 .

Position gasket and refit choke housing and
spring assembly as follows:
Connec t choke spring into specified slot on
operating link. (Refer Technical Data to
ascertain correct slot.) Position housing and
loosely fit three retaining screws. Rotate
housing till mark on spring housing lines up
with appropriate mark on auto-choke
housing. Lock up three screws, Fig. 60.

12.

Refit air cleaner assembly.

13.

Remove fender cover and close hood.

Fig. 60. Alignmen t marks for auto- choke housing

23 278

AUTOMATIC CHOKE - OVER
HAUL

Special Equipment Required:
CO M eter
RPM M eter
Pre-load tool (2 3- 0 10)
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove air cleaner assembly.
Detailed in Operation 23 1 7 4.
Fig. 61 . Choke housing securing screws (Carburettor viewed
from the rear)

4.

Remove three screws, detach outer housing
and bi-metal spring assembly and swing clear
of carburettor.
Remove housing gasket.

5.

Remove two screws securing auto-choke
body to carburettor, Fig. 61.

6.

Remove a single screw securing choke
linkage to operating spindle and detach
assembly, Fig. 62.

TR /23/38
Fig. 62. Disconnecting choke linkage from au to-choke assembly
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SECTION 23A- 27

FUEL SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC CHOKE MOTORCRAFT
SINGLE CHOKE CARBURETTOR

7.

Remove a single screw. detach choke
operating spindle and pull out vacuum piston,
linkage. Fig. 63 .

8.

Clean and inspect auto-choke components.
Checking for wear or damage. Ensure that all
components are clean and dry.
NOTE: Lubricant must not be used on reassembly.

9.

Reassemble vacuum piston, operating spindle
and operating linkage. Fig. 63.
Ensure that the plastic sleeve 'F is refitted to
the spindle 'B' when reassembling unit.

10.

Reconnect auto-choke linkage to
position main body and secure.

spindle

Ensure that the sealing rubber, 'A" in Fig. 63 ,
is correctly located between the main choke
body and the carburettor when installing unit.

TR / 23 /3 9
Fig. 63. Ford auto-choke assembly dismantled.
A - Sealing rubber
B - Choke spindle
C - Operating link
D - Outer housing and bi-metal spring
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E - Vacuum piston assembly
F - Spindle sleeve
G - Main choke housing
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SECTION 23A- 28

FUEL SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC CHOKE MOTORCRAFT
SINGLE CHOKE CARBURETTOR

11.

Check and adjust V mark setting as required.
Detailed in Operation 23 274.

12.

Check and adjust de-choke setting.
Detailed in Operation 23 274.

13.

Check and adjust vacuum pull down.
Detailed in Operation 23 274.

14.

Refit choke housing and bi-metal spring
assembly.
With a new gasket connect choke bi-metal
spring into the specified slot on choke
operating link, 'C' in Fig. 63. (Refer Technical
Data to ascertain correct slot.) Place outer
housing in position and loosely fit three
retaining screws.
Rotate housing till the mark on spring
housing lines up with the appropriate mark
on auto-choke housing. Lock up three screws,
Fig. 64.

15.

Reconnect battery.

16.

Start engine and check and adjust fast idle as
required.
Detailed in Operation 23 2 7 4.

1 7.

Refit air cleaner assembly.

1 8.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

Fig. 64. Auto-choke alignment marks

23 283

HOSE - AUTOMATIC - CHOKE REPLACE (ONE)
Special Se rvice Tools Required : N one

To Remove

1.

Open hood and fit fender cover.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove air cleaner assembly. Detailed in
Operation 23 174.

4.

Remove engine splash shield.

5.

Partially drain cooling system.
Disconnect bottom hose at radiator and allow
to drain, Fig. 65.

6.

Disconnect hose at both ends and detach.

To Install

7.

Transfer clips to new hose.

8.

Position and reconnect hose.

9.

Refill cooling system with specified waterantifreeze solution.

10.

Refit engine splash shield.

11.

Refit air cleaner assembly.

12.

Reconnect battery.

13.

Start engine. check for leaks and top up as
required.

14.

Remove fender covers and close hood.
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TR/23/40
Fig. 65. Bouom hose disconnected to allow draining
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SECT ION 23A - 29

FUEL SYSTEM
FUEL PUMP

23 531

FUEL PUMP - DELIVERY
PRESSURE - CHECK

Special Equipment Required :

Pressure gauge
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Ensure that carburettor has sufficient petrol in
float chamber to run engine.

3.

Disconnect fuel pump outlet-hose
connect pressure gauge to pump.

and

If a crimped type hose clamp is fitted it must
be cut free and replaced with a screw type
hose clamp, Fig. 66.
Fig. 66. Removal and reconnecting fuel outlet hose
A - Crimped type hose clamp
8 - Screw type hose clamp

4.

Check pump delivery pressure, Fig. 67. by
starting engine and recording pressure at idle
speed. Momentary race engine and again
note pressure. Refer Technical Data.

5.

Disconnect gauge and reconnect fuel pump
outlet hose. Fig. 66.

6.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

Fig. 6 7. Pressure gauge connected to fuel pump for pressure
check

23 532

FUEL PUMP - CLEAN

Special Service T ools Require d : None

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove a single screw. lift off pump cover.
remove seal and withdraw filter from pump
cover.

4.

Clean pump and filter.

5.

Reassemble Pllmp filt er and sea l to pump
cover and refit assembly to pump. Fig. 68.
Ensure pump seal is not damaged.

6.

Reconnect battery.

7.

Remove fender covers and close hood.
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TR I231208

Fig. 68. Fuel pump cover removed for cleaning
A - Fuel pump cover
B - Fu el pump filter
C Fuel pump seal
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SECTION 23A- 30

FUEL SYSTEM
FUEL TANK

23 534

FUEL PUMP - REMOVE AND
INSTAll

Special Service T ools Required : N one
To Remove
1. Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect fuel pump inlet and outlet hose.
If a crimped type hose clamp is fitted it must
be cut free and replaced with a screw type
hose clamp, Fig. 69.

4.

Remove two bolts and detach pump assembly.

To Install

Fig. 69. Disconnecting and reconnecting luel pump oullel
A - Crimped type hose clamp
B - Screw lype hose clamp

5.

Clean pump and block gasket faces.

6.

Position pump with a new gasket and secure.

7.

Reconnect inlet and outlet hoses.
Refer Sub-operation 3 and Fig. 69 .

8.

Reconnect battery.

9.

Check operation.

10.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

23 554

FUEL TANK - REMOVE AND
INSTAll

Special Service T ools Required :
Fuel tank sender unit wrench 23- 009
To Remove
1.

Open hood and fi t fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Pump fuel into a closed container.

Fig. 70. A - Fuel inlet pipe
B - Fu el inlet pipe connection
C Fuel tank

Importa nt N ote : Ensure that the fuel safety
precautions detailed on page 12 are carried
out.
4.

J ack up rear end of vehicle and fit stands.

5.

Clean work area.

6.

From under vehicle disconnect fuel inlet pipe
from tank. Fig. 70.

7.

Loosen two tank securing straps, support
tank and unclip straps.
NOTE : To loosen straps a box spanner will
make the operation easier.

8.

Lower tank and disconnect sender unit loom.
vent pipe and fuel outlet pipe, Fig. 71.

9.

Detach fuel tank assembly.
Fig. 71. Fuel tank sender unil
A - Sender unit loom
B Fuel outlet pipe
C Ven tila tion pipe
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SECTION 23A-31

FUEL SYSTEM
FUEL TANK

10.

Remove tank sender unit.
Using tool No. 23- 009 turn unit anticlockwise and detach from tank. Fig. 72 .

To Install

1 1.

Refit tank sender unit with a NEW seal, Fig.

72.
A used seal distorts on removal making it
unsuitable for re-use.

TR 23 / 43

G

Fig. 72. Removal of tank sender unit
A - Tank sender unit
B -Tool No. 23-Q09

12.

Ensure four rubber insulator pads are
correctly stuck to tank in the positions shown
in Fig. 73.

13.

Position tank and reconnect sender unit loom,
fu el outlet and ventilation pipe.

14.

Locate tank in position and secure two
securing straps.
NOTE: To secure straps a box spanner w ill
make the opera tion easier.

15.

Remove stands and lower vehicle.

16.

Refill tank with clean petrol.

1 7.

Reconnect battery.

1 8.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

23 572

TR /23 144

G

Fig. 73 Tank rubber insulator pads

FUEL TANK FILLER PIPE REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Jack up rear end and fit stands.

4.

From under veh icle disconnect filler pipe from
tank connector, Fig. 7 4 .

5.

Disconnect tank ventilation tube from filler
pipe. Fig. 74.
Ensure fuel level is below tank filler
connection (approximately t tank). If not tank
will have to be emptied using the fuel handling procedure on page 12.

January 1978

Fig. 74. Tank filler pipe assembly
A - Tank ventilation tube
B - Filler pipe connec tor
C - Filler pipe

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS :

SECTION 23A- 32

FUEL SYSTEM
FUEL TANK

6.

Remove filler pipe extension and remove pipe
to body sealing ring, Fig. 75.

7.

Remove fill er cap, pull out sealing ring and
remove three screws securing filler pipe neck
to body, Fig. 76.

8.

From inside vehicle remove filler pipe cover
panel (if applicable) and detach pipe.

To Inst all

9.

From inside vehicle place filler pipe in
position. secure neck securing screws, Fig.
76, and from under vehicle refit sealing ring,
Fig. 75.

1 0.

Refit extension pipe and secure clips.

11 .

Reconnect ventilation tube, Fig. 7 4.

12.

Refit fill er pipe neck sealing ring and refit cap.

13.

Refi t fill er pipe cover panel. (if applicable).

14.

Remove stands and lower vehicle.

1 5.

Reconnect battery.

1 6.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

23 583

Fig. 75. Fuel filler pipe with extension pipe removed
A Pipe sealing ring
B - Filler pipe extension

FUEL LINE - FUEL TANK TO
PUMP - REMOVE & INSTALL

Special T ools Required : None

TR /23 46

To Rem ove

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Raise vehicle on ramp.

4.

Disconnect fu el line at the tank, Fig. 77.

G

Fig. 76. Filler pipe neck securing screws

NOTE : Fuel line can be disconnected with the
tank in situ .

TR (23 /48
Fig. 77. Fu ellino connection at the tank
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SECTION 23A -33

FUEL SYSTEM
FUEL LINES

5.

Disconnect pipe at fuel pump.
NOTE: If a crimped type hose clamp is fitted
it must cut free and replaced with a screw
type hose clamp, Fig. 78.

6.

Unclip pipe along chassis and detach pipe
assembly.

7.

Dismantle
sections.

pipe

into

solid

and

flexible

To Install

8.

Reassemble pipe to its full length, ensuring
full engagement of hose up to white markers.

9.

Clip pipe in position along chassis.

10.

Reconnect fuel line to tank.

11.

Reconnect pipe to fuel pump, Fig. 78.

12.

Lower ramp.

1 3.

Reconnect battery.

14.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

23 587

Fig. 78. Disconnecting and reconnecting fuel pump outlet hose
A - Crimped type hose cla mp
B - Screw rype hose clamp

FUEL LINE - FUEL PUMP TO
CARBURETTOR - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove air cleaner assembly.

Fig. 79. Disconnecting and reconnecting ca rburreuor supply
pipe
A - Crimped type hose clamp
B - Screw type hose clamp

Detailed in Operation 23-174.
4.

Disconnect pipe at fuel
burettor. Detach fuel line.

pump and car-

NOTE: If a crimped type hose clamp is fitted
it must be cut free and replaced with a screw
type hose clamp, Figs. 78 and 79.
To Install

5.

Refit hose to pump. and carburettor ensuring
hose fully engages. Tighten hose clamps.

6.

Refit air cleaner assembly.

7.

Reconnect battery.

8.

Remove fender covers and close hood.
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SECTION 23A-34

FUEL SYSTEM
ACCELERATOR CABLE

23 811

CABLE - ACCELERATION ADJUST

Special Service Tools Required : None
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Locate throttle in the wide open position and
hold open with a suitable block of wood.
NOTE: On auto-transmission variants kick
down cable adjustment should also be
checked to ensure kick down cable does not
prevent wide open throttle being achieved.

4.

Wind back adjusting sleeve nut to a point
where carburettor linkage is just in the fully
open position, Fig. 80.

5.

Release throttle pedal and re-apply checking
that wide open throttle is just achieved, readjust if necessary.

6.

Reconnect battery.

7.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

23 822

TR/23/223
Fig. 80. Accelerator cable adjusting sleeve

ACCELERATOR PEDAL REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Prise pedal flange away from pedal shaft
spigot and remove pedal and spring.

To Install
2.

Locate spring on spigot shaft then clip pedal
flanges on spigots. Check flanges for correct
seating and that pedal pivots correctly, Fig.
81.

23 824

w

TR/23/224
Fig. 8 1. Throule pedal and torsion spring

ACCELERATOR SHAFT REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Open hood, and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

From inside vehicle prise off retaining clip and
disconnect accelerator cable from peda l
shaft. Fig. 82.

Fig. 82. Pedal shaft assembly
A - Accelerator cable
B - Accelerator pedal
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SECTION 23A- 35

FUEL SYSTEM
ACCELERATOR CABLE

4.

From under bonnet, remove four nuts and
detach pedal shaft from inside vehicle. Fig.

83.
To Install

5.

Position pedal shaft and secure with four
nuts.

6.

Reconnect accelerator cable to pedal shaft.

7.

Adjust accelerator cable.
Detailed in Operation 23 811.

8.

Reconnect battery.

9.

Remove fender covers and close hood.
Fig. 83. Pedal shaft assembly
A - Accelerator cable
8 - Pedal shaft securing nuts

23 826

CABLE - ACCELERATOR REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

From inside vehicle disconnect accelerator
cable from peda l shaft.

4.

From under hood disconnect outer cable
complete with retaining grommet from
mounting bracket. To disconnect prise out
with a screwdriver, Fig. 84.
Fig. 84. Disconnecting outer cable from mounting bracket

5.

Using a screwdriver prise off
grommet from outer cable, Fig. 85.

6.

Remove air cleaner assembly.

retaining

Deta iled in Operation 23 174.

Fig. 85. Removing retaining gromme t from ou ter cable
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SECTION 23A- 36

FUEL SYSTEM
ACCELERATOR CABLE

7.

Using a spare cable bracket (Part number
72GB9677UA) make up a special tool for
disconnecting cable from bracket.
To manufacture tool, grind off approximately
3 mm (0.12 in) from outer edges and punch
four dot holes in the positions shown in Fig.
86.

8.

Disconnect inner cable from carburettor.

9.

Unclip outer cable from bracket and detach
cable assembly as follows:
To disconnect cable from bracket, prise out
retaining clip and slide the special tool into
position so that the four pegs on the clip are
fully compressed.
Slide out cable from bracket and detach tool.
NOTE: The use of this special tool is to
ensure outer cable is not damaged on
removal and to enable the operation to be
carried out more efficiently.

CT/ 23/95
Fig. 86. Accelerator cable remover Dimension
A - 2 5 mm ( 1.0 in)
B - 4 dot holes

An alternative method is to depress the pegs
individua lly using a screwdriver and twist out
the cable.
NOTE: This method is difficult and can be the
cause of damage to cable.
To Install
10 .

Position cable and reconnect to carburettor
linkage.

11.

Reconnect cable to throttle pedal as follows :
Clip retaining grommet into the outer cable
support bracket, Fig. 87, slide cable through
the grommet and clip into place.

12.

From inside vehicle reconnect inner cable to
throttle pedal.

13.

Adjust cable as detailed in operation 23 811 ,
Fig. 88.

14.

Refit air cleaner assembly.

1 5.

Reconnect battery.

1 6.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

w

TR/23/229
Fig. 87. Removal ol accelerator ca bl e retain ing clip
A - Cabl e retaining clip
B - Accelerator cable

Fig. 88. Accelerator cable adjusting sleeve
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FUEL SYSTEM
CHOKE CABLE

23 872

MANUAL CHOKE CONTROL
ADJUST

Special Service
Required : None

Tools

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Check and adjust choke cable. Fig. 89 as
follows. Loosen choke inner cable securing
screw. Pull inner cable out from dash approximately 6 mm (.}-in). with choke plate fully
open take out all slack from inner cable and
lock up clamp screw. Push choke fu lly home.
Check operation.

4.

Reconnect battery.

5.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

23 874

TRI231230
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Fig. 89. Choke inner cab le securing clamp

CABLE - CHOKE CONTROL REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect ca ble at carburettor loosen inner
cable retaining screw. unclip outer cable
retaining clip and detach cable, Fig. 90.

4.

Detach bulkhead to cable grommet.

5.

Remove two screws and detach heater control panel. Fig. 91.

6.

Remove outer cable to dash securing nut
(17 mm).

7.

Attach draw cord to cable and remove from
inside vehicle.

TRI231214

11

Fig. 90. Choke cable securing point s
A - Outer cable securing clip
B - Inner cable securing screw

To Install

8.

Position cable and remove draw cord.

9.

Secure outer cable to dash.

10.

Refit heater control panel . Fig. 91.

11 .

Refit bulkhead to cable grommet.

12.

Reconnect cable to carburettor and adjust as
detailed in Operation 23- 872.

TR/23/231
Fig. 91 . Heater panel securing screws
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SECTION 2 3A-38

FUEL SYSTEM
TECHNICAL DATA

Fuel Tank
Capacity

64 Litres ( 14,3 gallons)

Fuel Pump
Delivery pressure

Bar

kgf/cm 2

lbf/in 2

0 ,28 to 0 ,36

(0,27 to 0 ,35)

(4 to 5)

Carburettor
Tuning Details
All dimensions in mm with inches in brackets.
Engin e Type
and cc

Transmission
Type

Idle Speed
rpm

Mixture

%co

Fast Idle
Manual Choke

Fast Idle
Automatic Choke

Float Level
Setting

Accelerator
Pump Stroke

± 25

± 0 .2

± 100

± 100

±0.75
(± 0 .03)

±0,13
(± 0 .005)

1,25

1100

31 ,0
(1 ,21)

2 ,6
(0,10)

MOTORCRAFT (1V)
Allowable
Variations

-

1600
OHV

MAN

1600
OHC

MAN

2000
Economy
OHC

MAN

2 ,8
(0, 11)

2000

-

2,0
(0,08)

800

2000
OHC

-

MAN

1000

29,0

-

1,0

(1,14)
2000
OHC

MAN

2,8
(0,11)

-

2000
2000
OHC

AUTO

Choke Specification

-

(Manual and Automatic chokes)

MOTORCRAFT ( 1V)
Manual Choke
Engine Type
and cc

Allowable
Variation

Automatic Choke

Transmission
Type

-

1600
OHV

MAN

1600
OHC

MAN

2000
Economy
OHC

MAN

Choke Plate
Pull Down

Fast
Idle

Vacuum
Pull Down

Fa st
Idle

±0,25
(±0.01)

± 100

±0.25
(±0,01 )

± 100

4 ,5
(0,18)

1100

-

-

3 ,0
(0, 12)

-

3,0
(0,12)

-

De- choke

v
Mark

± 0 .5
(± 0 .02)

-

Th ermostatic
Spring Slot

-

-

-

-

-

-

5,0
(0,20)

2000

Bi -Metal
Spring
Adjustment

Centre

Centre

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1000
2000
OHC

MAN

2000
OHC

MAN

2000
OHC

January 1978

4 ,5
(0, 18)

-

-

-

-

3,8
(0,15)

2000

5,3
(0,21)

5,0
(0,20)

Centre

Centre

AUTO

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:

SECTION 23A-39

FUEL SYSTEM
TECHNICAL DATA (cont'd)

Carburettor
Detailed Specification
MOTORCRAFT (IV)

Engine Type
and cc

Carburettor
Part No.

Transmission
Type

Choke
Type

Throttle Barrel
Diameter

Venturi
Diameter

Main Jet

1600 OHV

771F 9510 KNA

MAN

MAN

36

28

135

1600 OHC

78HF 9510 KEA

MAN

AUTO

36

27

137

2000 Economy
O.H.C.

78HF 9510 KJA

MAN

MAN

32

23

115

2000 OHC

78HF 9510 KFA

MAN

MAN

36

27

135

2000 OHC

78HF 9510 KGA

MAN

AUTO

36

27

135

2000 OHC

78HF 9510 KHA

AUTO

AUTO

36

27

127
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM

C.A.V. DIESEL
INJECTION SYSTEM
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:

SECTION 238-1

C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The C.A.V. injection system fitted on the 2.4 litre York diesel engine consists of a single acting injection
pump, fuel lift pump, sediment and main fuel filters. injectors and a glow plug starting system. Basic idle
speed is adjustable and should be checked and if necessary adjusted at the specified service intervals. Glow
plugs should be changed at the specified intervals as detailed in the Service Voucher Book.
Pump timing is adjustable and a service procedure for this is detailed in Operation 23 414. The full throttle
stop is set during engine final test and sealed to ensure unqualified persons do not overload the system.
To ensure that optimum performance, economy and exhaust emission-levels are maintained it is essential
that the correct service repair and setting procedures are used in conjunction with the relevant specifications
contained in the Technical Data Section.

n

Fig. 1. C.A.V. Diesel injection system
Components that make up the diesel injection system are described individually on the following pages
A - Sediment filter
B - Main fuel filter
C - Glow plugs
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D - Injectors
E- C.A.V. Injection pump
F - Fuel lift pump

G - Reservoir

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS :

SECTION 238-2

C.A.V. D I ESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd )

Diesel Injection Pump. Fig. 2.
Two types of injection pumps are fitted on the Transit diesel variant, a Bosch rotary pump, which is covered
in section 23C, and a C.A.V. Minimec pump which is described in t his section (238). The C.A.V. pump is of a
jerk type design utilising a camshaft and four pumping elements.
The pump is located on the right hand side of the engine and is d riven at half engine speed by a toothed drive
belt, located behind the front cover of the engine. A governor located at the front of the pump is of a
mechanical design utilising centrifugal weights. Fuel pressure is supplied from a lift pump mounted externally
on the injection pump and driven by an eccentric cam on the pump camshaft. Stop control is by means of a
cable connected to the stop lever which when operated moves the control rod into the no fuel position.
An excess fuel plunger is included in the pump and operated, when the engine is cold, by an externally
mounted control solenoid.
Full details of how these individual systems operate are shown in the principle of operation section on page 4
onwards.

11

TRI23I258

Fig. 2. C.A.V. Minimec diesel Injection pump
A - Pumping elements
B - Excess fuel plunger
C - Control rod
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D - Centrifugal weights
E - Camshaft
F - Fuel lift pump
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SECTION 238- 3

C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
PRINCIP LE OF OPERATION

Diesel Injection Pump

The injection pump is the heart of the diesel
injection system and its most complicated
component. For this reason the principle of
operation of this unit is split into five sections:
A.

Fuel lift pump

B.

Pumping elements and camshaft

C.

Excess fuel device

D.

Governor

E.

Auto-advance unit.

Fig. 3. Fuel pump assembly
A - Lift pump
B - Hand prime lever

A.

Fuel Lift Pump, Fig. 3 .

The lift pump is mounted on the side of the
injection pump (Fig. 3) and is operated by a
cam lobe. The pump is not a sealed unit and
replacement parts such as a new diaphragm
are available.

The pump basically consists of a diaphragm,
return spring, 2 one way valves, rocker arm
and filter. The rocker arm at one end rests on
an eccentric cam and the other is attached to
the pump diaphragm. As the cam rotates
through 180° the rocker arm will pull the
diaphragm downwards against a spring
tension resulting in fuel being drawn into the
pump via a one way valve. Refer Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Fuel pump assembly on first stroke
D - Diaphragm
A - One way valve open
B - One way valve closed E - Return spring
C - Fuel flow
F - Rocker arm

As the cam completes 360° the return spring
is allowed to push the diaphragm back so
forcing the fuel out through the second one
way valve. Refer Fig. 5.

F/ 23/ 58/

An additional feature of the lift pump is a hand
priming lever (Refer Fig. 3) which should be
used when initially bleeding the fuel system.
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Fig. 5. Fuel pump assembly on second stroke
A - One way valve closed
D -Diaphragm
B - One way valve open
E - Return spring
C - Fuel flow
F - Rocker arm
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SECTION 238-4

C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION (cont'd)

B.

Pumping Elements
The elements, one for each cylinder are mounted in the upper half of the pump, and are operated by the
pump camshaft. Each element consists of a plunger and barrel assembly, delivery valve and a pressure
control spring. There are four stages of element operation which are shown in Fig. 6.
Stage 'A' The plunger (E) is positioned on the back of the cam and is in its lowest position. The· delivery
valve (H) is held closed by the pressure control spring (G) and the inlet port (F) is open allowing fuel to
enter and charge the element.
Stage ·s· As the cam turns the plunger is lifted which blocks the inlet port and pressurises the fuel
charge. At this stage the fuel charge has not reached the required pressure to open the delivery valve
against the control pressure spring.

·c·

Stage
As the cam continues to turn, the fuel pressure in the element increases until at a predetermined level, the pressure acting on the delivery valve overcomes the spring tension. At this point
the fuel charge pa~ses, at a high pressure from the element to the injector.

--

.

Stage ' 0 ' When the plunger reaches the top of its stroke a helical slot which is connected to a central
gallery in the plunger lines up with the return port and discharges the remaining fuel. Pressure
immediately drops to lift pump pressure, the delivery valve closes and ends the injection cycle.

TR /23/254

D

A

Fig. 6 . Four stages of pumping element operation
Stage ·s·
Stage 'A
E - Plunger at start of stroke F - Inlet port closed
F - Inlet port open
H - Delivery va lve closed
G - Pressure control spring
J - Fuel charge
H - Delivery valve closed
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Stage ·c·
H - Delivery valve open
J - Fu el charge at injection
pressure
K - Outlet port to injector
open

11

Stage ' D'
E - Plunger at top of stroke
F - Return port open
H - Delivery va lve closed
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SECTION 238-5

C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION (cont'd)

As shown on the previous page the effective
end of the injection stroke is when the helical
slot machined into the plunger reaches the
return port, and discharges the remaining fuel
charge.
The element in Fig. 7 shows the position of
the plunger when the engine is idling. Note
that the end of the effective stroke is achieved
with only a small amount of upward
movement of the plunger. This results in a
small amount of fuel being passed to the
injector.
By rotating the plunger the effective end of
the stroke can be altered. Fig. 8 shows the
element at full throttle with the helical slot
shortened, resulting an a longer effective
plunger stroke and an increased fuel supply to
the injector.

C.

TR /23/255
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Fig. 7. Element positioned during engine idling
A - Machined helical slot
B - Outlet port

Excess Fuel System Fig. 9
To ensure good starting characteristics are
achieved on cold engines an automatic excess
fuel system is installed as a standard feature
on all diesel variants. The purpose of the
system is to allow the injection pump to
supply additional fuel when the engine is
being started from cold and to ensure that
excess fuel is not delivered during 'hot' start
operation, and normal running. The system
consists of a plunger or button, located on the
side of the injection pump, linkage within the
pump, a control solenoid positioned next to
the plunger ('A' in Fig. 9) and a temperature
sensing switch fitted into the cylinder block.
The temperature sensing switch is not fitted
into a water gallery and senses the
temperature of the cylinder block rather than
the coolant
mixture. Therefore, when
removing this switch there is no requirement
to drain or refill the cooling system.

TR /23 /256
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Fig. 8. Element position at full throttle
A - Outlet port
B - Machined helical slot

For identification the thermal switch is
coloured white or neutral and must not be
confused with the glow plug temperature
sensing switch which is described on page

15.

TR/23/294

w

Fig. 9. Excess fuel system
A - Operating solenoid
B - Temperature sensing switch
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SECTION 238-6

C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION (cont'd)

Excess Fuel
Linkage.

Plunger · and

Operating

As already explained during normal operation
fuel supply to the engine is increased by
rotating the four injection pump elements. The
elements are turned simultaneously by a
control rod which moves backwards and
forwards in response to either the governor or
to the throttle pedal position.
During normal operation maximum movement
of the control rod and therefore maximum fuel
delivery to the engine is controlled by a stop
bracket mounted at the end of the rod. Fig.
10, shows the situation when the engine is
operating at full throttle with the control rod
stop abutting the excess fuel stop. With the
control rod in this position the air/fuel ratio
will be correct to give maximum power from
the engine.

Fig. 10. Excess fuel device during normal full throttle operation
D - Excess stop
A - Control rod
B - Excess fu el button
E - Control rod stop
C - Excess fuel shaft

During extreme cold start operations (at
temperatures below 0 °C) the fuel supplied at
full throttle will not be sufficient to readily
start the engine. Under these conditions the
excess fuel button is pushed inwards moving
the shaft and excess stop bracket sideways.
Fig. 11. This allows the control rod to override
the normal stop position and results in the
pump elements being turned past the full
throttle position, supplying the engine with
the increased amount of fuel required for cold
start operation .

Control Components
Two control components are used in the
excess fuel system, these are a operating
solenoid, Fig. 12, and a temperature sensing
switch . The solenoid operates the fuel button
and the switch is designed to cut out the
system during 'hot' start operation. The
solenoid operates in two stages. firstly to push
the excess fuel button into position and
secondly to hold the button 'in' when the
engine is being started. It is important to note
that the solenoid is adjustable and if the unit
is mal-adjusted it will quickly burn out. Full
adjustment procedure is shown on the
following page.

Fig. 11. Excess fuel device during cold
CA - Control rod moved
back past normal stop
DB - Excess button
pushed in

start operation
Excess stop moved
sideways
Control rod stop

Fig. 12. Excess fuel operating solenoid
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SECTION 238-7

C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION (cont'd)

Excess Fuel D evice - Wiring Circuit

When starting a cold engine with ambient
temperatures below 0 °C power from the
starter motor relay (live only during engine
cranking) is fed to the excess fuel solenoid via
the closed contacts of the thermal switch. The
solenoid once energised pulls back, operating
the control linkage, which in turn. engages the
pump excess button.
When the excess fuel button is fully engaged
the pump control rod is allowed further back,
fully opening the injection elements, which in
turn supply the engine with additional fuel.
Once t he engine has started the governor,
acting on the control rod, disengages the
excess fuel device and so allows normal
engine operation.
If the button fails to dis-engage the engine
w ill run very roughly and at a low idle speed.

+

11

TR / 23/ 270

Fig. 13 . Excess fuel System wiring circuit in operation
(Simplified)
A - Ignition switch in start position
D - Fuel solenoid
B - Starter motor relay
energised
E - Excess fuel button fully
C - Thermal switch
pushed in
points closed

Excess Fuel Solenoid - Adjustment procedure

1.

Disconnect battery.

2.

Loosen control rod adjusting cla mp, ('C' in Fig.
14).

3.

Position a wedge of wood between mounting
bracket and fuel button operating lever, so
that the fuel button is fully engaged.

4.

Fully engage solenoid by pushing control rod
(B) upwards as far as possible.

5.

Secure control
release wedge.

6.

Ensure mechanism is free to return to the 'off
position.

7.

Reconnect battery.

rod

adjusting clamp and

11

TR / 231271
Fig. 14. Excess fuel solenoid adjustment
A - Solenoid
D - Excess fuel button
E - Adjustment w edge
B - Control rod
C - Adjusting clamp

May. l978.
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
PRINC I PLE OF OPERATION (cont'd )

D.

Governor Control
In the diesel engine, idle adjustment by a stop screw to directly control the fuel delivery is not possible
as the quantity of fuel required is very small and varies with ambient conditions and engine
temperature. Any slight over adjustment or a change in ambient conditions would result in too much
fuel being injected and the speed would rise. Also pumping efficiency improves as the speed rises so
more fuel will be delivered and the engine speed could rise uncontrolably. Under adjustment would
have the opposite effect and the engine would stall.
Limitations on maximum speed are imposed on the engine due to its heavy construction and also by the
time required to deliver the fuel quickly enough to the engine for complete combustion. Incomplete
combustion causes a smoky exhaust.
'

A Governor is incorporated to control both these extremes of speed, it also has a controlling effect on
all intermediate speeds as well. This is termed a Variable Speed Governor and on the C.A.V. injection
system is of the mechanical type.

The governor assembly is located at the front
of the injection pump between the camshaft
and auto-advance unit. It consists of two
centrifugal weights, a weight carrier assembly,
operating linkage and a control sleeve. The
centrifugal weight carrier is bolted to the
camshaft and the complete assembly
incl uding the two weights revolve at injection
pump speed.

Fig. 1 5, shows the relative position of the
governor components when the engine is at
full throttle with a low engine speed. In this
situat ion the two centrifugal weights are in
their rest position applying a low force onto
the control sleeve.

This allows the control sleeve and therefore
the control rod to be positioned, by the
throttle, in any location up to full throttle.
(Throttle operation shown on the following
page) Note that the control sleeve ('D' in
Fig. 1 5) is located in its extreme right hand
position.

May1978

Fig. 15. Governor Asse mbly at ful l th rottle and a low engine
rpm (Side elevation)
A - Con trol rod
0 - Control sleeve
E - Operating linkage
8 - W eight carrier
C - Centrifugal w eights

Fig. 1 6. Governor assem bly (En d elevation)
D - Centrifugal w eights
A - Pump casing
8 - Control rod
E - Control sleeve
C - Operating link

-
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SECTION 238-9

C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION (cont'd )

As engine speed increases the centrifugal
weights are thrown outwards (refer to Fig. 17)
and due to their shape, force the control
sleeve to the left. This movement is
transferred, via the operating link, to the
control rod which closes the four pumping
elements.

TR/23/277
Fig. 17. Governor assembly at high engine rpm
C - Control sleeve
A - Control rod
B - Centrifugal weights
D - Operating linkage

Throttle Control
As shown on the previous page the operating
sleeve and control rod are directly coupled,
which means that any movement of the
sleeve is transmitted to the control rod. The
throttle assembly consists of a control leaf
spring, roller, operating linkage and a wedge
ramp fitted to the front cover of the pump.

The throttle operates by applying a force on
the end of the control sleeve pushing against
the action of the centrifugal weights. Fig. 1 8,
shows the condition when the engine is at a
low speed and the throttle pedal released
(Engine idling). In this situation the roller is
positioned at the lower end of the ramp
applying a low force on the control leaf spring.
The pump speed although low, still gives the
centrifugal weights sufficient force to move
the control sleeve to the idle position.

Fig. 18. Throttle and governor assembly during engine idling
A - Pump front cover
C - Roller
D - Throttle lever
B - Wedge ramp

At full throttle (Fig. 19) with a low engine
speed the roller moves to the upper end of the
ramp and applies a high force through the leaf
spring to the control sleeve. This force
overcomes the low resistance of the
centrifugal weights and moves the control
sleeve to the right. (Full throttle position).
Fig. 19. Throttle and governor assembly during full throttle with
a low engine rpm
C - Leaf spring
A - Control rod
(Full throttle)
D - Roller
B - Control sleeve

May 1978
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION (cont'd)

As engine speed increases to a predetermined maximum speed, the force of the
two centrifugal weights moves the control
sleeve to the left closing the two leaf springs
together. This results in the control rod being
moved to the right and closing down the four
pump elements.

E.

Fig. 20. Throttle and governor assembly during full th rottle and
high engine revs
A - Control rod
B - Leaf spring (Closed up)
C - Roller

Auto-Advance Unit

At low and medium engine speed the time
allowed to inject the fuel into the cylinder is
sufficient to ensure that fuel injection finishes
at the correct point in the engine firing cycle.
At high speed the time allowed to inject the
fuel is radically reduced and if left uncontrolled could lead to an incomplete burn
resulting in loss of power and a smokey
exhaust.

w

TR/23/ 281
Fig. 21. Location of pump auto-advance unit

To overcome these problems an auto-advance
unit is included in the pump to advance the
start of injection delivery at high engine revs,
thus ensuring that fuel injection is completed
at the correct point in the firing cycle.

Located at the front of the injection pump
(Fig. 21) the unit consists of 2 centrifugal
weights ('C' in Fig. 22) control springs ('E')
and advance sliders ('8').

11
Fig. 22. Auto-advance unit (Exploded)
A - Drive fl ange
D - Centrifugal weights
B - Advance slider
E - Control springs
C - Centre sleeve

May 1978
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION (cont'd)

The outer flange is bolted to the belt drive
gear and the inner sleeve is keyed to the
camshaft. (Fig. 23.) Therefore, the drive path
to the camshaft passes from the front flange,
through the centrifugal weights and out the
centre sleeve.

D

11

Fig. 23. Auto-advance unit
A -Advance slider
B - Front flange

C -Centrifugal weights
D - Centre output sleeve

At low engine speed the two springs hold the
centrifugal weights together as shown in Fig.
24, and any advance is pre-set during initial
installation of the pump. (11° B.T.D.C.)

c

c

11

TR/23/284
Fig. 24. Advance unit at low rpm (Zero advance)
A -Control springs
B - Centrifugal weights (held together)
C -Advance slider

As engine speed increases the weights are
thrown outwards moving along the advance
sliders. As shown in Fig. 25, this has the
effect of advancing the output sleeve in
relation to the front flange.

11

TR/23/285
Fig. 25. Advance unit at high rpm (Maximum advance)
A- Degrees advance
B -Centrifugal weights thrown outwards

May 1978
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJ ECTION SYSTEM
PRINC I PLE OF OPERATION (cont'd)

Sediment or Line Filter (Fig. 26)
The sediment or line filter is located on the
right-hand wing panel beneath the battery.
The purpose of the filter is to trap any large
pieces of sediment before being passed to the
main filter. The glass bowl shou ld be removed
and cleaned at the specified service interval.

Fig. 26. Sediment or line fi lter

M ain Fuel Filte r
The main filter is bolted onto the engine in the
location shown in Fig. 2 7 , and includes a
bleed bolt fitted into the upper housing. The
filter is of a cartridge type which has to be
renewed at the specified service interval.
Details of this procedure are covered in
Operation 23- 545. The filter has a very fine
mesh to ensure that all dirt and grit are
removed from the fuel before it enters the
pump where the dirt would cause damage to
the accurately machined surfaces.

Fig. 2 7. Main fuel filter
Bleed bolt arrowed
(Air cleaner removed for clarity)

Injectors (Fig. 28)
The injectors are located down the left-hand
side of the cylinder head and are held in
position by 2 bolts. The type of injectors used
are of the Pintle design (described overleaf)
and operated by fuel pressu re supplied from
the pump.
The injectors carry out two functions, firstly to
atomise the fuel into a fine mist during the
power stroke, and secondly to ensure that fuel
does not seep or drip into the cylinder during
the other three strokes in the engine firing
cycle. This type of injector does not carry out
any metering or timing function, these
operations being carried out by the injection
pump.

M ay 1978
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Fig. 28. Injector assembly
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION (cont'd)

The basic components that make up the injectors, are a control spring, spindle, needle and nozzle body.
(Refer Fig. 29, which shows the injector on its power stroke).
As already shown on previous pages the pump will supply the injectors at the correct time with the
correct amount of fuel at a high pressure. This fuel enters the injector at point 'A' in Fig. 29, and due to
its high pressure will lift the needle, and discharge into the cylinder. It is a combination of the shape and
position of the needle and the high pressures that ensure the full atomization of the fuel. After the
metered amount of fuel has been delivered the pressure will drop allowing the return spring to close the
needle. The pressure figure when the valve starts to inject is called the needle opening pressure, which
can be adjusted. This requires specialist tools and equipment which are usually only available in a fully
equipped diesel pump room.
To disconnect injector pipes an open ring spanner should be used to ensure connections are not
damaged.
Injector leak off system (See Fig. 30).
To ensure that the needle does not seize in its guide, these two components are lubricated by a
controlled back leak of fuel up the needle guide, up past the spindle and return spring, and out through
the leak off pipe back to the tank.

L/23/452

Fig. 29. Injector on the power stroke
A- Fuel inlet (high pressure)
B - Return spring
C- Spindle
D - Needle (raised)
E- Nozzle body

'~/lay

1978
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Fig. 30. Injector leak off system
A - Fuel inlet (low pressure)
B - Leak off connection
C - Needle (closed)
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION (cont'd)

Glow Plug Starting Aid System

In addit ion to the excess fuel device a glow
plug starting aid is fitted. The purpose of the
plugs is to pre-heat the air in the precombination chamber before the engine is
started. The heated air helps to atomize the
fuel into a fine mist to ensure good starting
characteristics are achieved. The Service life
of the plugs are 45,000 km (30,000 miles)
when they should be replaced. The
procedures for this is detailed in Operation
No. 23 772 .
The glow plugs one for each cylinder are
simple heater elements located in the cylinder
head adjacent to each injector.
The No. 1 glow plug can be seen by
inspecting the head, adjacent to the No. 1
injector, (Fig. 31). however the remaining 3
plugs are not visible unless the inlet manifold
is removed.

Fig. 31. No. 1 Glow plug positioned in cylinder head

Additional control components used in the
system are a temperature sensing switch
fitted into the cylinder head ('C' in Fig. 32) a
time control unit 'A', and power relay '8'
fitted on the right-hand battery support panel,
and a warning lamp. The time control unit
controls the length of time that the plugs are
allowed to operate and the switch cuts out
plug operation on a hot engine.
Principle of Operation Refer Fig. 33

On a cold engine (at below approximately
40 °C) power from the ignition switch is fed to
the time control unit and up through the
warning lamp which lights up. The time
control unit energises the relay via the closed
contacts of the temperature switch, which in
turn allows a heavy current to pass from the
battery to the four glow plugs. After
approximately 10 seconds at + 10 °C or 20
seconds at -10 °C the time unit breaks part of
the circuit, cutting off power to the warning
lamp. At this point the engine can be started.
During cranking the time control unit will still
energise the relay enabling the plugs to preheat the air intake during the starting
procedure. A safety feature of this system is
that if the ignition is left in the 'ON' position
and the engine is not cranked, the time
control unit will cut off power to the relay
after approximately 30 seconds.

Fig. 32. Glow plug control components
A - Time control relay
8 - Power re lay
C - Coolant temperature sensor

®
©
®

If the engine fails to start the relay will be reenergised when the ignition is turned 'off' and
then back 'on' again.
On a hot engine the contracts within the
temperature switch will be open breaking any
flow of current from the control unit to the
relay.
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Fig. 33. Glow plugs wiring (Simplified)
A - Glow plugs
E - Time control relay
8 - Battery
F - Warning lamp
C - Power relay
G - Ignition switch
D - Temperature sensing
switch
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURES

INTRODUCTION

Requirements for Even Running:

The following procedures have been devised to
assist in making the most accurate diagnosis of any
fuel system problem with the least amount of trial
and error work.

All engine cylinders should give equal power output
at evenly spaced intervals of the engine cycle at any
given throttle opening and acceptable load. Engine
mountings should hold the engine steady yet be
sufficiently resilient to dampen normal engine
vibration.

It will be found that, the diagnosis procedures detail
the items to be checked and the manner of
checking .
It is not intended to incorporate all the repair
methods within the text, and whenever necessary,
reference should be made to the appropriate
section to establish the technical data and the
method of carrying out each repair.
The fault diagnosis procedures are divided into
seven categories which represent the most
common categories of concern .
These are:
I. Engine will not start or is difficult to start.

Requirements for Clean Exhaust:
If all the fuel and all the air in the combustion
chamber were to be burnt this would be complete
combustion. This ideal condition is approached but
never realised in practice. However, no engine, if
properly maintained and at its normal operating
temperature, should emit more than a faint haze
from the exhaust pipe.
Smoke is generated when combustion is unsatisfactory and therefore a proportion of the fuel is
not doing useful work.
In the following notes it is assumed that the engine
is in good condition and is therefore not burning
excessive amounts of lubricating oil.

II. Excessive exhaust smoke.
Ill. Engine starts and then stops.
IV. Uneven running/misfiring.

Black Smoke:

V. Lack of power/poor fuel consumption.

This consists of a large number of carbon particles
which are produced when fuel is heated in 'oxygen
lean regions' of the combustion chamber.

VI. Engine Surge (with throttle in fixed position).
VII. Engine 'Knock' (with incorrect fuel metering).
To make the most effective use of these diagnosis
procedures, first test the vehicle to establish which
category or categories you have to contend with.
Having defined it as one of the general terms listed
above simply refer to the relevant diagnosis chart
and supplementary notes which follow each chart
to establish the cause and the relevant remedy.

This consists of large numbers of fuel oil particles of
about 0,5 microns diameter or less.
These particles are condensed droplets of partially
burnt or unburnt fuel which have passed through
'low temperature regions' of the combustion
chamber, and may also be caused by burning
lubricating oil caused by some mechanical defects.

White Smoke:

GENERAL NOTES
Requirements for Easy Starting:
An adequate quantity of properly atomised fuel
delivered at the correct pressure, at the correct
time, into the combustion chamber in which the
compression of air has increased the temperature
to readily ignite the fuel.

Requirements for Good Performance:
The most efficient generation of power is attained
by the best possible combination of fuel and oxygen
in the combustion chamber. Frictional losses
throughout the vehicle must be kept to a minimum.

Requirements for Correct Speed Settings:
The specified idling and maximum no load speeds
should be readily attained and held when the fuel
pump control lever is in contact with the
appropriate correctly set adjusting screw.

May 1978

Blue Smoke:

This consists of a large number of condensed
droplets of partially burnt or unburnt fuel larger than
about 1,0 micron diameter. To produce white
smoke the fuel will have had more time to
condense than for blue smoke, e.g. a cold engine
running at light load and low speed could produce
white smo,ke. Retarded injection timing would not
give the fuel suitable conditions to burn correctly,
and this can also produce white smoke.
It is important to realise that the majority of the
items listed would not arise if the correct
maintenance operations were carried out at the
specified intervals.
Before any part of the fuel supply system is
dismantled the surrounding area must be
thoroughly cleaned. When the fuel system has been
reassembled and all nuts tightened to the specified
torque, it will be advisable to bleed the system to
assist the self purge system.
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
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DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURES (cont'd)

I ENGINE WILL NOT START OR IS DIFFICULT TO START
CHECK FUEL IN TANK

..

)

;

Fuel O.K.

No Fuel

Fill Tank bleed system

0

CHECK CRANKING SPEED

LOW CRANKING SPEED

Cranking Speed O.K.

I

®

CHECK BATTERY CONDITION
AND CONNECTIONS

CHECK FUNCTION OF
EXCESS FUEL AND FUEL
SHUT-OFF CONTROLS

i::latteryat low

~~

I
I

t

state of charge

Battery O.K

Check battery,

CHECK OIL
CONDITION

check electrolyte

0

( ; \ , Exces~ Fuel Control

Fuel Shut-off Control Stuck

not operat1ng

I

AND LEVEL

I

too

WHILST CRANKING
CHECK EXHAUST SMOKE

Remedy

Remedy
Oil

Excess Fuel and Fuel
Shut-off Controls O.K.

\_J maladjusted or

1n the "No-Del1very" Pos1t1on

Oil O.K.

thick

® N O SMOKE AT EXHUAST

®WHITE SMOKE AT EXHAUST
Change Engine

CHECK FOR
MECHANICAL
SEIZURE

Oil

I

I
CHECK AIR CLEANER

Engme turns normally
manually I with Fuel Shut-off
Control in the "No-Delivery"
POSition)

Air Cleaner
Restricted

I

not

Poor Ring
Gear
Engagement

Starter Motor
and Ring
Gear O.K

F1tnew
Starter
Pinion and/or
Ring Gear

Fuel Filter
O.K.

I
Change F1lter
Element

I

(;\,CHECK FUEL

\.!_) L1 FT PUMP

CHECK VALVE
CLEARANCES

I

I
I

Lift Pump Faulty
Valve Clearance

O.K

Repair

Fuel Filter
Choked

Glow Plugs O.K

\._JWorkmg

Remedy

Faulty
Starter
Motor

I

(':;'\CHECK OPERATION
\::_)OF GLOW PLUGS

I

~Glow Plugs

Fuel at Pump

CHECK FUEL FILTER

Change Element

Check Starter Motor and
Ring gear for correct
engagements and
operat1on

No Fuel at Pump

Air Cleaner

O.K

Valve Clearance
Incorrect

Repa1r Pump

I

Check
Soleno1d
and all

Lift Pump O.K.

Adjust where
necessary
CHECK TANK VENT

fo\

Engme Seized

I

\_J

Tank Vent
O.K.

Vent Blocked

CHECK PUMP
DELIVERY

I

CHECK CYLINDER
COMPRESSION
Clear

Overhaul as
necessary

Valve Sticking
Worn Valve Seats
Damaged Gaskets
Worn Bores
Worn Pistons
Worn Rings
~St1ckingRings

~ Gast1gh"l Injector Seats

I

FueiPu,c-1

,. "T""'
Ad 1ust tlmm

g

Fuel at all Pipes

I

CHECK BACK LEAK PIPE

I

(;\CHECK FUEL
\2jPUMP TIMING

CHECK FOR -

No Fuel

I

Compressions O.K.
Compression Low

Back Leak
P1pe O.K.

I

--,

I

®Check injectors

Back Leak Pipe
Blocked

CHECK SYSTEM FOR
SUCTION LEAKS

Clear

CHECK INJECTION
PUMP CONTROL ROO

fs\CHECK FUEL
~)INJECTION PUMP
CHECK:Chassis Mounted Sediment Bowls
Thermostat Reservoir
All Connections
Blocked Fuel Line
Flexible Connections

Control Rod
St1cking

I

Repair

TR/23/287
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Control
Rod O.K.

I

~CHECK

DELIVERY
\.:!_)VALVES AND PUMP

n
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURES (cont'd)

I.

ENGINE WILL NOT START OR DIFFICULT TO START
Sympton 'A' Engine will not turn over at a sufficiently high speed.
For diagnosis information on this sympton reference should be made to either Section 36 (Batteries
and Cables) Section 26 (Starter Motors) or Section 21 (Engines).

Item 'B' Excess fuel and fuel shut-off systems faulty.
1.

Excess fuel control mal- adjusted - Full adjustment procedure shown on page 8 .
Excess fuel control inoperative - Operation of the excess fuel system can be checked by inspecting the
solenoid, located on the excess pump button, which will be energised when the ignition is turned "ON '
at a cylinder temperature below 0 °C.
·
At cyl inder temperatures above 0 °C disconnect the cut out switch loom and fit a bridge between the
two connections. Principle of Operation of the system is shown on page 6.

2.

Fuel shut-off control. Check that when the ignition is turned 'ON ' the shut-off motor a!)P cable allows
the stop control lever, on the pump, to return to the 'OFF' position.
'

Sympton 'C' White smoke at exhaust when the engine is being cranked - The white smoke proves
that a fuel supply is being delivered to the engine.
3.

Glow plug check procedure fully detailed in Operation 23 771 . If all plugs fail to operate a voltmeter
should be connected at the No. 1 glow plug terminal to ascertain if a voltage is available at the plug. If
voltage is not available the wiring connections should be first checked and then the time control unit
and relay checked by substitution . Principle of operation of the glow plug system is shown on page 15.

4.

Check fuel pump timing - Full details of pump timing are shown in Operation 23 414.

5.

If the injection pump is suspect the pump should be removed and overhauled by either C.A.V. or one of
their authorised Agents.

Sympton 'D' No smoke at exhaust when the engine is being cranked -This would indicaTh that fuel
is not being injected into the cylinder.
6.

To check fuel delivery at the injection pump, disconnect the inlet pipe and crank engine.

7.

To check lift pump disconnect the delivery connection and crank engine. If no fuel is delivered at this
point the pump should be removed , dismantled and the diaphragm, lever and return spring checked for
serviceability.

8.

Check pump delivery by disconnecting the four injector pipes at the injectors and cranking engine.

9.

Injector check - Full details for checking and overhauling injectors are shown in Operation 23 454 8
on page 38.

10.

Check injection pump control rod by removing the pump side cover, and moving the control rod
backwards and forwards checking that the rod does not stick or bind.

11.

Check that the injectors are a gas tight fit by inspecting the seals and replacing if required (Refer
Operation 23 454) and ensuring the securing bolts are tightened to the specified torque .
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURES (cont'd)

ll EXCESSIVE EXHAUST SMOKE

0

CHECK INJECTOR PIPES
FOR CORRECT LENGTH
AND BORE NOT RESTRICTED
CHECK AIR CLEANER
I njector Pipes

Inj ecto r Pipes
In correct

O.K.

Air Cleaner
Restricted

Renew

N

I

Air Cleaner O.K .

CHECK EXCESS FUEL

\.::_)DEVICE

Renew Element

(":;\CHECK MAX IMUM

\_J NO lOAD SPEED

I

Excess Fuel Device

Excess Fuel Device
not Cutting Out

O.K.

I

Repair

No Load Speed

No Load Speed
O.K.

Incorrect

Adjust

0

CHECK ENGINE SYSTEMS

CHECK FUEl INJECTION
SYST EMS

I
CHECK ENGINE REACHES
OPERATING TEMPERATURE

I

Engine Temperature

0
Engine Tempe rature
O.K .

High or Low

I

Renew Thermostat

Injectors O.K.

Service

~CHECK

CHECK VAlVE ClEARAN CES

I

I

Inject ors Faulty

I

)

I

CHECK INJECTORS

I

vTIMING

Valve Cl earances
O.K .

Valve Clearances
Incorrect

Pump Timing Incorrect

Pump Timing O .K.

,------J

I
Adjust

Adj;,st

CARRY OUT CYLINDER
COMPRESSION TEST OR
CYLINDER LEAKAGE
TEST

~
I

INJECTION PUMP

0CHECK INJECTION PUMP

I

Over haul and Adjust
as required

CHECK FOR:- Valves Sticking

Worn Va lve Seals
Damaged Gaskets
Worn Bores

Worn Pistons
Wo rn Rings
Sticking Rings

11
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURES (cont'd)

II.

EXCESSIVE EXHAUST SMOKE

CHART REFERENCE
1.

Incorrect or damaged injection pipes can result in incorrect and unbalanced fuel distribution to the
injectors. Check can be made visually.

2.

Excess fuel device not cutting out - Visual inspection of the excess fuel button on the pump should
confirm that the button has returned to its 'OFF' position. Also, if the button remains engaged the
injection pump will baulk resulting in the engine running very rough and at a low idle speed. Principle
of Operation for this system is shown on page 6.

3.

Maximum no load speed - Procedure for this Operation is fully covered in Operation No. 23 413 on
page 31.
NOTE: The no load speed adjustment is sealed during pump manufacture and further adjustment must
only be carried out by a C.A.V. Authorised Agent.

4.

Engine systems - For further information and technical data for the engine operations reference should
be made to the appropriate section in this Workshop Manual.

5.

Injectors - Faulty injectors is one of the main causes of smoking exhausts and it is essential that they
are serviced at regular intervals as laid out in the Service Voucher Book. The injectors should be
checked for correct type, serviceable components and correct adjustment. Also, when injectors are
removed ensure that the sealing washers are correctly fitted. Refer Operation No. 23 454 (Injector
Remove and Install) and Operation No. 23 454 8 (Injector Overhaul).

6.

Injection pump timing -Full details of pump timing check and adjustment are shown in Operation No.
23 414.

7.

Injection pump- If the injection pump is faulty the pump should be removed and overhauled by either
C.A.V. or one of their Authorised Agents.
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SECTION 238-21

C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURES (cont'd)
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Ill.

ENGINE STARTS AND THEN STOPS
This is usually caused by fuel starvation as shown on above illustration.

CHART REFERENCE
1.

Fuel supply and vent pipes - All pipes should be visually checked for damage or kinking and if still
suspect the fue l supply pipe should be disconnected and blown through using an air line. If the tank
vent pipe is blocked the engine will normally run for a considerable time before stopping and if at this
time the filler cap was to be removed this would cure the problem. Also, check pipe unions for correct
torque.

2.

Fuel Filter - The fuel filter should be renewed at regular intervals as detailed in the Service Voucher
Book. Refer Operation No. 23 545.

3.

Idle Speed Stop Screw -This adjustment, should be checked to ensure that the idle speed is not to
low as to cause a stall condition .

4.

Accelerator Linkage - Linkage should be checked for correct adjustment, damage or worn components.
Adjust or replace as required.

5.

Fuel Lift Pump - To check pump disconnect delivery connection and crank engine. If no fuel is
delivered the pump must be removed , dismantled and the components checked for serviceability.
Overhaul or renew as required.

6.

Check engine mechanical system appropriate section in this Manual.

For further information reference should be made to the
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURES (cont'd)
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UNEVEN RUNNING/MISFIRING

CHART REFERENCE
1.

Check engine mechanical systems appropriate section in this Manual.

2.

Injector Pipes - Incorrect or damaged injection pipes can result in incorrect and unbalanced fuel
distribution to the injectors. Checks can be made visually.

3.

Injectors -To ensure a smooth drive is achieved it is essential that injectors are serviced at specified
intervals as laid out in the Service Voucher Book. The injectors should be checked for correct type,
serviceable components, and correct adjustment also when injectors are removed ensure that the
sealing washers are correctly fitted. Refer Operation 23 454 (Injector Remove and Install) and
Operation 23 454 8 (Injector Overhaul) .

4.

Injection Pump timing- Full procedure for pump timing check and adjustment are shown in Operation
23 414.

5.

Injection Pump - If the injection pump is faulty the pump should be removed and overhauled by either
C.A.V. or one of their Agents.
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURES (cont'd)

i: LACK OF POWER/POOR FUEL CONSUMPTION
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(:;'\CHECK STOP CONTROL
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®
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I
CHECK INJECTION PUMP

CARRY OUT CYLINDER
COMPRESSION TEST OR
CYLINDER LEAKAGE TEST

CHECK FOR:- Valves Sticking
Worn Pistons
Worn Valve Seats
Worn Rings
Damaged Gaskets
Sticking Rings
Worn Bores

I
OVERHAUL OR RENEW
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURES (cont'd)

V.

LACK OF POWER/POOR FUEL CONSUMPTION

CHART REFERENCE

1.

Accelerator Linkage - Linkage should be checked for correct adjustment damage or worn components.
Pump lever should be checked for correct operation and secure fit.

2.

Stop Control Lever- With the ignition "ON' the lever should be checked to ensure it has fully returned
and does not affect pump control rod operation.

3.

Fuel Filter - It is essential for correct operation to ensure that the fuel filter is renewed at the specified
service intervals, as outlined in the service voucher book.

4.

Fuel supply and vent pipes -All pipes should be checked for damage or kinking and if still suspect the
supply pipes should be disconnected, and blown through using an air line.

5.

Fuel lift pump - To check pump disconnect the delivery connection and crank engine. If no fuel is
delivered the pump must be removed, dismantled, and the components checked for serviceability.
Overhaul or renew as required.

6.

Check exhaust system - Check exhaust system for internal obstruction, as any obstruction will create a
high back pressure and reduce power output.

7.

Check engine compression -For further'information on engine operation and technical data, reference
should be made to Section 21, (Engines).

8.

Injector pipes- Incorrect or damaged pipes can result in incorrect and unbalanced fuel distribution to
the injectors. Checks can be made visually.

9.

Check maximum no-load speed- Procedure for the check is shown in Operation 25 413 on page 31.
NOTE: The no-load speed adjustment is sealed during pump manufacture and further adjustment must
only be carried out by C.A.V. or one of their authorised agents.

10.

Injectors - To ensure peak performance and economy the injectors must be serviced at the specified
intervals laid down in the Service Voucher Book.
The injectors should be checked for correct type, serviceable components and correct adjustment. Also
when injectors are removed ensure that the sealing washers are correctly fitted. (Refer Operation
23 454 (Injector remove and install) and Operation No. 23 454 8 (Injector overhaul).

11.

Injection pump timing - Full details of pump timing check and adjustment are shown in Operation
23 414.

12.

Injection pump- If the injection pump is faulty the pump should be removed and overhauled by either
C.A.V. or one of their authorised agents.
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SECTION 238-25

C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURES (cont'd)

:ii ENGINE SURGE (WITH THROTTLE IN FIXED POSITION)
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VI.

ENGINE SURGE (WITH THROTTLE IN FIXED POSITION)

CHART REFERENCE
1.

Check injection pump control rod by removing the pump side cover and moving the control rod
backwards and forwards, checking that the rod does not stick or bind. Also ensure that the control lever
is secure to the control rod.

2.

Injectors - The injectors should be checked for correct type, serviceable components and correct
adjustment. Also, when injectors are removed ensure that the sealing washers are correctly fitted .
Refer Operation 23 454 (Injector Remove and Install) and Operation No. 23 454 8 (Injector
overhaul) .

3.

Injection pump - If the injection pump is faulty the pump should be removed and overhauled by either
C.A.V. or one of their Authorised agents.
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SECTION 238-26

C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURES (cont'd)

:2]1 ENGINE KNOCK (WITH INCORRECT FUEL METERING)

G)
High Pressure Pipes
Restricted

1
CHECK HIGH PRESSURE PIPES

Clean or Renew

Correct

~

I

Injectors Faulty

CHECKINJECTORS

Incorrect Injectors
Fitted

Incorrect
Sealing Washers

Replace with
Correct Injectors

Replace with correct
type and number
Sealing Washer

I

Renew

High Pressure Pipes O.K.

Firing Sequence Incorrect

Injectors O.K.

®CHECK INJECTION PUMP TIMING

Injection Pump Timing O.K.

Timing incorrect

Adjust

TR/23/293/N

0

CHECK INJECTION PUMP FOR:
Delivery Valve Operation
Delivery Valve Spring Operation
Correct Calibration

11

VII. ENGINE KNOCK (WITH INCORRECT FUEL METERING)
CHART REFERENCE
1.

Check Injector Pipes- Incorrect or damaged injection pipes can result in incorrect and unbalanced fuel
distribution to the injectors. Check can be made visually.

2.

Injectors - The injectors should be checked for correct type, serviceable components and correct
adjustment. Also when injectors are removed ensure that the correct number and type of sealing
washers are fitted. Refer Operation 23 454 (Injector remove and install). and Operation 23 454 8
(Injector overhaul).

3.

Injection pump timing - Full details of pump timing check and adjustment is shown in Operation
23 414.

4.

Injection Pump - If the injection pump is faulty the pump should be removed and overhauled by either
C.A.V. or one of their Authorised Agents.
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SECTION 238-27

C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS

At specified service intervals the following items
should be checked.
(a)

Check and adjust idle speed.
Detailed in Operation 23 413.

{b)

Renew air filter element.
Detailed in Operation 23 184.

(c)

Renew Diesel fuel filter.
Detailed in Operation 23 546.

(d)

Check entire fuel system for evidence of leaks.
If any are found they should be rectified
immediately.

{e)

Renew all four glow plugs.
Detailed in Operation 23 773.

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION
Tool

Tool Name

Camshaft gear alignment pin
21-016

Valve spring compressor
21-024

Valve spring compressor

21-024-01

Valve spring compressor adaptor

~

Dial gauge holding fixture

15-022

Metric dial gauge
15-046
TR/23/286
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SECTION 238- 28

C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS- CONTENT

DIESEL FUEL SYSTEM

Described in
this
publication

Contained
in
operation

23 142

Fuel system bl.eed

X

23 174

Air cleaner assembly - remove and install

X

23 184

Element- air cleaner - replace

X

23 411

Injection pump - adjust timing

23 413

Engine idle speed - adjust

X

23 414

Injection pump - remove and install

X

23 414 4

Injection pump- remove and install
(engine removed)

23 414

23 451 1

Injector - check (one) (injector removed)

23 454 8

23 454

Injector - remove and install (one)

X

23 454 8

Injector- overhaul (one) (injector removed)

X

23 455

Injectors- remove and install (all)

23 454

23 455

Injectors - remove and install (all)
(ai"r cleaner removed)

23 454

23 482

Pipe -injector delivery - remove and install
(one)

23 483

23 483

Pipes- injector delivery - remove and install
(all)

X

23 485

Pipe- injector leak off - remove and instal l

X

23 532

Fuel pump- clean

X

23 534

Fuel pump - remove and install

X

23 543

Filter - fuel line - clean

X

23 544

Filter - fuel line - remove and insta ll

X

23 545

Fuel filter - remove and install

X

23 546

Element- fuel filter - replace

X

23 548

Fuel reservoir- remove and install

X

23 58..8

Fuel line - fuel pump to fuel fi lter remove and install

X

23 592

Fuel line - fuel filter to injection pump remove and install

23 588

23 594

Fuel line - fuel reservoir to fuel tankremove and install

23 588

23 595

Fuel line- fuel reservoir to injection
pump - remove and install

23 588

23 771

Glow plugs - check operation

23 772

Glow plug - remove and insta ll (one)

23 773

Glow plugs- remove and install (a ll)

X

23 842

Cable -stop control - remove and install

X

23 414

X
23 773

.

C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
AIR
CLEANERS

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS

23 142

FUEL SYSTEM - BLEED

Special Service Tools Required: None

1.

Open hood, and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Position drain tray beneath fuel filter and
loosen filter bleed bolt by approximately half
a turn, Fig. 34.

4.

Using the hand priming lever (located on the
lower half of the fuel lift pump, Fig. 35) bleed
filter by pumping fuel through the bleed bolt
until all air is removed. Tighten bleed bolt.

5.

Bleed injection pump assembly by loosening
bleed bolt on pump, Fig. 35, and manually
pumping fuel through bleed bolt.

6.

Tighten pump bleed bolt, and remove drain
tray.

7.

Reconnect battery.

8.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

Fig. 34. Fuel filter bleed bolt
Air cleaner removed for clarity

Fig. 35. Fuel injection pump
A - Fuel lift pump
B - Pump bleed bolt

23 174

AIR CLEANER - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
T o Remove

1.

Open hood. and fi t fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove centre wing bolt, one mounting stay
bolt and detach cleaner assembly, Fig. 36.

To Install

4.

Position cleaner assembly and secure with 2
bolts.

5.

Reconnect battery.

6.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

May 1978

Fig. 36. Air cleaner securing bolts
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SECTION 238-30

C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
INJECTION
PUMP

23 184

ELEMENT- A I R C LEANER REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Open hood, and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove air cleaner assembly.
Det ailed in Operation 2 3 174.

4.

Remove three bolts, split cleaner into two
sections, and remove element, Fig. 37.

To Install

Fig. 37. Air cleaner element removal

5.

Using a new element re-assembly cleaner,
and secure three bolts.

6.

Refit air cleaner assembly.

7.

Reconnect battery.

8.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

23 413

ENGINE IDLE SPEED - ADJUST

Special Equipment Required : T achometer

1.

Open hood, and fit fender covers.

2.

Run engine at full throttle and check
maximum no-load speed. Do not hold throttle
for longer than 5 seconds. An ideal type of
tachometer is the strobe type, Fig. 38.
NOTE: The maximum no-load adjustment is
sealed and must only be adjusted by C.A.V. or
one of their agents.

-3.

Check and adjust idle speed by loosening the
lock nut shown in Fig. 39, and screwing in or
out the adjusting screw.

4.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

Fig. 38. Stro~e type tachometer

Fig. 39. Idle speed adjuster
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SECTION 238- 31

C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
INJECTION
PUMP

23 414

INJECTION PUMP - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : Fig. 40.

21 -024

A.

Valve spring compressor

B.

Valve spring compressor adaptor 2 1-024-01

C.

Valve spring compressor adaptor 21-024-02

D.

M etric dial gauge

E.

Dial gauge holding fixture

15-022A

F.

Camshaft gear alignment pin

21-016

15- 046

E
TR /23 211

0
1l

To Remove
Fig. 40. Special tools requirement

1.

Open hood, and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove air cleaner assembly.
Detailed in Operation 23 174.

4.

Position drain tray and by disconnecting
bottom hose drain cooling system.

5.

Remove radiator and expansion tank complete with brackets and hoses.
Detailed in Section 24 (cooling system).

6.

Loosen alternator mounting bolts and remove
fan belt from alternator and fan blade pulleys.

7.

Remove four bolts and detach fan blades,
pulley and spacer. Fig. 41 .

8.

Loosen vacuum pump drive belt adjuster (2.
bolts), and detach vacuum pump belt and fan
belt.

9.

Remove five screws and detach front timing
belt cover.
A right angled cross-head screwdriver is a
useful tool to remove screws.

10.

Remove four injector supply pipes and fit dust
caps to injectors and pump connections.
NOTE: When disconnecting pipes at the
pump remove the outer pipes first.

11.

Disconnect stop control cable and accelerator
cable, remove a single bolt, remove cable and
bracket assembly and position clear of pump,
Fig. 42.

Fig. 41. Fan blade and pulley removed

TR/2 3 / 2 20

1

1

Fig. 42. Pump cable connections
A - Stop control cable
B - Accelerator .cable
C - Cable bracket securing bolt
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SECTION 238- 32

C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTE M
INJECTION
PUMP
12.

Disconnect fuel lift pump inlet and outlet
pipes, and injection pump to filter pipe, Fig.

43.
13.

Remove 2 bolts
assembly, Fig. 43.

and

detach

fuel

filter

Fig. 43. Fuel filter assembly
A - Lift pump fuel connections
B - Filter securing bolts
C - Pump inlet connection

14.

Using the timing marks on the crankshaft
pulley and peg in the camshaft gear turn
engine to T.D.C. No. 1, Fig. 44.

Fig. 44. Engine set on T.D.C. No. 1
(Crankshaft pulley removed for clarity)
A - Camshaft peg
B - Crankshaft T.D.C. marks

15.

Loosen drive belt tensioner bolts swing
tensioner away from belt and lock in this
position, (Refer 'A' in Fig. 45).
NOTE: The centre bolt does not have a
captive nut and it may be necessary to hold
the nut with a ring spanner from the rear
(Refer ' B' in Fig. 45, which shows the nut
when the pump is removed).

16.

Remove drive belt from gears.

Fig. 45. Drive belt tensioner
A - Securing bolts viewed from the front
B - Securing nut viewed from the rear
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
INJECTION
PUMP

17.

Remove four nuts and carefully prise off
injector pump drive gear, Fig. 46.

Fig. 46. Injection pump drive gear

18.

On the front face remove 3 nuts and bolts
and 2 bolts. Relative position of pump bolt
locations shown in, Fig. 4 7.

19.

Remove single bolt securing
bracket to pump, Fig. 4 7.

20.

Remove injector pump assembly from the
rear, Fig. 48.

21.

Hold drain tray beneath pump, remove fuel
lift pump and drain pump.

rear pump

Fig. 47. Injection pump mounting point
A - Pump front face securing bolt holes
B - Pump rear mounting bolt
C - Injection pump oil seals

To Install

22.

Clean fuel lift pump.

23.

Remove the blanking plate from the fuel lift
pump mounting aperture and pour 0,25 litres
(0,5 pints) of engine oil into the pump.

24.

Using a new gasket position and secure fuel
lift pump.

25.

Transfer throttle and accelerator cable return
springs from the old to new injection pump.

26.

Fit new
seals to pump front face.
in, Fig. 47.
Refer

2 7.

Place pump in position and secure front and
rear mounting bolts, Fig. 4 7 .

·o·
·c·

Fig. 48. Injection pump removal
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C.A.V. DIESEL I NJECTION SYSTEM
r-INJECTION
PUMP
28.

Refit drive gear ensuring studs are in the
centre of the elongated slots and loosely fit
plate and four securing nuts, Fig. 49.

29.

Ensure camshaft peg is still fitted and
crankshaft lined up at T.D.C. Turn pump to
the T.D.C. position as shown in Fig. 49, and
refit drive belt.

30.

Slacken belt tensioner actuate tensioner
mechanism by sharply depressing the longest
span of the belt and tighten retaining bolts,
Fig. 45. Remove camshaft peg and rotate
engine 2 revolutions to settle belt, refit T.D.C.
peg.

31 .

Set engine to spill timing position as follows:

A.

Remove six screws and detach rocker
cover.

B.

Loosen No. 1. exhaust valve adjuster
screw clear of push rod. Slide rocker arm
sideways, detach push rod and turn
rocker arm through 90°, Fig. 50.

C.

Remove valve stem cap and using the
valve spring compressor w ith suitable
adaptors detach No. 1 exhaust valve
spring, and valve stem seal. Allow valve
to drop down onto piston.

D.

Mount dial gauge and adaptors using
the rocker cover securing screw location
and position gauge onto the valve stem,
Fig. 51.

E.

Remove camshaft peg and using the
gauge accurately set engine to T.D.C.
Zero gauge. Turn engine backwards
(anti-clockwise at the camshaft pulley) to
a posit ion where the piston has dropped
7 mm (seven complete revolutions on
gauge).

Fig. 49. Injection pump drive gear
A - Studs positioned in the centre of the slots
B - Pump set at approximately T.D.C.

Fig. 50. Push rod removed and rocker arm turned through 90°

NOTE: Do not turn engine 360° as
valve would drop into cylinder bore.
F.

Turn engine forward (clockwise at
crankshaft) 6,01 mm and hold. At this
pos1t1on the front piston will be
positioned 0,99 mm before top dead
centre.
IMPORTANT
NOTE: If the
final
0,99 mm position is passed the engine
should be turned back to the 7 mm
position sub operation (e) and sub
operation (f) then repeated.

Fig. 51. Engine set at spill timing position
A - M etric dial gauge
B - Exhaust valve stem

•
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PUMP
32.

M anually hold drfve gear stationary and turn
pump drive until peg holes on pump line up
correctly. This can easily be achieved by
using an 8 mm twist drill as shown, in Fig.

52.
33.

Secure four pump drive securing nuts.

34.

Turn engine to T.D.C.

35.

Remove dial gauge and adaptors.

36.

Refit valve stem seal.

37.

Position valve spring and using the spring
compressor refit va lve collets.

Fig. 52. Injector pump set at spill timing using an 8 mm twist
drill to line-up hole

38.

Refit valve cap (Fig. 53) and push rod, slide
rocker arm in position and adjust valve
clearance.

39.

Refit rocker cover and secure.

40.

Place filter assembly in position, and secure,
reconnect fuel lines to lift pump and injector
pump.

41.

Position cable bracket, reconnect accelerator
and stop control cables and adjust.

42.

Place injector pipes in position and secure.
NOTE: At injection pump secure outer pipes
first.

43.

Place timing belt cover in position, and
secure cross-head screws.

44.

Position fan belt and vacuum pump drive belt.
Adjust vacuum pump belt to give a 1 0 mm
(0.4 in) free play on the longest span, Fig. 54.

45.

Position and secure fan blades, pulley and
spacer.

46.

Locate fan belt, adjust to give a 1 0 mm
(0.4 in) free play on the longest span and
secure alternator.

4 7.

Position radiator and expansion tank, secure
all brackets and hoses.

48.

Remove drain tray and refill cooling system
with specified water anti-freeze solution.

Fig. 53. Installation of valve stem cap

Fig. 54. Fan and drive belt adjustment
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49.

Bleed fuel filter and injection pump, Fig. 55.
Detailed in Operation 23 142.

50.

Refit air cleaner assembly.

51.

Reconnect battery.

52 .

Start engine check for leaks and top up
cooling system.

53 .

Remove fender covers and close hood.

-

Fig. 55. Fuel injection pump
A - Fuel lift pump
8 - Pump bleed bolt

23 454

INJECTOR - REMOVEAND
INSTALL (ONE)

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove air cleaner assembly.

4.

Disconnect leak off pipe and fuel supply pipe,
remove 2 bolts and detach injector, Fig. 56.
NOTE: In some cases the heatshield 'D' in,
Fig. 58. will come out with the injector. If this
happens a new sealing washer 'E' must be
fitted.

5.

Using an electricians screwdriver or scriber
remove wave washer, Fig. 57.

6.

Throughly clean, check, overhaul or renew
injector as required.

Fig. 56. No.
A8 C-

1 injector assembly
Injector leak off pipe
Securing bolts
Fuel supply pipe

Fig. 57. Injector w ave washer removal
A - Scriber
B - Wave washer
C - Injector union
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T o Install

7.

Using new wave washers refit sealing and
wave washers to cylinder head, Fig. 58.
NOTE: Ensure that washers are fitted the
correct way round, (Refer ·c· in Fig. 58).

8.

Position and secure injectors tightening bolts
evenly, and to the specified torque.
Reconnect fuel supply and leak off pipe.

9.

Refit air cleaner assembly.

10.

Reconnect battery.

11.

Remove fender covers and close hood.
TRI23/233
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Fig. 58. Injector to head sealing wash ers
A - Injector
D - Heat shield
8 - Sealing washer
E - Sealing washer
C - Wavy washer

INJECTOR - OVERHAUL
(ONE)
(Injector removed)

Special Service Equipme nt Required:

Injector test equipment.
Injector dismantling jig.

1.

Thoroughly clean injector assembly.

2.

Fit injector to a dismantling jig.

3.

Remove injector cap nut. unscrew spring
adjusting nut and remove injector spring and
spindle.

4.

Unscrew nozzle nut, and remove nozzle and
needle valve.

8

~
~--{§)
fl---<0

NOTE: As nozzles and needle valves are a
fit,
they
should
never
be
selected
interchanged.

5.

Wash all injector parts in clean fuel oil or
substitute fuel oil and, using a soft brass wire
brush, remove all carbon from nozzle and
needle valve.

~

Inspect all parts. If tip of needle is blued from
overheating, or if seat is scored or damaged.
the nozzle and needle valve are unfit for
further service.

~

Check that the spring is not broken or rusty
and that the ends are perfectly square.
Inspect all the components for wear or
damage and check all joint faces for
scratches or trapped foreign particles. Ensure
needle is free to fall under its own weight in
nozzle, when wet with substitute f uel oil, and
falls freely from nozzle seat when inverted. If
any components are faulty, the injector must
be removed.

~

f)
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Fig. 59. Injector dismantled
A - Spring adjusting nut
B - Injector spring
C - Spindle
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INJECTORS

6.

Using an injector cleaning kit remove all
carbon from interior of nozzle.
When a hard carbon deposit is formed , it may
be softened by immersing nozzle in 'Acetone'
for a short period. Up to half an hour is
normally sufficient.

WARNING:
'Acetone'
is
highly
inflammable liquid it must not be brought
near a naked flame and should be subject
to the same handling precautions as
petroleum spirit.
IMPORTANT: Immediately the nozzle is
removed from the fluid, it must be rinsed in
clean fuel oil or substitute fuel o il to prevent
corrosion on the finely-finished surfaces.
Alternatively, the nozzle may be treated as
follows :
A.
Dissolve 55 gm (2 oz) of caustic soda in
0 ,6 litre ( 1 pint) of water. Also add
14 gm (i- oz) of detergent.
B.

Place nozzle in the liquid and boil for a
minimum period of 1 hour and not more
than 1t hours.
NOTE: The concentration of caustic
soda must not exceed 1 5% and water
should be added to replace that lost by
evaporation.
Should the concentration of caustic soda
exceed 1 5% then the needle valve bore
and joint face on the nozzle body may be
roughened , making the injector unserviceable.

C.

Remove nozzles, after treatment, and
wash in running water to remove all
traces of caustic soda. After washing,
immerse nozzles in a de-watering oil,
then remove surplus oil by draining.

7.

The carbon can now be easily removed with a
wire brush and a standard pricker wire.

8.

Flush out interior of the nozzle using a
suitable reverse wash adaptor fitted to the
injector testing machine. When all particles of
carbon have been removed, enter needle
valve into nozzle and ensure that it is quite
free .

9.

Re-assemble injector as follows : Fig. 59 .

Fig. 60. Typi cal injector cleaning kit

NOTE : All injector parts should be assembled
wet after rinsing in clean fuel or substitute
fuel oil. Do not use rag to clean any of the
internal parts.
Fit nozzle and needle valve to the injector
body. Screw on nozzle nut and tighten
securely to specified torque.
NOTE : It is essential that this figure is not
exceeded otherwise serious distortion of the
nozzle assembly may occur.
Fit injector spindle, spring and spring
adjusting nut. Screw down adjusting nut until
pressure can be felt on spring.
May 1978
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10.

Connect injector to test equipment.

11.

Adjust opening pressure to 145 kg/cm 2
(145 atm) by screwing in or out adjuster nut,
Fig. 61.

12.

Fit injector cap, tighten and recheck nozzle
opening pressure.

13.

Fully test injector.
NOTE: If, after cleaning, the injector fails to
pass these tests it should be replaced by a
serviceable injector and the faulty one reconditioned. On no account should attempts
be made to reclaim injector nozzles, and
valves through hand-lapping with metal
polish or any other abrasive.

/

~

t::::11

i1

TR / 23/ 235

Fig. 61. Injector adjusting nut

Injector T esting

Care should be taken when testing
injectors to ensure that the fuel spray
does not come into contact with the
hands of personnel operating the test
equipment.
The characteristics of this pintle nozzle
differ from the normal type in that the
spray, with slow hand pumping,
presents rather an inefficient appearance
in comparison, and is inclined to be
more 'ragged', 'wet' or 'soft' than with
the normal four hole injector.
The nozzle can only be completely and
satisfactorily tested with expensive and
special stroboscopic equipment, but a
good general test can be applied with a
nozzle testing machine as follows:

A.

Depress the Nozzle Testing Machine
lever at about 20 strokes per minute,
when a serviceable nozzle should emit a
soft
'buzzing'
noise,
(possibly
intermittent). Atomization will, however,
appear to be streaky and generally
unsatisfactory although, at the same
time there should be no appreciable
wetness at the orifice, Fig. 62.

B.

Raise and maintain the pressure at 10
atmospheres below opening pressure for
10 seconds, when no fuel leakage
should occur at the orifice.

C.

It is difficult to obtain fuel 'atomization'
with these nozzles on a normal testing
machine, and the spray will always
appear to be streaky. Fast operation of
the lever (about 100 strokes per minute)
should give a reasonable spray.

D.

Check injector back leakage as follows:

TRI231236
Fig. 62. Checking injector for leakage by using a piece of
absorbent paper

Raise pressure to 100 atmospheres and
measure the time taken for the pressure
to drop to 7 5 atmospheres.
Refer Technical Data.

14.

Remove injector from test equipment.
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PIPES

2 3 483

PIPES INJECTOR
DELIVERY - REMOVE AND
INSTALL
(All)

S pecial Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove air cleaner assembly.
Detailed in Operation 23 174.

4.

----......

Disconnect pipes at injector and pump and
remove pipe assemblies.
NOTE: When disconnect pipes at the pump
remove outer pipes first, Fig. 63.

5.

Fig. 63. Injection pipes in position
A - Pipe clamps
B - Outer injection pipes
C - Inner injection pipes

Remove clamps from pipe.

To Insta ll

6.

Loosely refit clamps to new pipes, place pipe
assemblies in position and secure.
Fully tighten pipe clamps.

7.

Reconnect battery.

8.

Start engine and check for leaks.

9.

Refit air cleaner assembly.

10.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

23 485

PI PE INJECTOR - LEAK OF FREMOVE AND INSTALL

Special S ervice T ools Required: None

Fig. 64. Injector leak off pipe

To Remove

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove air cleaner assembly.
Detailed in Operation 23 174..

4.

Disconnect leak off return pipe and pipe to
injector connections. Remove pipe, Fig. 64.
NOTE: Do not lose sealing washers.

To Inst all

5.

Place pipe in position and reconnect to return
pipe and injectors.
NOTE: Ensure sealing washers are fitted to
injector connection, Fig. 65.

6.

Reconnect battery.

7.

Start engine and check for leaks.

8.

Refit air cleaner assembly.

9.

Remove fender covers and close hood.
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F:g. 65. Leak off pipe sealing washers
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FUEL
LIFT PUMP

23 532

FUEL PUMP - CLEAN

Special S ervice To ols Required : N one

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove a single screw, lift off pump cover
and detach filter, Fig. 66.

4.

Clean pump body and filter.

5.

Position filter and pump cover and secure.

6.

Bleed fuel system at the filter, Fig. 67.
Detailed in Operation 23 142.

7.

Reconnect battery.

8.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

23 534

Fig. 66. Removal of pump filter

FUEL PUMP - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Serv ice Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Place drain tray beneath fuel pump.

4.

Disconnect
nections.

5.

Remove 2 nuts and detach lift pump, Fig. 68.

pump

inlet

and

outlet

con-

NOTE: A quantity of oil will drai n from the
injection pump when the lift pump is
removed.

Fig. 67. Fuel filter bleed bolt
(Air cleaner removed for clarity)

T o Install

6.

Clean pump gasket mating surfaces.

7.

Using a new gasket refit and secure pump.

8.

Reconnect pipes.

9.

Bleed fuel system at the filter, Fig. 67.

10.

Reconnect battery.

11 .

Start engine and check for leaks.

1 2.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

Fig. 68. Fuel lift pump
A - Pump fuel connection
B - Pump securing nut
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23 543

FILTER - FUEL LINE - CLEAN

Special Service Tools Required : None

G"

1.

Open hood. and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove filter bowl. Fig. 69, drain and clean.

4.

Check seal is correctly fitted and refit bowl.

5.

Bleed fuel system at the filter.
Detailed in Operation 23 142.

6.

Reconnect battery.

7.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

23 544

FILTER - FUEL LINE - REPLACE

Fig. 69. Fuel line filter bowl

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect filter inlet
connections. Fig. 70.

4.

Remove 2 screws and detach filter assembly.

and

outlet

pipe

5. Drain unit.
To Install
6.

Place filter in position and secure.

7.

Reconnect fuel pipes.

8.

Bleed fuel system at the filter.
Detailed in Operation 23 142.

9.

Reconnect battery.

10 .

Remove fender covers and close hood.

23 545

FUEL FILTER - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Fig. 70. Fuel line filter assembly
A - Filter securing screws
B - Filter fuel co nnections

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remov e

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect filter inlet and outlet pipes.

4.

Remove 2 bolts and detach filter assembly,
Fig. 71 .

5.

Drain unit.

To Install

6.

Place filter assembly into position and secure
2 bolts.

7.

Reconnect fuel lines.

8.

Bleed fuel system at the filter.
Detailed in Operation 23 142.

9.

Reconnect battery.

10. Remove fender covers and close hood.
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Fig. 71 . Fuel filter assembly
(Air cleaner removed for clarity}
A - Filter fuel connections
B - Filter securing bolts
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23 546

ELEMENT - FUEL FILTER REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required: N one
To Remove
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove the centre securing bolt and detach
element, Fig. 72.

4.

Drain unit.

To Install

5.

Place new element in position and secure.

6.

Bleed fuel system at filter.
Detailed in Operation 23 142.

7.

Reconnect battery.

8.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

23 548

Fig. 72. Filter element removal
A - Filter element
B - Element securing bolt
(Air cleaner removed for clarity)

FUEL RESERVOIR - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Equipment Required : None
To Remove

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect fuel inlet and outlet pipes, Fig.

73.
4.

Remove two bolts and detach reservoir.

To Install

5.

Place reservoir in
reconnect fuel pipes.

position,

secure

and
Fig. 73. Fuel reservoir assembly

NOTE: There is no requirement to bleed
system.

6.

Reconnect battery.

7.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

23 588

FUEL LINE - FUEL PUMP TO
FUEL FILTER - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Require d: None
To Remove

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect and remove pipe, Fig. 74.

To Install

4.

Place pipe in position and secure.

5.

Bleed fuel system at fuel filter.
Detailed in Operation 23 142.

6.

Reconnect battery.

7.

Remove fender covers and close hood.
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PLUGS

23 771

GLOW PLUGS - CHECK
OPERATION

Special Service Tools Required : None

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove air cleaner assembly.
Detailed in Operation 23 17 4.

4.

Disconnect leak off pipe fuel supply pipe,
remove 2 bolts and detach injector, Fig. 75.
NOTE: In some cases the heat shield, ' D' in
Fig. 77, will come out with the injector. If this
happens a new sealing washer 'E' must be
fitted.

5.

Remove remaining three injectors.

6.

Using an electricians screwdriver or scriber
remove four injector wave washers, Fig. 76.

7.

Reconnect battery.

8.

Ensure engine is below 40 °C. If not
disconnect wire from thermal switch (Fig. 32)
and connect a bridge between the two
connections.

Fig. 75. No. 1 Injector assembly
A- Injector leak off pipe
B - Securing bolts
C - Fuel supply pipe

Turn ignition on and using a mirror look down
each injector location. If the glow plugs are
operating the plugs will light up the injector
hole in the cylinder head.
NOTE: The plugs will only heat up for
approximately 30 seconds, after this the
plugs should be allowed to cool and the
check repeated.

9.
! 0.

Using new wave washers refit sealing and
wave washers to cylinder head, Fig. 77 .
NOTE: Ensure that washers are fitted the
correct way round ('E' in Fig. 77).

11 .

11

TR /23/209

Disconnect battery.

Fig. 76. Injector wave washer removal
A - Scriber
B -Wavy washer
C - Injector union

Position and secure injectors, reconnect fuel
and leak off pipes.
Ensure sealing washers are fitted to leak off
pipe.

12.

Refit air cleaner assembly.

13.

Reconnect battery.

14.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

TR /23/233
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Fig. 77. Injector to head sealing washers
A - Injector
0 - Heat shield
B - Sealing wa sher
E - Sealing washer
C - Wave washer
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23 773

G LOW PLUGS - REMOVE AND
INSTALL (All)

Special Se rvice T ools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Open hood, and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove air cleaner assembly.
Detailed in Operation 23 174.

4.

Disconnect crankcase vent pipe on the inlet
manifold, Fig. 78.

ll /23/200
Fig. 78. Crankcase vent pipe on inlet manifold

5.

Remove all four injector pipes and fit dust
caps to injectors and pump connections.

6.

Remove three fuel filter bracket to engine
securing bolts, and position filter assembly
clear of inlet manifold.

7.

Disconnect glow plug loom connection.
Location for this connection will be at the
front of the inlet manifold, Fig. 79.

Fig. 79. Glow plug loom connection

8.

Disconnect and remove throttle return spring,
Fig. 80.

Fig. 80. Throttle return spring
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PLUGS
9.

Remove eight bolts securing inlet manifold to
engine.
NOTE: To remove the front lower securing
bolts a long 13 mm ring spanner should be
used as shown in Fig. 8 1.

Fig. 81. Removal of front lower manifold securing bolt

10.

Lift manifold clear of engine, disconnect glow
plugs internal loom connection and remove
manifold, Fig. 82.

Fig. 82. Removal of inlet manifold
A - Inlet manifold
B - Glow plug loom connection

11.

Using sockets disconnect and remove four
glow plugs from cylinder head, Fig. 83.

To Install

12.

Place plugs in position, secure and reconnect
loom.

~--

T R/23/205
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Fig. 83. Glow plug remova l
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l

C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
GLOW
PLUGS
13.

Clean manifold gasket mating surfaces,
reconnect glow plug internal loom and using
a new gasket refit inlet manifold.
NOTE: The long bolt with the thick plain
washer is fitted on the filter bracket location,
Fig. 84.
Also to refit the front lower securing bolt,
both hands can be used, one positioning the
bolt from the top, and the second hand
holding the bolt from under the injection
pump.

14.

Reconnect throttle return spring.

1 5.

Reconnect glow plug loom at manifold.

16.

Position and secure filter assembly.

17.

Remove dust caps and refit injector supply
pipes.

18.

Reconnect crankcase vent pipe.

19.

Using a mirror look down the manifold air
intake and check that the loom does not pass
over the air cleaner securing bolt hole, Fig.

Fig. 84. Filter bracket securing bolt

85.
Relocate wire if possible.

20.

Refi t air cleaner assembly.

21 .

Reconnect battery.

22 .

Remove fender covers and close hood.

23 842

CABLE STOP CONTROL REMOVE AND INSTALL
(MANUAL CONTROL)
Fig. 85. Inlet manifold air intake
A - Glow plug internal loom
B - Air clea ner bolt hole

Special Service Tools Required : N one
T o Re move

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect inner cable from pump and outer
cable from pump bracket, Fig. 86 .

w

TR/ 23/ 249
Fig. 66. Stop control cable
A - Inner cable clamp
B - Outer cable securing and adjusting position
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STOP
CONTROL
CABLE
4.

Detach bulkhead to cable grommet.

5.

Remove two screws
control panel, Fig. 87.

6.

Remove outer cable to dash securing nut ( 17
mm).

7.

Attach draw cord to cable and remove from
inside vehicle.

and

detach

\_"--===~ _ ~

heater

To Install

8.

Postion cable and remove draw cord.

9.

Screw outer cable to dash.

10.

Refit heater control panel, Fig. 87.

11.

Reconnect
adjust.

23 842

cable

to

injection

TR/23/231

pump

and

Fig. 87. Heater panel securing screws

CABLE STOP CONTROLREMOVE AND INSTALL
(AUTOMATIC CONTROL)
'78 Model Year

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect inner cable from stop control
motor by removing split pin.

4.

Disconnect outer cable from motor bracket
by prising out circlip, Fig. 88.

5.

Disconnect inner cable from pump and outer
cable from pump bracket, Fig. 89.

6.

Detach cable assembly.

Fig. 88. Stop control cable removal
A - Outer cable
B -Securing circlip

To Install

7.

Place cable in position and loosely reconnect
to pump.

8.

Reconnect outer cable to stop motor bracket
and refit retaining circlip, Fig. 88.

w

TR/23/249
Fig. 89. Stop control cable
A- Inner cable clamp
B -Outer cable securing and adjusting position
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
ST OP
CONTROL
CABLE

9.

c

Reconnect inner cable to stop motor lever.
NOTE: When connecting inner cable ensure
plastic spacer washer is fitted, as shown in
Fig. 90.

10.

Reconnect battery and turn ignition 'ON".

11.

Adjust cable at the pump end so that no slack
exists in the cable.
Ensure pump stop lever is in the position
shown in Fig. 89.

12.

Check operation of stop control motor.

13.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

23 842

Fig. 90. Stop control cable
A - Plastic spacer w asher
B - Inner cable

CAB LE STOP CONTROLREMOVE AND INSTALL
{AUTOMATIC CONTROL)
'79 Model Year

Special Service Tools Required : None
T o Remove
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect inner cable from stop control
motor by removing a single cross head screw,
Fig. 91 .

4.

Disconnect outer cable from motor bracket
by compressing jaws of connector w ith a pa ir
of pliers.

5.

Disconnect inner cable from pump and outer
cable from pump bracket, Fig. 92.

6.

Detach cable assembly.

Fig. 91. Stop co ntrol cable. ("79 model year)
A - Inner cable con nection
B - Outer cable con nection

T o Install

7.

Place cable in position and connect to pump.

8.

Clip outer cable to motor bracket and secure
inner cable to stop control lever, Fig. 91 .

9.

Reconnect battery.

10 .

Check operat ion of stop control motor.

11.

Remove fender cover and close hood.

,/L
I

TR/ 23/ 298
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Fig. 92. Stop control ca ble
A - Inner cable clamp
B - Outer cable securing poin t and cable adjustment
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C.A.V. DIESEL INJECTION SYSTEM
TECHNICAL DATA

Fuel Injection Pump
Type ..................................... .

4 Element Jerk

Rotation (Viewed from the front) ............... .

Clockwise

Governor Type ............................. .

Mechanical

Idle Speed

625 rpm ±25

Maximum 'No load' speed
Pump Timing

................... .

............................. .

4000 rpm ±30
0,99 mm (11°) B.T.D.C.

Fuel Injectors
Type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pintle

Plunger opening pressure

1 7 5 atmospheres

Back Leakage (time for pressure to drop
from 100 to 7 5 atmospheres) ................. .

6 to 2 2 seconds

Needle seat leakage

Nozzle to be dry after operating the injector and
after holding the pressure at 20 atmospheres
below opening pressure for 10 seconds

Tightening Torques
Injector assembly securing bolts

1·5 to 2·0 kg.m ( 11 to 14·5 lb.ft.)

Injector Nozzle ............... . ....... . ..... .

6 to 8 kg.m (43 to 58 lb.ft.)

May 1978
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BOSCH FUEL INJECTION
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Fuel Circuit
The Bosch VE Fuel Injection Pump is a high pressure
distributor type embodying a governor and timing
device.
The system consists of a tank from which the fuel
is drawn by a vane pump (integral part of fuel
injection pump). Prior to entering the fuel injection
pump the fuel passes through a hand primer and a
fine mesh filter. The fine mesh filter ensures protection of the pump component parts as the fuel
also acts as a lubricating agent.
The vane supply pump supplies a constant fuel
quantity per revolution and produces a consistent
pressure via the pressure regulating valve. The
vane pump pressure regulation and the orifice in the
excess flow valve produce a pressure in the pump
which is proportional to pump speed. This feature
is used to control the automatic injection advance
unit. The majority of fuel conveyed flows through
the pressure regulating valve and returns to the
suction side of the supply pump. The remainder
flows through the pump interior to be conveyed
into the high pressure chamber or flows through the
excess flow valve to the supply tank for cooling and
removal of air. Prior to entering the tank the returning fuel passes through a one-way valve and the
cold start reservoir.
In the fuel injection pump, high pressure chamber
fuel is distributed to the injectors by the pump
plunger which is actuated by the drive shaft. The
cam plate and rollers in the cam roller ring cause a
stroke movement in addition to the rotary movement.
The stroke produces feed at high pressure and the
distribution of the injected quantity to the indi-

vidual injector outlets js made through a metering
slit in the distributor pump plunger. The port
opening is controlled by the regulating collar opening the spill ports in the pump plunger.
The injector is a pintle type similar to that used on
the Ford 2,4 litre diesel with Bosch Plunger Type
Fuel Injection Pump. Fuel which leaks through the
injector needle spindle/injector nozzle body clearance returns to the tank via the injector leak-off rail.

Mechanical Governor
The mechanical governor incorporated within the
upper side of the Bosch VE distributor injection
pump, is driven at a speed greater than the injection
pump rotational speed by the pump drive shaft via
damped gears on the governor weight cage and the
main drive shaft. Rotating on the governor spindle
is a sliding sleeve and four flyweights. The function
of the flyweights is to control the axial sliding sleeve
movement by centrifugal force determined by the
rotational speed of the drive shaft and opposed by
the governor springs.
When the engine is started and the pump has
reached a predetermined speed the centrifugal
weights push the sliding sleeve forwards on to the
starting lever to overcome the weak starting spring.
The starting lever actuates a tensioning lever which
in turn moves the regulating collar on the pump
plunger, thus fuel delivery is regulated.
The amount of pressure the governor sliding sleeve
exerts on the tensioning lever via the starting lever
and spring is balanced by the governor spring which
is adjustable by an external governor control lever.

·-
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3.
4,
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6.
7.

1. Fuel C~rcuit
Fine mesh filter
Pressure regvlating valve
Governor
Flyweight assembly
Control lever
Sliding sleeve
Lever assembly

Inlet pressure to fuel injection pump
8.
9.
10.
1 1.

12.
13.
14 .

Excess flow valve
One -way valve
Cold start reservoir
Heater plug
Distribu tor pump plunger
Delivery valve
Injector

15

16.
17
1C.

19.
20.
21

Governor control sleeve
Camplate
Adva nce piston
Fuel 1<1~k
Governor drive
Vane pump
Hand prime
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c.;
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Return to tank
Internal pump pressure
Injection pressure
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BOSCH FUEL INJECTION
FAULT

DIAGr~OSIS

Introduction
The following fault diagnosis procedure has been devised to give a methodical guide when a fuel fault is not
obvious. It is in no way an instruction which must be followed operation by operation. The mechanical condition of the engine, the vehicle history, circumstances and experience together with the following procedure
will assist in an accurate diagnosis.
NOTE : Before any part of the fuel system is dismantled the surrounding area must be throughly cleaned.

Trouble Symptoms

Possible Causes

Remedy

Engine will not start
or is difficult to start

Insufficient fuel in tank

Fill the fuel tank and bleed the
system by filling the primary filter
and fuel pump with clean fuel.

Non operation of shut-off
control

Clean and made good electrical
connections of electrical shut-off
control valve. Check solenoid
operation. Check mechanical
shut-off lever.

Faulty cold start device

Check thermostart reservoir for correct
supply to the heater plug/s.
Check heater plug/s operation .

Loose pump drive gear
or timing sl ipped

Remove tim ing belt cover, check and
adjust injection pump timing .

Broken gear pump or timing belt

Remove pump or timing belt from
vehicle and rectify .

Choked fuel filter or fuel oil
contamination

Check fuel flow and fuel tank
condition.
The fuel filter element must be changed
at the regular intervals recommended .
Check that the fuel system does not
contain water. In sub-zero tempera tures it is possible for wax crystals
to separate from the fuel and cause a
blockage in the fuel system .

Engine starts then
stops

Faulty injection pump

Remove injection pump and rectify .

Insufficient fuel in tank

Fill the fuel tank and bleed the
system.

Fuel starvation

Check that the fuel filter elements
are not choked. Ensure that the fuel
feed is operating correctly.
Check all pipe unions and joints in
the fuel system for tightness and
effective sealing .
Check that all pipes, including the
fuel return pipe, permit unrestricted
fuel flow.
Check that the fuel tank vent is not
blocked and there is no air in the
system.

Air starvation

Check and if necessary replace the air
cleaner element.
Check hoses for deterioration, kinks
and splits.
Check that valve clearances are
correctly adjusted.
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BOSCH FUEL INJECTION
FAULT DIAGNOSIS (cont'd)

Trouble Symptoms

Possible Causes

Remedy

Engine starts then
stops

Low idle speed

Check engine condition.
Check that valve gear (push rods.
valve springs, etc.) is operating
correctly.
Check that valve timing is correct.
Check that all injecfors are seated
correctly and that a gas-tight seal
is effected between the injectors and
the cylinder head.
Check the cylinder head gasket. valve
seats, bores, pistons and rings for
wear.
Use a tachometer and set the idle
speed (see specifications).

Incorrect engine idling
and maximum speeds

Faulty stop control lead/lever

Check stop control lead/lever for
tightness. Ensure the lead is in good
condition and a constant flow is
maintained.

Air starvation

Check and if necessary replace air
cleaner element.

Fuel starvation

Check that there is no air in the
system or water or foreign matter.
Check that the fuel filter elements are
not choked.
Check all pipe unions and joints in
the fuel system for tightness and
effective sealing.
Check that all pipes permit
unrestricted fuel flow, and that,
there is no dirt in the system.

Accelerator linkage

Check accelerator linkage for wear
and adjustment. Ensure that the fuel
pump control lever is properly
secured to the shaft.

Fuel pump

Check that the control lever is tight
on the throttle shaft. Ensure the
linkage from the accelerator pedal
will permit full throttle opening.

Faulty injectors

Remove injectors and test.

Check engine condition

Check that the engine valve gear
(push rods, valves. valve springs, etc.)
is operating correctly.
Check for sticking valves, worn valve
seats, damaged gaskets, worn bores,
worn pistons, worn or sticking rings.
Ensure injection timing is correct.
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Low maximum speed

Check maximum no-load speed (see
specifications).

Low idle speed

Use a tachometer and set the idle
speed (see specifications).
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BOSCH FUEL INJECTION
FAULT DIAGNOSIS (cont'd)
Trouble Symptoms

Poaaible Cauaea

Remedy

Uneven running
misfiring

Check valve clearances

Check that the valve clearances are
adjusted correctly. Ensure that the
engine valve gear is operating
correctly, i.e. no valves are sticking,
etc.

Faulty injectors

Remove injectors, test and rectify as
necessary. Check that the injector
seatings in the cylinder head are
gas-tight.

Check engine mountings

Check that the engine mountings are
secured correctly. Check for
vibration being transmitted from some
other loose or unbalanced part of the
vehicle.

Air in fuel system

Correct air leak.

Check engine condition

Remove the radiator cap with engine
at idling speed (cold) and check for
gas leaks through the coolant.
Check for a damaged cylinder head
gasket.
Check for valve seat damage and
valves sticking. Check for worn
pistons, sticking rings or worn bores.

Lack of power/poor
fuel consumption
Before checking the following possible causes ensure that:
1.

The vehicle is not loaded in excess of its plated weight.

2.

Tyre pressures are correct for load carried.

3.

The clutch is not slipping.

4.

The brakes are not binding.

5.

The parking brake and drive line are in good working order.

6.

The engine reaches its maximum no-load speed.

7.

The fuel injection pump has not been tampered with and the seals are
unbroken.

8.

The density of the exhaust smoke is checked with engine warm and
under load.

9.

Check the accelerator cable and ensure that the throttle is opening fully.

Air starvation

Check and if necessary replace air
cleaner element.
Check that the engine valve gear is
operating correctly.

Fuel starvation

Check that the fuel filter elements
are not choked. Check that the fuel
feed is operating correctly.
Check all pipe unions and joints in
the fuel system for tightness and
effective sealing.
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BOSCH FUEL INJECTION
FAULT DIAGNOSIS (cont'd)
Trouble Symptons
Lack of power/poor
fuel consumption (cont'd)

Pouible caua..

Remedy

Fuel starvation (cont'd)

Check that all pipes permit unrestricted
fuel flow. Check that fuel tank vent
is not blocked and that there is no
air in the system.

Engine

Check that the valve clearances
are adjusted correctly.

Exhaust system

Ensure exhaust system is free from
internal obstruction.

Accelerator linkage/cable

Check linkage for excessive wear.
Check that the engine mounting bolts
are tight. Check that when the
accelerator pedal is fully depressed
the pump control lever contacts the
maximum speed screw.

Stop control

Check that the stop control is
operating correctly.

Fuel injection equipment

Remove and test the injectors.
If the fuel injection pump is suspected
of being faulty, it must be removed
and tested.

Check engine condition

Remove radiator cap with engine at
idling speed (cold) and check for
internal gas leaks through coolant.
Check for damaged cylinder head
gasket.
Check for worn or sticking rings,
worn pistons or worn bores.

Excessive exhaust
smoke
Note the colour of exhaust smoke, when the engine is on full load, in gear.
(a)

White smoke

Denotes incorrect injection timing, low compression or water in the
cylinders.

(b)

Black smoke

Denotes incomplete combustion due to excess fuel or insufficient air
being supplied to the cylinders, or faulty atomisation due to faulty injectors
(accompanied by a heavy 'diesel knock').

(c)

Blue smoke

Denotes that excessive engine oil is being burned due to faulty valves,
valve stems, pistons, rings or bores, or faulty injectors causing a partially
unburned fuel condition.
Before checking the following 'Possible Causes' ensure that:
1.

The vehicle is not loaded in excess of its plated weight.

2.

Tyre pressures are correct for load carried.

3.

The brakes are not binding.

4.

The clutch is not slipping.

5.

The fuel injection pump has not been tampered with and that the seals
are unbroken.
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BOSCH FUEL INJECTION
FAULT DIAGNOSIS (cont'd)

Trouble Symptoms

Remedy

Poaaible Cauaea
6.

The smoke condition only exists when the engine is thoroughly warm .

On Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 6 above, excessive smoke will be produced if the
engine is subjected to gross over-loading, adverse conditions or incorrect
gear use which will lower the engine speed.

Air starvation

Check and if necessary replace the air
cleaner element.
Check that valve clearances are
correctly adjusted.
Check that the engine valve gear
is operating correctly.

Engine will not
accelerate correctly

Fuel injection equipment

Remove injectors and test. Ensure
that the specified type of injector is
used. Check the injection timing. If
the fuel injection pump is suspected
of being faulty it must be removed to
check the calibration.

Air starvation

Check and if necessary replace
the air cleaner element.
Check that the engine valve gear
is operating correctly and valves are
set to the specified clearances.

Engine surge (with throttle
in fixed position)

Slow engine die down

November 1976

Fuel injectors

Remove injectors and test. Ensure
that the specified type of nozzle
and injector is used.

Fuel injection pump linkage

Check accelerator linkage and lever for
freedom of movement and excessive
wear.

Blocked fuel return pipe

Check that the return fuel pipe from the
fuel pump to the tank is clear.

Fuel injection pump linkage

Check accelerator linkage and lever
for freedom of movement and
excessive wear.
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BOSCH FUEL INJECTIOt,l
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS

NOTE: The following Special Tools are only available through Bosch agents.

Bosch Tool No.
1 685 720
1 686 430
1 688 130
1 688 130
KDEP 1086
KDEP 1027
1 687 233
KDEP 2931
1 683 458
1 688 010
1 683 391
1 683 385
1 683 456
1 683 385

062
010 CA
075
139
012
019
011
074
011
000
016

Tool Name
Pump adaptor
Drive coupling tool
Gauge set
Measuring tool
Control valve remover/replacer
Bracing sleeve remover
Dial gauge
Indicator tool
Adaptor
Clamping bracket
Supply connector
Banjo connector
Hollow connector
Serrated connector

21 016

Timing peg

1 685 720 062
KDEP 2963
KDEP 1082
KDEP 1080
KDEP 1086
KDEP 1032
1 687 233 012
KDEP 1084

Adaptor flange
Mounting yoke
Governor shaft nut remover/replacer
Screw plug remover/replacer
Control valve remover/replacer
Base adaptor
Dial gauge
Register block

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS- CONTENT
FUEL SYSTEM

23 142
23 412 2

Fuel system -bleed
Injection pump - calibrate
(injection pump removed)
23 414
Injection pump - Remove and install
23 414 8
Injection pump - Overhaul
[
(injection pump removed)
- --------·---- - -- - -- - ----··-------------- -·--- ---·- ·-- -- ---
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Contain
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publication

Contained
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Operation

Unique
for
Transit
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X
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X
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X
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BOSCH FUEL INJECTION
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS

23 142

FUEL SYSTEM - BLEED

1.

Fit the pump adaptor flange Special Tool No.
1 685 720 062 to the test stand clamping
bracket, Special Tool No. 1 688 010 011
securely tighten the clamp bolts.

2.

Fit the drive coupling Special Tool No. 1 686
430 010 CA. to the pump drive shaft. Fit the
lockwasher and securely tighten the nut.

3.

Engage the drive coupling with the machine
drive head. To eliminate play, pull the
clamping bracket together with the fuel
injection pump away from the drive slightly.
Whilst applying this pressure securely tigh ten
the clamping bracket to machine bed bolt.

4.

Fit the gauge set to the machine bed (Special
Tool No. 1 688 130 075) .

5.

Fit the machine supply pipe to the pump with
connector. Special Tool No. 1 683 391 074 .

Special Service Tools Required: None
1.

R;jise the hood and secure with the stay.

2.

Ensure that all fuel pipe connections are tight
and there is sufficient fuel in the fuel tank.

3.

Slacken the bleed screw on top of the fuel
filter two or three turns.

4.

Operate the hand primer (located on the fuel
filter) by a "press and release ' motion until air
bubbles cease and fuel flows freely from the
bleed screw, securely tighten the bleed screw.

5.

Switch on the ignition to actuate the stop
control solenoid. Move the stop control lever
in the start position and slacken the fuel
outlet banjo.
Do not attempt to bleed the injection
pump by slackening the hexagon headed
bolts situated either side of the pump.
This will displace governor components
and damage the injection pump.

6.

Fit the manometer graduated 0 to 0,6 kgf/cm 2
to the supply pipe connector.

7.

Operate the hand primer until air bubbles
cease and fuel flows freely, securely tighten
the banjo connection.

Fit the banjo (Special Tool No. 1 683 385
011) to the 0 to 16 kgf/cm 2 graduated m anometer feed pipe.

8.

Fit the manometer feed pipe to the fuel outlet
connection. Retain in position with the hollow
connector, Special Tool No. 1 683 456 000.

9.

Fit the plastic hose to the serrated banjo,
Special Tool No. 1 683 385 016.

10.

Fit the return hose to the hollow connector.
Retain the hose assembly with the pump
outlet hollow bolt.

6.

NOTE: Do not attempt to bleed the fuel
system by cranking the engine. The injection
pump is lubricated by diesel fuel not engine
oil. Serious damage may be incurred if the
engine i"s cranked with a dry injection pump.
7.

Wipe all surplus diesel oil from the fuel filter
and injection pump.

8.

Start the engine and check for fuel leaks.

9.

Lower the hood and secure.

23 412 2

NOTE: The injection pump must only be
tested with the hollow bolt as fitted in
production; use of any other bolt will
result in incorrect calibration readings.

INJECTIONPUMPCALIBRATE (injection pump
removed)

The following procedure details the calibrating
p:-ocedure using a Bosch Test Stand Fig. 2. When
using other test stands consult the test stand
manufacturers instructions.

Special Service Tools Required:
Bracing sleeve remover
Control valve remover/
replacer
Indicator tool
Banjo connector
Serrated connector
Supply connector
Hollow connector
Adaptor
Pump adaptor
Drive coupling tool
Dial gauge
Clamping bracket
Gauge set
Measuring tool
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KDEP 1027

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

KDEP 1086
KDEP 2931
683 385 011
683 385 016
683 391 074
683 456 000
683 458 019
685 720 062
686 430 010CA
687 233 012
688 010 011
688 130 075
688 130 139
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Fig. 2. Bosch Calibration Equipment
1. Supply connector. Special Tool No. 1 683 6.
391 074
2. Plastic hose
7.
8.
3. Pump outl et hollow bol t
9.
4 . Serrated connector. Special Tool No.
I 683 385 016
10.
5. Hollow connect or, Special Tool No.
1 1.
I 683 456 000
12.

c:

m

rManometer feed banjo connec tor,
Special Tool No. 1 683 385 01 1
Injection tubes
Gauge set
Manometer graduated 0 to 1 6 kgf/cm 2
M anometer graduated 0 to 0 ,6 kgf/cm 2
Manometer supply pipe
Solenoid electrical suoolv

13.

14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19 .

Manometer supply pipe
Sol enoid electrical earth
Fuel injection pump
Test stand supply pipe
M achine bed
Clamp bol t
Clamping bracket, Special Tool No.

1 688 010 011

20.

Drive coupling Special Tool No. 1 686

430 010 CA
21 .
22 .

Adaptor flange. Special Tool No. 1 685
720 062
Supply pipe banjo

2
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BOSCH FUEL INJECTION
23 412 2 (cont'd)
11.

Fit the fuel injection tubes between the
hydraulic head valve holders and the nozzle
holder assembly (Note: All nozzles are to be
set to 14 7 bar ( 14 7 kgf/cm 2 ) (209 1 lbf/in 2 ). It
is expedient to mark the fu el injection tubes
relative to the letters stam ped on t he
hydraulic head and rou te the tubes in the
same sequence to the nozzle holder assemblies.

12.

Remove the tw o screw s and rem ove the
timing device fl at cover.

13.

Fit the measuring tool Special Tool No. 1 688
130 13 9 to th e pump body, Fig. 3 . securely
tigllten the screw s.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
The ti ming device travel mea suring tool embodies a
gauge and plunger. The plunger must not be entered
in the advance piston end drilling, failure to observe
this instruction will result in the bending of the
plunger when aligning the tool and pu mp body
screw holes.
14.

Check the measuring tool 'Zero·. If correction
is required the scale plate must be moved as
follows:
(a) Remove the outer circlip.
(b) Slide the sigh t glass from the tool body.
(c) Loosen the scale plate re taining screw s.
(d) Reposi tion the scale plate relative to the
plu nger. securely tighten the retaining
screw s.
(e) Carefully re fit the sight glass and·circli p.

15.

Fully retract the accelerator stop screws and
disconnec t the return spring.

Adjustments

Fig. 3

Me<~su ring

Toot Special Tool No. 1 688 130 139

2.

Release the adjustment screw locknut.
Remove the screw. remove the spacer if fi tted
re fi t the screw.

3.

Set the specified full load delivery at the given
speed by rotating the adjustment screw. Fig. 4 .

If full load delivery will not respond to the adjustment screw the governor may be 'cutting in' prematurely i.e. dimension 'M S' was incorrectly calculated
during assembly.

·o·

ring on the adjustment screw
NOTE : Ensure the
does not emerge from the housing port when specified delivery has been obtained. If this does happen
a shorter adj us tment screw must be used.
If the adj ustmen t screw is too short i.e. the specified
full loa d delivery ca nnot be achieved or th ere is
insuffi cient screw thread to fit the locknut a longer
adjustment screw must be used.

For testing and adjustment purposes the specified
test oil is used at a temperature of 313 to 318 ° K
(40 to 45 °C) ( 104 to 113 °F) and at a constant feed
pressure of 0 ,2 bar (0,2 kgf/cm 2) (2 ,85 lbf/in2 ).
Operating the pump to heat the Test Oil

1.

Connect a 12 vol t supply battery to shut off
solenoid. Move the stop con trol lever to the
start position.

2.

Pull the acce lerator linkage to the maximum
fu el posi tion and secure.

3.

Set the feed pressure and drive the injection
pump for approximately 10 minutes at ra ted
speed.

IMPORTANT NOTE: The fuel injection pump must
deliver fluid during this period.
Adjust full load delivery

1.

Pull the acce lerator linkage to the maximum
fuel position and secure.
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Fig. 4. Ac1iust full load delivery
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BOSCH FUEL INJECTION

Set full load adjustment limits

To prevent unauthorised adjustment a spacer is
fitted to the adjustment screw within the housing
body.

4.

Select a spacer that will allow the correct full
load delivery but will only allow the adjustment screw to travel the maximum of t of a
turn further inwards, Fig. 5.

5.

When the specified full load delivery is
a-chieved and the correct spacer is fitted
tighten the locknut to specifications.

Adjust the timing device travel and the supply
pump pressure

1.

Pull the accelera tor linkage to the maximum
fu el position and secure.

2.

Via the centre screw bleed the measuring
device. Special Tool No. 1688 130 139.

3.

At the specified speed check the supply pump
pressure and the timing device (advance
piston) travel.

G/6/0249/T
Fig. 5. Full load ad1ustmem
1. Spacer
2.
ring

o·

--

When the vent is pressed into the control
valve. the supply pump pressure is increased
and the timing device is thus advanced. Therefore to increase the supply pump pressure and
advance the timing device care fully tap the
control valve vent plug into the va lve body.

5.

If the supply pump pressure must be reduced
the control valve vent plug must be drawn
back.

6.

Using Special Tool No. KDEP 1086 re move
the control valve assembly from the pump
body.

7.

Enter the split nose of Special Tool No. KDEP
1027 into the control valve, Fig. 6.

8.

Enter the central rod of Special Tool No.
KDEP 1027 into the main tool body. Thus
expand the tool nose and engage the valve
bracing sleeve.

9.

Hold the main tool firmly by the support arm .
rotate the upper tool wheel and thus withdraw
the bracing sleeve from the control valve .

10 .

Remove the valve plunger and spring.

11.

Using a suitable mandrel press the control
valve vant plug towards t.,e valve uppe r fa ce.

12.

Replace tile spring and va lve plunger.

13.

Using a su itable mandrel press a new bracing
sleevl' into the control valve bocly. W!'. ~n fitted
the bracing :;!eeve rnus t be fl ush w i th the end
oi the valve. The mandrel must in:iert the
bracing slee:ve wi!hout damage to either the
sleeve or valve body i.e. 110 ch:(Js or burrs.

14.

Fit two new
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·o· rings to the valve body.

4. lock nut

15.

Using Special Tool No. KDEP 1086 fit the
control valve to the pump housing, tighten to
specifications.

16.

The supply pump pressure may now be
adjusted as detailed in operation number 4 .

Adjust supply pump pressure

4.

3. Adjustment Screw

GI610250JT
r·1g 6. Supoly pump pressure conrrol valve
1. Con tr ol valve
4 . Bracing sleeve
2. Valve spring
5. Special Tool
no. KDEP 1027
3. Valve plunger
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BOSCH FUEL INJECTION
23 412 2 (cont'd)
Adjust timing device travel
17.

If the specified tirnir.g device travel is not
attained when the supply pump pressure
tolerance is utilized it can be changed by
means of plain washers used to vary the
spring preload . See specifications and 23 414
8 Fuel Injection Pump Overhaul (Injection
Pump Removed). Operations 70 to 74.

18 .

After adjusting the timing device travel and
th e supply pump pressure the full load delivery
must be rechecked.

y --...

' 1.

Adjust low idle setting

\.~!

1.

Push the acceleratur lever up against the idle
speed adJustment screw, Fig . 7.

2.

At the given speed set the specified idle
delivery using the id le adjustment screw.

3.

Measure the d istance 'A' (see specifi ca tions)
If the measured distance is not as specified
the accelerator lever must be removed and
rotated relative to the spindle.

4.

Ensure the return spring , retaining bracket .
lockwasher and nut are correctly repositioned.
Tighten the nut to specifications.

Fig 7. Adjust low idle s ettin~J
1 Idl e adju stm en t screw

2

A cce lera tor leve r

Measure excess fuel for starting
1.

At the specified speed check the fuel delivery
Note the speed at which the fuel delivery
reading is taken must be approached from a
lower speed i.e. do not exceed and then lower
the r.p.m. to attain the specified speed.

2.

If the excess fuel for starting value is not as
specified, the dimension ' MS ' (starting fuel)
has been incorrectly calculated during
assembly.

Adjust maximum speed setting
1.

Push the accelerator linkage against the speed
adjustment screw, Fig. 8.

2.

Turn the speed adjustment screw inward until
the specified amourrt of fuel is delivered at the
given speed.

3.

Tighten the adjustment
specifications.

screw

locknut

4.

Measure dimension 'B' (adjustment distance)
between the idle adjustment screw and the
speed adjustment sciew. Note: the accelerator linkage must oe held against the idle
adjustment screw.

5.

If the measured dimension is not to specifications the wrong type of governor spring
may have been fitted.

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- ----

to

Fig. 8 . Adjust maximum speed setting
1. Adjustment screw
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Adjust timing, Fig. 9.

1 5.

This procedure requires the pump flange to be
fitted. The pump must therefore be temporarily
removed from the ten stand end held in e 'Soft
Jaw' bench vice.

1.

Fit the dial gauge Special Tool No. 1 687 233
0 12 to the indicator tool Special Tool No.
KDE P 2931, securely tighten the allen screw
clamp.

2.

Fit the adaptor Special Tool No. 1 683 4 58
0 19 to the indicator tool, ensure the copper

Fit the screw and copper washer to the central
screw plug tighten to specifications.

washer is correctly positioned. and securely
tighten.

3.

Push the adaptor plunger and ensure a dial
indicator travel of 2 mm plus.

4.

Remove the screw and copper washer from
the central screw plug.

5.

Fit the special tool assembly to the central
screw plug. When fully tightened ensure the
adaptor plunger has registered on the injection
pump cam i.e. the dial gauge pointer has
moved.
NOTE : the dial indicator movement at this
stage should not exceed approximately 0.05
mm. This dimension ensures a correct zero on
the pump cam but allows sufficient unused
movement for the cam lift readings.

6.

Via the drive shaft nut rotate the pump in a
clockwise direction (i.e. the direction of
rotation in service).

7.

Zero the dial indicator on the cam dwell prior
to the plunger stroke for Number 1 cylinder
i.e. the timing marks will be close to one
another.

8.

Conti nue to rotate the pump drive shaft and
stop at the specified dial indicator reading.

9.

Retain the pump in this position. loosen the
adjustable timing marks align both marks and
securely tighten the retaining screws.

Gl6f0 253IT
Fig. 9. Timing and pre-stroke adjustment
1. Dial guage Special Tool No. 1687 233 012
2. Indicator tool Special Tool No. KDEP 293 1
3. Adaptor Special Tool No. 1683 458 019
4 . Spill pipe

Pre-stroke, Fig. 9 .

10.

Fit the spill pipe to the special tool assembly.

11.

Via the drive shaft nut rotate the pump in a
clockwise direction (i.e. the direction of
rotation in Service).

12.

Apply a test
20KN/m2 •

13.

The flow from the spill pipe should 'cut off' at
specified camlift, read from the dial indicator.
An incorrect 'cut off' figure is corrected by
changing the shim beneath the pump plunger
i.e. dimension K was incorrectly calculated
during assembly. If dimension K is checked
and a revised shim is fitted beneath the
plunger, dimension KF must also be checked
as the two dimensions are inter related.

14.

Remove the special tool.
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Testing

6.

Test timing device travel and supply pump
pressure
1.

Push the accelerator lever up against the
adjustment screw (maximum fuel position).

2.

At the specified speeds check the supply
pump pressures and the timing device travel.

3.

Incorrect values must be rectified as previously
detailed in Adjust supply pump pressure
and Adjust timing device travel.

NOTE: Defects in the supply pump or in the valve
affect both the supply pump pressure and the timingdevice travel. Defects in the timing device (i.e.
the wrong type of spring) affect the timing device
travel only.

Test zero delivery (Stop)
Electric solenoid type
1.
2.

Hold the accelerator lever in the maximum
position.

Connect a variable D.C. supply to the solenoid;
positive supply to the solenoid spade terminal.
negative supply to earth.

4.

Run the pump at 100 rpm , for no longer than
30 seconds. and steadily increase the
solenoid supply voltage. Fuel delivery must
start before a supply voltage of 8 volts.

5.

Reduce the supply voltage to 6 volts. Measure
the fuel delivery over 100 shots, see specifications.

6.

Increase speed to 1800 rpm measure the fuel
delivery over 200 shots, see specifications.

7.

MEASURE THE OVERFLOW QUANTITY
1.

Push the accelerator lever up against the
adjustment screw (maximum fuel position) .

2.

Measure the overflow quantity of test oil
returned using a suitable measuring glass, at
the specified speed. Incorrect values must be
rectified by checking (a) Supply Pump
Pressure, and (b) that the outlet hollow bolt
orifice is unobstructed.

NOTE: Outlet hollow bolts are matched to each
individual fuel injection pump. The fitment of an
incorrect bolt would therefore lead to incorrect
pump operation.

Testing fuel delivery and breakaway characteristic
1.

Run the pump at 100 rpm, for no longer
than 30 seconds, with no voltage applied to
the stop solenoid. The pump should deliver no
fuel to the injectors.

3.

Terminate electricai supply, fuel
should cease within 2 seconds.

Pull the control lever to the stop pos1t1on,
fuel delivery should cease within 2 seconds.

Measure the amounts of fuel delivered at the
given speeds with the accelerator lever in the
specified position.
Incorrect values must be rectified by checking
the full load delivery.

2.

Remove the connections and thus disconnect
the fuel injection pump from the manometers.

3.

Remove the fuel injection tubes from the
hydraulic head.

4.

Remove the measuring tool from the timing
device fit the cover and tighten the securing
screws to specification.

5.

Remove the pump/adaptor flange from the
test stand.

6.

Remove the pump from the adaptor.

7.

Fit the pump flange,
retaining bolts.

8.

Fit the drive pulley to the pump drive shaft. Fit
the lockwasher and nut, tighten the nut to
specifications.

delivery

securely tighten the

Mechanical type
1.

Hold the accelerator lever in the maximum
position.

2.

Run the pump at 100 rpm with stop control
lever in the stop position. The pump should
deliver no fuel to the injectors.

3.

Allow the stop control lever to move towards
the run position under the influence of the
spiral return spring, i.e. do not assist the lever
movement.
Fuel delivery should start at the injectors
within 2 seconds.

4.

Measure the fuel delivery over 1 00 shots, see
specification.

5.

Increase speed to 1800 rpm and measure the
fuel delivery over 100 shots, see specification.
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INJECTION PUMP-REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required:
Timing peg

21 0 16

To remove the timing belt cover
1.

Raise the hood and secure with the stay.

2.

Drain the cooling system.

3.

Disconnect the battery.

4.

Remove the air cleaner assembly.

5.

Disconnect the
location.

6.

Disconnect the expansion
mounting bracket, remove
bracket assembly.

7.

Fit the pump flange, securely tighten the
retaining bolts.

8.

Remove the radiator mounting bolts and
rubber mountings. remove the radiator.

9.

Slacken the vacuum pump drive belt jockey
pu lley and remove the drive belt.

10.

Slacken the alternator mounting bolts and
remove the al ternator drive belt.

11.

Remove the four fan retaining bolts and
remove the fan. spacer and pulley.

12.

Remove the screws securing the trmmg belt
cover to the engine and remove the timing
belt cover.

20.

Remove the previously slackened injection
pump dri ve gear bolts, remove the plate and
drive gear from the injection pump.

21.

Remove the two bolts which secure the pump
rear support bracket to the engine block,
Fig. 11.

top hose at the radiator
tank to hose
the hose and

T o remove the injection pump
13.

Disconnect the
injection pump.

14.

Disconnect the stop control lead/cable.

1 5.

Remove the injection pump fuel feed and
return pipes, fit dust caps. Retain the outlet
banjo securing bolt in the injection pump
protected by a suitable sleeve.

16.

Remove the injector delivery pipes from the
injectors and injection pump, fit dust caps.

17.

Turn the engine to T.D.C. with No. 1 piston on
compression stroke and locate the timing peg
(Specia l Tool No. 21 016) through the hole
in th e camshaft gear and the engine front
cover. Fig. 10 .

18.

Slacken the injection pump drive gear retaining bolts.

19.

Slacken the timing belt tensioner retaining
bolts, return the tensioner to the unloaded
position. and securely tighten the tensioner
retaining bolts. remove the timing belt from
the injection pump drive gear.
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throttie

cable

from

the
Fig. 10 Timing peg Special Tool No. 21 016

T/6/0266/T
Fig. 11 . Pump rear support bracket retaining bolts
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(cont'd)

22.

Slacken the engine block bracket to pump rear
support bracket retaining nut.

23 .

Remove the remaining nuts and
the throttle cable bracket retaining
the pump mounting plate. remove
and mounting plate assembly
vehicle, Fig. 12.

24.

Remove the support bracket assembly from
the rear of the injection pump.

bolts and
bolt from
the pump
from the

To install the injection pump
2 5.

Clean all mating surfaces.

26.

Fit the support bracket to the rear of the
injection pump and secure but do not tighten
the retaining nut.

2 7.

Position the injection pump in the engine
front cover and secure with the two nuts and
bolts.

28.

Replace the accelerator cable bracket and
secure with the retaining bolts.

29.

Fit the two lower pump mounting plate bolts.

30.

Securely tighten the pump mounting plate
retaining nuts and bolts.

31.

Fi t the pump rear support bracket to the
engine block and secure with the two retaining bolts.

32.

Securely tighten the engine bracket to pump
rear support bracket nut.

33.

Remove the dust caps. replace the injector
delivery, fuel feed and return pipes. securely
tighten. Fig. 13.

Fig. 12. Pump and mounting plate, both removed from front
cover

Fig. 13. Pump installation
1. Fuel return
2. Fuel feed

34.

Assemble the drive gear ('FORD' stamped
letter outermost) and plate to the injection
pump. replace the retaining bolts but do not
tighten. The bolt holes in the pump drive
flange are arranged so the drive gear can only
be located in one position.

35.

Turn the injection pump drive gear until the
timing pointer coincides with the TDC mark
on the drive gear.

36.

Ensure the timing peg (Special Tool No.
21 016) is located in the camshaft/engine
front cover position and the crankshaft timing
marks are aligned. Fig. 14.

3. Accelera tor cable

Fig. 14. Timing marks
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37.

Assemble the timing belt on the injection
pump drive gear ensuring the timing marks do
not move and the timing belt serrations are
aligned with the gear teeth. If necessary move
the drive gear in the pump using the slotted
holes in the gear to allow the belt to mesh. It
will be necessary to hold the injection pump
gear in the TDC position whilst replacing the
drive belt.

38.

Securely .tighten the drive gear retaining nuts.

39.

Slacken the timing belt tensioner retaining
bolts, actuate the tensioner mechanism by
sharply depressing the longest span of the
timing belt.

40.

Securely tighten the tensioner retaining bolts
and remove the timing peg (Special Tool
No. 21 0 16) from the camshaft gear.

41.

Rotate the crankshaft two revolutions in the
normal rotational direction and recheck the
injection pump timing, adjust if necessary by
slackening the pump drive gear retaining nuts
and moving the pump within the slotted holes
in the drive gear. Securely tighten the gear
retaining nuts.

42.

Replace the stop control
connect the throttle cable.

43.

Bleed the fuel system as detailed in Operation
No. 23 142.

lead/cable

54.

Connect the battery, start the engine, check
for oil, fuel, and water leaks.

55.

Lower the hood and secure.

and

To replace the timing belt cover
44.

Replace the timing belt cover; fit and securely
tighten the retaining screws.

45.

Replace the fan pulley spacer and fan
assembly, securely tighten the four retaining
bolts.

£16.

Replace the alternator cJrive belt and adjust
via the alternator to the specified belt
deflection measurement. securely tighten the
alternator mounting bolts

4 7.

Replace the vacuum pump drive belt and
adjust via the jockey pulley to the specified
belt deflection measurement, securely tighten
the jockey pulley retaining nuts.

48.

Replace the four radiator mounting rubbers
and radiator, securely tighten the mounting
bolts.

49.

Fit the air return hose to the expansion tank,
securely tighten the hose clip.

50.

Replace the hose and bracket assembly to the
expansion tank, securely tighten the hose
clips and bracket retaining bolt.

51.

Fit and securely tighten the top hose at the
radiator location.

52.

Replace the air cleaner assembly.

53.

Refill the cooling system.
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FUEL INJECTION PUMPOVERHAUL
(Injection pump removed)

Special S ervice Tools Required:
Base adaptor
KDEP 1032
Screw plug remover/replacer
KDEP 1080
Governor shaft nut remover/
replacer
KDEP 1082
Register block
KDEP 1084
Con trol va lve rer 1·:JVer/rep1acer
KDEP 1086
Mou nting yoke
KDEP 2963
A dap tor fl ange
685 720 062
Dial gauge
687 233 012

To Dismantle

1.

Remove the drive shaft nut and washer.

2.

Using a suitable puller remove the drive pulley.
NOTE: When removing the drive pulley under
no circumstances 'strike' the drive shaft as
serious pump damage will result.

3.

Remove the three bolts and remove the pump
flange.

4.

Fit the pump to the adaptor flange (Special
Tool No. 1 685 720 062).

5.

Fit the pump/adaptor to the mounting yoke
(Special Tool No. KDEP 2963). Fit the yoke to
support clamp or a suitable bench vice,
Fig. 15.

6.

Remove the screws and carefully lift off the
housing cover, Fig. 16.

7.

Unhook the governor spring from the retaining pin.

8.

Remove the accelerator linkage centre nut
and the spring retaining bracket.

9.

Mark the accelerator linkage relative to the
spindle. remove the linkage and return spring.

1 0.

Remove the spindle and interior linkage from
the housing cover.

Fig. 15. Mounting the fuel pump
1. Adaptor Special Tool No. 1 685 7 20 062
2. Fuel injection pump
3. Mounting yoke Special Tool No. KDEP 2963

Remove mechanical shut-off (if fitted}

11.

Unhook mechanica l shut-off return spring.

12

Remove shut-off
k'ckwasher.

13

Remove Ol ller 1ever. snim and seal.

1·~

Push rh e shd ft into the housing cover and
li• US remov e the shaft znd inner linkage from
th e cover.

rever

retaining

nut

and

Fig. 16.
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F1g I 7 Fuel lnJt~Ct ion Pump
1
Soleno1r1
2
Reta1 nu1g p1n
Outer cornpress1on spr;ng
3
1
Inner comprt~ssion Sf.)ring
5.
Control lever assembly
6. Governor spring
7. Flywe igh t
8 . Sh.rn
9. Shun plate
10 . Speed adjus tment screw
1 1.
Pump outlet hollow bolt

November 19 76

1 2.
13.
14.
15

16.

17
18.
19 .
20.
2 1.
22

Housmg cove r
Accelerator l ever assembly
Adj ustment screw and locknu ts
Governor sh aft slotted nut
Governor shaft
Pressure control valve
Adjustable ti ming mark
Fixed tim ing m ark
Drive p ulley
Pump flange
Retaining bol t

23

24
25

26.
27.
28

29.
30.

31 .
32.
33.

Timing device flat cover
Control lever pivot bol t
Pump body
Accelera tor in tenor link.age
Advance piston
Piston compression spring
Shim
Vane pump eccentric ring
Vane
Vane pump impeller
Vane pump retaining pla te

BOSCH FUEL INJECTION

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43,
44.

Cross poece
Dnve gear
Rubber buffer
Dnve couplong
Camplate compressoon spring
Connec ting sha h
Roller assembly
Cam roller ring
CamplaiO
Valve assembly
Spring ca rrier

45.
46.
47,
48
49.
50.
51 .
52.
53.
54.
55.

Shim
Upper spring pla:e
Drive shah
Plunger sprirg
Shim
Recess coveo
Full lo<:d deli·,·ery adjustment scre w
Spacer
Housing cov~;r seal ring
Governor ga1.1 ge
Sliding sl eeve

56
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.

Plunger base shim
Slidirg sleeve nipple
Thrust washer
Pump plunger
lower spring plate
Shim
Governor control sleeve
Compression springs
Hydraulic head
Valve holder
Screw plug
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All models

15.

Remove the retaining pin and helical compression springs from the tensioning lever,
Fig. 18.

16.

Position the pump vertically and using the
socket part only of Special Tool No. KDEP
1082 slacken the governor shaft slotted
nut.

G/6/0244/T
Fig. 18. 1. Retaining Pin
2. Inner compression
spring

1 7.

Unscrew the governor shaft, lift out the flyweight assembly, shims and shim plate,
Fig. 19.

18.

Remove the flyweights, spacer and sliding
sleeve from the governor caga.

19.

Using Special Tool No. KDEP 1080 remove
the screw plug and
ring.

20.

Note the relative positions i.e. A. 8, C, D and
remove the delivery valve holders, shims,
springs and the two valve components from
the hydraulic head.

2 1.

Remove the copper
hydraulic head.

22.

Remove the fuel shut-off solenoid if fitted.

3. Outer compression
spring

·o·

washers

from

the

Fi g. 19. Unscrew the governor shaft
3. Governor cage
1. Sliding sleeve
2. Flyweight

23.

Remove the screws and remove the hydraulic
head. During this operation care must be
taken as once the hydraulic head is removed
the compression springs, plunger springs,
guides, shims, upper and lower spring plates
are no longer positively retained, Fig. 20.

24.

Lift out the pump plunger, governor control
sleeve, springs and spring carrier assemblies.
NOTE: A shim is located beneath the plunger
assembly.

2 5.

Remove the spring and spring retainers.

26.

Remove the shims and upper spring plates
from the spring retainers.

2 7.

Remove the governor central sleeve from the
pump plunger.

November 1976

Fig. 20. Remove hydraulic head and pump plunger assembly
4 . Pump plunger
1. Hydrau lic head
2 . Compression springs
5. Spring carrier
3. Governor control
6. Plunger base shim
sleeve
7. Plunger spring
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(cont' d)

28.

Remove the pump plunger thrust washer and
shim from the lower spring plate, Fig. 21 .

29.

Remove the two control lever assembly pivot
bolts and washers from the pump body.

30.

Remove the control lever assembly consisting
of start lever. tensioning lever and correctlon
lever from pump interior.

TI/6/0222/T
Fig. 2 1. Pump plunger assembly
1. Thrust washer
2. Shim
3. Lower spring plate

3 1.

Remove the cam plate.

32.

Rernove the compression spring and drive
coupling, Fig. 22.

33.

Remove the two screws and remove the
timing device fl at cover (right hand side of
pump body when viewed from the hydraulic
head to pump body mating face). Discard the
·o· ring.

34.

Remove the two screws and remove the
timing device 'recess' cover. Remove the shim
ring.
and compression spring. Discard the

4 . Pump plunger

5. Governor control sleeve

·o·

35.

Remove the inner shim from the advance
piston.
Fig. 22. 1. Camplate
2. Drive coupling

36.

Remove the spring clip and pin from the
advance piston to roller ring connecting shaft.
Fig. 2 3.

3 7.

Slide the connecting shaft into the roller ring
i.e. rlisengage from the advance piston.

38.

Lift the earn roller ring from the pump body.
Caution. Each roller is machine matched to
the mner ancl outer ring to ensure rotational
flatn ess. Therefore if a roller is displaced it
must be re fitted to the correct (original) roller
seats in the inner and outer ring.
NOTE: when removed the cam roller ring must
be pro tected by a suitable cover to prevent
both di rt ingress and roller displacement.

TI/6/0225/T
Fig. 23 1. Spring clip
2. Pin
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39.

Remove the advance piston and cross piece,
Fig. 24.

G/6/0233/T
Fig. 24. 1. Advance piston

40.

2. Cross piece

Remove the drive shaft assembly. Remove the
thrust washer, gear and rubber buffers, Fig.

25.
41 .

Remove the two screws and thus remove the
vane pump retaining plate.

42 .

Position a suitable circular mandrel against
the vane pump. The mandrel diameter must
be large enough to cover the outer eccentric
ring.

43.

Invert the pump, gently tap the pump body
with a rubber hammer. Thus remove the vane
pump assembly supported upon the mandrel.

44.

Using Special Tool No. KDEP 1086 remove
the pressure control valve, Fig. 27.

45.

Carefully remove the drive shaft oil seal from
the pump body.

46.

(a) Throughly clean all parts in clean diesel
fuel oil or fuel oil substitute.
(b) Discard all

Tl/6/0226/T
Fig. 25. Driveshaft assembly
1. Drive shaft
2. Rubber buffers

3. Drive gear

·o· rings.

(c) Replace all worn and damaged parts.
(d) The control edges of the pump plunger
must be sharp and the contact surfaces
must not exhibit any running cracks/
tracks.
(e) The following assemblies
replaced as units.

are

to

be
Fig. 26. Remove the vane pump

Pump plunger and governor control sleeve; Cam
roller ring and rollers; vane pump impeller, vanes
and eccentric ring.
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To Reassemble
4 7.

When assembling fuel pump components all
parts including
rings must be lubricated
with fuel oil substitute.

·o·

NOTE: The working surface and area must be
clean when assembling the pump parts. The
ingress of foreign particles will result in fuel
pump/system failure.
48 .

Position the vane pump retaining plate.
impeller vanes and eccentric ring on the
removal mandrel as follows:

4 9.

Place the retaining plate on the mandrel.

50.

The two holes opposite each other in the
eccentric ring are not equally spaced to the
inner edge of the ring. The hole furthest from
the inner edge must be positioned on the right
when looking onto the assembled mandrel
and re taini ng plate. Fig. 28.

51 .

Fit the vane pump impeller into the eccentric
r;ng.

52 .

Fit the vanes to the impeller with convex face
ends contacting the eccentric ring.

53.

Introduce the assembled vane pump parts into
the pump body, ensure the third eccentric ring
hole is positioned towards the housing cover.

54.

Rotate the pump housing through
remove the mandrel.

55.

Align the retaining plate holes with those
machined in the eccentric ring.

180 °,

56.

Ensure the third hole (see sub operation 53)
remains positioned towards the housing cover.

57 .

Fit and tighten the countersunk- head retaining
screws to specifications.

58.

Ensu re the vane pump is free
beneath the retaining plate.

59.

If the spring pin (roll pin) has been removed a
new pin must be pressed into the drive shaft
to the dimension specified. Fig. 29. Remove
any loose metal.

111610229/T
Fig. 28. Hole fu n hest from inner edge positioned on right when
viewed from above

to rotate

60.

Push the gear wheel onto the drive shaft. the
gear recess must face the drive coupling.

61 .

Press two new rubber buffers into the gear
recesses.

62.

Using a suitable grease fit the thrust washer
and key to the drive shaft.

63.

Using a suitable mandrel fit a new drive shaft
oil seal to pump bodv.

November 1976

Fig. 2 7. Rt move the pressure control valve
I . Speci al tool no KDEP 1086
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111610230/T
Fig. 29. I . Roll pin
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64.

Protect the seal lip with a suitable assembly
sleeve.

65.

Position the pump body in the vertical plane
and insert the assembled drive shaft.

66.

Engage the drive shat. key with the vane
pump impeller keyway, Fig. 30.

6 7.

Prepare the cam roller ring. If despite all the
precautions detailed in suo-operation 38, the
relative roller positions are not known the
height of the rollers assembled in the cam
roller ring must be measured. The difference in
assembled roller heights must not exceed
0,02 mm (0,0008 inches) when fitting rollers
to the roller ring ensure the spring seat is
positioned on the roller outer face, crown side
towards the outer ring.

68.

Fit the connecting shaft to the roller ring,
position the cross bore vertically.

69.

Carefully fit the cam roller ring to the pump
body. ensure the connecting shaft points in
the direction of the advance piston bore, Fig.

11/6/0231/T
Fig. 30. Fit gear to shaft: recess to drive coupling

31.
70.

Fit th e cross piece and inner shim to the
advance piston, retain in position with a
su it able grease.

7 1.

Fit the advance piston into the housing bore
so that the compressioP spring recess is on
the same side as the pump bod\ return bore.

72.

Engage the connecting shaft with the advance
piston cross piece.

73.

Fit the connecting shaft retaining pin, fit the
spring clip.

74.

Check the advance piston for freedom of
movement.

7 5.

Fit a new
ring, fit and secure the timing
device flat cover. Tighten the screws to
specifications.

7 6.

From the specification sheet determine the
advance piston shim pack requirement.

77.

Assemble the correct shim pack. Fit one shim
to the advance piston. Fig. 32.

78.

Fit the remaining shims to the cover recess.

79.

Fit the compression spring.

80.

Fit a new
ring to the recess cover, fit and
secure the cover. Tighten the screws to
specifi cations.

Fig. 3 1. Connecting shaft positioned towards advance piston

·o·

·o·

NOTE : At least one shim must be fitted each
side of the advance piston compression
~spring.

81.

Assemble the pressure control valve with two
new
rings.

·o·
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Fig. 32. Assemble advance piston
1. Compression spring
2 . Advance piston
3. Recess cover
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(cont' d)

82 .

Using Special Tool No. KDEP 1086 fit the
pressure control valve to the pump body.

83.

Fit the drive coupling into the cam roller ring,
compres sion spring recess uppermost.

84.

Fit the cam plate to the drive coupling.
NOTE : To ensure correct timing the cam
plate drive pin must be aligned with the drive
sh aft key w ay. Incorrec t alignment relative to
the drive shaft will result in engine damage.

To determine the dimension ' KF' (plungerspring stroke). The dimens i o n ." ~F is the distance
betVJeen the sealing surfa ce on hydraulic head and
the enrl face surface o f the pump plunger.
85.

Fit the base adaptor Special Tool No. KDEP
1032 to th e dial indicator Special Tool No.
1 687 233 012. Fig. 33.

86.

Using a suit able flat plate adjust the base
adap tor to give a to tal plunger travel of
25 mm (indicated on the red hand).

87.

Fit the spring guide pins to the hydraulic head.
fit the upper spring plates to the pins, Fig. 34.

88.

Fit the springs (no shims to be fitted) to the
upper pia te and pin assemblies.

89.

Fit the thrust w asher and shim to the pump
plunger.

90.

Fit the lower spring plate to the pump plunger.

9 1.

Fit the plunger/low er spring plate assembly to
the hydraulic hea d and assembled com ponents.

Fig. 33. Dial indicator and base adapt or

Gl610235jT

92 .

Hold the hydra ulic head in the horizontal
position.

93.

Push lightly agains t the plunger base, this
pressure must be stlfficient to hold the lower
spring pla te 1n con tact with the compression
spnngs. Under no d rcumstances must the
sorings be compressed.

9 4.

En ter :he nial :ndicator ;>Iunger into the
hv(irawic neacl <~ra the 'Screw 01ug aperture.

95.

Compare !he rneasurerl dimensron (red figures
on the nial indicator: with the normal value
yiven in the SJJecificat ions for ' KF', Fig. 35,
equalise with shims fit ted beneath the upper
sp ri n~J pia tes.

Fi~l·

3 4 . Hydraulic head nsscrnbly
1. Pump plunger
2. Thrus t wa sher
3 . Shim

4 . Spring
5. Spring and Governor
con trol sleeve
6. Hydraulic head

G/6/0236/T

NOTE: If there is a choil:e be tween two
(Ji ffcro;n t thicknesses o f Sl)acer, the thicker
spacer is to be usecl. Do not fit two shims of
the ~<r m o cli rnension to the sa m e guide pin.

No vember 19 76

F1g . 35 M e:tsurc the clirncnsion ' KF'
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96. Disassemble the hydraulic head.
To adjust the relative position of the diameter
pump plunger (dimension ' K ').

NOTE: For this adjustment the drive coupling compression spring must be removed.
97. Place any dry shim in the plunger base.
IMPORTANT: use no adhesive agent i.e.
grease.
98. Fit the plunger and shim to the cam plate.
Ensure the cam plate drive pin engages with
th e plunger base slot.
99 . Carefu lly without disturbing the assembled
part s. fit the hydraulic head over the pump
plunger. Fit the hydraulic head retaining
screws and tighten to specifications.
I 00. Rotate the drive shaft and position at any

BD C.
I 0 1. The d imension 'K ' is the distance between the
sea ling surface of the end face of the hydraulic
head and the end face of the pump plunger.
102 . M easurement of ' K' is carried out in the same
way as was the dimension 'KF' using the
same Special Tools i.e. KDEP 1032 and
1 687 233 012 set at the nominal 25 mm
( 1.0 in). Fig. 36.
103. Compare the measured dimension (red figures
on the dial indicator) with the nominal value
given the specifications for · K'. equalise with
shims fitted beneath the plunger base.

Fig. 36. Measure the dimension ' K'

1 04. If the measured dimension is greater than the
specified nominal va lue of · K' a thicker shim
needs to be inserted. whilst if the measured
dimension is less than the nominal value of
'K' a thinner shim is required.
105. Finally check the dimension 'K' to ensure
correct shim has been fitted.
106. Refit the coupling compression spring between the drive coupling and the cam plate.
NOTE : To ensure correct pump timing the
cam plate drive pin must be aligned with the
drive shaft keyway. Incorrect alignment
relative to the drive shaft will result in engine
damage.
107. Check the ball stud of the control lever
assembly in the governor control sleeve hole
for freedom of movement.
108. Fit the thrust washer and shim to the pump
plunger.
109. Fit the lower spring plate to the pump plunger.
110. Fit the governor control sleeve to the pump
plunger, ground collar fa ce upwards, Fig. 37.
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G/6{0238/T
Fig. 37. Fi t the con trol steeve g~ound race uppermost
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(cont' d )

111. Fit the plunger assembly with the calculated
shim into the cam plate. Ensure the cam plate
drive pin engages with the plunger base slot.

112. Place the helica l compression springs on the
lower spring seats.

113. Fit the control lever assembly to the pump
body, fit the pivot bolts and washers. Tighten
the bolts to specification.

114. Engage the control lever ball with governor
control sleeve, Fig. 38.

115. Fit the guide pins. shims and upper spring
seats to the hydraulic head. A suitable grease
will help retain the spring components.

G/6/0239tr'
Fig. 38. Engage the control lever ball with the governor control
sleeve

116. Using a suitable grease fit the control lever
springs to the hydraulic head.

117. Fit

·o· ring to the hydraulic head.

1 18. Push the assembled hydraulic head into the

pump housing so that the compression
springs are aligned with the control lever
assembly, Fig. 39. Particular care should be
taken to ensure the guide pins are located in
the guide holes of the lower spring seat when
th e hydraulic head is introduced and tightened. Incorrect assembly may result in the
breaking of the lower spring seat. In addition
ensure the ball stud of the control lever
assembly is correctly located in the governor
control sleeve.

119. Fit

the l1ydraulic head
tighten to specification.

retaining

screws

120. Fit and securely tighten the fu el solenoid

G16/024qT
Fig. 39. 1. Spring guide pins

2. Compression springs

shut-off, if fitted.

121 . Stick the governor shims and shim plate in the
pump housing with a suitable grease.

122. Assemble the governor i.e. flyweight. shim
ring, sliding
assembly.

sleeve

and

blanking

plug

NOTE: The flyweights, if replaced must be
renewed as a set of four.

123. Fit

the governor assembly in
how::ing.

the

pump

·o· ring to the governor shaft. Screw
the shaft into the housing until the dimension
t .5 to 2 .0 mm (0.059 to 0,079 inches)
m easured from the surface of the flange to
the end of the governor shaft is attained, Fig.

124. Fit a new

40.

Novernuer i 9 7 6

G/6/0241/T
Fig. 40. Governor shaft dimension
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12 5. Measure the axial play of the flyweight
assembly with a feeler gauge, Fig. 41.
126. Adjust the axial play to
adjusting the shim pack.

specification

by

Fig. 4 I Measure the flyweight axial play

127. Using Special Tool No. KDEP 1082 lock the
governor shah in position with the slotted
rouncl nut. Tighten to specifications, Fig. 42.

Fig. 4 2. Using Special Tool No. KDEP 1082 lock the governor
shah

T o determine the dimension ' MS' (Starting
Fuel).
128. Fit the register block Special Tool No. KDEP
1084 to the pump housing, machined surface towards the correction lever.
129. Push the tensioning lever against the pin stop.
1 30. Using feeler gauges measure the distance
'MS' i.e. the distance betw een the governor
sliding sleeve plug and the starting lever
which is up aga inst the tensioning lever,
compare the 'MS' value with the spedca tions. Fig. 43 .
131 . The 'MS' dimension is corrected by removing
the flyweight assembly. The sliding sleeve is
then removed and the end plug driven from
the sleeve with a suitable punch. A different
end plllg is then fitted with a longer or shorter
nipple to obtain the specified 'M S' figure
when assembled in the pump body.
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Gj6f024~
F1g. 43. Measure the dimension ' MS'
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(cont'd)

132. Remove the register block special tool KDEP
1084 from the pump housing.
133. Fit the accelerator interior linkage and spindle
assembly to the housing cover.
134. Fit the return spring.
135. Fit the upper accelerator linkage to the spindle
as previously marked.
136. Fit the spring/accelerator linkage retaining
bracket, fit and tighten the retaining nut to
specification.
NOTE : For testing purposes it is advantageous to leave the accelerator return spring
unhooked from the accelerator linkage.
I n st all m echanical shut-off (if fitted)

G

Fig. 44. Adjust Fu el Shut-Off
1. Spacer

2. Feeler gauge

137. Fit the washer to the mechanical shut-off
inner linkage assembly.
138. Fit the shaft to the housing cover.
139. Fit the shim and seal.
140. Fit a spacer 2 7. 7 mm ( 1,09 in) long between
the inside edge of the housing cover and the
interior shut-off lever.
141. Retain the shaft by holding the interior linkagf
against the spacer.
142. Fit the outer lever to the shaft so that the
smallest possible gap exists between the shutoff lever and the housing cover.
143. Fit the lockwasher and nut, tighten the nut to
specification.

GIS/0296/ T

144. M easure and note the outer lever to housing
cover gap.

Fig. 45. Adjust Fuel Shut -Off Stroke between housing cover
and adjustmen t bolt
A - Horizontal stroke

G

145. Insert a feeler guage of the previously noted
dimension between the mechanical shut-off
linkage and the housing cover, Fig. 44.
146. Adjust the th readed stop bolt to allow a horizonta l stroke of 21,5 to 22,0 mm (0,846 to
0,866 in). Tigh ten the stop bolt locknut to
specification. Fig. 45.
All m odels

14 7. Fit a new

·o· ring to the housing cover.

148. Hook the tension spring into the accelerator
inner linkage so the opening in the spring is
poin ting downwards, Fig. 46.
149. Pu sh the retaining pin with the hel ica l compression spri ngs through the hole in the
tension ing lever and attach the tension spring.
NOTE : The rP.ta ini ng pin w i th helical compression spring s are serviced as a unit.
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Fig. 46. Fit the tension spring;
1. Tension spring 2.
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1 50. Fit the housing cover, tighten the retaining
screws to specification.
151. Fit new copper washers to the hydraulic head.
1 52. Assemble the valves i.e. shims, springs and
two valve components, Fig. 47.
1 53 . Fit the valve and valve holders in the correct
positions i.e. A.B.C.D. tighten the valve
holders to specifications.
1 54. Fit a new

·o· ring

to the screw plug.

155. Using Special Tool No. KDEP 1080 fit and
tighten the screw plug to specifications.
GI610246IT
Fig. 47 . Valve Assembly
1. Washer
2 . Valve body
3 . Valve plunger
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5. Shim
6 . Valve holder
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FUEL INJECTION PUMP

Type ...... . ...................... .
............ . ............ .
Rotation
Timing ........................... .

Distributor
Clockwise from drive end
TDC

Pumping Element (Plunger)
Plunger diameter ................... .

10,00 mm (0,39 in)

Return Spring
Rate ............................. .
Strength
......................... .
Number of springs ................... .

2

Spill Ports
Number of spill ports ................. .
Length ........................... .
Width
........................... .
Depth
........................... .
Offset axially ....................... .
Prestroke (spill cut off dial indicator reading

2 mm (0,08 in)
2 mm (0,08 in)
0,5 to 1,5 mm (0,02 to O.On in)
0,2 mm (0,08 in)
0,3 mm (0,012 in)

Cam
Total cam lift ....................... .
Camlift at spill ..................... .
Camlift at timing mark ............... .

2,2 mm (0,09 in)
0,3 mm (0,0 12 in)
1,14 mm (0,045 in)

Delivery Valves
Unloading ......... . ............... .
....................... .
Spring rate
Strength
......................... .

35 mm 3 (1 ,38 in 3 )
4,8 N/mm (0,5 kgf/mm) (27 lbf/in)
4,25 kgf at 15,7 mm (9,3 lbf at 0,6 in)

Transfer Pump/Flow Control Valve
Number of vanes ...................
Number of orifices ............. . .....
Orifice diameter .....................
Valve spring rate ...................
Spring strength ..... . ...............

.
.
.
.
.

Governor
Type .............................
Number of weights .................
Weight ...........................
.... . ..................
Spring rate
Spring strength .....................

.
.
.
.
.

72,5 N/mm (7 ,4 kgf/mm) (408 lbf/in)
32,5 kgf at 25,5 mm (71 ,6 lbf at 1 in)

2

4
2
2 mm (0,078 in)
15,3 N/mm (1,6 kgf/mm) (271bf/in)
0,77 kgf at 14,5 mm (1 ,7 lbf at 0,57 in)
Mechanical

4
10 grams (0, 14 oz)
3 N/mm (0,3 kgf/mm) (16,9 lbf/in)
2,57 kgf at 39,3 mm (5,7 lbf at 1,55 in)

Gear Train
Camshaft gear
Governor cage

37 teeth
23 teeth

Advance Unit
Spring rate
.............. . ........ .
Strength
......................... .

31 N/mm (3,2 kgf/mm) (1741bf/in)
2,5 kgf at 34,6 mm (5,5 lbf at 1 ,36 in)

Idle Spring
Rate .............. . .. . ......... . . .
Free length ....................... .
Wire diameter ..................... .

0,45 N/mm (0,05 kgf/mm) (2,5 lbf/in)
8,65 mm (0,34 in)
0,5 mm (0,02 in)

Idle Assist Spring
Spring rate
....................... .
Free length ....................... .
Wire diameter ................... . . .

0,8 N/mm (0,08 kgf/mm) (4,5 lbf/in)
8,3 mm (0,33 in)
0,7 mm (0,03 in)

Roller Ring
Height ......... . .. . .............. .

31,75 to 31,8 mm (1,250 to 1,252 in)
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Overhaul Specifications
Timing Device (Advance Piston)

Part number (Bosch)

Nominal dimension . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shim sizes (Piston) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(cover) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4,2 mm Max
0,6 mm
0,6 mm
0,7 mm
0,9mm
1,0 mm
1,2 mm
Note: Piston shim 1 1460 100 612 must be fitted with at least one cover

Part number (Bosch)

Dimension M S

Nominal dimension ................. .
Nipple sizes ........ . .............. .

2,1 ±0,1 mm
7,2 mm
7.4 mm
7,6 mm
7,8 mm
8,0mm
8,2 mm
8,4 mm
8,6 mm
8,8 mm
9,0mm
9,2 mm
9,4 mm
9,6 mm
9,8 mm
10,0 mm
10,2 mm
10,4 mm
10,6 mm

Dimension K

Nominal dimension ............ . .. . . .
Shim sizes ....................... . . .
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120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120

338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355

Not measured, hydraulic test.
1,90 mm
1 460 100 116
1,92 mm
1 460 100 117
1,94 mm
1 460 100 118
Jete

I

2,86 mm
2,88 mm
2,90 mm

1 460 100 164
1 460 1 00 1 65
1 460 100 166

etc

Part number (Bosch)

5,8±0,1 mm
0,5 mm
0,8 mm
1,0 mm
1,2 mm
1,5 mm
1,8 mm
2,0mm

460
460
460
460
460
460
460

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

312
313
314
315
316
317
318

Part number (Bosch)

Governor Weight Axial Play

Nominal dimension .............. . .. .
Shim sizes ......................... .

463
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
463
463

Part number (Bosch)

Dimension KF

Nominal dimension ... . ... . ......... .
Shim sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

460 100 612
460 100 612
460 100 613
460100614
460 100 615
460 100 616
shim.

0,15 to 0,35 mm
1,05 mm
1,10 mm

461 030 302
461 030 303
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Part number (Bosch)

Governor Weight Axial Play (cont'd)
1,25 mm
1,45mm
1,60 mm
1,65 mm
1,80 mm
1,85 mm
2,00 mm

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

461
461
461
461
461
461
461

030
030
030
030
030
030
030

304
306
305
308
307
310
309

Part number (Bosch)

Full Load Adjustment Spacer
2,0mm
2,2 mm
2.4 mm
2,6 mm
2,8 mm
3,0mm
3,2 mm
3,4 mm
3,6 mm
3,8 mm

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

460
460
460
460
460
460
460
460
460
460

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310

Part number (Bosch)

Lower Spring Plate Shim/washer
washer .. ... .
Shim .. . .. . . .
Roll pin to drive shaft assembled height

one size
1 460 101 018
one size
1 460 101 022
37,3 to 37,9 mm (1,46 to 1,49 in)

Calibration Specifications
Pre-adjust Full Load Delivery
Fuel delivery (cc/200 shots average of all lines)
Speed rpm
1750

Hart ridge 1 100

Bosch Machines

7,5 ± 0,1 cc

8,0 ± 0,1 cc

Maximum line to line spread 0,8 cc/200 shots.

Adjust the Timing Device Travel and the Supply Pump Preuura
Cam box pressure (KN/m 2 )

Advance unit piston travel (mm)

595 ±50

3,8 to 4,8

Speed rpm
1600

Figures apply to both Hartridge 1100 and Bosch test machine.
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Adjust Low Idle Setting and Measure Excess Fuel for Starting

Test

Excess fuel
Excess fuel
Excess fuel
Idle

Speed rpm

Delivery cc/200 shots
average of all lines

Speed lever
position

100
215
285
300

Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Minimum

Hartridge 1100

Bosch test
machine

Maximum
line to line
spread cc/200
Shots

13 to 20
13 to 20
Less than 13
2,8 to 3,6

13 to 20
13 to 20
Less than 13
3,1 to3,9

2
2
2
1

These tests to be carried out together to ensure excess fuel delivery does not affect idle.

Adjust Maximum Speed Setting
Fuel delivery cc/200 shots average of all times
Hartridge 1100 machine

Bosch machines

Speed rpm
2000

2,0

± 0,2

2,6

± 0,2

Note: Fuel deliveries shown are averages of all lines over 200 shots. Maximum line to line spread 0,8 cc/200
shots.

Overflow Quantity [This test to be carried out with a feed pressure of 0,242 Bar (0,245 kgf/cm 2 ) (3,5 lb/in 2 )]

Speed rpm

Overflow
Quantity
litre/hour

500
1800

18
28

Fuel Delivery and Breakaway Characteristics
Fuel delivery (cc/200 shots)
Speed rpm
1750

Hartridge 1100 machine
7,5

± 0.4

Bosch machine
8,0

± 0.4

1250

As found at 1750
+0,2 to +0.7

As found at 1750
+0,7 to +1,2

800

As found at 1 7 50
-0,9 to -0,3

As found at 1 7 50
+0,2 to +0,7

Note: Fuel deliveries shown are averages of all lines over 200 shots.
Maximum line to line spread 0,8 cc/200 shots at stated speeds.
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Accelerator Lever Adjustment Dimensions
Dimension A (lever position at idle) .................... . ...... .
Dimension B (lever to speed adjustment screw clearance) ......... .

Stop Control (Electric/Mechanical)
Fuel delivery @ 100 rpm
................... .
Fuel delivery @ 1 800 rpm ....... . ........... .

.1 0,2 ± 2,5 mm (0.40 ± 0,1 in)
1 0,3 ± 1 ,6 mm (0.41 ± 0,06 in)

6,5 cc per 200 shots minimum (average of all lines)
7,0 cc per 200 shots minimum (average of all lines)

Injector Specification
Nozzle type
................................................. .
Nozzle part No. (Bosch) ......................................... .
Nozzle opening pressure ....................................... .
Nozzle rate ................................................... .
Injector part No. (Bosch) ...................... . ...... . ......... .
Injector holder type ........................................... .
Injector holder part No. (Bosch)
...................... . .......... .
Spring part No. (Bosch) ....................... .. .. . .. . .. . ...... . .

DNOSD1930
0 434 250 092
145-153 Atmospheres
High flow
0 423 287 049
KB375A590/~0 431 201 ~6
2 434 619 oo!J

TIGHTENING TORQUES
Control valve ....................... .
Throttle stop screw locknut ........... .
Timing device cover retaining screws ... .
Drive shaft nut ..................... .
Control lever pivot bolt ............... .
Vane pump retaining screws ........... .
Hydraulic head retaining sc~w ..... . ... .
Governor shaft lockring ............... .
Accelerator linkage retaining nut ....... .
Housing cover retaining screw ......... .
Screw plug
....................... .
Solenoid valve ..................... .
Bleed screws ............. . ...... . .. .
Speed adjustment locknut
Inlet and outlet unions ............... .
Fuel filter bleed screw ............... .
Pump flange to front cover nuts and bolts
Injector delivery pipes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Valve holder ....................... .
Pump drive gear retaining bolts
....... .
Timing belt cover screws ............. .
Alternator mounting bolts .. ·........... .
Water pump pulley retaining bolts

lbf/ft
5,9 to 6,6
3.7 to 4.4
4.4 to 5.9
45
7.4 to 9,6
1,5to2.2
8.1 to 9.6
18.4 to 22.1
3.7 to 7.4
4.4 to 5,9
44,2 to 58.9
29.4 to 33,2
5,9 to 7.4
5.2 to 6,6
14.7 to 18.4
5,2 to 6,6
15 to 20
13 to 15
25,8 to 33,2
11 to 1 5
3,6 to 6,5
7 to 11
14 to 18
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Nm
8 to 9
5 to 6
6 to 8
60
10 to 13
2 to 3
11 to 13
25 to 30
5 to 10
6 to 8
60 to 80
40 to 45
8 to 10
7 to 9
20 to 25
8 to 10
20,3 to 27
17,2 to 20,3
35 to 45
14,8 to 20,0
4,9 to 8,8
9,5 to 14,9
19,0 to 24,3

kgf/m
0,8 to 0,9
0,5 to 0,6
0,6 to 0,8
6,2
1,0 to 1,3
0,21 to 0,3
1,1 to 1 ,3
2,5 to 3,1
0,5 to 1,0
0,6 to 0,8
6,1 to 8,1
4,1 to4,6
0,8 to 1,0
0.7 to 0,9
2,0 to 2,5
0,8 to 1,0
2,0 to 2,8
1,8 to 2,0
3,6 to 4,6
1,5to2,1
0,5 to 0,9
1,0 to 1,5
1 ,9 to 2,5
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F UE L
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

S YS T E M
FORD V. V.
CARBURETIOR

The basic carburettor design used by Ford Motor Co. in recent years has been of the fixed venturi type,
utilising a fixed size main jet system. This type of carburettor has proven highly successful in
meeting the requirements for good performance and acceptable fuel consumption.
During the last decade an additional requirement has been introduced, namely the need to reduce
atmospheric pollution and Governments throughout the world have passed legislation stating that the
internal combustion engine must meet specific standards of low pollution {emission) levels. Compliance
with legislation laid down by European governments has been achieved in the 1970's by developing the
Ford fixed venturi carburettor. For example during 1975 a new design idle system known as the 'Son ic'
or 'By-pass' idle system, was introduced onto the Ford carburettor to ensure that Ford engines met the
1976 increased severity emission legislation without any detrimental effect on drive charactoristics.
As time passes emission legislation in Europe will become more strict and to ensure Ford engines meet
these strict emission levels a completely new carburettor has been designed and developed for the
1980 IS,
The Ford Variable Venturi unit is tl1is carburettor and will progressively be fitted on all Transit {lV)
variants {except the 2,0 litre heavy duty) starting from ~lay 1980.

11 /8/VV /02/N

Fig.l. The Ford Variable Venturi Carburettor.
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Fig.2. Exploded view of V.V. carburettor.
A - Thrott l e spindl e
B - Mixture screw
C - By-pass leak adjuster
D - Float
E - Needle valve
F - Main jet body
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G - Air valve
H - Metering rod
J - Choke assembly
K - Bi-metal coil
L - Vacuum diaphragm
M - Accelerator pump diaphragm
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When compared with the fixed venturi carburettor the variable venturi unit improves emissions, fuel
economy and general engine performance for two main reasons;
1) Fuel atomisation (the mixing of fuel into the air stream) is improved, especially at low engine
speeds and loads, and
2) Control of the air/fuel ratio is improved at all engine speeds and loads, except idle and full
throttle.

1) Fuel Atomisation
One of the main sources of pollution from the internal combustion engine is the emission of partially
unburnt fuel into the atmosphere i.e. carbon monoxide (CO). If all the air and fuel mixture fed into
the engine were to be completely burnt the engine would be able to produce maximum power with no CO
emissions. This situation is the ideal, but for many reasons is never achieved. However, one way of
improving CO emissions is to improve fuel atomisation, that is to break down the fuel into smaller
droplets before the fuel mixture is passed into the engine.
Compared with the fixed venturi unit, the variable venturi carburettor improves atomisation at all
engine speeds, except idle and full throttle when the V. V. unit operates the same as the fixed venturi
unit.
On fixed venturi carburettors the diameter of the venturi is developed to allow sufficient air to enter
the engine at full throttle to give maximum power output. AnY reduction in this diameter would result
in a lower maximum air supply and therefore a reduction in power developed by the engine at maximum
rpm.
At high engine rpm the air speed through the venturi on fixed venturi carburettors is approximately
120m/sec (400 ft/sec) which is sufficiently high to achieve good atomisation when the fuel is drawn
into the venturi . However, at low engine revolutions when the engine's air demand is much lower, the
air speed through the venturi is proportionally reduced. For example at the off idle engine speed the
air speed will have dropped to approximately 12 m/sec (40 ft/sec). When fuel is drawn into the venturi
at these low engine revolutions the air speed is not high enough to break the fuel down into
sufficiently small droplets to ensure low CO emission levels or the best possible fuel economy, is
achieved.
The variable venturi carburettor overcomes this problem by adjusting the size of the venturi to match
the engine's air demand thereby retaining the high air intake speed required for good fuel atomisation .
~ or example at maximum engine speeds the air valve in the venturi is fully open allowing sufficient air
-f\;t o enter the engine to produce maximum power output. As the engine speed and power reduces, the air
required for the engine is also reduced. The air valve closes the venturi which results in a high air
speed similar to that achieved at high engine revolutions being available throughout the whole engine
speed range . Refer Fig.4.

Fig.3, shows the fixed venturi carburettor at a
low engine rpm and load with fuel being drawn
into the air stream, flowing at a speed of
approximately 12m/sec (40 ft/sec) .

Fig.3. Fixed venturi carburettor at low engine
rpm and 1oad.
A - Air Intake
B - Throttle plate
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Fuel Atomisation (cont'd)

Fig.4, shows the variable venturi carburettor also
in the low engine rpm situation. Note that the
air valve has reduced the size of the venturi
resulting in a much higher air speed, in the
region of 90 m/sec (300 ft/sec) compared with the
fixed choke unit which as we have shown only
achieves an air speed of approximately 12 m/sec
(40 ft/sec).

Fig.4. Variable Venturi Carburettor at low engine
rpm and load.
A -Air intake
B - Air valve (almost closed)
C - Throttle plate

It can therefore be seen that at all cruise engine speeds (up to approximately 4000 rpm except idle)
fuel atomisation and therefore CO emissions are vastly improved on the variable venturi carburettor.
In addition to the reduction in emission levels the improved quality fuel atomi sation allows the engine
to be operated on a leaner air/fuel ratio without any loss of power. This results in an overall
improvement in fuel consumption.

2) Air/Fuel Ratio Control (Main Jet System)
Control
mounted
differ.
and the

of the air supply on both types of carburettor is achieved by a throttl e butterfly plate
in the venturi. It is in the method of controlling the fuel that the two types of carburettors
On the fixed venturi unit the main system does not discharge until th e throttle plate is open
increased air flow creates sufficient vacuum to pull fuel through the main nozzle.

It is difficult to achieve a smooth transition
from the idle to the main system and at the point
where the main jet system comes into operation,
fuel atomisation is poor with large droplets of
fuel being fed into the engine. To ensure a good
drive condition is achieved during this period the
mixture strength is richened to compensate for the
poor fuel atomisation.

Fig.5. Main j et system. (Fixed ventur i unit )
A - Main f uel ou t l et
B - Air bl eed
C - Emulsion tube
D -Main j et
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The variable venturi carburettor does not have this disadvantage because the main jet system with its
associated high velocity is in operation at all engine speeds and loads . Refer Fig.6.

The reason fuel is drawn in through the main jet system on V. V. carburettors at low engine speeds and
loads is that the vacuum at the main jet outlet is high, due to the air valve reducing the venturi
size and thereby increasing the air velocity .

Actual control of the amount of fuel passed into the engine is achieved by a tapered metering rod
attached to the venturi valve, which can slide through the main jet. As the engine's fuel demand is
increased the tapered rod is pulled outwards through the main jet so increasing the main jet size
allowing more fuel to be fed through the system.

.: If". ·••·, .,.. .
· ..
...
, .
. . . .. ·..

.:
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Fi g. 6. Main jet system. (Variable Venturi Unit)
A - Tapered metering rod
B - Main and secondary jets
C - Main fuel outlet
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Although the carburettor looks, and is in fact a sophisticated piece of equipment, it is basically only
a series of simple systems. To help in explaining the operation of the V.V. carburettor the principle
of operation section has been split into 9 parts covering each system. The individual systems are
listed below with the appropriate page number shown alongside for ease of reference .

Page
a) Fuel input

7

b)

8

Venting system

c) Air Control

a)

9

d) Main fuel control

10

e)

Idle system

11

f)

Throttle operation

12

g) Accelerator pump

13

h)

Choke operation

15

j) Anti dieselling valve

18

Fuel Input System

Control of the fuel input is achieved by the same method as that used on the Ford fixed venturi
carburettor. The system consists of an intake filter "A" in Fig.?, located in the input tube, a needle
valve "B" and float "D" located in the float chamber.

As the fuel level in the float chamber drops the
needle valve is opened allowing fuel, at lift pump
pressure, to pass into the float chamber. As the
level rises the float closes the valve and stops
any further flow of fue 1•
The float level on variable venturi carburettors
is not adjustable as small variations in fuel
level have no effect on carburettor performance.

Fig.?. Fuel input system.
A - Inlet filter
B - Needle va 1ve
C - Float pivot
D - Float
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Fuel Input System (cont'd)
The needle valve has an override system which
consists of a light spring, built into the valve,
and a ball. The purpose of the system is to
ensure that a steady force is exerted on the
needle against the valve seat over a range of
float travel. This reduces needle chattering
caused by engine and vehicle vibration which would
otherwise lead to an unacceptable rise in fuel
1evel.
The leading end of the valve is 'Viton' coated,
this is a thin rubberised coating applied to
ensure a good seal is achieved between the valve
and va 1ve body.

b) Float Chamber Vent System

G 8/VV/8

Fig.8. Needle valve assembly .
A - Lead end 'Viton' coated
B - Spring
C - Ball

In countries where emission levels are strict it is not possible to allow petrol vapour, concentrated
in the float chamber, to be emitted directly to atmosphere. The V. V. carburettor has therefore been
designed with a closed or internal vent system. This has been achieved by venting the petrol vapour
from the float chamber, through a drilling in the main jet boqy and into the carburettor air inlet.
Refer Fig . 9.

G/8/VV/9 /NN

Fig.9. Float chamber vent system.
A - Fuel vapour
B - Vent gallery
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Air Control

As shown in t he General Description section, the
main advantage of the V. V. carburettor is its
ability to create a high air intake speed and
therefore good quality fuel atomisation at low
engine speeds and loads. This is achieved by the
air valve which opens or closes the size of the
venturi to respond to the engine's air demand.
The air valve is operated by a diaphragm which is
controlled by vacuum, sourced from a point in the
venturi between the air valve and throttle
butterfly. This depression created in the venturi
is known as the control vacuum. The air valve and
vacuum diaphragm are directly coupled which means
that any movement of the diaphragm is directly
transfered through levers to the air valve. See
Fig . lO.

A

Air
ABCD

control system.
Vacuum diaphragm
Air valve
Operating linkage
Diaphragm return spring

At idle when the engine air requirements are low
the air valve is hel~ in its rest position by the
diaphragm return spr1ng. See Fig.ll. This
results in a hi gh air speed over the main jet
outlet, but because the throttle plate is closed
the control vacuum is comparatively low. As the
throttle plate is opened the engine's air demand
rises and the control vacuum in the venturi
increases. This control vacuum is fed to the
diaphragm which pulls back, against a spring load,
and opens the air valve until a balance between
the forces of the control spring and the control
vacuum are equal.

Fig . ll . Air/Vacuum control system at idle.
A - Vacuum diaphragm
B - Return spring
C - Control vacuum source
D - Air valve (closed)

As the throttle is further opened the air valve
will also open further until again the two
opposing forces of the control spring and control
vacuum are equal .

This balancing of the two opposing forces
continues throughout the whole speed range up to
maximum air valve opening. See Fig.12.

Fig.12. Air/Vacuum control system at full
throttle.
A - Vacuum diaphragm
B - Air valve (fully open)
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Main Fuel Control

The main fuel control system consists of a pick up tube, main and secondary jets and a tapered metering
rod . During all driving conditions fuel is drawn from the float chamber, up the pick up tube, metered
through the two jets and tapered needle and into the engine.

Fuel is drawn through the . system due to the vacuum created in the venturi between the main jet boqy and
the air valve . Note that the fuel outlet is located opposite the air valve.

At low engine loads the tapered metering rod, which is attached to the air valve, almost closes the
main jet as shown in Fig.13. As the engine's load increases so does the engine's air requirements and
in response the air valve opens, pulling the tapered needle through the main and secondary jets. This
has the effect of opening the main jet and therefore allowing additional fuel to be supplied to the
engine.

The contour of the taper on the metering rod controls the amount of fuel supplied to the engine .
Therefore during production it is very accurately machined to ensure that at a~ given engine load the
metering rod allows only the correct amount of fuel to pass into the engine.

. ..••. .. .
'. . . . .
' . ... . . .
:
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Fig . 13. Main jet system.
A - Tapered needl e valve
B - Main and secondary jets
C - Main fuel outlet
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Idle System

The sonic idle system that was built into the Ford fixed venturi carburettor for 1976 to 1978 engines
has been so successful in meeting idle emission levels that the same basic system has been built into
the V.V. unit. The system achieves extremely low emission levels, at idle, because fuel is atomised in
an air stream flowing at super-sonic velocity which produces a shock wave. On V.V. carburettors 70% of
the idle fuel mixture is supplied through the sonic idle system, the remaining 30% being drawn from the
main system. This proportioning has been found to give optimum idle quality with an idle CO that
remains stable with temperature changes.
With the exception of the air bleed, "C" in Fig.14, all the air used by the engine at idle is drawn
past the venturi and main jets. It then splits into two streams, one passes the throttle plate and the
other passes round the sonic idle system where more fuel is added. The quantity passing the throttle
plate can be varied to provide idle speed adjustment. The small opening of the throttle plate also
prevents the butterfly becoming siezed in the bore as the carburettor body contracts during the cooling
period after engine switch off.

\'

',.

I II
I

':

'I

A

I

. ,
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Fig .14. Idle System.
A - Main pick up tube
B - Idle fuel jet
C - Idle air jet
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D - By-pass gallery
E - Sonic discharge tube
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Idle System (cont'd)
Fuel supply for the idle system is sourced from
the main pick up tube, metered through the idle
jet, refer "B" in Fig.15, and mixed with air from
an air bleed fitted into the main jet body. Refer
"C" in Fig.15. The rich air/fuel mixture is then
drawn through internal galleries down to the
mixture control screw which regulates the amount
of fuel to be fed into the engine from the idle
system. The fuel mixture is then ato~ised with
air drawn through the by-pass idle channel and fed
into the engine through the sonic discharge tube.

Because of the high pressure difference that
exists across the discharge tube the air is
accelerated to a high speed (approximately 365
m/sec, 1200 ft/sec) and forms shock waves. The
fuel is atomised when the droplets pass through
these shock waves and is then fed directly into
the inlet manifold below the throttle plate.

f)

Throttle Operation

The same basic size of V.V. carburettor is used
for all (IV) engine variants, therefore it can be
seen that the throttle bore has to be sufficiently
large to pass the air requirements for the larger
engines to meet its power needs. However on the
smaller engines maximum air requirements can be
achieved with only 75% of throttle. This could
make initial opening very sensitive giving poor
driveabil ity.
To overcome this the throttle linkage has been
made progressive, see Fig.16, with a cam and
roller mechanism so that a large initial throttle
pedal movement will only give a small throttle
plate opening. As the full pedal travel is
approached the throttle plate movement is very
rapid.

,This gives a better feel on all engine sizes for
slow speed traffic crawl, aiding economY and in
addition giving good engine response throughout
the full range of pedal travel on the smaller
engines.

March 1900
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Fig.15. Idle system. (schematic)
A - Main pick up tube D - Mixture screw
B - Idle fuel jet
E -Air by-pass channel
C - Idle air bleed
F - Sonic discharge
jet
tube

6
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Fig.l6. Progressive throttle system.
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Accelerator Pump

The fuel and air supply systems, previously described, operate completely successfully during steady
state or cruise conditions. However, during transient conditions i.e. when the throttle pedal is moved
to accelerate, the manifold vacuum drops and there is a time lag before a stable fuel/air balance
condition is re-established in the inlet manifold. If no compensation were to be made for this time
lag a flat spot or hesitation would result.
The Variable Venturi carburettor has two systems to compensate for the time lag. One is a
fitted in the air passage between the control diaphragm and the control vacuum area. This
valve opening to react slowly to an increase in air flow causing a momentary higher vacuum
jet because of the increased air velocity. The higher vacuum results in an increased fuel

restrictor
causes the
at the main
flow.

The first system compensates for all but very large reductions in manifold vacuum. For these
relatively large amounts of fuel are required. To deliver this extra fuel an accelerator pump system
is fitted to the carburettor. See Fig.17.

c

11/8/VV /16

Fig.17. Accelerator pump system.
A - Return Spring
B - Diaphragm
C - Intake one way va 1ve
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D - Outlet one way valve
E - Pump jet
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Accelerator Pump (cont'd)
Unlike the accelerator pump fitted on fixed
venturi units the V.V. pump is vacuum controlled.
The system senses the fall in manifold vacuum and
injects fuel directly into the venturi enriching
the mixture so minimising any hestitation.
Under normal operating conditions a vacuum,
obtained from beneath the throttle plate, is
available at the pump and pulls a diaphragm back
against a spring load. This in turn draws fuel,
through internal galleries, from the float
chamber. In this situation the inlet one way
valve, "F" in Fig.18, in the pump is open and the
outlet one way valve "C" is closed.
When the vehicle is accelerated the vacuum signal
beneath the throttle plate drops rapidly which
results in the return spring pushing the diaphragm
back to its rest position. The fuel reserve that
was initially drawn into the pump is then injected
through internal galleries past the outlet one way
valve and into the venturi. See Fig.l9.

Tl/8/VV/17/N

Fig.18. Accelerator pump system
A - Return spring D (Compressed)
EB - Diaphragm
C - One way va 1ve F -

- Inlet.
Vacuum break
air hole
Back bleed
One way va 1ve

As shown in Fig.18, the system also includes a
back bleed "E" located in the pump and a vacuum
break air hole "D" located at the fuel outlet.
Pump Back Bleed
During prolonged idle such as that experienced
during traffic congestion the air temperature
under the hood will rise considerably. This has
the effect of boiling or gassing the fuel
contained in the accelerator pump reservoir,
resulting in ineffective operation when the pump
is next used. Also the fuel vapour created in the
pump would seep into the system and so richen the
idle air/fuel mixture by discharging fuel from the
pump jet. The back bleed overcomes this condition
by allowing vapour to bleed back into the float
chamber and so allowing cooler fuel to feed into
the pump.

Fig.l9. Accelerator pump system - Outlet.
(schematic)
A - Return spring
C - Inlet one way
(extended)
valve (closed)
B - Outlet one way D - Throttle plate
valve (open)
(open)

Vacuum Break Air Hole
During normal operation the air speed and therefore the vacuum at the fuel outlet is high. This vacuum
during high speed operation would be strong enough to pull fuel through the accelerator pump system.
The vacuum break air hole "D" in Fig.18, is included to overcome this condition by allowing air to
bleed into the pump outlet pipe and so lowering the vacuum created at the accelerator puJ11l jet. Note
that the bleed hole is located on the outlet side of the pump jet.
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h) Choke Operation
Due to the variable venturi principle it is not
practical to install a choke plate into the
venturi. Therefore, all v.v. units irrespective
of the vehicle model will have a fully automatic
choke system.
The only similarity between the V.V. choke and
fixed venturi auto-choke systems is the method of
controlling the unit. This is achieved by using a
conventional bi-metal coil which reacts to the
temperature of the coolant supplied from the water
pump via the inlet manifold.

The actual choke system operates like a miniature
carburettor utilising a variable needle jet and a
variable air supply.

Fig.20. Auto-choke assembly.
A- Operating linkage
B - Needle valve
C - Pull down piston
D - Bi-metal coil

The system consists of a bi-metal coil, '0' in Fig.20, a tapered needle valve 'B', operating linkage
and a vacuum operated pull down piston 'C'. The principle of operation for the choke system is split
into three parts; the fuel supply, the air supply and the choke pull down system.
1 - Choke Fuel Supply and Control
According to model, fuel supply to the choke is either sourced from the main pick up tube or from a
separate choke supply tube. Fuel is then fed through internal galleries in the main jet body and into
the tapered needle valve in the choke housing. Because the needle valve is tapered it has the ability
to vary the fuel fed through the choke system to match the engine's requirements. On carburettors with
a separate choke tube the fuel is partially ernul sified at source by air being drawn into the upper
section of the supply tube.
Fig.21, shown below also details the air/fuel mixing point, air intake and mixture outlet.

11/8/VV/26/N

Fig.21. Auto-choke assembly.
A- Tapered needle valve
B - Fuel output gallery
C - Air intake and mixing
point

Revised - September 1981

D -Fuel supply gallery in main jet body
E - Choke fuel pick up tube
F -Mixture outlet
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Choke Fuel Supply and Control (cont'd)
On a cold engine the bi - metal coil will be fully
contracted pulling the tapered needle out of the
choke jet. This has the effect of opening the
choke jet to give maximum fuel delivery. See
Fig.22.

ll/8NV/25/N1

Fig.22. Auto choke fully operational.
A - Bi- metal lever
B - Needle val ve fully open

As the bi - metal coil warms up it expands and
closes the needle valve so reducing the amount of
fuel fed into the sytem. This continues until the
bi - metal coil fully closes the needle valve as
shown in Fig.23.

ll/8/VV/24/N1

Fig.23. Auto-choke assembly closed down.
A - Bi- metal lever
B - Needle valve fully closed

2 - Choke Air Supply and Control
Cold engines require extra power to overcome
friction, therefore extra air and fuel must be
added . The choke air supply is sourced from a
point in the venturi above the throt tle plate, the
air/fuel mixture is fed into the engine beneath
the throttle plate , thus forming a throttle bypass system. The choke air valve, Fig.24, is a
brass sleeve attached to the central spindl e of
the choke levers. The sleeve has a hole drilled
through the side wall which lines up with an
outlet gallery, when the engine and therefore the
bi-metal coil is cold. The choke fuel is added to
the choke air supply before it enters the end of
the sleeve and the resulting mixture is supplied
to the engine below the throttle plate.

11181VV/21

Fig.24. Air supply system in operation.
A - Brass sleeve attached to central
shaft and lined up with outlet
gallery
B - Outlet gallery
C - Air fuel outlet
Revised - September 1981
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PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION (cont ' d)
Choke Air Supply and Control (cont'd)
As the bi-metal coil starts to heat up and expands
it turns the central shaft and therefore the
control sleeve thus restricting mixture f1 ow
through the system. As with the fuel supply the
bi-metal expansion progressively rotates the
sleeve until it fully b1ocks the outlet gallery.
Refer Fig.25.

Tl/8/VV/20

Fig.25. Air supply system closed down.
A - Brass sleeve blocking outlet gallery

3 - Choke Pull Down System Fig. 26.
When operating a cold engine at a light load or
cruise condition it is not necessary to have such
a rich mixture as that required during
acceleration or heavy load. The choke therefore
has been equipped with a pull down system which
pulls the choke off during engine cruise
conditions. This system improves emission levels
and fuel economy during engine warm up .
The system consists of a vacuum piston connected
through levers to the central choke spindle. The
piston is vacuum operated from a source in the
venturi beneath the throttle plate. During
accelerati on when the throttle plate is open the
vacuum signal beneath the plate and also at the
pull down piston is low. Therefore, during
acceleration the system has no effect on choke
operation. As the cold engine returns to a steady
state or idle condition the vacuum signal
increases pulling the piston downwards. Once the
torque of the bi-metal coil is overcome the piston
will pull the needle valve closed and also close
down the choke mixture supply.

T1/8/VV/23/N1

Fig.26. Choke pull down system.
A - Piston pulled down, closing
choke
B - High vacuum

Working together the individual choke systems ensure that sufficient additional air/fuel mixture is
supplied to the engine to suit the specific operating condition. Also, the system is designed to shut
down progressively as the engine wanns-up and thus avoids exessively high engine speeds normally
associated with auto-choke systems.

Revised - September 1981
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Anti-Oieselling Valve

An anti-dieselling valve, similar to that used on
some Ford fixed venturi units, is fitted on most
V.V. carburettors . The purpose of the valve is to
block the idle system when the ignition is turned
OFF therefore preventing engine dieselling .
During normal operation of the vehicle a 7 volt
supply is fed to the solenoid valve which holds
back a plunger against a spring load. This allows
air/fuel mixture to flow through the idle
galleries, within the carburettor, in the normal
way. When the ignition is switched OFF, the power
supply to the valve is cut which allows the return
spring to push the plunger into the end of the
sonic discharge tube.
This results in the air/fuel mixture flow, in the
sonic idle system, being blocked the instant the
ignition is turned OFF and so preventing the
engine from dieselling.
The tip of the plunger is 'Viton' coated to ensure
a good seal is achieved between the plunger and
sonic discharge tube .

ll/8NV/19N

Fig . 27 . Anti -diesell ing valve system .
A - Sonic discharge tube
B - Mixture screw
C - Anti-dieselling valve
0 - By-pass air channel
E - 'Viton' coated tip

STARTING PROCEDURE
Engine- Cold: When starting engines equipped with fixed venturi carburettors, with automatic chokes,
it is first necessary to operate the throttle to allow the choke plate/s to close. On engines equifped
with variable venturi carburettors this starting procedure is not required because as an eng1ne coo s
the V.V. choke will automatically function and will be fully operational on a cold engine. Full
details of the choke system are shown in the Principle of Operation section.
Therefore, to start a cold engine equipped with a variable venturi carburetor all that is required is
to crank the engine until it starts. It is important that during cranking the throttle is NOT pumped
as this will upset the choke operation and cause a poor start condition.
--If the engine does not start within ten seconds, return key to position 1, pause and repeat c ranking .
If the engine does not start after tv1o attempts, wait ten seconds and proceed as described in "starting
a flooded engine" .
Engine- ~~arm : Slowly depress the throttle pedal to the half way posi tion and hold, crank engine until
it starts. If engine fails to star t <1fter three attempts and the engine is hot, proceed as described
below .
Starting a Flooded Engine: If the engine has been cranked several ti10es without starting, the
cylinders may be flooded with unburnt fuel. Should this occur, press the throttle slowly to the floor
and hold in this position while cranking the engine. When tiJe engine starts release throttle
gradually as the engine speed increases .
IMPORTANT NOTE: When the engine is first started frolol cold t he f·lS t idle speed will not he as high as
that exper ienced on fixed choke carburettors . o~ initial start the engine will operate at approximately 900 rev/min, will increase to approximately 1200 during the first st<1ges of warm up and finally
drop to noroal idle speeds when the engine reaches operating temper<1tures .
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When carrying out repairs to vehicle fuel systems it is easy to become complacent about handling fuel,
particularly in relation to draining fuel tanks. The risks involved should not be under estimated.
The following information provides the basic precautions which must be taken if fuel is to be handled
safely and also points out some other areas of risk that must not be overlooked.
1. Disconnect the battery when carrying out any work on fuel systems.

2. Always empty fuel tanks in the open, preferably in a designated no-smoking area. If this is not
possible, portable warning notices should be positioned around the vehicle when carrying out the
draining operation.
3. Always have a suitable fire extinguisher close at hand.
4. Empty the tank using suitable pumping equipment, not by disconnecting the fuel line fran the sender
unit.
5. Ensure there are no naked lights or other ignition sources (i.e. welding equipment) within 7 metres
(20 feet) of the vehicle, before conmencing the emptying process.
6. Do not empty the tank over an inspection pit. Petrol vapour is heavier than air and will remain in
a pit for several hours. This also applies when cleaning carburettor float bowls or fuel pumps as
small amounts of petrol can produce sufficient vapour to constitute a possible source of risk.
7. Empty the fuel into a closed, clearly marked container. There are containers on the market which
are specifically suited to this purpose incorporating such devices as a flame arrestor and a
pressure vented cap.
8. Having removed the fuel, do not leave it standing in the workshop.
store which meets with the approval of local by-laws.

Petrol should only be kept in a

9. When the fuel has been drained from the tank, the tank will still contain petrol vapour. In this
state it is in an even more hazardous condition, and the precautions regarding naked lights and
other ignition sources should be maintained with the utmost care.
10. On many vehicles the fuel line is connected to the fuel tank outlet pipe by spring steel band clips
to ensure a leak proof joint. These clips should be released before the fuel line is disconnected
or the tank sender unit is removed. By observing this procedure, any sparks which may be generated
when removing the clips cannot ignite residual petrol fumes in the fuel tank.
11. In no circumstances should any repair involving the application of heat be attempted on any fuel
tank, without first rendering the tank safe. There are two main methods of rendering the tank safe:
(a) Steaming Out.
The filler cap and the tank sender unit must be removed and the tank emptied as completely as
possible before steaming out. The tank should then be steamed for at least two hours with low
pressure steam. Position the tank so that the condensate can drain away freely, thus ensuring that
sediment and sludge, not volatilised by the stP.am, are washed out during the steaming process.
(b) Boiling Out
Again the filler cap and the tank sender unit must be removed and the tank emptied. Immerse the
tank completely in boiling water containing an effective alkaline degreasing agent or a detergent,
with the water filling as well as surrounding the tank. Boil the tank for at least two hours.
In addition, no person should be allowed to work on petrol or any fuel tank repairs without having
the special training necessary.
12. As an added precaution fuel tanks should have a PETROL (GASOLINE) VAPOUR warning label attached to
them as soon as they are removed from the vehicle. After steaming or boiling out a signed and
dated label to this effect should be attached to the tank.
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In total there are five adjustments possible on
the V.V. carburettor, however only two are
required during normal routi~e servicing. These
are the idle speed and fuel mixture settings. The
three other adjustments will only be required when
the choke is repaired or when the carburettor is
overhauled. They are fully explained in Operation
No . 23 214 'Metering rod adjust ' and Operation
No. 23 274 ' Choke adjust'.

Idle speed adjustment is achieved by exactly the
same method as that used on the Ford fixed
venturi unit, utilising a throttle stop screw
Fig.28, to control engine speed and a mixture
screw Fig.29, to control fuel delivery.

On all V. V. units the mixture screw will be
tamperproofed to minimise indiscriminate
adjustment of the idle mixture. The screw is
sealed by a plastic plug which has to be destroyed
to gain access to the screw.

11/8/VV/30/ N
Fig.28. Engine idle speed adjustment.
A - Throttle stop screw
B - Throttle plate

Adjustment of the throttle stop screw controls the
engine 's idle speed by opening the throttl e plate,
to increase speed, or closing the plate to reduce
speed. Refer Fig . 28.

The mixture screw is a tapered needle jet which
when screwed in will reduce the flow of fuel
through the system and so weaken the mixture.
Unscrewing will have the opposite effect which
richens the idle mixture. Refer Fig.29.

:
Tl/8/VV/29

Fig.29. Fuel mixture or CO adjustment.
A - Mixture screw
B - Tamperproof plug

A full detailed procedure for adjusting the idle
speed and mixture setting is covered in Operation
No. 23 213. Both adjustment screws are shown in
Fig.30.

In addition to the idle adjustment during normal
routine servicing the entire fuel system should be
checked for evidence of leaks. If any are found
they should be rectified immediately.
T1/8NV/28

Fig . 30. Variable Venturi carburettor.
A - Idle speed adjusting screw
B - Mixture adjusting screw (Tamperproof plug removed for clarity)
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To carry out adjustments on variable venturi
carburettors two separate pieces of equipment
are required. These are:

a) Engine Tachometer Fig.31.
The tachometer is reouired for checking normal
idle speeds and in most cases will be readily
available in the workshop.

Fig. 31 . Typical engine tachometer or rpm meter.

b) Exhaust Gas Analyser Fig. 32.
This equipment is used to check the mixture
strength at normal idle during routine
servicing. To ensure that the carburettor is
adjusted correctly the equipment must be
calibrated in %CO rather than the rich and
lean calibrations which were used on older gas
analysing equipment.

~.~· :·

j.~

Fig.32. Exhaust gas analyser calibrated in %CO.
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SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS - CONTENT

FUEL SYSTEM

23 122
23 172
23 174
23 184
23 212
23 213
23 224
23 224 6
23 242
23 244
23 264
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23

274
276
283
284
531
532
534
534 4

23 552 2
23 554
23 558
23 572
23 572 4
23 581 2
23 583
23 587
23 594
23 598
23
23
23
23

811
822
824
826

Mnrrh I

Fuel system and carburettor - clean
Air cleaner - check operation
(thermostatically - controlled
units only)
Air cleaner assembly - remove and
install
Element - air cleaner - replace
Carburettor - clean
Engine idle speed and fuel mixture adjust
Carburettor - remove and instal l
Carburettor - clean - inspect and
adjust (carburettor removed)
Carburettor - main metering rod replace
Needle valve - replace
Carburettor control diaphragm - remove
and install
Automatic choke - adjust
Automatic choke - remove and install
Hose -automatic choke -replace (one)
Hose - automat ic choke - replace (bot h)
Fuel pump del ivery pressure -check
Fuel pump - clean
Fuel pump - remove and instal l
Fuel pump - remove and install
(engine removed)
Fue 1 tank - c 1ean ( fue 1 tank removed)
Fuel tank - remove and install
Ventilation tube - fuel tank - remove
and install
Fuel tank filler pipe - remove and install
Fuel tank filler pipe - remove and install (fuel tank removed)
Fuel line - cl ean
Fuel line - fuel tank to pump remove and install
Fuel 1ine - fuel pump to carburet tor remove and install
Fuel line - fuel return - carburettor to
fuel tank - remove and install
Hose - fuel line connecting - replace
(one)
Linkage - accelerator - adjust
Pedal - accelerator - remove and install
Accelerator shaft - remove and install
Cable - accelerator - remove and instal l

~0

S YS T E M

Described in
this publication

Contained in
Operation
23 212

Contained in
Section 23
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

23 572
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
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SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS
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CLEANERS

23 172 AIR CLEANER - CHECK OPERATION
(Thermostatically Controlled Units Only)
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT REQUIRED:
Vacuum Pump
1. Open hood and fit fender covers.
2. Note position of air cleaner flap.
With engine stationary the flap should be
fully closed, Fig.33.
NOTE: Flap position can be viewed through the main
intake spout.
F/23/64

3. Start engine and note operation of air control
flap. At idle flap should fully open and hold
open to allow warm air from exhaust manifold
to enter air cleaner. Fig.34.

Fig. 33. Air cleaner spout.
A - Control flap shutting of flow from
manifold
B - Main air flow

NOTE: It is essential that this test is carried
out on a cold engine, i.e. with engine cooled
sufficiently for the ambient temperature
around the exhaust manifold to be below heat
sensor value (25° C) (77° F). This is to
ensure that the heat sensor unit allows full
vacuum to be available at the diaphragm unit.
If the flap operates as described above,
cleaner is functioning correctly.
If flap remains closed when engine is started
the diaphragm unit and heat sensor unit should
be tested as follows to determine which unit
is faulty .
4. Check vacuum lines for leaks and renew if
suspect.

F/23(65

5. Disconnect diaphragm to heat sensor pipe at
the heat sensor and connect vacuum pump to
diaphragm, Fig.35.

Fig.34. Air cleaner spout.
A - Control flap held open restricting
rna i n ai r fl ow
B - Air flow from manifold

®

6. Pump vacuum up to 100 mm (14 in) of mercury
and hold. If diaphragm now operates and
control flap opens this indicates that heat
sensor is at fault and should be renewed.
If flap remains closed throughout this test,
either diaphragm or control flap is faulty.
If visual inspection confirms that control
f1 ap is free to operate then a fault in the
diaphragm is indicated and this should be
renewed.
IMPORTANT NOTE: When installing an air cleaner,
ensure that the vacuum pipe fully locates onto
inlet manifold take off pipe.
7. Disconnect vacuum pump and reconnect pipe.

Fig.35. Hand vacuum pump connected to diaphragm .

8. Remove fender covers and close hood .
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AIR
CLEANERS

23 174 AIR CLEANER ASSEMBLY - REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Open hood and fit fender covers.
2. Disconnect battery.
3. Remove one bolt and loosen securing clamp,
Fig . 36, disconnect cleaner to manifold air
hose and lift air cleaner assembly clear of
carburettor.
4. Disconnect vacuum supply pipe at inlet
manifold and detach air cleaner assembly.
5. Remove air cleaner element.
Detailed in Operation No. 23 184.
To Install

Fig.36. Air
ABC-

cleaner
Cleaner
Cleaner
Cleaner

assembly.
to manifold air hose
to carburettor clamp
securing bolt

6. Refit element to air cleaner body and secure
1i d.

7. Reconnect vacuum supply pipe to manifold
connection, Fig.37, and position cleaner
ensuring air hose connects correctly on
manifold location.
8. Refit and secure air cleaner securing bolt and
clamp.
9. Check vacuum pipe and air hose for correct
installation.
10. Reconnect battery, remove fender covers and
close hood.

23 184 ELEMENT - AIR CLEANER - REPLACE

Fig.37. Air cleaner vacuum supply hose
connection.

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED : NONE
To Remove
1. Open hood and fit fender covers .
2. Disconnect battery.
3. Remove air cleaner assembly.
Detailed in Operation No. 23 174.
4. Remove four cross head screws and detach air
cleaner lid.
5. Remove air cleaner element, Fig.38.
To Install
6. Place element into position, locate air
cleaner lid and secure screws.
7. Refit air cleaner assembly.

w

TR-23V- 03

Fig.38. Air cleaner element removal.

8. Reconnect battery.
9. Remove fender covers and close hood.
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23 212 CARBURETTOR - CLEAN

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT REQUIRED:
CO Meter
RPM Meter

1. Open hood and fit fender covers.
2. Disconnect battery.
3. Remove air cleaner assembly, Fig.39.
Detailed in Operation No. 23 174.
4. Clean carburettor exterior.

Fig.39. Air
ABC-

cleaner assembly.
Cleaner to manifold air hose
Air cleaner to carburettor clamp
Air cleaner securing bolt

5. Remove two bolts and detach carburettor to air
cleaner mounting adaptor, Fig.40.
6. Remove seven screws and detach carburettor top
cover, Fi g.40.
7. Using a piece of absorbent cloth soak out fuel
from float chamber.
8. Using an air line, clean carburettor float
chamber.
IMPORTANT: Ensure air pressure is NOT directed
into accelerator pump air bleea-,-air valve
vent or pump outlet, Fig.41, as this will
result in diaphragm damage.
9. Position upper gasket and top cover and
secure.

Fig.40. Air cleaner mounting adaptor removal.
A - Air cleaner adaptor
B - Carburettor top cover

10. Position and secure air cleaner to carburettor
mounting adaptor.
11. Refit air cleaner assembly.
12. Reconnect battery.
13. Check and adjust engine idle speed and fuel
mixture setting.
Detailed in Operation No. 23 213.
14. Remove fender covers and close hood .
Fig.41. V.V. carburettor with top cover removed.
A - Accelerator pump outlet
B - Accelerator pump air ble~d
C - Air valve diaphragm vent
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23 213 ENGINE IDLE SPEED AND FUEL MIXTURE ADJUST
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT REQUIRED:
CO Meter
RPM Meter
1. Open hood and fit fender covers.
2. Warm up engine to normal operating
temperature.
3. Connect CO and RPM meters to engine in
accordance with manufacturer's instructions.
4. Stabili se engine by running at 3,000 rpm for
approximately 30 seconds and allow engine to
idle.
5. Wait for meters to stabilise and record
and idle speed.

D/23V/17

Fig.42. Variable Venturi carburettor, idle speed
adjusting screw.
(Air cleaner removed for clari~ but must
be fitted during idle adjustment)

~0

6. Adjust idle speed screw to achieve correct
idle rpm, Fig.42. Refer Technical Data
section.
NOTE To visually locate adjusting screws i t will
be necessa~ to use a mirror, carburettors
illustrated in Figs, 42 and 43 are viewed from
the rear . Also on these carburettors it will
be found that during routine maintenance no
adjustment of the mixture (CO level) will
normally be required. However, if CO level is
found to be incorrect the following procedure
should be adopted .
7. Using a thin bladed screwdriver carefully
prise out mixture screw tamper-proof plug,
Fig. 43.

Fig.43. Mixture screw tamper-proof plug.
(Air cleaner removed for clarity)

8. Stabilise engine speed as detailed i n suboperation four and adjust mixture screw and
idle speed screw to give specified ~ 0 at
correct idle speed, Fig.44.
NOTE : Adjustment must be carried out within 10 to
30 seconds from the time meters stabilise. If
time taken to adjust is longer than 30 seconds
accelerate engine again to 3,000 rpm for 30
seconds and recheck.
9. Recheck i dle speed and %CO and readjust as
necessary.
10. Fit new tamper-proof plug to mixture screw
housing.
11. Remove fender covers and close hood.
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Fig.44. Idle adjusting screws.
A - Idle speed adjusting sc rew
B - Idle mi xture adjust i ng screw
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23 224 CARBURETTOR - REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT REQUIRED:
CO Meter
RPM Meter
To Remove
1. Open hood and fit fender covers.
2. Disconnect battery.
3. Remove air cleaner assembly.
Detailed in Operation No. 23 174.
4. Disconnect both auto-choke hoses at
carburettor. 'B' in Fig.45.
IMPORTANT: Before disconnecting hoses ensure that
cooling system is not pressurized (by removing
radiator cap and refitting) and that radiator
cap is in position.
Position disconnected hoses with ends facing
upwards, this will minimise amount of coolant
1ost.

Fig.45. Components to be disconnected before
removing carburettor .
A- Throttle linkage
B - Choke hoses

5. Disconnect anti-dieselling valve wire.
6. Disconnect carburettor to distributor vacuum
pipe.
7. Disconnect throttle linkage.
8. Disconnect fuel feed pipe at carburettor.
IMPORTANT: If a crimped type hose clamp is fitted
it must be cut free and replaced with a screw
and nut type clamp, Fig.46.
9. Remove two nuts and washers and detach
carburettor assembly, Fig.47 .
To Install

Fig.46. Disconnecting and reconnecting fuel
supply pipe.
A -Crimped type hose clamp
B - Screw and nut type hose clamp

10. Transfer air cleaner mounting adaptor to new
carburettor and clean gasket faces.
11. Place carburettor into position with a new
gasket and secure.
12. Reconnect distributor vacuum supply pipe.
13. Reconnect fuel feed pipe.
Refer Fig.46 and sub-operation eight.
14. Reconnect throttle linkage.
15. Reconnect anti-dieselling valve.
16. Reconnect both auto-choke hoses .
17. Refit air cleaner assembly, top up cooling
system if required and reconnect battery.
18. Check and adjust engine idle speed and fuel
mixture setting.
Detailed in Operation No . 23 213.

Fig.47. Carburettor rernoval.

19. Remove fender covers and close hood.
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23 224 6
23 224 6 CARBURETTOR - CLEAN, INSPECT AND
ADJUST (Carburettor removed)
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT REQUIRED:
CO Meter
RPM Meter
NOTE: This equipment is only required after
ca rburettor has been overhauled and refitted
to vehicle.

1. Clean carburettor exterior.
2. Remove seven screws and detach carburettor top
cover and gasket, Fig.48.
3. If required drain fuel float chamber.

w

0 '23V, 04N

Fig.48. Carburettor top cover removal.

4. Remove four cross head screws, hold air valve
fully open and carefully detach main jet
body. Refer Fig.49.
NOTE: Do not remove metering rod unless inspection
proves rod is worn or damaged.

0

GL/23V/273

Fig.49. Main jet body removal.
A- Air valve held fully open
B - Main jet body

5. Remove accelerator pump outlet one-way valve
ball and weight. To remove carefully invert
carburettor main body to allow ball and
weight to drop out. Accelerator pump outlet
shown in Fig.SO.
6. Lift out float, float spindle and intake
needle valve.

7. Using a thin bladed screwdriver carefully
prise out mixture screw tamper-proof plug and
detach mixture adjustment screw.

0

GL/23V/274

Fig.SO. Accelerator pump outlet.
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8. Remove four cross head screws and detach
vacuum diaphragm housing, return spring and
spring seat. Remove circlip and detach
diaphragm, Fig .51.
Take care return spring or circlip is not
lost.

w

Fig.51. Vacuum diaphragm removal .
A - Housing
B - Vacuum diaphragm

9. Invert carburettor, remove three cross head
screws and detach accelerator pump diaphragm,
also taking care return spring is not lost,
Fig.52.

10. Clean carburettor float chamber, main jet body
and jet drillings.

Fig.52. Accelerator pump housing removal.

11. Inspect carburettor components.
Some of the items for inspection are shown in
Fig.53.
Float shoul d be checked for leaks, diaphragm
and gasket checked for splitting and metering
rod, needle valve and jet body checked for
wear or damage .
NOTE: Ensure main jet in the main jet body is
closely checked for wear, e.g. Ovality.

Fig.53. Carburettor
A - Checked
B- Checked
C - Checked
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12. Check carburettor main body and remaining
components for wear or damage, Fig.54.
The main points for checking are air valve and
its associated linkage, throttle plate,
spindle and throttle linkage, and two
diaph ragm return springs.

D/23V/23

l1

Fig.54. Items to be checked on carburettor
main body.
A -Throttle spindle and linkage
B - Air valve and associated linkage
C - Diaphragm return springs

13. Ensure that metering rod bias spring is
correctly installed to air valve, Fig.55.

Fig. 55. Metering rod bias spring correctly
positioned on air valve.

14. Refit accelerator pump diaphragm assembly in
the order sho~n in Fig.56.
NOTE: Gasket side of diaphragm should face pump
housing. Also ensure diaphragm lies f1 at
and is not kinked.

F1g .56. Accelerator pump assembly.
A - Housing
B - Return spring
C - Diaphragm
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15. Connect control diaphragm to operating
linkage, reconnect circlip and refit diaphragm
housing and spring assembly , Fig.57. Secure
with four cross head screws.
NOTE : Ensure that vacuum hol e in diaphragm aligns
with supply gal l ery in both carburettor body ,
'D ' in Fig. 57, and housing. Also ensure
diaphragm lies flat and is not kinked , by
holding air val ve open whilst locating and
tightening diaphragm cover.
16. Refit mixture adjusting screw, fully screw in
and screw out three full turns. This will
position screw in the approximate idle running
location.
NOTE: When fitting mixture screw do not
overtighten as this can cause damage to the
finely machined surfaces.

w

D/ '23V/29

Fig.57. Control vacuum diaphragm assembly.
A - Diaphragm housing
B - Return spring
C - Diaphragm
D - Vacuum supply gallery

17 . Refit needle val ve, float and f l oat pin.
NOTE: Refit needle valve so that spring loaded
ball on valve will be in contact with f l oat
once petrol is fed into carburettor, Fig.58.
18. Refit accelerator pump ball and weight into
discharge passage .
NOTE: Fit ball first and then position weight on
top. Fig.58, shows location of discharge
passage.
w

19. Hold air valve fully open and using a new
gasket carefu l ly position and loosely secure
main jet body.

Fig . 58. Needle valve installation .
A - Float
D - Accelerator pump
B - Float pin
discharge passage
C - Needle valve

Using a straight edge adjust main jet body so
that two alignment flanges 'A' in Fig.59, are
flush with top face of carburettor main body.
20 . Adjust main metering rod as detailed in
Operation No. 23 242 shown on the following
page.
NOTE: Only ' carry out this operation if rod
adjustment is suspect.
21. Using a new ·gasket refit carburettor top
cover.
Once carburettor has been installed to vehicle
engine idle speed and mixture adjustment must
be carried out.
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Fig. 59. Main jet body adjustment.
A- Alignment flanges
B - Main jet body
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23 242 MAIN METERING ROD - REPLACE
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
CO Meter
RPM Meter
To Remove
1. Open hood and fit fender covers.
2. Disconnect battery.
3. Remove air cleaner assembly .
Detailed in Operation No . 23 174.
4. Remove seven screws and detach carburettor top
cover .

Fig.60. Metering rod bias spring fitted to air
valve.

5. From inside carburettor tap out metering rod
tamper-proof plug.
6. Unclip metering rod bias spring, Fig . 60.

7. Unscrew and carefully detach main metering
rod, Fig . 61.

To Install
8. Very carefully slide new metering rod into
position and screw in a few turns.

w
Fig.61. Main metering rod removal .

9. Clip metering rod bias spring into position as
shown in Fig.60.
10. Adjust main metering rod as follows.
Hold air val ve partially open and position a
0,03mm (0,001in) feeler blade between air
valve and main jet body. Release air valve to
trap feeler blade in this position. Locate a
thin bladed screwdriver as shown in Fig.62,
and careful ly screw in metering rod until air
val ve just releases feeler blade.
NOTE: At this point rod would have bottomed in its
jet and started to open the air valve.
IMPORTANT NOTE: When carrying out this operation
extreme care must be taken as metering rod can
easily bind in main jet. Therefore during
adjustment continually open air valve to stop
rod binding.
From this point unsc rew metering rod the exact
amount of turns as detailed in the Technical
Data section .
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Fig.62 . Main metering rod adjustment.
A - Air valve
B - Feeler blade
C - Main jet body
D - Screwdriver
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11. Fit new tamper-proof plug in hole in venturi
through which metering rod was installed.
Refer Fig.63.
12. Using a new gasket refit carburettor top
cover.
13. Refit air cleaner assembly.
14. Reconnect battery.
15. Check and adjust engine idle speed and fuel
mixture setting.
Detailed in Operation No 23 213.
16. Remove fender covers and close hood.

0

GL/23V/277

Fig.63. Main metering rod tamperproof plug.

23 244 NEEDLE VALVE - REPLACE
SPECIAL SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED:
CO Meter
RPM Meter
To Remove
1. Open hood and fit fender covers.
2. Disconnect battery.
3. Remove air cleaner assembly.
Detailed in Operation No. 23 174.
4. Remove seven screws and detach carburettor
top cover.
5. Unclip float pin and position float clear of
needle valve. Fig.64.
NOTE: It is not possible at this stage to
completely remove float.

Fig.64. Needle valve removal.
A - Needle valve
B - Float

6. Using long nosed pliers remove needle valve.
To Install
7. Position needle valve, float and float pin.
NOTE: Refit needle valve so that spring loaded
ball on valve will be in contact with float
when petrol is fed into carburettor, Fig.65.
8. Refit carburettor top cover.
9. Refit air cleaner assembly.
10. Reconnect battery.
11. Check and adjust engine idle speed and fuel
mixture setting.
Detailed in Operation No. 23 213.
12. Remove fender covers and close hood.

Revised - September 1981

Fig.65. Needle valve instal led.
A - Needle valve
B - Float pin
C - Float
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23 264 CARBURETTOR CONTROL DIAPHRAGM - REMOVE AND
INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Open hood and fit fender covers.
2. Disconnect battery.
3. Remove carburettor assembly.
Detailed in Operation No. 23 224.
4. Clean work area.
5. Remove four cross head screws and detach
diaphragm housing, Fig.66.
6. Remove circlip and detach control diaphragm
from control lever.

11

0 /23V/50

Fig.66. Diaphragm housing.

To Install

~
·~

7. Connect control diaphragm to operating
linkage, install circlip and refit diaphragm
assembly, Fig.67. Secure four cross head
screws.
NOTE: Ensure that vacuum hole in diaphragm lines
up with supply galleries in both carburettor
body 'D' in Fig.67, and housing. Also when
fitting, hold air valve fully open when
tightening screws. This will ensure that
diaphagm is not trapped.
8. Refit carburettor assembly.
9. Reconnect battery.
10. Check and adjust engine idle speed and fuel
mixture setting.
11. Remove fender covers and close hood.

w

D/23V/29

Fig.67. Control vacuum diaphragm assembly.
A - Diaphragm housing
B - return spring
C - Diaphragm
D -Vacuum supply gallery

23 274 AUTOMATIC CHOKE - ADJUST
SPECIAL SERVICE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED:
CO Meter
RPM Meter
1. Open hood and fit fender covers.
2. Disconnect battery.
3. Remove air cleaner assembly.
Detailed in Operation No. 23 174.
4. Remove three cross head screws and detach
choke bi-metal coil housing, position clear of
choke, Fig.68.

Revised - September 1981

Fig.68. Auto-choke bi-metal coil housing.
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23 274

5. Check and adjust choke gauging as follows:
NOTE: This adjustment controls the air/fuel
mixture or ratio, that is fed into engine
when choke is in operation.
i) Using a thin bladed screwdriver carefully
prise out tamper- proof plug.
Plug location shown in Fig.69.
ii) By looking down hole where tamper proof
plug was fitted, Fig.69, turn choke
operating lever until drilling in
central shaft lines up with hole in
carburettor housing.
iii) Positi on a specified twist drill shank
into hole ensuring drill fully locates
into choke central shaft , Fig.70. Refer
Technical Data section .

Fig.69. Choke gauging adjustment tamper-proof
plug.

iv) Loosen central nut that secures choke
1inkage to choke shaft, ' C' in Fig . 70.
v) With drill in position turn choke lever
fully clockwise up to its stop and
tighten centre securing nut.
NOTE: Do not overtighten securing nut.
vi) Remove twist drill.
NOTE: Do not fit tamper-proof plug at
this stage. Also if after assembly
choke does not function it is possible
that centre shaft is 180° out.

6. Check and adjust choke pull down/fast idle
setting as follows:

Fig.70. Choke gauging adjustment.
A- Operating lever held fully clockwise
B - Twist drill held fully in position
C - Nut that secures linkage to central
shaft

This adjustment ensures that the vacuum pull
down system, which controls fast idle, is
operating correctly. A description of how the
system operates is shown on page 17.
i) Position a twist drill in the location
shown in Fig.71, and using a small pair
of pliers bend back pull down operating
lever to a position also shown in Fig . 71.
This sub-operation is necessary to ensure
that the lever does not restrict movement
of vacuum piston which could make it
impossible to set choke in the correct
pull down/fast idle position. The drill
is required to ensure linkage is not
damaged when the pull down 1ever is bent
back. Once lever is bent back remove
twist drill.

Revised- September 1981

GL/23V/278

0

Fig.71. Pull down lever bent back to ensure that
correct fast idle position can be
achieved.
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ii) Whilst looking down choke gauging hole,
refer sub-operation five and Fig.69, turn
choke operating lever until drilling in
central shaft lines up with hole in
carburettor housing.
iii) Position a twist drill shank of specified
size into choke gauging hole ensuring
drill fully 1ocates into choke central
shaft.
NOTE: Drill size for adjusting pull down is
NOT the same as that used for choke
gauging, also size will vary from model to
model. Full details are shown in the
Technical Data section.
iv) Push vacuum piston to the bottom of its
travel and hold choke lever fully
clockwise.
Refer Fig. 72.
This sub-operation locates choke assembly
into the pull down/fast idle checking
position.

Fig.72. Choke held at pull down/fast idle setting.
A - Bi-metal lever held fully clockwise
B - Vacuum piston pushed downwards to the
bottom of its travel

NOTE: At this stage there must be a clearance
between pull down lever and bi-metal
choke lever. If not repeat suboperation i.
v) To adjust bend pull down lever 1 C1 in
Fig.73, so that it just touches bi-metal
1ever 1 A1 •
vi) Re-check setting.
vii) Remove twist drill and fit new tamperproof plug to choke gauging location.
Refer Fig.69.
Fig.73. Choke held and correctly adjusted.
A- Bi-metal lever held fully clockwise
B - Vacuum piston pushed fully downwards
C -Pul l down lever just touching bi-metal
1ever
7. Position gasket, connect bi-metal coil to
central slot on choke lever and loosely refit
choke housing .
NOTE: To aid installation the lower securing
screw should be fitted first.
8. Turn choke housing to 1i ne up with correct
choke alignment mark and secure the
three screws. Fig.74, shows housing set up on
index.
Choke alignment specifications are shown in
the Technical Data section.
NOTE: The choke housing mark to be used is a saw
cut not a raised cast line.
TR-23V-08

9. Refit air cleaner assembly.
10. Reconnect battery.
11. Remove fender covers and close hood.

Fig.74. Choke housing alignment.
A - Rich setting
B - Index mark
C - Lean setting

,
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23 276 AUTOMATIC CHOKE REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED:
CO Meter
RPM Meter
To Remove
1. Open hood , fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.
2. Remove air cleaner assembly.
3. Disconnect both auto- choke hoses at
carburettor.
IMPORTANT: Before disconnecting hoses ensure that
cooling system is not pressurized (by removing
radiator cap and refitting) and that radiator
cap is in position.
Position disconnected hoses with ends facing
upwards, this will minimise amount of coolant
lost.

Fig. 75. Auto-choke assembly.

4. Remove three cross head screws and detach
choke bi-metal coil housing, Fig.75.
5. Remove a further three screws and detach choke
assembly, Fig . 76 .
To Install
6. On new choke, threads in bi -metal housing
securing holes are not formed, therefore
before fitting assembly tap threads using
existing securing screws which are thread
forming .
NOTE: Under no circumstances should threads be cut
using standard taps, always use the thread
forming screws.

Fig . 76. Choke assembly securing screws.

7. Also before fitting new choke assembly check
unit for binding or sticking and that linkage
is not damaged .
8. Using a new gasket place choke assembly into
position and secure.
9. Position gasket, connect bi-metal coil to
central slot on choke lever and loosely refit
choke housing.
NOTE: To aid installation lower securing screw
should be fitted first.
10 . Turn choke housing to line up with specified
choke alignment mark and secure three screws.
Fig.77, shows housing set up on index.
NOTE: Choke housing mark to be used is a saw cut
not a raised cast line.
11. Reconnect choke hoses to choke bi - metal coil
housing .
12. Refit air cleaner assembly, reconnect
battery, remove fender covers and close hood.

Revised - September 1981

Fig . 77 . Choke housing alignment .
A - Rich setting
B - Index mark
C - Lean setting
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23 811 CABLE - ACCELERATOR - ADJUST
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
1. Open hood and fit fender covers.
2. Disconnect battery.
3. Remove air cleaner assembly.
4. Locate throttle in the wide open location and
jam in this position with a suitable block of
wood.
NOTE: On automatic transmission variants kick down
cable adjustment should also be checked to
ensure it does not prevent wide open throttle
being achieved.

Fig.78. Accelerator cable adjusting sleeve.

5. Wind back adjusting sleeve to a point where
carburettor linkage is just in the fully open
position, Fig.78.
6. Release throttle pedal and re-apply, checking
that wide open throttle is just achieved, readjust if required.
7. Refit air cleaner assembly.
8. Reconnect battery.
9. Remove fender covers and close hood.

1
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Carburettor Part No.

-

1.6 OHC
2.0 OHC Manual Transmission
2.0 OHC Automatic Transmission

79HF -9510-K HC
79HF-9510-KNA
79HF-9510-KKC

Idle Setting
Idle Speed

800 rpm ~ 50 rpm

Idle Mixture All OHC

1.0%

co ..!.

0.5%

Main Metering Rod
Code No.

FBM
FCS
FBZ

1600 OHC
2000 OHC Manual Transmission
2000 OHC Automatic Transmission

Metering Rod adjustment
Rod backed off by; 1600 OHC
2000 OHC Manual
2000 OHC Automatic ••

2,50 Turns.
2,00 Turns.
2,25 Turns.

Choke System
1.6 OHC

2.0 Manual

2.0 Automatic

Choke gauging (Twist drill)

3,4 mm {0,135 in)

3,4 mm (0,135 in)

3,4 mm (0,135 in)

-Choke fast idle/pull down (Twist drill)
(Choke lever held fully)

4.0 mm (0,158 in)
CLOCKWISE

4,0 mm (0,158 in)
CLOCKWISE

4,0 mm (0,158 in)
CLOCKWISE

Choke housing alignment

September 1981

On Index

On Index

On Index
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COOLING SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

This section covers the removal and installation of the components that comprise the cooling system, and
where necessary the overhaul of these components.
The three types of engine fitted in the Transit are the 'Kent' OHV in-line four cylinder, the OHC in-line four
cylinder and the 'York' Diesel in-line four cylinder, all have similar cooling systems. These are pressurised
impeller assisted thermo-syphon and incorporate a cooling radiator, water pump (water impeller). a
thermostat and in most cases a heater radiator. Some variants have an additional circuit to operate the automatic choke.
The York Diesel
remote radiator
pump inlet. This
water pressure
impeller vains.

variants use a cross-flow radiator for increased heat dissipation. A separate engine mounted
supply tank is used to maintain a constant coolant level, and water pressure at the water
pressure at the water pump is necessary to prevent cavitation within the pump. Cavitation is
variation, (low pressure areas) within the pump which can cause increased wear of the

The OHV and OHC engine variants use the more conventional down-flow radiator with the bottom hose
connected to the water pump.
All models contain a 25% solution of FORD anti-freeze, which contains a powerful corrosion inhibitor and
should not be diluted. For certain territories because of the climate, anti-freeze is not required and the system
is filled with a corrosion inhibitor at a concentration of 1 part inhibitor to 39 parts water.

~
I
I

TR/24/100

1l

Fig. 1. Cooling system layout on OHV (Kent) engine variants.
1 . Bottom hose
2. Heater outlet hose
3. Heater inlet hose

4. Heater matrix
5. Top hose
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TR/24/201
Fig. 2. Cooling system layout on OHC engine variants
1. Bottom hose
2. Thermostat housing
3. Heater inlet hose
4. Heater shut-off valve

5.
6.
7.
8.

Heater matrix
Heater outlet hose
Top hose
Water pump
....-···--------

7
TR/24/142

Tl

Fig. 3 . Cooling system layout on Diesel engine variants
1. Hose - heater outlet
2. Heater shut-off valve
3. Hose- heater inlet
4. Top hose
5. Bottom hose- water pump to metal pipe
6. Bottom hose - metal pipe section

January 1978

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Bottom hose - metal pipe to radiator
Hose -radiator overflow - lower
Metal pipe - radiator overflow
Hose- radiator overflow- upper
Hose - radiator air bleed
Pipe- overflow to atmosphere

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:

SECTION 24-3

COOLING SYSTEM
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

When the coolant is cold, the thermostat is in the closed position and the water flow is restricted to within
the cylinder block. cylinder head, inlet manifold, heater, and where applicable, the automatic choke housing.
An internal by-pass pasr.age, (or hose on certain variants) allows circulation within the cylinder block and
head during this period.
As the temperature increases the thermostat opens allowing the coolant to pass into the radiator. The
coolant then flows through the radiator tubes and is cooled by air passing through the cooling fins assisted by
the cooling fan. Coolant is then circulated from the base of the radiator up through the pump and into the
cylinder block to complete the circuit.
Diesel variants have an expansion tank in addition to the radiator, this tank is secured to the engine at a level
above the cross-flow radiator. Two hoses connect the remote supply tank to the radiator. one is a large bore
hose which feeds the radiator as water is poured into the filler neck in the supply tank on initial filling and
subsequent topping up. The other pipe is a small bore hose and is sited between the top of the radiator and
the top of the supply tank. This hose is an air bleed to prevent air locks within the radiator. When topping up
the cooling system the water level should not be allowed to cover the upper (small bore) pipe outlet.

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION

Tool

Tool Name

Cooling System pressure tester

Hand press main tool and thrust block adaptor

CPT-8000

Water pump overhaul kit adaptors used with
CPT-8000
P-8000·48

F/ 24/ 12/ Nl
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COOLING SYSTEM
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS CONTENT- PART 'A'

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

254
404
404 8
454
604
605
607
608
618
624
627
628
648
654

Contained
in
Operation

Described
in this
Publication

COOLING SYSTEM

X
X
X
X

Radiator- Remove and Install
Water Pump assembly- Remove and Install
Water Pump assembly- Overhaul (water pump removed)
Thermostat- Remove and Install
Hose - radiator top - Replace
Hose -radiator bottom - Replace
Hose -expansion tank to radiator- Replace
Hose- overflow, expansion tank to radiator- Replace
Hoses - radiator- Replace (All)
Hoses -water inlet connecting - Replace (all)
Hose- water pump connecting- Replace
Hose -Thermostat by-pass - Replace
Hoses -engine - Replace (all)
Hoses -engine and radiator - Replace (all)

24 618
24 618

-

-

X
X
X

24 654
24 628

-

X

24 654

-

X

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS CONTENTS- PART 'B'

Also applicable to
certain variants in
the following model
range.

STARTING SYSTEM
c
0

·.;:;

co

(.)

::0
.c
..."'

c.

co

c

c

c

"0

"0

I'

..c

c
co
c

"Cii

Q)

·.::::

(.)

"'
Q)

Cl

24
24
24
24
24
24

Cooling System -pressure text
Cooling System -Flush & Re-fill with
cooling mixture
203
Fan Belt -Adjust
205
Fan Belt- Replace (Includes adjust)
212
Fan - Remove and Install
Pulley- Fan - Remove and Install
216
254 4 Cooling System - Back flush (radiator
removed)
451 1 Thermostat- Test (Thermostat removed)
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24 212
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COOLING SYSTEM
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS- PART 'A'

24 254

RADIATOR- REMOVE AND
INSTALL
(All variants except Diesel)

Special Service Tools Require d: None
To Remove
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery. Remove radiator cap.
NOTE : When removing cap rotate through
approx. goo to allow system to depressurise
before fully removing cap.

3.

Position clean drain tray below vehicle, disconnect bottom hose at radiator and allow to
drain.

4.

Disconnect top hose at radiator.

5.

Remove four bolts and guide out radiator
assembly, fig. 4.

6.

With radiator removed, detach overflow pipe
and clips.

-

TR/24/108/N

11

Fig. 4 . Arrows show radiator mounting bolts. Viewed from
engine compartment for clarity

To Install
7.

Reassemble
radiator.

8.

Guide radiator into position in vehicle and
secure using four bolts.

g,

Reconnect top and bottom hoses to radiator.

~

overflow

pipe

and

clips

to

NOTE: First check hoses for cuts, splits etc,
and renew if required.
10.

Refill cooling system with specified antifreeze or rust inhibitor water solution. Refit
radiator cap.

11 .

Reconnect battery.

12.

Run engine and check for leaks.

13.

Check and top up coolant level as required.

14.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

24 254

RADIATOR - REMOVE AND
INSTALL
(Diesel variants)

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers. Disconnect
battery.

2.

Remove cooling system fil ler cap located on
expansion tank.
NOTE: When removing cap rotate through
approx. goo to allow system to depressurise
before fully removing cap.

January 1g79

Fig. 5. Header tank showing securing bolts
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SECTION 24-6

COOLING SYSTEM
PART ' A '

3.

Position a clean drain tray below vehicle, disconnect bottom hose at radiator and allow to
drain.

4.

Disconnect top hose from radiator.

5.

On variants that use an electro, ignitioncontrolled engine stop incorporating a metal
cable, unclip engine stop-control cable from
the two retaining clips on the front panel.
On variants that use a manual, fascia
mounted control incorporating a plastic
coated cable, remove plastic clip that secures
the cable to top hose.
Unbolt expansion tank from retaining bracket.
(Alternatively unbolt tank and bracket from
engine).

6.

Unbolt overflow pipe from inner fender panel,
Fig. 8.

7.

Remove two lower and two upper radiator
mounting bolts, Fig. 6, noting which way
rubber bushes are fitted. Guide radiator and
expansion tank from vehicle.

Fig. 6. Arrows depict rad iator mountings
(Viewed from engine compartment for clarity)

To Install
8.

Guide radiator and expansion tank into
vehicle and secure using rubber bushes and
bolts. Fig. 7.

9.

Secure the overflow pipe to the inner fender
panel with two bolts, Fig. 8.

1 0.

Secure expansion tank to its brackets.

11.

Reconnect top and bottom hoses to radiator
and secure with clips.

12.

Fit engine stop-control cable into its two
clips, or in the case of plastic coated cable
refit plastic strap retaining cable to top hose.

13.

Refill cooling system with specified antifreeze or rust inhibitor water solution. Refit
radiator cap.

14.

Reconnect battery, start and run engine and
check for any leaks.

1 5.

Check and top up coolant level as required.

16.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

Fig. 7. Secure radiator ensuring bushes are posi tioned as
shown

Fig. 8. A -Two securing bolts accessible from reverse side
(Viewed from engine compartment for clarity)
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COOLING SYSTEM
PART 'A '

WATER PUMP ASSEMBLY REMOVE AND INSTALL - OHV
AND OHC ENGINE VARIANTS
Special Service Tools Required: None

NOTE: For water pump remove and install on
Diesel engine variants refer to Operation No.
24 628.
T o Rem ove

~

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove fan belt, blades and fan pulley as
detailed in Operation No. 24 212.

4.

Position a clean drain tray below vehicle, disconnect bottom hose at radiator and allow to
drain. Remove radiator cap taking care to
rotate cap through approximately 90° to
allow system to depressurise before fully
removing cap.

5.

Disconnect heater hose at water pump.

6.

OHC variants only. Remove timing belt cover,
Fig. 9. Secured by three bolts.

7.

Disconnect and detach bottom hose at pump.

8.

Remove three bolts and detach water pump
assembly Figs. 1 0 and 11.

Fig. 9. Timing belt cover as fitted on all OHC variants

To Insta ll

9.
-10.

Using a new gasket, position and secure
water pump assembly. Tighten bolts to
correct torque.

1 1.

OHC va riants only. Refit timing belt cover.

12.

Reconnect heater hose and bottom hose to
pump.

13.

Refit fan pulley, blades and fan belt, as
described in Operation No. 24 212.

14.

Refill cooling system with specified water and
anti-freeze solution. Refit radiator cap.

1 5.

Reconnect battery.

16.

Start engine and check for leaks.

17.

Check and top up coolant level as req uired.

18.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

'.f

..

Clean pump and block mating surfaces.

Fig. 10. Water pump remova l ( 1.6 litre Kent variant)

Fig. 11 . Water pump removal (OHC variant)

January 1978
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COOLING SYSTEM
PART 'A'

24 404 8

WATER PUMP ASSEM BLY OVERHA UL
(Water pump removed)
OHV and OHC e ngine variants

Special Service T ools Required :
Split ring

P-8000-48

Thrust block adaptors and
Press

CPT-8000

To Overhaul
1.

Withdraw pump pulley hub from shaft by
in Fig. 12
supporting hub over a split ring
mounted in a press 'A' in Fig. 12 and pressing
shaft and pump assembly clear.

2.

Support pump body on press and press out
bearing shaft, seal and impeller as an
assembly, from pump body, Fig. 12.

3.

Support impeller over a split ring mounted in
press. Fig. 13. taking care that impeller
blades are clear of slots between two halves
of split ring. Press shaft through impeller.

4.

Slide pump seal from bearing shaft.

5.

Support pump body on press. and applying
pressure on outer ring of bearing, press
bearing shaft into pump housing.

6.

Using ring and thrust block adaptor. Fig. 14
press pump pulley hub onto front end of shaft
until end of shaft projects 1,5 mm (0,06 in)
from end of hub.

7.

Push new seal over shaft and into counterbore in water pump housing.

8.

Press impeller onto shaft, Fig. 14, until a
clearance of 0 ,8 mm (0,03 in) is obtained
between impeller blades and housing face.

·c·

Fig. 12. Pressing pump pulley hub from shaft and bearing shaft
assembly from pump body
A - Press
B - Thrust block adaptor
C - Split ring

Fig. 13. Pressing impeller from bearing shaft assembly and
pump pulley hub onto front end of shaft
A - Press
B - Thrust block adaptor
C - Split ring

Fig. 14. Pressing impeller onto shall and checking clearance
with feeler gauges
A - Thrust block adaptor
8 - Split ring
C - Feeler gauges
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24 404 8

WATER PUMP- OVERHAUL
-DIESEL ENGINE
VARIANTS
(Water pump removed)

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove pulley hub using a suitable puller.

2.

Press shaft and bearing assembly from pump
body ensuring an even pressure is applied to
outer casing.

3.

Press impeller off shaft, Fig. 15.

4.

Remove seal assembly and ceramic counter
face and, if necessary, remove slinger bush
from shaft.

5.

Fig. 1 5. Press impeller off shaft

Clean and inspect all parts.

To Install
6.

Fit a new slinger bush if necessary (flanged
end first) on rear end of shaft, supporting
other end of shaft and using a suitable
adaptor. Ensure that flanged end is
approximately 13 mm (0,5 in) from end of
shaft.

7.

Press shaft and bearing assembly into
housing, applying even pressure to outer
casing. Do not press on shaft.

8.

Press pulley hub onto front end of shaft Fig.
16 using a suitable adaptor and with impeller
end of shaft suitably supported. End of shaft
should be flush with end of pulley.

9.

Press seal fully into housing. Press on flange
ensuring that flange inner face is flush with
housing face, spring facing uppermost and
that 'plastic' face is not damaged and is
clean .

10 .

Fit ceramic counter faced washer on shaft
with rubber backing towards impeller face.
Ensure that working face is clean.

11 .

Press impeller onto shaft until a clearance of
0.76 mm (0,030 in) is obtained between
impeller blades and housing. Fig. 17. Front of
shaft should be suitably supported.

Fig. 16. Press pulley hub onto front end of shaft

Fig . 17. Ensure a clearance of 0.76 mm :o ,030 in) at point
indicated
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COOLING SYSTEM
PART 'A'

24 454

THERMOSTAT - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.
2.

Open hood. fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.
Remove radiator cap.
NOTE: When removing cap rotate through
approx. 90° to allow system to depressurise
before fully removing cap.

3.

Position a clean drain tray below vehicle, disconnect bottom hose at radiator and allow
coolant to drain.

4.

Slacken and remove top hose from thermostat housing.

5.

Remove two thermostat housing bolts.

Fig. 18. Thermostat housing bolts (Diesel engine)
A - Short bolt
8 - Long bolt

NOTE: Bolts used on Diesel variants are of
unequal lengths, Fig. 18.
6.

Remove thermostat housing and thermostat.
Figs. 19 and 20.

To Install
7.

Ensure jointing faces of cylinder head and
housing are clean and free from old gasket,
sealer etc. Fit thermostat into locating groove
in cylinder head aperture.

8.

Refit thermostat housing using a new gasket
and a small quantity of sealer. Secure
housing with bolts and tighten to correct
torque.

9.

Refit top hose to thermostat housing and
secure hose clamps.

1 0.

Connect bottom hose to radiator. refill
cooling system with specified anti-freeze or
rust inhibitor water solution. Refit radiator
cap.

11.

Reconnect battery, start engine and check for
any leaks.

12.

Check and top up coolant level as required.

13.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

Fig. 19. Th erm osta t re moval (Kent engine)
A - Thermostat housing
8 - Therm ostat

Fig. 20. Thermostat and housing removal (OHC engine)
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COO Ll N G SYSTEM
PART 'A '

24 607

HOSE - EXPANSION TANK TO
RADIATOR - REPLACE
Includes drain and refill cooling
system (Diesel Engine variants
only)

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Open hood, fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Disconnect battery and remove radiator cap.
NOTE: When removing cap, rotate through
approx. 90° to allow system to de-pressurise
before fully removing cap.

3.

Disconnect expansion tank-to-radiator hose
from base of radiator and allow coolant to
drain into a clean container.

4.

Remove two bolts securing metal. centre
section of pipe to inner fender panel, Fig. 21 .

5.

Disconnect hose from expansion tank and
guide hose assembly clear of vehicle.

6.

Loosen clips securing two flexibl e hose
sections to centre metal section and separate
three parts, Fig. 22.

Fig. 21. Hose Removal
A - Tw o securing bolts accessabl e from reverse side
(Viewed from engine compartment for clarity)

To Replace
7.

Assemble new hose sections to metal pipe
and secure with clips.

8.

Align assembly into vehicle and locate with
two bolts to inner fender cover. Tighten bolts.

9.

Connect hose to expansion tank and radiator.
Securely tighten clips.

10.

Refill cooling system w ith specified antifreeze or rust inhibitor and water solution to
correc t level.

1 1.

Refit radiator cap and reconnect battery.

12.

Start engine and check for leaks. Recheck
cooling system level and top-up as required.

1 3.

Remove fender covers and close hood.
TR/24/ 132
Fig. 22. Hose assembly in component form
A - Metal section
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SECTION 24-12

COOLING SYSTEM
PART 'A '

24 608

HOSE - OVERFLOW (AIR
BLEED) EXPANSION TANK TO
RADIATOR - REPLACE
(Diesel engine variants only)

Special Service Tools Required: None
NOTE: There should be no necessity to drain
the cooling systems as this hose is an air
bleed hose only and does not contain coolant.
To Remove
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery and remove radiator cap.
NOTE: When removing cap, rotate through
approx. goo to allow system to depressurise
before fully removing cap.

3.

Disconnect small plastic waste pipe from
hose by releasing plastic retainer clips, (two)
Fig. 23.

4.

Disconnect
expansion
t ank-to-radiator
overflow hose from radiator by cutting hose
clip with a pair of cutters.

5.

Disconnect hose from expansion tank and
remove, Fig. 23, by cutting through hose clip
with a suitable pair of cutters.

Fig. 23. Cutting non-reuseable clip from hose
A - Plastic retaining clip
B - Plastic pipe
C - Hose to be replaced
D - Disposable clip

To Replace
6.

Place new clips to new hose.

7.

Connect hose to expansion tank and radiator
aperture. Securely tighten clips.

8.

Refit radiator cap and reconnect battery.

g,

Remove fender covers and close hood.
Fig. 24.

24 618

Heater hose

HOSES, RADIATOR- REPLACE
(ALL)

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Open hood. fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove radiator cap.
NOTE: When removing cap, rotate through
approx. goo to allow system to depressurise
before fully removing cap.

4.

Position a clean drain tray below vehicle.
disconnect bottom hose from radiator and
allow to drain.

5.

Disconnect top hose from radiator
thermostat housing and detach, Fig. 25.

6.

On Diesel variants, disconnect heater outlet
hose from centre metal section of pipe in
bottom hose, Fig. 24.

January 1g78

and
Fig. 25. Top hose on Diesel variant s showing clips and location
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SECTION 24-13

COOLING SYSTEM
PART 'A '

7.

Disconnect bottom hose from pump location.
Remove bolt securing metal pipe section to
cylinder block Fig. 24, and detach bottom
hose assembly complete.

8.

On Diesel variants loosen clips that secure
two flexible hose sections to centre metal
section and separate three parts.

To Install
9.

On Diesel variants assemble new hose
sections to metal pipe and secure with clips.

10.

Position bottom hose to pump and radiator
and secure with clips. Refit bolt that secures
metal centre section, to cylinder block and
securely tighten.

11 .

On Diesel variants reconnect heat er outlet
hose to metal section of bottom hose and
securely tighten clip.

12.

Position top hose to thermostat and radiator
and secure with clips.

13.

Refill cooling system with specified antifreeze water solution or rust inhibitor. Refit
radiator cap.

14.

Reconnect battery.

15.

Start engine and check for leaks. Check and
top-up coolant level as required.

16 .

Remove fender covers and close hood.

24 628

Fig. 26. Top and bottom hoses on OHC and OHV variants

HOSE- BY-PASS - R EPLACE
(Diesel engine variants)

Special Service Tools Required: N one

Fig. 27. Water pump assembly showing by-pass hose
A - By-pass hose

T o Rem ove
1.

Open hood, fit fender covers, and disconnect
battery.

2.

Remove cooling system filler cap located on
expansion tank.
NOTE: When removing cap rotate through
approx. 90° to allow system to depressurise
before fully removing cap.

3.

Position a clean drain tray below vehicle,
disconnect bottom hose at radiator and al low
to drain.

4.

Disconnect top hose from radiator.

5.

Uncli p engine stop-control cable from two
retaining clips on front panel. Unbolt
expansion tank from retaining bracket.

6.

Unbolt overflow pipe from inner fender panel.

7.

Remove two lower and two upper radiator
mounting bolts. noting which way rubber
bushes are fitted. Guide rad iator and
expansion tank f rom vehicle .

January 1978

Fig. 28. Fit ting the water pump assembly, (connect hose before
posi tioning pump)
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COOLING SYSTEM
PART 'A '

8.

Slacken off clamp nut on adjustable jockey
pulley and remove auxiliary drive belt.
Slacken off alternator mounting bolts and
adjusting bolt. Tilt alternator towards engine
and remove drive belt.

9.

Remove four fan securing bolts and detach
fan blade and pulley assembly.

10 .

Remove five retaining bolts securing timing
belt cover to engine, guide cover over water
pump shaft and lift clear of vehicle.

1 1.

Slacken upper clamp securing by-pass hose
to cylinder head. Remove seven bolts
w ashers and spring washers securing water
pump to front cover back plate and remove
pump complete with by-pass hose.

12.

Slacken clamp securing hose to pump and
detach hose.

To Install
13.

Position hose on water pump outlet and
securely tighten hose clip.

14.

Ensure jointing faces of pump and backplate
are clean and free from old gasket, sealer etc.
Using a new gasket and sealer position pump
on backplate, Fig. 28, loosely engaging bypass hose on cylinder head outlet. Retaining
bolts noting that lower bolt hole on pump is
used in conjunction with a dowel bolt to
ensure correct alignment of pump housing.

15 .

There is a small turning clearance between
impeller and water pump housing, to ensure
that this clearance is maintained pump
assembly must be turned, clockwise within
limits of bolt holes. Tighten bolts, in any
sequence, to specified torque.

16 .

Ensure by-pass hose is not kinked or buckled,
Fig. 29 and then tighten clamp at cylinder
head end of hose.

Fig. 2 9. A - W ater pump
B - By- pass hose

Position timing belt cover on engine and
secure with five securing bolts.
Refit fan, pulley and hub and secure with four
bolts and spring washers. Tighten bolts to
specified torque.
17.

Refit fan belt over crankshaft, water pump
and alternator pulleys. Adjust belt to correct
tension, refer to technical data page for
details. Fig. 30.

18.

Refit auxiliary drive belt over crankshaft out er
pulley, vacuum pump and jockey pulleys.
Adj ust jockey pulley to give correct belt
t ension when measured at mid-point of
longest span.

1 9.

Guide radiator and expar:~sion tank into
vehicle and secure using rubber bushes and
bolts.

20.

Fig. 30 . Fan bell adjustment poin t ·A·
See technical data page for tension.

Secure overflow pipe to inner fender panel
with two bolts.
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COOLING SYSTEM
PART 'A '

21.

Secure expansion tank to its bracket.

22.

Reconnect top and bottom hoses to radiator
and secure with clips.

23.

Refit engine stop-control cable into its two
clips.

24.

Refill cooling system with specified antifreeze or rust inhibitor water solution. Refit
radiator cap.

25.

Reconnect battery, start and run engine and
check for any leaks.

26.

Check and top up coolant level as required.
Remove fender covers and close hood.
Fig. 31 . Cooling system pressure test

PART ' B'

24 111

COOLING SYSTEM - PRESSURE
TEST

Special Service Tools Required: None
Special Equipment Required : Pressure Tester
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Run engine to normal operating temperature
and remove radiator cap, or expansion tank
on Diesels, disconnect battery.
NOTE: Adequately protect the cap, with thick
rag or cloth before removal, to avoid possible
scalding. When removing cap rotate through
approx. 90° and pause to allow system to
depressurise before fully removing cap.

3.

Fit correct adaptor to pressure tester and clip
in position onto filler neck, Fig. 31. Pump up
cooling system to a maximum of 1,40 Bar
( 1 ,40 kg.cm 2 ) (20 lb.in2 ) and hold for ten
seconds. If pressure drops within this time
inspect for leaks.

4.

Transfer adaptors and fit radiator expansion
tank cap to tester, pump up and note
maximum steady pressure achieved, Fig. 32.
Pressure relief specification is stamped on
top face of cap.

5.

Check coolant level, top up as required and
reconnect battery.

6.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

24 122

TR / 24/ 220

------

Fig. 32. Testing cap for correct pressure relief

COOLING SYSTEM - DRAIN
AND REFILL

Special Service Tools Required: None
1.

Open hopd, fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove radiator cap.

January 1978

TR/24111 7
Fig. 33. Remove bottom hose and allow radiator to drain
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COOLING SYSTEM
PART ' B'

4.

Position a clean drain tray below vehicle,
open drain plug on engine block side, disconnect radiator bottom hose and allow
system to drain, Fig. 33 .
NOTE: An anti-freeze solution has been used
in the system and in certain territories a rust
inhibitor. These solutions should be retained.

5.

Close drain plug on engine block.

6.

Refit bottom hose and secure.

7.

Refill system with anti-freeze or rust inhibitor
solution, refit radiator, or expansion tank cap.

8.

Reconnect battery.

9.

Run engine check for leaks. Top up system as
necessary.

10.

Remove fender covers, close hood.

24 205

Fig. 34. Fan belt adjustment
(Kent engine variant illustrated)

FA N BELT - REPLACE
(all variants except Diesel)

S pecial Se rvice Tools Required: N one
To Rem ove

1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Loosen alternator adjusting and mounting
bolts and detach fan belt.
To detach fan belt. swing alternator towards
engine and twist belt off alternator pulley,
Fig. 34.
TR/24/106

T o Install
4.

Place fan belt in position, adjust and tighten
mounting bolts to correct torque.
Adjust belt to correct tension, refer to
technical data page for details, Fig. 34.

5.

Reconnect battery.

6.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

24 205

Fig. 35. Auxiliary belt adjustment
A - Jockey wheel pivot bolt
8 - Adjuster nut
C - Jockey wheel

FAN BELT - REPLACE
(Diesel variants)

S pecial Service T ools Required : None
T o Re move

..

1.

Open hood, fit fender covers. and disconnect
batt.ery.

2.

Slacken off clamp nut on adjustable jockey
pulley and remove auxiliary drive belt, Fig. 35.

3.

Slacken off alternator mounting bolts and
adjusting bolt. Tilt alternator towards engine
and remove belt.

January 1978

TR
Fig. 36. Fan belt adjustment point 'A' see technical data page
for tension
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COOLING SYSTEM
PART ' B'

To Install
4.

Fit fan belt over crankshaft, water pump and
alternator pulleys. Adjust belt to correct
tension, refer to technical data page for
details. Fig. 36.

5.

Refit auxiliary drive belt over crankshaft outer
pulley, vacuum pump and jockey pulleys.
Adjust jockey pulley to give correct travel
when checked at mid-point of longest span,
Fig. 36.

6.

Check tightness of alternator mounting bolts
and belt, adjustment bolts. Reconnect
battery, remove fender covers and close
hood.
Fig. 37. Remove bottom hose and allow radiator to drain

24 212

FAN - REMOVE AND INSTALL

S pecial Service T ools Required : None
T o Rem ov e
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery and remove radiator cap.
NOTE: When removing cap rotate through
approx. 90° to allow system to depressurise
before fully removing cap.

3.

Remove bottom hose from radiator and allow
coolant to drain into a clean container, Fig.

37.
4.

Disconnect top hose from radiator. On Diesel
variants disconnect header tank from engine
and allow to hang free. Do not disconnect
hoses.

5.

Remove four radiator mounting bolts and
guide radiator clear of vehicle.

6.

Slacken alternator mounting bolts and
remove fan belt. On Diesel variants unhook
fan belt from fan pulley and allow to hang
from other pulleys.

7.

Remove four securing bolts and detach fan
and pulley from water pump hub, Fig. 38 .

Fig. 38. Arrows depict four fan securing bolts

.T o Install
8.

Align fan and pulley to water pump hub.
Secure with four bolts.

9.

Refit fan belt and adjust as described in
Operation No. 24 205, Fig. 39.

10.

Guide radiator into position and secure with
four bolts. On Diesel variants secure supply
tank to its mounting bracket.

1 1.

Reconnect top and bottom hoses and secure
clips.

January 1978

Fig. 39. Fan belt adjustment point 'A'
See technical data page for tension
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COOLING SYSTEM
PART 'B'

12.

Refill cooling system with specified antifreeze or rust inhibitor and water solution to
correct level.

13.

Refit radiator cap and reconnect battery.

14.

Start engine and check for leaks.

1 5.

Recheck cooling system level and top up as
requ ired.

16.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

24 451 1

THERMOSTAT - TEST
(Thermostat removed)

Special S ervice Tools Required: None
1.

Suspend thermpstat in water in a suitable
container so that it does not touch sides of
container, Fig. 40.

2.

Gradually heat water, frequently checking
temperature w ith an accurate thermometer.
The thermometer must not touch conta iner.

3.

The thermostat should open at specified
temperature. If it fails to function properly, do
not attempt any adjustment, but replace with
a new unit.

24 254 4

1.

COOLING SYSTEM - BACK
FLUSH
(Radiator removed)

Ensure radiator cap is in posit ion, turn
radi ator upside down, position a high
pressure water hose in the bottom hose
location and back flush.

2.

Remove thermostat housing and thermostat.
Refer to Operation No. 24 454.

3.

Position high pressure hose into engine via
thermostat location and back flush engine,
Fig. 41 .

4.

Using a new gasket refit thermostat and
housing.

B 24/1 3
Fig. 40. Testi ng thermos tat

TR / 24 / 221
Fig. 41 . Back flushing engine (Kent engine variant illustrated)
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COOLING SYSTEM
TECHNICAL DATA

Type

.

.. . .... ..... . .. . .... . ... .. . ..... .......... . . . . .. . .... .. .. . Pressured, forced circulation

Capacity
1.6
1.6
2.0
2.4

litre
litre
litre
litre

Without heater

With heater

OHV (Kent) .............. .. .
OHC . .. . .... . ........ ....
OHC . . .............. . ....
York Diesel . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. ..

.
.
.
.

6,0 litres ( 10,6 pints)
8,2 lit res ( 14.4 pints)
8,2 litres ( 14,4 pints)
10,61itres (18,65 pints)

Anti-freeze . ... .. ... . .... . .... ..... . . . . . . ......

5,0
7,2
7 ,2
9 ,6

litres
litres
litres
litres

( 8,8
( 12 ,6
( 1 2,6
( 16,9

pints)
pints)
pints)
pints)

Ford Anti-freeze Plus; Part No. SSM-978 9101-A

Concentration :
Specific Gravity
(providing no other
additive is in coolant)

Approximate Percentage
of anti-freeze
(by volume)

1,042

25

Solidifies at

Remains fluid to

oc

Of

oc

OF

-12

+10

-25

-20

A 25% concentration of Ford Anti-freeze Plus, which contains a powerful corrosion inhibitor, should remain in
the cooling system for a maximum period of 2 years (regardless of climate) before being renewed . If water
only is used as a coolant , severe corrosion could result.

Corrosion inhibitor . ....... . . . .. ...... .. . Ford Specification SSM-97B 91 00-A
Inhibitor to meet the above specification is manufactured by Ciba-Geigy Ltd., and is marketed as 'Inhibitor
Type 71 C' , which is available on a world wide basis through the Head Office of the Ciba-Ge igy group in your
area.
Inhibitor type 71 C should be mixed with water in the ratio of 1 part inhibitor to 39 parts water.

Radiator
Type .. . . . . .. . . . . ... . . ..... .. .... .. .... · ··· ..

Pressure cap

Corrugated High Efficiency Fin on tube
Downflow on petrol engine variants
Crossflow on Diesel variants incorporating
a remote (engine mounted) header tank.
0,9 Bar, 0,9 Kgf.cm 2 , 13 lbf.in 2

Thermostat
Type ... .. . . ...... . . . .... . .... .. .. .. ........ .
Opening temperature . .. . . . . ..... ..... .. . .. . .. .
Fully open temperature . . ... . ... . .. . .. ....... . .

Wax
82 to 92 °C ( 180 to 1 98 °F)
99W102 °C(210W216 ° A
(add ± 3 °C (5 ° F) to above figures for used
thermostats)

Water Pump
Type .. .. . , .. .............. . . . .. .. .... . ······

Centrifugal impellor (belt driven for crankshaft)

Fan Belt (and auxiliary drive belt on Diesels)
Free play ...... .. . .. .. . .. ... . . ........ .. .. .. .

Belt t ension . .... . .......... . . . . .... ... . ... . . .

10 mm (0.4 in) or 245-343 Nm (25 - 35 kgf)
(56-77 lbf ft) at mid-point of longest span of
belt applying normal fingertip pressure
25 to 35 kgf (56 to 77 lbf)

Tightening Torques
Fan blades . .. ............... . . . , . . .... ..... .
Water pump .. . ........... . .. .. ... .. ..... . ... .
Thermostat housing ............. .... ...... . ... .

January 1978

Nm

kgf.m

lbf.ft

6,8 to 9 ,5
6 ,8 to 9,5
16,3 to 20,3

0,69 to 0,97
0,69 to 0 ,97
1,66 to 2,07

5 to 7
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SECTION 25-1

EXHAUST SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Two basic designs of exhaust system are utilised on the 78-!- Transit range and each system can be adapted
for all body variants, Figs. 1 and 2.

-

~

_ /f:

:-c.-·-·

I ·--~-~

I

1l

TR/25/102 / N
Fig. 1. Exhaust layout for Transit variants fitted with the 4 cylinder in-line OHV (Kent) engine and 4 cylinder Diesel (York) engine
1A
1B
2
3
4

Diesel (LCX and LCY)
Kent (LCX)
Parce l Dolivory Van (Diesel LCY)
Van anrt Bus (Diesel LCY)
Chassis Cab !Diesel LCY) (Except UK)
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5
6
7
8

Chassis Cab (Kent and Diesel LCX) (Except UK)
Parcel Delivery Van (Kent and Diesel LCX)
Van and Bus (Kent and Diesel LCX)
Chassis Cab (Kent and Diesel LCX and LCY} (UK only)
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SECTION 2 5-2

EXHAUST SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION {cont'd)

~~-@
····~··.

r

TRI25/103/N

11

Fig. 2. Exhaust layou t for Transit variants fitted with the 4 cylinder in-line OHC engine
1 Parcel Delivery Van (LCX)
2 Van (LCX)
3 Chassis Cab {LCX)
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4 Parcel Delivery Van {LCY)
5 Van (LCY)
6 Chassis Cab {LCY)
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SECTION 25-3

EXHAUST SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)

The exhaust system on the Transit range consists of
a series of exhaust sections assembled by means of
sleeved joints secured by
bolt clamps, Fig. 3. For
each of the three engine types, in-line 4 cylinder
OHV (Kent) , in-line 4 cylinder OHC and Yorks
Diesel, a basic system can be adopted for the large
range of vehicle sizes and variants in the Transit
range.

·u·

TR/25/9
Fig. 3.

11

·u·

bolt clamp
A- 'U' bolt
B- Clamp

The exhaust system is suspended at three locations,
excluding the exhaust manifold, by rubber
insulators, Fig. 4, support straps, Fig. 5, or bracket
clamps
All systems employ a single down pipe between the
exhaust manifold and the front muffler. This down
pipe will vary in design according to the type of
engine fitted . The down pipe on OHV (Kent) and
Diesel (York) variants is secured to the left hand
side of the engine whereas on OHC variants it is
secured to the right hand side. The down pipe is
secured to the exhaust manifold by means of a
flange clamp and two nuts, with a sealing ring
between pipe and manifold on petrol variants only.
All Transit exhaust systems have two mufflers. The
front exhaust section, for Kent and York variants
only, incorporates both mufflers whereas on OHC
variants there is one muffler in the front section and
one in the rear.

TR/25/100

11

Fig. 4. Rubber insulator

The rear section , which includes the tail pipe, joins
the front section forward of the back axle. There are
a number of different rear sections to accommodate
the three tail pipe positions, throughout the engine
and body ranges.
In service front and rear mufflers are available
individually without the additional pipework for
their sections. Service replacement mufflers have
special end pipes of sufficient length to enable
more than one replacement to be carried out
without renewing the associated pipes. These
mufflers are fitted into the exhaust system using
connector sleeves and
bolt clamps. It is
important to follow replacement procedures
carefully to obtain maximum utilization and life of
all pipes.

·u·

11

Fig. 5. Support strap
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EXHAUST SYSTEM
/ -

SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS

At specified service intervals, the following items
should be carefully checked .
1.

First service only - All engine variants.
Check the exhaust manifold and down pipe
bolts and nuts for correct tightness.

2.

Check for exhaust leaks.
All exhaust system joints should be checked.

3.

Visually check the entire exhaust system for
signs of corrosion and damage.

4.

Check alignment, condition and security of all
exhaust hangers, brackets and rubber
insulators.

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION

British
Sourced

European
Sourced

German
Sourced

Tool Name

No special service tools required.

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS CONTENT

EXHAUST SYSTEM
Described in this
publication
25 204

Exhaust system -replace

X

25 223

Muffler- front- replace

X

25 243

Muffler- rear- replace

X

25 261

Exhaust pipe - front left - replace

X

25 263

Exhaust pipe - front right - replace

X

25 293

Seal - manifold to exhaust pipe - replace

25 424

Support straps -exhaust mounting - replace (all)

X

25 454

Bracket- exhaust mounting -remove and install

X
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Contained in
operation

25 204

I
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SECTION 25-5

EXHAUST SYSTEM
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS

25 204

EXHAUST SYSTEM - REPLACE
(OHV and Diesel Engine Variants)

Special Se rvice Tools Required: None
NOTE:
1. The exhaust system is suspended by rubber
insulators and hangers. and by support straps
with bracket clamps mounted to designated
points on the chassis. The method of
suspension may vary depending on body
variant.

2.

Apply some easing oil to all nuts, bolts,
clamps and joints to be separated prior to
working on vehicle. This wil l assist in freeing
tight joints and hardware.

ll

Fig. 6. Front support of rear tail pipe
A - W elded brackets
B - Support strap

To Rem ove

1.

Place vehicle on a ramp or over a pit, open
hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Remove
bolt that secures rear pipe
section to front muffler section.

3.

Remove lower bolt from both support straps,
Figs. 6 and 7. This allows free movement of
th e rear pipe.

4.

Separate rear pipe section from front muffler
section by twisting pipe in alternate
directions and sliding clear of vehicle.
Remove bracket clamp noting which way
round it is fitted.

·u·

NOTE: If necessary, separate sections by
cutting, as complete system is being
discarded.

If it is desired to re-use the exhaust support
bracket clamp, loosen nut and bol t and slide
clamp from ta il pipe.

5.

Disconnect exhaust front down pipe from
exhaust manifold by removing two nuts and
allow down pipe free movement. Fig. 8.
Remove sealing ring (where fitted) and retain.

6.

Disconnect front muffler section from its
support point by unhooking rubber insu lator
from hanger, Fig. 9. Guide exhaust clear of
vehicle.

7.

Remove
bolt clamp that secures front
down pipe to front muffler section. Separate
down pipe and muffler, by cutting. if
necessary as complete system is being
discarded. Remove manifold clamp ring from
down pipe.

Fig. 7. Rear support of rear tail pipe
A - Suppon strap
B - Bracket clamp
Note: Bracket clamp is reversed for certain body variants

·u·

TR / 25 106
Fig. 8 . Exhaust manifold front down pipe clamp
A - Diesel variant s without sealing ring
B - Petrol variants with sealing ring
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To Replace
8.

Clean all contact surfaces of manifold,
manifold clamp and, where fitted, sealing ring
(only fitted to petrol variants) with emery
cloth to remove any carbon build up. Examine
all exhaust supports, bracket clamps, support
straps and rubber insulator to see if they are
suitable for re-use. Renew if necessary.

9.

Slide manifold clamp ring onto the front
down pipe and loosely fit tail pipe bracket
clamp to rear pipe section.
NOTE: Care must be taken to fit tail pipe
bracket clamp correct way round for
particular body variants, as noted in suboperation 4.
Fi g. 9. Front mounting
A - Exhaust hanger
B - Rubber insulator

10 .

Connect front muffler section to front down
pipe, using an exhaust sealer on the joint, to
ensure a gas tight fit. Fig. 10.

11 .

Loosely secure the joint with ·u· bolt clamp.
Position this combined section (front muffler
section and down pipe) under the vehicle.

12.

Suspend this section from the front rubber
insulator and secure down pipe to manifold
(on petrol variants insert manifold sealing
ring). Do not fu lly t ighten manifold clamp
nu ts at this stage.

13.

Position rear section of pipe under vehicle
and connect front and rear sections, using an
exhaust sealer on the joint to ensure a gas
tight fit.

14.

Connect two remaining support straps but
only loosely tighten the nuts and bolts.

15.

Loosely secure joint between front and rear
sections with ·u· bolt clamp, Fig. 11.

16.

A li gn complete system ensu ring there is no
strain or slackness on exhaust insulator and
support straps. Ensure that complete system
does not touch the vehicle body or foul other
components. Check that the down pipe is
seating properly at manifold connection.

17.

Securely tighten all
bolt clamps, support
and insulation strap fixings and the exhaust
manifold clamp.

18.

Start engine and check to ensure that there
are no exhaust leaks.

19.

Remove fender covers. close hood and
remove vehicle from ramp or from over pit.

Fig. 10. Front muffler section
A - Join between front down pipe and front muffler
B - Join between front muffler and rear pipe section

·u·
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·u·

Fig. 11 . Typical
bolt clamp joint
A - ·u· bolt
B - Clamp

FORD TRANSIT ' 78 ONWARDS:
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EXHAUST SYSTEM

25 204

EXHAUST SYSTEM - REPLACE
(OHC)

Special Service Tools Required : N one
NOTE:
1. The exhaust system is suspended by rubber
insulators and hangers, and by support straps
with bracket clamps mounted to designated
points on the chassis. The method of
suspension may vary depending on body
variants.
2.

Apply some easing oil to all nuts, bolts
clamps and joints to be separated prior to
working on vehicle. This will assist in freeing
tight joints and hardware.

To Remove

TR / 25/109

1.

Place vehicle on a ramp or over a pit, open
hood and fit fender covers. and disconnect
the battery.

2.

Remove
bolt that secures rear muffler
section to front muffler section.

3.

Remove lower bolt from each of the support
straps. This allows free movement of the rear
pipe.

4.

Separate rear muffler section
muffler section by twist ing pipe
directions and sliding clear
Remove bracket clamp noting
round it is fitted.

Fig. 12. Exhaust manifold/front down pipe clamping with
sealing ring

·u·

from front
in alternate
of vehicle.
which way

NOTE : If necessary, separate sections by
cutting, as complete system is being
discarded.
If it is desired to re-use the exhaust support
bracket clamp, loosen nut and bolt and slide
clamp from tail pipe.
5.

Disconnect exhaust front down pipe from
exhaust manifold by removing two nuts and
allow down pipe free movement. Remove
manifold sealing ring, Fig. 12.

6.

Disconnect front muffler section from its
support point by unhooking rubber insulator
from hanger, Fig. 13. Guide exhaust clear of
vehicle.

7.

Remove
bolt clamp that secures front
down pipe and mufflers. Separate down pipe
and muffler, by cutting if necessary as
complete system is being discarded. Remove
manifold clamp ring from down pipe.

Fig. 13. Front mounting
A - Exhaust hanger
B - Rubber insulator

·u·

11

TRI2519
Fig. 14. Typical ·u· bolt clamp joint
A - ·u· bolt
B - Clamp
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r
To Replace
8.

A ll contact mating surfaces of manifold,
manifold clamp and sealing ring must be
cleaned with emery cloth to remove any
carbon build up. Examine all exhaust
supports, bracket clamps, support straps and
rubber insulators to see if they are suitable for
re-use.
Renew if necessary.

9.

Slide manifold clamp ring onto the front
down pipe, and loosely fit tail pipe bracket
clamp to rear pipe section.
NOTE: Care must be taken to fit ta il pipe
bracket clamp correct way round for
particu lar body variants, as noted in suboperation 4 .

10.

Connect front muffler section to front down
pipe, using an exhaust sealer on the join, to
ensure a gas tight fit.

11.

Loosely secure the joint with
bolt clamp.
Position this combined section, (front muffler
section and down pipe). under the vehicle,
Fig. 15.

12.

Suspend th is section from the front rubber
insulator and secure down pipe to manifold
remembering to insert manifold seal ing ring.
Do not fu lly tighten manifold clamp nuts at
this stage.

13.

Position rear section of pipe under vehicle
and connect front and rear sections, using an
exhaust sealer on the joint to ensure a gas
tight fit.

14.

Connect the two remaining support straps
but only loosely tighten the nuts and bolts,
Figs. 16 and 17.

1 5.

Loosely secure joint between front and rear
muffler sections with
bolt clamp.

16.

Align complete system ensuring there is no
strain or slackness on exhaust insulator and
support straps. Ensure that the complete
system does not touch the vehicle body or
foul other components. Check that the down
pipe with the sealing ring is seating properly
at the manifold connection.

17.

Securely tighten all
bolt clamps, support
and insulation strap fixings and the exhaust
manifold clamp.

18.

Connect battery, start engine and check all
joints for exhaust leakage.

19.

Remove fender covers, close hood and
remove vehicle from ramp or from over pit.

TRI251110

11

Fig. 15. Front muffler section
A - Join between front down pipe and front muffler
B -Join between front and rear muffler sections

·u·

·u·

Fig. 16. Rear support of rear muffler section
A - Support strap
B - Bracket clamp
C - Rear muffler
NOTE: Bracket clamp is reversed for certain body
variants

·u·

Fig. 17. Front support of rear muffler sec tion
A - Welded brackets
B - Support Strap
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25 223

MUFFLER - FRONT- REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required: None
NOTE:
1. The front muffler section is suspended by use
of a rubber insulator and hanger, Fig. 18,
connected to a bracket mounted on the
chassis .
2.

Apply some easing oil to all nuts, bolts,
clamps and joints to be separated prior to
working on vehicle. This will assist in freeing
tight joints and hardware.

3.

The front muffler section of OHC variants is
available as a muffler only and on OHV and
Diesel variants the front tandem muffler
section is available as separate individual
mufflers.
Fig . 1 8. Front m o un t ing
A - Exhau st hanger
B - Rubber insulator
NOTE: Suitable cutting point arrowed . for all variants

To Remove

1.

Place vehicle on a ramp or over a pit.

2.

bolt clamp that secures front
Remove
muffler section to front down pipe. On OHV
and Diesel variants remove rear
bolt
clamp, 8 in Fig. 20.

·u·

·u·

3.

4.

Cut through front down pipe on all variants
using a hacksaw at pipe change of section
adjacent to muffler connection , arrowed in
Fig . 18. On OHC variants cut through pipe
immediately behind front muffler, arrowed in
Fig . 19. On OHV and Diesel variants cut
through connecting pipe between front and
rear muffler at mid-point, arrowed ih Fig. 20.
If it is found that a service replacement
muffler has already been fitted in the
prescribed manner the pipes should be cut
immediately outboard of the old connecting
sleeves.
These cutting operations are essential for
removal of front muffler.
Unhook from rubber insulator, remove and
discard old parts.

TR/25/123
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Fig. 19. Front muffler section of OHC variants
A - Join between front down pipe and front muffler
B - Join between front and rear muffler section
NOTE : Suitable cutting point arrowed

To Replace
5.

Examine new parts and ensure that pipe
diameters will match, using appropriate
connector sleeves where necessary.
NOTE : Service replacement mufflers have
special end pipes of sufficient length to
enable more than one replacement to be
carried out.

6.

Examine rubber insulator and support straps
to ensure that they are suitable for further
use . Renew if necessary.

7.

Clean contact surfaces of pipe joints with
emery cloth to remove any carbon or rust
build up. Cut new pipes to enable mating
pipes to align .

8.

Chamfer all leading edges of ex1stmg and
new pipes with a fine file. ~pply a small
amount of grease to assist sliding and use an
exhaust sealer to ensure a gas tight fit on all
joints.

January 1979
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Fig. 20. Front muffler section of OHV and Diesel variants
A- Join between front down pipe and f ront muffler
B - Join between front muffler and rear pipe section
NOTE : Suitable cutting point arrowed
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EXHAUST SYSTEM

r
9.

Align new section and connect to the front
down pipe using sleeve connector. By
twisting in alternative directions or by tapping
with a soft mallet slide muffler far enough to
enable rear muffler section to be connected.
Connect rear pipe section using sleeve
connector. Ensure correct alignment of new
section to ensure that there is no fouling or
any contact with body.

10.

Suspend front muffler section from rubber
insulator.

11.

Fit ·u· bolt clamps to all joints and t ighten
securely.

12.

Start engine and check all joints to ensure
there are no exhaust leaks.

13.

Remove vehicle from ramp or over a pit.

25 243

Fig. 21. Front cutting point of rear muffler section on OHC
variants. (arrowed)
A - Front pipe of rear muffler section
B - Rear muffler

MUFFLER - REAR - REPLACE

Special Service Tools Require d: None
NOTE:
1. The rear muffler section is suspended by use
of support straps with bracket clamp
mounted to designated points on the chassis.
The method of suspension may vary
depending on body vari ant.
2.

Apply some easing oil to all nuts, bolts,
clamps and joints to be separated prior to
working on vehicle. This will assist in freeing
tight joints and hardware.

3.

The rear muffler section for OHC variants is
available as a muffler only and on OHV and
Diesel variants the front tandem muffler
section is available as separate individual
mufflers.
To Rem ove
1.

Place vehicle on a ramp or over a pit.

2.

Remove
bolt clamp that secures rear
muffler section to front muffler section on
OHV and Diesel variants only.

3.

Remove lower bolt from both support straps,
OHC variants only. This allows free
movement of the rear pipe, Figs. 1 6 and 17.

4.

On OHV and Diesel variants cut pipe midway
between front and rear mufflers, arrowed in
Fig. 20. On OHC variants cut through pipe
immediately in front of rear muffler, arrowed
in Fig. 21. Cut through rear tail pipe
immediately adjacent to rear muffler on all
variants, Figs. 22 and 23.
If it is found that a service replacement
muffler has already been fitted in the
prescribed manner the pipes should be cut
immediately outboard of the old connecting
sleeves.
Remove bracket clamp noting which way
round it is fitted, OHC variants only.
NOTE: If it is desired to re-use the exhaust
support bracket clamp, loosen nut and bolt
and slide clamp from tail pipe.

·u·
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Fig. 22. Rear cutting point of rear muffler section on OHC
variants, (arrowed)
A - Support strap/bracket clamp
B - Rear muffler

TR/251125
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Fig. 23. Rear cutting point for rear muffler on OHV and Diesel
variants, (arrowed)
A - Front muffler
B - Rear muffler
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(cont'd )

To Re place
5.

6.

7.

Examine new parts and ensure that pipe
diameters wil l match, using appropriat e
connector sleeves, where necessary.
NOTE: Service replacement mufflers have
special end pipes of sufficient length to
enable more than one replacement to be
carried out.
Examine rubber insulator and support straps
to ensure that they are suitable for further
use. Renew if necessary.
Clean contact surfaces of the pipe joints with
emery cloth to remove any carbon or rust
build up. Cut new and old pipe to enable
mating pipes to align.

8.

Chamfer all leading edges of existing pipes
and the new pipes, with a fine file.

9.

Apply small amount of grease to assist sliding
of pipe connectors. Slide connectors onto
existing pipes, far enough for new muffler
section to align.

25 261

10.

Align and secure new muffler section with
connector sleeves, using an exhaust sealer on
the joints to ensure a gas tight fit.

11.

Connect the two support straps, OHC
variants only, and fit ·u· bolt clamp to joints.
Check system ensuring that there is no strain
or slackness on the supports and that system
is not touching the vehicle body at any point
or fouling other components.

12.

Tighten ·u· bolt clamps and support strap
bolts securely. Start engine and check for
exhaust leaks.

13.

Remove vehicle from ramp or over a pit.

EXHAUST P IPE - FRONT, LEFT
- REP LA C E
(OHV and Diesel Engine Variants)

Special Service Tools Required : N one
NOTE: Apply some easing oil to all nuts, bolts,
clamps and joints to be separated prior to working
on vehicle. this will assist in freeing tight joints and
hardware.
TR / 25 106

To Remove

1.

Place vehicle on a ramp or over a pit. open
hood, fit fender covers and disconnect
ba ttery.

2.

Disconnect front down pipe from exhaust
manifold and allow clamp ring to slide down
pipe. to clear securing studs. On petrol
variants only, remove sealing ring, Fig. 24.

3.

Remove ·u· bolt clamp from down pipe/front
muffler joint. Separate down pipe f rom front
muffler, Fig. 25. If down pipe cannot be
separated refit
bolt clamp and cut pipe in
front of muffler leaving sufficient old pipe to
use connector sleeve to join new pipe to
muffler section.
If it is found that a service replacement down
pipe has already been fitted in the prescribed
manner the pipe should be cut immediately
outboard of the old connecting sleeve.

Fig. 24. Exhaust manifold front down pipe clamp
A Diesel variants without sealing ring
8 - Petrol variants with sealing ring

·u·

4.

Remove front down pipe and detach manifold
clamp ring.

TR/25/122

11

Fig. 25. Join between front muffler section and front down pipe
A - Front muffler
8 - Down pipe
NOTE: Suitable cutting point arrowed
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To Replace

Insert meta l sealing ring (where applicable)
between manifold and down pipe, align
manifold clamp and assemble. Do not fully
tight en at this stage.

5.

Check that rubber insulator, supporting front
muffler, is suitable for further use. Renew if
necessary.

6.

Clean contact surfaces of sealing ring (petrol
variants only), manifold and manifold clamp
ring with emery cloth to remove any carbon
build up.

1 0.

Fit, but do not fully tighten.
new joints, Fig. 26.

1 1.

7.

Chamfer leading edges of the front muffler
and down pipe joint with fine fi le.

Ensure correct seating of pipe at manifold
connection.
Securely tighten exhaust
manifold clamp and ·u· bolt clamps.

12.

8.

Apply a small amount of grease to the down
pipe where it enters the front muffler section
and some exhaust sealer on the joint, to
ensu re a gas tight fit.

Connect battery, start engine and check to
ensure there are no exhaust leaks.

13.

Remove fender covers and close
Remove vehicle from ramp or over pit.

9.

Slide manifold clamp ring onto front down
pipe. Align down pipe and assemble it to
front muffler. When connector sleeve is used,
cut and file new down pipe to align with old
pipe and assemble it with connector to
muffler section.

·u· bolt clamps to

hood.

25 263

EXHAUST PIPE - FRONT,
RIGHT - REPLACE
(OHC)
Special Service Tools Required : N one
NOl E: Appfy some easing oil to all nuts. bolts,
clamps and joints to be separated prior to working
on vehicle, this will assist in freeing tight joints and
hardware.
To Rem ove
1. Place vehicle on a ramp or over a pit, oper1
hood, fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.
2.

Disconnect front down pipe f rom exhaust
manifold and allow clamp ring to slide down
pipe to clear secu ring studs. Remove sealing
ring, Fig. 27.

3.

Remove ·u· bolt clamp from down pipe/front
muffler joint. Separate down pipe from front
muffler, Fig. 28. If down pipe cannot be
sepa rated refit ·u· bolt clamp and cut pipe in
front of muffler leaving sufficient old pipe to
use connector sleeve to join new pipe to
muffler section.
If it is found that a service replacement down
pipe has already been fitted in the prescribed
manner the pipe shou ld be cut immediately
outboard of the old connecting sleeve.

4.

Remove front down
manifold clamp ring.

pipe

and

Clean contact surfaces of sealing ring.
manifold and manifold clamp ring with emery
cloth to remove any carbon build- up.

January 1979

Fig. 26. Typical ·u· bolt clamp joint
A - 'U' bolt
B - Clamp

remove

T o Replace
5. Check that rubber insu lator supporting front
muffler is suitable for further use. Renew if
n ecessary.
6.

11

TR/25/9

TR /25/109
Fig. 27. Exhaust manifold front down pipe clamping with
sealing ring
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7.

Chamfer leading edges of the front muffler
and down pipe joint with a fine file.

8.

Apply a small amount of grease to the down
pipe, where it enters the front muffler section
and use exhaust sealer on the joint, to ensure
a gas tight fit.

9.

Slide manifold clamp ring onto front down
pipe. Align down pipe and assemble it to
front muffler. When connector sleeve is used,
cut and file new down pipe to align with old
pipe and assemble it with connector to
muffler section.
Insert metal sealing ring between manifold
and down pipe, align manifold clamp and
assemble.
Do not fully tighten at this stage.

10.

Fit, but do not fully tighten, 'U' bolt clamps to
all joints.

11.

Ensure correct seating of pipe and manifold
connection .
Securely
tighten
exhaust
manifold clamp and 'U' bolt clamps.

12 .

Connect battery, start engine and check to
ensure there are no exhaust leaks.

13.

Remove fender covers and close
Remove vehicle from ramp or over pit.

25 424

B

TR/25/120
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Fig .. 28. Join between front muffler section and front down pipe
A - Front down pipe
B - Front muffler sec tion
NOTE: Suitable cutting point arrowed

hood.

SUPPORT STRAPS- EXHAUST
MOUNTING- REPLACE (ALL)

Special Service Tools Required: None

I

NOTE:
1. The exhaust system is suspended by rubber
insulators and hangers, and by straps with
bracket clamps mounted to designated points
on the chassis. The method of suspension
may vary depending on body variant.

I

2.

11 1
Fig. 29 . Front mounting
A- Exhaust hanger
B - Rubber insulator

To assist in dismantling support straps apply
some easing oil to all nuts and bolts to be
separated prior to working on vehicle.

To Remove
1.

Place vehicle on a ramp or over a pit.

2.

Separate support strap to be renewed from
exhaust pipe by removing the securing nut
and bolt. When renewing front muffler
support, unhook rubber insulator from
hanger.

3.

Detach support strap/rubber insulator from
vehicle by removing securing nut and bolt or
unhooking as need be.

To Replace
11

4.

Align new support strap, secure with nut and
bolt. Remember to refit the relevant washers.
If renewing rubber insulator, Fig. 29, hook
insulator onto chassis bracket.
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Fig . 30. Front support of rear tail pipe
A - Welded brackets
B - Support strap
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5.

Align exhaust hanger to support strap.
Position and secure support to exhaust with
nut and bolts, remembering to refit any
washers, Fig. 30 and 31. For rubber insulator,
align and reconnect by hooking it on the
hanger.

6.

Ensure that there is no undue strain or
slackness of the support strap/rubber
insulator and that they are hanging vertically.

7.

Repeat the above operations 2 to 6 for the
remain ing two exhaust supports.

8.

Check to see that the system is not fou ling or
touch ing the underbody or other components.

9.

Remove vehicle from ramp or from over a pit

25 454

Fig. 31 . Rear support of rear tail pipe (OHV/ Diesel variant
illustrated)
A - Support strap
B - Bracket clamp

BRACKET - EXHAUST
MOUNTING - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
NOTE : To assist in dismantling the exhaust
mounting bracket/support strap apply some easing .
oil to all nuts and bolts to be separated prior to
working on vehicle.
To Remove
1.

Place vehicle on a ramp or over a pit.

2.

exhaust
Separate
support
strap from
mounting bracket by removing the securing
nut and bolt, Figs. 32 and 33.

3.

Loosen nut and bolt that secures bracket to
exhaust pipe.

4.

Slide bracket from exhaust pipe.
NOTE: It is important to note which way
round the bracket is mounted.

Fig. 32. Rear support of rear tail pipe on OHV and Diesel
variants
A - Support strap
B - Bracket clamp
NOTE : Bracket clamp is reversed for certain variants

To Install
5.

Clean bracket with wire brush to remove
surface rust and dirt.

6.

Slide bracket, correct way round as noted in
sub operation 4, onto the pipe to align with
the support strap.

7.

Clamp bracket in vertical position, but do not
fully tighten nut and bolt.

8.

Connect support strap and fully tighten nut
and bolt connecting this assembly.

9.

Check that there is no strair:~ or slackness on
the support strap and that there is no fouling
of pipe and bracket.

1 0.

Fully tighten all nuts and bolts.

11.

Remove vehicle from ramp or over a pit.
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Fig. 33. Rear support of rear muffler section OHC variants
A - Support strap
B - Bracket clamp
C - Rear muffler
NOTE : Bracket clamp is reversed for certain va riants
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TECHNICAL DATA

Tightening Torques

Nm

kgf.m

lbf.ft

OHV

21-25

2,1-2,5

15,5- 18,4

OHC

21 - 25

2 ,1 -2,5

15,5- 18,4

Diesel

41 - 51

4 ,1 - 5,1

30,2-37,6

Exhaust manifold to front down pipe- OHV

21 -26

2,1-2,6

15,5 - 19,2

OHC

35 - 40

3,5-4,0

25,8-29 ,5

Diesel

21 - 26

2 ,1-2,6

15,5 - 19 ,2

Rubber Insulator retaining bolt with M8 nuts

8 - 10

0 ,8- 1,0

14- 17

1,4-1,7

8 - 10

0 ,8- 1,0

Exhaust manifold to cylinder head

M 10 nuts
Exhaust brackets -retaining nuts/bolts

-
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5,9-

7,4

10,3- 12,5
5,9-

7,4
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STARTING SYSTEM

STARTING SYSTEM
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SECTION 26-1

STARTING SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Vehicles within the Transit range are fitted with inertia or pre-engaged starter motors of either Lucas or
Bosch manufacture. The starter motors are basically of a conventional series wound, four pole, four brush
design and are fully serviceable.
The standard equipment Lucas starter motor is the M35J inertia or pre-engaged the 5M90 for diesel, with
optional heavy-duty M50G or 2M 100 being available where required.
On vehicles with a Bosch starter motor a 0. 7PS, 0.8PS, 1.1 PS or 3.3PS type will be fitted dependant on
engine and transmission specification. Irrespective of make or model all pre-engaged starter motors have an
integral solenoid. The solenoid should not be dismantled and is only serviced as an assembly. All types have
pinions which engage with a ring gear during starting. The ring gear is located on the outside of the flywheel,
or, in the case of vehicles fitted with automatic transmission, on the circumference of a separate drive plate
assembly.

A

Fig. 1.

Starter motors
A - Lucas M35J inertia motor
B - Lucas 5M90 motor
C - Lucas M 50G motor
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D - Lucas 2M100 motor
E - Bosch 0.7 and O.SPS motor
F - Bosch 1. 1 and 3.3PS motor
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STARTING SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)

LUCAS M35J (Inertia)
The M35J starter motor is a series wound, four pole, four brush unit, and is mounted to the clutch housing by
three bolts.
A face-type commutator assembly is moulded onto the armature.
The brushgear assembly is fully insulated and comprises wedge-shaped brushes actuated by coil springs
located in a plastic brushbox moulding which is rivetted to the commutator end plate. The brushes have a
keyway to ensure correct location and the springs are held captive in the brushbox moulding.
The continuously wound field winding has no interconnecting joints. One end is earthed to the main casing
(yoke) by a rivetted connection, while the other end is connected to two of the four brushes. The remaining
pair of brushes are connected to the main feed terminal.
The main casing (yoke) of the starter motor has two independently fixed end plates. The commutator end
plate screws locate in the main body itself, whilst the 'drive' end plate screws locate in tapped holes provided
in the pole pieces. Access to the brushes is gained by removing the commutator end plate.
The drive pinion, which runs on a screwed sleeve (with an internal spline). and t he powerful cushion spring,
are retained on the commutator shaft by a ·c· clip.

F/26 /63

Fig. 2. Luca s M35J (inertia) starter motor
1. Bru shes
2. Brushbox moulding
3. Commuta tor end plate
4. Thrust washer
5 . Com mutat or
6. Armature
7. M ain ca sing (yoke)
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Tl

8.
9.

10.
11 .

12.
13.
14.

Pol e piece retaining screw
Pole pi ece
Field winding
Drive end plate
Drive end plate retaining screws
clip
Spring cup

·c·

1 5.

16.
17.

18.
19.

Cushion spring
Cu shion washer
Screwed sleeve
Anti-dritt spring
Dri ve pinion
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SECTION 26-3

STARTING SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)

Lucas 5M90 Pre- Engaged Starter M ot ors
This starter motor is a four pole. four brush motor with a series wound field and a solenoid operated roller
clutch drive. Fig. 3. item 24.
The starter motor has a face -type moulded commutator assembly on the end-face of the armat ure. A fullyinsulated brushgear assembly comprises wedge-shaped brushes and coil springs assembled into a plastic
brushbox moulding which is riveted to the com mutator end plate. The brushes are provided with a keyway to
ensure correct fitting, and the springs are held captive in the brushbox moulding.
The f ield-winding is continuously wound and has no interconnecting joints. One end is earthed to the yoke by
a soldered connection, while the other end terminates at one pair of brushes. The remaining pair of brushes
are connected to the main feed terminal. The ma in casing (yoke) of the starter motor has an independently
secured plate at the commutator end and an independently secured drive end housing. The commutator end
plate screws locate in the main body itself whilst the drive end housing screws locate in tapped holes
provided in the pole pieces. Access to the brushes is gained by removing the commutator end plate.
Armature end-float is controlled at the commutator end by a thrust plate and required number of packing
shims. wh ich are assembled on the armature shaft extension. The parts are retained by a star clip secured on
the end of the shaft.
The position of the actuating lever in the drive-end housing is pre-set and cannot be altered. This eliminates
setting the pinion position to obtain the correct operation of the actuating solenoid. The lever swivels on a
non-adjustable pivot pin which is re tained in the drive-end housing by a special type of retaining ring which is
a spring fit into a groove in the pin.

B/26/3/N
Fig. 3.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12 .

Lucas 5M90 {Pre- Engaged) Starter motor

Terminal nu ts and washers
Commutator end cap
Brush housing
Brush sprin gs
Brushes
Conn ecto r link. solenoid to starter
Solenoid unit
Return spring
Engagement lever
Pole screw
Pole shoe
Fi eld co ils
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13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2 1.
22.
23.
24.

Field to earth con nection
Rubber seal
Rubber dust pad
Rubber dust cover
Pivot pin
Retaining clip
Housing retaining screw s {2)
Bearing bush
Drive end housing
·c· clip
Thrust collar
Drive assembly

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31 .
32.

M ain casing {yoke)
Armature
Thrust washer
Commutator end pla te retaining
screws (2)
Bearing bush
Thrust plate
Star clip
Dust cover
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SECTION 26-4

STARTING SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)

Lucas MSOG Pre-engaged Motor
This starter motor is a four pole, four brush motor w ith a series wound field and a solenoid operated roller
clutch drive, Fig. 4. item 19.
A radial commutator assembly is moulded to the armatu're. The brush gear assembly has two fully insulated
positive brushes, connected to the main terminal via a split field winding. The remaining pair of brushes are
connected direct to earth on the metal brush plate.
The main casing (yoke) houses the four pole pieces and the field windings. The commutator end housing and
the drive-end housing are fixed to the main casing by common through bolts or studs, nuts and washers.
Armature shaft end-float is controlled at the commutator end by a steel thrust washer and fibre washer
which are assembled on the armature shaft extension.
The position of the actuating lever in the drive-end housing is pre-set and cannot be altered. This eliminates
setting the pinion position to obtain the correct operation of the actuating solenoid. The lever swivels on a
non-adjustable pivot pin which is retained in the drive-end housing.

Fig.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

4. Lucas M50G (Pre- engaged) Starter motor
Nut and spring wa sher
9. Solenoid unit
Bolt
10. Return spring
11. Sealing grommet
Brush gear assembly
Fibre washer
12. Engagement lever
Brake shoes and
13. Eccentric pivot pin
14. Drive end fixing
cross peg
Armature
bracket
Flexible link
15. ·c· clip
Copper link
16. Bearing bush
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17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.

Thrust collar
Gasket
Drive assembly
Intermediate
bracket
Sealing ring
Field coils
Through bolts
Yoke

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Insulated brushes
(field coi ls)
Steel thrust washer
Bearing bush
Sealing ring
Commutator end
bracket
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SECTION 26-5

STARTING SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)

Lucas 2M100 Pre- Engaged Starter Motor
This starter motor is a four pole, four brush motor with a series wound field and a solenoid operated roller
clu tch drive.
The starter motor has a face-type moulded commutator assembly on the end-face of the armature. A fullyinsu lated brushgear assembly comprises wedge-shaped brushes and coil springs assembled into a plastic
brushbox moulding which is riveted to the commutator end housing. The brushes are provided with a keyway
to ensure correct fitting, and the springs are held captive in the brushbox moulding.
The field-winding is continuously wound and has no interconnecting joints. One end is earthed to the yoke by
a soldered connection, while the other end terminates at one pair of brushes. The remaining pair of brushes
are connected to the main feed terminal.
Access to the brushes is gained by removing the commutator end housing.
Armature end-float is controlled at the commutator end by a thrust clip which is assembled on the armature
shaft extension.
The position of the actuating lever in the drive-end housing is pre-set and cannot be altered. This eliminates
setting the pinion position to obtain the correct operation of the actuating solenoid. The lever swivels on a
non-adjustable pivot pin.

11

Fig.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5. Lucas 2M 100 (Pre-engaged) Starter motor
Rubber cover
6. Armature
Spire retaining clip
7. Solenoid
Commutator end
8. Return spring
housing bush
9. Lost motion spring
Commutator end
10. Actuating lever
housing
11. Actuating lever pivot
Starter terminal link
pin
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Drive-end bracket
Solenoid securing nut
and washer
Retaining clip
Drive-end bracket bush
cl ips
Thrust collar

·c·

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Pinion gear assembly
Pole shoe and yoke
assembly
Spacing spring
Through bolt s
Brush
Brush box assembly
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SECTION 26-6

STARTING SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)

BOSCH - all models
The Bosch starter motors are series wound, four pole, four bush units having an integral solenoid and a roller
clutch drive.
A radial commutator assembly is moulded to the armature.
The brushgear assembly has two fully insulated positive brushes connected to the main feed terminal via a
split field winding. The remaining pair of brushes are connected direct to earth on the metal brushplate.
The main casing (yoke) houses the 4 pole pieces and the field windings. The commutator end housing and
the drive end housing are fixed to the main casing by common through bolts or studs. nuts and washers.
Armature shaft end-float is controlled at the commutator end by shim washers which are retained by a
clip on the armature shaft.

·c·

The drive pinion is actuated by a solenoid bolted to the drive-end housing. An actuating lever with a fork at
one end transmits the solenoid movement to the pinion during the starting operation. The position of the
actuating lever is pre-set and requires no adjustment. The pivot pin is a nut and bolt assembly.

Fig. 6. Bosch starter motor
1. Solenoid body
2. Gasket
3. Switch contacts and cover
4. Terminals (main)
5. Retaining screw
6. End cover
7. Seal
clip
9. Shim washer
10. Bearing bush

a. ·c·
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11.
12.
13.
14.
1 5.
16.
17.
1 8.
19.
20.

Commutator end housing
Brushbox assembly
Manifold winding braiding
Main casing (yoke)
Drive-end housing
Solenoid retaining screw
Bearing bush
Pivot screw
Actuating lever
Through bolt

21 .
22.
23.
24.
2 5.
26.
27.

Brush spring
Brush
Commutator
Armature.
Drive pinion and roller clutch
assembly
Bearing bush
Thrust washer
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SECTION 26-7

STARTING SYSTEM
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

INERTIA STARTER
On turning the ignition switch, 'B' in Fig. 7, current is supplied to terminal 'L', which energises the solenoid
and closes the main contacts 'C'. This allows battery current to flow direct to the starter motor, 'G'. The
current enters the motor at the main terminal 'E', and passes through the armature windings via brushes to
the field windings. The magnetic fields created in both windings cause the starter to rotate. The field coils
connected to earth complete the circuit.

F 26 67
Fig. 7_
A- Battery
B - Ignition switch
C -Solenoid main contacts
D- Solenoid

E -Starter main terminal
F - Field winding
G - Starter motor
H- Armature

J - Distributor
K -Ignition coil
L - Ignition switch terminal
M - Ballast resistor circuit

The acceleration of the armature shaft causes the drive pinion to move along the screwed sleeve and into
mesh with the flywheel rear of gear. As soon as the engine starts the flywheel rotates faster than the starter
motor and flings the pinion out of mesh along the screwed sleeve. The large spring cushions the shock of the
pinion as it is thrown out of mesh by the engine starting and the small anti-drift spring prevents the pinion
from vibrating into mesh once the engine is running.
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SECTION 26-8

'~-

STARTING SYSTEM
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

PRE-ENGAGED STARTER (Bosch shown)
The solenoid circuit is designed to ensure that the armature shaft does not revolve until the drive pinion is
fully engaged with the ring gear.
Fig. 8. shows the pre-engaged starter circuit with the start switch in the 'start' position.
The solenoid has two windings: a 'closing winding', '1 0' required to push the starting pinion into mesh with
the ring gear and a 'hold on winding', '9' required to maintain the pinion in mesh with the flywheel during
engine cranking. The high resistance 'hold on winding' is earthed directly by means of a connection to the
solenoid but a low resistance 'closing winding' is earthed through the starter motor itself.

4

L /26/31

Fig. 8 . (Four brush motor shown}
1. Baltery
2 . Ignition switch
3. Solenoid main contacts
4 . Terminal (feed to coil)
5. Starter main termina l

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Field winding
Starter motor
Armature
Hold onwinding
Solenoid armature

11 .
12.
13.
14.
15.
1 6.

Closing winding
Distributor
Ignition con trol module•
Ignition coil
Ignition switch terminal
Ball as t resistor circuit

• used in conjunction with breakerless (transistorized} ignition and only available on V6 variants.

While the ignition switch is in the start position, current is applied to the two solenoid windings '9' and ' 1 o·
The combined magnetic field of the windings pulls the solenoid core into the centre of the windings where
the field is strongest.
This causes the pinion to engage the flywheel and simultaneously the main contacts '3' are bridged. As soon
as this happens the voltage at each side of the closing coil is equal and current flow through the closing coil
ceases. Current continues to flow in the holding coil only, and the magnetic field is sufficient to hold the
pinion in mesh.
With the main terminals bridged, current flows direct to the starter motor. through the field winding and via
brushes to the armature winding . The other two brushes connected to earth complete the circuit. The
magnetic fields created in the field and armature windings cause the starter to rotate.
A small terminal '4' allows current to flow from the solenoid to the ignition coil '14' thus by-passing the
ignition ballast resistor circuit '1 6'.

1-...

As soon as the ignition switch is released the 'hold on winding' de-magnetises and the spring loaded core
returns to its 'rest' position, pulling the pinion out of mesh and at the same time disconnecting the current
supply to the motor itself. The 'by-pass' feed from '4' is also disconnected at this moment and current for the
ignition is drawn during normal running from the ignition switch through the ballast resistor circuit ' 16'.
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SECTION 26-9

STARTING SYSTEM
TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS GUIDE - STARTER MOTOR

Trouble
Armature shaft does not
revolve or revolves too slowly
when starter is switched oh

Armature shaft revolves but
pinion gear does not engage

Armature shaft revolves until
pinion gear engages positively,
then comes to a stop

Starter continues operating
after ignition key has been
released

Possible Causes

January 1978

.

Discharged battery

Charge battery and check it

Battery terminals loose or
oxidized. Poor earth connection

Tighten battery terminals, clean
terminals and apply acidresistant grease
Check earth

Starter terminals or brushes
have ground short-circuit

Eliminate ground shortcircuit

Brushes do not contact commutater, jammed in their guides,
are worn, broken, oi ly or dirty

Check brushes, clean or replace
them. Check guides

Worn bearings

Check bearings, replace if
necessary

Commutator worn

Turn down commutator on a
lathe. Do not undercut
between segments

Solenoid switch defective

Replace solenoid switch

Too much voltage drop in
cables, cables defe.ctive,
cable connections loose

Check starter cables and connections

Pinion gear dirty on pinion
sleeve

Clean pinion gear and sleeve
Do not apply oil/ grease

Pinion gear or ring gear
damaged

File down burrs

Battery not sufficiently charged

Charge battery

Insufficient pressure on
brushes

Check brushes: clean or replace
them

Brush springs weak

Replace brush springs

Solenoid switch defective

Replace solenoid switch

Excessive voltage drop in
cables

Check starter cables and connections

Ignition switch does not cut
out

Immediately loosen starter
cable from battery or starter.
replace solenoid relay or
ign ition sw itch

Solenoid relay or switch
sticks
Pinion does not disengage
after engine starts

Corrections

Pinion gea r or flywheel ring
gear dirty or defective
Retracting spring weak or
broken
Faulty ignition/ start switch

:v. ' •""-~

Carefully remove any burrs
Clean components
Replace retracting spring
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SECTION 26-10

~

STARTING SYSTEM
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION

Tool
Number

Tool Name

~

Pole-piece screwdriver

CP-9504

~

Pole-piece expander

CP-9509

CT/26/54

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS- CONTENTS

STARTING SYSTEM

Also applicable to certain
variants in the following
model range
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26 111

Starting system -test

X

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

26 204

Starter motor assembly- remove and install

X

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

26 204 8 Starter motor- overhaul
26 234 4 Starter motor drive components- remove
and install

-

26 204 8

X

X

X

X

X

X

26 274 4 Starter motor brushes- remove and install

-

26 204 8

X

X

X

X

X

X

Solenoid- starter motor- remove and install
(inertia starters)

-

26 204 8

X

X

X

X

X

X

26 304 4 Solenoid- starter motor- remove and install
(Starter motor removed -pre-engaged
starters)

-

26 204 8

X

X

X

X

X

X

26 304
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SECTION 26-11

STARTING SYSTEM
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS

26 111

STARTER
MOTOR
AND
STARTING SYSTEM- TEST
(inertia motor)

Check that the battery is in an acceptable condition
for the purpose of the tests (fully charged with a
hydrometer reading 1,270-1,290 S.G.). IF NOT
SATISFACTORY, REPLACE WITH A BATTERY
KNOWN TO BE FULLY CHARGED AND IN GOOD
CONDITION.

B
F/26/69
Fig. 9. Solenoid winding check
A- Main terminals
B -Spade terminal

Test 1. Starter Solenoid Unit- Check
A.

Disconnect battery earth cable. Remove both
cables from solenoid, 'A' in Fig. 9. Check
continuity of solenoid windings by connecting
a test lamp circuit comprising a 12 volt battery
and low wattage ( 1-3 watts) bulb between
the spade terminal and the solenoid body. The
lamp should light.

B.

With both solenoid cables still disconnected,
connect a new test circuit, Fig. 10, this time
with a high wattage ( 18-21 watts) bulb,
between the solenoid main terminals. Energise
the solenoid by applying 12 volts between the
spade terminal and a good earthing point on
the solenoid body. The solenoid should be
heard to operate and the test bulb should light
fully indicating closure of the solenoid contacts.

F/26/70
Fig. 10. Solenoid operation check

Test 2. Voltage check at battery terminals (on
load)
Connect a voltmeter directly between battery terminals, Fig. 11.
Operate starter with ignition off, i.e. disconnect
positive terminal on ignition coil. Reading on
voltmeter should not be less than 10,5 volts.

+

CT/26/49
Fig. 11 Testing load on battery terminal
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SECTION 26-12

------------------

STARTING SYSTEM
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS

26 111

STARTER MOTOR AND
STARTING SYSTEM- TEST
(Pre-engaged motor)

A

'

/

-3w

'

Check that the battery is in an acceptable condition
for the purpose of the tests (fully charged with a
hydrometer reading 1,270-1 ,290 S.G.). If not
satisfactory, replace with a battery known to be
fully charged and in good condition.

L/26/32
Fig. 12A. Solenoid winding check
A- Battery Terminal
B - Feed Terminal
C- Spade Terminal

Test 1. Starter Solenoid Unit- Check
A.

Disconnect battery earth cable. Remove both
cables from solenoid. Check continuity of
solenoid windings by connecting a test lamp
circuit comprising a 12 volt battery and low
wattage ( 1-3 watts) bulb between starter feed
terminal and solenoid body. The lamp should
light, Fig. 8.

B.

With both solenoid cables still disconnected,
connect a new test circuit, Fig. 128, this time
with a high wattage ( 18-21 watts) bulb,
switched by solenoid main terminals. Energise
solenoid by applying 12 volts between spade
terminal and starter feed terminal. The
solenoid should be heard to operate and test
bulb should light fully indicating closure of
solenoid contacts.

F/26/90
Fig. 12B. Solenoid continuity check
A- Battery Terminal
B- Feed Terminal
C- Spade Terminal

Test 2. Voltage check at battery terminals (on
load)
Connect a voltmeter
terminals, Fig. 12C.

directly

between

battery

Operate starter with ignition off, i.e. disconnect
positive terminal on ignition coil. Reading on
voltmeter should not be less than 10,5 volts.

CT/26/49
Fig. 12C. Testing load on battery terminal
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SECTION 26-13

STARTING SYSTEM
26 111

(cont'd)

Test 3. Voltage
Terminal (on load)

Check at

Sta rte r

M ain

Connect a voltmeter between the starter main
terminal and the body of the starter, Fig. 13.
Operate starter with ignition off. A reading of not
more than 0,5 volts lower than the readings
obtained at the battery should be registered. IF A
GREATER VOLTAGE DROP IS PRESENT THEN
THE CIRCUIT BETWEEN THE BATIERY AND
STARTER TERMINAL MUST BE EXAMINED.

Fig. 13. Main termina l voltage check
A - Inertia starter motor
B - Pre-engaged starter motor

Test 4 . V oltage Drop in M ain Insulated Line
(on load)

Connect a voltmeter between the battery positive
terminal and the starter motor main feed terminal,
Fig. 14.
Operate starter with ignition off. for two or three
seconds checking meter readings. Battery voltage
should be indicated first and then drop to a value
less than 0 ,5 volts. READINGS ABOVE THIS
VALUE INDICATE A HIGH RESISTANCE IN THE
LINE. PROCEED TO TEST 5. IF THE READING IS
LESS THAN 0 ,5 VOLTS. PROCEED TO TEST 6 .

Fig. 14 . Testing voltage drop in main wiring

Test 5 . Voltage Drop across Starter (Solenoid)
Switch

Connect a voltmeter between the two main terminal stud connections. Fig. 15.
Operate the starter for two or three seconds with
the ignition off and note the meter readings.
Battery voltage should be indicated first and then a
volt drop to a value less than 0,5 volts. Fig. 15 IF
NOT, CHECK FOR FAULTY SWITCH OR
CONNECTIONS. IF THE READING IS O.K., THEN
ANY HIGH RESISTANCE CAN BE DUE TO EITHER
A LOOSE OR CORRODED TERMINAL.

Fig. 15. Testing voltage drop across starter solenoid switch
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SECTION 26- 14

STARTING SYSTEM

T est 6 . Voltage Drop Check on Earth line (on
load)
Connect a voltmeter between the battery negative
(earth) terminal and the starter motor main casing,
Fig. 16.
With the ignition off, operate starter for two or
three seconds. If the earth line is satisfactory the
reading should be less than 0.4 volts. A reading of
0,5 volts or more indicates a high resistance which
is somewhere in the earth return side of the circuit.

Test 7. Battery Earth Connection - Check
A high reading in Test 6. can be due to a dirty or
loose connection in the battery earth cable either at
the battery or at the points w here the cable is
fastened to t he engine block. (a) Check to ensure
that all connections are clean and tight :

Fig. 16

Testing voltage drop in earth line

Fig. 17.

Electrical connections on pre-engaged starter
A - M ain feed cable
B - Loom w ires

Fig. 18.

Starter motor securing bolts

Clean and re-tighten where necessary and again
carry out Test 6.

26 204

STARTER MOTOR - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

To remove
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Open hood, fit fender covers.
Disconnect the negative (-) i.e. earth cable
from the battery.
On pre-engaged starters disconnect the
Lucas solenoid terminal.
Disconnect the positive (+ ) main starter feed
cable from the starter motor terminal (starter
motor type M35J) or the solenoid on the preengaged types.
Unscrew the starter motor mounting bolts
simultaneously releasing the starter motor
earth cable.
NOTE: The earth cable is attached to a starter
mounting bolt with the exception of the
M50G type starter which has an earth
terminal.

To Install

6.

7.

8.
9.

NOTE: Before installing t he starter motor,
check the flywheel ring gear for excessive
wear or damage. Clean the contact surfaces.
Install the starter motor and secure it with
the mounting screws.
One mounting screw is used to attach the
starter earth cable on all starters except
starter motor type M50G.
Connect the starter positive cable to the
starter term ina l (inertia) or the solenoid
terminal (pre-engaged). On starter motor type
M50G connect the earth cable to t he
terminal on the commutator end cover.
Connect the battery negative (- ) earth cable.
Remove fender covers, close hood.
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STARTING SYSTEM

LUCAS

26 204 8

STARTER MOTOROVERHAUL

(Sta rter motor removed)
Type: Lucas M35J Inertia Motor
Special S ervice Tools Required : None
To Dismantle
1.

Clamp starter motor in a vice fitted with
protective soft jaws. Remove two fixing
screws that hold drive-end plate to yoke, Fig.
19 Guide armature. drive-end plate and drive
assembly clear of yoke.

Fig. 19. Removing drive-end plate
A - Fixing screws
8 - Screwdriver

2.

Remove plastic cover from end of armat ure
shaft. Remove four commutator end plate
securing screws and carefully tap plate free of
yoke. Lift commutator plate clear of yoke
sufficiently to allow access to two field
w inding brushes, disconnect two brushes to
allow complete removal of commutator end
plate, Fig. 20.
NOTE: Care should be taken not to damage
commutator end plate gasket during removal.

Fig. 20. Lift commutator plate clear of yoke sufficiently to
allow access to both field w inding brushes
A - Two field winding brushes

3.

Remove nut, washer and insulator from main
termina l stud, Fig. 21. Push stud and second
insu lator through commutator end plate,
unhook two attached brushes from brush box,
and remove stud and brushes complete.

Fig. 21. Removing brushes
A - Insulator
8- Terminal stud
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C - Brushes
0 - Insulator
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SECTION 26-16

STARTING SYSTEM

LUCAS
4.

To remove brush box drill out two rivets
securing brush box to commutator end plate
and remove brush box and gasket.

F/26/4/N
Fig. 22. Brush box and commutator end plate
A -Brush box
C- Insulation gasket
D -Commutator end plate
B -Brush springs

-

5.

Using a suitable adaptor in a press, Fig. 23,
remove drive pinion assembly by compressing spring and removing 'C' clip from armature shaft. Remove main drive pinion
assembly from armature shaft.

6.

Separate drive-end plate and armature by
guiding armature shaft free of end plate.

7.

Checking components.
After dismantling motor, examine components for wear or damage and replace as
necessary.

A.

Brushgear
Check for sticking brushes. If necessary,
clean brushes and brush box moulding with a
petrol-moistened cloth.
Check brushes for wear. Brushes worn to
approximately 8 mm (0,32 in) should be renewed, as a set.

Fig. 23. Removing drive pinion
D- Drive pinion
A - Press spindle
E -Armature shaft
B -Adaptor
c- ·c· clip
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STARTING SYSTEM
26 204 8

(cont'd)

LUCAS
Two of the brushes are serviced complete
with commutator end plate terminal but field
winding brushes will need soldering to
original brush-leads, which should be cut
about 6 mm (0,25 in) from field winding
conductor. Note arrangement of short and
long brush-leads (see Fig. 24) and ensure a
perfect soldered joint to maintain the correct
length.
Check brush spring pressure, renew if
suspect. Spring pressure should be 7.80 N
(28 ozf or 0.8 kgf) approximately.
NOTE: Brush springs are not serviced
individually. If an incorrect spring pressure
reading is obtained, brush box assembly
should be renewed.
Check insulation between brush springs and
termina l post by connecting a 11 0 volts a.c.
15-wa tt test lamp, between a clean
unpainted part of end plate and each of
springs in turn and then between end plate
and terminal post. Test lamp should not light,
Fig. 25.

B.

F/26/5
Fig. 24. Cutting brush leads
A - Wire cutters
B - Short brush lead
C - Long brush lead

D - Cut 6 mm (0.25 in)
from conductor

110V

Armature
Face of commutator should be clean and free
from burnt spots. Clean commutator with a
petrol- moistened cloth and, if necessary, use
fine glass paper to remove burnt spots.
NOTE : This should be done prior to cleaning
with petrol- moistened cloth. Do not use
emery cloth.
NOTE: If it is considered necessary to skim
the commutator, the minimum thickness
must never be below 2 mm (0,080 in).

CT/26/7
Fig. 25. Checking brush spring insulation

Skimming operation should be followed by
polishing commutator surface with fine glass
paper, then wipe clean with a petrolmoistened cloth.
DO NOT UNDER-CUT THE INSULATION
SLOTS.
Armature insu lation can be checked by
connecting a 110 V a.c. 15-watt test lamp
between a commutator and shaft. Lamp
should not light, see Fig. 26.

110V

Short-circuited armature windings can
normally only be detected by the use of
specialised armature testing equipment. If
this equipment is not available, the only
alternative is to check the armature by
substitution.
If armature laminations have been in contact
with pole pieces, armature bearings are
probably excessively worn. First check that
pole pieces are tight and that armature runs
true in a lathe. Then if necessary renew
armature bearings, refer to sub op. 7 ·o·.
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F/26/75
Fig. 26. Testing armature insulation
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LUCAS

c.

Yoke and Field Winding Assembly
Inspect field winding in-situ for obvious signs
of a fault. A visual indication of a breakdown
in field winding insulation will eliminate need
for testing and field winding must be
renewed.
Providing field winding insulation appears to
be satisfactory, and providing starter has
been sufficiently dismantled to enable
earthed-end of field w inding to be inspected,
check continuity between field winding
brushes and flexible link connection to yoke,
Fig. 27 . Check for a firmly rivetted connection
between flexible link and yoke.
If there are no obvious signs of a field
winding fault, disconnect earthed-end of field
winding to enable a positive field winding
insulation test to be carried out.

F/26/88
Fig. 27. Testing field winding continuity

After disconnecting earthed-end of field
winding at yoke (not the hot-pressed joint
between field winding and flexible link), carry
out a posit ive test of field winding insulation
by connecting a 110 volts a.c. 15-watt test
lamp between disconnected end of winding
and a clean unpainted part of yoke. Test lamp
should not light. Ensure neither of the
brushes or bare part of their leads are contacting yoke during test.
A field winding continuity test is unnecessary
in the case of full-dismantling, where it is
possible to inspect joints at both ends of field
winding.
Field winding replacement.
Disconnect earthed-end of winding at yoke
by drilling out riveted connection. Alternatively, end of rivet can either be filed or
ground away and rivet then tapped from
yoke.
Slacken four pole-piece retaining screws.
Remove two of these screws from a
diametrically opposite pair of pole-pieces and
remove pole-pieces from yoke. Providing
remaining pair of pole pieces are sufficiently
slackened, field winding can be slid out from
beneath shoulders of in-situ pole-pieces and
withdrawn from yoke.

Fig. 28. Removing pole screws
A - Pole screw
8- Pole piece expander (CP9509)
C - Pole piece screwdrive (CP9504)

When working on Lucas starter motors
special tools CP9504 and CP9509 can be
used to assist in pole piece/field winding
replacement as shown in Fig. 28.

-

Clean yoke and insulating piece which
separates field winding brush-joint from yoke.
loosely fit new field winding and two polepieces in yoke and position insulation piece
between brush-joint and yoke. Tighten the
pole-piece screws evenly to a torque of
40.70 Nm (30 lbf.ft) and make a good riveted
connection between earth-end of winding
and yoke.

January 1978

CT/26/11
Fig. 29. Yoke assembly
A- Pole pieces
D - Insulator
B -Field brushes E - Yoke
C- Field windings F - Pole Screw
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LUCAS
D.

Bearings
The bearing bushes in both end plates are
self-lubricating porous bronze.
New bushes must be completely immersed in
clean engine oil, (SAE 30/40 grade) for at
least 20 min. before being fitted.
Bushes must not be reamed after fitting,
otherwise self-lubricating qualities will be
impaired (A special fitting mandrel is
required, refer below).
Renew bushes when excessive side-play of
armature shaft is evident. Fouling of polepieces by armature, or inefficient operation of
starter, is likely to occur when inner diameter
of bushes exceeds following dimensions:
commutator end plate bush 11,20 mm (0.44
in) drive end plate bush 19,15 mm (0,75 in).

Fig. 30. Removing commutator end bearing bush
A- Mandrel
B -Commutator end plate

Bush in commutator end plate should be
removed by carefully tapping out, using a
mandrel ensuring that the end plate is well
supported, Fig. 30.
NOTE: The commutator end plate may
incorporate a bearing felt seal and retaining
plate, Fig. 31 , in which case it will be
necessary to remove two rivets securing
these parts to the plate, before bearing bush
can be renewed. A service replacement
bearing kit, includes new rivets.
Bush in drive end plate can be tapped out
with a mandrel, after supporting the plate.
New bushes should preferably be pressed
into position, but alternatively can be tapped
into position, using a shouldered mandrel
with fitting pin dimension polished to the
following diameters:
Commutator end plate bush 11 ,1 17 mm
(0.4377 in).
Drive end plate bush 19,042 mm (0,7497 in).

CT/26/12
Fig. 31. End plate assembly
A - Commutator end plate
B - Felt seal
C - Bearing
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To A ssemble
8.

Slide drive end plate onto armature shaft.
Assemble drive pinion assembly to armature
shaft. Replace main cushion spring and
spring cup, compress spring and fit ·c· clip.

9.

Position brush box gasket on commutator
end plate, align brush box into position on
gasket, Fig. 32, and rivet brush box to
commutator end plate.

F/26/4/N
Fig. 32. Brush box and commutator end plate
A - Brush box
B -Brush spring
C - Insulator gasket
0 - Commutator end plate

10.

11 .

Fit main terminal stud and insulator bush
through aperture in commutator end plate.
Secure stud with second insulator, washer
and nut. Fit two brushes, that are attached to
stud, into their respective channels in brush
bo:x, Fig. 33.
Place two f ield winding brushes in their
respective channels in brush box, Fig. 33,
align commutator end plate to yoke and
secure plate with four screws. Clip plastic cap
onto commutator end plate.

Fig. 33. Position brushes as shown
A - Brush-to-field-winding leads

12.

Guide armature assembly through yoke so
that armature shaft slides into bush in
commutator end plate. Match alignment
notches in yoke and drive end plate, Fig. 34.
Secure end plate to yoke with two fixing
screws.

F/26/6
Fig. 34. Align location notches
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STARTER MOTOROVERHAUL
(Starter motor removed)
Includes: check components
for wear/ damage, replace if
required, refinish commutator
and test.
Type : Lucas 5M90 Preengaged

Special Service Tools Required:
Pole-piece screwdriver- CP9504
Pole-piece expander - CP9509
To Dismantle
1.

Clamp starter motor in a vice fitted w ith
protective soft jaws. Remove plastic cap from
commutator end plate.

2.

Remove 'star' retaining clip from end of
armature shaft. To remove clip, position a
small chisel at an angle of 45° to the
armature shaft. Fig. 35, and carefully distort
prongs of star clip until clip can be removed,
discard clip after removal.

3.

Disconnect and remove connector link from
main feed terminal and solenoid by removing
two retaining nuts and washers. Remove two
two solenoid securing nuts and washers and
guide solenoid yoke away from drive-end
housing, Fig. 36.

Fig. 35. Removing star retaining clip
A - Star washer
B - Armature shaft
C -Chisel

Unhook solenoid armature from actuating
lever in drive-end housing by moving
upw ards and away from actuating lever.
Fig. 36. Unhook solenoid from actuating arm as solenoid is
removed
A - Solenoid securing studs
B- Rubber seal

4.

Remove two drive-end housing securing
screws and guide housing and armature
assembly clea r of yoke.

5.

Guide armature from drive-end housing simultaneously unhooking actuating arm from
drive pinion assembly, Fig. 37.

Fig. 37. Unhook armature from actuating arm as armature is
guided clear of drive- end housing
A - Armature
B -Actuating arm
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6.

Remove rubber block and neoprene seal/
sleeve from drive-end housing, Fig. 38.

Fig. 38. Positions of seals
A - Drive-end housing
8 - Neoprene seal/sleeve
C - Rubber block

r
7.

Drive actuating arm pivot pin from drive-end
housing, Fig. 39. The pin retaining star clip
will distort under pressure and allow removal
of pin.
Discard star clip and remove actuating arm
from housing.

Fig. 39. Removing pivot pin
A - Small metal drift
8 - Star clip
C- Pivot pin

8.

To remove drive pinion assembly from armature shaft. use a suitably dimensioned tube to
separate thrust collar from 'C' clip, Fig. 40.
Remove 'C' clip from its groove and slide
thrust collar and drive pinion assembly off
armature shaft.
NOTE: Do not grip the one-way clutch in a
vice whilst carrying out this operation as it
will be damaged.
The drive pinion and clutch are serviced as a
complete unit as repairs to the unit are
impractical.

-

Fig. 40. Slide thrust collar down armature shaft using a
suitably dimensioned tube. 'A'
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9.

(cont'd)

Remove four commutator end plate securing
screws and carefully tap plate free of yoke.
Lift commutator plate clear of yoke
sufficiently to allow access to two field
winding brushes, Fig. 4 1, disconnect two
brushes from brush box to allow complete
removal of commutator end plate.
NOTE: Care should be taken not to damage
gasket as commutator end plate is removed.

10 .

Remove nut, washer and insulator f rom main
terminal stud. Push stud and second insulator
through commutator end plate, unhook two
attached brushes from brush box, and remove
stud and brushes complete.
Fig. 41. A - Field winding brushes

11.

To remove brush box drill out two rivets
securing brush box to commutator end plate,
Fig. 42, and remove brush and gasket.

Fig. 42. Drilling out brush box securing rivets

12.

Checking components
After dismantling motor, examine components for wear or damage and replace as
necessary.

A.

Brushgear
Check for sticking brushes. If necessary,
clean brushes and brush box moulding with a
petrol-moistened cloth.
Check brushes for wear. Brushes worn to
approximately 8 mm (0,32 in) should be
renewed, as a set.
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Two of the brushes are serviced complete
with commutator end plate terminal but field
winding brushes will need soldering to
original brush-leads, which should be cut
about 6 mm (0,25 in) from field winding
conductor. Note arrangement of short and
long brush-leads, Fig. 43, and ensure a
perfect soldered joint to maintain the correct
length.
Check brush spring pressure, renew if
suspect. Spring pressure should be 7,80 N
(28 oz.f or 0,8 kg.f) approximately.
NOT E: Brush springs are not serviced
individually. If an incorrect spring pressure
reading is obtained, brush box assembly
should be renewed.

r

Check insulation between brush springs and
terminal post by connecting a 11 0 volts a.c.
15-watt test lamp, between a clean
unpainted part of end plate and each of
springs in turn and then between end plate
and terminal post. Test lamp should not light,
Fig. 44.

L/26/16
Fig. 43. Cutting long brush lead
A- Wire cutters
D - Long brush lead
8 - Short brush lead
C- Cut 6 mm (0.25 in)
from conductor

110V

B.

Armature
Face of commutator should be clean and free
from burnt spots. If necessary remove any
burnt spots using fine glass paper. (Do not
use emery cloth). and then clean commutator
with a petrol-moistened cloth.
If it is considered necessary to skim the
commutator, the minimum thickness must
never be below 2 mm (0,080 in).
Skimming operation should be followed by
polishing commutator surface with fine glass
paper, then wipe clean with a petrolmoistened cloth.

CT/26/7
Fig. 44. Checking brush spring insulation

DO NOT UNDER-CUT THE INSULATION
SLOTS.
Armature insulation can be checked by
connecting a 11 0 volts a.c. 15-watt test lamp
between a commutator segment and shaft.
Lamp should not light, see Fig. 45.
Short-circuited armature windings can
normally only be detected by the use of
specialised armature testing equipment. If
this equipment is not available, the only
alternative is to check the armature by
substitution.

-

If armature laminations have been in contact
with pole-pieces armature bearings are
probably excessively worn. First check that
pole-pieces are tight and that armature runs
true in a lathe.

110V

4-------.. .

F/26/75
Fig. 45. Testing armature insulation

Then, if necessary, renew armature bearings
refer to sub-operation 'D' on page 2 7.
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c.

(cont'd)

Yoke and Field Winding Assembly

3W

Inspect field winding in situ for obvious signs
of a fault. A visual indication of a breakdown
in field w inding insulation will eliminate need
for testing and field winding must be
renewed.
Providing field winding insulation appears to
be satisfactory, and providing starter has
been sufficiently dismantled to enable
earthed-end of field winding to be inspected,
check continuity between field winding
brushes and flexible link connection to yoke,
Fig. 46. Check for a firmly riveted connection
between flexible link and yoke.
If there are no obvious signs of a field
winding fault, disconnect earthed-end of field
winding to enable a positive field winding
insulation test to be carried out.

F/26/88
Fig. 46. Testing field winding continuity

After disconnecting earthed-end of field
winding at yoke (not the hot-pressed joint
between field winding and flexible link), carry
out a positive test of field winding insulation
by connecting a 11 0 volts a.c. 1 5-watt test
lamp between disconnected end of winding
and a clean unpainted part of yoke. The lamp
shou ld not light. Ensure neither of the
brushes or bare part of their leads are
contacting yoke during test.
A field winding continuity test is unnecessary
in the case of full-dismantling, where it is
possible to inspect joints at both ends of field
winding.
Field winding replacement
Disconnect earthed-end of winding at yoke
by drilling out riveted connection. Alternatively, end of rivet can either be fil ed or
ground away and rivet then tapped from
yoke.

Fig. 47. Removing pole screws
A - Pole screw
B - Pole-piece expander (CP9509)
C - Pole-piece screwdriver (CP9504)

Slacken four pole-piece retaining screws.
Remove two of these screws from a diametrically opposite pair of pole-pieces and
remove pole-pieces from yoke. Providing
remaining pair of pole-pieces are sufficiently
slackened. field winding can be slid out from
beneath shoulders of in situ pole-pieces and
withdrawn from yoke.
When working on Lucas starter motor Special
Tools CP9504 and CP9509 can be used to
assist in pole-piece/field winding replacement. as shown in Fig. 4 7.
Clean yoke and insulating piece which
separates field winding brush-joint from yoke.
Loosely fit new field winding and two polepieces in yoke and position insulation piece
between brush-joint and yoke. Tighten the
pole-piece screws evenly to a torque of
40,70 Nm (30 lbf.ftl and make a good riveted
connection between earth-end of winding
and yoke.
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CT/26111
Fig. 48. Yoke assembly
A - Pole-pieces
B - Field brushes
C - Field windings

D - Insulator
E - Yoke
F - Pole screw
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D.

Bearings
The bearing brushes in both end plates are
self-lubricating porous bronze.
New bushes must be completely immersed in
clean engine oil, (SAE 30/40 grade) for at
least 20 min. before being fitted.
Bushes must not be reamed after fitting,
otherwise self-lubricating qualities will be
impaired. (A special fitting mandrel is
required, refer to last paragraph.)
Renew bushes when excessive side-play of
armature shaft is evident. Fouling of polepieces by armature, or inefficient operation of
starter, is likely to occur when inner diameter
of bushes exceeds following dimensions:
co mmutator end plate bush 1 1,20 mm
(0,44 in); drive end plate bush 19,15 mm
(0,75 in).

r

Fig. 49. Removing commutator end bearing bush
A - Mandrel
B - Commutator end plate

Bush in commutator end plate should be
removed by carefully tapping out, using a
mandrel ensuring that the end plate is well
supported, Fig. 49.
NOTE: The commutator end plate may
incorporate a bearing felt seal and retaining
plate, Fig. 50. in which case it will be
necessary to remove two rivets securing
these parts to the plate, before bearing bush
can be renewed. A service replacement
bearing kit includes new rivets.
Bush in drive end plate can be tapped out
with a mandrel, after supporting the plate.
New bushes should preferably be pressed
into position, but alternatively can be tapped
into position, using a shouldered mandrel
with fitting pin dimension polished to the
following diameters:
Commutator end
(0,4377 in).
Drive
end
(0,7497 in).

plate

plate

bush
bush

11,117 mm

CT/ 26/1 2
Fig. 50. End plate assembly
A - Commutator end plate
B - Felt seal
C - Bearing

19,042 mm

T o A ssemble
13.

Position brush box gasket on commutator
end plate, align brush box into position on
gasket, rivet brush box to commutator end
plate.

14.

Fit main terminal stud and insulator bush
through aperture in commutator end plate.
Secure stud with second insulator, washer
and nut, Fig. 51. Fit two brushes. that are
attached to stud, into their respective
channels in brush box.

1 5.

Place two field winding brushes in their
respective channels in brush box. align
commutator end plate to yoke and secure
plate with four screws.

January 1978

Fig. 51 . Insulator assembly
A - First insulator
B - Term inal stud

C - Second insulator
0 - Nut and w asher
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16.

Slide drive pinion assembly and thrust collar
onto armature shaft. Fit ·c· clip into its groove
in armature shaft and then draw thrust collar
over ·c· clip, Fig. 52.

1 7.

Position actuating arm in drive end housing
and locate with pivot pin. Retain pivot pin
with a new star clip.

18.

Hook neoprene seal/sleeve over actuating
arm and position in drive end solenoid
mounting housing. Position rubber block.

L/26/26
Fig. 52. A -Standard two-leg puller
B - Thrust collar
C - Drive pinion assembly
D - Armature

19.

Guide armature assembly into drive end
housing, at the same time couple actuating
arm into locating lugs on drive pinion
assembly, Fig. 53.

Fig. 53. Armature assembly in drive end housing
A - Armature
B -Actuating arm
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20.

Guide armature and drive end housing
assembly through yoke and align armature
shaft with commutator plate end bush.

2 1.

Match alignment notches in yoke and drive
end housing, Fig. 54, and secure yoke and
housing with two fixing screws.

L/26/27

Fig. 54. Match alignment notches

22.

Fit a new star clip onto end of armature shaft,
Fig. 55.
NOTE: Ensure that star clip is pressed home
firmly to eliminate any end-float in the
armature. Refit plastic cap over star clip and
armature shaft end.

Fi g. 55. Fi t new star clip onto armature shaft
A - Armatu re shaft

23.

Locate solenoid armature onto actuating arm.
Guide solenoid yoke over solenoid armature,
locate yoke securing studs through drive end
housing and secure with two nuts and
w ashers.

24.

Refit connector link between solenoid and
main feed terminal and secure with nuts and
washers, Fig. 56.

Fig. 56. Secure 'A', connect or link, to solenoid and main
term inal
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STARTER MOTOROVERHAUL
(starter motor removed)
Includes: check components
for wear/ damage, replace if
required, refini sh commutator
and test
Type : Lucas M50G
Pre-engaged
Special Service Tools Required : None
To Dismantle
1.

Remove copper link w hich connects solenoid
terminal S2 to yoke terminal, Fig. 57.

2.

Disconnect flexible link connecting solenoid
terminal S 1 to indexing field coil inside yoke.

3.

TR/ 26 /101
Fig. 57. Solenoid terminal to yoke terminal copper link

Remove solenoid securing nuts and spring
washers. Withdra w solenoid complete w ith
gasket from drive end cover, Fig. 58. The
plunger can be removed from drive engagement lever, by lifting it at front end, to disengage it from fork at top of drive
engagement lever.

TR /26 110 2
Fig. 58. Withdrawing solenoid trom drive end cover

4.

Remove two recess screws from outer face of
commutator end cover. The screws secure
t he brushgear assembly to inner face of
commutator end cover; sealing washers are
fitted to screws on the fully sealed starter.
Remove through bolts complete with spring
washer, locking washer and rubber seal
(when fitted). Fig. 59.

TR /26/103
Fig. 59. Commu tator end cover. recess screws and through
bolts
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5.

Remove foam rubber block which is wedged
between drive end cover solenoid mount and
yoke, Fig. 60.

r

Fig. 60. Removing foam rubber block

6.

Using a wire hook pull back brush springs
and slide brushes out of their holders.
Remove yoke from drive end cover and
armature. To renew earthed brushes place a
hot soldering iron on rolled over contact
holding brush flexible joint. When solder is
molten, using a small screwdriver, prise up
metal suffiently to allow removal of old brush
lead. Insert new brush lead and solder it in
place, Fig. 61 .

•• '

TR /26/105
Fig. 61 . Using soldering iron to solder new brush lead into
place

7.

Cut worn field coil brushes as near as
possible to field coil conductor, Fig. 62.

TR/ 26 / 106
Fi g. 62. Cutting field coil brush aw ay from fie ld coil cond uctor
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8.

(cont'd)

Carefully prise field coil conductors away
from yoke to provide sufficient space to
solder new brushes in position. Separate two
brush flexibles and position them on either
side of conductor. Using a pair of long nosed
pliers pinch flexibles and conductor together
and bend brush over edge of yoke to help
hold brush flexible during soldering. Solder
each of the field coil replacement brushes in
this way. Fig. 63.

TR/26 / 107
Fig. 63. Soldering field coi l brush into position

9.

A.

Before disturbing original fitting of field coils
in yoke pay particular attention to following,
Fig. 64.
The close forming of field coil conductors to
yoke to ensure adequate clearance for
armature. Also the forming of conductors
around two through bolts.

Fig. 64. Yoke assembly

B.

The build up of insulators. washers and seals
on yoke terminal, Fig. 65.

TR /26 / 109
Fig. 65. Yoke terminal washer and seal assembly
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C.

A m1n1mum clearance of 10,3 mm (0,4 in)
between the edge of the field coil assembly
and the end face of the yoke, Fig. 66.

D.

The position of the insulators between the
yoke and the field coil conductors.
If the above points are observed t he
replacement of field coil assemblies will be
straightforward and uncomplicated.
To remove old field coils insert pole piece
expander tool and unlock pole piece retaining
screws using screwdriver. Replace field coils
loosely in yoke, insert yoke terminal and
loosely fit new pole piece retaining screws to
locate pole pieces. Position new insulators
between yoke and field coil conductors. Insert
pole piece expander and using pole piece
screwdriver tighten screws to a torque of 28
Nm 2,8 kgf.m (20 lbf. ft). The yoke terminal
fixing nut should be torqued to 3 Nm 0,3
kgf.m (2.0 lbf.ft).

r
10.

Fig. 66. Arrows indicate minimum clearance to be between
edge of field coil and end face of yoke

The sealing ring between yoke and intermediate bracket should be removed, from its
retaining groove in bracket, Fig. 67.

TR / 26 /111
Fig. 67. Removing sealing ring

11.

Unscrew eccentric pivot pin from side of drive
end cover, Fig. 68.

-

Fig. 68. Removing the eccentric pivot pin
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12.

(cont'd)

The assembly compnsmg drive end cover,
drive engagement lever, armature complete
with roller drive clutch and pinion and
intermediate bracket can now be dismantled,
Fig. 69.

TR/261113

-

Fig. 69. Starter motor assembly

13.

On fully sealed version, separation of drive
end cover and intermediate bracket will
reveal two small sealing washers, which
locate in counterbores of through bolt holes
in drive end cover. A further washer will be
found on locating dowel in drive end cover.
Ensure these washers are not mislaid .

..
Fig. 70. Drive end cover

14.

The drive pinion/roller clutch assembly, Fig.
71, is removed from armature by driving off
thrust collar using a suitable tube or box
spanner. Remove ·c· clip and slide off pinion
assembly. The intermediate bracket can be
removed at this stage, but note that shims
between intermediate bracket and armature
core determine armature end float 0,63 mm
(0,025 in) therefore they must be retained.

TRJ26 / 115
Fig. 71. Drive pinion/roller clutch assembly shown away from
armature
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Starter motor components test
Check condition of the armature windings and insulation as described for starter motor type A.
Due to very low resistance of field coils and method of interconnecting conductors, continuity of field coils
and presence of a short-circuit between windings can only be determined by using special equipment. The
field coils should be visually inspected in situ for signs of obvious faults. Check various joints of field coil
assembly and look for discolouration of winding insulation tape, which could indicate short-circuit windings.
A suspected fault in field coil assembly is best checked by substitution.
The brush gear insulation check should be carried out as described for starter motor type A. Only two
insulated brush holders need be tested for isolation from brush plate.
Check starter solenoid for satisfactory closing of first and second stage contacts associated with terminals S 1
and S2. Disconnect terminal S 1 and apply a 12 volt battery supply between solenoid 'Lucar' terminal and
earth (starter motor body).
Using an ohmmeter or battery operated test lamp connect one lead to solenoid main terminal (the largest
one) and connect other lead alternately to terminals S 1 and S2. If a zero reading shows on ohmmeter, or test
lamp lights the solenoid contacts are satisfactory.
If the fault lies in the solenoid coils the solenoid plunger will either fail to pull in, or hammer in and out. If the
plunger pulls in but the main terminal to S 1 or S2 contact is not made then the solenoid contacts are at fault.
These can be changed as described in the overhaul.

1 5.

If tests indicate that solenoid contacts are
faulty it is possible to renew them without
replacing the whole solenoid unit.
Remove two screws securing terminal and
base assembly to solenoid body. Apply a hot
soldering iron alternately to each of the two
soldered connections and wait for solder to
run free. Shake most of the melted solder out
of the joints by tapping solenoid terminal
ends down on work bench. Carefully clamp
solenoid body in a vice and, while continually
pulling on the moulded cover, apply soldering
iron alternately to two soldered connections
until terminal and base assembly is freed.
When re-making soldered connections, avoid
dry soldered joints by ensuring that parts are
clean and adequately heated before applying
solder. Tighten terminal and base assembly
fixing screws to a torque of 3 Nm 0,3 kgf.m
( 1.8 lb.ft).

16.

Examine surface of the commutator, Fig. 72,
it should be clean and free from burnt spots.
If necessary restore surface with fine glass
paper followed by wiping and a petrol
moistened cloth. The commutator may be
skimmed to a maximum depth of 1,5 to
3,0 mm (0,060 to 0,120 in) on the dia. before
a replacement armature become necessary.
After skimming, the surface should be
polished as mentioned above. The
insulation slots must not be under cut.
If there are signs of thrown solder or the
conductors have lifted the motor has
probably been overspeeding. Check operation
of roller clutch drive. It should rotate
smoothly in one direction and provide
instantaneous take-up in the other. If the
clutch shows any sign of malfunction it will
have to be replaced complete with pinion as
an assembly.
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17.

If the armature fouls the pole shoes it
indicates worn bearings, loose pole shoes or
the armature shaft is distorted. Check the
armature in a lathe. If it is distorted it must be
renewed.
If the armature is satisfactory the bearings in
the drive end cover, intermediate plate and
commutator end cover must be renewed. All
three bearings are self lubricating porous
bronze bushes, Fig. 73. New bushes should
be allowed to stand in clean engine oil for 24
hours at room temperature before fitting.
Alternatively the time may be reduced to 2
hours if the oil is heated to 100 °C and
allowed to cool before removal. Bushes must
not be reamed after fitting.
The commutator end cover bush should be
replaced when its diameter exceeds 12,82
mm (0,505 in). It can best be removed by
inserting 14.30 mm (0,563 in) thread tap.
Then withdraw the thread tap and the bush
will be drawn out. The bushes in the drive
end cover and intermediate bracket can be
removed by conventional press techniques.
All three replacement bushes should be
pressed or driven into position in their respective housings using a shou ldered
polished mandrel dimensioned as follows:
Commutator end cover bush
12,712 mm (0,5005 in)
Intermediate bracket bush
31 ,054 mm (1, 1226 in)
Drive end cover bush
17,030 mm (0,6705 in)

18.

Fit the intermediate bracket and drive
assembly to the armature, ensure that the
shims are fitted between the armature core
and intermediate bracket. Fit the thrust collar
and ·c· clip.

19.

Fit the three rubber seals to the drive end
cover and locate the drive engagement lever
in its groove in the clutch assembly. Slide the
drive end of the armature into the drive end
cover, locate the dowel pin in the drive end
cover into the hole in the intermediate
bracket.

20.

Slide the yoke over the armature onto the
drive end cover/intermediate plate assembly,
Fig. 74. Locate the dowel and check for
sufficient clearance between armature and
field coil conductors, particularly at through
bolt entry points.

TR /2611 17

•

Fig. 73. Commutator end cover, Intermediate bracket and
drive end cover bushes

TR /261118
Fig. 74. Locating yoke over the armature
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2 1.

Commence re-assembly of brush plate. Slide
earth brushes into their holder and wedge the
springs against sides of the brushes, Fig. 75.

TR /26 /119
Fig. 75. Brush plate assembly

22 .

Examine brake and thrust washers in commutator end cover. If they are in order reassemble them as shown, Fig. 76.

T R/26/120
Fig. 76. Commutator end cover

23.

Bring brush holder assembly near the yoke
and fit the two insulated field coil brushes. Fit
rubber seal on commutator end cover. Push
the brushes through their holders against
commutator face, Fig. 77, the brush springs
will slip into position behind brushes. Ensure
that springs are correctly aligned, and that all
brush leads are suitably positioned to allow
end cover to be fitted. Align the cross peg on
the armature with end cover brake slots and
fit end cover onto yoke taking care to line up
dowel pin. Fit through bolts after the brush
plate to end cover bolts are fitted.

-

Fig. 77. Pushing brushes through holders
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24.

(cont'd)

Screw in eccentric drive engagement lever
pivot pin, Fig. 78, but do not tighten it yet.
Sl ide foam rubber block into position
between yoke and drive end cover solenoid
mount. Engage solenoid plunger with the
drive engagement lever. Fit return spring onto
lip on the solenoid body and fit the solenoid
over the plunger into position on drive end
cover mount. Secure solenoid mount fixing
nuts and connect flexible index field coil lead
to solenoid terminal S 1. Connect the copper
link between solenoid terminal 2S and yoke
terminal.

Fig. 78. Eccentric drive lever pivot pin

25.

The position of the pinion must be set after
assembly of the starter. To set the pinion
connect a 6 volt supply between the solenoid
("Lucar") terminal and the starter frame or
earth terminal.
This will move the drive toward to the fully
engaged position. With the pinion lightly
pressed back measure the space between the
front of the pinion and the thrust collar on the
armature shaft. This should be 0,400,63 mm (0,015 in to 0.025 in).

The clearance can be set by unscrewing the
locknut around the eccentric pivot pin and
turning the eccentric pin. The total
adjustment range is covered in a 180° turn of
the pin, and the centre of this range is
denoted by an arrow head cast into the drive
end cover above the eccentric pin. When
adjusting the pinion position first apply
Loctite (Screw Lock) to the threads of the
pivot pin. Turn the pivot pin until correct
adjustment of the pinion is obtained with the
arrow head on the pivot pin within 180° of
the drive end cover arrow. After adjustment
secure the pinion setting by tightening the
pivot pin lock nut to a torque of 22 Nm
2,2 kgf.m (16.0 lbf.ft).
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STARTER MOTOR OVERHAUL
(starter motor removed)
(includes: check components
for wear/ damage, replace if
required refinish commutator,
test)
Type: Lucas 2M100
Pre-engaged

Special Service Tools Required:

1.

r
2.

Pole-Piece screwdriver

CP9504

Pole-Piece expander

CP9509

Clamp starter motor in vice fitted with
protective soft jaws. Remove nut and washer
secu ring starter terminal to solenoid terminal
marked STA, Fig. 79.

L/26/35~
Fig. 79. Disconnecting starter terminal

Remove solenoid nuts and washers securing
body to drive end cover. The solenoid body
can then be removed leaving plunger hooked
to actuating lever. Unhook plunger by
pushing in and lifting front upwards, Fig. 80.

Fig. 80. Unhook solenoid from actuating arm
A - Seal
B - Solenoid

3.

To remove commutator end housing the spire
retaining clip fitted over end of armature shaft
must be removed. Ensure that a replacement
clip is available, as only satisfactory way of
removing clip is to break clip's claws which
grip shaft, with a sharp chisel. After removing
clip unscrew 'through' bolts, commutator end
housing can then be withdrawn far enough to
allow removal of two field coil brushes, Fig.
81.

Fig. 81. Disconnecting two field brushes
A - Field coil brushes
B - Terminal brushes
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4.

(co nt'd)

Brushes should be replaced when worn to
approximately 9,5 mm (0,375 in) .

L/26/38
Fig. 82. Terminal brushes
NOTE: Long and Short braiding

5.

To replace brushes on existing field coil, cut
copper braiding of field coil brushes to leave
about 6 mm (0,25 in) of braiding on either
side of termina l, Fig. 83, Solder new brush
leads to remaining braiding, ensuring that
long and short leads are fitted correct way
round. Replace end plate brushes complete
with a new input terminal and rubber
grommet. Brushes should move freely in
brush box moulding. Sticking brushes can be
eased by cleaning with a petrol moistened
cloth.
NOTE: When replacing field coils, new
assembly will include field coil brushes
already fitted.

6.

Withdraw armature and drive end housing
from yoke.

Fig. 83. Be sure to cut braiding in correct place
A - Field coil brushes

To remove actuating lever from drive end
housing remove pivot pin. One of two
methods of retaining pivot pin will be used.
One type is a solid pin retained by a star clip.
The other type is a hollow bore pin with the
end 'peaned' over. To remove solid pin type
drive actuating arm pivot pin from housing
using a small metal drift. The retaining clip
will distort under pressure and allow removal
of pin. To remove hollow pin bend 'peaned'
part of pin straight and drive pin from
housing.
7.

To remove drive pinion. clutch assembly and
engagement lever from armature shaft. it is
necessary to remove ·c· clip, Fig. 84 ·a·.
Using a suitable sized box spanner or tube.
drive ·c· clip off thrust collar, Fig. 84 'A', and
remove thrust collar from its groove.
L/26/40

·c·

Fig. 84. Removal of
clip when removing drive pinion
A - Thrust collar
Bclip

·c·
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8.

Slide complete assembly off armature shaft.
There will normally be no need to separate
actuating lever from clutch and pinion, as all
items are serviced as an assembly. Correct
build up of assembly is illustrated, Fig. 85.

Starter motor components test

All starter motor components are tested as for
starter motor M90, but with addition of drive
engagement solenoid.
If a faulty solenoid is suspected it can be tested
either by by-passing solenoid with a suitable piece
of jumper cable, or substituted with one that is
known to be in good order.
When current is applied to solenoid 'Lucar' terminal
drive pinion shou ld be pulled sharply forward to 'inmesh' position. If this happens, but starter motor
does not develop cranking torque, then problem
may be burnt or pitted solenoid contacts. These can
be changed without replacing whole unit as
described in overhaul procedure.

Fig. 85. Actuating lever assembly
A - Armature
B - Actuating arm (fork)
C - Shock spring
0 - Pinion and roller clutch assembly

Complete failure of solenoid to operate or
hammering in and out of engagement, could be the
result of solenoid coil failure. If this occurs it will be
necessary to replace solenoid unit completely.

9.

Face of armature commutator should be
clean and free from burnt spots. Surface
marks can be removed using a flat pad of
very fine glass paper, followed by wiping with
a petrol moistened cloth. Where commutator
is worn, surface may be skimmed to a
maximum depth of 3,5 mm (0, 140 in), the
minimum cut consistent with a clean flat
surface should be taken. After skimming,
polish surface with very fine glass paper and
wipe with a petrol moistened cloth.
If armature shows signs of thrown solder or
lifting conductors, overspeeding may have
taken place. Check that roller clutch. which is
part of pinion assembly is free to rotate
smoothly in one direction and provides
instantaneous take up in other direction.
Clutch is serviced as a complete assembly
w ith pinion, if it is faulty.

10.

If armature laminations have been touching
pole shoes, bearings in drive end cover and
commutator end cover are probably worn.
Check that pole shoes are tight, and that
armature is running true and not d istorted.
Should armature be out of true it will have to
be replaced.

11.

Armature bearings fitted in commutator end
cover and drive end cover are self lubricating
porous bronze bushes. Worn bushes can be
pressed out and replacement bushes pressed
into position using a shouldered, polished
mandrel with dimensions as follows:
Commutator end cover bush 11 , 117 mm
(0.4377 in).
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(cont'd)

Drive
end
cover
bush
12,011 mm
(0.4729 in). New bushes must be completely
immersed in clean engine oil for at least 24
hrs. at room temperature before fitting.
Alternatively if oil is heated to 100 °C
immersion time can be reduced to 2 hrs.
providing the oil is allowed to cool before
bushes are removed.
Flat face of commutator end cover bush must
be pressed home against cover face.
12.

Field coils should be visually inspected in situ
for signs of obvious faults. Check interconnecting joints between coils, earthed
connection of field~ winding where it is riveted
to yoke, Fig. 8 7. Look for discolouration of
winding insulation tape which could indicate
short circuit windings or a short between
winding and yoke. If there are no obvious
signs of a fau lt, field coils should be tested as
laid out in test procedure. (Starter motor type
5M90.) To change field coils remove rivet
which attaches field coil earth lead to yoke.
Insert pole shoe expander, Specia l Tool No.
CP9509, and remove pole shoe screws, using
pole-piece screwdri ver Special Tool No.
CP9504, Fig. 88. Wipe clean inside of yoke
and insulating pieces in which through bolts
locate.
Loosely fit new field coil assemblies and pole
shoes into yoke, with threads of new pole
shoe fixing screws partially engaged. Through
bolt insulating pieces should now be inserted
into yoke, by sliding shoulders of insulator
pieces between field coils and yoke in a
position 180° apart and 90° each side of field
coil brush connection point. Expand pole
shoes using expander Special Tool No.
CP9509, and tighten pole piece screws with
pole piece screwdriver to a torque of 40 Nm
(30 lbf.ft). Rivet field winding earth tab to
yoke to make a good connection.

13.

To renew solenoid contacts remove two
screws securing termina l and base to
solenoid body. Apply a soldering iron
alternate ly to each of two termin al
connections and wait for solder to run free,
then shake most of the solder out of joints by
tapping two solenoid terminal ends down
sharply on bench. Clamp solenoid body
terminals uppermost, apply a constant pull on
moulded cover and heat two soldered
connections alternately, until terminal and
base assembly is freed . Fit new base
assembly complete with contacts, resolder
two connections and tighten terminal and
base assembly fixing screws to a torque of
3 Nm 0,3 kgf.m (1,8 lb.ft).

14.

To reassemble starter bring commutator end
plate complete with starter terminal brushes
close to yoke, to allow field coil brushes to be
fitted in brushbox. Position brushwires
correctly so that they are free to move with
brushes and push commutator end plate into
position on yoke.

Jan uary 1978

Fig. 86. Commutator end housing showing bearing - 'A'

Fig. 87. Check rivet for good connection
A - Rivet

Fig. 88. Removing pole screws
A - Pole screw
B - Pole piece expander (CP9509)
C - Pole piece screwdriver (CP9504)
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15.

Fit pinion gear assembly onto armature shaft
with pinion teeth furthest from armature
windings, Fig. 89. Slide thrust collar over
shaft and then drive 'C' clip onto shaft and
into its groove, with a suitable size tube.
Draw thrust collar over
clip using a
suitable puller. For completed assembly see
Fig. 89.

·c·

Fig. 89. Actuating fork - 'A', pinion/Clutch assembly - ·s· and
in assembled position
thrust collar/'C' clip -

·c·

16.

Fit thrust washer, Fig. 90, on commutator
end of armature shaft and slide armature
through yoke into commutator end plate.
Drive new spire retaining clip over armature
shaft far enough to hold shaft.

Fig. 90. Thru st washer loca tion
A - Thrust w asher
B - Arma ture shaft

1 7.

Fit drive end housing to yoke, Fig. 91 .
ensuring that solenoid mount is in line with
starter terminal and secure it with through
bolts. Fit actuating lever pivot pin and drive
on new retaining clip. Alternatively 'pean'
over end of new hollow pin.

Fig. 9 1. Assemble drive end housing to armature and yoke
assemblies
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18.

(cont'd)

Slide sponge rubber block between solenoid
mounting bracket and yoke, Fig. 92.

Fig. 92. Rubber block location between solenoid mounting
bracket and yoke
A- Rubber block

19.

Check that when armature is pushed against
thrust washer in commutator end plate,
clearance between 'Spire' retaining ring and
bush face is no more than 0,25 mm
(0,0 10 in). Fig. 93. If clearance is greater
drive 'Spire' ring clip further down armature
shaft. Fit end cap seal to commutator end
cover.

20.

Hook solenoid plunger onto drive engagement lever ensuring that rubber sea l is correctly positioned on plunger.

L /26/89
Fig. 93. Commutator end cover
A - Ensure clearance is no more than 0,25 mm
(0 ,01 0 in)
B - Bearing face
C - Thrust washer
D - Armature shaft

2 1.

Slide metal spring retainer and spring over
plunger, Fig. 94, and then fit solenoid body to
drive end cover, when solenoid terminal will
fit into starter terminal. Flat washer, spring
washer and nut, secures terminals together.

Fig. 94. Assembly of spring retainer
A - Rubber seal
B -Metal spring retainer
C - Spring
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STARTER MOTOR OVERHAUL
(starter motor removed)
includes: check components
for wear/ damage, replace if
required, refinish commutator
and test
Type: Bosch - All models

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Dismantle

1.

All types
Clamp starter motor in a vice fitted with
protective soft jaws. Remove nut and washer
securing field winding cable to solenoid,
unhook cable from stud.

2.

Fig. 95. Starter motors
A- Starter motor fitted to OHC engines
B -Solenoid securing screws

OHC engines only
Remove three solenoid securing screws, Fig.
95, 'B', and guide solenoid yoke away from
drive end housing and solenoid armature. Fig.
96. Unhook solenoid armature from actuating
lever. Fig. 96.

Fig. 96. Solenoid assembly
A - Solenoid armature
B -Solenoid yoke
C - Solenoid armarure
D - Solenoid armature return spring

NOTE: Solenoid is a complete unit and
contains armature. Fig. 97, therefo re
armature is not removed as a separate item.

L/26/52

ll

Fig. 97. Solenoid assembly
A - Solenoid armature
B - Solenoid yoke
C - Armature 'hook' which locates over actuating arm
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3.

(cont'd)

All types
Remove two screws securing commutator
end housing cap, 'A' in Fig. 98, and remove
cap and rubber seal.

4.

All types
Wipe grease from armature shaft, and
remove 'C' clip and shims from armature end,
Fig. 98.

L/26/53
Fig. 98. Commutator end housing
A - Securing screws
D - Shims
E - 'C" clip
8 - Housing cap
F -Arm ature shaft
C - Screwdriver

5.

All types
Remove two nuts and washers from fixing
studs, Fig. 99 'A', and lift off commutator end
housing.
NOTE: Certain Bosch motors use fixing
screws as an alternative to the nuts and
studs, Fig. 99 'B'.

L/26/ 54
Fig. 99. Commutator end housing
A - Starter - using nuts and washers
8 - Starter - using screw s

6.

All types
Remove brushes from brush plate assembly
by carefully prising brush retaining/ tensioning springs clear and sliding brushes from
their locations, Fig. 1 00. Remove brush plate
from its location, Fig. 1 00.
NOTE: Brushes should be released before
attempting to remove brush plate, this will
prevent accidental damage to brushes.

7.

All types
Separate drive end housing and armature
assembly from yoke by tapping apart.
Fig. 100. Brush assembly
A - Field brushes
B - Term inal brushes
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r
8.

OHC e ngines only
Remove rubber insert from drive end housing,
Fig . 101. Remove actuating arm pivot
retaining nut and slide pivot pin (screw) from
housing. Fig. 101.

r

Fig. 101. Rubber insert and pivot pin
A -Actuating arm
B - Rubber insert
C - Pivot pin (screw)

9.

All types
On starter motors that use fixing studs to
secure motor components together, Fig. 102,
remove studs to release drive pinion clutch
stop bracket.
On starter motors that use fixing screws the
screws were removed in sub-operation 5.

Fig. 102. A and B - Fixing studs
C - Clutch stop bracket

10.

OHC engines only
Withdraw armatu re assembly, complete with
actuating arm , from drive end housing.
Unhook actuating arm from d rive pinion
fl ange. Fig. 1 03.

Fig. 103. Clean actua ting arm assembly
A - Actuating arm locating flange
B - Actuating arm
C - Clutch st op bracket
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11 .

(cont'd)

All types

To remove drive p1n10n assembly from
armature shaft use a suitably dimensioned
tube to separate thrust collar from over ·c·
clip, Fig. 104.
Remove ·c· clip from its groove and slide
thrust collar and drive pinion assembly off
armature shaft.

..

NOTE: Do not grip one-way clutch in a vice
whilst carrying out this operation as it will be
damaged.

Fig. 104. Using a suitably dimensioned tube separate thrust
collar from
clip ring
A - Thrust col lar

·c·

12.

All types
Bench inspection and testing of
components

A.

Brushgear
Check for sticking brushes. If necessary, clean
brushes and brush channels w ith a petrolmoistened cloth.
Check brushes for wear. Brushes worn to
approximately 1 0 mm (0,39 in) should be
renewed as a set.
When replacing brushes they will need to be
soldered to original leads. Brush leads should
be cut at a point mid-way between their base
and brush. Fig. 105. Ensure a good soldered
joint between wires.

11
Fig. 105. Brushgear
A - Cut leads mid-way in their length
B - Field brushes
C - Terminal brushes
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B.

Armature
Figs. 1 06 and 1 07 show armature and two
types of drive pinion assembly and clutch
stops.
Fig. 106 shows assembly where clutch stop
is integral part of armature. This type is used
where , starter components (drive end
housing, yoke and commutator housing} are
secured with 'thro!-!gb: fixing' screws.

n

L/26/62
Fig. 1 06. Armature assembly
A - Clu tch stop
B - Drive pinion and
clutch assembly

C -Thrust collar
clip
D-

·c·

·,

Fig. 107 shows asse~bly where clutch stop
is a separate bracket and is located, and
secured, by the two fixing studs, Fig. 1 02.
Face of commutatar should be clean and
free from burnt spots. If necessary remove
any burnt spots using fine glass paper. (Do
not use emery cloth}, and then clean
commutator with a petrol-moistened cloth.
If it is necessary to skim commutator the
minimum permissible diameter to which the
armature commutator can be .skimmed is
33,5 mm ( 1,32 in}.
Skimming operation should be followed by
polishing commutator surface with fine
glass paper, then wipe clean with a petrolmoistened cloth.
DO NOT UNDER-CUT THE INSULATION
SLOTS.

n

L/26/63
Fig. 107. Armature assembly
A - Clutch stop bracket C - Thrust collar
B - Drive pinion and
D - ·c· clip
clutch assembly

Armature insulation can be checked by
connecting a 11 0 volts a.c. 15-watt test
lamp between a commutator segment and
shaft. Lamp should not light, Fig. 108.
Short-circuited armature windings can only
be detected by the use of specialised
armature t esting equipment. If this
equipment is not available, the only
alternative is to check the armature by
substitution.
If armature laminations have been in
contact with pole-pieces armature bearings
are probably excessively worn. First check
that pole-pieces are tight and that armature
runs true in a lathe. Then, if necessary,
renew armature bearings.
Fig. 1OB. Armature insulation test
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C.

(cont' d)

Yoke and Field Winding Assembly
Inspect field windings in situ for obvious
signs of a fault. A visual indication of a
breakdown in field winding insulation will
eliminate need for testing a field winding
must be renewed.
If field winding insulation appears to be
satisfactory, check continuity between each
field winding post and the main feed terminal
using a 12-volt test circuit, with a low
wattage ( 1-3 watt) lamp.
If there are no obvious signs of a field
winding fault, carry out a positive test of field
winding insulation by connecting a 110 volt
a.c. 15-watt test lamp between each field
winding brush in turn, and a clean unpainted
part of yoke, Fig. 109.

Fig. 109. Testing field winding continuity.

Test lamp should not light. Ensure neither of
brushes or bare part of their leads are
contracting yoke during test.
A field winding continuity test is unnecessary
in the case of full-dismantling, where it is
possible to inspect joints at both ends of field
winding.
The field windings, poles and yoke are not
serviced as separate items. If a fault is traced
to the windings the yoke assembly must be
replaced.
D.

Bearing bushes
Bearing bushes in both end housings are selflubricating porous bronze.
Renew bushes when excessive side-play of
armature shaft is evident. Fouling of polepieces by armature, or inefficient operation of
starter, is likely to occur if commutator
bushes are excessively worn. Maximum
permissible armature side play is 0,05 to
0,30 mm (0,002 to 0,012 in) before bushes
need renewing.

F/26/80
Fig. 11 0 . Removing commutator housing bush
A- Suitably-sized mandrel
B- Housing

Bush in commutator end housing should be
removed by carefully tapping out using a
mandrel ensuring that the end plate is well
supported, Fig. 11 0.
Bush in drive end housing can be tapped out
with a suitably-sized mandrel, Fig. 111, after
supporting the plate.
New bushes should preferably be pressed
into position, but alternatively can be tapped
into position, using a shouldered mandrel
with fitting pin dimension polished to a
diameter of 11 ,0 mm (0,433 in).
Bushes must not be reamed after fitting,
otherwise self-lubricating qualities will be
impaired.
NOTE: New bushes must be completely
immersed in clean engine oil (SAE 30/40
grade) for at least 20 mins. before being
fitted.
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To A ssemble

13.

All types
Slide drive pinion assembly and thrust collar
onto armature shaft. Fit
clip into its groove
in armature shaft and then draw thrust collar
over ·c· clip.

·c·

11

L/26/58
Fig. 112. Actuating arm assembly
A - Actuating arm locating flange
B - Actuating arm
C -Clutch stop bracket

.. .
OHC engines only
Connect actuating arm onto drive pm1on
flange, Fig. 112. Align armature and actuating arm to drive end housing and couple up
components. Fit actuating arm pin and secure
w ith retaining nut.

14.

All types
On starter motors that use fixing studs and
nuts to secure components instead of fixing
screws. align clutch retaining bracket, Fig.
113, and screw home two fixing studs so that
they retain clutch bracket. Fig. 11 3 .

Fig. 113. Clutch stop bracket location
A and B- Fixing studs
C - Clutch stop bracket

15.

All types
Refit rubber insert into drive end housing.

1 6.

All types
Guide yoke over armature and abut to drive
end housing and tap home.
On starter motors w ith fixing studs:

e

Position brush plate over end of armature.
Locate studs in alignment 'cut-outs' in brush
plate to ensure correct positioning of brush
plate, Fig. 114.

Fig. 114. Brush plate
A and C - Alignment lugs
B - Fixing studs
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(cont'd)

On starter motors with fixing screws:
Position brush plate over end of armature.
A lign location 'cut-outs' in brush plate with
'loops' in field windings, Fig. 11 5. Brush plate
will be positively located when fixing screws
are fitted in sub-operation 1 9.

Fig. 115. Positioning brush plate
A - Field winding loops
B - Location cut-outs

1 7.

All types
Position four brushes in their respective
brush-plate locations and retain with brush
springs.

18.

All types
Guide commutator end housing into position.
sliding rubber insulator into commutator
housing 'cut-out', Fig. 116, and locating two
fixing studs, (where applicable) through
housing stud holes. Secure commutator end
housing with either:
(a) Two nuts and washers, or (b) two fixing
screws, as applicable.
Fig. 116. Guide rubber insulator into cut-out in commutator
end housing

1 9.

All types
Slide armature in its bearings, Fig. 117, to
obtain maximum possible protuberance of
armature shaft at commutator bearing end.
Fit sufficient shims onto armature shaft to
eliminate any armature end float when
clip is in place. Fit
clip.

·c·

·c·

Fig. 117. Slide armature in its bearings
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SECTION 26-52

STARTING SYSTEM

20.

All types
Place bearing cap seal in position on
commutator housing, smear a small quantity
of lithium based grease onto end of armature
shaft and refit bearing cap, securing with two
screws, Fig. 118.

.
21 .

Fig. 118. Refining bearing cap
A- Bearing cap screws
8 - Bearing cap

'•

OHC engines only
Smear lithium based grease onto solenoid
armature hook and then locate hook onto
actuating arm in drive end housing. Ensure
solenoid armature return spring is correctly
positioned and then guide solenoid yoke over
armature, Fig. 119. Align yoke with drive end
housing and retain with three securing
screws.

Fig. 119. Aligning solenoid yoke
A- Solenoid armature
B - Solenoid yoke

22.

C - Solenoid armature
D -Armature return spring

Reconnect field wire onto secondary terminal and secure with nut and washer.

Fig. 120. Aligning solenoid assembly
A - Solenoid armature
B - Solenoid yoke
C - Armature hook which locates over actuating arm
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STARTING SYSTEM
TECHNICAL DATA

Manufacturer

Lucas

Type
(inertia and pre-engaged)
Number of brushes
Brush material
Min. brush length mm (in)
Brush spring pressure kg.f (oz.f)
Min. thickness of commutator mm (in)
*Armature end float mm (in)

M35J
4
Copper sinter
B,O (0,3)
0,9 (32)
2.05 (0,08)
0,1 to 0,3
(0,004
to 0,01 0)
Solenoid

*Type of drive ..
Max. Torque Nm (kgf.m) (lbf.ft) at
20 oc at 7V
Direction of rotation
Voltage
Max. current draw (amps) at 7V

5M90
4
Copper sinter
B,O (0,3)
0,9 (32)
2,05 (0,08)
0,1 to 0,3
(0,004
to 0,01 0)
Solenoid

9,5 (0,97)
10,8 (1,10)
(7,0)
(8,0)
Clockwise
Clockwise
12
12
(370)
(370)
(365) Inertia
(390) Pre-engaged

M50
4
Copper sinter
12,0 (0,4)
1,8 (62)
38 (1,5)
0,6 (0,025)
max.

2M100
4
Copper sinter
9,5 (0,37)
0,9 (32)
3,8 (0,15)
0,3 (0,010)

Solenoid

Solenoid

45,4 (4,6)
(33,5)
Clockwise
12
(1160)
at 5 Volts

18,93
Clockwise
12
(480)

*Not applicable on M35J inertia starter models.

M anufacturer

Bosch

Type ..
Number of brushes
Brush material
Min. length of brushes - mm (in)
Bush spring pressure - gm (oz)
Min. diameter of commutator - mm (in)
Max. permissible out of round on
commutator- mm (in)
Armature end float - mm (in)

0,7 PS
4
Carbon Y-31
10 (0,39)
900 to 1,300
32,8 (1,29)

0,8 PS
4
Carbon Y-31
10 (0,39)
900 to 1,300
32,8 (1,29)

1,1 PS
4
CarbonY26 x28
10 (0,39)
31 to 45
32,8 (1,29)

3 ,3 PS
4
Carbon
15,5 (0,6)
35 to 46
32,8 (1 ,29)

0,3 (0,0 12)
0,1 to 0 ,3
(0,004 to
0,012)
Solenoid
10
138
1, 1
Clockwise
4,560 (380)
12
515

0,3 (0,012)
0,1 to 0,3
(0,004 to
0,012)
Solenoid
10
138
1,1
Clockwise
4,080 (340)
12
515

0,3 (0,012)
0,1 to 0,3
(0,004 to
0,012)
Solenoid
9
138
1,1
Clockwise

0,3 (0,012)
0,1 to 0,3
(0,004 to
0,012)
Solenoid
12

540

540

720

2 ,310
1,200

2,310
1,200

3 ,500
1,200

Type of drive ..
Number of pinion gear teeth
Number of flywheel ring gear teeth
Max. torque (mkg) at 20 °C
Direction of rotation
Max. current draw watts (amps)
Voltage
Output watts ..

12

Clockwise
1.400 (117)
12

Starter on Test Stand
Wattage draw:
Max. no load 12 volt supply
Max. wattage draw locked with
7 volts at terminals
Max. draw of starter (180 rpm 20 °C)
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CHARGING SYSTEM

CHARGING SYSTEM
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SECTION 31-1

CHARGING SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The charging system basically comprises an alternator/regulator assembly which generates current to supply
the vehicle electrical system and maintain the battery in a charged condition.
Two makes of alternator are used on the transit range, the models fitted are:
Lucas 15ACR, and 17 - A CR.
Bosch K 1- 28A and K 1- 35A.
The alternator is mounted towards the front of the engine cylinder block and driven at approximately twice
engine speed by the same drive belt as the water pump. The alternator is secured by two pivot bolts and a
metal mounting strap which also provides a means of adjusting the drive belt tension.
All makes are machine sensed, meaning that a voltage regulator senses the output voltage and regulates this
to a maximum of approximately 14 volts at all times. All models have integral voltage regulators. mounted at
the rear of the unit.
When the alternator is not generating current. a warning lamp illuminates in the vehicle instrument cluster.
The alternator assembly basically comprises a fixed coil winding (stator), in an aluminium housing, in which
rotates a shaft wound coil (rotor). The shaft is supported at each end by a ball race. Slip rings conduct current
to and from the rotor field coils. Two carbon brushes bear against them. The diameter of the slip rings against
which the brushes contact is small so that the surface speed is reduced to a minimum to minimise brush
wear.
The alternator is cooled by a fan mounted at the front of the alternator. behind the belt pulley.

A

TR/31/100

11

Fig 1. Two makes of alternator used on Transit
A - Bosch K 1- 28A and K 1- 35A alternator
B - Lucas 15 and 17 ACR alternator
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SECTION 31-2

CHARGING SYSTEM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)

The 12 volt lead acid battery is mounted on the side of the engine compartment and is part of a negative
earth electrical system. Different capacities of battery may be fitted depending on territory/engine size. Each
type has a translucent case through which the electrolyte level may be seen.
The battery electrolyte level should be maintained approximately 0,25 in (6 mm) above the battery plates
otherwise negative plates not covered by electrolyte will oxidise quickly, rendering the cell useless.
If a battery is in a very low state of charge, the internal cell resistance will increase and terminal voltage on
charge will also rise. As this terminal voltage approaches the voltage regulator settings, then immediate cut
back of the charge rate occurs. In this case, the battery should be charged using a separate battery charger.
See Technical Data' for notes on measuring battery charge, and charging the battery.
It is not necessary to disconn.~ct battery cables before charging the battery but the following precautions
must be observed.

-

1.

Ensure charging is undertaken in a well ventilated room or garage, with the hood open.

2.

The battery charger must be switched off before its leads are disconnected from the battery.

3.

Never SMOKE OR IGNITE A NAKED FLAME near a battery which is being charged, as the charging
process causes highly inflammable hydrogen gas to be given off.

The following precautions must be observed to avoid serious damage to the alternator, battery or vehicle
wiring.
1.

Always disconnect the battery earth cable before removing the alternator output lead as this is live at
all times.

2.

Do not disconnect battery cables while the engine is running.

3.

When reconnecting the battery, or when using an additional battery as a starting aid, the battery live
and earth cables MUST BE CONNECTED CORRECTLY, negative to negative and positive to positive. If
the terminal connections are reversed, the alternator will be damaged.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The two makes of alternator work on a similar principle and generate alternating current (a.c) which is
rectified by an internal diode system to direct current (d.c.) for distribution to the vehicle electrical system.
The alternator produces alternating current by virtue of the magnetic field of the rotor moving relative to the
stator. Current is supplied to and from the field coils via two carbon brushes.
The alternating current produced by the magnetic fields is converted within the rectifier pack to direct
current. The voltage regulator is an electronic device which maintains the alternator output at a maximum
voltage of approximately 14 volts.
When the battery is in a discharged condition the alternator automatically charges it to an approximate level
of 14 volts. When this level is reached the demand on the alternator falls and current output is reduced
accordingly. The regulator controls the charging rate by switching the rotor field current in and out as
required.
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CHARGING SYSTEM
SERVICE AJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS

At the specified service intervals the following
items should be checked.
Fan Belt - Adjust
1.

Slacken alternator adjusting arm clamp bolt
and mounting bolts, Fig. 4.

2.

Pivot alternator away from engine to tighten
belt.

Fig. 4. Alternator mounting

3.

Check that total free movement on longest
span of belt is approximately 13 mm (0,5 in)
applying normal fingertip pressure. Fig. 5.
Alternatively, a belt tension gauge tool,
similar to that shown in Fig. 5 can be used to
measure the belt tension. For belt tensions
refer to Technical Data.

4.

Tighten alternator adjusting and mounting
bolts.

Batte ry
1.

Check electrolyte level.

2.

Check general condition and charge.

3.

Grease battery terminals w ith petroleum jelly.

Fig. 5. Free movement measured on longest span

SPE CIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION
Tool

Tool Name

No special service tools required
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SECTION 31 - 6

CHARGING SYSTEM
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS-CONTENT

Also applicable to
certain variants in the
following model range
-~
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CHARGING SYSTEM

Battery test
Battery - remove and install
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Alternator Type 'B' (Lucas)
31 411
Charging circuit -test
31 414
Alternator assembly- remove and install
31 414 8 Alternator assembly- overhaul
(alternator removed)
31 474
Alternator brushes -replace
31 484
Pulley- alternator- remove and install
31 514
Regulator- remove and install
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Alternator Type 'A' (Bosch)
31 411
Charging circuit -test
X
31 414
Alternator assem_bly- remove and install X
31 414 8 Alternator assembly -overhaul
(alternator removed)
X
31 474
Alternator brushes - replace
X
31 484
Pulley -alternator- remove and install
X
31 514
Regulator- remove and install
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SECTION 31-7

CHARGING SYSTEM
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS

31 211

BATTERY TEST

Special Equipment Required: None
1.

Open hood, fit fender covers.

2.

Clean battery and check condition using
hydrometer and high rate discharge meter.
Check the specific gravity of each cell in turn,
Fig. 6. If the battery is fully charged it should
be at least 1,275. When carrying out the high
rate discharge test the voltage across the
battery should be at least 8 volts. If it is less
than this an internal battery fault is indicated.

3.

Remove fender covers, close hood.
Fig. 6. Checking battery electrolyte specific gravity

31 214

BATTERY- REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Equipment Required : None
To Remove
1.

Open hood, fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery leads, earth lead first.

3.

Remove battery clamp bolt, Fig. 7. clamp and
battery.
CT/ 31/T

To Install
4.

Position battery in vehicle and secure with
clam p.

5.

Reconnect battery leads, positive lead first.

6.

Cover terminals with industrial petroleum
jelly.

7.

Remove fender covers and close hood.
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SECTION 31-8

CHARGING SYSTEM
BOSCH

31 411

CHARGING CIRCUIT - TEST ALTERNATOR - TYPE 'A '
(BOSCH)

Special Equipment Required:

Voltmeter.
Ammeter.
1.

Open hood, fit fender covers.

2.

Check fan belt tension, Fig. 8.
There should be 13 mm (0,5 in) free
movement mid-way along longest belt span.
Alternatively, a belt tension gauge tool,
similar to that shown in Fig. 5, can be used to
measure the belt tension. For belt tensions
refer to Technical Data.

r
3.

Fig. 8. Checking fan belt tension

Check battery condition.
Refer to Operation No. 31 - 211.

4.

Check charging circuit wiring continuity, Fig.

9.
Remove the alternator multi-plug. Switch on
ignition. Connect a 0-20 voltmeter, between
a good earth and each of the multi-plug
term ina ls, in turn. The voltmeter should read
approximately battery voltage in all cases: a
zero reading indicating an open circuit.

11

D/31/45
Fig. 9. Checking charging circuit wiring con tinuity
A - Mul!i- plug
8 - Voltmeter

5.

Connect output test circuit, Fig. 10.

6.

Switch on headlamps, heater blower motor
and heated backlight. Start engine and run it
at 3000 rpm. Vary resistance to increase load
cu rrent. Rated output should be reached
without voltage dropping below 13 volt.

7.

Switch off ignition, headlamps, heater blower
motor and heated backlight and disconnect
test circuit.

CT/31/4
Fig. 10. Checking alternator ou tput

/ -

A - Ammeter
V - Vollmeter
Resistor should be 30 amps. rating
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CHARGING SYSTEM
BOSC H

8.

Connect 'positive side' volt drop test circuit
and reconnect regulator multi-plug. Fig. 11.

9.

Switch on headlamps start engine and check
volt drop.
Run engine at 3000 rpm. If voltage is in
excess of 0.5 volt, this indicates a high
resistance on the positive side of the charging
circuit which must be located and rectified.

10.

Switch off ignition and headlamps.

11/4/19/D/N
Fig. 11 . Checking charging circu it volt drop 'positive side'

11.

Connect 'negative side' volt drop test circuit,
Fig. 12.

12.

Switch on headlamps, start engine and check
volt drop.
Run the engine at 3000 rpm. Check the voltmeter reading. If the reading is in excess of
0,25 volt, this indicates a high resistance on
the negative side of the charging circuit
which must be located and rectified.

13.

Switch off ignition and headlamps and disconnect test circuit.
D/31/46/N

11

Fig. 12. Checking charging circuli voll drop 'negative side'

14.

Connect control voltage test circuit, Fig. 13.

1 5.

Start engine and check regulator voltage.
Run engine at 2000 rpm note ammeter
reading. When ammeter reading falls to
between 3 and 5 amps .. check the voltmeter
reading. it should be 13,7 to 14,5 volts. If
reading is outside specified limits regulator is
defective.

16.

Switch off ignition and disconnect test circuit.

17.

Refit alternator multi-plug.

18.

Remove fender covers, close hood.
11/4/17/D/N
Fig. 13. Checking regulator control voltage
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CHARGING SYSTEM
BOSCH

31 414

ALTERNATOR ASSEMBLY REMOVE AND INSTALL ALTERNATOR TYPE 'A'
(BOSCH)

Special Equipment Required: None
To Rem ove
1.

Open hood. fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove multi-plug from rear of alternator.

4.

Slacken alternator mounting bolts, Fig. 14,
and tilt alternator towards engine.

5.

Remove fan belt.

6.

Remove alternator mounting
re move alternator from vehicle.

bolts and

Fig. 14. Alternator securing bolts

To Install
7.

Position alternator and retain with mounting
bolts.

8.

Fit fan belt and adjust, Fig. 15, tighten
mounting bolts.
Adjust fan belt tension to give 13 mm (0,5 in)
of free movement mid-way along longest belt
span.
Alternatively, a belt tension gauge tool,
similar to that shown in Fig. 5, can be used to
measure belt tension. For belt tensions refer
to Technical Data.

9.

Refit alternator multi-plug.

10.

Reconnect battery.

11.

Remove fender covers, close hood.

31 414 8

ALTERNATOR ASSEMBLY OVERHAUL (ALTERNATOR
REMOVED) -ALTERNATOR
T YPE 'A' (BOSCH)

Fig. 15. Adjusting th e fan belt tension

Special Equipment Required :
Press.
To Dismantle
1.

Remove pulley retaining nut, washer. pulley,
fan, spacer and woodruff key.

2.

Remove brush box.

3.

Remove through bolts and separate drive end
housing and rotor from slip ring end housing.

4.

Press out rotor from drive end housing.

5.

Remove
bearing.

6.

Support slip ring end bearing with a large
washer, incorporating a cut out to accommodate the rotor shaft, and press bearing
from shaft, Fig. 16.

7.

drive

end

bearing

retainer

and

Remove rectifi er (diode) pack retaining
screws and lift out stator and rectifier (diode)
pack.

January 1978

Fig. 16. Removing the slip ring end bearing
A - Bearing
B - Press

C - Suitable diameter mandrel
D - Washer
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SECTION 31-11

CHARGING SYSTEM
31 414 8

BOSCH

(cont'd)

8.

Unsolder stator to diode pack connections
using a pair of pliers, as a heat sink to reduce
heat spread to diodes.

9.

Clean and examine all components.

10.

To check positive diodes, connect a 12 volt
supply via a test lamp of approximately 5
watts wired to form a circuit when connected
through one of the diodes.

-

Fig. 17. A - Positive diodes
B - Brushbox terminal
C - Negative diodes

(a)

Connect test equipment to pos1t1ve
section of diode pack, Fig. 1 7. with
negative terminal attached to topside of
one of diodes. Connect positive terminal
to underside of diode, Fig. 1 8. If diode is
functioning correctly, bulb will light.

(b)

Carry out same procedure for remaining
two positive diodes.

B/31/2

Fig. 18. A - Positive diodes

(c)

Reverse the terminals, i.e. positive terminal to topside and negative terminal
to underside. If bulb illuminates diode is
defective.

(d)

Carry out same procedure for remaining
two positive diodes.

B/31/3

Fig. 19. A - Positive diodes
B - Brushbox terminal
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SECTION 31 - 12

CHARGING SYSTEM
BOSCH

11.

To check field diodes, connect test equipment
as shown in Fig. 20. With negati ve
connection coupled to brush-box terminal
and positive connection to diode, bulb will
light if diode is operating correctly.
(a)

Connect positive terminal to
remaining diodes in turn to test.

two

(b)

Reverse terminals. If bulb illuminates.
diode is defective.

(c)

To check negative diodes.
Connect test equipment to negative
section of diode pack. Fig. 1 7. with
positive terminal attached to topside of
one of diodes. Connect negative
terminal to underside of diode, Fig. 20.
If diode is functioning correctly bulb w ill
light.

B/31/4

Fig. 20. A - Negative diodes

Carry out procedure for remaining two
diodes.
(d)

Reverse terminals,
If bulb illuminates diode is defective.
Repeat process on remaining two
diodes.

031-66

Fig. 21 . Rotor winding continuity check

12.

Carry out electrical check of rotor condition.
(a)

Rotor winding continuity, Fig. 2 1.
Connect an ohm meter between t he two
slip ring contacts. For correct resistance
figures refer to Technical Data Section.

(b)

Rotor winding insulation. Fig. 22.
Connect a 11 0 volt AC supply via a 1 5
watt test lamp between one slip ring
contact and one of the rotor poles. If
test lamp illuminates. insulation is
defective.
0/31/6

-

Fig. 22. Rotor winding insulation check
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CHARGING SYSTEM
BOSCH

31 414 8
13.

(cont'd)

Carry out electrical check of stator condition.
(a)

Stator winding continuity, Fig. 23.
Connect an ohmmeter between two of
the three stator winding connections.
The resistance should be within limits
shown in specification. Repeat test
using third stator winding connection
and one of the two connections used in
first test. The resistance should again be
within limits shown.

..___ _ __.11
0/31/53

Fig. 23. Stator winding continuity check

(b)

Stator winding insulation, Fig. 24.
Connect a 11 0 volt AC supply via a 1 5
watt test lamp between one stator cable
and the lamination pack. If test lamp
lights, insulation is defective.

0/31/ 8

Fig. 24. Stator winding insulation check

To Assemble

14 .

Resolder stator to diode pack connections,
Fig. 25. using only a 60/40 electricians
solder.
Use a pair of pliers, as a heat sink to reduce
heat spread to diodes.

T

L/31/16
Fig. 25. Resoldering stator to diode pack connections
A - Stator connections
B - Pliers
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C - Soldering iron

SECTION 31-14

CHARG I NG SYSTEM
BOSCH

1 5.

Position stator and diode pack in slip ring end
housing and secure.

16.

Press slip ring end bearing, onto rotor shaft
Fig. 26.

Fig. 26. Fitting the slip ring end bearing
A - Bearing

17

B - Rotor shaft

Refit drive end bearing, into housing and
secure with retainer plate. Assemble the
bearing and retainer as shown in Fig. 27.

T

L/31/14

-

Fig. 27. Fitting the drive end bearing
C - Drive end bearing
A - Screws
B - Retainer plate D - Drive end housing
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CHARGING SYSTEM
BOSCH

18.

Refit rotor to drive end housing.

19.

Assemble rotor and drive end housing to slip
ring end housing.

20.

Refit brush box.

21.

Refit thrust washer, fan, spacer. pulley, lock
washer and retaining nut. assembling the
components as shown in Fig. 28.

L/31/ 13

T

Fig. 28. Fan. pulley and associated components
A - Retaining nut D -Spacer
B - lock washer E - Fan
C - Pulley
F - Washer
G - Key

31 474

ALTERNATOR BRUSHES REPLACE - ALTERNATOR
TYPE 'A ' (BOSCH )

Special Equipment Require d: None
T o Rem ove

1.

Open hood, fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove regulator retaining screws, Fig. 29,
and withdraw regulator.

4.

Unso lder brush wiring connections and
remove brushes and springs.

11
Fig. 29. Regu lator retaining screws

To Install

5.

Install brushes, and springs into brush box
and solder connections. Fig. 30.

6.

Refit regulator to rear of alternator.

7.

Reconnect battery.

8.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

11

CT/31/6
Fig. 30. Brush box exploded
A - Brushes
B - Springs
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C - Brush box
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CHARGING SYSTEM
BOSCH

31 484

PULLEY - ALTERNATOR REMOVE AND INSTALL
ALTERNATOR TYPE 'A '
(BOSCH)

Special Equipment Required: None
To Remove
1.

Open hood, fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Slacken alternator mounting bolts
remove fan belt.

4.

Remove pulley retaining nut and pulley.

and

T o Install
5.

fit pulley and secure.

6.

Refit fan belt and adjust.

Fig. 31 . Alternator mounting bolts

Adjust fan belt tension to give 13 mm (0,5 in)
of free movement mid- way along longest belt
span.
7.

Reconnect battery.

8.

Remove fender covers and close hood.
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SECTION 31 -17

CHARGING SYSTEM
LUCAS

31 411

CHARGING CIRCUIT - TEST ALTERNATOR TYPE ' B'
(LUCAS)

Special Equipme nt Required :

Voltmeter
Ammeter
1.

Open hood, fit fender covers.

2.

Check fan belt tension, Fig. 32.
There should be 13 mm (0,5 in) free movement midway along longest belt span.
Alternatively a belt tension gauge tool, similar
to that shown in Fig. 5, can be used to
measure belt tension. For belt tensions refer
to Technical Data.

3.

Fig. 32.

Checking fan belt tension

Check battery condition.
Refer to Operation No. 31 - 211 .

4.

Check charging circuit wiring continuity, Fig.

33.
Remove alternator multi-plug. Switch on
ignition. Connect a 0 - 20 voltmeter between
a good earth and each multi-plug terminals in
turn. The voltmeter should read approximately battery voltage in all cases; a zero
reading indicating an open circuit.
5.

Remove rear cover.

11

D/31/45
Fig. 33. Checking charging circuit wiring conrinuily
A - Multi -plug
8 - Voltmeter

6.

Connect output test circuit, Fig. 34.

7.

Switch on headlamps, heater blower motor
and heated backlight.

8.

Start engine and run it at 3000 rpm. Vary
resistance to increase load current. Rated
output should be reached without voltage
dropping below 13 volts.

9.

Switch off ignition, headlamps, heater blower
motor and heated backlight.

11/4/41 /D
Fig. 34. Checking alternator output
A - Ammeter
V - Voltmeter
Resistor should be 30 amps. rating
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SECTION 31 - 18

CHARGING SYSTEM
LUCAS

10.

Connect 'positive side' volt drop test circuit,
Fig. 35.

11.

Switch on headlamps start engine and check
volt drop.
Run engine at 3000 rpm.
If voltage reading is in excess of 0,5 volt, this
indicates a high resistance on the positive
side of the charging circuit wiring which must
be located and rectified.

12.

Switch off ignition and headlamps.

TI/4/39

--

Fig. 35. Checking charging circuit volt drop 'positive side'
V- Voltmeter

13.

Connect 'negative side' volt drop test circuit,
Fig. 36.

14.

Switch on headlamps, start engine and check
volt drop.
Run engine at 3000 rpm. Check voltmeter
reading. If reading is in excess of 0,25 volt,
this indicates a high resistance on the
negative side of the charging circuit which
must be located and rectified.

15.

Switch off ignition and headlamps and disconnect test circuit.

TI/4/38/D
Fig. 36. Checking charging circuit volt drop 'negative side'
V -Voltmeter

16.

Connect control voltage test circuit, Fig. 37.

1 7.

Start engine and check control voltage.
Run engine at 2000 rpm, note the ammeter
reading. When the ammeter reading falls
below 10 amps., check the voltmeter reading,
it should be 13,7 to 14,5 volts. If reading is
outside specified limits, the voltage regulator
is defective.

18.

Switch off ignition and disconnect test circuit.

19.

Refit alternator rear cover and multi-plug.

20.

Remove fender covers. Close hood.
TI/4/400
Fig. 37. Checking regulator control voltage
A -Ammeter
V -Voltmeter
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CHARGING SYSTEM
LUCAS

31 414

ALTERNATOR ASSEMBLY REMOVE AND INSTALL ALTERNATOR TYPE ' B'
( LUCAS)

Special Equipme nt Required : None
To Remove

1.

Open hood, fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove multi-plug from rear of alternator.

4.

Slacken alternator mounting bolts, Fig. 3 8,
and tilt alternator towards engine.

5.

Remove fan belt.

6.

Remove alternator mounting
remove alternator from vehicle.

Fig. 38. Alternator mounting bolts

bolts and

To Inst all

7.

Position alternator and retain with mounting
bolts.

8.

Fit fan belt and adjust. tighten mounting
bolts.
Adjust the fan belt tension to give 1 3 mm
(0,5 in) of free movement mid-way along the
longest belt span, Fig. 39.
Alternatively, a belt tension gauge tool,
similar to that shown in Fig. 5, can be used to
measure the belt tension. For belt tensions
refer to Technical Data.

9.

Refit alternator multi-plug.

10.

Reconnect batte ry.

11.

Remove fender covers. close hood .

31 414 8

Fig. 39. Adjusting the fan belt tension

ALTERNATOR ASSEMBLY OVERHAUL (ALTERNATOR
REMOVED) - ALTERNATOR
TYPE ' B' (LUCAS)

Special Equipment Required :

Test Lamp.
To Dismantle

1.

Remove pulley, retaining nut, washer, fan,
spacer and woodruff key.

2.

Remove alternator rear cover, Fig. 40.

3.

Remove regulator assembly.
Fig. 40. Rear cover retaining screws. ( 18ACR shown)
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SECTION 31 - 20

CHARGING SYSTEM
LUCAS

4.

Remove radio suppressor (if fitted).

5.

Remove surge protection diode, 'A' in Fig. 41 .

6.

Remove brush box.

7.

Unsolder stator connections, 'C' in Fig. 42,
from rectifier (diode) pack 'A' loosen locknut
and remove pack. When unsoldering the
stator connections from the rectifier (diode)
pack, use a pair of pliers 'B' as a heat sink to
prevent the diode terminal pins and hence the
diodes becoming excessive ly heated.
Overheating can cause diode failure. Remove
diode pack by removing securing nut.

Fig. 41 . Removing the surge protection diode ( 18ACR
alternator)
A - Diode

B - Reta ining bolt

Fig. 42. Unsoldering the stator connections from the rectifier
(diode) pack

r

A - Rectifier pack
B - Pliers

C - Stator connection
D - Soldering iron

NOTE : The Lucas 15 and 17 ACR alternators have
separate positive and negative plates in the rectifier
pack, and a star winding stator.

B/31/5

Fig. 43. Diode pack
A - Field diodes
B - Positive diodes
C - Negative diodes
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D - Field terminal
E - Positive terminal

SECTION 31 -21

CHARGING SYSTEM
31 414 8
8.

Test to check positive diodes. Connect a 12
volt supply via a test lamp of approximately 5
watts wired to form a circuit when connected
through one of the diodes.
(a)

Carry out same procedure for remaining
two positive diodes.

(c)

Reverse the terminals, i.e. positive
terminal to diode stem and negative
terminal to centre plate. If bulb
illuminates diode is defective.

(
L . . ._

____.

B/31/ 6

Fig. 44. A - Positive terminals
8 - Positive diodes

Carry out same procedure for remaining
two positive diodes.

Test to check field diodes.
(a)

(b)
(c)

10.

Connect negative terminal of test equipment to positive section of diode pack,
i.e. centre plate or one of the two large
terminals, Fig. 44 . Attach positive
terminal to stem of one of the three
diodes connected to centre plate. If
diode is functioning correctly, bulb will
light.

(b)

(d)

9.

LUCAS
(cont'd)

Connect test equipment as shown in
Fig. 45 . With negative connection
coupled to top plate, or single small
terminal and positive connection to one
of the three diode stems connected to
top plate, bulb will illuminate if diode is
operating correctly.
Connect positive terminal to two remaining diodes in turn to test.
Reverse terminals. If bulb illuminates
diode is defective.

(
Bl 31j7

Fig. 45. A - Field diodes
8 - Field plate

Test to check negative diodes.
(a)

Connect test equipment to negative
plate of diode pack, Fig. 46, with
positive terminal attached to topside of
one of diode stems connected to
negative plate. If diode is functioning
correctly bulb will illuminate.

(b)

Carry out procedure for remaining two
diodes.

(c)

Reverse terminals. If bulb illuminates
diode is defective. Repeat process on
remaining two diodes.

.+

-....~w
'''~.........

(

.+

I

B/31/8

Fig. 46. A - Negative diodes
8 - Negative plate
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SECTION 31 - 22

CHARGING SYSTEM
LUCAS

11 .

Remove through bolts. separate drive end
and slip ring end housings and withdraw
stator.

12.

Unsolder wires from slip ring and remove slip
ring from shaft.

13.

Press out slip ring end bearing and rotor
assembly from slip ring end housing.

14.

Support slip ring end bearing with a large
washer incorporating a cut-out to accommodate the rotor shaft, and press bearing
from shaft. Fig. 4 7.

Fig. 47. Removing the slip ring end bearing from the rotor
A - Bearing
B - Press

15.

To facilitate removing drive end bearing
retaining circfip on alternator position housing
under a press and apply a light pressure to
the rear face of the bearing. This will release
any pressure from bearing thrust washer
against the circlip and at same time hold
housing firm ly, Fig. 48.

16.

Remove thrust washer. drive end bearing and
shim pack.

17.

Clean and examine all components.

C - Rotor shaft
0 - Washer

Fig. 48. Removing the drive end bearing retaining circlip
A - Circlip

18.

B - Drive end housing

Carry out electrical checks of rotor condition.
(a)

Rotor winding continuity, Fig. 49.
Connect an ohmmeter between the two
slip ring contacts. For correct resistance
figures refer to technical specification.

Fig. 49. Rotor winding co ntinuity check

( -..
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SECTION 31 - 23

CHARGING SYSTEM
31 414 8
(b)

LUCAS
(cont'd)

Rotor winding insulation, Fig. 50.
Connect a 11 0 volt AC supply via a 1 5
watt test lamp between one slip ring
contact and one of the rotor poles. If
test lamp illum inates, insulation is
defective.

0/31/6

Fig. 50. Rotor winding insulation check

19.

Carry out electrical checks of stator condition.
(a)

Stator winding continuity, Fig. 51.
Connect any two of the three stator
winding connections in series with a 12
volt battery and test lamp of not less
than 36 watts. Repeat test using third
stator winding connection and either of
the two stator winding connections
used in first test to complete circuit. In
both cases test lamp should light.

0/31/ 7

Fig. 51. Stator winding continuity check

(b)

Stator winding insulation, Fig. 52.
Connect a 110 volt AC supply via a 1 5
watt test lamp between one stator cable
and lamination pack. If test lamp lights,
insulation is defective.

0/ 31/6

Fig. 52. Stator winding insulation check
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SECTION 31-24

CHARGING SYSTEM
LUCAS

T o Assemble

20.

Install drive end bearing shim pack, bearing
and thrust washer.
Assemble components as shown in Fig. 53 .
NOTE: If original bearing is being re-used
pack bearing with high melting point grease.

L/31 /20
Fig. 53. Drive end bearing and associated components
AB CD-

21.

Drive end housing
Felt ring
Thrust washer
'0'-ring

E - Drive end bearing
F - Thrust washer
G - Circlip

Position housing under a press and apply
light pressure to rear face of the bearing, Fig.
54. This will facilitate installing circlip by fully
exposing circlip groove while holding housing
firmly.

Fig. 54. Installing the drive end bearing retaining circlip
A - Circlip

22.

B - Drive end housing

Ensure wires from rotor are correctly
positioned in their grooves in rotor shaft and
carefully press slip ring end bearing into
position on rotor shaft.
NOTE: If original bearing is being re-used
then bearing should be repacked with high
melting point grease.

23.

Refit rotor assembly to slip ring end housing.

24.

Position stator in slip ring end housing and
assemble slip ring end and drive end
housings. Pull together w ith through bolts.

25.

Refit slip ring to rotor shaft and resolder slip
ring connections. Fig. 55, using only a 60/40
electricians solder.

L/31/22
Fig. 55. Resoldering slip ring connections
A - Sold ering iron
B - Slip ring connections
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C - Slip ring •

SECTION 31 - 25

CHARGING SYSTEM
LUCAS

31 414 8

(cont'd )

26.

Install rectifier (diode} pack and resolder
stator to rectifier (diode} pack wiring
connections using only a 60/40 electricians
solder.

27 .

Install brush box, Fig. 56.

28.

Install surge protection diode.

29.

Install radio suppressor.

Fig. 56. Installing the brush box
A - Brush box
B - Brush box to rectifier connection
C - Brush box retaining screw

30.

Refit regulator assembly, Fig 57.

L/31 54

Fig. 57. Installing the regulator assembly
A - Brush box
B - Field link
C - Spacer
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D - Regulator
E - Retaining screw

SECTION 31 - 26

CHARGING SYSTEM
LUCAS

31.

Refit rear cover.

32.

Refit spacer. key, fan, pu lley, washer and
retaining nut, Fig. 58.

Fig. 58. Fan. pulley and associated components
A - Key
B - Fan
C - Pulley

31 474

D - Washer
E - locknut

ALTERNATOR- BRUSHES REPLACE - ALTERNATOR
TYPE ' B' (LUCAS)

Special Equipment Required: None
To Remove

1.

Open hood, fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove alternator multi-plug.

4.

Remove alternator rear cover.

5.

Remove brush retaining screws and withdraw
brush assemblies from brush box, Fig. 59.
Fig. 5Sl. Brush box retaining screws

To Install

6.

Fit brush assemblies, ·a· in Fig. 60, into brush
box 'A' and secure in position with retaining
screws.

7.

Refit alternator rear cover.

8.

Refit alternator multi-plug.

9.

Reconnect battery.

10 .

Remove fender covers, close hood.

T

l/31/18
Fig. 60. A - Brush box
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8 - Brushes

SECTION 31 - 27

CHARGING SYSTEM
LUCAS

31 484

PULLEY - ALTERNATOR REMOVE AND INSTALLALTERNATOR TYPE ' 8 '
(LUCAS)

Special Equipment Require d : None
To Remove

1.

Open hood. fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Slacken alternator
re move fan belt.

4.

Remove pulley retaining nut and pulley.

mounting

bolts

and

To Install

5.

Fit pulley and secure.

6.

Refit fan and adjust.
Adjust fan belt tension to give 13 mm (0.5 in)
of free movement mid-way along longest belt
span.

7.

Reconnect battery.

8.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

31 514

REGULATOR - REMOVE AND
INSTALL - ALTERNATOR TYPE
' 8 ' (LUCAS)

Special Equipment Required: None
To Remove

1.

Open hood, fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Remove alternator multi-plug.

4.

Remove alternator rear cover.

5.

Remove regulator wiring connections and
retaining screw and withdraw regulator.

To Install

6.

Position regulator in rear of alternator and
secure. Reconnect wiring.
Ensure small plastic spacer. and the
connecting link are correctly fitted. Fig. 61.

7.

Refit alternator rear cover.

8.

Refit alternator multi-plug.

9.

Reconnect battery.

10.

Remove fender covers. close hood.

L/31 54

Fig. 61. Installing the regulator assembly
A - Brush box
D - Regulator
B - Field link
E - Retaining screw
C - Plastic spacer
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SECTION 31 - 28

CHARGING SYSTEM
TECHNICAL DATA

Battery
Type ................................. .

Lead acid

Voltage

12

Capacity, amp. hours. . .................. .

38

standard Kent

44

standard OHC

55

standard On all Heavy Duty, Petrol

68

standard 2 used on Heavy Duty

Specific gravity charged ................. .

1 ,270 to 1 ,290 at a temperature of 25 °C
NOTE: For each 6 °C below this figure deduct 0,004
from the observed reading.
For each 6 °C ·above this figure add 0,004 to the
observed reading.

When filling a dry battery with commercially available acid, a hydrometer should be used to ensure that the
correct concentration of acid and water is obtained. If a hydrometer is not available, only a Technician who
has had battery experience should fill the battery.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES ADD ACID TO A CHARGED BATTERY. WHEN ADDING ACID TO WATER IT
SHOULD ALWAYS BE DONE SLOWLY, WATER SHOULD NEVER BE ADDED TO NEAT ACID.

BATTERY CHARGING
The following procedure should be used when charging a completely discharged battery.
1.

Remove battery filler caps and check electrolyte level. Top up level with distilled water as necessary
and refit filler caps.

2.

Connect charger unit to battery as per the manufacturers instruction.

3.

Adjust amp setting on charger to 0,01 of the battery's capacity, e.g. for a 38 amp hour battery set
charger to 0,38 amp, and charge for 2 hours.

4.

Following 2 hours charging, check specific gravity and voltage of battery.
(a)

If the battery has accepted the charge and voltage is below 14 volts, complete charging
procedure with a setting of 0,05 of capacity, e.g. 1., 9 amps for a 38 amp hour battery.

(b)

If after 2 hours the battery has not accepted the charge and voltage is above 14 volts, continue
to charge battery at 0,01 of capacity for a further 2 hours or until voltage is below 14 volts. Then
charge battery at 0,05 of capacity for at least 20 hours to fully re-charge.
NOTE: If after 4 hours at the low charge setting, the battery voltage is still above 14 volts then
the battery is faulty.

5.

Disconnect charger.

Batteries in storage, even on vehicles, must be charged at least once a month to prevent deterioration,
although it should be noted that the above procedure is only suitable for charging completely discharged
batteries.
When charging a partially discharged battery, the charger unit manufacturer's instructions should be
followed.
It is not necessary to disconnect battery cables before charging the battery but the following precautions
must be observed.
1.

Ensure charging is undertaken in a well ventilated room or garage, with the hood open.

2.

The battery charger must be switched off before its leads are disconnected from the battery.

3.

Never SMOKE OR IGNITE A NAKED FLAME near a battery which is being charged, as the charging
process causes highly inflammable hydrogen gas to be given off.
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SECTION 31-29

CHARGING SYSTEM
TECHNICAL DATA (cont'd)

Alternator (Type A) (BOSCH)
Type . . ...... . . . ........ . . ............ .
Earth polarity . ... . . ...... .. . .......... . . .
Nominal rated output at 13,5 volts and 6000 rpm
Max. continuous alternator speed (rpm) .. . ... . .
Stator winding resistance , ohms per phase .... . .

Bosch K1-28A
Negative
28 amp
15000
0,2+0,01

Rotor winding resistance, ohms at 20 °C

4,0+0.4

Bosch K1-35A
Negative
35amp
15000
0 ,13+0,007

~0

-0
Min . length of slip ring end brushes protruding
from brush box in free position . . .. .. . . ... .
Regulating voltage (Model AD1) at 4000 rpm and
3 to 7 amp load .. . . ..... .. . .... . .... . . .

-0
4,0+0.4

-0

5 mm (0,197 in)

5 mm (0 ,197 in)

13,7 to 14,5 volt

13,7 to 14,5 volt

Lucas 15 ACR
Negative
28 amp
15000
0,198±0.01
3.27±5%

Lucas 17 ACR
Negative
35amp
15000
0, 133±0,007
3.201 ±5%

5 mm (0,197 in)

5 mm (0,197 in)

14,2 to 14,6 volt

14,2 to 14,6 volt

Alternator (Type B) (LUCAS)
Type . .. . .. . . . .. . .... ..... .. ... . ... . . . .
Earth polarity . ..... . .. . ..... .. . ...... .. . .
Nom inal rated output at 13,5 Volts and 6000 rpm
Max. continuous alternator speed (rpm) ..... . . .
Stator winding resistance, ohms per phase .. . . . .
Rotor winding resistance, ohms at 20 oc
Min. length of slip ring end brushes protruding
from brush box in free position .. .. . .. .. . . .
Regulating voltage (Model 14 TR) at 4000 rpm
and 3 to 7 amp load ... . . . . .. ....... ... .
Fan belt
Tension
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HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 32-1

EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTI ON IND ICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Exterior Lights and Direction Indicat ors

The Ford Transit is equipped with either round or square headlamps. Four types of headlamps are available,
depending on model variant. These are a round 40/45 watt sealed beam unit, round semi-sealed unit with a
40/45 watt tungsten bulb, and a square semi-sealed unit with a 55/60 watt halogen bulb. The bulbs are
retained and protected in each headlamp by a bulb retainer and multi-plug. Sidelamp bulbs are fitted to each
headlamp unit.
The headlamp alignment is obta ined by tilting the complete headlamp unit. by means of two screws. These
screws are accessible from outside the vehicle, after removal of the headlamp surround on square headlamp
variants.
The front direction indicator lamps are separate from the headlamps, and are retained by means of screws in
the front fenders. The bulbs are mounted in a bulb holder and are accessible after removal of the direction
indicator lamp unit.
The rear exterior light clusters consist of tail and stop lights and direction indicators. These bulbs are
mounted in the lamp unit, and are accessible from outside the vehicle after removal of the lamp lens. Below
the rear lamp units are either red reflectors or combined back-up lamps and red reflectors.
Two single bulb lamp units are located in the rear panel and illuminate the number plate.

TR/32/101

11

Fig. 1. Front and rear components highlighted
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EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Horn, Windscreen wiper/washers and Headlamp washers
Audible warning is provided by single or dual horns mounted forward of the radiator. Access to these is from
within the engine compartment.
The front windscreen wiper motor is located in the passenger compartment and is coupled directly to the
wiper linkage. The motor is a two speed self parking unit and is operated by a lever type switch mounted on
the steering column.
An electrically operated pump supplies water to the windscreen washer system. The reservoir for the
windscreen is mounted in the engine compartment.
Certain variants are equipped with headlamp washers. The system utilises a high pressure, single speed
pump which draws water from the windscreen washer reservoir and pumps the water through large bore
piping to two adjustable jets. One jet is mounted in each bumper overrider and is set to provide complete
coverage of each headlamp lens with a high pressure jet of water. The jets are an integral part of the
overriders.

TR /32/ 102

11

Fig. 2. Headlamp washer system
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EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
GENERAL NOTE

The glass envelope of the headlamp bulb must not be touched with the fingers. If it is accidentally
touched, the glass should be washed with methylated spirits and dried with a soft, dust-free cloth.
The headlamp reflector must not be marked or touched.
The majority of the operations contained in this section entail disconnection of the battery for safety. If the
battery has been disconnected, and the vehicle is equipped with a clock, the clock should be reset to the
correct time on completion of the operation.

SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS
At specified service intervals the following items should be checked:

Headlamp Alignment
1.

Check and if necessary adjust the headlamp alignment at the specified service intervals or whenever
the headlamp has been disturbed.

2.

If proprietary beam setting equipment is not available, the procedure and alignment charts in this
section should be used.

Headlamp and Screen Washers
1.

Check correct operation. Ensure all nozzles are not blocked by foreign matter.

2.

Check alignment of nozzles and adjust if necessary.

~fights, Horn and Wipers

1.

Ensure that all exterior lights, horn and wipers are operating correctly, also that the wiper blades are in
good order and 'park' correctly.

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION

Tool

~

Tool Name

Headlamp washer
jet aligner

32-002

D/32/95
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EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS CONTENT- PART 'A'

EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS

Described
in this
Publication

Contained
in
Operation

Unique
to
78 Transit

32 113

Headlamps - align

X

X

32 115

Headlamp assembly- remove and install

X

X

32 127 4

Housing - headlamp- remove and install

X

X

32 143

Lens and reflector assembly - headlamp - replace

-

32 147

Bulb- headlamp- replace

X

X

32 207

Bulb- sidelamp- replace

X

X

32 225

Indicator assembly -front - remove
and install

X

X

32 237

Bulb -front indicator - replace

X

X

32 335

Lamp - back-up - remove and install

X

X

32 347

Bulb -back-up lamp -replace

X

X

32 524

Motor - windscreen wiper - remove
and install

X

X

32 554

Linkage -windscreen wiper- remove
and install

32 115

32 524

-

X

X

32 563

Pivot shaft - replace

X

X

32 678

Nozzles - headlamp washer- remove and
install

X

X

Motor - engine stop control -remove
and install

X

X

32 882
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EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS CONTENT- PART 'B'

Also applicable to certain
variants in the following
model range

EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
c
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a.

-

-~

c

"0

"0

.D

c

Cll

0

Lamp assembly - rear - remove and
install

....
Cll
a.

c

V)

V)

ttl

0

u

r-r--

0

..c

Cll

32 305

c
·~

c
0

r--

~

r--

u

....
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ttl
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r--

1.{)

c

X

....
0
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~

ttl

0

·~

ttl

·u:;
c

ttl
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"0
....

- -- Cll

ttl

V)

u:::

....

0

--·;::

V)

:l

c

w

a.
ttl
u

f-

(.)
V)

:l
ttl

Lens - rear lamp - replace

32 305

X

32 317

Bulb - rear- lamp - replace

32 305

X

32 351

Fog lamp - rear -remove and install

X

X

X

X

X

32 353

Bulb -fog lamp - rear- replace

X

X

X

X

X

32 365

Lamp assembly- licence plate -remove
and install

X

X

32 377

Bulb - licence plate lamp - replace

X

X

32 394

Reflector assembly - replace

X

X

32 584

Blades -windscreen wiper- replace

32 586

Rubber- windscreen wiper bladesreplace (both)

32 622
32 624
32 624

ttl

~

c

0

co
r--

ttl

"0
ttl

c

~

(.9

X

32 313

-

V)

1:

32 586

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Reservoir - windscreen washer - replace

X

X

Pump -windscreen washer- remove
and install

X

X

Pump - headlamp washer - remove
and install

-

32 622

32 634

Nozzles - windscreen washer - replace

X

32 638

Hoses -windscreen washer - replace

X

X

32 815

Horn - remove and install

X

X
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 32-6

EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS- PART 'A'

32 113

vertical centre line and marks on windows are
in line when viewed through rear window.

HEADLAMPS -ALIGN

Where possible, headlamps should be aligned using
proprietary
beam
setting
equipment
using
specifications shown in the diagrams, and in
accordance
with
equipment
manufacturer's
instructions.
Where beam setting equipment is not available, a
suitable aiming board may be used as detailed in
the following operation.
1.

Raise or lower board so that horizontal line is
at height 'H'-X from the ground, Fig. 3.

7.

Switch on dipped beam headlamps.

8.

Cover left-hand headlamp.

9.

Adjust horizontal alignment of right-hand
headlamp so that intersection of horizontal
and angled light pattern, C, Fig. 3 coincides
with vertical line on aiming board.

Position vehicle on level ground 10 metres
(33 feet) in front of a suitable aiming board (a
white board marked with vertical and
horizontal lines, as shown below, Fig. 3 and
placed in a suitably darkened area is
recommended).

NOTE: On vehicles with square headlamps, it
will be necessary to remove the lamp
surround screws and lamp surround to gain
access to adjustment screws.
10.

Adjust vertical alignment so that light/dark
boundary of beam pattern B, Fig. 3 coincides
with dotted line on aiming board.

Bounce vehicle to settle suspension.

11 .

Mark centre point of front and rear windows
with wax crayon. On vehicles with hinged
rear door, open one door and use the edge of
the remaining closed door as a centre line.

Cover right-hand headlamp and repeat
operations 9 and 10 for left-hand head lamp.

12.

Switch off headlamps.

13.

Replace lamp surround and secure with
screws if removed in sub-operation 9. Clean
crayon marks from windows.

2.

Ensure vehicle is unladen and tyre pressures
are correct. Adjust if necessary.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Position board in front of vehicle such that

\\

A
A
2

c

~

0

_\_
---

15°

I

''

A
2

c~

----

I

~
15°

!
H-X

I

I
B/32/27

0

1

Fig. 3 . Headlamp Alignment Chart (left-hand drive shown)
For right-hand drive vehiples, the 1 5° beam inclination line should be transposed from right to left
A- Distance between headlamp centres
B - Light/dark boundary
C- Beam centre dipped

January 1978

D - Dipped beam pattern
H - Height from ground to centre of headlamps
X- 10,0 em (4,0 in)

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 32-7

EXTERIOR LIGHTS, D I RECTION I NDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
PART 'A'

32 115

HEADLAMP ASSEMBLYREMOVE AND INSTA LL (ONE)

Special Service Tools Re quired : N one
To Remove

1.

Open hood, fit fender covers. and disconnect
battery.

2.

Remove two screws securing headlamp
surround to vehicle, Fig. 4 and remove
su rround.

3.

Remove screw(s) securing headlamp to
vehicle, Fig. 5 and withdraw lamp from
vehicle. On variants with sea led beam headlamps remove headlamp bezel.

4.

On sealed beam headlamp units disconnect
multi-plug from rear of headlamp unit.

5.

On headlamps wit h separate bulbs, turn bulb
holder anti-clockwise and remove bulb and
holder or release spring clip and remove bulb.

Fig. 4. Headlamp surround securing screws

NOTE: Do not touch bulb glass, refer to note
on page 32-4.
6.

Wit hdraw sidelamp bulb and holder assembly
from rear of headlamp unit.

To Install

7.

Refit sidelamp bulb and holder assembly into
rear of headlamp unit.

8.

On headlamps with separate bulbs refit bulb
and holder assembly by inserting assem bly
and turning clockwise to secure or refit bulb
and secure w ith spring clip.

9.

Fig. 5. Headlamp mounting screws

Reconnect multi-plug, Fig. 6.

10.

Locate head lamp in aperture and secure with
screws. On sealed beam headlamps refi t
bezel on to headlamp and secure w ith
screws. Reconnect battery.

11.

Align headlamps, refer to Operation No.
32 113.

12.

Refit headlamp surround and secure with two
screws.

13.

Remove fender covers, and close hood.

Fig. 6. A - Headlamp
B - M ulti-plug

J anu ary 1978

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS : SECTION 32- 8

EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
PART'A'

32 127 4

HOUSING - HEADLAMPREMOVE AND INSTALL
(HEADLAMP REM'OVED)

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Remove four screws Fig. 7 securing
headlamp housing to front body panel.

2.

Remove housing from vehicle.

To Install

3.

Refit housing to vehicle.

4.

Secure housing with four screws.

32 147

Fig. 7. Housing securing screws

BULB- HEADLAMP- REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required: None

NOTE: Do not touch bulb glass. refer to note
on Page 32-4.
To Remove

1.

Remove headlamp unit as described in
Operation No. 32 115, sub-operations 1 to

3.
2.

On semi-sealed headlamps release spring clip
and remove bulb from rear of headlamp unit.
Fig. 8.
On Halogen headlamps hold bulb base without touching glass, and disconnect mu lti-plug
and retainer. Remove bulb from lamp, Fig. 9.

TRj32/108

11

Fig. 8. A - Lamp unit
B - Spring clip
C - Bulb

To Replace

3.

On semi-sealed headlamps fit bulb to headlamp and fit spring clip to bulb to secure bulb.
On Halogen headlamps fit bulb to headlamp
and fit retainer and multi-plug to bulb
terminals to secure bulb.

4.

Refit headlamp unit as described in operation
No. 32 115, sub-operations 9 to 11 .

5.

Refit headlamp surround and secure with two
screws.

6.

Remove fender covers, and close hood.

Fig. 9. A- Retainer
B - Bulb
C - Headlamp unit
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FORD TRANSIT ' 78 ONWARDS : SECTION 32-9

EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
PART ' A '

32 207

BULB - SIDE LAMP - REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Re move

1.

Remove headlamp unit as described in
operation No. 32 1 15, sub-operations 1- 3.

2.

Withdraw bulb and holder from
headlamp unit, Fig. 10.

3.

Pull bulb from holder.

rear of

To Replace

4.

Push bu lb into holder.

5.

Refi t holder and bu lb to rear of headlamp
unit.

6.

Replace head lamp unit as described in
Operation No. 32 1 1 5, sub-operations 10,
12 and 13.

32 225

Fig. I 0 . A - Bulb holder
B Bulb
C - Hcadlamp

INDICATOR ASSEMBLY FRONT - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Remove four screws securing assembly to
vehicle, Fig. 1 1.

2.

Withdraw assembly from aperture.

3.

Turn bulb holder anti-clockwise and remove
from indicator assembly.

To Install

4.

Refit bulb holder and turn clockwise to
secu re.

5.

Install lamp assembly into aperture.

6.

Secure w ith four screws.

32 237

Fig. 11. Indica tor assembly mounting screws

BULB - FRONT INDICATOR REPLACE

Special Se rvice Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Remove indicator assembly as described in
Operation 32 225.

2.

Turn bulb anti-clockwise and remove from
holder. Fig. 12.

To Replace

3.

Fit bulb to holder and turn clockwise to
secure.

4.

Refit indicator assembly as described in
Operation 32 225.

January 1978

Fig. 12 . A
B

Bulb holder
Indicator bulb

FORD TRANSIT ' 78 ONWARDS : SECTION 32- 10

EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
PART ' A '

32 335

,,
"",.

LAMP - BACK- UP - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

..

1\

":!

Special Service Tools Required: None

"
~

"

To Remove

1.

Open hood fit fender covers, and disconnect
battery.

2.

Remove two screws securing lamp lens to
lamp.

3.

Remove lens and unclip bulb from lamp unit.
Fig. 13.

4.

Remove screws securing lamp to vehicle and
remove lamp, Fig. 15.

5.

Disconnect lamp
wiring loom .

connection

cable

from

Fig. 13. A - Screws
B - Lens

C - Lamp
0 - Gasket

T o Install

6.

Reconnect cable to wiring loom.

7.

Refit lamp to vehicle, secure with screws,
ensure earth lead is fitted under mounting
screw , Fig. 14.

8.

Refit bulb, bu lb is festoon type.

9.

Refit lens and secure with screws.

1 0.

Reconnect battery.

11 .

Remove fender covers and close hood. Test
operation of lamp.

Fig. 14. A - Feed wire
B - Screws
C - Earth wire

32 347

BULB BACK- UP LAMP REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Remove two screws securing lamp lens to
lamp, Fig. 13.

2.

Remove lens.

3.

Remove bulb, Fig. 15 from lamp unit.

To Replace

4.

Fit new festoon type bulb.

5.

Refit lens and secure with two screws.

6.

Test operation of bulb.

J anuary 1978

TR / 32 / 115
Fig. I 5. A
B
C

Lamp
Screw
Bulb

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 32- 11

EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DI'RECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
PART 'A'

32 524

MOTOR AND LINKAGEWINDSCREEN WIPERREMOVE AND IN STALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Open hood, fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Remove cover from wiper arm retaining nut,
and remove nut.

3.

Remove arms and blades.

4.

Remove nuts, spacers and seals from wiper
pivot shafts.

5.

Remove radio control knobs if applicable. Fig.
16.

6.

Turn screws on facia panel through 90° and
remove panel.

7.

Remove glove box lid, if applicable.

8.

Remove facia panel trim strip.

9.

Disconnect all wiring from rear of radio.
Remove four radio bracket mounting screws,
and withdraw radio and bracket assembly
complete from fascia. Remove passenger side
fresh air hose. from face level vent. Remove
screws securing speaker to facia.

10.

Remove two screws securing passenger side
fascia vent duct. and lower duct clear of
wiper linkage.

11.

Disconnect multi-plug at wiper motor.

12.

Remove motor securing screw. Fig. 17 and
lower linkage and motor until pivot shafts are
clear of the cowl panel.

13.

Lever linkage from motor operating arm.

14.

Remove two bolts securing motor, and
bracket assembly to linkage. Fig. 18. Remove
motor and bracket assembly. Remove wiper
linkage from vehicle.

1 5.

Remove nut from motor drive spindle and
remove motor operating arm.

16.

Remove three bolts securing motor to bracket
and separate motor from bracket.

TR J321116

11

Fig. 1 6. Removing facia panel and radio control knobs

Fig. 17. Motor securing screw

Fig. 18. Motor to linkage bolts
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 32- 12

EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION IND ICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS

r
PART'A'

To Install
17.

Refit motor to bracket and secure with three
bolts.

18.

Refit motor operating arm to drive spindle
and secure with nut. Ensure groove in spindle
engages w ith spline in arm.

19.

Refit linkage to vehicle and refit motor and
bracket to linkage.

20.

Reconnect motor operating arm to linkage.

21.

Insert wiper motor and linkage assembly into
position ensuring wiper spindles are correctly
located in their holes. Do not secure motor at
this stage.

Fig. 19. Removing linkage through facia

Fit rubber sea ls, spacers and spindle nuts to
wiper spindles. Secure motor with screw.
22.

Reconnect w iring to motor.

23.

Refit facia vent duct and secure with two
screws. Refit fresh air hose.

24.

Refit radio and bracket assembly, and secure
with 2 screws. Reconnect wiring to rear of
radio. Refit speaker and secure with screws.

25.

Refit facia panel trim strip.

26.

Refit glove box lid, if applicable.

2 7.

Refit facia panel and t urn screws through 90°
to secure.

28.

Refit radio control knobs.

29.

Refit arm s and blades. Refit washer and nut
and nut cover.

30.

Reconnect battery, remove fender covers and
close hood.

Fig. 20. Facia vent duct securing screw

----.
TR/32 /121
Fig. 21. Radio speaker securing screws
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FORD TRANSIT ' 78 ONWARDS : SECTION 32-13

EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
PART 'A'

32 563

PIVOT SHAFT- REPLACE(ONE)

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove wiper motor
vehicle as described

and linkage from
in operation No.

32 524.
2.

Remove circlip and washer and detach drive
link from pivot shaft arm.

3.

Remove snap ring and wiper arm cone and
withdraw pivot shaft from linkage assembly.
TR/ 32 /122

To Install

4.

Assemble pivot shaft to linkage assembly.

5.

Refit wiper arm cone and fit new snap ring
ensuring it seats in groove in shaft.

6.

Reconnect pivot shaft arm to drive link
ensuring correct position of bush and
washers. Secure with circlip .

7.

Refit motor and linkage into vehicle
described in operation No. 32 524.

32 678

1l

Fig. 22 . Pivot shaft

as

NOZZLES- HEADLAMP
WASHER-REMOVEAND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required:
Headlamp washer jet aligner 32-002

To Remove

1.
2.

Loosen clamp bolt on overrider and remove
overrider from bumper, Fig . 23.

TR /321123

ll

Fig . 23. Removing overrider. Clamp bolt arrowed

Loosen hose clamp securing hose to nozzle
overrider and remove hose from overrider,
Fig. 24.

To Install

3.

Reconnect hose to nozzle and tighten clamp.

4.

Refit overrider to bumper and tighten clamp
bolt to secure .

5.

Adjust nozzles as follows:
(a)

Determine centre of lens by measuring
and halving the distance from vertical
and horizontal edges of lens. Mark spot
with a soft crayon or chinagraph pencil.

(b)

Insert service tool 32-002 into slots in
nozzle circumference . Adjust nozzle by
moving tool so that tip of tool touches
crayon mark on lens. Clean marks from
headlamp lens.

(c)

Repeat above procedure for remaining
nozzle.

January 1 97 8

TRi32 124

Tl

Fi g. 24. Hose to nozzle joint

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 32-14

EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
PART 'A '

32 882

MOTOR - ENGINE STOP
CONTROL - REMOVEAND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None

To Re m ove

1.

Open hood, fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Remove motor cover securing screw and
remove cover. Fig. 25.

3.

Disconnect wiring from motor.

4.

Remove nut and washer securing motor
operating arm to motor and remove arm from
motor. Fig. 26.

5.

Remove three bolts securing motor to bracket
and remove motor.

T R /32 /125

1l

Fig. 2 5. A - M otor cover
B - Screw

To Install

6.

Refit motor to bracket and secure with five
bo lts.

7.

Refit operating arm to motor and secure with
washer and nut.

8.

Reconnect wiring to motor.

9.

Refit motor cover and secure with screw. Fig.
25 .

10.

Reconnect battery. Test operation of motor.

1 1.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

J a nua ry 1 97 8

Fig. 26. A - Mo10r operating arm
B - M otor securing boh s

FORD TRANSIT ' 78 ONWARDS: S ECTION 32 - 15

EXT ERIO R LIGHTS, DI RECTI O N IN D I CATOR S,
H O RN AND WINDSCREEN W I P ERS
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS - PART ' 8 '

32 305

LAMP ASSEMBLY - REAR REMOVE AND INSTA LL

Special Se rvice Tools R equired : N on e
To R em o ve

1.

Open hood, fit fender covers, disconnect
battery.

2.

Open rear doors or tailgate remove trim
panels, if fitted, and disconnect connections
at rear of lamp.

3.

Remove four screws securing lens to lamp
and remove lens from lamp. Remove lens
gasket from lamp, Fig. 2 7.

4.

Turn bulbs anti-clockwise and remove from
lamp, Fig. 28.

5.

Remove four screws securing lamp to vehicle
and remove lamp from vehicle.

Fig. 27. Lamp lens securing screws

To Install

6.

Refit lamp to vehicle and secure with four
screws.

7.

Refit bulbs and turn clockwise to secure.

8.

Refit gasket and lens, secure
screws.

9.

Reconnect electrical connections at rear of
lamp. Refit trim panels if removed in suboperation 2.

10 .

Reconnect battery, remove fender covers.
and close hood.

Fig. 28. A - Lamp securing screws
8 - Indica tor lamp
C - Stop/tail lamp

lens with

Fig. 29. Rear lamp wiring
A - Indicator
B - Stop/tail lamp
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FORD TRA NSIT ' 78 O N WARDS : S ECTION 32- 1 6

EXTERIOR LIGHtS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
PART'B'

32 351

FOG LAMP - REAR- REMOVE
A ND INSTALL

S pecial Service Tools Required: None
To Re move
1.

Open hood fit fender covers, and disconnect
battery.

2.

Disconnect wiring from rear of lamp.

3.

Remove mounting nut, Fig. 30 and serrated
washer and remove lamp from vehicle.

To Inst all

TRI 32l 130

4.

Refit lamp to vehicle and secure w ith serrated
washer and mounting nut.

5.

Reconnect wiring to rear of lamp.

6.

Reconnect battery.

7.

Remove fender covers and close hood. Test
operation of lamp.

32 353

11

Fig. 30. lamp securing nut

BULB - FOG LAMP - REAR REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove two screw s securing fog lamp lens
to lamp, Fig. 3 1.

2.

Turn bulb to remove from lamp.

To Replace
3.

Fit new bulb. Bulb is bayonet type.

4.

Refit lamp lens and secure w ith two screws.

5.

Test operation of bulb.

January 1978

Fig. 31 . A - Bulb
B - lamp
C - lens

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 32- 17

EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
PART ' B'

32 365

LAMP ASSEMBLY- LICENCE
PLATE - REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Remove lamp assembly from body. Lamp is
secured to body by two spring clips. Using a
screwdriver _g ently lever lamp from body.

2.

Disconnect bulb from back of lamp. Fig. 32 .

~

I

To Install

3.

Connect bulb to back of lamp. Press lamp
assembly into position in body.

TR / 32/133

4.

Reconnect battery and check operation of
lamp.

Fig. 32. Levering lamp from body

32 377

ll

BULB - LICENCE PLATE LAMP REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Remove lamp assembly from body. Lamp is
secured to body by two spring clips. Using
screwdriver gently lever lamp from body.

2.

Remove bulb holder Fig. 33.

3.

Remove bulb (bayonet type).

To Replace

4.

Fit new bu lb.

5.

Refi t bulb holder.

6.

Fit lamp assembly
operation of light.

32 394

to

body

and

check

Fig. 33. A - Bulb holder
B - Bulb
C - Lamp

REFLECTOR ASSEMBLY REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Using screwdriver. and packing to protect
paintwork. gently prise off reflector. Fig. 34.

To Install

2.

Locate reflector correct way up and insert
with pegs in holes and push into position.

Fig. 34. Rear reflector
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EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
PART 'B '

32 586

RUBBER- WINDSCREEN
WIPER BLADES- REPLACE
(BOTH)

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Lift wiper arm away from windscreen through

goo. Turn wiper blade to a position goo from
wiper arm.
2.

Depress spring clip and slide blade down
wiper arm to clear arm hook, Fig. 35. Slide
blade up arm and clear of arm hook.

3.

Remove two metal inserts from within wiper
rubber and unhook wiper rubber from blade.

11

Fig. 35. Removing wiper blade

To Replace
4.

Hook new rubber onto wiper blade and slide
metal inserts along channels in wiper rubber.
Ensure 'cut-outs' in inserts face inwards Fig.
36 .

5.

Slide w iper blade onto arm and clip into
position.

6.

Check operation .

7.

Repeat sub-operations 1 to 6 for second
blade.

32 622

CT/32/23/N

RESERVOIR- WINDSCREEN
WASHER-REMOVEAND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
NOTE: Where fitted this reservoir
supplies the headlamp washer.

also
CT/32 /24

11

To Remove

1.

Open hood, fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Drain or syphon fluid from reservoir.

3.

Disconnect supply pipe from pump where
f itted to reservoir, Fig. 37 .

4.

Disco11nect wiring loom from pump.

5.

Unhook clamping
reservoir.

6.

Remove pump where fitted to reservoir.

straps

and

Fig. 36. Cut-outs to face inwards

remove

To Install
7.

Install pump, where applicable.

8.

Refit reservoir and secure with clamping
straps.

g,

Reconnect w1rmg loom and hose to pump,
where applicable.

10.

Refill reservoir.

11 .

Reconnect battery.

12.

Remove fender covers and close hood. Test
operation of washers.

January 1g78

Fig. 37 . A - Windscreen washer
system
8 - Headlamp washer
system
C -Windscreen washer
pump

D - Headlamp washer
pump
E - Reservoir
F- Clamping strap

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 32-19

EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
PART ' B'

32 624

PUMP - WINDSCREEN
WASHER - REMOVEAND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Open hood, fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Disconnect hoses and wiring from pump,
Figs. 38 or 39.

3.

Remove retaining screws and detach pump.

To Install

4.

Position pump in engine compartment and
secure with screws.

5.

Reconnect hoses and wiring.

6.

Reconnect battery.

7.

Check operation of pump.

8.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

32· 634

Fig. 38. A - Hose to screen
B - Hose to reservoir
C - Mounting screw s

NOZZLES - WINDSCREEN
WASHER - REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required : None

TR/32/140

To Remove

1.

Open hood, fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Disconnect plastic hose from nozzles, depress
clips and press out nozzles from hood, Fig.

Fig. 39. A - Mounting screws
B - Hose to reservoir
C - Hose to screen

40.

To Install

3.

Press nozzles into apertures in hood and
reconnect plastic hoses.

4.

Check
operation
and
windscreen washers.

5.

Reconnect battery, remove fender covers and
close hood.

adjustment

of

zz

TRI32j141

Z~ -o

z~

11

Fig. 40. A - Nozzle
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS : SECTION 3 2-20

EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
PART'B'

32 638

HOSES- WINDSCREEN
WASHER- REPLACE (ALL)

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Open hood fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Disconnect and remove all windscreen
washer hoses noting locations routing and
fixings, Fig. 41.

To Install
3.

Cut new hoses using existing hoses to gauge
correct lengths.

4.

Connect all new hoses.

5.

Reconnect battery.

6.

Check operation of washer system .

7.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

32 815

Fig. 41 . A - Nozzles
B -To pump and reservoir

HORN- REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Open hood, fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Disconnect horn wiring, Fig. 42.

3.

Remove retaining
detach horn.

bolt

and

washer

and

To Install
4.

Fit horn and secure with retaining bolt and
washer.

5.

Reconnect horn wiring.

6.

Reconnect battery.

7.

Check operation of horn.

8.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

TR/32/143

11

Fig. 42 . A- Washer
B - Retaining bolt
C -Wiring
D- Horn
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EXTERIOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION INDICATORS,
HORN AND WINDSCREEN WIPERS
TECHNICAL DATA

Exterior Ughts
Headlamp type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

see page 32 - 2

Headlamp alignment

see page 32 - 7

..............................

Headlamp washer alignment

........................

see page 32 - 14

Bulb Chart
Lamp designation

Fitting

Quantity

Wattage

2

40/45

......... .

2

40/45

Bayonet

Headlamp- square- semi-sealed- halogen ........... .

2

55/60

Bayonet

................................. .

2

4

Bayonet

2

21

Bayonet

......................... .

2

21

Bayonet

..................................... .

2

5

Bayonet

Headlamp -circular- sealed beam
Headlamp- circular- semi-sealed- tungsten

Park/side lamps

Direction indicators (front)
Direction indicators (rear)
Tail lamps

Stop lamps ..................................... .

2

21/5

Bayonet

Licence plate lamps ............... . ............... .

2

4 or 5

Bayonet

Back-up lamp .................. . ................ .

2

21

Festoon

21

Bayonet

Rear Fog Lamp

Windshield Wipers
Motor - (front) - type

Two-speed electric, self parking

Washers
Windscreen

Electric pump either 2,0 or 8,0 litre reservoir

Headlamps

High pressure pump, sharing 8,0 litre reservoir with
windscreen washer system.
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INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS

INTERIOR LIGHTS,
INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL
CONTROLS AND SENDER
UNITS
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SECTION 33-1

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Facia Panel and Instrument Cluster
The Transit Facia panel contains the instrument cluster, driver operated controls and switches, and the
heating and ventilation controls.
Th e instrument cluster is based on the award winning 'R' module first fitted to the Taunus/Cortin c. range.
Three basic types of clusters are available.
Fig . 1 A. This cluster is available on custom cab variants and available as an option on Base variants. It
comprises of two large circular instruments, the large instruments being a speedometer, and a
combined fu el level and engine coolant temperature indicator. A clock is fitted and located above the
warning lights and between the two large instruments. The fascia is trimmed in a simulated wood
effect.
A furth er cluster is available on Base variants and has two larg e circular instruments. The se are a
spe edom et er and a combined fuel level and engine coolant temperature indicator.
Fig. 1 B. This facia is for vehicles fitted with a tachograph. Where the tachograph is fitted the fuel level and
co olant temperature indicators are individually housed within the facia panel adjacent to the
tachograph .
All instruments clusters have two rows of warning lights giving visual warning of direction indicators, low
brake fluid level, headlamp main beam, and ignition. On Diesel variants 'p re-heat' and low vacuum warning
lights are included in the warning light panels.

~ ri_--- -1..:·:-- - -- - - -

TR 133/202

Fi g . 1 A . Pe trol engined Custom varia nt s wit h opt ional radio fitt ed

11

TR /33 1205

Fi(J . 1 B. Diesel engin ed va riants with optiona l radio fitt ed
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SECTION 33-2

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

(cont'd)

Facia Mounted Controls
The heater controls are sited in the lower facia panel and are of the sliding type. The control positions are
illum inated when the parking/driving lights are switched on.
Rocker type switches are provi ded for rear fog lamp (where fitted). front fog or driving lamps, (where fitted)
hazard warning. and interior lamp.
Where a cigarette lighter is fitted, it will be located adjacent to the heater controls.
Steering Column Mounted Controls
Three mu lti-function switches are mounted on the steerin g column.
The left -hand switch controls the direction indicators, horn operation and headlamp dip/ main beam and
headlamp 'flash ' controls.
The right- hand switch closest to the driver controls the two-speed windscreen wipers. windscreen and
headlamp washers, (where fi tted) and 'O N" - "OFF" switch for the wiper delay circuit. The other right-hand
sw i tch controls the operation of the side lamps and headlamps.
Relays
M any of the wiring ci rcuits require the use of relays within their circuitary. These relays are sighted in two
basic locations.
Th e au toma tic transmission inhibitor relay. and glo-plug relay (where fitted). are attached to the battery tray.
within the engine compa rtment.
Other relays are located under the facia panel adjacent to the hood release. and clip onto the side cowl panel.
Up to five relays are located as shown in Fig. 2 below.
Tachographs
To comply w i th legisla tion. certain territories require tachographs to be fi tted to certain classes of vehicles
within the Transit range. The variants effected are the Bus. Crewbus and Kombi models with a seating
capacity (including the driver) greater than nine.
The tachograph is a 'black box' item with in-built sea ls to prevent unauthorised tampering. In the event of a
defect occuring i t should be returned to an authorised Ford dealer, or an approved repairing agent. Attempts
to effect a repair by unauthorised agents. and the resultant damage to sea ls could result in infringements of
legislation appertaining to tachographs and their operation .

Fi ~J.

2. Relay po silions and fun clions
A ln1ermi1an1 windscreen w iper relay
8 - Headlam p wash re lay
C Headlamp wash circu il co nlrol relay
0 - Healed rear screen relay
E - Direclion indica 1or/hazard flasher rela y
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SECTION 33-3

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

Two types of tachograph will be encountered , they are:
1.

24 hours. single driver. which contains one record chart.

2.

24 hours, dual driver, which contains two record charts, one for each driver.

Territories which have tachograph legislation, require that the tachograph system is sealed , which limits the
repair operations that an owner/ Operator or Dealer can do, to relatively minor items. All major repairs to a
tachograph should be carried out by an authorised agent.

DRIVER RECORD CHARTS
The following information , regarding
Own er I Operators.
1.

driver

record

charts.

should

be

considered

by

Dealers

and

When a tachograph is fitted as original equipment, it is fitted with the appropriate paper charts, ready
for operational use. Due to the current situation regarding tachograph legislation, i.e. certain territories
have legislation . others do not, it is possible that some Owner/Operators will leave the original chart in
place. Where a chart is left in place for too long, the stylii will eventually wear through the chart , and
damage to the stylii and tachograph will result . This can also happen when vehicles are stored with the
battery connected.
For this reason it is important that Owner/Operators are made aware of this situation, and make
regular chart changes.
In instances where the normal paper chart will not be used , the Owner/Operator should be made
C:Jware that a plastic or 'blind ' , chart is available. The 'blind ' charts have a much longer life than the
normal paper charts, and should only be used in territories where tachograph legislation is not fully
implemented.

2.

It is essential that record charts are always fitted into a tachograph during its operation. On certain
types of tachograph , a 'fault' light will registar on the face of the instrument if the card(s) are not
in se rted .
Other types of tachographs do not have a warning light but serious damage to th e stylii can result if a
chart is not in place. It is therefore, important that a physical check is made using the chart illumination
light and the chart viewing window, or by actually opening the front of the instrument itself.
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SECTION 33-4

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

(cont'd)

INSERTION OF RECORD C HARTS
24 H ours, Single Driver
1.

Check that the tim e show n on the tachograph
clock is correc t.

2.

Open the fron t o f the tachograph (this should
only be done wi th the vehicle sta tionary). If
the tachograph clock shows an incorrect
time. it should be adjusted by rota ting the
clock sening wheel. shown in Fig. 3.

Frq 3 Cloc k se11iny wh eel ta n o w c<ll

3

Lift the chart clamping lever. {where
applicable). and place the chart over the
cen tre boss.

4.

On tachographs that use chart clamps. press
th e clamping lever dow n to re tain the chart.

5.

Close the tachograp h.

24 Hours, Dual Driver
1.

Check that the ti me shown on the tachograph
clock is correct.

2.

Open the front of the tachograph (this should
only be done w ith the vehicle stationary). If
the tachograph clock show s an incorrec t
time. it should be ad jus tecl by ro ta ting the
knu rled wheel. 'E' in Fig. 5 in either direction.

·c·

3.

Li ft up the cha rt table.

4.

Insert the chart for the non- driving crew
member.

5.

Press down the chart table un til it snaps into
position.

6.

Place the driver's chart on the chart table.

''II· 4 h, sortro n o f reco rc1 chnrt tsin~JI C dnver)
A Bulb locations

ill Fig. 5.

NOTE: 1. Both charts must be insert ed with
the green side uppermost.
2. Two charts mus t always be in the
tachograph. even when there is only
one crew member.
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Frq 5 lnse n ron o f record ch,H t (tlu.rl cl nver 1
A
N on d river s ~:ha rt
D C h <lrt rt' tillnrny cl r p~
B
Driver's chMt
E Clnt:k se11iny wh eel
C Ch;:~rt whiP
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SECTION 33- 5

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

(cont'd)

TACHOGRAPH SYSTEM DIAGNOSIS
The tachograph is driven via a one , or two, piece heavy duty cable from th e gearbox. In the case of two piece
cables the drive is taken from the gearbox to the calibration unit by the lower cable and from the calibration
unit to the tachograph by the upper cable. Where a one piece cable is used the calibration unit is screwed
direct into the gearbox side and the cable runs from the calibration unit direct to the tachograph .
The ca libration unit is mounted in one of three positions; ( 1) On the right-hand side of th e bulkhead at a po int
where the bulkhead forms the floor pan. (2) On the right-hand chassis m ember in the engine compartment.
(3) On the gearbox . The calibration unit is a sealed unit and should only be repaired by an authorised agent.
The location of the calibration unit, and consequently the use of one or two piece cables , is dependent on the
type of gearbox fitted to the vehicle .
Should the tachograph fail to register when the vehicle is driven , a fault is indi ca ted in either ;
(a)
(b)

drive cable(s)
tachograph

(c)
(d)

calibration unit
drive cable gear (in gearbox)

A check should first be made to establish whether or not the drive cable(s) are damaged.
NOTE : 1. The following procedure is for a 'two-cable' system. The same principles can be applied when
diagnosing faults on a single cable variant.
2. Vehicles operating in territories where full tachograph legislation is in force will have seals app lied
at the cable ends. The following procedure necessitates disturbing these seals (if fitted). It is
therefore important that these seals are renewed before the vehicl e is returned to service.
1.

Di sco nnect the lower drive cable from the calibration unit .

2.

Attempt to turn the inner lower cable. If the inner cable turns, this indicates that either the cab le is
broken or the drive cable gear (in the gearbox) is damaged. In this instance. disconn ect the drive cab le
from the ge arbox and inspect both the drive gear and the cable. Ensure that either or both the square
ends of the inner cable have not become roundeu.
If the inn er cable does not turn . this indicates that the cable is probably satisfactory, but this cable
sho uld be inspected if the following procedures do not identify the malfunction.

3.

Check that the calibration unit functions smoothly, by inserting a screwdriver blad e, in the forked end
and rotating. If the operation of the calibration unit is stiff, or if tight spots are evident repeat thi s chec k
with the upper cable disconnected. If the calibration unit now operates smoothly a fault is indicated in
th e upper ca bl e and this should be replaced .

4.

In se rt a screwdriver blade into the end of the inner upper cable. Spin the cable anti-clockwise and with
the aid of an assistant , detect whether or not the tachograph registers. If there is no movement either
the upper drive cable is broken, or the tachograph unit is faulty.
Di sc onnect the drive cable from the rear of tachograph . and inspect both ends of the cable. If broken or
damaged, repl ace.
If the drive cab le is satisfactory , a fault is indicated within the tachograph. In this instance , remove the
tachograph from the vehicle and return it to an authorised agent . Refer to Operation No. 33 - 274 for
re moval and installation procedure.
Should either, or both , drive cables be broken , refer to Operation No. 33-376 to effect a replacement.
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SECTION 33-6

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS

At specified service intervals the following items should be checked to ensure correct function .
1.

Operation of all interior lights including facia
panel lights and automatic transmission lever
quadrant light where fitted.

2.

Operation of warning lights including brake
warning light where fitted.

3.

All switches and controls, (to include heated
rear window switch where fitted).

4.

Speedometer or tachograph operation, which
should be checked either by road or roller
test.

BULB REPLACEMENT
24 Hours, Single Driver
1.

With the vehicle stationary, open the front of
the tachograph .

2.

Remove the failed bulb
twisting anti-clockwise.

3.

Pull the failed bulb from the holder and
replace with a new one.

4.

Fit the new bulb and holder.

5.

Close the tachograph
operation of the bulb.

and

and

holder,

check

by

the

24 Hours, Dual Driver
1.

With the vehicle stationary, open the front of
the tachograph.

2.

Lift-up the bulb contact, remove the failed
bulb
by
rotating,
remove
the
bulb.
Alternatively the bulb can be removed by
pressing a small amount of plasticine onto
the bulb contact. and lifting the bulb from its
socket.

3.

Fit a new bulb and retain the bulb contact.

4.

Close the tachograph
operation of the bulb.

and

check

Fig. 6. A - Bulb holders and their locations

the

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION
EUROPEAN SOURCED

April 1978

Tool

Tool Name

23-009

Fuel tank sender unit
lock ring wrench
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SECTION 33-7

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS- CONTENT 'A'

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS
AND SENDER UNITS
33 128
33 139
33 152
33 154
33 214
33 228 4
33 244

33 274
33 275
I

33 276
33 284
33 286
33 304
33 307
33 384
33 512
33 514
33 522
33 542
33 557
33 575
33 576
33 601
33 602
33 713
33 715
33 722
33 724
33 726
33 727
33 757
33 762

April 1978

I

Bulb - Heater control illuminating lampReplace
Bulb - Brake fluid warning - Replace
Lamp - Engine compartment - Remove and
Install
Bulb- Engine Compartment lampReplace
Instrument cluster assembly- Remove
and Install
Bulb instrument cluster - Replace
(Instrument cluster removed)
Regulator- Instrument voltage Remove and Install (variants with a
tachograph)
Tachograph assembly- Remove and install
Bulb - Tachograph illumination - Replace (One)
Cable - Tachograph - Remove and Install
Gauge- Fuel- Remove and Install
(variants with a tachograph)
Sender unit - Fuel tank - Remove
and Install
Gauge -Temperature - Remove and
Install (variants with tachograph)
Sender Unit -Vacuum warning lightRemove and Install
Cigarette lighter assembly Remove and Install
Switch - Ignition - Remove and Install
Switch - Light - Remove and Install
Switch - Direction indicator- Remove
and Install
Switch -Windscreen wiper- Remove and
Install
Switch - Rear fog lamp - Remove and install
Switch - Temperature sensing - Excess
fuel - Remove and Install
Switch - Engin e stop control motor Remove and Install
Timer switch -- Glow-plug operating - Remove
and Install
Switch - Temp erature sensing - Glow-plug
co ntrol- Remove and Install
Relay - Headlamp washer system Remove and Install
Relay - Windscreen wipers - Remove
and Install
Relay - Indicator flasher- Remove
and Install
Relay - Inhibitor switch - Remove
and Install
Relay - Heated rear screen - Remove
and Install
Relay - Glow-plug - Remove and Install
Solenoid - Excess fuel operating Remove and Install
Relay - Engine stop control - Remove
and Install

I
I

Described
in this
Publication

Contained
in
Operation

Unique to
Transit

X
X

X
X

X

X

-

33 154

X

X

X

-

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

- -

I

-

X

I

33 244

X

23 554

X
X

X

II

X
X
X
X

I
I

X
X
X
X

i

I

X
33 522
33 522

-

I

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

33 722

X

33 722

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

33 722
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SECTION 33-8

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS- CONTENT '8'

Also applicable to certain
variants in the following
model ran ge
·
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INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS
AND SENDER UNITS
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Bulb- Interior Lamp- Replace (One)
Bulb- Quadrant lamp - Repla ce
33 134
33 139
Bulb - Brake fluid warning - Replace
33 144
Bulb ·· - Warning Light - Heated rear
w indow - Rep lace
33 146
Bulb - Hazard warning- Rep lace
33 22 4 4 Printed circuit - Instrument cluster Remove and Install (instrument cluste r
removed)
33 226 4 Glass - Instrument cluster- Replace
(instrument cluster removal)
33 244 4 Regulator- Instrument voltage - Remove
and In sta ll
(instrument cluster removed) (variants
with standard facia)
33 254
Head- Speedometer - Remove and
Install
33 256
Cable - Speedometer - Inner and
outer -- Remove and Install
33 284
Gauge - Fu el - Remove and Install
(variants with standard facia)
33 304
Gauge - Temperature - Remove and
Install (instrum ent cluster r3moved)
(va ri ants with stand ard facia)
33 306
Sender unit- Temperature - Remove and
Install
33 374
Clock - Rem ove and Inst all
33 384
Cigarette lighter- Replace
33 386
Bulb - Cigarette lighter- Replac e
33 513
Lock barre l - Ignition switch Remove and Install
33 52 4
Switch - Courtesy light - Remove
and Install
33 528
Switch - Back up lamp - Remove and
Install
33 548
Switch -Stop light - Remove and
Install
33 554
Swit ch - Oil pressure warning light Replace
33 557
Switch - Fog lamp rear-- Remove and
Install
33 558
Switch - Hazard warning - Remove and
Install
33 572
Switch - Heated rear window- Remove
and Install
33 574
Switch - Heater motor- Remove and
Install
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SECTION 33-9

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS CONTENT A

33 128

BULB - HEATER CONTROL
ILLUMINATION PANEL
REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Ensure vehicle pa rkin g lights are turned off.

2.

Remove facia trim panel by releasing six
screw clips. Fig. 7.
NOTE: If vehicle is fitted with a radio. first
remove radio knobs and radio surround bezel.

3.

Reach behind hearer controls, unplug bu lb
and socket from heater panel and remove
wedge-type bulb. Fig. 8.

Fig 7 Release facia trim panel by rotating six screws
(arrowed) through 90

To Replace

4.

Fit new bulb. reconnect bulb and socket into
heater facia.

5.

Posi tion facia panel. align six screw clips, and
secure by rotating clips through 90°.
If vehicle is fitted with a radio, position radio
surround and fit radio knobs.

6.

Test operation of bulb.

Fig. 8. Heater con trol light
A
Light socket
B Bulb

33 139

BULB - BRAKE FLUID
WARNING - REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Ensure vehicle ignition is switched off.

2.

Using a soft cloth or a wad of paper. cover
instrument clus ter bezel area immecliately
be low switch loca tion.

3.

Using a sma ll electrica l screwdriver, pivoting
on protective material. prise warning light
panel from its bezel location. Fig. 9.
Fog 9 Rprnovong w<tonuoy ltllnp paowl
1\ w.uning lamp panel
B Scrnw<l riveo
C Pootcctove wacl
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INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
PART 'A'

4.

Unplug applicable bu lb socket and remove
wedge-type bulb. Fig. 10.

T o Replace

5.

Fit new bulb and plug socket into warning
light panel.

6.

Align warning lamp panel w ith bezel aperture
and clip into position.

33 152

LAMP - ENGINE
COMPARTMENT- REMOVE
AND INSTALL

TR/33, 207
Fig 10. Unplug warning lamp body complete w i th bulbs

Special Service Tools Required: N o n e
To Remove

1.

2.

Open hood. fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.
Unplug bayonet- tyne bu lb from its socket.
Fig. 1 1.

3.

Disconnect wire from engine compartment
loom . and unthread from hood panel
strengthening struts.

4.

Unscrew single retaining screw and detach
lamp bocly.

To Install

5.

Position lamp to hood panel . Fig. 12. and
secure with single retaining screw.

6.

Thread wire behind hood panel strengthening
stru ts and connect to loom.

7.

Plug bulb in its socket.

8.

Reconnect battery. remove fender covers and
close hood.

33 214

Fig. 1 I. Removing bulb

INSTRUMENT CLUSTER
ASSEMBLY - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Ser vice Tools R equired: None
T o Remove

I.

Open hood. fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Unscrew single re taining screw and remove
steering column upper shroud .

3.

Remove two securing screws and lift
instrument housing shroud from its location.
on fa cia panel.

Tn 1JI260
F•!J 12 A logn locating peg or o hole a ncl elongated h ole to screw
hoi<•
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4.

Unscrew four instrument housing securing
screws. and lift instrument housing to
separa te from faci a panel.

5.

Disconnect auxiliary switches from main
loom at multi-plugs located at back of
switches. Fig. 13.

6.

Where applicable unplug warning lights from
their sockets in auxiliary warning light panel.

7.

Disconnect two multi-plugs where
connect to instrument clus ter. Fig. 14.

8.

Disconnect speedom eter drive cable by
depressing outer sleeve and releasing
re taining peg. Fig. 1 5. Gu ide instrument
clus ter housing. complete with switches and
warning
light
panel
(where
auxiliary
appl icable) clear of facia panel.

they

Fi~

13 D osconncctmq swot ches
A
Swotch
8
Multo pluq

T o Install

9.

Approximately position instrument cluster
housing
assembly
and
re connec t
speedometer drive cable.

10.

Connect two loom mu lti-plugs to their
respect ive sockets in rear of instrument
cloJster.

1 1.

Where applicable plug warning lights into
their respect ive sockets in auxiliary warning
light panel.
NOTE: The bulb sockets are colour coded to
correspond to matching paint spots on lamp
bodies. This ensures that bulbs are not
accidentally plugged into the wrong sockets.

1 2.

Recon nec t auxil iary swi tches
respect ive loom multi-plugs.

13.

Align instrumen t housing asse mbly to fa cia
J.)anel ancl secure with follf cross- head
screws.

14.

Position instrument housing shroud
secure with two cross-head screws.

15.

Locate steering cclumn upper shroud and
secure with single cross-head screws.

16.

Reconnect battery and test all gauges and
w arning lights for correct fun ction. If a clock
is fitt ed. reset to correct time.

17 .

Remove fender covers and close hoocl.

to

their
Fiq. 14 Dosconn octmg multo plugs
A Two mulll plugs

and

Fig. 1 5. Disconnecting speedo cable
A - Speedometer
8 Retaining l)eg (sleevel
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33 214

INSTRUM ENT C LUSTER
ASSEMBLY- REMOVE AND
IN STALL
(Vari ants f itted with a tachograph )
I

Special Se rvi ce Tools R equired : None

\

To R emove

1.

Open hood. fit fender covers and disconnect
bat tery.

2.

Unscrew single retain ing screw and remove
steering column upper shroud.

3.

Remove two secu ring screws. Fig. 14 . and lift
instrum ent housing shroud from it s location.
on facia panel.

4.

Unscrew four instrument hOlJSing securing
screw s. Fig. 1 5. and lift instrument housing to
separate trom facia panel.

5.

Disconnect auxil iary switches from main
loom at mu lti-plugs located at back of
switches.

6.

Unplug warning lights from their sockets in
warning light panels.

7.

Disconnect three wires and
bu lb/socket from fuel gauge.

8.

Disconnect two w ires from voltage regulator.

9.

Disco nnect two wires and illuminat ion
bulb/ socket from te mperature gauge .

10.

Guide instrument cluster housing. complete
with switches. warning light bod ies and
auxiliary instruments. clear of facia panel. Fig.

Fig. 16. Removing housing shroud. Retaining screws arrowed
A - Shroud

ill um ination

18.
To Install

11.

12.
13.

Approxima tely pos1t1on instrument housing
assembly and reconnect three fuel gauge
wires and illumination bu lb/socket.
Reconnect two w ires to voltage regu lator.
Reconnect two temperature gauge wires and
illumination bulb/socket.

14.

Plug warn ing lights into their respective
sockets in warning lamp cluster.
NOTE: The bu lb sockets are different colours
to correspond to matching paint spots on
lamp bodies. This ensures that bu lbs are not
accidenta lly pl ugged into the wrong sockets.

15.

Connect auxi liary switches to their respective
mu lti-plugs on main loom.
A lign instrum en t housing assembly to facia
p anel and secure w ith four cross-head
screws.

16 .

Fig 17. Instrum ent housing removal
Securing screws are arrowed

17.

Posit ion instrument housing shroud
secure w ith two cross-head screws.

and

18.

Locate steerin g column upper shroud and
secure w ith single cross-head screw.

19.

Reconnect battery and test all ga uges and
warn ing lights for correct function.

20.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

Janua ry 1978

Fig. 18. Guide housing assembly from facia pan el
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33 244

REGULATOR- INSTRUMENT
VOLTAGE- REMOVE AND
INSTALL (Variants equiped with a
tachograph)
NOTE: For variants without a
tachograph refer to Operation
No. 33-224

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Open hood fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Unscrew single cross-head screw and remove
upper steering column shroud.

3.

Uns crew
shroud .

4.

Unscrew four instrument housing securing
screws and carefully lift instrument housing
to separate from facia panel.

5.

Disconnect wires from fuel gauge and voltage
regulator. Fig. 19. Unplug gauge illumination
socket.

6.

Unscrew two knurled fasteners and remove
fuel gauge and bracket from facia , Fig . 20.

7.

Remove voltage regulator from fuel gauge
ret ai ning bracket.

an d

detach

instrument

Fig. 19. Dis con nec ting wires from fuel gauge and reg ulator

cluster

To Install
8.

Secure regulator to fuel gauge bracket using
screw, shakeproof washer, flat washer and
nut , Fig. 2 1 .

9.

Assemble gauge in facia and secure with
bracket and two knurled fasteners .

10.

Re co nn ect two wires to voltage regulator and
three wires to fuel gauge. Plug in fuel gauge
illumin atio n socket.

11 .

Align in strument housing assembly
secure with four cross-head screws.

and

12.

Po sition instrument housing
secure with two screws.

and

13.

Po sition steering column upp er shroud and
secure with single screw.

14.

Reco nn ect battery, remove fender covers and
close hood.

shroud

TR 33 238
Fig. 20. Rem ov ing regu lator
A -· Reg ulator
B -- Fu el ga uge bracket
C - Fu el gauge

- - - - -- - · - --------

'r?
u-----· ---{ ~@;~_
+

~

--~-

0
E
F

TR :33 2:39
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_

_

Fig. 21 . A sse mbling regulator
A
Sec uring sc rew
B ... Earth terminal
C - Regu lato r
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D - Bra cket
E - Flat and shakeproo f
wa shers
F -Securing nut
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33 274

TACHOGRAPH ASSEMBLYREMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None

NOTE: Vehicles operating in terri tories where full
tachog raph leg islation is in force w ill have seals
applied at the drive cable ends. The following
procedure necessitates disturbing these sea ls (if
fitted). It is therefore, important that these sea ls are
renewed before the vehicle is returned to service.
To Remove

1.

2.

Remove instrument cluster housing from
facia pa nel as described in Opera tion No.
33 - 214 Sub Operations 1 to 11 .
Unscrew four cross-head screw s securing
tachograph and bracket to facia panel, Fig.

F r~J· 22. Removing securin~J screws
Four screws are arrowed

22.

3.

Disconnect tachograph loom at multi- plug,
Fig. 2 3 .

4.

Disconnect dri ve cable by re moving seal
(where applicable). releasing collar securing
key, Fig. 24. and twisting cable reta ining
collar anti-clockwise. Lift tachograph and
bracket assembly clear of facia.

To I n stall

5.

Connect drive cable to tachograph and lock
cable retaining collar in position using collar
securing key. Renew seal (where applicable).

6.

A lign tachograph bracket to facia panel. and
secure with four cross- head screws.

7.

Connect rachograph loom at multi-connector.

8.

Refit instrument housing cluster to facia as
descri bed in Operation No. 33- 2 14 , Sub
Operations 1 2 to 20.

33 275

Frq 23 Disconnect wchogr<iph elect ncs at multi-plug

BU LB - T A C H O GRA P H
I LLUMI NATIO N - REPLACE
ON E

For cletails on the replacement of tachograph bu lbs
refer to Service Adjustments and Checks on page 7.

Fig. 2 4. Release dnve ctrblc securrng colla r lockrng key
(Key shown in ·out posi tion)
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33 276

CABLE - TACHOGRAPH REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service T ools Required : None

NOTE: 1. This opera tion covers the removal and
installation of the complete cable for a
'two-cable' system. The same principals
can be applied when replacing the cable
on a 'single cable· variant.
2. Vehicles operating in territories where full
tachograph legislation is in force will have
seals applied at the cable ends. The
f o ll ow i ng procedure n ecess itates
disturbing these sea ls (if fitted). It is
therefore. important that these seals are
renewed before the vehicle is returned to
service.

Fig. 25. Release drive cable collar securing key
(Key shown in ·out' position)

To Remove

1.

Remove tachograph assembly as described in
Operation No. 33- 274, Sub Operations 1 to

4.
2.

Guide drive cable through bulk-head aperture.
Remove seal (where fitted) (see note two}.

3.

Remove seal (where applicable). unscrew
drive cable retaining nut at reduction box and
remove upper section of cable from vehicle.
Fig. 26.

4.

Remove seal (where fitted). cable clamp and
bolt at gearbox and remove cable from
gearbox drive. Fig. 2 7.

5.

Remove sea l (where fitted), unscrew drive
cable retaining nut at reduction box and
remove lower section of cable from vehicle.
NOTE: Lower drive cable retain ing nut at
reduction box has a left-hand thread.

To Install

6.

Align lower section of cable and connect to
reduction box using the left- hand threaded
nut.

7.

Position cable into drive gear in gearbox and
secure using cla mp and bolt.

8.

Guide upper cable through bulkhead and
position behind facia. Position bulkhead
grommet.

9.

Connect cable to reduction box and secure
with retaining nut.

10.

Connect cable to tachometer and fi t new
sea ls at appointed locations. Refit tachograph
?s described in Operation No. 33 - 274, Sub
Opera tions 5 to 8 .

TR /33 (214
Fig. 26. Calibration box and cables
A - Upper cable
B - Cable retaining nut
(righ t- hand thread)
C - Calibration box

0 - Cable retain ing nut
(le f1-hand th read)
E - Lower cable

TR /33/2 15
Fig. 27. Cable at gearbox end
A - Cable clamp
B - Securing boll
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33 304

GAUGE- TEMPERATUREREMOVE AND INSTALL
(Variants fitted with a tachograph)

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Open hood. fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Unscrew single retaining screw and remove
steering column upper shroud.

3.

Remove two securing screws and lift
instrument housing shroud from its location
on facia panel.

4.

Disconnect two temperature gauge wires and
illumination bulb/socket.

5.

Remove two knurled fasteners. detach gauge
retaining bracket and guide gauge from facia
panel.

Fiq. 28. Aligning guage securing bracket. Ensure plastic
insulators 'A' are correctly positioned and not
damaged

To Install
6.

Align gauge in facia aperture and secure by
fitting retaining bracket and two knurled
fasteners. Fig. 2 8.

7.

Reconnect illumination bulb/socket and two
gauge wires. Fig. 29.

8.

Position instrument housing shroud on facia
and secure with two cross-head screws.

9.

Align upper steering column shroud and secure
with single cross-head screw.

1 0.

Connect battery, remove fender covers, and
close hood.

TR 33 247
Fi\1· 29. Connecting wires to guage

33 307

SENDER UNIT- VACUUM
WARNING LIGHT- REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.
Open hood, fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.
2.

Disconnect lead from sender unit.

3.

Unscrew sender unit from servo unit. Fig. 30.

To Install
4.

Screw sender unit into aperture in servo.

5.

Connect wire to sender unit.

Fiq. 30. Unscrew sender unit
A
B

6.

Reconnect battery,
and close hood.

January 1978
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33 512

S WITC H - I G NITI O N - REMOVE
A ND IN STALL

Special Service T ools Required : N one
T o Rem ove

1.

Open hood. fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Remove single retaining screw. and detach
steering column upper shroud.

3.

Remove two screws and detach both lower
steering column sh rouds. Fig. 31 .

Fig. 3 t . Removing 1wo lower s1eering column shrouds

4.

Remove two bolts that secure steering
column assembly to facia panel. A llow
steering column to rest in a lowered position.

5.

Using a suitable drift. (e.g. small chisel or pin
punch). and a hammer tap out two 'shear
bolts securing ignition switch to steering
column. Fig. 33.

6.

Disconnect swi tch assembly from main loom
at mu lti-plug.

Fi~l ·

32. Swi1ch assomllly
A Loom muhi plug
B 1$J11ilion swi1ch
C Lock barrel

T o Install

7.

Connec t ignition switch to loom at multi-plug.
Fig. 32.

8.

Position switch assembly on steering column
ensuring that lock part engages with steering
column cut-out. Secure with two new 'Shear'
bolts. Check function of lock. then tighten
bolts until heads shear oH.

9.

Reposition steering column and secure to
facia with two bolts.

10.

Align left and right -hand lower sections of
steering column shrouds and secure with two
cross-head screws.

11 .

A lign swcring column upper shroud and
w i th sing le cross-head screw.

SCCllfC

12.

Reconnec t ba u ery, remove fender covers and
close hood.

J anuary 1978

Fi$1· 33. Chisellin!l ou1 shear I.Jolls 10 release lock
A Shcnr boll
B Chisel
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33 514

SWITCH- LIGHT - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Open hood. fit fender covers. and disconnect
battery.

2.

Unscrew three retaining screws and remove
five steering column shroud sections.

3.

Remove two cross-head screws and separate
direction indicator switch. light/windscreen
wiper swi tch and steering column shroud
bracket from around steering column.

4.

Unplug light/windscreen wiper switch from
loom. Fig. 34.

Fo~l - 34. Disconnecting switch

A

B
C

Multi-plug to wiper switch
Multo plug to light switch
Switch

To Install
5.

Plug switch into loom mu lti-plugs.

6.

Align indicator switch . steering column
shrOltCI bracket. and light/windscreen w iper
swit ch arou nd steering column. Fig. 35. and
secure w ith two cross-head screws.

FiH. 35. Ali~Jninn swi tches to colu mn
A Multi function switch
B Shroud bracket
C Wiper/light switch
NOTE: Steering wheel removed lor clarity

NOTE: Lower screw also retains earth wires.
which must be connected to screw before it
is lltlly tightened. Fig. 36.
7.

Align left and right-hand steering column
lower shrouds and secure with four crosshead screws.

8.

Align steering column upper shroud and
secure with single cross-head screw.

9.

Reconnect battery. remove fender covers and
close hood.

TR(33(2 19
Frn 36. ConrHlCtonn earth lead
A Enrth lead
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33 522

SWITCH - DIRECTION
IND I CATOR - REMOVE AND
IN STALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Open hood. fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Unscrew five retaining screws and remove
th ree steering column shroud sections.

3.

Remove two cross-head screws and separate
direc tion indicator switch from steering
column shroucl bracket and light/ windscreen
wiper switch.

4.

Unplug inclica tor swi tch from two loom plugs.
Fig. 37.

TR/33/220
Fo~J

37

11

Dosconnnc ton~

A

swi tch
Two multo pluHS

To Inst all

5.

Connect indicator switch to loom with two
multi-plugs.

6.

Align indicatOr switch. Fig. 38. steering
column shroud bracket. and windscreen
wiper/light switch around steering column
and secure with two cross-head screws. Fig.

39.
NOTE: Lower screw also retains earth wires.
which mus t be connected to screw before it
is fully tightened.

Fi\1 38 Po'\1 (,oroowucl) loll swotdo l<ll.att:s 111 hoh• 111 stOOIIII~I
I'OiUillll (,Jr OOWl:O)

7.

Align left anrl right -hand steering column
lower shroucls ancl secure with four crossheacl screws.

8.

Align steering column upper shroud and
secure wtth single cross-head screw.

'II

9.

Reconnect battery, remove fender covers.
and close hood.

I\\

Foq 39 1\loqooool!l swi lo:lli'S 10 rolooo1111
1\ Moollo ltoo wtouoo swoll:h
H S lu oud ho.tt:kHI
C Wopt•o/loqlol swotl'lo
NOl F Stl'o'llll!l who•o•l ot•movt'clluo d, oootv

l clllll iiiY
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33 575

,

SWITCH- TEMPERATURE
SENSING- EXCESS FUELREMOVE AND INSTALL

/ u~

I~

Special Service Tools Required: None

I

To Remove
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect loom and unscrew switch from
cylinger block, Fig . 40.
NOTE: The switch is not fitted into a water
gallery, therefore there is no requirement to
drain cooling system .

-

\'

I
I

ITR/2~65

I

°

wj

Fig. 40. Excess fuel temperature sensing switch

ro Install
4.

Fit switch into cylinder, tighten and reconnect
loom .

5.

Reconnect battery.

6.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

33 576

SWITCH- ENGINE STOP
CONTROL MOTOR- REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Open hood, fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Remove engine stop control motor as
described in Operation No. 32-882, Sub
Operations 2-4.

3.

Remove two screws, nuts and spring washers
and plastic dirt guard and detach switch from
mounting bracket, Fig. 40A.

4.

Disconnect switch from loom at multi-plug,
Fig. 41 .

Fig. 40A. Detaching switch from mounting bracket
A - Switch operating lever
B - Plastic dirt guard
C- Loom plug
D -Actuating arm

To Install
5.

Connect switch to loom at multi-plug.

6.

Align switch and dirt guard to mounting
bracket and secure with two screws, spring
washers and nuts.
NOTE: Care should be taken not to overtighten screws as this could crack plastic
switch body.

7.

8.

Refit engine stop control motor as described
in Operation No. 32-882, Sub Operations 5
and 6.
Reconnect battery, remove fender covers and
close hood.

April 1978
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\
TR /33 /283 \
Fig. 41. Disconnecting loom plug
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33 601

TIMER - GLOW- PLUG R EM OV E AND INSTALL

Special Service T ools Required : N one
To Remove
1.

Open hood, fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Remove two securing screws and detach
timer and protective shield from battery tray,
Fig. 42.

3.

Disconnect timer from loom .

To Install
Fig. 42. Removing timer
A - Screwdriver

4.

Connect timer to loom with multi- plug.

5.

Secu re timer and protective shield to battery
tray with two screws.

6.

Re-connect battery remove fender covers and
close hood.

33 602

SWITCH - TEMPERATURE
S EN S ING - GLOW- PLUG
CONTROL - REMOVEAND
INSTALL

Special Service T ools Require d : N one
To Rem ov e
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Disconnect loom and unscrew switch from
cylinder head, Fig . 42A.

Fig. 42A. Glow Plug temperature sensing switch

NOTE: The switch is not fi tted into a water
ga llery, therefore there is no requirement to
dra in the cooling system .
T o Inst all
4.

Fit switch into head. secure and reconnect
loom.

5.

Reconnect battery.

6.

Remove fender covers and close hood.
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33 722

RELAY - INDICATOR FLASHER
- REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: I'Jone
To Remove
1.

Open hood, fit fender covers, and disconnect
battery.

2.

Unclip relay from its location under facia
panel , above hood release. Figs. 44 and 45.

3.

Unplug relay from loom.

11

TR /33/255

To Install
4.

Plug relay onto loom mu lti-plug.

5.

Clip relay to side panel under facia.

6.

Reconnect battery, remove fend er covers and
close hood.

33 724

8

Fig. 43. Rela y mounting
A - Relay
B - Co wl side panel

RELAY - INHIBITOR SWITCHAUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : N one
T o Rem ove
1.

Open hood, fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Detach relay from its location on underside of
battery tray by removing single cross head
screw.

3.

Disconnect relay from loom.

TR /33 257
Fig. 44. Relay loca tion
A - Direction ind i ca tor/H a~ard !lasher
B - Intermittent w ip er relay
C - Hea t ed rear screen relay (wh ere relay fi tt ed)

T o Inst all
4.

Connect relay to loom.

5.

Secu re relay in position on battery tray using
retaining screw.

6.

Reconnect battery, remove fender covers.
and close hood.

Fig. 45. Relay is secured by one cross head screw (arrowed)
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33 727

RELAY - GLOW- PLUG REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Require d: N one
To Rem ov e

1.

Open hood. fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Detach relay from vehicle battery tray by
removing securing screws, Fig. 46.

3.

Disconnect individual wires from relay.

Fig. 46. The glow- plug re lay location

T o Inst all

4.

Wires should be connect to relay as follows;
(also refer to Fig. 47).
Terminal
Terminal
Terminal
Terminal

85 86 30 G-

Two brown wires
Green wire
Red wire
Black/ Brown wire

5.

Secure relay in position on vehicle using two
screws.

6.

Reconnect battery, remove fender covers and
close hood.
TR /33 /267
Fig. 4 7. Glow-plug relay connections
C - Red
A - Twin brown
B - Green
D - Black/Brown

33 757

SOLENOID - EXCESS FUEL
OPERATING - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: N one
T o Rem ove

1.

Open hood and fit fen der covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

in Fig. 4 7 A.
Loosen adjusting clamp.
remove two screws. disconnect loom and
detach solenoid.

·c·

To Inst all

4.

Place solenoid in position and secure two
screw s.

April 1978

Fig. 4 7 A. Excess fuel operating solenoid
A - Solenoid
B - Loom connection
C - Adjusting clamp
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5.

Adjust solenoid
Fig. 4 7B.
(a)

control

rod

as

follows.

Position a wedge of wood between
mounting bracket and fuel button
operating level, so excess fuel button is
FULLY ENGAGED.

(b)

Fully engage solenoid by pushing
control rod ' B· in Fig. 4 7 B. upwards as
far as possible.

(c)

Secure the control rod adjusting clamp
and release wedge.

6.

Reconnect loom to switch.

7.

Ensure linkage is free to ret urn to 'off
position.

8.

Reconnect battery.

9.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

®
/

,__
/

.

-,

TR / 23/271

11

Fig. 4 7 B. Excess fuel solenoid adjustment
A - Solenoid
0 - Excess fuel button
B - Control rod
E - Adjustment w edge
C - Adjusting clamp

33 762

RELAY - ENGINE STOP
CONTROL - REMOVEAND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Open hood. fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Disconnect wiring loom spade connectors
from relay.

3.

Remove two relay secu ring screws. nuts. flat
and shakeproof washers. and detach relay
from bracket assembly.

To Install
4.

Position relay on bracket and secure w ith two
screws, nuts. flat and shakeproof washers.

5.

Reconnect loom spade connectors to relay as
follows, (also refer to Fig. 4 8).
A - Black
B - Brown
C - Green

April 1978

D- Blue
E - Yellow
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TRI331225
Fig. 4B. Relay connections
A - Black
B - Brown
C - Green

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:

0 - Blue
E - Yellow

SECTION 33-24A

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
SERVI CE AND REPAIR OP ERATIONS CONT ENT ' S '

33 112

LAMP - INTERIOR - R EMOVE
AND INSTALL (ONE )

Special Service Tools Required : None
T o Rem ov e
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

Disconnect battery.

3.

Prise out lamp assembly, disconnect loom
and detach bulb, Fig. 49.

To Inst all
4.

Refit bu lb to lamp, reconnect loom and clip
assembly back into position.

5.

Reconnect battery.

6.

Check operation of lamp.

7.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

33 134

Fig. 49. Interior lamp removal

BULB - QUADRANT LAMP REPLACE
(Automatic v ariants only)

Special Service Tools Required : N one
To Rem ove
1.

Unclip selector housing and lift clear of
selector mechanism. Fig. 50.

2.

Slide out bulb holder from base of selector
lever and detach bulb from holder, Fig. 51 .
Fig. 50. Removal of selector housing
A - Sel ector housing
8 - Quadrant lamp

To Install
3.

Install bulb to holder and clip assembly in
position.

4.

Clip selector housing in position.

5.

Check operation of bu lb.

Fig. 5 1. Remova l of quadrant bulb
A - Quadrant bulb
8 - Quadrant bulb housing

April1978
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S ECTION 3 3-248

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
PART 'B'

33 144

BULB - HEATED REAR
WINDOW WARNING LIGHT REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Open hood fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Using a soft cloth or a wad of paper. cover
instrument cluster bezel area immediately
below switch location.

3.

Using a small electrical screwdriver, pivoting
on protective material, prise switch from its
bezel location. Fig. 52.

4.

Detach multi-plug and bu lb and remove
switch. Unplug bulb, Fig. 53.
NOTE: Bulb is push fi t into socket, do not
twist to remove.

Fig. 52 Removing switch
A - Protective material
B - Screwdriver

To Replace
5.

Fit new bulb into holder.

6.

Insert bu lb holder into switch body, Fig. 53.
connect loom connectors to rear of switch.

7.

Position switch in bezel aperture and push
home to secure.

8.

Reconnect battery. and check switch for
correct function. Remove fender covers and
close hood.

33 146

BU LB- HAZA RD WARNING REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Open hoocl, fit fender covers, and disconnect
battery.

2.

Using a soft cloth or a wad of paper, cover
instrument cluster bezel area immediately
below switch location, Fig. 54.

3.

Using a sma ll electrica l screwdriver, pivoting
on protective material. prise swi,ch from its
bezel location.

4.

Detach multi-plug and remove switch.

5.

Carefully prise bulb holder and bulb from rear
of switch, Fig. 53. Pull bulb out of socket.

Fiy. 53. Removing bulb and holder
A Bulb holder
B Switch body

NOTE: Bulb is a push fit into socket. do not
twist to remove.
To Re place
6.

Fit new bulb into holder.

7.

Insert bulb holder in switch body. connect
loom multi-plug to rear of switch.

8.

Position switch in bezel aperture and push
home to secure.

9.

Reconnec t battery and check swi tch for
correc t function. Remove fender covers and
close hood.

January 1 97 8
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Fig. 54 RemiJV111$J switch
A - Screwclrovcr
B - Protoctinu warlding
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SECTION 33- 25

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
PART ' B'

33 224 4

PRINTED CIRCUIT INSTRUMENT CLUSTER REMOVE AND INSTALL
(Instrum ent cluster removed )

W arning Lights and Clock
Special Service Tools Required : N one
To Rem ove
1.

Remove two clock illumination bulbs and
holders. Fig. 55. Also remove five warning
lamps.

2.

Slacken off. bu t do not remove four screws
securing fuel/temperature gauge housing and
four screws securing speedometer housing to
instrument cluster body.

3.

Unscrew three clock retaining
washers. Fig. 56.

4.

Unpeg printed circuit from its four locating
pegs. Fig. 57 . carefully untucking circuit from
under edges of speedometer housing and
fllel/temperature gauge housing. Remove
printed circuit.

Fig. 55. Removing bulbs
A Illuminating bulbs
B Warning lights

nu ts and

To Insta ll
5.

Locate printed circuit onto its four locating
pegs. Fig. 57. carefully tucking circuit
underneath
speedometer
housing
and
housing w here
fuel/temperature ga ll ge
printed circuit overlaps housings.

6.

Secure clock with three nuts and washers.

7.

Refit five warning lamps and two clock
illll m ina tion lamps.

8.

Secure speedometer housing and fuel/
temperature gauge housing by tightening
eight screws.

Fig. 56. Removing clock re taining nuts
A Socket spanner
B Securing nuts

Fig. 57. Loca ting printed circuit
A - Loca ting holes
B - Locating pegs (three of the four pegs shown. fourth
peg obscured)
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SECTION 3 3- 26

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
PART 'B'

33 226 4

GLASS- INSTRUMENT
CLUSTER- REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove instrument cluster housing assembly
as described in Operation No. 33-214, SubOperations 1 to 8 .

2.

Remove instrument cluster assembly from
bezel surround by removing six screws.

3.

On variants fitted with a clock mounted in
instrument cluster unscrew the clock adjuster
knob and remove, Fig. 58.

4.

Remove two cross-head screws, securing
glass to upper edge of instrument cluster,
Fig. 59.

5.

Prise two clips off lower edge lugs and lift
glass from cluster body.

Fig. 58. Removing clock knob (where fitted)
A- Kn ob

To Install
6.

7.

Replace glass pos1t1oning it on cluster
housing so two locating pegs on upper
corners of cluster body insert through glass.
Fig. 60 . Locate lugs on lower edge of glass so
that they engage cut-outs in housing body.

Secure glass to housing body with two crosshead screws along upper edge, Fig. 59, and
press on two clips on lower edge.

Fig. 59. Removing glass securing screws
A - Screws
B - Screwdriver

If a clock is fitted in instrument cluster locate
clock adjustment knob and secure with
screws.

8.

Replace instrument cluster assembly to bezel
and secure with six screws.

9.

Refit instrument cluster and panel to vehicle,
as described in Operation No . 33-214, Sub
Operation 9 to 1 7 .

c
TR/33/236
Fig. 60. Aligning glass
A - Locating pegs
B - Locating hoies
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C - Hole for clock shaft
(where fitted)

SECTION 33-27

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
PART ' B'

33 254

HEAD - SPEEDOMETER REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
T o Remove

1.

Remove instrument cluster and panel
assembly as described in Operation No.
33- 21 4. Sub Operations 1 to 8 .

2.

Remove four cross-head screws secu ring
speedometer head and housing to instrument
cluster body.

3.

Disconnect two speedometer illumination
bu lbs ancl holders. Unclip wiring loom from
speedometer housing. Fig. 51 .

4.

Unscrew two slot headed screws retamrng
speedometer unit to housing, Fig. 62,
Remove speedometer unit. gasket and two
grommets

Fig. 61 . Unclipping loom from housing. Clip posirion arrowed

To Install

5.

Position gasket and speedometer head to
housing and secure in position with two slot
headed screws and grommets. Fig. 62.

6.

Align speedometer and housing to instrument
cluster body, Fig. 63 , and secure using tour
cross-head screws.

w

TR 33 241

7.

Reconnec t speedometer illumination bulbs
and holders. clip wiring loom back into
position.

8.

Refit instrument cluster and panel assembly
as described in Operation No. 33- 214. Sub
Operations 9 to 1 7.

Fig. 62. Speedo unir

10

housing screws (arrowed)

Fig. 63. Se curing speedo housing
A Screwdriver
Screw locarions arrowed
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SECTION 33- 28

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
PART ' B'

33 256

CABLE - SPEEDOMETER INNER
AND OUTER - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Specia l Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Remove instrument cluste r and panel
assembly as described in Operation No.
33 214. Sub Operations 1 to 8.

Fig. 64 . Disconnect speedo by depressing grooved section in
direction of arrow 'A'

2.

Jack up front of vehicle and fit axle stands.
Remove bolt and spring washer securing
cable retaining clamp to gearbox. remove
clamp and speedometer drive cable from
gearbox. Fig. 65.
Pull cable through bulkhead panel
remove from engine compartment.

0

and

To Install

Insert cable through bulkhead aperture and fit
gromme t into its dash panel location . Feed
cable througt1 dash panel aperture until
co iOlJr band on cable coincides with
grom met.
Rout e cable to extension housing and locate
ca ble in gearbox housing driven gear.
Assemble spring washer and clamp to bolt,
loca te fork of clamp over speedometer cable
casing and secure. Tighten bolt to 6.9 to
9 .8 Nm (0,7 to 1.0 kgm) (5 to 7 lbf.ft )

TR 33 243
Fig 65 Disconnecting speedo cable
A Securing boll
B Clamp

Remove axle stands and lower vehicle to
ground.
Refi t instrument cluster and panel assembly
as described in Operation No. 33 - 214, Sub
Operations 9 to 17.

January 1978
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SECTION 33- 29

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
PART ' B'

33 284

GAUGE - FUEL - REMOVE AND
INSTALL
(Variants fitted with standard
facia)

Special Service Tools Req uired : None

NOTE: Removal and installation procedure for
Operation No. 33- 284 - Gauge - Fuel Remove and Install and 33 - 304 - Gauge Temperature
Remove and Install, are the
same. cliHering on ly in wh ich gauge is
actually removed. For th is reason Operation
No. 33 - 304 has been incorporated into th is
opera tion (33 - 284).

w
Fi9. 66. Loca ti on of fu el ancf temperature

~JCIUQ£'

scct.ring nuts

To Remove

1.

Remove instrument cluster and panel
assembly as described in Operation No.
33 214. Sub Operations 1 to 8.

2.

Disconnect four screws securing instrument
housing to cluster body, Fig. 66.

3.

Unplug illumination bulb and holder and
remove instrument housing.

4.

Remove two nuts and washers from gauge
retaining studs, detach gauge. Fig. 6 7.
NOTE : If tempe rature gauge is being
removed a plastic insulator also has to be
detached from the lower stud.

w

TR 33 244

Fiy. 67 Removing gauge from housing. Tnke CHrC not to mark
HAllgCiilCC

To Install

5.

Position gauge in its housing and secure with
two washers and nuts. Fig. 68.
NOTE : Lower stud on temperature gauge also
has a plastic insulation washer which must
be fitt ed first.

6.

Locate instrument housing onto cluster
housing assembly and secure with four
screws.

7.

Plug in illumination bulb and holder.

8.

Replace instrument clus ter and panel
assembly into vehic le as described in
Operat ion No. 33- 214. Sub Opera tions 9 to

1 7.

J anuary 1978
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Fig. 68. Alr~Jninn instrumum housrng to rn.1in Cllls ter ba<ty
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SECTION 33- 30

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
PART ' 8 '

33 306

SENDER UNIT - TEMPERATURE
- REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Open hood. fit fender covers and disconnect
bauery.

2.

Remove radiator cap.

dO

NOTE: When removing cap rotate through
approximate ly 90
to allow system to
depressurise before fully removing cap.
3.

Place a clean drain tray below vehicle.
disconnect bottom hose at the radiator and
allow to drain.

4.

Disconnect wire at sender unit. and unscrew
sender unit from cylinder head.

J

TR 33/248
Frq 69 Sender unit on OriV valiants
A Sender unit

To Install

5.

Screw sender unit
Connect wire.

into cyl inder head.

6.

Connect bouom hose to radiator. Refill
cooling system with specified anti- freeze. or
rust inhibitor, and water solution. Refit
raclia tor cap.

7.

Reconnect bauery, run engine, check cllld top
up coolant level as required.

8.

Remove fender covers. and close hood.

""l· 10

Senner unit on OHC vi'lricJnts
A Sender unit
B Loom connec tor

TR 33 250
roq /I St•llciPI tllllt on di(l~t'l v.lll,llll~
A Sender ur111

NOTE Top hose• rt'II1UVt•cl fo r d.utty
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SECTION 33-31

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
PART ' 8 '

3 3 374

C L OCJ< - REMOVE AND
I NSTALL

Special Service Tool s Requ ired: None
T o Remove
I.

R!'movc instrument cluster and panel
<Jssembly as described in Operation No.
33 214 Sub Operations 1 to 8

2.

Remove three illumination btllbs <Jnd sockets
ancl their ilssociated wiring.

3.

Unscrew clock adjuster knob securing screw
anrt ramovc knob. Fig. 72.

4

Unscrew four cross- hetJd screws securing
speedometer houstng and lift speeMometer
cletJr. Likewise remove four housing crosshe<rcl screws from fu el/temperature gauyes
ancl lift rnstruments and housing clear of
cluster.

5

Rwnovc four clock and warning light plate
r cHainin~J screws ancl litt assembly clear.

6.

Remove three nuts and washers from clock
retaining stubs. Fig. 73. Remove clock from
pint e.

r '!I

I)

R"I11UV111lJ

A

dod. kno h

Knuh

To I n s t all
7.

/\I ron \.lock in p late and secure w itl1 three
ntrls and washers.

8.

Refit dock anct warnrng light asse mbly into
positron anct secure with four cross head
screws.

9.

Refit speoclorne ter housing
four cross head screws.
fu c i/ICJmpura tt rre gauge
loctr tron pegs and secure
lw;Jcl SCI l'WS.

10.

Fo\1 73

t.lm:k outatnin9
Sllt.kt•t "l><mnur
So C llfOOilJ nuts

Rt•r110VIIIIJ

A
B

11111~

anct secu re with
Likewise locate
housrng on its
w it h four cross-

Locate clock <rdju sterin~J knol> <rrtcl secure
Willi <;CI\'WS .

11 .

RPplac l: the three insuument rllumination
l>ulhs hulclcrs <rncl associmeci wrrrng. Twrsl
l>11 lll lrolciNs to secure.

TH J3 ?51

\'.'

Foq /4 Cluo k rt•nlovvcllrom chtster

12.

HPpl;rc;o

rr1 s tr umeni clu s t!'r t1ncl panel
.tssl~rnb l y in vehicle as clcscriberf in Operation
No. 33 2 14. Sui) Opera tions 9 to 17.
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SECTI O N 33- 32

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
PART '8'

33 384

CIGARETTE LIGHTERREPLACE

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Open hood, fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Remove facia trim panel by releasing six
screw clips .

B

NOTE: If vehicle is fitted with a radio first
remove radio knobs and radio surround bezel.
3.

Remove cigarette lighter assembly by pulling
out element , disconnecting feed wire,
earthwire and illumination bulb. Push collar
against spring tension and twist in an anticlockwise direction.

I"-- -

TR/33/270
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Fi g. 75. Cigarette lighter wiring
A- Illuminatio n bulb feed wire
B - Main feed wire (redl
C - Earth wire (brown)

To Install
4.

Refit assembly in order shown in Fig. 75 .

5.

Reconnect insulated feed wire, earth wire and
illumination bulb. Refit element.

6.

Align facia panel and secure by rotating clips
through 90°.
NOTE: If vehicle is fitted with a radio, position
radio surround bezel and refit radio knobs .

7.

Reconnect battery, remove fender covers and
close hood.

33 513

LOCK BARREL -IGNITION
SWITCH- REMOVE AND
INSTALL

11/6/ 092,'0
Fig . 76. Key cylinder leaf spring acc ess hole

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

-

1.

Open hood, fit fender cover, and disconnect
battery.

2.

Remove upper and lower steering column
shrouds by removing five cross-head screws.

3.

Insert key into ignition switch and turn to
position '1' (accessory). This has the effect of
aligning key barrel retaining circlip and
keyway register in the housing.

4.

Using a suitable tool, such as a scriber,
depress key cylinder leaf spring through
access hole, Fig. 76, provided in lock housing,
whilst pulling on key until key cylinder and
lock barrel are withdrawn .
NOTE: Slight clockwise and anti-clockwise
movements of the key may be necessary in
order to align key barrel and lock housing
drive cam , hence allowing removal of cylinder
and barrel.

January 1978
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Fig. 7 7. Key barrel with key fully inserted showing securing
ward

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:

SECTION 33-33

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
PART ' 8 '

5.

Insert key fully into key barrel and remove
retaining circlip. Ensu re circlip location on
lock barrel is undamaged otherwise location
of circlip may be affected on reassembly.

6.

Withdraw key approximately 5 mm (0,2 in).
This causes an additiona l securing ward, Fig.
74, which acts on key cylinder chamfer, to be
brought flush to barrel.

7.

Key barrel
cylinder.

may now

be

removed

from

11/61095 0
Fig. 78. A ssembly of barrel in to key cylinder

To Install

8.

Insert key fully into barrel, and withdraw key
approximat ely 5 mm (0,2 in) to b r ing
addit ional ward, Fig. 77 , flush w ith barrel.

9.

With reference to Fig. 78, insert barrel into
cylinder. Barrel can on ly be fitted in one
position, and this al lows securing ward to
operate on key cylinder chamfer.

1 0.

W ith key fully inserted, check that key and
barrel may be turned from position
to
position 'Ill'.

11.

Turn key to accessory ('I') position, and fit
retaining circlip. The open 'jaws' of circlip
must al ign w ith keyway register on cylinder.
see Fig. 79 .

·o·

11/6,096 0
------------------------------~

12.

With reference to Fig. 80 insert cylinder
assembly into housing. Ensure cylinder is
pushed fully into housing, and leaf spring
locates into undercut slot in housing.

13.

As in removal operat ion. slight clockwise and
anti-clockwise. movements of the key may be
necessary to achieve correct alignment of key
barrel and lock housing d rive cam.

14.

Check operation of lock assembly in all
positions and if satisfactory, return the key to
position
and remove the key.

Fig. 79. Fitting ret ainin g circl ip

·o·

15.

Refit the steering column upper and lower
shrouds, secure with five cross-head screws.

16.

Reconnect battery, remove fender cover, and
close hood.
Fig. 80. Housing and cylinder in correct alignment prior t o
assembly
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SECTION 33-34

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PAN EL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
PART ' 8 '

33 524

SWITCH - COURTESY LIGHT REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Re move
1.

Open hood. fit fender cover and disconnect
battery.

2.

Remove securing screw and pull out switch,
Fig. 81 . pull loom out from door pillar and
disconnect loom. Before disconnecting
ensure loom is pulled well clear of pillar.

\~

~~-.

TR/ 33/ 271

To Install
3.

Reconnect loom. feed loom back into door
pillar and fit switch in position, secure with
cross-head screw.

4.

Reconnect battery and check switch for
correct function. Remove fender cover and
close hood.

33 528

\

w

Fig. 81 . Courtesy light switch
A - Securing screw

SWITCH - BACK UP LAMP REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Open hood and fit fender covers.

2.

J ack up front end of vehicle and fit axle
stands.

3.

Disconnect loom and unscrew switch which
is located in gearbox extension housing, Fig.
82.

To Install
4.

Refit switch and reconnect loom. Ensure
loom is well clear of exhaust and does not
fou l transmission.

5.

Check operation of switch.

6.

Remove stands and lower vehicle to ground.

7.

Remove fender covers and close hood.

TR /33 /282

11

Fig. 82. Location of switch
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SECTION 33-35

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
PART ' B'

33 548

SWITCH - STOP LIGHT REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service T ools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Open hood. fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Slacken and remove lock nut securing stop
lamp switch to pedal box assembly.

3.

Remove switch from peda l box assembly and
disconnect two wires.
TRJ33 J222

11

Fig. 83. Stop light switch
A - Brake pedal
B - Stop light swit ch
C - Pedal box

To Inst all

4.

Connect switch to two wires.

5.

Align switch in pedal box and retain with lock
nut.

6.

Adjust switch so it operates within first inch
of pedal travel. Tighten lock nut.

7.

Reconnect battery, remove fender covers and
close hood.

w
Fig. 84. Oil pressure switch. OHV variants
A - Swi tch

33 554

SWITCH - OIL PRESSURE
WARNING LIGHT - REPLACE

Special Service T ools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Open hood, fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Disconnect wire from sender unit.

3.

Unscrew unit from engine block.

\

To Replace

4.

Screw sender unit into engine block and
tighten.

5.

Reconnect wire.

6.

Reconnect battery, remove fender covers and
close hood.

January 1978
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TR 33 253
Fig. 85. Oil pressure switch. OHC variants
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SECTION 33-36

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
PART 'B'

33 557

SWITCH- REAR FOG LAMP REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Open hood, fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Using a soft cloth or a wad of paper, cover
facia panel area immed iately below switch
location.

3.

Using a small electrical screwdriver, pivoting
on protective materia l, prise switch from its
bezel location. Fig. 86.

4.

Deta ch multi-plug and remove swi tch.

Fig. 86. Lever switch from panel
A Pro t ect ive w ad
8 Screw driver

To Install
5.

Connect loom multi-plug to rear of switch,
Fig. 88.

6.

Position switch in facia and push home to
secu re.

7.

Reconnect battery, remove fender covers,
and close hood.

33 574

SWITCH - HEATER MOTORREMOVE AND INSTALL

FiH. 87. Lever swi tch from panel
A Pro tective w ad
8 Screwdriver

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Open hood, fit fender covers and disconnect
battery.

2.

Using a soft cloth or a wad of paper, cover
heater control panel area immediately below
switch location.

3.

Using a small electrical screwdriver, pivoting
on protective ma terial, prise switch from its
bezel location. Fig. 87.

4.

Detach multi-plug and remove switch.

To Install
5.

Connect loom multi-plug to rear of switch.

6.

Position switch in facia and push home to
secure.

7.

Reconn ect battery, remove fender covers.
and close hood.

January 1978
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Fi~J . 8 8. A lign swi tch to multi p lug and connect
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SECTION 33- 37

INTERIOR LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
INSTRUMENT PANEL CONTROLS AND SENDER UNITS
TECHNICAL DATA

BULB USAGE CHART

Lamp designation

Wattage

Fitting

Remarks

1,3

Glass socket
Glass socket

Standard facia
Tachograph variants

1,3
1,3
1,3
1,3

Glass
Glass
Glass
Glass

Where fitted

Panel illumination lamps

2,6
2,0

Glass socket
Bayonet

Standard facia
Tachograph variants

Clock illumination light

2,6

Glass socket

Where fitted

Heater control illumination light

2,0

Glass socket

Automatic trans. selector quadrant light

1.4

Bayonet

Where fitted

Cigarette lighter illumination light

1.4

Bayonet

Where fitted

Interior light

5,0
5,0

Bayonet/festoon
Bayonet

Where fitted'

Warning lamps (instrument cluster)

Warning lamps (switches)
Heate d rear window
Hazard flasher
Brake warning light
Rear fog lamp warning light

Engine co mpartment light

He ated rear window relay fuse

January 1978
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socket
socket
socket
socket

Where fitted
Where fitted

16 amps
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HEATING AND VENTILATION
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:

SECTION 34-1

HEATING AND VENTILATION
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The heater housing, contammg blower and heater
radiator, is located inside the vehicle under the
instrument panel. Hoses connect the heater to the
face-level aeroflow vents and demister nozzles.

Air leaving the heater assembly may be adjusted for
temperature and air flow direction by sliding control
levers in the instrument panel, which in turn actuate
flap valves in the heater housing, Fig. 1.

The Transit is fitted with a two-speed blower which
is operated by a rocker switch on the instrument
panel.

TR34-l
Fig. 1.
A -Symbols-air distribution
B - Air distribution lever
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C - Blower switch
D - Symbols--blower operation

E -Temperature control lever
F - Symbols-temperature control

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:

SECTION 34-3

HEATING AND VENTILATION
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The air required for heating passes through the
heater radiator which is mounted in the heater
housing. The heater radiator is similar in
construction to the main engine radiator and is
supplied with hot coolant from the engine cooling
system. Heat contained in the coolant is conducted
through the radiator core, via the fins, to the air
stream which warms the vehicle interior. The
temperature and distribution of the air is regulated
by flap valves in the heater housing.
Operating the temperature control lever (upper
lever). Fig. 2, actuates the temperature regulating
flap valve by means of a bowden cable to control
the mixing of ambient, cold air with the warm air
flow from the heater radiator.
This enables the temperature to be adjusted to suit
individual requirements.

TR34-3

Fig. 2 A -Air distribution lever
B -Warm
C- Temperature control lever
D- Cold

The heater may be 'switched off completely by
means of a water valve fitted in the engine
compartment. When the valve is closed the heater
radiator is isolated from coolant circulation.

®

@

By operating the air distribution control lever (lower
lever). Fig. 2, which is connected to the air
distribution flap valve by a bowden cable, the air
flow is directed to the footwall and/or demister
nozzles, depending on the position of the lever.
The heater assembly is designed so that the
aeroflow vents can only be suppiied with cold air,
independent of the lever positions, Fig. 5.

To ensure an adequate flow of air even when the
vehicle is travelling slowly, a two-speed electrically
driven blower fan is fitted in the heater housing, Fig.

Fig. 3 . A- Blower~ff
B - Blower on-slow speed
C - Blower on-fast speed

3.

TR 34- 5

Fig. 4 . A -Ambient air
B -Air flow to aeroflow vents
C- Air flow to demister nozzles
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D- Footwell

SECTION 34-4

HEATING AND VENTILATION
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SECTION 34-5

HEATING AND VENTILATION
SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS

The efficiency of the heating and ventilation system
depends to a great extent on the correct fitment
and adjustment of the bowden cables.
Therefore. when connecting the bowden cables to
the heater housing. both control levers should be
positioned approximately 2 mm before the stop.
The levers must not abut against the stops.
Fig. 6 (also refer to operation 34 314).

TR 34 - 6

Fig. 6. Before connecting bowden cables position control
levers approx 2 mm before stop

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION

Tool

Tool Name
No special service tools required

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS -

CONTENT

HEATING AND VENTILATION

described
in this
publication

-

34 313

Heater controls -adjust

34 314

Heater controls -remove and install

X

34 354

Heater assembly - remove and install

X

34 354 8

Heater assembly - dismantle and
reassemble (heater assembly removed)

X

contained
in operation
34 314

34 364 4

Radiator - heater- remove and install

-

34 354 8

34 374

Motor - heater blower - remove and
install

-

34 354 8

34 474

Hose - demister- replace

X

34 483

Demister - remove and install (right)

X

34 484

Demister - remove and install (left)

34 487

Vent - face level - remove and install
(right)

34 488

Vent - face level - remove and install
(left)

January 1978
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34 483

X

-

FORD TRANSIT ' 78 ONWARDS :

34 487

SECTION 34-6

HEATING AND VENTILATION
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS

34 314

HEATER CONTROLS - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

I~

To Remove

1.

Remove heater control panel bezel from
beneath instrument panel (2 screws). Fig. 7.
Disconnect cables from the blower switch
and symbol illumination.

K

Fig. 7. Remove bezel from instrument panel

2.

Detach bowden cables from heater housing
(2 screws) and unhook cables from air flap
valve levers, Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Detach bowden cables from heater housing and air flap
valve levers

3.

Remove heater control panel (2 screws),
Fig. 9, from instrument panel and withdraw
complete with bowden cables.

K
Fig. 9 . Remove heater control panel

January 1978
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SECTION 34-7

HEATING AND VENTILATION

34 3 14

(cont'd)

To Install
4.

Install control panel and bowden
assembly and secure with 2 screws.

cable

5.

Connect bowden cables to air flap valve
levers and adjust as follows:
Position control levers approx. 2 mm before
stop, Fig. 10. Move appropriate flap valve to
its end position and clip bowden cable outer
cover in this position on heater housing.

TR 34 - 6

Fig. 10. Position control lever approx. 2 mm before stop

6.

Install control panel bezel and secure with 2
screws. Connect cables to blower switch and
symbol illumination, Fig. 11.

Fig. 11 . Connect cables to switch and illumination

34 354

HEATER ASSEMBLY - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

To Remove
1.

Disconnect battery.

2.

Slacken clamps on
hoses.

both heater radiator

First pull off lower hose and drain coolant
into a suitable container then pull off upper
hose, Fig. 12. Secure both hoses in the
engine compartment with open ends facing
upwards.
Fig. 12. Disconnect hoses from heater radiator

January 1978
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SECTION 34 - 8

HEATING AND VENTILATION
34 354

{cont 'd)

3.

Remove cover plate and
bulkhead (4 screws). Fig. 13.

gasket

from

4.

Remove heater control panel bezel from
underneath the instrument panel (2 screws)
and disconnect cables from the blower switch
and symbol illumination.

Fig. 13. Remove cover plate and gasket from bulkhead

5.

Pull of air hoses (4 off) from heater housing,
Fig. 14. Detach bowden cables from heater
housing (2 screws) and unhook cables from
air flap valve levers.

Fig. 14. Disconnect air hoses from heater housing

6.

Detach heater housing from bulkhead
(4 bolts), Fig. 15, pull away slightly and
disconnect cables from blower motor. Withdraw heater assembly and remove from
vehicle.

-TR/34 - 14
Fig. 15. Detach heater housing from bulkhead
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SECTION 34-9

HEATING AND VENTILATION
34 354

(cont'd)

To Install

7.

Install heater housing, connect cables to
blower motor, Fig. 16, and secure housing to
bulkhead with 4 bolts.
NOTE: Position foam gasket on housing,
Fig. 17.

K

Fig. 16. Connect cables to blower motor

8.

Connect bowden cables to air flap valve
levers and adjust as follows: Position control
levers approx. 2 mm before stop. Move
appropriate flap valve to end position and clip
bowden cable outer cover in this position on
heater housing.

K

TR/34-16

Fig. 17. Position foam gasket on housing

9.

Slide air hoses on to necks on heater housing
(4 off).

10.

Install control panel bezel and secure with 2
screws, Fig. 18. Connect cables to blower
switch and symbol illumination.

11.

Fit cover plate and gasket to bulkhead and
secure with 4 screws. Connect hoses to
heater radiator.

12.

Top up coolant.

1 3.

Connect battery.

=

K

Fig. 18. Install control panel bezel
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SECTION 34-10

HEATING AND VENTILATION

34 354 8

HEATER ASSEMBLYDISMANTLE AND
REASSEMBLE (Heater
assembly removed)

To Dismantle
1.

Remove foam gasket from blower flange,
Fig. 19, and separate heater assembly halves
( 10 clips), Fig. 20.

K

TR/34-16
Fig. 19. Remove foam gasket from blower flange

2.

Remove blower motor and air flap valves
from housings, Fig. 21.

K

Fig. 20. Separate heater assembly halves

3.

Remove heater radiator from housing.

K

TR 34-18

Fig . 21 . Remove blower motor and air flap valves from
housings
·
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SECTION 34-11

HEATING AND VENTILATION
34 354 8

(cont'd)

To Reassemble

4.

Install heater radiator in housing, renewing
foam gasket if necessary, Figs. 22 and 23.

K

Fig. 22. Renew foam gasket, if necessary

5.

Assemble air flap valves and blower motor to
housings. Assemble housing halves and
secure with 10 clips, Fig. 24.

TR 34- 19

K

Fig. 23. Install heater radiator in housing

6.

Position foam gasket around blower flange
on heater housing.

TR/34 - 21

K

Fig. 24. Assemble housing halves
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SECTION 34-12

HEATING AND VENTILATION

34 474

HOSE - DEMISTER REMOVE
AND INSTALL

To Remove

1.

Pull demister hose off heater housing and
demister nozzle, Fig. 25.

T o Insta ll

2.

First push demister hose over demister nozzle
then on to neck on heater housing.

Fig. 25. Withdraw demister hose

34 483

DEMISTER - REMOVE AND
I NSTALL

c:

To Remove

1.

Remove demister nozzle (2 screws), Fig. 26,
and withdraw complete with hose.

TR 34-23

K

Fig. 26. Remove de mister nozzle

2.

Pull the demister nozzle off the hose, Fig. 27.

To Install

3.

Push demister nozzle on to hose.

4.

Install demister nozzle and hose assembly
and secure with two screws.
TR 34-24

K

Fig. 27. Pull nozzle off hose
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SECTION 34-13

HEATING AND VENTILATION

34 487

VENT - FACE LEVEL - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

To Remove

1.

Remove vent by unscrewing outer retaining
ring, Fig. 28.

Fig. 28. Remove face level vent

2.

Withdraw vent and hose from behind the
fascia. Separate vent from hose, Fig. 29.

K

TR JL -26

Fig. 29. Remove vent and hose assembly

To Install

3.

Push vent on to hose and install assembly
from behind the fascia.
NOTE: Ensure vent locates in guide groove in
fascia, Fig. 30.

4.

Secure vent with outer retaining ring.

Fig. 30. Guide groove in fascia

January 1978
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Al l TRANSIT variants built since August '82 (Build Code CP) are equipped with a new heating
installation .
The 4- part heater casing accommodating the blower and the heater radiator is located inside the vehicle
under t he instrument panel. The heater is attached to the vent and demister nozzles by means of
hoses.
The two-speed blower is operated by a rocker switch on the facia .
The temperature and distribution of the incoming air can be regulated by means of adjustable control
levers. Depending on the setting of the air valves in the heater casing, warm or cold air flows into
the interior or to the windows, Fig.l .
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TR 34-1 N

Fig.l. Heater blower controls.
A- Blower switch
B - B.l ower symbo 1s
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C - Temperature control lever
D - Temperature control symbol

E - Air distribution lever
F - Air distribution symbols
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PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The air needed for the heater passes through the
heater radiator in the heater casing. The heater
radiator is of similar design to the radiator of
the engine cooling system. Hot coolant flows
through the heater radiator. The heat contained
in the coolant is conducted through the radiator
core, by means of cooling fins, to the stream of
air flowing into the interior of the vehicle, i.e.
heat exchange takes place between the coolant and
the air (hence the name heater exchanger).
The temperature and distribution of the heating or cooling- air are regulated by air valves in
the heater casing. The upper - temperature
control - lever, Fig.2, operates the temperature
regulating valve by means of a Bowden cable to mix
two streams of air. One of these comes straight
from the outside (and is cold) while the other is
directed through the heater radiator (and is
warm). This allows adjustment of the temperature
as required.

TR34-3N

Fig.2. ABCD-

Air distribution lever
Warm
Temperature regulating lever
Cold

®

The lower - air distribution - lever, Fig.2,
operates the air distribution valve by means of a
Bowden cable to distribute the air to the
footwells and the demister nozzles, depending on
the lever setting. The heating system is designed
so that warm or cold air can be directed to the
vent nozzles, depending on the setting of the air
distribution lever, Fig.5.

@

A two-speed electric blower is also provided in
the heater casing so that an adequate flow of air
can be achieved, even when moving slowly, Figs 3
and 4.
IR 34-4

Fig.3. A- Blower off
B - Blower speed I
C - Blower speed II

TR34-5N

Fig.4. A BCD-
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of outside air
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 34 (Appendix) -3

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION (cont'd)

TR34-2N

Fig.5. Diagrammatic view showing air distribution.
A - Cold/warm air depending on setting of air distribution lever.
February 1983
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H E AT I NG

A ND

VE NT I L A T I 0 N

SERVICE CHECKS AND ADJUSTMENTS
The efficiency of the heater and ventilation is
also largely dependent on correct adjustment and
fitting of the Bowden cables. Consequently, when
attaching the Bowden cables to the heater casing,
the two control levers must not be on their stops
but approx 2 mm away from them, Fig.6.

TR34-6N

Fig.6. When fitting Bowden cable, control lever
must be approx 2 mm before the stop.

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION
No special service tools are required:
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS CONTENTS
Heating and Ventilation
Described

Contained
in operation

34 313

Heater controls- Adjust

-

34 354

34 314

Heater controls - Remove and Install

-

34 354

34 354

Heater assembly - Remove and Install

X

34 354 E Heater asssembly - Dismantle and Reassemble (Heater Assembly
Removed)

X

34 364 4 Radiator - Heater - Remove and Install

X

34 374

Motor - Heater - Remove and Install

X

34 474

Hose - Demister - Remove and Install ( 1eft)

X

34 483

Nozzle - Demister - Remove and Install

X

34 487

Vent - Face Level - Remove and Install

X

February 1983
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H E A T I NG

A N D V E NT I L A T I 0 N

SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS

34 354 HEATER ASSEMBLY - REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Disconnect battery earth lead.

Fig.7. Detach hot water hose from heater
radiator.

2. Position a tray under the vehicle to catch the
coolant. Detach the hot water hoses from the
heater radiator connector, Fig.7. Secure
hoses in the engine compartment with their
ends raised.

7
Tl/82 /67

Fig.8. Detach bezel from the facia panel retaining screws arrowed.

3. Detach bezel of heater control unit under the
facia panel {2 crosshead screws), Fig.8.
Pull out symbol i 11 uminating bulb and holder.
Pull multi-plug off the blower switch, Fig.9.

Fig.9. Pull off blower switch multi-plug, A,
and detach symbol illuminating bulb
and ho 1der, B.

February 1983
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34 354
To Install
7. Locate the heater assembly in the vehicle,
Fig.13. Connect plug of blower motor, Fig.14,
and secure the heater casing to the bulkhead
with 5 bolts.

NOTE: First locate the gasket over the heater
radiator connector and glue a new foam gasket
(when damaged) on the upper part of the
heater casing.
Fig.13. Locate heater assembly in vehicle.

8. Fit heater control unit complete with Bowden
cables on the facia panel and secure with the
2 (TX40) Torx screws.

9. Attach and Bowden cables to the air valve
levers and then adjust as follows: Position
the control lever approx 2 mm before the stop,
Fig.l5, and secure the slotted retainer that
holds the Bowden cable sheath so that the air
valve in question is in its extreme position.

,

February 1983

Tl/8 2/71.

Fig.14. Attach plug to blower motor.

TR 34-6 N

Fig.15 . Position control lever approx 2 mm
before the stop.

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 34 (Appendix) -9

H E A T I NG
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34 354
10. Attach the air hoses (4) of the demister and
vent nozzles to the connectors on the heater
casing, Fig.16.

Fig .16. Attach air hoses to heater casing.

11. Fit blower switch multi-plug and symbol
illuminating bulb and holder, Fig.17. Mount
bezel of heater control unit, Fig.18.

Tl/ 82/68

Fig.17. Fit multi-plug, A, and symbol light,
B, to bezel of heater control unit.

12. Slide the hot water hoses onto the heater
radiator connector and secure. Remove the
collecting tray, refill the cooling system as
specified and reconnect the battery.

J
Tl/82 /67

Fig.18. Mount bezel on facia panel retaining screws arrowed.
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34 354 8 HEATER ASSEMBLY - DISMANTLE AND
REASSEMBLE (Heater Assembly Removed)
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE

To Dismantle
1. Separate the lower part of the casing from the
upper part (8 screws), Fig.l9.

TR34-29

Fig.19. Separate casing halves (lower part
from upper part).

2. Remove the electric motor from the heater
casing (3 screws), Ffg.20.

3. Withdraw the heater radiator from the casing,
having first removed 1 screw from the bracket
between the connectors.

4. Cut foam gasket of upper part of casing with a
knife in the area of the casing halves,
Fig.21. Remove the seven clips, separate
upper part of casing and remove the air valve
from the casing half in question.

February 1983

Fig.20. Withdraw electric motor from heater
casing.

TR34-

Fig.21. Cut foam gasket with a knife in
area of casing halves.

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS: SECTION 34 (Appendix) -11
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34 354 8
5. Separate lower part of casing {6 clips) and
remove the second air valve from the
associated casing half, Fig.22.
NOTE: If possible, casing should not be separated
unless heater was incorrectly assembled
previously.
The bearings of the air valves cannot be
replaced individually. If bearings or
components are faulty or broken, the entire
casing must be replaced.

Fig.22. Assemble casing halves and air valves.

To Reassemble
6. Fit the plastic bearing to the air valves and
insert these in the appropriate casing halves,
bring the casing halves together and secure
with clips.
NOTE: Install the air valve operating mechanisms
in the heater casing before assembling the
casing halves. To do this, align the broad
toothing on the cog cover with the opening in
the toothed segment {makes direct contact with
the air valve) and then fit the cog cover,
Fig.23.

Fig.23. Assemble air valve operating mechanism.

7. Carefully insert the heater radiator in the
heater casing, replacing the foam gasket if
necessary, Fig.24, and secure it to the heater
casing with a screw.
NOTE: The cooling fins on the heater radiator must
not be damaged during this process.

Fig.24. Heater radiator with foam gasket.
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34 354 8
8. Screw the lower and upper parts of the casing
together (8 screws), Fig . 25.

TR 34 - 29

Fig. 25. Screw casing lower and upper parts
together.

9. Position gasket on heater casing, slide the
electric motor with the fan into the casing
and secure with three screws, Fig.26.

Fig.26. Insert the electric motor in the
heater casing.

10. Stick a new foam gasket to the heater casi ng,
Fig.27.

TR 34 - 17N

Fig.27. Heater fully assembled - foam gasket
stuck in place . Retaining clips
arrowed.
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34 374 MOTOR - HEATER - REMOVE AND INSTALL
(Heater Installed)
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Disconnect the battery earth lead.
2. Detach both the air hoses on the left hand
side of the heater casing.
3. Disconnect blower motor plug, Fig.28.
4. Undo the three retaining screws and withdraw
the blower motor from the heater casing sideways, Figs. 29 and 30.

Tl/82/71.

Fig.28. Disconnect blower motor plug (bezel
of heater control unit removed for
clarity).

To Install
5. Attach foam gasket to the heater casing and
insert the blower motor in the opening, then
secure with three screws.

6. Reconnect cable of blower motor and refit the
two air hoses.

Fig.29. Draw heater blower motor out of the
heater casing.

7. Connect the battery earth lead and check that
blower motor operates correctly.

Fig.30. Blower motor removed - foam gasket
shown shaded.

February 1983
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34 474 HOSE - DEMISTER - REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Detach demister air hose from the heater
casing and the demister nozzle and withdraw
hose. Fig.31.

Fig.31. Detach demister hose .
To Install
2. Attach hose, first to demister nozzle and
then to heater casing.

34 483 NOZZLE - DEMISTER - REMOVE AND INSTALL
SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Remove the two crosshead screws, Fig.32, and
withdraw the nozzle complete with the hose.
TR 34-23

2. Detach the demister nozzle from the hose,
Fig.33.

K

Fig.32. Remove demister nozzle.

To Install
3. Attach the nozzle to the hose.

4. Secure demister nozzle complete with the hose
(2 screws).

TR34-24

K

Fig.33. Detach nozzle from hose.
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II I

I

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS REQUIRED: NONE
To Remove
1. Remove the vent Fig . 34, by unscrewing the
outer threaded ring on the vent nozzle .

TR 3t.-25

Fig.34. Remove vent.

2. Withdraw vent and hose complete underneath the
instrument panel, Fig . 35, and pull the vent
off the hose .

TR 31.-26

K

Fig.35. Withdraw vent and hose complete.

To Install
3. Attach the vent to the hose. Then guide
complete vent and hose assembly under the
instrument panel and insert in the aperture.

~'

NOTE: Note the guide groove in the instrument
panel , Fig .36.

4. Secure the vent with the outer threaded ring.

February 1983

TR 31. -27

Fig.36. Guide groove in instrument panel.
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS SECTION 41-1

DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The variety of vehicle options available on the Transit have resulted in complexity of door options and lock
mechanisms.
This section details the repair procedures associated with the more common options of hinged and sliding
cab doors, hinged and sliding side loading doors, and double rear doors and tailgate.
The hinged driver and passenger doors are each hung on two hinges secured to the body hinge pillar and the
door inner frame. If necessary, adjustment to the position of the door within the aperture can be made on the
hinges.
An interior trim panel covers the access hole to the door interior mechanisms; it can be detached by
removing the window winder handle, the remote control handle, arm rest (where applicable), and pulling the
trim panel away from the door inner panel.
The interior lock remote control handle and the window winder handle are each secured by a crosshead
screw and shakeproof washer located centrally in the handle boss. The arm rest is secured by two crosshead
screws.
Door pull handles are located on the top of the door inner panel and are secured by two crosshead screws
and spring washers.
The door locks are of a semi-rotary cam type where an external cam, operating in conjunction with a striker
plate secured to the door pillar, rotates to give two positions, thus providing a safety catch and a fully closed
position.
The remote control operating rod is secured to the remote control mechanism by a spring clip.
Private locks are fitted to all the exterior doors. Operated by the ignition key, they are located in the centres
of the exterior door handles and form the housing for the lock operating plungers.
An interior trim panel covers the access hole to the side loading door interior mechanisms, it can be detached
by removing the door interior handle and pulling the trim panel away from the door inner panel.
The interior lock remote control handle and escutcheon plate is secured by a crosshead screw and shakeproof
washer located centrally in the handle boss.
The external handle, door lock and remote mechanisms are similar to these used on the cab doors.
The rear doors, each hung on two hinges, are secured to the rear body side panel and the door outer frame.
Rear door opening is achieved by external and internal handles held to the door (external) by two screws and
to the handle shaft (internal) by a screw and washer located in the centre of the handle boss. A private lock,
operated by the ignition Key is located in the centre of the exterior handle boss.
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DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM
SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS

At the regular service intervals, all hood, door and
tailgate hinges, door check straps, and all locks,
should be checked for efficient operation. If considered necessary, oil should be carefully applied,

taking care not to allow oil to contaminate interior
trim, paintwork, etc. The hinge, door check strap
and lock should then be operated several times to
ensure smooth operation.

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION
Tool Number

-

Tool Name

Torsion bar stress tool

GTX 447
TR/41/601
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DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATION5-CONTENT

DOORS, HOODS, LIDS AND SLIDING ROOF
MECHANISM

Also applicable to certain
variants in the following
model range
--,---
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Hood assembly- Adjust
Hood assembly- Remove and Install
Hood release cable -Adjust
Cable- hood release- Remove and Install
Lever assembly- hood release - Remove
and Install
Spring -hood locking - Remove and
Install
Striker post- hood- Remove and Install
Safety catch - hood - Remove and Install
Stay- hood- Remove and Install
Bump rubber- hood - Remove and Install
Door - Adjust
Door assembly - Remove and Install
Handle -door exterior- Remove and
Install
Barrel -door lock - Remove and Install
Door lock assembly - Remove and Install
Remote control assembly -door lockRemove and Install
Plate -door striker- Remove and Install
Rubber -door striker plate - Remove
and Install
Spring -door check strap - Replace
Weatherstrip - door aperture - Replace
Side door assembly - Remove and Install
Handle -side door exterior - Remove
and Install
Lock -side door - Remove and Install
Weatherstrip -side door- Replace
Door- sliding cab- Remove and Install
Guide rod (lower) -sliding cab doorRemove and Install
Handle- sliding cab door, exteriorRemove and Install
Lock- sliding cab door- Remove
and Install
Weatherstrip - sliding cab door -front Replace
Weatherstrip -sliding cab door- rear Replace
Door -sliding side - Remove and Install
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DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS-CONTENT (cont'd)

DOORS, HOODS, LIDS AND SLIDING
ROOF MECHANISM.

Also applicable to certain
variants in the following
model range
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41 662
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41 666
41 674
41 683
41 694

Handle -sliding side door- exteriorRemoval and Install
Roller unit -sliding side door- Remove
and Install
Arm -sliding side door upper guide Remove and Install
Weatherstrip -sliding side door aperture Remove and Install
Rear door -Adjust
Rear door- Remove and Install
Handle - rear door- exterior- Remove
and Install
Barrel -rear door lock- Remove and
Install
Strap - rear door check- Remove and
Install
Weatherstrip - rear door aperture Replace
Tailgate assembly -Adjust
Tailgate assembly- Remove and Install
Handle -tailgate -exterior- Remove
and Install
Barrel -tailgate lock - Remove and
Install
Lock assembly -tailgate - Remove and
Install
Plate -tailgate striker- Remove and
Install
Torsion bar- tailgate - Remove and
Install
Weatherstrip tailgate - Replace
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DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS

41 213

HOOD ASSEMBLY - ADJUST

Special S ervice Tools required : None
1.

Slacken bolts securing underside of hood to
hinges, Fig. 1 .

2.

Slacken locknuts and fully screw in adjustable
bump stops on front crossmember.

3.

Check gap between rear edge of hood and
front edge of cowl panel, and between sides
of hood and edges of fenders. Move hood as
necessary on hinges to equalise gaps,
retighten fixings.

TR /41/37

4.

Adjust front bump stops to flush front edges
of hood with fenders. Tighten lock nuts.

Fig. 1. Hood hinge bolts
A - Bolt and washer assemblies

5.

Close hood, ensuring striker fully engages
hood lock spring. Check visible clearance
between underside of hood and crossmember. This should be 7 ,5 ± 1,5 mm. Fig. 2.
If necessary slacken striker locknut, screw
striker, in or out, to achieve this setting. Hold
striker in correct position then tighten
locknut.

11

_I~

Trr
AA

TRI41 j38

41 214

HOOD ASSEMBLY- REMOVE
AND INSTALL

11

Fig. 2. Hood setting - underside of hood to crossmember
clearance
B - 7,5± 1,5 mm

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Open hood, remove windscreen washer
tubes, mark around hinges with a pen or
pencil, Fig. 3, remove two bolts from each
hinge and lift off hood.

To Install
2.

Position hood on hinges and loosely retain
with two bolts each side.

3.

Align hinges to previously marked lines then
tighten securing screws.

4.

If necessary, adjust hood as described in
Operation No. 41-2 13 then refit washer
tubes.

January 1978

Fig. 3. Marking round hood hinges

FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS SECTION 41-6

DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM

41 223

HOOD RELEASE CABLE ADJUST

1.

Open hood, fit fender covers, slacken cable
adjuster screws.

2.

Pull cable until edge of hood lock spring
contacts front face of hood lock sleeve, Fig. 4.

3.

Hold cable in this position, tighten adjuster
screws and re-check spring setting.

4.

Close and release hood to check operation of
lock. Hood should 'pop-up' freely, if not, this
indicates striker post is out of alignment.

41 224

!~==========~----~==~----====~~

~'

TR /41/32

Fig. 4. Hood release spring adjustment: spring edge (arrowed)
in contact with front face of sleeve

CABLE- HOOD RELEASE REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Open hood, fit fender covers, disconnect
battery.

2.

Slacken hood release cable and adjuster
locknuts and unclip outer cable from fender
apron and crossmember clips. Disconnect
inner cable from hood release spring, then
guide it through slot in adjuster bracket.

3.

inside passenger compa rtment
From
disconnect handle pivot pin circlip and pull
handle and cable assembly f rom handle
bracket.

4.

Pull
cable
through
into
passenger
compartment and thence from vehicle.

Fig. 5. Release cable to spring
A - Locating cable
8 - Cable assembled
C - Adjuster bracket
0 - Adjuster

EFGH-

Locknut
Spring
Locknut
Adjustment determins
spring position

To Install

5.

From passenger compartment insert cable
through bulkhead into engine compartment
and secure cable grommet in bulkhead.

6.

Align cable and handle assembly on handle
bracket and insert pivot pin. Secure pin w ith
circlip.

7.

Remove nut from cable adjuster and thread
inner cable into striker release spring loop.

8.

Hold outer cable and pull inner cable into
spring loop to engage nipple. Insert inner
cable into slotted hole in bracket. Release
hold on outer cable to locate cable adjuster in
slotted hole in bracket, Fig. 5.

9.

Adjust cable, refer Operation No 4 1 223,
sub operations 2 to 4.

10.

Fig. 6.

Hood release cable handle assembly
C - Grommet
A - Pivot Pin
0 - Circlip
8 - Handle

Reconnect battery, remove fender covers.
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DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM

41 233

SPRING - HOOD LOCKING REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Open hood, fit fender covers.

2.

Slacken hood release cable adjuster, Fig. 7,
disconnect cable from spring.

3.

Disengage spring from slot in hood striker
sleeve, slacken clamp plate screw and
remove clamp plate.

4.

Manoeuvre spring from crossmember.

TR/41/ 2
Fig. 7. Slackening hood release cable adjuster

To Install

5.

Check that 'J' type nut is correctly installed in
square cut out in crossmember.

6.

Insert spring through hole next to sleeve in
crossmember, secure with clamp plate and
screw assembly.

7.

Pull loop end of spring so that spring engages
slot in striker sleeve.

8.

Connect and adjust hood release cable Fig. 8 ,
so that spring is seated on slot in striker
sleeve, with all slack removed from cable.

9.

Remove fender covers, close hood.
Fig. 8. Hood lock release cable to hood lock spring

41 235

STRIKER POST - HOOD REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Se rvice Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Open hood, fit fender covers, slacken locknut,
unscrew and remove striker post from
underside of hood, Fig. 9.

To Install

2.

Fit washer over threaded end of striker post,
insert striker in square nut {retained by hood
inner panel).

3.

Lower hood to check that striker is in line
with sleeve in crossmember. If necessary
raise hood and re-set.

0 / 41/ 20/N
Fig. 9. Method of adjusting typical hood lock striker assembly
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DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM

4.

Close hood, ensuring striker, fully engages
hood lock spring. Check visible clearance
between underside of hood and crossmember. T his should be 7,5 ± 1,5 mm. Fig.
10. If necessary screw striker in, or out, to
achieve this setting.

5.

Hold striker in correct position, then tighten
locknut. Grease striker using lithium base
grease.

6.

Remove covers close hood.

_T_cr;

Trs
AA

TR/41/38

41 236

11

Fig. 10. Hood setting - underside of hood to grille panel
B - 7 ,5 ± 1.5 mm

SAFETY CATCH - HOODREMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Open hood, fit fender covers, remove bolt and
clamp plate, detach safety catch from
underside of hood, Fig. 11 .

To Install
2.

Position catch on underside of hood, secure
with clamp plate, washer and bolt assembly.

3.

Remove covers, check operation of catch.

Fig. 11 . Removing hood safety catch

41 238

STAY - HOOD- REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special S ervice To ols Required : None
To Remove
1.

Open and securely prop hood, fit fender
covers. Lift free end of hood stay from its
retaining clip and manoeuvre fixed end from
grommet on crossmember, Fig. 12.

To Install
2.

Insert stay in grommet then locate free end in
crossmember clip. Remove prop and covers,
close hood.

Fig. 12. Hood stay assembly
1 - Stay
2 - Grommet
3 -Clip
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DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM

41 253

BUMP RUBBER- HOODREMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Pull bump rubber from its location in fender
drain channel, Fig. 13.

To Install
2.

Brush tapered end of bump rubber with soap
solution and push into cut out in fender drain
channel.
Fig. 13.

41 313

DOOR -ADJUST
(Striker Plate Adjustment Only)

Hood bump rubber assembly
Push tapered end of rubber into drain channel cut
out

Special Service Tools Required: None
1.

From inside vehicle, with door partially open,
hold pencil on inner surface of door, so that it
projects beyond lock edge, immediately
above striker.

2.

Hold pencil steady and slowly close door so
that pencil marks a line on body pillar.

3.

Loosen striker plate screws and set top of
plate parallel to pencil line. Do not fully
tighten screws at this stage.

4.

Gently close door to move striker to its
correct height. Open door, check striker is still
parallel to pencil line, tighten screws.

5.

Close door. Check door flushness to body
contours. If necessary slacken screws and
move striker outboard to align door and body.
Avoid disturbing previously attained height
setting.

41 314

TAIJ\
Fig. 14. Floor striker assembly
1 and 2- Shim
3- Plate

DOOR ASSEMBLY- REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove circlip Fig.
check strap clevis pin.

1 5,

and

push

out

2.

Remove door trim panel and plastic sheet.
Mark around hinges on door then remove
bolts and lift door off hinges.

To Install
3.

Position door on hinges, insert bolt and
washer assemblies and loosely secure door.
Align door to previously made marks and
tighten bolts.

January 1978

Fig . 15. Removing circlip from check strap clevis pin
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DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM

4.

Adjust door in frame, as necessary by moving
door on hinges. Check door closing
characteristics and flushness with bodyside, if
necessary, adjust door striker plate.

5.

Refit checkstrap clevis pin, circlip,
plastic sheet, and door t rim panel.

41 333

4.

door

until
turn
time
out,

To Install

DOOR EXTERIOR - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

5.

With handle in vertical position insert rods
through door cut out, and rotate handle into
alignment.

6.

Reconnect control rods, insert rubber gaskets
between handle and door and secure handle
to door with screw and w asher assemblies.

7.

Reposition lock on door shell and secure with
screw and washer assemblies.

8.

Refit plastic sheet and door trim panel.

S pecial Service Tools Required:
T o Remove

1.

Unhook rods from lock. Turn handle
front end of handle is vertical, further
handle towards front of vehicle, at same
guide handle rods through door cut
Fig. 16.

Remove door trim panel, and locally detach
plastic sheet at exterior handle location.

2.

Remove screw and washer
securing door lock to shell.

assemblies

3.

Remove crosshead screws and washers
securing handle to door (accessible through
cut outs in door inner panel).

A

- - - --;

--- ---

,

•

/

1/22
Fig. 16.

Removing door exterior handle
A - Turn to vertical position
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B - Twist towards front of vehicle
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AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM

4 1 336 4

BARREL-DOORLOCK REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service T ools Required : N one

NOTE: Where individual components have been
itemised within this operation by a letter code
without an accompanying Fig. No., they will
automatically refer to Fig. 19.
To Remove

1.

Unhook and remove short and long lock
control rods from crank arm, ·c· in Fig. 18.

2.

Tap out pivot pin retaining crank arm to
handle. (N) detach crank arm (K) and return
spring (M).

3.

Remove circlip A retaining lock barrel housing
in handle and withdraw lock barrel, lock plate,
spring and housing assembly from handle,
Fig. 19.

4.

Withdraw spacer washers from lock housing
and prise return spring (E) from lock barrel.

5.

Remove
housing.

6.

Drive out pin securing barrel in housing and
withdraw lock barrel.

·o·

Fig. 17. Door exterior handle assembly

ring seal (G) from groove on

To Install

7.

Slide lock barrel into housing, insert pin (0)
through housing and barrel to secure. Locate
ring seal (G) in groove on housing.

·o·

8.

Slide return spring into housing so that spring
tangs engage slot in housing and lock barrel,
with both tangs in same slot.

9.

Refit spacer washer on housing and insert
housing assembly into door handle.

10.

Insert spring (D) and lock plate
handle and secure with circlip, (A).

(C)

11.

Refit crank arm (K) and return spring (M) to
door handle and secure with pivot pin.

12.

Refit control rods ·c· in Fig. 18, to their
respective locations.

Fig. 18. Exterior handle and lock assembly
A - Operating plunger
C - Control rods
8 - Exterior handle
D - Lock assembly

into

TR/41/13

Fig. 19 Lock barrel assembly in door handle
A - C1rclip
F - Lock barrel housing
B - Control rod
G - Seal
C - Lockplate
H - Lock barrel
D -Spring
J - Handle
E - Lock return spring K - Crank arm
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DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM

41 352

DOOR LOCK ASSEMBLY REMOVE AND INSTALL
(Front Door)

Special Se rvice Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Remove door trim panel Fig. 20, and plastic
sheet.

2.

Remove screw, shakeproof, flat and fibre
washer assemblies retaining remote handle
assembly to door inner panel. Allow remote
handle to hang down inside shell.

3.

Unclip private lock rod exterior handle rods
from lock levers.

4.

Remove screw and shakeproof washer
assemblies securing lock to door pillar and
remove lock and remote control assembly
from door.

5.

Disconnect remote control rod link from lock.

TRI41128

11

Fig. 20. Door trim panel
A -Arm rest retaining screws
B -Arm rest

To Install

6.

If new lock is being fitted, assemble three
clips and one bush to levers, as shown in
Fig. 21.

7.

Insert remote control rod Fig. 22, through
appropriate lever on door lock.

NOTE: Check that anti-rattle pad Fig. 220, is
correctly located on rod, and that sealing washer
Fig. 22C, is in place on remote handle shaft.
8.

Pass lock/remote control assembly into shell.
Connect exterior handle links to lock, allow
lock to hang on links with remote handle
hanging down in shell.

9.

Secure lock to door pillar w ith screw and
washer assemblies.

1 0.

Connect private lock rod to lock, leave in
locked position.

11.

Secure remote handle to inner panel with
screw and washer assemblies, ensure that
lock connecting rod is not stressed, or
touching inner panel.

12.

Refit plastic sheet and door trim pad.

11
Fig. 21. Bush and clip assembly front door (hinged) lock
A - clips
B - bush

TRI41142

11

Fig. 22. Remote control and door lock assembly
A - door lock
D - anti-rattle pad
B - remote control assembly E - connecting rod
C -sealing washer
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41 355

REMOTE CONTROL ASSEMBLY
- DOOR LOCK - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove door lock.

2.

Remove control link from remote handle
assembly.

To Install
3.

Insert vertical hook end of rod through
grommet in remote handle lever. Ensure that
anti-rattle pad is in place in approximate
centre of rod.

4.

Position sealing
handle shaft.

5.

Replace door lock.

41 356

washer

around

L/41117

Fig. 23. Door striker plate assembly

remote

PLATE - DOOR STRIKER REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Open door, mark around striker plate to
facilitate reassembly, remove screws and
detach plate, Fig. 23.

To Install

Fig. 24. Pull striker plate rubber from its location

2.

Position plate within previously made marks
insert screws (leave loose).

3.

Adjust striker.

41 357

RUBBER - DOOR STRIKER
PLATE - REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Prise rubber clear of retaining lugs on striker
plate, Fig. 24.

2.

Disengage nylon pad from underside of
rubber.

To Install
3.

Fig. 25. Inserting nylon pad into striker plate rubber

Refit nylon pad to underside of rubber, Fig. 25.

4. · Engage rubber with striker lugs and push to
secure.
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41 364

DOOR CH ECK STRAP REMOV E AND INSTALL
(Front Door)

Special Service Tools Required : N one
To Remov e
1.

Remove door trim panel and locally pull back
plastic sheet.

2.

Remove two screw and washer assemblies
securing check arm to door, Fig. 27.

3.

Remove retainer and push clevis pin from 'A'
pillar bracket.

4.

Remove check arm from door shell.

Fig. 26. Check arm screw locations (2) on door pillar

To Install
5.

Insert check arm through aperture in door
shell. Loosely secure to door with two screws
and washer assemblies.

6.

Using a suitable grease, grease tongue of
check arm. Align hole in tongue with bracket
on 'A' pillar, insert clevis pin and secure with
retainer, Fig. 2 7.

7.

Refit plastic sheet and door t rim panel.

11

TRI41j44

41 375

WEATHERSTRIP - DOOR
APERTURE - REPLACE

Fig. 2 7. Check arm clevis pin and retainer
A - Clevis pin
B - Circlip

Special S ervice Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Carefully pull weatherstrip from periphery of
door inner panel.

To Install
2.

Clean
any old
adhesive/debris from
weatherstrip location on door inner panel.

3.

Using adhesive to SQM-269101-A, or a
suitable alternative, brush a film of adhesive
around periphery of door inner panel in area
of weatherstrip, Fig. 28 'B'.

4.

Carefully press weatherstrip on to adhered
area cut to length and butt joint ends.

AA
Fig. 28. Weatherstrip to door
A - Weatherstrip
B -Adhesive
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41 432

LOCK - SIDE DOOR - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove door trim panel.

2.

Remove three screw and washer assemblies
securing remote control plate ' 0' in Fig. 29,
to door inner panel. Lower plate within shell
and disconnect remote control rod from lock
lever.

3.

Disconnect exterior handle rods from their
door lock levers, Fig. 30.

4.

Remove three screws and shakeproof washer
assemblies securing lock to door and detach
lock.

Fig. 29. Door lock assembly to door and exterior handle lock
rod
A - Lock retaining screw C -Actuating arm
8 - Lock rod
D - Control plate

TR /41/46

11

To Install
5.

Position lock assembly on door pillar within
door shell. Connect lock lever rod Fig. 31 '8',
from outside handle to upper lever on lock
assembly. Then insert and tighten three
screw and washer assemblies to secure lock
to door.

6.

Connect lock release lever rod to release lever
on door lock (lower lever) and secure with
clip.

7.

Position remote control plate to door inner
panel and loosely secure with three screw,
shakeproof and flat washer assemblies.
Connect remote control rod to lock lever then
fully tighten remote control plate screws.

8.

Refit door trim panel.

Fig. 30. Exterior handle release lever rod to release lever on
lock

TRI41 147

Tl

Fig. 31. Remote control assembly side door
A - Remote control
C - Screw
8 - Connecting rod
D -Lock lever
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41 514

DOOR - SLIDIN G CABREMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Re m ove
1.

Remove nut and flat washer assemblies
securing sliding door lower guides to body
and detach guides, Fig. 32.

2.

Remove screws securing upper interior brush
seal to body and remove brush strip.

3.

Remove retainer and packing strip screws
from beneath front roller, then slacken nut
and bolt assemblies securing front roller to
door.

4.

Slacken bolts securing upper rear roller
bracket and cover to door, then remove single
screw and detach cover. Slacken remaining
bolts securing bracket to door.

5.

TR /41 /48
Fig. 32. Sliding cab door lower guides
A- Guide

A

Remove door by lifting upwards and
outwards to disengage door rubbers from
upper gu ide channel.

T o Install
6.

With door in open position lift door rollers
into position on upper guide channel.

7.

Fit rear roller cover to door by inserting
between rear roller fixing bracket and door.
Tighten roller bracket bolts, then fit remaining
screw Fig. 34 ·c· to secure cover Fig. 34 'B'
to roller bracket.

8.

Tighten nut and bolt assemblies retaining
front roller to door. Then locate retainer and
packing strip beneath front roller bracket and
secure with two screws.

9.

Align holes in brush seal with those in door
frame and secure with four screws.

10.

Locate lower guides in the lower guide
channel and secure to door with four nut and
flat washer assemblies.

11

(
TR/41/50

11

Fig. 33. Sliding door rollers
A - Front
B- Rear

TR/41/51

11

Fig. 34. Cover to sliding door rear roller
A - Rear roller
B - Cover
C - Screw
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FORD TRANSIT ' 78 ONWARDS SECTION 41-17

DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM

41 516 4

GUIDE RAIL (LOWER)
SLIDING CAB DOORREMOVE AND INSTALL

A

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove seven screw and flat washer
assemblies securing guide rail and striker
assembly to underbody, Fig. 35.

To Install
2.

Position rail on underbody and loosely secure
with screw and washer assemblies. Set guide
rail inwards at front and outwards at rear
then fully tighten bolts.

41 522

TR I41 /52
Fig. 35 .

11

Lower guide rail and striker assembly
A -Guide rail

HANDLE- SLIDING CAB DOOR
-EXTERIOR REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove door trim panel.

2.

Remove six screws and washer assemblies
securing lockplate and interior handle
assembly to door and remove assembly, Fig.

TR/41/53
Fig. 36. Sliding lockplate and handle to door

36.
3.

Remove three screw and washer assemblies
securing exterior handle to door outer panel
and detach handle.

To Install
4.

Position upper and lower mounting pads on
exterior handle and locate handle on door
outer panel. Secure handle to door with three
screw and washer assemblies, Fig. 37.

5.

Position lockplate and interior handle
assembly on door and secure with six screw
and washer assemblies.

6.

Refit door trim panel.

TR/41/54

11

Fig. 37. Exterior handle and mounting pad assembly
A- Handle
B -Upper mounting pad
C - Lower mounting pad
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DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM

41 526

LOCK - SLIDING CAB DOORREMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service T ools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Remove interior
assembly.

handle

and

lockplate

2.

Prise circlip Fig. 39 'B' off private lock lever
pivot Fig. 39 ·c· and disconnect interior
release rod from pivot.

3.

Drill out two pop ri vets retaining lock
assembly to lock plate and detach lock
assembly.

TR /41(55

11

Fig. 38. ' Pop· rivet location, lock assembly to lockplate

To Install

4.

Posit ion lock assembly on lockplate and
secure with two pop rivets, Fig. 38.

5.

Place private lock lever in 'locked' position
and adjust length of lock release rod Fig. 39
'A' until 0,040 in slip, or feeler gauge, j ust f its
between end of lever and rod. Fit rod over
lever pivot and secure with flat washer and
circlip, Fig. 39 'B'.

41 534 4

WE:'\ THERSTRIP - SLIDING
CAB DOOR FRONT - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

TR /41 /56

ll

Fig. 39. Private lock lever and lock release rod adjustment.
Private lock lever in 'locked' position
C - Lock lever
A - Adjuster
B - Circlip
D - 0,040 in clearance

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Drill out 'pop' rivet from fl anged retainer at
lower end of front weatherstrip and detach
Pull
upper end retainer of
retainer.
weatherstrip, then pull weatherstrip off
flange.

To Install

2.

Position weatherst rip on flange, tap into
place w ith mallet, and t rim to length if
required.

3.

Fit flanged retainer over to lower end of
weatherstrip and secure to body w ith 'pop'
rivet, Fig. 4 0 .

4.

Fit
upper
retainer
w eatherstrip.

January 1978

over

flange

and

TR/41/57

11

Fig. 40. Flanged retainer and 'pop' rivet (lower end front door
aperture weatherstrip)
A - Flange
B- Pop rivet

FORD TRANSIT ' 78 ONWARDS SECTION 41-19

DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM

41 554

DOOR
SLIDIN G SIDE
REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special S ervice Tools Required: None
To Re move

1.

2.

Remove two screw and shakeproof washer
assemblies and detach support from front ' 8'
pillar. Fig. 41.

Drill out 'pop' rivets securing upper guide rail
shroud and cap and detach shroud and cap
from rail, Fig. 42.

3.

Remove screw and washer assembly
securing shroud to upper guide arm.

4.

Open door and remove circlip and washer
from middle roller arm spindle, Fig. 43.

5.

Close door, remove upper screw and washer
and slacken lower screw and washer securing
top guide arm. Prise guide arm from upper
guide rail.

6.

Slacken screws on lower guide arm. Fig. 45 .

7.

Lift door off middle roller spindle and guide
roller out of guide rail.

r·===

11

TR)41j59
Fig. 41. Support (outer) assembly to
A - Screw
B - Shakeproof Washer
C- Support

TRI41158

·a· pillar

~
I

11

Fig. 42. Upper guide rail shroud and cap

To Install

8.

Check that washer is in place on middle roller
arm spindle Fig. 43 '8'. Locate roller in guide
rail and mount door on roller arm spindle.

9.

Push door to closed position, align bottom
guide and tighten three screw and washer
assemblies retaining guide to door.

10.

Place top guide arm in upper guide rail, insert
and tighten upper screw. Tighten lower
screw.

TRj41 j62
Fig. 43

January 1978

11

Circlip and washer assembly middle roller arm spindle
A - Circllp
8 - Washer
C - Roller arm

FORD TRANSIT ' 78 ONWARDS SECTION 41 - 20

DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM

11.

Open door and secure middle roller arm to
door link with circlip and washer, Fig. 43.

12.

Position shroud on upper guide arm and
secure with screw and washer assembly,
Fig. 44.

1 3.

Position upper guide rail shroud and cap and
secure with 'pop' rivets, Fig. 42.

14.

Position outer support on '8' pillar and secure
with two screw and shakeproof assemblies,
Fig. 41.

11

TR/41/61
Fig. 44. Shroud assembly upper guide arm
A- Shroud

41 562

HANDLE- SLIDING DOOREXTERIOR- REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None

To Remove
1.

Pull circlip from handle lower spigot, Fig. 46

·o·.

TR/41/63
Fig. 45.

2.

Remove two screw and washer assemblies
securing upper part of handle to door, Fig. 46
'A'.

3.

Detach handle and mounting pads from door.

11

Guide assembly sliding side door lower

To Install
4.

Locate mounting pads Fig. 46 '8', on upper
and lower parts of handle.

5.

Position handle on door, secure upper part
with two screw and washer assemblies and
lower part with circlip.

TR/41162~'
Fig. 46. Sliding door exterior handle assembly
A- Screw and washer
C- Handle
B - Mounting pads
D - Circlip
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DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM

41 575

ARM - SLIDING DOOR UPPER
GUIDE
REMOVE
AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove upper guide shroud, Fig. 47 'A'.

2.

Remove upper screw, slacken lower screw
and prise roller from upper guide.

3.

Remove lower screw and detach arm and
roller assembly. Lift roller off upper bolt shank
on arm.

-'

To Install
4.

Assemble roller over upper bolt shank on
arm.

5.

Loosely secure arm to door with screw,
spring and flat washer assembly.

6.

Insert roller in upper guide then fit remaining
screw and washer assembly. Tighten both
screws.

7.

Replace upper guide shroud.

41 594

WEATHERSTRIP
SLIDING
SIDE
DOOR
APERTURE
REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None

TR/41/61

To Remove

Fig. 4 7. Upper guide arm roller and shroud (A)

1.

11

Carefully pull weatherstrip from periphery of
door aperture.

To Install
2.

Clean door aperture
rubber/ adhesive debris.

of

all

traces

of

3.

Apply masking tape around periphery of door
aperture to protect body paintwork from
excess adhesive.

4.

Coat aperture periphery and weatherstrip
with adhesive.

5.

Locate weatherstrip in top left and right hand
corners, then bottom corners, and finally
press into place around the periphery of
aperture. Firm weatherstrip into place with
roller.

Fig. 48. Door aperture edging (A)
B-End cap
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41 615

REAR DOOR INSTALL

REMOVE AND

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Remove screw and washer assembly and
detach shrouds (two each hinge) from
hinges, Fig. 49.

2.

Remove checkstrap (Op No 41 364)

TR/41163

ll

Fig. 49. Rear door hinge shrouds

3.

Mark around hinge locations on door, remove
screws Fig. 50, from hinges and lift off door.

To Install

4.

Position door on hinges. align to previously
made marks and loosely secure with screws.

:::::::::.
5.

Move door as necessary on hinges to obtain
uniform clearance between horizontal and
vertical edges of aperture. Tighten hinge
screws. If necessary, slacken screws retaining
upper and lower striker plates to roof and
floor, and move strikers as required to flush
door with remaining door.

6.

Check alignment of door dovetails, if
necessary, add or subtract shims (to a
maximum of four) under male dovetail (RH
door) to achieve satisfactory engagement of
dovetails, Fig. 51.

7.

Replace check strap.

8.

Refit hinge shrouds, and secure with retaining
screws.

m /41/17

w

Fig. 50. Rear door hinge screws

TRI41 /64

11

Fig. 51 . Male and female dovetails rear
A - Female dovetail
8 -Male dovetail
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DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM

41 625

BARREL - REAR DOOR LOCKREMOVE AND INSTALL

A

Special Se rvice Tools Required: None

NOTE: Where individual components have been
itemised within this operation by a letter code
without an accompanying Fig. No, they will
automatically refer to Fig. 54.
T o Remove

1.

Remove interior handle by unscrewing crosshead screw and washer from centre of handle
boss (where fitted). Fig. 52.

2.

Turn exterior handle to 'open' position and
remove screws securing handle to door,
Fig. 53.

3.

Detach handle from door.

4.

Remove circlip (C). spring (D) and spacer
washers (K) from door handle boss and
withdraw escutcheon plate from handle.

5.

Tap out pin (B) securing square section rod
(A) and withdraw rod. Similarly, tap out pin
(F) securing lock barrel (J). in handle and
withdraw barrel.

TR/41/66

11

Fig. 52. Interior handle assemblies
A - Without trim panels D -Escutcheon
B - With trim panels
E - Washers
C - Handle

TR/41/65
Fig. 53. Exterior handle and cylinder assembly
A - Mounting pad
B - Handle ·

To Install

6.

Slide lock barrel into handle boss. ensuring
operating pin on nose of barrel engages slot
in handle boss locking peg, (G).

7.

Locate square section rod (A). in handle boss
and secure with pin. (8).

8.

Assemble escutcheon plate, (E) spacer
washers (K) and spring (D) into handle boss
and secure with circlip (C).

9.

Insert handle shaft into lock and secure with
two crosshead screws.

10.

Refit interior handle on exterior handle shaft
and secure with screw and washer (where
fitted).
Fig. 54. Rear door exterior handle
F A - Rod
B - Pin
GHC - Circlip
0 -Spring washer
J E - E'scutcheon
K-
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Pin
Locking peg
Exterior handle
Lock barrel
Spacers
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DOORS, HOODS, LIDS
AND SLIDING ROOF MECHANISM

--41 634

STRAP - REAR DOOR CHECKREMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Se rvice Tools Required: None
To Re move

1.

Open rear doors, remove tool bag (LH door
only). remove trim panel.

2.

Remove two retaining nuts and washer
assemblies and detach check strap, Fig. 55.

To Install
(Van and Kombi)

3.

4.

Position check strap on door pillar, insert
studs of strap through holes in pillar and
secure to pillar with nut and washer
asse mblies.

~ TR /41/67

11

Fig. 55. Rear door check strap assembly

Pass arm through aperture in rear door,
ensuring roller is on reinforced area on door.
Fully tighten nuts.

(Bus and Crewbus)

3.

Locate check strap between outer and inner
door panels, and through check aperture.

4.

Close door sufficiently to locate studs of
check strap through holes in door pillar.
Secure with nuts and washers.

5.

Where applicable, replace tool bag, refit trim
panel.

41 644

WEATHERSTRIP - REAR DOOR
APERTURE - REPLACE

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Carefully pull weatherstrip from periphery of
rear door inner panel, and door flanges.

To Install

2.

Clean any old adhesive/rubber debris from
weatherstrip location on door inner panel.
Wipe area with methylated spirit/acetone
mix.

To Install

3.

Using adhesive to SQM- 2691 01-A, or a
similar alternative, brush coat a film of
adhesive around periphery of door in area of
weatherstrip and along door flange, Fig. 56 'A ".

4.

Starting at left hand top corner carefully press
weatherstrip on to coated areas round door
periphery. Carefully cut weatherstrip to length
as required and butt joint ends. Seal both
joints with adhesive.

5.

Similarly, secure weatherstrip to door flange
(LH rear door) .

January 1978

TRI41/68

11

Fig. 56. W eatherstrip to door
A - Adhesive
B - W eath erstrip
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41 654

TAILGATE ASSEMBLY REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Mark around tailgate hinges to facilitate
reassembly, remove bolts from each hinge
and lift tailgate off hinges.

Fig. 57. Tailgate hinge bolts (arrowed) Broken arrows show
area of movement within bolt hole

To Install

2.

Position tailgate on hinges, loosely insert
bolts and align hinges to previously made
marks.

3.

Slacken screws retaining bumpers on tailgate
and tailgate aperture pillars.

4.

Slacken screws retaining tailgate striker to
load space floor, Fig. 58.

Fig. 58. Tailgate striker assembly

5.

Check tailgate alignment in aperture if
necessary move assembly on hinges to
achieve uniform clearance around tailgate
periphery. Tighten hinge bolts.

6.

Close tailgate, move striker in, or out, as
necessary to align lower edge of tailgate with
back panel, then tighten striker screws.

7.

Check alignment of bumpers, if necessary
add pads under bumper on body pillar to
achieve necessary contact. Tighten bumper
screws on tailgate and body pillars, Fig. 59.
TR/41/69

11

Fig. 59. Tailgate bumper assemblies
A - Bumber on body pillar
8 - Bumber on tailgate
C- Pads
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41 664

BARREL - TAILGATE LOCK REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
T o Remove

1.

Open tailgate, remove tailgate trim panel.
Remove single retaining screw and washer
and detach lever from end of lock barrel.

2.

Remove three screw and washer assemblies
and lift handle and pad off tailgate.

3.

Remove circlip and pull lock barrel from
handle housing.
Fig. 60. Tailgate lock. lock barrel and handle assembly

To Install

4.

Insert lock barrel in handle housing and
secure with circlip.

5.

Position mounting pad on handle, locate
handle on tailgate. Align holes in tailgate and
handle insert and tighten screw and washer
assemblies to secure.

6.

Locate lever on end of lock barrel, secure
with screw and washer.

7.

Replace tailgate trim panel.

41 666

LOCK ASSEMBLY - TAILGATE REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
T o Rem ove

1.

Remove tailgate trim panel.

2.

R.emove bolt and spacer securing lock release
lever to tailgate, Fig. 61.

3.

Remove four screw and washer assemblies
and detach lock from tailgate inner panel.

To Install

4.

Insert release lever through aperture in
tailgate inner panel, align holes in lock with
those in tailgate, insert and tighten four
screw and washer assemblies to secure.

5.

P.Jsition spacer between lock release lever
and tailgate, slide a further spacer over
shoulder bolt insert and tighten bolt, through
lever and spacer to secure lever to tailgate.

6.

Refit tailgate trim panel.
Fig. 61. Tailgate lock assembly
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41 674

PLATE- TAILGATE STRIKER REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Drill out pop rivets retaining tailgate striker
cover to loadspace floor.

2.

Mark around striker, remove torx bolts and
external tooth washers and lift striker plate
off floor.
11

To Install

3.

Position striker on floor within previously
marked lines. Insert and tighten torx bolt and
washer assemblies.

4.

Position tailgate striker cover to loadspace
floor and secure with pop rivets, Fig. 62.

41 683

Fig. 62. Tailgate striker cover
A - Cover
B - Pop rivet

TORSION BAR - TAI LGATE REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: GTX 447
To Remove

1.

Remove tailgate header bar trim panel.

2.

Unscrew nuts securing T
retainer and
counter plate assembly and detach the
assembly.

3.

Fit special tool No GTX 44 7 to
torsion bar.

4.

Push lever of tool forwards and, whilst
supporting tailgate in 'Open' position, unhook
torsion bar from hinge base plate.

5.

At opposite hinge withdraw cranked end of
torsion bar from its retaining sleeve.

6.

Release 'U' end of torsion bar from hinge lug.

·u·

Fig. 63. Tailgate striker assembly

end of

To Install

7.

Engage 'U' end of torsion bar in hinge lug.

8.

Slide cranked end of bar into retaining sleeve
on opposite hinge.

9.

end of
Using special tool No GTX 44 7 on
torsion bar, lever bar behind hook retainers
on base plate.

10.

·u·

Refit retainer counterplate and trim panel.
Fig. 64. Tailgate tension bar trim panel (C)
A - Anti-rattle pad
B - Screw and washer assembly
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:

SECTION 42-1

WINDOWS AND OPERATING MECHANISM
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Toughened safety glass is flexibly mounted to all window apertures, excepting the windscreen via groove
weatherstrip assemblies. A laminated windscreen is available as optional equipment on all models. This type
of screen consists of a layer of clear plastic sandwiched between two layers glass. When struck with
sufficient force the screen does not shatter but only cracks, allowing virtually unimpeded vision.
The driver and passenger hinged door windows may be raised, or lowered, by means of one piece cable-type
regulator mechanism. These mechanisms are retained to the door inner panel with screws and are bolted to
the window glass bracket. The door window glass slides in lined channelling in the window frame and door
shell.
Opening quarter vent windows pivoting within a separate framework, are available as an option with hinged
front doors in instances where the opening quarter window options is not taken up, fixed triangular, glass
pieces are located between the window vertical channel and the window frame.
The glass used with the sliding cab door is one piece fixed, and one piece sliding. The sliding glass is locked
by a spring loaded catch mounted on the door frame.
Side windows, Rear Door windows and Tailgate windows are all fixed and are retained in their various
apertures by conventional rubber weatherstrips.
Opening rear quarter windows are available as an option. These are hinged at their leading edge and
operated by an over centre catch, bolted through the glass and held to the rear pillar by two screws.

SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS
None required

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION
Tool

Tool Name

None required.

G/7/079/D
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:

SECTION 42-2

WINDOWS AND OPERATING MECHANISM
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS- CONTENT

Also applicable to certain
variants in the following
model range
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42 114
42 115
42 214

Windscreen- Remove and Install
Windscreen - Replace
Glass- Door quarter window fixed Remove and Install
42 254
Opening quarter window assemblyRemove and Install
42 254 8 Opening quarter window- Dismantle and
Reassemble
42 255
Glass - Opening door quarter window Remove and Install
42 272
Catch - Door quarter window - Replace
42 314
Glass- Door window- Remove and
Install
42 314 4 Bracket - Door window glass to
regulator- Remove and Install
42 334 4 Runs - Door window- Replace
42 338
Regulator assembly- Door windowRemove and Install
42 364
Glass and frame assembly- Sliding
window- Remove and Install
42 414
Glass- Side window- Remove and
Install
42 464
Glass- Partition panel - Replace
42 514
Glass- Fixed rear quarter windowRemove and Install
42 534
Opening rear quarter window assemblyRemove and Install
42 536
Glass - Opening rear quarter windowRemove and Install
42 544
Catch -Opening rear quarter window Remove and Install
42 546
Weatherstrip - Opening rear quarter
window - Remove and Install
42 634
Glass- Rear door window- Remove and
Install
42 554
Glass- Tailgate window- Remove and
Install
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS:

SECTION 42-3

WINDOWS AND OPERATING MECHANISM
SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS

42 114

WINDSCREEN - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Se rvice Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Cover hood and cowl with cloth to prevent
accidental damage.

2.

Remove windscreen wiper arms and blades.

3.

Using a lipping tool from inside car, push
weatherstrip lip under top and sides of
aperture flange. Push out weatherstrip and
glass as an assembly.

4.

Remove weatherstrip.

5.

Clean aperture and weatherstrip. Check
aperture flanges for buckles and distortion.
Dress, if necessary.

TR/4216
Fig. 1. Weatherstrip (A) to windscreen assembly

To Install

6.

Fit weatherstrip to glass and fit length of cord
in the rubber to body groove of weatherstrip
so that cord ends emerge at bottom corner.
Allow a crossover of cord ends of
approximately 150 mm (6,0 in). If draw cord
is passed through short length of metal tube
and tube then used to separate weatherstrip
lips insertion of cord may be simplified by
drawing tube around periphery of
weatherstrip. To assist in retaining
weatherstrip to glass short lengths of
masking tape may be stuck over weatherstrip
and secured to both sides of glass. Seal
rubber to glass location.

7.

Using PVC foam tape (SOM 3G9505A.
9,0x6 ,0 mm) remove backing paper and
apply tape to exterior horizontal flanges of
windscreen aperture.

8.

Offer glass and weatherstrip assembly to
body aperture. Push assembly up until groove
in weatherstrip engages top transverse flange
of body aperture. Ensure that draw cord ends
are inside passenger compartment and push
window firmly in at base. From inside vehicle
commence pulling one end of drawcord from
weatherstrip groove. As cord is withdrawn
apply pressure to glass from outside, either
by hand or rubber mallet, in immediate
vicinity of cord. When top centre of window
is reached repeat procedure with other end of
cord. Remove masking tape as installation
proceeds.

9.

Refit windscreen wiper arms and blades.

10.

TR/42/7
Fig. 2 . Windscreen drawcord (A) inserled

Remove cowl covering.
Fig. 3. PVC foam tape locations (A) on windscreen aperlure
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FORD TRANSIT '78 ONWARDS :

SECTION 42-4

WINDOWS AND OPERATING MECHANISM

42 214

GLASS - DOOR QUARTER
WINDOW - FIXED - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

B

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Remove door trim panel.

2.

Pull down plastic sheet as necessary to gain
access to quarter window glass fixings.

3.

Peel back adhered section of door belt
weatherstrips from vent window channelling
and remove inner and outer door belt
weatherstrips from door.

4.

Remove screw and flat washer assembly
retaining quarter window channelling to door
inner panel.

5.

Similarly remove two screw, lock and flat
washer assemblies securing quarter window
frame to door window frame. Remove quarter
window and frame assembly from door shell.

6.

Drill out two pop rivets securing top of
quarter window frame and two tubular rivets
securing low er end of frame to dividing bar.

7.

Separate frame and glass from dividing bar
and then glass fro.m frame.

8.

Remove weatherstrip from glass.

A
TR/42/9
Fig. 4. Glass and weatherstrip assembly
A -Glass (C) and weatherstrip (0)
B - Glass/weatherstrip to frame

TR/42111
Fig. 5. Pop rivet (A) assembly quarter window frame (top)

To Install

9.

Assemble weatherstrip around perimeter of
glass.

10.

Brush soap solution onto weatherstrip and
locate glass and weatherstrip assembly into
channelling of frame. Tap firmly into place
using a rubber mallet.

Fig. 6. Glass and frame assembly to dividing bar
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11.

Apply further soap solution to exposed edge
of weatherstrip and engage glass and frame
assembly in dividing channel, tap 'home' with
rubber mallet.

12.

Secure top end of frame to cranked bracket
on dividing channel with two pop rivets.

13.

Similarly, secure lower bracket on quarter
window frame to the dividing channel with
two tubular rivets.

14.

Insert quarter window and frame assembly
into door shell and into alignment with door
window frame.

15.

Secure quarter window frame to door
window frame and quarter window dividing
channel to door inner panel with screw and
washer assemblies.

16.

Refit door belt weatherstrips, adhering
overlap sections to quarter window assembly.

17.

Refit plastic sheet and door trim panel.

42 254 8

TR/42 12
Fig. 7. Door quarter window frame fixing to door
E - Fixing at door window frame
D - Fixing at door inner panel

OPENING QUARTER
WINDOW - DISMANTLE
AND RE- ASSEMBLE
(quarter window assembly
removed)
TR /42 /13

Special Service Tools Required : None

1.

Slacken and remove screw securing clip on
lower pivot.

2.

Carefully drill out end of special shouldered
rivet retaining glass and frame to upper pivot.
Remove rivet, cover, spacer and insert
assembly from pivot.

3.

Carefully pull glass and frame assembly from
lower pivot.

Fig. 8. Lower pivot clamp
A - Glass and frame
B - Lower pivot
C - Quarter window frame

Fig. 9. Spacer and insert assembly, upper pivot
A - Shoulder rivet
B - Cover
C - Spacer
D - Insert
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4.

If required fully remove screw securing clip to
lower pivot and detach clip.

5.

Drill out rivets securing weatherstrip along
dividing bar, and remove weatherstrip from
dividing bar and frame assembly.

6.

Carefully support glass and frame assembly
and tap out pin from handle. Pull handle and
washer off shaft.

I

TR/42/15
Fig . 10. Glass and seal assembly to frame
A- Frame
B- Seal
C - Glass

7.

With handle removed, unscrew shaft nut and
separate shaft nut and washer assembly.

8.

If a new glass is being fitted, press a strip of
glazing and sealing mastic into 'U' channel of
glass frame . Push glass edge into channel
and tap with rubber mallet to secure. Clean
excess sealer from both sides of frame .

;!'
TR/42 /16
Fig. 11. Handle shaft assembly to glass

9.

Assemble a sealing washer on to handle
shaft, insert shaft through hole in glass and
assemble a further sealing washer, flat
washer, lock washer and nut onto shaft.
Tighten nut to secure assembly.

10.

Grease remaining length of handle shaft then
assemble flat washer and handle onto shaft.
Secure handle by inserting pin, ensure locking
face of handle is parallel to glass face.

11 .

Brush soap solution on to weatherstrip and fit
weatherstrip to dividing channel and frame
assembly. Complete assembly to dividing
channel with four 'pop' rivets.
TR/42/17
Fig . 12. Handle assembly to shaft
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12.

If required, assemble clip to lower pivot
bracket on dividing channel and frame
assembly, loosely retain with screw.

13.

Grease lower pivot pin on glass and frame
assembly and insert pin into lower pivot on
dividing channel and frame assembly.

14.

Insert a spacer between upper pivot lugs and
secure lugs with rivet. Tighten screw on
lower pivot clip .
NOTE : For Ford Germany built vehicles upper
pivot assembly consists of: shoulder rivet,
cover, spacer, cover and insert. (Fig. 9.)
TR/4 2 /1 8

42 314

GLASS- DOOR WINDOWREMOVE AND INSTALL

Fig. 13. Clip assembly to lower pivot
A - Quarter window frame
B - Screw
C- Clip

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove door trim panel see Operation No.

43-712 .
2.

Peel plastic sheet clear of door inner panel
apertures.

3.

Remove vent window assembly.

4.

Remove inner
weatherstrips.

5.

Raise glass sufficiently to give access to
regulator plate screws through cut-out.
Remove screws and withdraw glass via
window aperture.

and

outer

door

belt

TR/42 19

To Install
6.

Insert glass in door shell and secure to
regulator plate ·with two screws. Raise and
lower glass to check function before finally
tightening screws.

7.

Refit inner and outer door belt weatherstrips.

8.

Refit plastic sheet and door trim panel.

42 314 4

J

Fig. 14. Rivet assembly, quarter window weatherstrip to
dividing bar
J - Quarter window channel

K- Rivet

BRACKET-DOOR WINDOW
GLASS TO REGULATORREMOVE AND INSTALL
(door window glass removed)

Special Service Tools Required: None
1.

Carefully tap bracket off glass.
TR/42 22
Fig. 1 5. Regulator plate assembly to door
A -Anti rattle pads
B - Regulator plate screws
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To Install
2.

Position weatherstrip along bottom edge of
glass, aligning ends of weatherstrip with ends
of glass.

3.

Seat glass and weatherstrip assembly into
channel of bracket and tap into place with
rubber mallet.

·u·

42 334 4

RUNS- DOOR WINDOWREPLACE
(door glass removed)
TR/42 20

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove screw and washer assembly
securing door run assembly retainer to inner
panel.

2.

Carefully pull retainer and door glass run from
channel in door frame.

Fig . 16. Glass and bracket assembly door window
A - Weatherstrip
B - Channel
C - Glass

,.
I

To Install
3.

Assemble retainer to door glass run then
locate retainer and run assembly into channel
in door frame .

4.

Align retainer into position on door inner
panel and secure with screw, lock, flat and
fibre washer assembly, Fig. 17. Slide retainer
towards door lock before finally tightening
screw.
TR/42121

42 338

REGULATOR ASSEMBLYDOOR WINDOW- REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Fig. 17. Door glass run and "etainer assembly to door inner
panel
A - Fibre wash er
B - Flat washer
C - Lock washer
D- Screw

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove door trim panel and plastic sheet.

2.

Support door window and remove screw and
washer assemblies securing glass bracket to
regulator plate. Lower glass to bottom of
door shell.

TR / 42 22
Fig . 18. Regulator plate assembly to door
A -Anti rattle pads
B - Regulator plate screws
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3.

Remove screw and washer assemblies
securing remote handle assembly to door
inner panel.

4.

Remove screw and washer assembly
securing regulator cable lower fixing bracket
to door inner panel.

5.

Similarly, remove two screw and washer
assemblies securing cable upper bracket, and
a further three screw and washer assemblies
securing the regulator plate.

6.

Remove screw securing lower end of quarter
window dividing channel, push channel to
one side and withdraw regulator from door
shell.

TR/42/23
Fig. 19. Regulator upper and lower fixing brackets

To Install
7.

Locate regulator assembly within door shell
in approximately its final alignment.

8.

Re-align quarter window dividing channel
and secure with screw and washer.

9.

Position an anti-rattle pad over regulator
shaft plate so that it is positioned between
plate and inner panel. Similarly check that a
further anti-rattle pad is in place around cable
at extreme lower bend of cable run.

10.

Secure regulator plate to door with two
screws, flat and shake-proof washers on front
holes of plate, and a screw large flat, and
large fibre washer on rear hole.

11.

Similarly, insert and tighten two screw and
shake-proof washers to secure upper cable
bracket to door inner panel.

12.

Finally, insert and tighten screw, shake-proof
washer, large flat and large fibre washers to
secure lower bracket to inner panel.

TR/42 12
Fig. 20. Door quarter window frame fixing to door
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13.

Wind
glass
Raise
screw

regulator as necessary to bring door
bracket into view ·in door aperture.
glass and secure to bracket w ith two
and washer assemblies.

14.

Refit plastic sheet and door trim panel.

42 364

tlfO

GLASS AND FRAME ASSEMBLY
- SLIDING WINDOW - REMOVE
AND INSTALL

A~

Special Service Tools Required : N one
TR/42/28

To Rem ove

1.

Using a lipping tool, push weatherstrip lip
under top and sides of aperture flange. From
inside cab push out weatherstrip, frame and
glass as an assembly.

2.

Carefully prise fillers from upper and lower
sections of weatherstrip, immediately to rear
of fixed glass.

3.

Carefully prise sliding glass and handle
assembly from weatherstrip and frame.

4.

Similarly remove fixed glass.

5.

If necessary, remove weatherstrip by pulling
glass runs from upper and lower horizontal
sections of weatherstrip and then pulling
weatherstrip from frame.

Fig. 21. Filler location sliding window assembly
A - Filler
B - Glass

AA

TR/42/24
Fig. 22. Weatherstrip to rear vertical edge of glass
A - Weatherstrip
B - Glass

To Insta ll

6.

7.

If new fixed glass is being fitted, brush soap
solution along rear vertical edge of glass then
tap fixed glass weatherstrip into place on
vertical edge, using rubber mallet.

z

If new sliding glass is being fitted, lay a
length of sealing and glazing strip into
channel of sliding glass handle and tap glass
into channel using a rubber mallet. Trim off
excess glazing strip.

·u·
zz

TR/42 /25
Fig. 23. Fixed glass weatherstrip assembly
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8.

Assemble glass runs into upper and lower
horizontal sections of frame weatherstrip.

9.

Check that rubber buffers are in place on
lower edge of frame
channel.

10.

Insert weatherstrip and run assembly into
channel.

11.

Apply sealer SM4G 4631 A. to weatherstrip
at fixed glass location. Insert fixed glass into
appropriate channel and slide into position.
Clean sealer from glass.

·u·

12.

Similarly insert sliding glass and handle
assembly into remaining channel.

13.

Using adhesive, GES M2 G 4502 A, or a
suitable alternative, coat underside of each
filler with a film of adhesive. Press fillers into
fixed glass channels (upper and lower)
immediately to rear of fixed glass.

14.

AA

PlrJ
BB

l.1
cc
TR/4

26

•

Fig. 24. Sliding window frame and weatherstrip assembly
A - Weatherstrip
C - Buffers
B - Glass runs

Fit length of cord in the rubber to body
groove of · weatherstrip so that cord ends
emerge at bottom centre.
Allow a crossover of cord ends of
approximately 150 mm (6.0 in) If draw cord
is passed through short length of metal tube
and tube then used to separate weatherstrip
lips insertion of cord may be simplified by
drawing tube around periphery of
weatherstrip.

1 5.

Offer glass and weatherstrip assembly to
body aperture Push assembly up until groove
in weatherstrip engages top horizontal flange
of body aperture. Ensure that draw cord ends
are inside cab and push window firmly in at
base. From inside vehicle commence pulling
one end of draw cord from weatherstrip
groove. As cord is withdrawn apply pressure
to glass from outside eit her by hand or rubber
mallet, in immediate vicinity of cord.

TR 42/27
Fig. 25. Sliding window glass assembly
C - Sliding glass and handle
A - Sealer
B - Fixed glass

~

A'®
TR /42/28
Fig. 26. Filler location in glass and frame assembly
A - Filler
B - Glass
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42 414

GLASS-SIDEWINDOW REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

From inside vehicle. using a lipping tool, push
upper horizontal edge of weatherstrip under
window aperture flange.

2.

When a·pproximately two thirds of
weatherstrip is under flange, push glass and
weatherstrip out of aperture as an assembly.

3.

Carefully remove weatherstrip from glass.

TR 42 29

To Install

4

If window glass is being replaced due to
accident damage, ensure that aperture is
dimensionally correct, flange height ( 13 mm
nominal) is as specified and that flange is free
from buckles and distortion. Carefully clean
any shattered glass from the weatherstrip
grooves and scrape any sealer from rubber
weatherstrip, or body aperture flange.

5.

Fit weatherstrip to glass, and fit length of
cord in the rubber to body groove of weather
strip so that cord ends emerge at bottom
corner.

6.

Allow a crossover of cord ends of
approximately 1500 mm (6,0 in). If draw cord
is passed through short length of metal tube
and tube then used to separate weatherstrip
lips insertion of cord may be simplified by
drawing tube around periphery of
weatherstrip Fig. 2 7.

7.

Seal weatherstrip to glass, location.

8.

Using SQM 3G 9S05-A PVC foam tape
(9,0x6,0 mm) remove backing paper from
tape and apply to horizon~al flange of window
apertu re.

9.

Offer glass and weatherstrip assembly to
body aperture. Push assembly up until groove
in weatherstrip engages top transverse flange
of body aperture. Ensure that draw cord ends
are inside passenger compartment and push
window firmly in at base. From inside vehicle
commence pulling one end of draw cord from
w eatherstrip groove. As cord is withdrawn
apply pressure to glass from outside either by
hand or rubber mallet, in immediate vicinity
of cord.

January 1978

Fig. 27. Glass. weatherstrip and drawcord assembly
A - Cord

TR /42 30
Fig. 28. Foam tape location on fixed window
A - Cord
B - Foam tape
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42 464

GLASS- PARTITION PANELREPLACE

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove fourteen nut, bolt and washer
assemblies and lift glass off partition panel
aperture.

f.>.

""""'@

To Install
2.

Position glass on partition panel aperture,
align holes in glass and panel then insert and
tighten nut bolt and washer assemlies.
NOTE : Some locations may have the partition
panel glass retained by a weatherstrip
assembly. For this type of assembly proceed
as for Operation No. 42-414 but exclude
sealing operations.

42 536

GLASS- OPENING REAR
QUARTER WINDOW- REMOVE
AND INSTALL

TR/42/31
Fig. 29 . Partition panel glass assembly
A- Glass

1/.

~I
.

,i

~,

1

I
I·
1.

Special Service Tools Required: None

:1

~

To Remove
1.

Remove two cross-head screws securing
catch to body pillar and detach catch from
pillar.

f;l

,

i

rr'

Il l
TR 42/32
Fig. 30. Rear quarter window assembly
A- Glass
8 -Hinge rubber
C- Screw

2.

Using a screwdriver blade, wrapped in cloth,
inserted between glass and window aperture
carefully lever glass and frame assembly rear
wards to disengage hinges from hinge
rubbers. Lift glass and frame assembly off
vehicle when hinges clear rubbers.

3.

Unscrew headless screw pin securing catch
to glass bracket and detach catch from glass.

4.

Removal of headless screw pin and catch
exposes cross-head screw retaining bracket
to glass. Remove screw, nut and grommet
assembly and detach bracket from glass.
TR /42 /1
Fig. 31 . Catch assembly to glass bracket
1 - Headless pin, 2 - Bracket ; 3 - Catch
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5.

Remove cross-head screws, two each end,
securing vertical section of frame to curved
section. Lift vertical section off glass and
remove sealing strip.

6.

Pull glass and sealing strip from
section of frame.

curved

TR/42 2
Fig. 32. Catch bracket assembly on glass

To Install
7.

Assemble a strip of glazing and sealing
mastic to curved edge of glass. Tap glass and
seal assembly into curved section of frame.

8.

Assemble a strip of sealing mastic to
unframed edge of glass, then locate vertical
section of frame on glass edge and secure to
curved section with four cross-head screws.
Trim off excess sealer.

9.

Assemble two 'top hat' grommets into catch
hole in glass. Position bracket on glass (with
slot to top) and secure bracket with screw
and nut inserted through grommets.
Fig. 33. Frame and sealing, vertical glass edge
A- Frame
B - Glazing and sealing mastic
C- Glass

10.

Position catch on bracket, and insert and
tighten headless screw to secure.

11.

Lubricate pillar hinge rubbers with soap
solution then push hinge pivot on glass frame
into pillar rubbers, so that glass and frame
pivot towards inside of vehicle.

12.

Align holes in catch with those in pillar and
insert and secure screws.

TR/42/35
Fig. 34. Opening quarter window hinge pivot rubbers
A- Pillar
B -Hinge pivot rubbers
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42 546

WEATHERSTRIP - OPENING
REAR QUARTER WINDOW REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
T o Re m ove

1.

Remove opening rear quarter window glass
and frame assembly, see Operation No.

42 534.
2.

Pull weatherstrip and foam tape from flange.

To Install

3.

Clean aperture flange, check for buckling and
distortion, dress if necessary.

4.

Remove backing from PVC foam tape and
apply tape to horizontal flanges of window
aperture.

5.

Press weatherstrip onto flange, ensuring that
it is uniformly and securely seated.

6.

Refit opening rear quarter window glass and
frame assembly.

42 634

TR/42/36

'"

Fig. 35. Quarter window weatherstrip assembly on aperture
flange

GLASS - REAR DOOR WINDOW
- REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service T ools Required : N o ne
To Remove

1.

From inside vehicle, using a lipping tool, push
upper horizontal edge of weatherstrip under
window aperture flange. When approximately
two-thirds of weatherstrip is under flange,
push out glass and w eatherstrip as an
assembly. Remove weatherstrip from glass.

To Install

2.

Check weatherstrip flange for buckles and
distortion, dress if necessary.

3.

Apply PVC foam tape to horizontal flanges of
aperture.

4.

Fit a new weatherstrip to glass, insert a draw
cord and fit glass and weatherstrip to window
apertu re.

5.

Seal glass and
installed.

rubber once window

is

TR/42 37
Fig. 36. Sealing rear door glass to rubber
A - Sealer
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SECTION 43-1

INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR TRIM, SEATS
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Easily removable plastic end caps are provided on the front and rear bumpers, to reduce replacement costs in
the event of accident damage.
Door trim coverings can be either grained hardboard or PVC finish depending on trim levels. Either level of
trim panel incorporates window regulator and interior release handles. Where a higher trim level is specified
door armrests are screwed through the trim panel into the door inner panel. All doors incorporate a pull
handle 'Pop' riveted to the door inner panel.
Front bucket seats are provided for the driver with either a dual, or single, seat available for the cab
passenger. Rearward vision is via a windscreen header bar-mounted interior mirror together with external
mirrors mounted on either the doors or fenders.

SERVICE ADJUSTMENT AND CHECKS
None required.

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOL RECOGNITION
Tool

Tool Name
No Special Service Tools Required
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Also applicable to
certain variants in the
following model range
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43 263
43 323
43 364
43 412
43 423
43 445
43 464
43
43
43
43

612
633
636
644

Headlining - Replace
Sun visor - Remove and install
Mirror- Interior- Remove and install
Crash padding - Fascia - Remove and
install
43 655
Handle - Passenger assist - Remove and
install
43 662
Lid - Glove compartment - Remove and
install
43 666
Lock- Glove compartment - Remove and
install
Glove- Compartment assembly- Remove
43 668
and install
43 684
Shelf- Front parcel - Remove and
install
43 712
Panel - Door trim - Remove and install
43 714
Handle - Door remote control Remove and install
43 716
Handle- Door window regulatorRemove and install
43 737
Arm rest - Remove and install
43 744
Panel -Tailgate trim - Remove and
install
43 751
Seat assembly - Front bucket - Remove
and install
43 755 4 Slide - Front seat - Replace
43 872
Panel - Partition - Remove and
install
43 874
Half panel - Partition - Remove and
install
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Emblem - Radiator grille - Remove and
install
Bezel - Headlamp - Remove and install
Mirror- Front fender- Remove and
install
Mirror- Door- Remove and Install
Bumper assemblies- Front and rearRemove and install
Bumper assembly - Front - Remove and
install
Bumper- Rear quarter- Remove and
install
4 Bracket- Bumper- Remove and install
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43 236

EMBLEM - RADIATOR GRILLEREMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Open hood. From behind grille panel, prise
two push-fix clips from emblem studs and
detach emblem from grille.

To Install
2.

Insert studs of emblem through holes in grille
panel and secure from behind grille with two
push-fix clips. Close hood.

TR/43/5

W

Fig. 1. Emblem assembly to radiator grille

43 263

BEZEL - HEADLAMP- REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove :
1.

Open hood. Remove two screw and flat
washer assemblies from top edge of bezel.
Lift bezel upwards and outwards to
disengage lower fixing lugs from body slots.

To Install
2.

Locate lugs on bottom edge of bezel into
slots in radiator grille panel. Align bezel
around headlamp and secure top edge to
crossmember w ith two screw and flat washer
assemblies. Close hood.

w

TR/43/6

Fig. 2. Headlamp bezel assembly

43 323

MIRROR- FRONT FENDER REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove two screws and detach cover from
base of mirror arm.

2.

Remove two further screws, exposed by
remova l of cover, securing arm to fender and
detach arm and mounting pad.

To Install
3.

Position pad on fender. Locate mirror arm on
pad, insert screws through arm and pad to
secure.

4.

Refit cover on arm, secure with two screws.
Fig. 3 . Mirror. arm and cover assembly front door
A - Mounting pad
8 - Arm
C - Screw
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43 423

BUMPER ASSEMBLY- FRONTREMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Carefully pull bumper end cap away from
fender to disengage clip. With end cap clear
of fender clip, pull cap away from end of
bumper to disengage bumper clips.

2.

Locate and remove two nut and washer
assemblies retaining bumper bars to side
member mounting brackets. (Inside engine
compartment.)

3.

Pull bumper off front body panel. If required
remove four nuts bolt and washer assemblies
and detach mounting brackets from bar.

w

TR/43/8

Fig. 4 . Front bumper mounting bracket assembly to bumper
bar

To Install
4.

Insert a bumper bar bolt and washer
assembly through each of four holes in
bumper bar.

5.

Locate brackets over bolts and secure with
further nuts, flat and shakeproof washer
assemblies.

6.

Insert mounting bracket studs through holes
in front body into brackets on side member.
Align bumper across front body panel and
tighten nut, flat and shakeproof washer
assemblies to secure.

7.

Check that retainer is correctly aligned in
fender. Engage end cap with bumper bar,
push firmly into place, then press into retainer
on fender to secure.
NOTE : Where bumper pads are fitted, these
may be removed by prising off bar, and
replaced by rubber malleting into place.

w

TR/43/9

Fig. 5. Front bumper mounting brackets on body

TR/43110

w

Fig. 6. Front bumper end cap fixings
A- Bumper bar
B - Retainer
C- End cap
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43 445

BUMPER -REAR QUARTER REMOVE AND INSTALL (ONE)

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Carefully pull bumper end cap away from
bodyside panel to disengage clip. With end
cap clear of side panel, pull cap away from
end of bumper to disengage bumper clips.

2.

From underneath vehicle remove bolt and
washer
assemblies
securing
bumper
mounting bars to underbody. Note that for LH
bumpers the assembly also retains the
towing hook.

3.

Pull bumper off back panel.

4.

Where fitted, remove screw, nut and washer
assemblies retaining fog lamp bracket, and
rivets securing rear bumper inner caps.

5.

Remove bolt and washer assemblies securing
mounting bars and detach bars from bumper.

Fig. 7. Bumper bar and towing hook assembly to underbody

A

To Install
6.

Position mounting bars on bumper bar and
secure with a nut, bolt, flat washer (2) and
shakeproof washer assembly for each bar.

7.

Where required, refit fog lamp bracket and
inner caps.

8.

Insert mounting bars through elongated holes
in back panel and secure bars to underbody
with towing hook located on inboard bar,
Fig. 9.

9.

Check that retainer is correctly aligned in
body side panel. Engage end cap with
bumper bar, push firmly into place, then press
into bodyside panel to secure.

8

w

TR/43/11

Fig. 8. Bumper bar fittings
A- Inner cap assembly
B - Fog lamp bracket

Fig. 9. Rear bumper mounting bracket assembly to body
A - Screw and washer assembly (inboard bar)
B - Bumper bar
C -Screw and washer assembly (outboard bar)
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43 612

HEADLINING- REPLACE

(i Length)

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove screw and washer assembly
securing rear moulding retainer to roof side
rail (RH and LH sides) and detach retainer.

2.

Similarly, remove screw and washer from
rear end, and push-in rivet from front end, of
front moulding retainer (LH and RH side).

3.

Carefully prise roof panel side trim moulding
off roof side flanges.

4.

Remove nine screw and washer assemblies
securing rear roof panel to roof bar and
eleven
screw and washer assemblies
securing each of two roof panel retainers to
roof bows. Detach retainers.

5.

Slacken screws securing roof panels to side
rails and spring panels off screws, working
from the rear of the vehicle forwards.

w
Fig. 10. Rear moulding retainer assembly
A- Retaining clip (electrical loom)
B- Retainer
C- Screw

To Install
6.

Check that roof panel anti-rattle felts are
securely adhered to roof surface.

7.

Renew adhesive foam strip SKM 3G9506 A,
across front header bar, if required.

Fig. 11. Front moulding retainer assembly
A- Screws
B- Moulding
C - Roof panel

w
Fig. 12. Roof panels on roof bows
A - 1st bow ( 11 screws)
B- 2nd bow (11 screws)
C - 3rd bow (nine screws, no retainer)
D- Retainer
E- Screw
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8.

Check that ·u· nuts and screws are correctly
located in body side rails. Screws should be
loosely secured so that approximately 3 to 4
threads only engage ·u· nuts.

9.

Assemble roof panels to roof bows (2 man
operation). Locate panel onto side tail screws
(RHS) while 2nd operator supports panel. To
locate panel over LHS rail screws depress
panel downwards in centre while 1st
operator again locates panel over side tail
screws.

10.

Repeat for 2nd and 3rd panels, do not tighten
screws.

11.

Refit retainers across panels at 1st and 2nd
roof bows and screw through rear edge of
3rd panel into roof bow.

12.

Tighten all side rail screws.

13.

Locate side trim moulding on side tails,
starting at 3rd roof bow, work forward to 'A'
pillar using rubber mallet to assemble
moulding to flange.

14.

Refit front and rear moulding retainers.

43 612

HEADLINING- REPLACE (FULL
LENGTH)

TR/43/19
Fig. 13 . Screw and washer assembly into side rails
A - Retainer bracket (one only, front)
8- Screw
C - W asher
D - ·u· nut

···-,:.~.1 zz
~

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Remove following components:
• Windscreen
• D.:lor flange
weatherstrips
• Interior mirror

• Interior light
• Sun visors
• Tailgate hinge
trim panel

w

TR/43/ 18

2.

Remove harpoon clips from aperture flanges,
pull headlining off flanges.

3.

Further pu ll headlining from side rail
retainers, detach listing supports from their
respective sleeves and remove headlining
from vehicle.

Fig. 14. Roof panel assembly on roof bow and side ra il screws
A - 1st panel
8 - Second panel
C -Third panel

w

TR/43/16
Fig. 15. Roof panel side trim moulding assembly
A - Screw and washer assembly, roof panel
8 - Roof panel
C - Side trim moulding
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To Install. {Full headlining)

4.

Check that listing wire anti-rattle felts are
correctly adhered to roof panel, if necessary
refit felts using adhesive SM2G 4606 A, or
similar.

5.

Fit listing supports to headlining (supports
numbered 1 to 9, from front of vehicle). Dust
supports with French chalk before insertion
into headlining seams.

6.

Check that listing support sleeves are
correctly located in retainers along roof side
rail reinforcement.

7.

Locate headlining in vehicle, working from
front to rear engage listing supports in
support sleeves RH and LH roof side rails.
Centralise headlining at each seam.

8.

Brush adhesive onto windscreen aperture
flange and roof header bar. Offer headlining
to prepared area, to t ransfer film of adhesive
to material. Pull headlining off aperture and
allow adhesive to gel.

9.

Working from rear of vehicle forwards, tuck
material under body headlining retainer to a
point at door opening finish strip flange. Cut
material carefully at this point to allow a
wrap-around condition at flange.

10.

Apply adhesive GESM 2G56A, or similar, to
door opening flange.

11.

Pull headlining taut and adhere to header and
aperture flanges. Clamp in position while
assembling harpoon type clamps to finally
secure headlining to flanges.

12.

Trim excess material, adhere material to door
opening flange finishing at 'A' pillar as sho~n
'A' Fig. 18. Clip at corner as shown '8'
Fig. 18.

w

TR/43/22
Fig. 16. Listing wire anti-rattle felts
A - Adhesive
B- Felt

w

TR/43/ 20
Fig. 17. Listing support sleeves
A and B - Full headlining
8 - Cab headlining

A

B

w

TR/43/21
Fig. 1B. Headlining at windscreen and door apertures
C- 'A' pillar finish , door opening
D -Edg e clip
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13.

Cut material at interior lamp location, pull
wires through.

TR/43/23

w

Fig. 19. Finish condition of headlining around rea r of vehicle
with double doors

14.

Refit tailgate hinge trim panel and secure
with ten screw and washer assemblies.

15.

Feel for holes in header bar, pierce headlining
at hole location and refit:
• Interior mirror
• Interior lamp
• Sun visor(s)

w
Fig. 20. Tailgate torsion bar trim panel assemble (LCY)
A - Weatherstrip 1340 mm long used only when full
headlining is not fitted
B - Screw and washer assembly
C- Panel

16.

Refit:
• Windscreen glass and weatherstrip
assembly
• Door aperture flange weatherstrip

TR/43/25

w

Fig. 21. Tailgate torsion bar trim panel (LCX)
A - Panel
B - Screw and washer assembly
C - Weatherstrip used only when full headlining Is not
fitted
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43 633

SUN VISOR- REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove single screw securing each sun visor
bracket to roof header bar and detach visor
assembly.

To Install
2.

Position sun visor on header bar, align holes,
insert and tighten screws to secure.

w

TR/43/26
Fig. 22. Sun visor assembly to roof header bar

43 636

MIRROR -INTERIOR- REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove two screws securing mirror arm to
roof header bar and detach mirror and arm
assembly.

To Install
2.

Position mirror and arm assembly on header
bar, align holes, insert and tighten two
screws to secure.

43 644

w

TR/43/27

CRASH PADDING- FASCIAREMOVE AND INSTALL

Fig. 23. Mirror and arm assembly to header bar
A- Mirror
B- Screw

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Turn dzus fasteners securing instrument
panel cover(s) and lift cover(s) off instrument
panel.

2.

Remove screws from pad, Fig. 24, and lift
pad off instrument panel.

To Install
3.

Position pad on instrument panel and secure
with screws.

4.

Replace cover(s) on instrument panel and
secure with dzus fasteners.

I

A~

'

\
w

TR/43/28
Fig . 24. Crash pad assembly to body
View arrow 'A' shows section through pad on
instrument panel
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43 655

HANDLE - PASSENGER ASSIST
- REMOVE AND INSTALL

=:::::==~ ==--

Special S ervice Tools Required: N one
To Remove

1.

Remove two screws securing retainer and
passenger assist strap to 'B' pillar and detach
strap.

To Install

2.

Position strap on '8' pillar. Locate retainer
over strap and secure assembly to '8' pillar
with two screws.

43 662

w

TR/43/29
Fig. 25. Passenger assist strap assembly to ' 8 ' pillar
A - Strap
8 - Retainer
C - Screw

LID- GLOVE COMPARTMENT REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove

1.

Remove two screw and washer assemblies
securing glove box striker through box to
instrument panel lower.

2.

Unscrew and remove two screws securing
lower end of glove box/package tray to dash
panel support bracket.

3.

Remove four further screws from top flange
of glove box/package tray and detach
assembly from instrument panel.

4.

Prise clips from pivots on side arms of lid,
spring arms clear of glove box/package tray
and detach lid.

5.

Remove two screws and detach catch from
lid.

Fig. 26. Glove box lid assembly to glove box/package tray

To Install

6.

Position catch on top centre of lid and secure
with two screws.

7.

Assemble lid to glove box/package tray by
locating side arms of lid into sides of box and
secure by assembling clips onto pivots.

8.

Secure upper flange of glove box/tray to
underside of instrument panel lower.

9.

Further secure bottom of glove box/tray to
dash panel bracket with two screws.

10.

Position striker on top flange of glove
box/tray and secure with two screws.
v

TR/43/30

w

Fig. 27. Glove box/package tray to instrument panel lower
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43 712

PANEL - DOORTRIM REMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None

NOTE: Trim panels may be fitted to the hinged
front, side loading and rear doors, and to the sliding
front and side loading doors. Trim panels may be
either pa inted hardboard, w ith visible clips or PVC
covered, with the PVC finish concealing the
retaining clips.
To Remove

1.

Remove
door remote
Operation No. 43- 714.

2.

Door window regulator
Operation No. 43- 716.

3.

control
(where

handle
fitted)

G/8 /003 / D
Fig. 28. Door trim clip removal tool (PVC finish panels)

Door armrest (where fitted) Operation No.

43- 737.
4.

Prise clips from their locations, lift trim panel
from door. Use tool, dimensioned in Fig. 28,
to lift PVC finish panel clips from their
locations.

T o Insta ll

5.

Check that clip plugs are correctly located in
door inner panel (painted hardboard panels).

6.

Position trim panel on door, if necessary
engage top edge of panel under horizontal
retainer on door inner panel.

7.

Align holes in panel with plugs (hardboard
panel). or clips in panel with holes in door
inner panel (PVC finish panels). and push in
clips to secure.

8.

Refit, as required, door armrest, window
regulator and remote control handles.

TR/43/31
Fig. 29. Hinged side loading door trim panel
A - Painted hardboard, visible clips
8 - PVC, concealed clips
C - Clip
D - Plug

TR/41/15_ _ -

Fig. 30. Front door trim panel, PVC finish
A - Remote control handle
8 - Window regu lator handle
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43 714

HANDLE - DOOR REMOTE
CONTROL-REMOVEAND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Remove screw from centre of handle and
withdraw handle and escutcheon from
remote control shaft.

To Install
2.

Locate escutcheon over shaft, engage handle
on shaft and secure with screw through
centre of handle.

43 716

Fig. 31. Remote control handle assembly
1 - Handle
2 - Escutcheon
3- Screw

HANDLE - DOOR WINDOW
REGULATOR - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Remove screw from centre of handle and
withdraw handle and escutcheon from
regulator shaft.

To Install
2.

Position escutcheon over shaft, locate handle
on shaft and secure with screw through
centre of handle.

43 737

Fig. 32. Door window regulator assembly
1 - Handle
2 - Escutcheon
3 - Screw

ARM REST - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove screws securing armrest to door
inner panel and lift armrest off door.

To Install
2.

Position armrest on door trim panel, align
holes in armrest and door, then insert and
tighten retaining screws.

w

TR/43/32
Fig. 33. Armrest assembly to door
A - Screw and armrest sectioned
B - Armrest
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43 744

PANEL - TAILGATE TRIMREMOVE AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Prise seventeen pins from periphery of trim
panel and lift panel off tailgate inner panel.

To Install
2.

Check that plugs are correctly located in
tai.lgate inner panel. Position trim panel on
tailgate, align holes in panel with plugs and
push in trim pins to secure.

43 751

w

TR/43/33
Fig. 34. Trim panel. tailgate
A - Panel
B - Plug
C - Ciip

SEAT ASSEMBLY - FRONT
BUCKET - REMOVE AND
INSTALL

Special Service Tools Require d: None

A

To Remove
1.

Remove three bolt and washer asse mblies
retaining each seat slide to floor and lift seat
from cab.

To Install
2.

Position seat in cab, align holes in guides and
floor pan, insert and tighten three bolt, flat
and lock washer assemblies to secure each
slide to floor.
TR/43/35

43 755 4

SLIDE- FRONT SEAT REPLACE (SEAT REMOVED)

Fig. 35. Front seat to floor pan
A - Seat slide assembly (driver seat)
B - Fixed passenger seat fixing bracket

Special Service Tools Required : None
To Remove
1.

Remove nut and washer assemblies securing
slide studs to seat frame.

To Install
2.

Insert seat slide studs through their
respective holes in seat frame and secure
with nut and washer assemblies.

w

TR/43/34
Fig. 36. Front passenger seat (dual) to floor pan
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43 872

PANEL- PARTITION- REMOVE
AND INSTALL

Special Service Tools Required: None
To Remove
1.

Remove screw and washer assembly
securing bump rubber to partition panel and
detach rubber.

w

TR/43/36
Fig. 37 . Partition panel bump rubber
A - Bump rubber
B - Screw and washer

2.

Remove screw and washer assemblies
securing support tubes (2) to partition and
body side and remove tubes.

~~~ ' &®:3
X

w

TR/43/37
Fig. 38. Body partition support tubes (reinforced bulkhead)

3.

Remove ten screw and washer assemblies
securing partition lower flange to floor pan.

4.

Similarly
remove
screw
and
washer
assemblies securing outer brackets to floor
pan (non-seat belt variants).

w

TR/43/38
Fig. 39. Body partition lower flange assembly to floor pan
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5.

Remove screw and washer assembly
securing partition and retainer into side
retainers at top corners (RH and LH side).

zz
6.

Remove six screw and washer ~ssemblies
securing two reinforcement plates (LCX) to
upper bulkhead,
or one
full
width
reinforcement plate (LCY) to bulkhead and
detach plate(s).

TR/43/41

yy~

-~~· ~E
==;;....--

w

Fig. 40. Reinforcement plates to upper bulkhead
A - YY - LCY variants
B - ZZ. - LCX variants

7.

Remove upper and lower side reinforcement
plate screws retaining partition panel to side
retainers. Remove reinforcement plates.

8.

Remove front seats and belts.

9.

Remove partition panel from vehicle.

To Install
10.

Check that special nuts in side and upper
retainers are correctly located, and that
sealing strips are in good condition. If
necessary, renew strips.

w

TR/ 43/42
Fig. 41. Reinforcement plates to side bulkhead

11.

Brush apply adhesive to upper edge of
partition panel, and assemble upper sealing
strip to panel, aligning holes in strip with
those in panel.

12.

Locate partition panel in vehicle

~ nnn~~~~--

TR/43/35

W

Fig. 42. Sealing strip to partition panel upper edge
A - Panel
B - Upper edge
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43 874

HALF PANEL - PARTITION REMOVE AND INSTALL

S pecial Service Tools Required: None
To Remove

1.

Remove seat and relevant seat belt.

2.

Drill out two pop rivets securing lower end of
partition rail to floor pan.

3.

Remove five screw and washer assemblies
securing partition panel bottom flange to
floor pan.

4.

Remove two screw and washer assemblies
securing partition panel rail to roof bow
bracket.

5.

Similarly remove seven screw and washer
assemblies securing panel to body side
retainer.

6.

Remove half partition panel from vehicle.

TR/43/45
Fig. 43. Partition panel rail and bottom flange assembly to
floor pan

To Insta ll

7.

Check that special nuts are correctly located
in bodyside retainer, and that retainer seal is
in good condition.

8.

Locate half partition panel in vehicle. Check
that spire nuts are correctly located in top
sides of rail.

9.

Align panel with bodyside retainer and roof
bow bracket and secure with screw and
washer assemblies.

10.

Secure partition panel bottom flange to floor
pan with five screw and flat washer
assemblies.

11 .

Pop rivet lower flange of partition rail to floor
pan.

TR/43/44
Fig. 44. Partition panel and rail assembly to roof bow bracket
and bodyside retainer

~

A

B

~

~

~

TR/43/43

~

Fig. 4 5. A - Bracket assembly to
roof bow
B - Retainer to bodyside
C - Special nut
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12.

13.

14.

Align partition panel to side retainers and
secure to side retainers with reinforcing
plates (upper and lower) and six screw and
washer assemblies (three each plate). Finally,
insert and tighten further screw and washer
at bottom corners.

~

-

-

:::::::::::=:::
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Similarly, secure partition panel to roof
retainer across upper edge with one, or two
reinforcement plates (depending on model
variant).

Ill

Insert and tighten a further screw and washer
assembly at each top corner.

~

l
'

~

r-

,
'

~

...._

TR/43/42

w

Fig. 46. Reinforcement plates to side bulkhead

15.

Secure outer brackets on partition to floor
pan with single screw and washer assembly
(when seat belts are not fitted).

1 6.

Refit ten screw and flat washer assemblies
securing partition panel lower flange to floor
pan.

17.

Position and secure body partition support
tubes to partition panel and body side.

TR/ 43/ 40
Fig. 47. Top corner screw and washer assembly
A - W asher
8 - Screw

18.

Locate bump rubber on partition panel and
secure with screw and washer assembly.

19.

Refit seat and seat belt.

w

TR/43/39
Fig. 48. Outer bracket assembly to floor pan
A - Bolt
8 -Washer
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The design of the Ford Transit places particular emphasis on ease of repair to meet the demands of the
cost conscious operator. This ease of repair allows for extremely simple repair procedures and thus
influences the economic efficiency of a vehicle just as much as mechanical repairs and routine
maintenance costs.
To perform any sheet metal repair on FORD vehicles correctly it is imperative that genuine FORD
replacement parts are fitted in accordance with the repair operations specified in the Workshop Manual,
using suitable workshop equipment.
For some time the FORD Service Program has incorporated part panels as an effective method for
repairing bodywork damage on all current FORD models. Depending on the type of damage involved, it
used to be common practice to replace an entire sheet metal panel. Contemporary practice is, by means
of a part panel repair, to replace only those parts which are actually damaged.
In addition to part panel repairs on non-load-bearing exterior panels, intensive research has also been
done in developing part panel procedures for load-bearing sections of the body, with the result that
replacement part panels suitable for repair are already identified during the development of a new
body.
All instructions concerning the location of joint lines for part panels in load-bearing areas must be
strictly adhered to. Basically, the joint lines for a particular vehicle are positioned to suit the
shape and installation of the mechanical components fitted, such as engine, transmission, suspension,
etc. Part panel repairs on accident damaged vehicles should therefore be limited to sections of the
bodywork not affected by a possible reduction in strength and safety ensuing from the damage. This
will ensure a satisfactory repair and adherence to the specified dimensions.
Provided repairs are correctly executed, all repair procedures using part panels will result in the
same standards of strength and operational safety being maintained for a new vehicle. Numerous
strength tests and extensive crash tests have proved that part panel repairs achieve equivalent
standards as when complete panels are replaced. In addition, the conveniently placed joint lines for
part panel repairs mean considerably lower costs and reduce labour times in comparison with whole panel
replacement.
Body and sheet metal repairs to professional standards are achievable only by means of the necessary
special tools. These include newly developed compressed air tools, such as air driven saws, etc.,
which reduce the amount of manual labour required of the panel beater and enable him to streamline the
various tasks for an overall improvement in efficiency. A guide to the most frequently used bodywork
tools is given in this section.
Each operation to replace damaged body and sheet metal components is marked with an operation number.
The arrangement of this section and the operation numbers contained therein corresponds to the Labour
Time Schedule. This ensures conformity between the repair instructions and the Labour Time Schedule.
In addition to part panel replacements, other cost and time-saving measures include straightening
damaged sections of the vehicle following standard panel practice.
All body repairs described in this section have been carried out on a Transit body shell. The
particular order of individual operations is based on the types of accident damage which most
frequently occur and is intended as a general guide for the workshop.
All legislation regarding accident prevention requirements as well as other precautionary measures (see
page 25} must be strictly observed.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)
Since bodywork repairs always involve welding components, it is recommended that sectional repairs
(part panel replacement) only be carried out using MIG or spot-welding equipment (because of the major
panel distortion caused by oxy-acetylene welding).
Body straightening operations should only be carried out cold. Spot-welded joints that are
inaccessable with a spot welding gun are made by puddle welding, i.e. the spot-weld flange is drilled
or punched and then welded with additional material.
To avoid damage to the alternator during MIG welding, the battery and alternator must always be
disconnected.
CAUTION
Readily flammable overalls ~rust not be worn during welding operations. In addition, fuel line, fuel
tank and any other flammable materials must be removed if welding is to be carried out in their
vicinity.

TR 44- 1

Fig.1. Body and chassis.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd)
Safety body shell
The front and rear sections of the body incorporate impact-absorbinq zones and these tooether with a
rigid floor assembly produce a self-supportinq safety body shell providing the vehicle occupants with
so-called "passive" safety, Fiq.l.
In a head-on collision with an immovable solid obstacle at 50 km/h (30 miles/h) , the FORD TRANSIT
safety passenger compartment is so constructed that the occupants have the best possible chance of
survival if wearing seat belts.
The safety passenger compartment withstands this impact phase without notable distortion.
It is, therefore, of the utmost importance that the original strength and resistance to distortion be
retained when repairs are carried out.
This can be achieved by replacing or straightening damaged parts.
When straightening damaged parts/members, use cold-rectification whenever possible. If coldrectification is impossible, straightening can be made easier by application of heat- but not over
700°C.
When replacing welded parts, it is vitally important that the correct welding process and technique
is used.
The parts shown in the following table are the ones primarily affected in accidents. The repair
options with the corresponding repair operation numbers are also given, together with the importance
of the parts concerned (i.e. load-bearing or not).
Part
description

Repair
option

Loadbearino

Operation
No.

Apron (front)

Replace complete

Yes

44 234

Cross member (front) lower

Replace .complete

Yes

44 274 4

Apron panel

Part panel repair

No

44 276 5

Side member

Part panel repair

Yes

44 281 5

Door entrance panel (front)

Replace complete

Yes

44 478 4

Side panel (front left)

Replace complete

No

44 517

Side panel (rear right)

Replace coJ11plete

No

44 518

Wheel house

Replace complete

Yes

44 534 4

Side si 11

Replace complete

Yes

44 575 4

Rear panel

Replace complete

Yes

44 042

Cross Member (rear)

P.erl ace complete

Yes

44 674 4
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GENERAL HINTS ON BODY REPAIRS
Welded Joints
With all-steel welded bodies, the structures which support the power unit, transmission and suspension,
or their sub-frames, are welded to the body to form an integral unit. Each member, mounting, and even
each external panel contributes to the overall strength of the vehicle and assists in giving protection
to passengers in the event of an accident. It is therefore important that when a vehicle is repaired
it is essential that each part satisfies its original strength condition.
Welding Method
1 - Gas fusion method (oxy-acetylene welding)
With this method metal sheets are welded together by fusion, with a hot oxy-acetylene flame, in
conjunction with welding rod.
The disadvantage with oxy-acetylene welding is the high shrinkage stress and the consequential
deformation.
2 -Spot welding
With electric resistance welding (spot welding), the area of contact is brought up to welding
temperature by the electric current and fused together under local pressure. The disadvantage of
spot welding is often the lack of accessibility for the electrode arms.
3 - MIG welding
The basis of this method is that an automatically fed welding wire (electrode) is fused at melting
point under a protective gas screen. The weld fuses before the oxygen (air) can get in.
Advantages of MIG welding are reduced shrinkage stress and deformation. Because of the minimal
amount of heat generated during welding, adjacent heat-sensitive parts often need not be removed.
In the automobile industry (both production and service) the use of MIG welding is being increased.
This method offers the possibility of joining overlapping plates by puddle welding from one side.
Specific Pointers - spot welding
Of the welding methods described, spot welding is the one mostly used for bodywork repairs. To obtain
satisfactory spot welded joints, attention should be paid to the following essential points:

• Closeness of contact between both (or a number of) plates or flanges.
1

Thickness of metal (thinner sheet is the determining factor).

• Contact pressure of electrode arms.
Only use welding equipment to British BS, DIN or equivalent standards.
shortest welding arms (to ensure adequate contact pressure).
1

Where possible always use

Panels must be bright/clean (no rust, paint, grease or oil).

• Always apply standard weld-through, zinc rich primer before welding.
1

Intensity of welding current.
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GENERAL HINTS ON BODY REPAIRS (cont'd)
• Size (diameter) and spacing of spot welds.
Spot weld diameter should be at least 3,6 mm in accordance with FORD Specification S72 GG IK-251
AA.
• The spacing between two spot welds should be 25 to 35 mm (if possible retain spacing used in
production). In the cases of edges or flanges the centres of the welds should lie on the centre
of the flange.
Procedure for welding sheets, particularly for part panel repairs.
• With internal sheet-metal parts "butt-welding" is permissible provided the metal thickness is not
reduced by subsequent rubbing down.
• Butt welding is not acceptable for part panel repairs to apron panels since rubbing down the weld
seam considerably reduces the thickness of the metal.
• With external sheet-metal parts both "lapped" as well as "butt" welds are permissible.

Testing
Welds must be shear-tested with the aid of a chisel or a screwdriver to ensure the weld has taken.
This test should be conducted after dressing the repair.
The chisel is inserted between the welded plates at several points and moved to and fro gently (by
hand). The spot welds are satisfactory if the welds do not crack during the test.
A weld is defective if any signs of burn-through, porosity or cracks are found.
Defective spot welds should be drilled out and the plates should be rewelded by MIG puddle welding.
The table overleaf shows spot weld sizes according to the thickness of the thinner plate in conformity
with FORD Specification S72 GG 251 AA.
The minimum shear strength given in KN is given for the purpose of verifying weld quality or strength.
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GENERAL HINTS ON BODY REPAIRS (cont'd}

Thickness of thinnest
plate mm

Minimum spot weld diameter
JT1I11

Minimum shear strength
KN

0,50- 0,79

3,6

2,5

0,80 - 0,99

4,0

3,2

1,00 - 1,24

4,5

4,0

1,25 - 1,59

5,0

5,0

1,60 - 1,99

5,6

fi,3

2,00 - 2,49

6,3

8,0

Checking Seat-Belt Mountings
When "B" and "C" pillars are replaced (see Fig.2} these should be checked thoroughly at several points
after welding to make sure that the welds are of satisfactory quality (weld core diameter, spotwelding spacing and strength to FORD specification S72GG IK-251 AA}.
With the lower belt anchorage points (floor assembly}, adjoining plates within a radius of 100 mm
should be checked, Fig.3.

I

TR44-18J
Fig.2. "B" pillar.

Fig.3. Lower belt anchorage point on floor panel.

Soldered Joints
Soldered joints are made with the aid of a metallic binding element- the solder- which is brought
to melting point, this point being lower than that of the parts to be joined.
The joint faces must be cleaned carefully before soldering.
suitable to cope with greater loadings.

Hard solder (melting point above

The most widely used soldering process (in repair work} is flame-soldering.
soldering lamp or oxy-acetylene torch and requires flux.

soo•c}

is

This is done with a

Fig.4. overleaf shows the soldered locations on the vehicle.
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GENERAL HINTS ON BODY REPA IRS (cont'd)

- -- -

TR44-186

Fig.4. Soldered locat'1ons .
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GENERAL HINTS ON BODY REPAIRS (cont'd)
Sealing and corrosion protection
The high level of quality achieved in the factory
must be maintained after repairs.

• Double-sided adhesive tape
FORO Specification SKM 3G 9503-A

A decisive factor for adequate long-term
protection is the use of:

• Underseal
FORO Specification SKM-5G 9500-A

• Corrosion-preventative primer
FORO Specification SKM-99J 9588-A

• Wax underseal
FORO Specification SKM-7C 9552-B

•

t

Zinc dust primer (weld-through)
FORO specification SKM 6J 9569-A

• Metal joint sealant
FORO Specification SM-4G 4650-A
t

•

Mul ti-purpose adhesive
FORO Specification SM- 2G 4610-A
Windscreen/rear window sealant
FORO Specification SM-4G 4631-A

• Caulking compound
FORO Specification SM-4G 4632-AB

Cavity rust-proofing wax
FORO Specification SKM-7C 9550-A

These materials can only adhere properly and ensure
long-term protection when applied on clean, dry
surfaces.
Figs.5 and 6. show the most important parts and
areas that must be treated with a particul ar material after the repair work.
Satisfactory results depend upon extremely careful
execution of operations with seal ants, adhesives or
primers.

• Air-drying sealing compound
FORO Specification SKM 4G 9513-A

TR 44 - 176
Fig . S. Dots -Metal joint sealant.
Shaded area- Underseal.
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GENERAL HINTS ON BODY REPAIRS (cont'd)

Fig.6. Dots
- metal joint sealant.
Shaded areas- underseal.

Cavity Rustproofing
Most major bodywork repairs also affect a wax-treated cavity. Fig. 8. shows the areas treated with wax
during production and these have to be re-treated after sheet metal repairs.
The cavities must be free of welding, drilling or other residues (clear with compressed air) .
the rust-proofing wax begins to run at 80"C, carry out all operations with extra care.

Since

If steam jets are used for cleaning, the outlet temperature at the jet must not exceed 90"C.
After treatment , all holes, see Fig. 7, should be sealed with a rubber plug (see Parts microfilm for
Part Number and Finis Code).

Fig. 7. Location of rubber plugs .
-
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GENERAL HINTS ON BODY REP.AIRS (cont'd)

0
®
G/9/111/DN

Fig.8. After a repair, the body must be treated with anti-corrosion agents (in the shaded areas)
after painting. Thickness approx. 0,04 - 0,05 mm.
A - PVC undersea 1
B - Cavity rust-proofing wax
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GENERAL HINTS ON BODY REPAIRS (cont'd)
Panel Rework
Depending on the type and extent of the damage, it
may be preferable to repair rather than
replace accessible skin panels, Fig. 9.

Fig.9. Access apertures for panel beating on side
panel and door.

Straightening Operations
In many cases, bent or buckled panel and member
sections can be straightened with hydraulic
compression or stretching equipment, Fig.10.
These tools eliminate the need to renew parts that
are difficult to replace.

TR44-80
Fig.10. Straightening with hydraulic compression
tool .

Part Panel Replacement
Part panel replacement in the damaged area may
only be carried out on parts of the vehicle not
subject to severe stresses.
For reasons of strength the cut locations
recommended in the following operations must be
used, Fig. 11.

Fig.11. Recommended sectional repairs on side
panel (rear).
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GENERAL HINTS ON BODY REPAIRS (cont'd)
Complete Part Replacement
Where damage is extensive it is necessary to
replace body panels complete as supplied. (For
example- side panel, Fig.12.).
This is also the case if the damaged part conceals
load carrying members or bracing, or i f the part
is double skinned and panel beating is impossible.

Fig.12. Side panel completely cut out.
OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE
Cut out damaged part
Using a compressed air cutting tool or hand
chisel, cut out damaged part, Fig.13, taking care
not to damage adjacent and underlying parts.

Fig.13. Cutting out fender with pneumatic power
chisel.
Remove panel remnants from spot weld flange
Using a compressed air cutting tool or end cutting
pliers remove panel remnants, Fig.14A. On
overlapped panels it is advisable for spot welds
to be drilled or punched, Fig.14B. Hard soldered
points on adjoining panels should be heated and
prised apart then cleaned with a wire brush while
hot.
To prevent heat damage to upholstery and glass
during cutting or welding operations, these items
must always be protected.

Fig.14. A - Remove panel remnants using
pneumatic power chisel
B·- Drill spot welds
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BASIC OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE (cont'd)
Dress and align flanges
Remove remnants of spot welds using sanding
machine, Fig.15., and dress either side of flanges
to bright metal, Fig.16B. Then straighten
distorted flanges using hammer and dolly,
Fig.16A.

TRH-189

Fig.l5. Removing weld remnants using
sanding machine.

Fig.16. A- Align flange
B - Dress flange using wire brush

Dress flanges (replacement panels)
Flanges on new panels must be cleaned to bright
metal on either side to ensure good spot welds.
Flanges may be dressed either by using a sanding
machine or by heating with a welding torch
followed by wire-brushing, Fig.17.
If parts are painted on reverse side prior to
fitting, flanges should be masked with adhesive
tape.

TR44-85

Fig.17. Burning off paint layer on flange.
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BASIC OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE (cont'd)
Apply weld-through primer
In order to prevent corrosion at joints all contact faces of body and replacement parts should
be coated with zinc rich weld-through primer, or
anti-corrosion primer, Fig. 18.

TR44-86

Fig.18. Apply zinc rich weld-through primer or
anti-corrosion primer to contact faces
of body and replacement part.
Align replacement part and secure with clamps
Make a joggle along cut edges on vehicles using
crimping tool, Fig. 19B. Position new part and
align to contours of adjoining panels, Fig . 19A.
Ensure replacement panel is correctly aligned to
body breaklines and natural breaks of adjacent
panels.

Fig . 19. A - Position new part and clamp
B - Joggle edge on body usin9 crimping
tool (overlapping)

Spot weld, MIG weld or braze new part
The new part should be spot welded (wherever
possible), Fig.20A. Electrode arms of different
design are available for this purpose .
Ensure that welds are properly made through both
flanges .
To avoid burning paint coat between panels,
welding and brazing operations should he limited
to locations where spot welding is not possible,
Fig.20B.
Flammable materials must be removed from the
welding area . Fire extinguishers must be
immediately available whenever welding operations
are carried out.
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BASIC OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE (cont'd)
Dress welded/soldered locations
Dress welded and soldered locations with a
suitable sander. To avoid weakening, remove the
minimum amount of material compatible with a clean
surface.

~ ;'
TR44-89

Fig. 21. Dress welded locations.

Solder filling joint seams
Cleaning of seams to be filled should he conducted
with great care. Remove paint and dirt with a
sander and clean uneven panel sections and spot
welds with a wire brush. Round brushes that can
be powered by a drill are particularly suitable, ·
Fig.22A. Coat the cl ean bright metal surface with
tinning paste. Whi l e tinning, move burner (Bunsen
burner whenever possible) from the outside inwards
to prevent surface slipping, Fig.22B. Wipe off
paste residues with a rag.
Fig . 22. A - Clean seam with round steel wire brush
B - Tin seam

Solder-filling involves various shapes of wooden
smoother, beeswax and bar solder (20%). While
carrying out solder filling, care must be taken to
ensure that material remains brushable and no air
bubbles are formed, since the l atter will usually
appear as craters after painting, Fig.23.
This solder process is suitable for a variety of
applications , e.g. levelling rough spots or
treatment of edges and contours.
Fig.23. Solder-fill seam using a suitable
smoother.
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BASIC OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE (cont'd)
Machine soldered locations
Soldered locations can be machined in a variety of
ways - by rotary sander, planing tools, orbital
sander and powered mills, grindstones and grinding
discs, Fig.24. While machining, make sure no
localised distortion occurs.

0
Fig.24. A- Using body file on a solder filled
location.
B - Machining soldered location with
circular miller.

Sealing seams and spot weld flanges
Prior to sealing, apply primer to seams and
flanges.
A variety of materials are needed for sealing,
ranging from low-viscosity compounds to solid
sealing strips.
It is essential to apply the correct sealing
materials; they are used in different ways; laid, ·
brushed or sprayed, Fig.25.
On completing the sealing job in question, the
repaired part of the body must always be checked
for leaks (water test).
Fig.25. Applying joint sealing material.

After repair work, all new parts and part panel
replacements must be brushed or sprayed with
underseal from the reverse side, as in production.
Fig. 26.
Fig.26. Spray underseal.
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BODYWORK TOOLS AND EOUIPMENT
Introduction
The following list is suggested as a guide to the basic bodywork tools and equipment required to
carry out professional bodywork repairs. The choice of tools shown does not imply any recommendation
in respect of any make or design. The range of tools may be expanded further according to individual
requirements.

Selection of hammers

:

Plate shears, riqht

Plate shears, left

=

Hand punching tool
(5flll1 dia.)

Combination pneumatic punching
and joggling tool

Cold chisel

Trianqular hardwood paddle
TE 44 - 190
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BODYWORK TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT (cont'd)

Ha 1f round f i 1e - 250 mm

(1 0

in)

. Adjustable f il e holder

~~lmmmmmmlll!lll!llllll!ll!!!l!!!!!!llll!mmmmmrummllllll@llm

350 mm (14 in) body file

Scriber

Mole gri ps with open-ended jaws

1•/eld clamps wi th curved jaws

Weld cl amps with straight
and rectangular j a ~ s

Cril'lpi ng tool

F 44-23
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BODYWORK TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT (cont'd )

Pincers
?

Wire brush

Rotary wire brush

Various dollies

Various spoons

F 44-24
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BODYWORK TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT (cont'd)

Wooden ma11 et

PneuMatic saw

Grinding machine

Drilling machine

T

Pneumatic chisel with 8 inserts

TE 44 - 191
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lOOYWORK TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT (cont'd)

Hydraulic ali gning equipment

Hydraulic al i9n ing equipment

Spot weldin g 9un

F 44-26
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BODYWORK TOOLS AND EQU IPMENT (cont'd)

,....

...

I

,

,....
,....
,....

Electrode arms of different shapes
with e1ec t rodes

'I
\
Flame torch

Oxy-acetylene welding equipment
with 6 burner inserts

I
F 44 -27
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BODYWORK TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT (cont'd)

Metal Inert Gas (MIG)
welding equipment

•

.

~;

-..
..

:~

/1\
v

~:-a:.
~
...

- -

F 44-28

SPECIAL SERVICE TOOLS

No special service tools required

I

OPERATIONAL SAFETY MEASURES
The following protective clothing and equipMent must be provided for safety reasons:
• Protecting and welding goggles
• Chrome leather gloves
• Safety boots
• Ear protection (necessary for pneumatic hammer operations)
• Breathing mask (necessary for lead grinding operations)
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND LEGAL REOUIRF.MENTS
When exposed to intense heat from naked flames, certain rustproofin~ a~ents ~ive off harMful vapours
and gases. When subjected to heat the PVC underseal produces hydrochloric acid, and riqid polyurethane
foam forms isocyanate. Wax underseal/cavity-sealant produces fumes which may be harmful if inhaled.
The vapours and gases given off when various plastic materials melt may contain carbon monoxide,
formaldehyde, nitrous fumes etc .
For personal and environmental protection at the place of work, the followino instructions wust he
followed:
1. Even though there is no direct risk of fire, keep a fire extinguisher within easy reach.
2. If possible, the rustproofing agents applied in the area to be welded should be removed first.
Rigid polyurethane foam can be removed using cutting tools, wax and underseal preferably with
sanding discs or steel wire brushes. Wax or underseal can also be removed usin9 a hot-air blower as
used by the decorating trade when laying synthetic flooring .

3. If the rustproofing agents cannot be removed
for reasons of space or accessibility, fumes
and vapours must be extracted directly during
welding operations. Exhaust extraction units
with suction funnels attached to flexible hoses
are most suitable for this purpose, Fig. 27.
4. Welding operations should always be carried out
in separate, well ventilated rooms. Always use
breathing masks.

TR44-190

Fig. 27. Fume extraction.
5. In the case of cavities filled with ri gid foam, drill a hole on the side facing away from the
operator so that vapours may escape.
IMPORTANT
The legal requirements applicable to individual countries- which may differ in some respects- must
be observed.
NOI SE PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS
During bodywork operations, e.g. cutting out sheet-metal parts with a parting-off prinder or pneumatic
chisel, as well as the grinding and straightening of metal panels, a noise level of 85- 90 dB(A) is
usually reached or exceeded. Such noise can cause hearing damage and can increase risk of accidents e
since it reduces operator perception.
In order to avoid subseouent injury (hardness of hearing and deafness due to noise
of occupational illnesses) ear protection should always be worn for such work.

com~

top of the list

Ear muffs or plugs are best suited for bodywork operations.
All noise areas inside the workshop should be clearly identified with signs etc. Further comprehensive
notes and requirements are given in Accident Prevention Regulations available from Local Government
authorities.
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5ERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS CONTENT

BODY AND SHEET METAL

Described
in
Publicat ion

44 214

Hood - replace

X

44 224

Radiator grille panel - replace

X

44 234

Panel Body Front- lower- replace

X

44 253

Fender - front - replace (one}

X

44 264 4

Headlamp mounting panel - replace

X

44 271 4

Battery bracket - replace

X

44 274 4

Crossmember- front- repl ace

X

44 276 4

Apron panel - replace (one side)

X

44 276 5

Section - apron panel - replace

X

44 281 5

Section - side member- replace

X

44 413

Door (cab} - replace

X

44 415

Outer panel - door - replace

X

44 453

Side door (with window} - replace

X

44 476 4

Rocker panel - front (rear} - replace
(side panel removed}

X

44 477 4

Rocker panel extension - replace
(side panel removed}

X

44 478 4

Entrance step - front - replace
(fender and door si ll removed )

X

44 517

Side panel with inside window pa nel - replace
(front left)

X

44 518

Side panel - rear right - replace

X

44 534 4

Wheel house - replace

X

44 574

Box corner- replace

X

44 575 4

Door sill -replace

X

44 642

Panel - back - replace

X

44 674

Crossmember - rear - replace

X

44 696

Fender - rear - remove and fit

X

44 734

Tailgate - replace

X

FPh r u:~ rv

1Q.R1

Contained
in
Operation
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SERVICE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS
44 214 HOOD - REPLACE

To Remove
1. Detach tubes and windscreen washer jets from
hood. Then remove tube retaining clips.
2. Detach lock striker and safety catch (1 bolt).
3. Remove hood (4 bolts), Fig.28. Use a cover to
protect paintwork of cowl panel and fenders.
4. Replace hood support.
using a screwdriver.

Replace rubber grommet

n
Fig.28. Hood hinge bolts.
A - Bolts and washers

To Install
5. Attach hood, leaving bolts finger-tight.
Align hood so that clearance with adjacent
body parts is even all round and hood top is
flush with cowl panel and fenders, Fig.29.
Tighten bolts with hood in this position and
remove cover.

l_~

Trr

6. Fit safety catch and align it so that it
engages correctly in the striker plate,
Fig.30.
7. Fit lock striker and adjust. Set striker so
that it engages fully in the leg spring of the
hood lock and hood top is flush with the
fenders.

AA

TAj41j38
11
L-----------------------------------~

Fig.29. Hood alignment- underside of hood to
radiator grille panel
B - 7, 5

..:!:_

1, 5mm

8. Attach windscreen washer tube retaining clips
and tubes as well as jets on hood.

9. Adjust windscreen washer jets.

Fig.30. Fit hood safety catch.
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44 224 RADIATOR GRILLE PANEL - REPLACE
To Remove
1. Remove hood cable from radiator grille panel.
2. Remove leg spring (1 bolt), then remove both
headlamp panels (4 bolts).
3. Unclip corners of bumper and take off bumper
(2 bolts).
4. Remove Ford emblem and all clips .
5. Unscrew radiator panel bolts (19), Fig . 31 .
6. Secure hood, detach hood support and remove
rubber grommet.

TR44 -2

Fig . 31. Radiator grille panel bolts.

7. Take off radiator grille panel, Fig.32.

To Install
8. Insert bolts in new part, align with fenders
and then tighten bolts (19).

Fig.32. Radiator grille panel removed.
9. Insert rubber grommet and attach hood
support.
10. Fit bumper and clip on corners of bumper.
11. Screw on both headlamp panels .
12. Attach leg spring, Fig.33.

~'

13. Fit hood cable on leg spring and radiator
grille panel. Then adjust hood cable.

TA 41 /32

Fig.33. Attach leg spring .
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44 234 PANEL - BODY FRONT LOWER - REPLACE
To Remove
1. Take off both headlamp panels (4 bolts).
2. Detach hood cable from leg spring.

Fig.34. Cut body front lower panel away
from fender.
3. Unclip corners of bumper and take off bumper
(2 bolts).
4. Take off radiator grille panel (19 bolts).

Fig.35. Cut out panel from crossmember.

5. Cut body front lower panel away from fenders,
left and right, Fig.34.
6. Cut out body front lower panel from
crossmember, Fig.35 and Fig.36.
7. Remove metal remnants.

Fig.36. View of front crossmember when body
front lower panel removed.
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44 234
8. Dress and align spot weld flanges, Fig. 37.
9. Remove all metal remnants as far as possible
between fenders and crossmember.

Fig.37. Dress spot wel d flanges .
To Install
10. Dress spot wel d fl anges on new body front
l ower panel .
11. Shorten spot we 1d f1 anges right and 1eft on

new body front lower panel .

12. Coat spot weld flanges with weld- through
primer.
13. Position new pa nel and fix wi th clamps ,
Fig. 38.

Fi~.38.

Fix new body front lower panel on
crossmember with clamps .

14. Spot weld new body front lower panel, Fig. 39.

15. Position radiator grille panel and bol t on.

16. Fit bumper, install hood cable and adjust.

17. Fit both headlamp panel s.

Fig . 39. Spot weld new body front lower panel
onto crossmember.
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44 253 FENDER - FRONT - REPLACE (one)

To Remove
1. Disconnect earth cable from battery .
2. Take off both headlamp panels (4 bolts).

Fig.40. Cut line of fender to be replaced.

3. Unclip corners of bumper and take off bumper

(2 bolts).

4. Take off complete radiator grille panel
(19 bolts).

5. Remove headlamp and indicator (4 bolts) and
remove hood bump rubber.
Fig.41. Fender cut line in area of A pillar.

6. Remove bolt securing fender to apron panel.
Mark fender cut line and cut out fender.

7. Cut fender at welded bracket connections and
headlamp support panel.

8. Cut fender in area of apron panel, Fig.42.
Fig.42. Cut line in area of apron panel.
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9. Cut fender in area of 'A' pillar and then take

off, Fig.43.

Fig.43. View of front quarter with fender cut
out.

10. Remove metal remnants from spot weld
flanges, Fig.44.

Fig.44. Remove metal remnants.

11. Dress spot weld flanges and straighten
with hammer and dolly, Fig.45.
Fig.45. Dress spot weld flanges.
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To Install
12. Punch spot weld flange for A pillar on new
fender, Fig.46.

13. Coat contact faces of bodywork and fender
with weld-through primer.
Fig.46. Punch spot weld flange for A pillar on
new fender.
14. Adapt fender to corner of cowl panel, align
with door and hood and fix with clamps,
Fig.47.

NOTE: Fender gap must be even all round from
adjacent parts.
Fig.47. Fix fender with clamps.
15. Fit fender bolt at corner of cowl panel.

16. Spot weld fender to apron panel and headlamp
support panel, Fig.48.
Fig.48. Spot weld fender in area of apron panel.
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17. Remove door trim panel, pull off plastic door
sheet, loosen bolts (6) and take door off the
hinges, Fig.49.

Fig.49. Take off door, by loosening 6 hinqe
bolts.

18. Plug weld fender in area of A pillar, Fig.50.

Fia.50. Plug weld fender in area of A pillar.

19. Dress welds and seal fender at A pillar and
apron panel using metal joint sealer, Fig.51.
Then spray underseal on the inside.
Fiq.51. Seal fender at A pillar and apron ranel.
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20. Fit door and position.
NOTE: Pay attention to gap between fender and door
panel, Fig.52 and Fig.53.

21. Fit plastic door sheet and door trim panel .
Fit hood bump rubbers on fender.
Fig . 52. Gap between fender and door panel .

22. Fit headlamp and indicator.

23. Bolt radiator gril le panel to bodywork, paying
attention to gap between hood and fenders,
Fig.54.

24. Bolt on both headlamp panels . Fit hood cable
and adjust . Refit side mirror.
Fi9.53. Gap between fender and hood.

25. Connect battery earth cable.

26. Adjust headlamps .
TR44· 2

Fig.54. Radiator grille panel fitted .
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44 264 4 HEADLAMP SUPPORT PANEL - REPLACE
To Remove
1. Cut out headlamp support panel along cut line
at connection of crossmember and radiator
grille panel holder, Fig.55.
2. Remove metal remnants from spot weld flanges.
3. Dress spot weld fianges and straighten .

Fig.55. Cut lines for headl amp support plate.
To Install
4. Dress spot weld fianges on new headlamp
support bracket and holder.

5. Coat contact faces of spot weld flanges with
weld through primer.

Fig . 56. Fix headlamp support panel with clamps.

6. Adapt new headlamp support panel to crossmember and apron panel and fix with clamps and
cramp, Fig. 56.

7. Spot weld headlamp support panel, Fig. 57.

Fig.57. Spot weld headlamp support panel.
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44 271 4 BATTERY BRACKET - REPLACE
To remove
1. Drill out weld points in battery bracket and
holder, Fig.58.

2. Cut off bracket with holder from apron panel.

3. Dress spot weld flanges and straighten.
Fig.58. Drill out weld points on battery bracket.
To Install
4. Dress spot weld flanges on new bracket and
holder.

5. Spot weld bracket and battery holder together.
Then punch this part at apron panel connecting
points.

6. Fit bracket with holder on apron panel and
plug weld, Fig.59. Tack weld 25mm at rear of
tray to apron.

7. Dress weld points.
Fig.59. Plug weld battery bracket with holder
on apron panel .

44 274 4 CROSSMEMBER - FRONT - REPLACE
To Remove
1. Cut out front crossmember, first removing
both bumper holders (4 bolts.), Fig.60.

Fig. 60. View of crossmember to be cut out.
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2. Drill out spot weld connections between
crossmember and side member, Fig.61 and
disconnect fender stay.

3. Dri 11 out headl amp support panels right and
left at connection to crossmember.

4. Cut out crossmember completely.
Fig.61. Drill out spot weld connection at
right-hand side member.

5. Straighten spot weld flanges on side member
and headlamp support panels with hammer and
dolly .

6. Dress spot weld flanges on side members and
headlamp support panels .
Fig.62. Fix crossmember at side members with
clamps.

To Install
7. Position new crossmember at side members and
fix with clamps and cramps, Fig.62.
8. Plug weld crossmember at side members,
Fig.63.
9. Plug weld headlamp support panels right and
left on crossmember.
10. Bolt on both bumper holders and reconnect
fender stay.
Fig.63. Plug weld crossmember at side members.
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44 276 4 APRON PANEL - REPLACE (one side)
To Remove
1. Dri l l out spot weld connections between apron
panel and floor assembly, Figs.64 and 65.

NOTE: Remove cables, leads and rubber mats from
vicinity of working area.
Fig. 64. Drill out apron panel at outside
connecting points .

Fig.65. Drill out apron panel from
passenger comparbnent.

2. Mark out cut line on apron panel to be cut
out, Fig.66.

NOTE: With apron panel on left-hand side, remove
steering box mounting bracket from side member
(4 bolts).
Fig.66. Mark apron panel cut line.
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3. Cut out apron panel from side member, bulkhead and side panel, Fig.67.

4. Remove metal remnants from spot weld f1 anges .

5. Dress spot weld flanges, then straighten with
hammer and dolly, Fig.68.

Fig . 67. Cut out apron panel (steering
box removed).

To Install
6. Dress spot weld flanges on new apron panel.

7. Punch apron panel in area of steering box
mounting bracket.

8. Coat contact faces of spot weld flanges with
weld-through primer.

Fig.68. Straighten spot weld fla nges .

NOTE: When fitting the new apron panel, first fix
the steering box mounting bracket on the side
member. Then weld on the previously punched
apron panel .

9. Position apron panel and fix with clamps and
cramps, Fig.69.

Fig.69. Apron panel punched in area of steering
box mounting bracket and fixed with
clamps.
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10. Spot weld apron panel on side member,
Fig.70.

TR44- 39

Fig.70. Spot weld apron panel at side member.

11. Weld apron panel on bulkhead and side panel,
Fig.71.

NOTE: Have fire extinguisher at hand due to fire
risk.

Fig.71. Weld apron panel to side panel.
~

12. Braze apron panel at the corners, Fig.72.

13. Dress apron panel at weld locations.

14. Seal apron panel at joints with metal joint
sealer and spray from the reverse side with
underseal.
Fig.72. Braze apron panel at the corners.
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44 276 5 SECTION - APRON PANEL - REPLACE
To Remove
1. Drill out battery bracket from apron panel and
remove .
NOTE : On diesel TRANSITS there is a battery
bracket on the right-hand and left-hand side
of the apron panel.

2. Measure out damaged apron panel and mark out
cut line, Fig.73.
TR44-42

Fig.73. Cut line between side member and apron
panel.

3. Cut off damaged apron panel section, Fig.74.

Fig.74. Cut apron panel section.

4. Remove metal remnants from spot weld flanges,
Fig.75.

5. Deburr cut edges and remove underseal in area
of cut.

6. Dress spot weld flanges and straighten.

Fig.75. Remove metal remnants .
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7. Joggle rema1n1ng apron panel section with a
joggling tool, Fig.76 and 77.

To Install
8. Measure up new apron ·panel section on the
panel section cut out and mark new section,
Fig. 78. When measuring, allow 10 to 12 mm
extra for overlap.

Fig.76 . Vi ew of remaining apron panel sec ti on.

9. Cut off marked new apron panel, deburr and
remove primer from contact faces of spot weld
flanges on both sides.

Fig.77. Joggle apron panel.

10. Coat spot weld flanges with weld-through
primer.

TR44-47

Fig.78. Mark new apron panel.
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11. Offer up replacement apron panel section,
trimming it as necessary, and secure with
clamps and cramps, Fig.79.

12. Weld new apron panel section , Fig.80.

Fig.80. Weld new apron panel section.

13. Spot weld new apron panel section to side
member and weld.

14. Dress welded zones and joint seam, Fig.81.
Fig.81. Dress joint seam.
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15. Tin and solder-fill joint seam, Figs.82 and
83.

Fig.82. Coat joint seam with tinning paste.

16. Dress solder-filled locations on joint seal,
Fig.84.

Fig.83. Solder-fill joint seam.

17. Seal apron panel at the joints with metal
joint sealer and weld on battery bracket.

18. Spray underseal onto reverse side of apron
panel.
Fig.84. Dress solder-filled locations.
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44 281 5 SECTION - SIDE MEMBER - REPLACE

To Remove
1. Mark damaged side member at centre of threaded
hole, Fig.85.

2. Drill out spot welds at front connection
between floor pane 1 and side member.

)
Fig.85. Mark side member at centre of threaded
hole.

3. Cut side member at marked spot with grinding
machine and on apron panel and floor panel
with pneumatic chisel, Fig.86.
TR44-114

Fig.86. Side member cut out.

4. Drill out spot welds at connection between
side member and floor panel from passenger
compartment,in area retaining plate with weld
nut, Fig.87.

TRL.4-11 5

Fig.87.
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5. From passenger compartment, chisel open and
bend up floor panel over side member, Fig.88.

6. Deburr cut edges and remove remains of
retaining plate with weld nut from remaining
side member section.

7. Mark holes on side member and drill out.

Tl/79/52

Fig.88. Drill out spot welds, chisel open
and bend up floor panel.

To Install
8. Mark new side member at same point as shown in
Fig.85 (centre of threaded hole).

NOTE: Drill out the four spot welds on the
retaining plate of the weld nut and remove
plate. Keep for subsequent re-installation.

Tl/79 /53

Fig.89. Make up internal shoe.

9. Cut new side member at marked location.

10. Make up internal shoe as per Fig.89.

11. Drill 14 holes (12 mm dia.) on new side member
section, Fig.90.

Tl/79/54

Fig.90. Drill hole on new side member section.
A - Holes
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12. Insert internal shoe into new side member section and weld, Fig.91.
NOTE: For side members with additional reinforcement plate (diesel and HD version) the reinforcement
plate must be welded in approx. 100 mm right and left before inserting the shoe, Fig.92.

Tl/79/55

Fig.91. Shoe welded with side member section.
A - Reinforcement plate diesel and HD version

13. Weld shoe as well as weld nut retaining
plate, Fig.92.

T 1/ 79/ 56

Fig.92. Weld locations on shoe and weld nut
retaining plate.
Shoe welded in reinforcement plate
approx. 100 mm right and left.
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14. Drill 14 holes (12 mm di a.) .on remaining side
member section, Fig. 93 .

15. Place new cover plate on new side member
section, clamp and spot weld.

16. Insert side member section with welded-on shoe
into remaining side member section of body,
Fig.93.
Fig.93. Drill holes in remaining section of
side member and locate new section of side
member.

17. Measure up side member section, Fig.94, bring
into correct installation position and clamp.

18. First, weld side member section alternately at
the holes and then at the cut location.

T 1/79 / 58

Fig.94. Measure up side member section.

19. From the inside of the cab, weld the internal
shoe through the opening in the f1 oor panel,
Fig.95.

20. Straighten chiselled-open sheet metal strip
and bend back . Weld holes in floor panel to
the side member and to cut edges of sheet
metal strip.
11/79/59

21. Repaint repaired area in colour of vehicle.
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44 413 DOOR (CAB) - REPLACE

;#/

To Remove
1. Remove window crank, inner door handle, arm
rest and door trim panel.

2. Pull off door plastic sheet and remove.

3. Remove belt rail weather strip inside and
outside.

~~ ~ L
TR 42 12

Fig. 96. Remove door quarter light.
b - Mounting on inside door panel
E -Mounting on door window frame

4. Remove quarter light, by removing 2 screws on
the door frame and 1 screw on the inside door
panel, Fig.96.

5. Remove door window glass (2 screws) .

6. Remove window crank mechanism (6 screws).
Fig.97.

TA/42 22

Fig. 97. Remove crank mechanism.
A - Cushioning rubber
B - Crank mechanism plate fastening
screws

7. Disconnect window channel at rear (1 screw),
and remove with glass run .

8. Remove door lock with remote control. Unclip
outside door handle linkage from door lock
and disconnect interior lock button from door
lock. Undo 3 screws each on remote control
and door lock and remove lock with remote
control.

9. Remove outside door handle (2 screws), Fig.98.

February 1981

Fig . 98. Outside door handle compl ete with l ock.
A -. Drive piece
B - Outside handle
C - Connecting rods
D - Lock
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10. Remove pull-to grip, by drilling out 2 blind
rivets.
11. Remove locking button grommet from door.

12. Remove check strap (2 screws), Fig.99.

TR /41 / 37d

Fig.99. Remove pin and retaining ring connecting
check strap mountin9 on A pillar.

13. Unscrew hinge bolts (6) and remove door,
Fig.lOO.
14. Remove rubber door seal together with lower
cli ps . Remove old adhesive remnants from
flang e.

To Install
15. Coat rubber door seal and door with adhesive
and glue on rubber seal . Then attach clips
from below.

Fig.100. Door hinge bolts.

16. Fit new friction pad between hinge and door
and mount door on hinges and tighten with
bolts. Then align.
NOTE : Pay attention to gap from side panel and
fender .

17. Fit check strap and replace pin and
retaining ring.

18. Insert pull-to grip in door and fix with blind
rivets, Fig.101.

TR H -119

Fig.101. Fix pull-to grip with blind rivets.
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19. Screw on outside door handle, Fig.102.

20. Fit locking button grommet to door.

21. Insert door lock and remote control in door ,
loosely fit screws and clip on linkage from
locking button and outside handle.

22. Tighten screws and screw on door locking
button .

TR/ 41/34•

Fig.102. Fit outside door handle.

23. Fit window channel and rubber glass run at
rear.

24. Fit window guide, Fig . 103.

25. Insert crank mechanism in door and screw in
place.

26. Fit door window glass and quarter light with
brace.
TR/42/21

Fig.103. Guide rail and holder.
A - Fibre washer
B - Plain washer
C - Serrated washer
D - Screw

27. Fit belt rail weatherstrip inside and
outside.

28. Stick on door plastic sheet.

29. Fit door trim panel, window crank, inner door
handle and armrest , Fig. 104.

11

TR/41/28

Fig.l04. Door trim panel.
A - Fastening screw
B - Armrest
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44 415 OUTER PANEL - DOOR - REPLACE
To Remove
1. Take off door trim panel.
2. Remove door plastic sheet and belt rail
weatherstrip inside and outs i de.
3. Remove quarter light with brace, by removing
screws on door frame and 1 screw on inside
door panel.
4. Take out door window glass (2 screws) and
window guide brace at rear (1 screw) .
Fig.105. View of door .
A - Outer panel
B - Inner panel

5. Remove window guide and door lock (3 screws).

6. Remove outside door handle (2 screws).

7. Remove belt rail clips.

8. Remove door side mirror, if fitted, and door
arrester.

TR44-163

Fig.106. Drill out inner door panel at
window opening.

9. Loosen hinge bolts (6) on door and remove
door, Fig.105.

10. Carefully remove rubber door seal.

11. Drill out spot welds on door inner panel
flange at window opening, Fig.106.

12. Cut through door surround with parting-off
grinder, Fig.107.
Fig . 107. Cut through door surround.
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13. Remove metal remnants from spot weld flanges
with hammer and chisel, Fig.108.

14. Separate door outer panel from inner panel, by
heating outer panel and removing from bonded
connection to brace, Fig. 109.

Fig.108. Remove metal remnants from spot weld
flanges.

15. Dress spot weld flanges on inner door panel
and straighten, Fig.110.

To Install
16. Dress spot weld locations on new outer door
panel.
Fig.109. Heat outer door panel and remove
from bonded connection to brace.

17. Coat spot weld flanges with weld-throuqh
primer.

18. Apply metal adhesive to inner door panel
brace.
Fig.110. Straighten spot weld flanges on
inner door panel.
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19. Position outer door panel and fix with clamps,
Fig.lll.

TR44-168

Fig.111. Fix door panel with clamps.

20. Tack (spot weld) outer door panel to inner
panel, Fig.112.

Fig.112. Tack on outer door panel.

21. Plug weld window opening flange and belt rail
flange, Fig.113.

Fig.113. Plug weld window opening flange.
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22. Turn over flange along circumference of door
with wooden mallet and dolly, Fig.ll4 .

23. Spot weld outer door panel, Fig.115.

24. Dress spot welds and plug welds, Fig.116.
Fig. l14. Turn over door flange edges .
25. Seal outer door panel at connection with inner
panel using metal joint sealer.

26. Glue on rubber door seal.

27. Fit door and adjust .

NOTE: Pay attention to correct gap from rear side .
panel and B pillar.

28. Fit door arrester and, if fitted, side mirror.

TR44-171

Fig.115. Door outer panel spot welded on.

29. Fit belt rail clips .

30. Fit outside door handle and door lock.
31. Fit window guide and window guide brace at
rear.
32. Insert door window glass.
33. Fit quarter light and door weather strip
inside and outside.
34. Fit door plastic sheet and door trim panel.
Fig.116. Dress welds.
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44 453 SIDE DOOR (with window) - REPLACE·
To Remove
1. Remove door trim panel, caps and clips,
Fig.117.
2. Remove window control by unclipping linkage ,
removing 3 screws and taking out remote
control.
3. Unclip door lock linkage, remove 3 screws and
remove lock, Fig.ll8.
Fig . 117. Take off door trim panel .

4. Remove outside door handle (2 screws).
5. Drill out 2 blind rivets on pulJ-to grip and
take off grip .
6. Take out window glass and remove door arrester
from B pillar.

:::::-.......
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TR/41/3

Fig.ll8. Door lock and outside handle striker.
A - Lock fastening screws
B - Striker
C - Control rod
0- Remote control plate

7. Remove screws (6) from hinges and take off
door, Fig.119.
8. Remove rubber door seal with clips at bottom.

Fig. ll9. Side door hinge screws .
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To I nsta 11
9. Coat rubber seal and door with adhesive and
stick on rubber seal . Then fit clips from
below.
10. Moun t door on hinges, fit and adjust.

NOTE: Pay attention to correct gap from side panel
at rear and B pillar, Fig.120.

Fig.1 20. Side door gap .
11. Screw door arrester onto B pillar

12. Fit window glass, Fig.121.
grip and rivet down .

Insert pull-to

13. Insert outside door handle in door and fit.

14. Position door lock, put in screws, clip in
outside handle linkage and tighten screws .

TR 42 29

Fig . 121. Glass, rubber seal and cord.
A - Cord
15. Position remote control, put in screws, clip
in linkage on lock and tighten screws,
Fig.122.

16. Fit caps on inner door panel and fit door trim
panel with clips.
Fig . 122. Side door remote control.
A - Remote control
B - Connecting rod
C - Screw and washer
D ·- Closing lever
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44 476 4 ROCKER PANEL - FRONT - REPLACE
(Side panel removed}
To Remove
1. Mark out damaged rocker panel, Fig . 123.

2. Cut out rocker panel completely at connection
with floor panel, box corner, wheel house,
side panel and apron, Fig.124.
3. Remove metal remnants from spot weld flanges,
Fig.125.
Fig.123. View of rocker panel to be cut out.

4. Dress spot weld flanges and straighten with
hammer and dolly.

Fig.l24. Cut out rocker panel .

To Install
5. Remove primer from weld flange contact faces
of new rocker panel on both sides (dress}.

6. Coat contact faces with weld-through primer.
Fig.125. Remove metal remnants.
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7. Position rocker panel and secure with clamps
and cramps, Fig.126.

Fig.l26. Position rocker panel and secure with
clamps.

8. Spot weld rocker panel in upper and lower
flange areas and wheel house, Fig.127.

Fig.127. Spot weld rocker panel.

9. Weld rocker panel at connection with B pillar
and rear side panel, Fig.128.

10. Dress weld locations and seal rocker panel
with metal joint sealer and replace rocker
panel exten s ion and strut.
Fig.128. Plug-weld rocker panel.
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44 476 4 ROCKER PANEL - REAR - REPLACE
(Side panel removed)
To Remove
1. Cut out rocker panel at connection with floor
panel, box corner, wheel house, side panel and
apron, Fig.129.
2. Remove metal remnants from spot weld f1 anges.

3. Dress spot weld flanges and straighten.

Fig.129. Cut out rear rocker panel.

To Install
4. Dress spot we 1d f1 anges on new rocker pane 1.

5. Coat contact faces of spot weld flanges with
weld-through primer.

6. Position new rocker panel and secure with
clamps, Fig.130.

Fig.l30. Secure new rocker panel with clamps.

7. Spot weld/weld in new rocker panel at
connection with floor panel, apron, side panel
and wheel house, Fig.131.

8. Carefully seal rocker panel with metal joint
sealer.
Fig.131. Spot weld rocker panel.
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44 477 ROCKER PANEL EXTENSION - REPLACE
(Side panel removed)
To Remove
1. Cut out rocker panel extension at B pillar and
wheel house, Fig.132.
2. Remove meta 1 remnants from spot weld f1 anges,
Fig.133.
3. Dress spot weld flanges.

Fig.132. Cut out rocker panel extension .

To Install
4. Dress spot weld flanges on new rocker panel
extension.

5. Punch new part at upper and lower spot weld
flanges, Fig.134.

6. Coat spot weld flanges with weld- through
primer.
Fig.133. Remove metal remnants.

7. Position new rocker panel extension and secure
with clamps.

8. Plug-weld rocker panel extension at upper and
front spot weld flanges and weld-in at B
pillar and wheel house and brace panel body
rocker.

9. Seal rocker panel extension with metal joint
sealer.

February 1981
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Fig.134. Punch new rocker panel extension at
upper spot weld flange.
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44 478 4 ENTRANCE STEP - FRONT - REPLACE
(Fender and door sill removed)
To Remove
1. Drill out all spot welds on entrance step ,
Fig.135.

2. Cut out entrance step at A pillar, apron panel
and f.loor panel, Fig.136.

Fig.135. Drill out spot welds on entrance step

3. Cut out entrance step at side member and B
pillar, Fig.136.

Fig.136. Cut out entrance step.

4. Remove metal remnants from spot weld flanges,
Fig.137.

5. Drill out metal remnants from A pillar
reinforcement.
Fi g.137. Metal remnants cut out from A pillar
reinforcement.
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6. Dress spot weld flanges and straighten with
hammer and dolly, Fig.138.

To I nsta 11

7. Dress spot weld flanges on new entrance step
at connection to B pillar and punch side
member extension and B pillar at top,
Fig.139.
Fig.138. Strai ghten spot weld flanges.

8. Coat contact faces of spot weld flanges with
weld-through primer.

TR44- 97

Fig.139. Punch new entrance step.

9. For a better fit, round off upper corners at
connection to side member.

10. Position new entrance step and press in
upwards with a jack or suitable tool. Then
secure with clamps, Fig.140.

February 19fll

Fig.140. Press in new entrance step with jack
and secure with clamps.
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11. Plug we 1 d entrance step at connection to floor
panel, Fi g.141.

12. Plug weld entrance step at A and B pillars and
side member.
Fig.141. Plug weld entrance step at floor panel.

13. Spot weld entrance step at connection to B
pillar at top and bottom, Fig.142.

Fig.142. Spot weld entrance step at lower
B pillar.

14. Braze corners of entrance step at floor panel,
Fig.143.

15. Seal entrance step with metal joint sealer.
· Fi g.143. Braze corners of entrance step at
floor panel.
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44 517 SIDE PANEL WITH INSIDE WINDOW PANEL REPLACE (front left)
To Remove
1. Remove seat benches.

2. Remove rubber mat and filler panel.

3. Remove seat belts and side trim panels.
Fig.144. Mark out side panel cut lines.

4. Remove sliding and hinged windows.

5. Mask front seats and windscreen.

Fig.145. Mark out inside window panel.

6. Mark out cut line of side panel and inside
window panel, Fig.144 and 145.

7. Cut side panel at B pillar and C pillar at
top, and inside window panel at B pillar and
connection to side panel at bottom using
parting-off grinder, Fig.146.
Fig.146. Cut side panel.
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8. Cut out side panel with pneumatic chisel,
Fig.147 and 148.

Fig.147. Side panel and inside window panel
cut out, view from outside.

9. Cut out inside window panel at connection to
window flange using pneumatic chisel, Fig.148.

Fig.148. Side panel and inside window panel
cut out, viewed from inside.

10. Remove metal remnants from spot weld flanges,
Fig.149.

Fig.149. Remove metal remnants.
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11. Dress spot weld flanges of side panel and
straighten, Fig.150.

Fig.150. Dress side panel spot weld flange.

12. Dress spot weld flanges of inside window panel
and straighten, Fig.151.
Fig.151. Dress inside window panel spot weld
flange.

13. Deburr cut edges and joggle with joggling
tool, Fig.152.

Fig.152. Joggle cut edges.
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To Install
14. Measure side panel and inside window panel
cut out on vehicle and transfer to new
sections, Fig . 153 and 154.

NOTE: Allow 10 - 12 mm extra for overlap.

'.
TR44-150

Fig.l53. Cut line marked out on new side panel.
15. Cut new sections and deburr.

16. Dress spot weld flanges on new sections at
connections to window opening and rear side
panel .

TR44-151

Fig.154. Cut line marked out on new inside window
panel.

17. Punch new side panel at front and bottom ,
Fig. 155.

18. Coat contact faces of spot weld flanges with
weld-through primer.
Fig. 155. Punch side panel at front and bottom.
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19. Position new side panel and secure with clamps
and cramps, Fig.156.

NOTE: Pay attention to door gap and even
transitions from panel to door.

Fig.156. Secure new side panel with clamps.

20. Spot weld side panel to rear side panel,
Fig.157, plug-weld at front and at floor
panel.

Fig.157. Spot weld front side panel to rear
side panel (from inside).

21. Weld side panel at connection to 8 and C
pillars, Fig.158.

Fig.158. Weld side panel at connection to 8
and C pillars.
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22. Position new i nside window panel and secure
with clamps, Fig.159.

Fig.159. Secure new inside window panel with
clamps.

23. Spot weld inside window panel at window guide
and door, Fig.160.

Fig.160. Spot weld inside window panel to
window guide.

24. Weld inside window panel at connection to B
and C pillars , Fig.161.

25. Dress weld locations.

a

r-.

Fig.161. Weld inside window panel at connection
to B pi 11 ar.
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26. Tin joint seams of side panel and i nside
window · panel and solder-fill, Fig.162 and
163.

Fig.162. Solder-fill side panel joint seam .

27. Dress solder-fill locat i ons , Fig. 164.

28. Seal all joint seams of side panel with metal
joint sealer.

29.

R~move masking from front
windscreen.

~eats

and

Fig.163. Solder- fill inside window panel j oint
seam.

30. Fit side trim panels and seat belts.

31. Fit sliding and hinged windows.

32. Fit filler panel, rubber mat and seat
benches.
Fi9.164. Dress solder-fill locations on inside
wi-ndow panel.
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44 518 SIDE PANEL - REAR RIGHT - REPLACE
To Remove
1. Remove rear seat benches.

2. Remove rubber mat and filler panel.

3. Remove seat belts.

4. Remove side trim panels with cover plate.

Fig.165. Mark out rear side panel cut line.

5. Remove hinged and side windows.

I

e
6. Remove top box corner cover plate and cut out
reinforcement plate at box corner.

\

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Fig.166. Cut out side panel.

7. Mark out side panel cut line, Fig.165.

8. Cut side panel at C pillar and D pil lar at top
with parting-off grinder .

9. Cut out side panel at connection to C pillar,
rocker panel, box corner and wheel house,
Fig.166 and 167.
Fig.167. View of side panel cut out.
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10. Remove metal remnants from spot weld flanges,
Fig.168.

11. Dress spot weld flanges, Fig.169, and
straighten with hammer and dolly.
Fig.168. Remove metal remnants.

12. Deburr cut edges and joggle with joggling
tool.

Fig.169. Dress spot weld flanges.

To Install
13. Measure side panel cut out on vehicle and
transfer to new side panel, Fig.170.

14. Cut new side panel and deburr cut edges.

TR44-134

Fig.170. New side panel marked.
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15. Dress spot weld fl anges of window opening,
wheel house and connection to box corner on
new side panel.

16. Punch spot weld flange at C pillar and at
bottom in area of rocker panel , Fig.171.
Fig.171. Punch spot weld flanges.

17. Coat contact faces of spot weld f l anges with
weld-through primer.

Fig.l72. Secure new side panel with clamps.

18. Position new side panel and secure with clamps
and cramps, Fig . 172.
NOTE: Transitions between side panel and adjoining sections must be even and flat.

19. Spot weld side panel at connection to box
corner and window opening, Fig.l73.
Fig .173. Spot weld side panel at connection
to box corner.
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20. Spot weld side panel at connection to wheel
house , Fig.174.

21. MIG weld side panel at connection to C pillar,
rocker panel front and rear as well as joint
seams, Fig.175.
Fig.174. Spot weld side panel at connection
to wheel house.

22. Plug weld box corner reinforcement, Fig.176.

23. Dress all weld locations.

24. Tin joint seams and solder-fill.

25. Dress solder-fill locations and seal side
panel with metal joint sealer.
Fig . 175. MIG weld side panel joint seams.

26. Fit top box corner cover plate.

27. Fit hinged and side windows.

28. Fit side trim panels with cover plate and
install seat belts.

29. Install filler plate, rubber mat and seat
benches.
Fig.176. Plug weld box corner reinforcement.
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44 534 4 WHEEL HOUSE - REPLACE
To Remove
1. Cut out wheel house along cut line, Fig.177.

Fig.177. Cut out wheel house.

2. Remove metal remnants from spot weld flange,
Fig.178.

TR44-61

Fig.178. Remove metal remnants.

To Install
3. Dress spot weld flanges, Fig.179, and
straighten.

TR44- 62

Fig.179. Burn paint off spot weld flange.
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4. Dress spot weld flanges of new wheel house.

5. Coat spot weld flanges with weld-through
primer.
Fig.180. Secure wheel house with clamps.

6. Position new wheel house and secure with
clamps, Fig.180.

Fig.181. Spot weld wheel house.

7. Spot weld wheel house to body from inside and
MIG weld at connection to rocker panel,
Fig.181.

8. Seal wheel house thoroughly with metal joint
sealer and spray inside with underseal,
Fig.182.
Fig.182. Seal wheel house with metal joint
sealer.
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44 574 BOX CORNER - REPLACE
To Remove
1. Remove rear seat bench .

\

I.
.

2. Remove rear side trim panel with cover plates .

3. Remove rear light.

ME T A L

'- _J \

'
~
I

~'
\ - ::

LJ

Fig.183. Box corner cut line.

4. Remove reflector/reversing light.

5. Unclip corner bumper.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

6. Drill out pop rivets on rear entrance rail and
take off rail .

I

I
I
I

7. Turn up rubber mat and, if necessary, remove
filler plate.

I

Fig.184. Cut out box corner.

8. Mark out box corner cut line, Fig.183, and cut
at top with parting-off grinder. Then cut out
box corner reinforcement with pneumatic
chisel.

9. Cut out box corner at connection to side
panel, rocker panel, D pillar and rear wall
panel with pneumatic chisel, Fig.184.
10. Remove metal remnants , then dress spot weld
flanges and straighten.
11. Deburr box corner cut edge and joggle with a
joggling tool, Fig.185.
Fig.185. Joggle box corner.
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To Install

®

®

12. Measure box corner cut out on vehicle and
transfer to new section, Fig.186.

NOTE:

Allow 10- 12 mm extra for overlap.

13. Cut new box corner with parting-off grinder
and deburr.
TR44- '123

Fig.186. Mark new box corner and punch.
A- Box corner cut line
B - Punch spot weld flange

14. Dress spot weld flanges at connection to side
wall on new box corner.

15. Punch new box corner at connection to D pillar
and rocker panel, Fig.186.

16. Coat contact faces of spot weld flanges with
weld-through primer.
Fig.187. Weld in new box corner.

17. Position box corner and secure with clamps.

NOTE: Pay attention to door gap and even
transition to side panel.

18. Spot weld box corner at connection to side
panel and MIG weld at joint seam with D pillar
and rear rocker panel, Fig.187. Then weld on
box corner reinforcement.

19. Dress weld locations and joint seam, Fig.188.

February 1981

Fig.188. Dress joint seam.
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20. Tin box corner joint seam and solder-fill,
Fig.l89.

21. Dress solder-fill location, Fig.190 and 191.

22. Seal box corner with metal joint sealer.
Fig.189. Solder- fill box corner.
23. Fit filler plate and lay rubber mat.

24. Fit entrance rail at rear and secure with
blind rivets.

25. Clip corner bumper onto box corner.
Fig.190. Dress solder- fill loca t ion.

26. Fi t reflector/reversing light.

27. Fit rear light.

28. Fit side trim panel with cover plates.

29. Fit seat bench and secure.

ME T A
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20. Tin box corner joint seam and solder-fill,
Fig.189.

21. Dress solder-fill location, Fig.190 and 191.

22. Seal box corner with metal joint sealer.
Fig.189. Solder-fill box corner.
23. Fit filler plate and lay rubber mat.

24. Fit entrance rail at rear and secure with
blind rivets.

25. Clip corner bumper onto box corner.
Fig.190. Dress solder-fill location.

26. Fit reflector/reversing light.

27. Fit rear light.

28. Fit side trim panel with cover plates.

29. Fit seat bench and secure.

Fig.191. Finished solder-fill location.
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44 575 4 DOOR SILL - REPLACE
To Remove
1. Mark out door sill cut line, Fig.192.
- -;..

________

--......... __

-------,
I

2. Cut out door sill along cut line,Fig.193.
Fi g.192. Door sill cut 1ine .

3. Remove metal remnants from spot weld flanges
on entrance step, Fig.194.

4. Dress spot weld flanges and straighten.
Fig.193. Cut out door sill.

To Install
5. Punch new door si ll and dress lower spot weld
flange.
Fig.194. Remove metal remnants.
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6. Coat spot weld flange on new door sill with
weld-through primer.

7. Position new door sill at entrance step and
secure with clamps, Fig.195.

Fig.195. Door sill punched and secured
with clamps.

8. Spot weld door sill at lower flange and then
plug weld at connection to entrance step at
top, Fig.196.

9. Braze door sill at corners, Fig.197.

Fig.196. Plug weld door sill.

10. Dress weld locations.

11. Seal door sill with metal joint sealer.
Fig.197. Braze door sill at corners.
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PANEL - BACK - REPLACE

To Remove
1. Remove cover plates.

2. Remove reflector/reversing 1 i ght.
3. Unclip corner bumpers.

4. Remove registration plate and registration
plate 1 ight.
Fig.198. Mark out back panel cut line.

5. Drill out blind rivets from scuff plate.

6. Remove door lock striker.
Fig.199. Cut out back panel.

7. Mark back panel cut line, Fig.198, and cut out
back panel at connection to floor panel,
crossmember, rocker panels and D pillars,
Fig.199.
8. Remove metal remnants from spot weld flanges.

9. Dress spot weld flanges and straighten,
Fig.200.
Fig.200. Dress spot weld flanges.
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To Remove
10. Dress new back panel at connection to rocker
panels and crossmember. Punch at floor panel
and D pillars.

11. Position back panel and secure with clamps,
Fig.201.

12. Spot weld back panel onto rocker panels and
crossmember, Fig.202.
Fig.201. Secure new back panel with clamps.

13. Plug weld back panel at floor panel and D
pillars, Fig.203.

14. Fit door lock striker.

15. Secure entrance rail with blind rivets.
Fig.202. Spot weld new back panel.

16. Fit registration plate and lights.

17. Clip on corner bumpers.

18. Fit reflector/reversing light.

19. Fit cover plates.
Fig.203. Plug weld new back panel.
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44 674 4 CROSSMEMBER - REAR - REPLACE

To Remove
1. Drill out spot welds at connection to floor
panel.

2. Cut out rear crossmember at connection to
floor panel, side members, reinforcements,
D pillars and side panels, Fig . 204 and 205.

Fig.204. Crossmember to be replaced.

3. Remove metal remnants from spot weld flanges,
Fig.206.

Fig.205. Crossmember cut out .

4. Dress spot weld flanges and straighten .

To Install
5. Dress spot weld flanges on new crossmember at
connection to side members , reinforcements and
D pillars.

Fig.206. Metal remnants removed.
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6. Position rear crossmember and secure with
clamps and cramps, Fig.207.

Fig.207. Secure crossmember with clamps.

7. Spot weld crossmember at s i de members,
reinforcements and D pillars, Fig.208.

Fi g.208. Spot weld crossmember.

8. Plug weld crossmember to floor panel,
Fi g.209, and MIG weld to side panels.

9. Dress weld locations.
Fi g. 209 . Plug weld crossmember.
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44 696 FENDER - REAR - REMOVE AND FIT
To Remove
1. Remove fender (7 bolts), Fig.210.
Remove weatherstrip.

2. Clean contact face on body and clean
weatherstrip, or replace.
TR44- 116

Fig.210. View of rear fender.

To Install
3. Position screws on underside fender flange and
screw on loosely screws to side panel. Then
slide weatherstrip between fender and side
panel.

~L--\- - ~

4. Tighten bolts from inside.
TR 44- 117

Fig.211. Individual parts of rear fender.

-

44 734 TAILGATE -REPLACE (Hinged at top)

1. Remove door trim panel.
clips from tailgate.

Remove caps and

2. Remove five screws and take off door lock.
3. Remove one bolt and one nut from outside door
handle and take off handle.

4. Remove tailgate dampers left and right.
5. Disconnect heated rear window lead and pull
lead out of door. Then remove door glass.

February 1981
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Fig.212. Tailgate dampers.
A - Pillar
B ·- Tailgate
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6. Remove tail gate, by taking out 6 bolts on
hinge, Fig. 213.

7. Remove rubber door seal .

Fig.213. Remove tail9ate hinge bolts.

To Install
8. Remove o1d adhesive from door f1 ange.
9. Coat rubber door seal and door contact faces
with adhesive and stick on rubber door seal.

.. . . . .. .. .. . . .
:
~

. .
~ ·-~ ·~·~·\

.... . . . . .

.

..

.

.

10. Position tailgate, align and secure.
NOTE: Pay attention to even gap at box
corners, Fig. 214.

Fig.214. Tailgate gaps.

11. Mount door glass and insert heated rear window
lead in door. Connect cable, Fig.215.
12. Fit tailgate dampers at left and right on door
and adjust.
i3. Fit door handle and door lock .

14. Insert caps and clips and fit door trim
panel.
Fig.215. Connect cable to heated rear screen.
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INTRODUCTION
REPLACEMENT PARTS

Behind all FORD and MOTORCRAFT products are the vast resources of the worldwide FORD Parts
Operations which can supply replacement parts made to the same exacting standards as the original factory
fitted components.

FOR THIS REASON INSIST THAT ONLY GENUINE FORD AND MOTORCRAFT PARTS ARE USED AS
SERVICE REPLACEMENTS.

The illustrations and descriptive text in this issue were correct at the time of going to print. The Ford Policy is
one of continuous improvement and the right to change prices, specifications and equipment at any time,
without notice, is reserved.

Reference in this publication to 'optional', 'special equipment', and 'where fitted' refer to alternative
specifications for certain parts.

Issued by: Service Publications: Ford Motor Company Limited,
Warley, Brentwood, Essex, CM 13 3 BW.

Copyright in Great Britain. April 1978.
Printed in England by Hindson Print Group Limited, Newcastle

April 1978
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